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SAKIYABHIKKHUISAKYABHIKKHUI
SAKYABHIKSU
A mistaken link to the Mahayana? 1
L.S. Cousins
Source: Nagoya Studies in Indian Culture and Buddhism,

Sa111bha~a

23 (2003): 1-27.

In the Ku~al)a period2 it is quite common for inscriptions to refer to the monastic
fraternity either of the donor (when himself a monk) or of the recipients. Later
this is less common and we see instead a growing practice of making donatory
inscriptions which do not specify any monastic school. In the case of donors
new titles become prevalent, while in the case of recipients it becomes more
normal to donate to a monastery rather than to a monastic lineage. In two papers
published around 1952 and 1962 3 Masao Shizutani referred to this development
and conjectured that 'the new title Sakyabhik~u was of Mahayana origin'. He
was no doubt aware that earlier scholars had taken it to mean 'Buddhist monk'; 4
so he adds the comment that:
"This conjecture, however, may possibly be erroneous, and the title
may have been devised in order to distinguish the Buddhist monks from
the Jaina monks. " 5

This was followed up by H. Sarkar in 1968. Sarkar also believed that the
Sii.kya-bhi/qus could be identified as a distinct group, partly on the basis of their
names. 6 Then in an influential article first published in 1979 Gregory Schopen
developed the same idea in rather more detail. 7 To summarize the facts on which
he based his position:
1.
2.

There is a donatory formula found in sources from around the fourth
century and down to around the thirteenth century.
This formula involves the donation of good fortune (pwJya) to all beings,
sometimes with an additional reference to the donor's family (kinship or
monastic). In its full form it occurs with a phrase indicating that this is in
order to obtain supreme knowledge (anuttara-jiiii.na).
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3.

4.

The same donatory formula is found in the colophons of two Mahayana
manuscripts from Gilgit and in the colophons of a number of post-tenth
century Mahayana manuscripts, mostly from Nepal.
Many of the donors bear the titles of either Sakya-bhik.<;u or paramopasaka.

Schopen adds to the references to epigraphic materials initially collected by
Shizutani and collects together a total of fifty seven passages. At the end of this
article he puts forward as a 'possible interpretation' the view that from the
fourth century and throughout the Gupta period the followers of the Mahayana:

"appear to have gone by the names sakyabhik:ju/paramopasaka - at
least in inscriptions- and these names were never dropped." 8
I believe this conclusion to be mistaken. It seems in clear contradiction to the
literary sources and is not clearly required even by the inscriptional evidence. In
what follows I shall address first the usage of Sakiya-bhikkhu and Sakya-bhikkhu
in Pali sources, then Sakya or Sakka by itself (i.e. without or separated from
bhik.<;u), then Sakya-bhik.<;u and the earlier Pali Sakkaputtiya. Finally I discuss
paramopasaka and then look at the donatory formula itself.

Siikiya(-bhikkhu) and Sakya-bhikkhu in Pali
To begin with, let me tum to some Pali passages which have not as far as I know
been noticed in this context.
In the commentary to the Cii!a-Narada-jataka 9 there is a reference to a
Sakiya-bhikkhu - a mother desirous of finding a husband for her daughter seeks
to arrange for a Sakiya-bhikkhu to become enamoured of her daughter. The
passage is clearly translated by A.L. Rowse:

"So her mother thought to herself: 'This my daughter is offull age, yet
no one chooses her. I will use her as bait for a fish, and make one of
those Sakiya ascetics come back to the world, and live upon him'." (Ja
Trsl. IV 136).
The story is set in the time of the Buddha and it is clear from the context that
the term simply means any bhikkhu who is a follower of the Buddha. Here it
cannot possibly mean Mahayanist. It could conceivably mean a bhikkhu who is
of the Sakiya (Sakya) clan, but that seems unlikely.
The exact date and authorship of the Jataka commentary is still unclear.
Traditionally it is attributed to Buddhaghosa, but we should not necessarily take
this too literally. Even if true, it might only mean that it was compiled by a
group under Buddhaghosa's presidency. More probably, we should take the
attribution as simply meaning 'text of the school of Buddhaghosa, produced
relatively close to his time' and this is evident enough from its content.
2
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The visit of Buddhaghosa to Ceylon is usually dated to the reign of
Mahanama in the early fifth century A.D. but this dating is dependent upon a tradition not recorded until some seven hundred or so years later. So it is better to
take Buddhaghosa'sfloruit as in the fourth century A.D. (but not earlier, assuming he is posterior to the extant D!pavaiJlsa ). 10 This would mean that the date of
the Jiitaka commentary must lie between then and the sixth century A.D.
An even earlier Pali passage is found in the Apadiina, a work included in the
Canon but generally recognized to be one of the latest works admitted. 11 The
story concerns the Buddhist nun Bhadda Kesakul)<,iala (born in Rajagaha) who
had previously ordained with the white-robed ones (seta-vattha). They pulled
out her hair with an implement; so the commentator Dhammapala is probably
correct in understanding them as being Jains (niga~Jtha). She learned their doctrine (samaya) and lived alone, investigating it.
Then a human hand (from a cemetery) was cut off and left near her. Seeing
the hand, she obtained the meditative object (nimitta) which is 'maggot-ridden'
(pufavdkula = pu/avaka). 12 Emerging from that experience, she was deeply
moved (saiJlvigga) and naturally asked her co-practitioners. They replied that the
Sakya monks (Sakya-bhikkhavo) know about this thing (attha). The point of the
story is that her experience was something unknown to the Jains and so she had
to tum to the disciples of the Buddha. So far as I know, this kind of cemetery
meditation on the stages of decomposition of a corpse is not recorded as a Jain
practice and may well have been typically or even uniquely Buddhist at this
time. So the spontaneous occurrence of an experience of this type could well
lead to mention of the Buddhist practice.
However this may be, it is quite clear that the expression Sakya-bhikkhu here
can only be intended to designate a Buddhist monk. That it does in fact mean
'Buddhist monk' is further confirmed by a third Pali occurrence. Commenting
on a passage found in several places which describes the Ajlvaka doctrine of the
six abhijiitis, Buddhaghosa refers to bhikkhus. The tlkii to his Majjhimdgama
commentary explains this as Siikiya bhikkhus. 13 Elsewhere in parallel passages
the {ikiis gloss this instead as 'bhikkhus in the Buddhasiisana' . 14 So there can be
hardly any doubt that for the tlkii-kiira a Siikiya bhikkhu is precisely a Buddhist
monk.

Siikya in Sanskrit texts
The earliest of the small number of extant Sanskrit textual passages given in the
St. Petersburg Dictionary belong to the period around and just after the middle
of the first millennium A.D. These include passages in works of Varahamihira
(fl. c. 550 A.D.) and the slightly later DaiJ<.iin. It is noticeable that the earliest of
the inscriptions listed by Schopen belong to the period from the fifth century to
the seventh century A.D. (One may be fourth century.) A much earlier date is in
any case perhaps unlikely in inscriptions, since this is mainly a Sanskrit usage
and might not have been widely current in the period when Middle Indian was
3
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still normative for most Buddhist schools. Schopen points out that inscriptions
containing the term Siikya-bhi/cyu are absent from the south and from the northwest. So in fact its geographical distribution largely coincides with that of the
Pudgalavadin schools.
In the Brhatsarrzhitii Varahamihira refers to Siikyas and teachers (upiidhyiiya)
together with Jains (iirhata) and Jain ascetics in the final stages (nirgranthi). 15
Probably the meaning here is in fact Siikyas and their teachers. They are in any
case two distinct items, since the list occurs in the treatment of a type of horary
astrology in which significance is drawn from whoever the querent is looking at.
So in the case in question if the questioner looks at a Buddhist, the answer
should concern a thief; if at his teacher, then the matter at hand concerns a military officer (camiipati); if at a Jain or a Jain ascetic, then it concerns a merchant
or a slave-girl respectively. It is not possible to tell from this passage alone
whether Sakya here means a Buddhist in general or something more specific.
Most probably, however, since the Indian population at large did not identify
itself as exclusively Vai~l)ava or Buddhist or Saiva or Jain, but rather gave
support on an ad hoc basis, it means both junior Buddhist monks and committed
lay supporters (upiisaka).
A later passage is rather clearer. In a chapter concerned with the setting up of
images of deities, Varahamihira lists those who should do this in each case Bhagavatas for (an image of) Vi~l)u, Magas for the Sun god, brahmins who wear
ash for Siva, those familiar with the setting up of the mm:ufala for the goddesses,
brahmins for Brahma, Sakyas for the compassionate one (sarva-hita) whose
mind is at peace and naked ascetics for the Jinas. 16 The tenth century commentator Bhattotpala specifies that the Siikyas are those who wear red (raktapata ), a
term which sometimes refers to Buddhist monks in texts of the period when
Buddhist monks were still a living presence in most parts of IndiaY Moreover,
he explains 'all-compassionate' as referring to the Buddha. 18 So there can be
hardly any doubt that Siikya here means 'Buddhist monk'.
In fact, an earlier mention of the word Siikya occurs in the Yavanajiitaka of
Sphujidhvaja (YJ chap. 22, v. 4), composed in A.D. 269/270. Here we learn that
a strong Mars produces a Siikya-srama!Ja 'with bad character'. Indeed, David
Pingree refers to a series of seven later astrological writers, all dependent upon
Sphujidhvaja. 19 These variously refer in the same context to the Siikya-srama!Ja,
the raktapata, the Siikya-yogin and the Bauddhiisraya. Other planets when
strong produce other types of religious practitioner. So there can be hardly any
doubt that the expression is already current in this sense in the second century
A.D.
Indeed this is not the only earlier Sanskrit reference. In chapter two of the
Arthasiistra, we find a prohibition of the feeding at rites for ancestors of renunciants (vr!fala-pravrajita) such as Siikyas and Afivakas. 20 But probably the dating
of the Arthasiistra is controversial; so I will not attempt to make any use of this
reference for dating purposes. We can also note a passage in Kumarila's
Slokavarttika 21 where the views of the Sakya are contrasted with those of the
4
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Vaise~;~ika and Sarpkhya schools. Interestingly, it is the specifically Vaibha~;~ika
notion of the three kinds of asaf!lskrta-dharma that is referred to. 22
We also find a similar usage in Jain texts. The sixth century Jain commentator Jinabhadra has:

"If the thought of the Jina

is your standard, don't reject substantiality,
since, if substance is destroyed, destruction of everything would follow
for you, just as for a Buddhist. " 23
Kotyiiryavadi, who completes this part of Jinabhadra's unfinished auto-commentary,
explains that this means like a Buddhist because you accept only the modifications (paryiiya-miitra-griihitviit Siikyavat) and not substance (dravyiirtha). 24
In the Sriivakaprajiiapti, a work attributed to Umasvati and in any case prefifth century, we find reference to speaking praise of Sakkas, etc. Haribhadra's
eighth century Sanskrit commentary explains this as red monks (raktabhik$avah)?5 Likewise, the relatively early Pi1:uja-nijjutti includes the Sakka in a
list of five kinds of samm;a. 26 Jinadasa's Uttariidhyayana-ciin;i also mentions
the Siikyas, as do various works of Haribhadra, Abhayadeva, and SllankaY
Later Prakrit texts also cite other examples of this usage. 28

Siikyiirya-bhik!fu-saligha and Siikyopiisaka in epigraphic
sources
In a copper-plate grant of Guhasena of Valabhi, dated to the year 246 of the
Gupta era, the king grants the revenues (cash and produce and labour) of a
number of villages to provide the four requisites to the monks in the mahiivihiira
of Du<.f<.fa, founded by the reverend DuQ<.la and situated in the neighbourhood of
Valabhi. More exactly, the monks are referred to as the noble monastic order of
the Siikyas who belong to the eighteen nikiiyas and have come from many
places. 29 Later in the same epigraph the expression 'noble monastic order of the
Siikyas' recurs. 30 The monastic university ofValabhl is known from a number of
sources as a major centre of Buddhism in this period, especially but not exclusively for the non-Mahayana traditions, (and particularly those of the
Pudgalavadin schools). In this context then the term Siikya again clearly means
simply 'Buddhist'.
A similar expression occurs in another grant of the same sixth century king:
'the noble monastic order who belong to the eighteen nikiiyas and have come
from many places'. 31 In the former epigraph of this king he is referred to as a
Saiva devotee (parama-miihesvara), whereas here he is designated as a Buddhist
disciple (paramopiisaka ). It seems natural that a Saiva king (or a Saiva scribe
working for a Saiva dynasty) might designate the monastic order as Buddhist
(Siikya) and equally natural that, if he has become a leading Buddhist devotee,
there would be no need to refer specifically to the Buddhist nature of the order to
which he is donating.
5
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We will refer again to this inscription, but for now we should also note the
occurrence several times of the expression Siikyopasaka. It is found at Mathura,
at Kuda and probably at Ajal)ta, although the last is in the uncertain form of
'Siikya w;aka'. The latter two inscriptions probably date to around the fifth and
sixth centuries. As regards the one from Mathura, according to Uiders: "For
palaeo graphic reasons the date of the inscription cannot be later than the beginning of the Ku~al) rule". 32 This, then, with the passages in the Arthasastra and
the Apadiina is probably the earliest occurrence of the word Siikya in this sense.
In this particular case it is found on the pedestal of a seated Buddha from the site
of a Buddhist monastery some twelve miles west of the town of Mathura
(outside the village of Anyor). The inscription records the gift of a Buddha
image to the monastery 'for the happiness and benefit of all beings' (hita-sukh 'artha[Yfl]). We will have occasion to return to the occurrence of this type of
formula when we tum to the donatory formulae which Schopen and Shizutani
associate with the Mahayana.

Siikya-bhik!ju in Sanskrit texts
Moving on to the textual occurrences of the term Siikya-bhik!}u, we tum again to
Varahamihira. In a passage listing a number of persons and things under the
rulership of the planet Mars, he includes Siikya-bhik!}u. 33 It does not seem very
likely that Mahayanists in particular would be under the rulership of Mars and in
fact the commentator again explains as the red-robed ascetics. 34 A similar notion
recurs later in the BrhatsaYJlhitii when we learn that activities connected with
Buddhist monks (and various others including doctors and thieves) will be fruitful on a day presided over by the planet MarsY Needless to say, the association
of the planet Mars with the colour red is very ancient. 36
Manu-smrti (Man chap. IV, v.30) refers to pii!}al}(iins among those who
should not be honoured by brahmins. The commentator Kullukabhatta (twelfth
or thirteenth century) explains this as referring to siikyabhik!}u[ka}s, k!}apal}akas,
and so on. Earlier (and later) commentators make it certain that the reference is
to Buddhist and Jain monks. 37 We should note also the references to a
Siikyabhik!}uki in the Dasakumiiracarita (Dasa 79, 1.11) and in the
Padmapriibhrtaka (PP after v. 21). In the latter work a corrupt (du!}ta) Sakyabhik~u is a character (between verses 23 and 25).
The introductory stanzas to the treatise on the different doctrines (samayabheda) attributed to Vasumitra (extant only in translation) appear to contain a
reference to him as a siikya-bhik!}u. This would take the term back to the third or
fourth century A.D., the likely date of Vasumitra, but in fact the reference is in
one of the two stanzas which are absent from the first Chinese translation. 38
Since the three authentic stanzas simply state the objective of the treatise and
contrast sharply with the two additional stanzas which name Vasumitra and refer
to him in a way which is unlikely to have been original, we can be confident that
they are a later addition. Since they do appear to be found in the Tibetan version,
6
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we can be reasonably sure that they were added in India and prior to the time of
Paramartha (sixth century A.D.), but after the first Chinese translation which
was made between 385 and 431 A.D. So this is a relevant source for the usage of
sakya-bhi/cyu, dating to around the fifth century A.D.
The farce Mattavilrisavikrama, written by Mahendravikrama around 600
A.D. has as one of its principal characters an entertainingly improbable Buddhist
monk (residing in the Raja-vihara at Kaiicipura). 39 He is usually referred to as a
Sakya-bhik~;>u, but there is no indication of any Mahayana element; rather, he is
certainly just a Buddhist monk in general.
At a later date in ninth century Kashmir the Saiva writer Jayantabhatta refers
to the exponents of the Buddhist view as Sakya-bhiksus. 40 The same author's
philosophical drama Agamaqambara introduces the Buddhist proponent and his
disciple as a Sakya-bhiksu (and his upasaka) dressed in red. 41 The monk in question clearly expounds Yogacarin views at some points, but it is unlikely that
Jayantabhatta is distinguishing Mahayanists in particular. To this can be added a
number of manuscript colophons identified (and discussed) by Schopen, including two from Gilgit.

Siikya-bhik!fu, Sakkaputtiya and the Sakya lineage
Richard Cohen draws attention to an additional Sanskrit reference to Sakyabhik:ju in the Smighabhedavastu of the MU!asarvastivadin Vinaya. 42 This presents the events preceding the newly-awakened Buddha's return to his
home-town of Kapilavastu. Udayin (Kalodayin) is the last of a series of messengers sent by King Suddhodana to invite his son to return home for the first time
and the first to actually return. 43 He is told by the Buddha to announce himself at
the entrance with the words: "a Sakya-bhik:ju has come." And, if asked, he is to
be told that there are other such Sakya-bhi/cyus (i.e. the previous messengers who
did not return).
Cohen is obviously correct that in this context the term Sakya-bhiksu refers to
a monk who is by birth a member of the Sakya clan. He is right also to emphasize that sakya is a kinship term and makes a number of valid points in relation
to this. He doesn't however pay any attention to the Pali sources; so I would like
to say a little about that.
The name of the Buddha's clan occurs in the forms Sakka, Sakya and Sakiya
in the Pali texts. For the most part the form Sakka occurs in the singular with the
other two forms in the plural, although there are some exceptions. 44 I take it that
this is because the earlier mentions mostly refer to named individuals and that
therefore Sakka is probably the oldest form. Given the general unreliability of
etymologies of proper names, this perhaps leaves the historical correctness
of the more Sanskritized forms in doubt, but I shall assume here that the name of
the clan corresponds either to Sanskrit Sakya or Sakya. 45
Nearly forty times in the older texts of the Canon we meet the expression
"the mendicant Gotama is a member of the Sakya clan, one who has gone forth
7
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from the Sakya family" (samm:w khalu bho Gotamo Sakya-putto Sakya-kulii
pabbajito ). 46 The expression Sakyaputta here does not mean 'son of the Sakyan'
(or similar), as it is sometimes taken. Rather 0putta- at the end of a compound
simply means male member of a clan or extended family. In fact, it is used occasionally of others too, e.g. Upananda, Hatthaka and Nanda, but it is clear that as
the most famous member of the lineage, the Buddha soon becomes the Sakyaputta par excellence.
That being so, it is perhaps not surprising that the vrddhi formation from that:
Sakkaputtiya-("ika-) rapidly becomes the normal, if not the only, expression for
Buddhist monk as opposed to, say, Jaina or Ajlvaka monk. In the Vinaya-pitaka
it occurs more than two hundred times. 47 In the Sutta-pitaka more than sixty
times. 48 I take 'samal)o Sakyaputtiyo' as meaning 'mendicant connected with the
famous member of the Sakya clan' i.e. 'follower of the Sakyaputta'. At some
point this is further developed into the notion that Buddhist monks (or some of
them) are the dhamma heirs of the Buddha and hence in some sense themselves
members of the Sakya clan. 49
It is noticeable that the term becomes less frequent in later texts. 50 There are
perhaps two reasons for this. Firstly it is more natural to use such an expression
in a pluralist situation i.e. when non-Buddhist mendicants are frequent. With the
growth of the Buddhist order that became less often the case, particularly in outlying areas such as Ceylon and the North-West. But one would expect variation
over time depending on the local numbers of (e.g.) Jain monks. Secondly, the
progress of Sanskritization and the increasing influence of Sanskritic stylistic
considerations in some contexts probably made a term such as Siikyaputr(i)ya
seem less attractive than the neater Siikya 'follower of the Sakya'.

paramopiisaka in epigraphic sources
An important part of Schopen's argument is that the terms Siikyabhilcyu and
paramopiisaka refer respectively to monks and lay individuals belonging to the
same group. This had always to be doubtful, given that he in fact cites a case
from a colophon of the Pala period where someone is referred to as both - it is
rather difficult to see how anyone can be simultaneously both a monk and a
layman! In fact several scholars have questioned whether the term
paramopiisaka can have this meaning. 5 1
We already saw (above p. 8) that in two grants of the Maitraka king,
Guhasena of Valabhl, paramopiisaka replaces paramamahesvara. This places
the expression in close relationship with a series of other epigraphic terms which
similarly express a relationship of affiliation to a religious group or deity. Other
examples include: parama-bhiigavata, parama-saugata, parama-tiithiigata and
so on. 52 Such expressions indicate either personal affiliation of the individual or
a familial affiliation to an i${a-devatii or something similar. In most cases this
would not involve any kind of exclusivity. In some cases it may rather indicate
how the scribe or a palace official wished to identify the donor.
8
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In effect then, if we restrict our investigation to an early date (i.e. prior to
Pala times) there are just nine epigraphs which mention paramopiisakahkii from
four locations: Samath, Valabhl, Ajal)ta and Katmandu. They are listed in Table
One below. (Later occurrences which are known to me are listed in Appendix
A.) The Ajal)ta reference is, however, suspect; 53 so we have in fact just two from
Valabhl, five from Samath and one from Katmandu. According to Liiders (Ep.
Ind.), the examples from Samath are definitely later than A.D. 400.
According to the Chinese pilgrim Hsiian-tsang, the Samitlya (Sarpmatlya)
school was very numerous at Valabhl. We know also from an inscription from
Samath that the Samitlya school claimed to have replaced the Sarvastivadins at
nearby Varal)asi. So the data are quite compatible with the supposition that the
term paramopiisaka was initially current among the Pudgalavadin schools. This
could be either a peculiarity of the terminology of this school or a regional usage
from some area near Valabhl. Later it would have spread out from this and other
Samitlya centres in the PaJa domains to be more generally adopted. 54 Very likely
too some of the later branches of the Samitlya school adopted the Mahayana.
Literary sources too might suggest that the term paramopiisaka is unlikely to
have the kind of specificity that Schopen's argument requires. In the final
Table JS 7
Shizutani
II

Schopen

modern state

donor
information

dating

129

Sa i D(a)16

U.P. (Samath)

paramopiisakaKirtti

characters of 4th or
5th cent. A.D.

137

Sa i B(d)I

U.P. (Samath)

paramopiisakavi$ayapatiSuyattra

172

Gujarat
(Va1abhi)

the vihara at
Va1abhi made by
paramopiisikii
Du<,l<,la

Gupta 216 =
A.D. 534-5

176

Gujarat
(Va1abhi)

king Guhasena

Gupta 248 =
A.D. 566-7

142

Sa i D(a)18

U.P. (Samath)

paramopiisaka
Bhavarudra

characters of the
6th century A.D.

156

Sa iv 19
(p. 127)

U.P. (Samath)

paramopiisakaNal1,ll)al)a

characters of the
6th century A.D.

33

Aj iva 5*

Maharashtra

<para>mo[pii]sa
ka Upendra

128

Sa i D(a)15

U.P. (Samath)

paramopiisikii

Gupta characters

Su1ak~mal)a

Katmandu

paramopiisaka
Mal)igupta's wife

9
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chapter of the Har$a-carita, the sage Divakaramitra is depicted as attended by
various devotees - followers of different religious traditions and animals of
various kinds. Among the latter are "monkeys who are paramopiisakas, committed to the three refuges and active in the (ritual) service of shrines, parrots
skilled in the religion of the Siikya and providing instruction in the Kosa." 55
There seems no reason to associate the monkeys with the Mahayana! They are
simply 'highly devoted'. We should also note here that the term mahii-upiisaka/"ikii in Pali sources indicates a wealthy lay supporter of status. 56

Schopen's argument
Schopen's argument depends on three separate points. He is aware that the part
of his argument that depends on the donatory formula is by itself weak; so he
has tried to strengthen his thesis by seeking to identify a specifically Mahayanist
group who usually refer to themselves, when lay, as paramopiisaka and, when
monks, as Siikya-bhik$u. The evidence I have cited above shows beyond doubt
that the terms do not in themselves carry any Mahayanist meaning.
Paramopasaka is simply a term for a committed lay supporter of high standing,
while Siikya-bhik$u is a term used regularly by non-Buddhists (and sometimes
by Buddhists too) to refer to members of the Buddhist monastic order.
Of course, this doesn't completely rule out Schopen' s position. Even if these
two designations might be used by non-Mahayanists, they could still have
been used also by a specific Mahayanist group at some point. There is no doubt
that a few of the early epigraphs belonging to this supposed group are made by
individuals who have adopted Mahayanist ideas. Mahayanists in the Pala period
regularly refer to themselves as Siikya-bhik$us and occasionally as
paramopiisakas, but that may reflect simply the predominance of support for
Mahayana in the North-East at a later date - especially among those wealthy
enough to make substantial donations. Essentially, it is dangerous to read back
evidence from Pala times to an earlier period and a different area.
Other explanations are equally possible. We might suppose that after the conflicts between Mahayanists and non-Mahayanists that seem to have taken place
around the third century A.D. there was a reaction against sectarianism and it
simply became less fashionable to refer to specific schools of origin. In that case
it is likely that the term 'Siikya-bhik$u' simply reflects a wish to be known
simply as a 'Buddhist monk' rather than by any kind of specific nikiiya affiliation. Such a notion gains strong support from the Valabh1 inscriptions which
refer specifically to the eighteen nikiiyas.
Schopen's thesis cannot then be sustained by the additional evidence he has
put forward. Everything depends upon the donatory formula itself. This in fact
was the earlier (and more cautious) position of Shizutani and Sarkar. And it is
that which I now address. 58 But before doing so, it is necessary to be more clear
as to what we mean by Mahayanist.
In the second century A.D. we do not yet have anything which we can truly
10
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call Mahayana Buddhism. We certainly have a literature to which the label
Mahayanist can be attached, but even that is to some extent retrospective. Some
of the works which are later to be the core literature of the Mahayana certainly
exist at this time, but in earlier recensions which do not contain all of the distinctive features of later Mahayana. This is clearly shown by studies of the earliest
Chinese translations and by surviving portions in Sanskrit of earlier recensions.
Although these works are certainly extant at an earlier date, they are not the
literature of any kind of separate institution.
Rather they are a part of Mainstream Buddhism. That is to say a Buddhism,
which is probably the ancestor of all subsequent forms of Buddhism, that recognizes in principle that there are three distinct possible goals of Buddhist practice.
But there is no sense in which they are seen as in conflict; they are simply part
of a menu of choices.
So typically in a larger Buddhist monastery we may suppose a wide range of
options both for study and practice. This would include some of the various
possibilities later included under the heading of Mahayana and many others that
do not necessarily come under that rubric. Undoubtedly the larger part of the
training and education of every monk would not be in any sense Mahayanist.
Just as there would be monks specializing in particular areas such as vinaya or
abhidhamma or jiitaka or other more specific forms of literature or preaching or
meditational exercises or ascetic practices or various kinds of ritual and organizational necessities, so there would be monks specializing in particular types of
literature or practice or philosophy which from a later perspective we might call
Mahayana.
We might expect that individual monks would typically have learnt something of a range of these but the exact mix would be a matter of individual
predilection. Smaller monasteries would offer a more restricted range depending
upon the available personnel; no doubt this would partly depend on the fashions
and interests of a given time and place. What happened at a village level is less
clear. We know little about the smallest Buddhist monasteries in ancient India
because they have not left much trace in the archaeological record. Nor do we
know the extent of a peripatetic mendicant presence, although it seems reasonable to suppose that wandering Buddhist monks would be found throughout
South Asia. We can however be sure that no monasteries existed in isolation
from the lay community.
This pattern remains the norm for a very long time. It is just this kind of model
which is described by the Chinese pilgrim Fa-hsien in the fifth century A.D. The
difference is only that in certain areas and monasteries study of the Mahayana
texts was not usual. Clearly at some point and in some areas a need was felt to
call a halt to the new tendencies. Probably it was in the course of the third century
A.D. that a measure of conflict arose between Mahayana and non-Mahayana. But
those who continued to study and develop Mahayana literature and practices certainly did so in an environment where this was only one part of a much larger
range of monastic activities. Of course it was an ever-increasing part and one
11
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which eventually came to have a dominant role in the traditions developing in
this way. But whether it had such a predominance in India much before the
seventh century A.D. seems doubtful. Of course, it is in any case unlikely that
developments occurred at the same speed in every part of the subcontinent.
If this model is correct, we cannot assume that because a gift is made to
monks of a named school this is necessarily non-Mahayanist. There is no reason
to believe that any institutionally separate form of Mahayana existed in Ku~al)a
or Gupta times. Every 'Mahayana' monk was certainly supposed to be ordained
in one or more of the old Vinaya traditions and had undoubtedly learned and
practised a great deal of standard Mainstream Buddhism.

The donatory formula
The earliest inscriptions extant often have no dedicatory formula, simply referring to somebody's 'diinarrz'. In Ku~al)a times, however, the normal practice is
to say that the donation is 'for the happiness and benefit of all beings' (savvasatiinarrz hita-sukhiiya and similar). The compound 'hita-sukha-' is unusual in
the Pali Canon59 and this exact expression is unknown in Pali literature, although
hita-sukha- is quite frequent in the commentarial literature. 60 The sentiment,
however, is normal enough. For example, the expression 'sympathetic to the
benefit of all breathing and existent beings' (sabba-piif)a-bhuta-hitfmukampin)
occurs nearly fifty times in the Sutta-pitaka, usually in the context of keeping the
first precept. In later canonical and in commentarial works there is also a tendency to refer to developing mettii to all beings (sabbe sattii, etc.). 61
In effect then the formula as it occurs in Ku~al)a inscriptions represents a
straightforward development of early Buddhist ideas. In apparent contrast, in
post-Ku~al)a inscriptions we find a new formula: 'This is the donation of so-andso. May all beings have the good fortune in this <act of giving> in order to attain
supreme knowledge' 62 The second part can also be rendered 'May the good
fortune in this <act of giving> conduce to the attaining of supreme knowledge
by all beings'. (I avoid the translation of puf)yalpuiiiia as merit for reasons I
have given elsewhere. 63 ) The first translation appears more likely in terms of the
historical evolution of the formula - normally puiiiia is dedicated to beings,
rather than for a purpose. 64 The second (preferred by Schopen) is perhaps more
natural in terms of later Sanskritic style. Nonetheless, the first is almost certainly
correct, given that when there is a shortage of space, 'in order to attain supreme
knowledge' is sometimes omitted. 65 However, the formula is probably sufficiently ambiguous to be taken in different ways by different scribes and donors.
There are two elements here: the notion that all beings should benefit and the
idea that they should or might attain supreme knowledge. It is likely that debates
about the exact operation of the act of dedicating one's good fortune go back to
an early date. Some sources try to restrict the benefit to petas. Clearly too, the
idea that it is especially related to deceased parents or teachers has a long
history. Moreover, the emphasis on all beings is already there in the Ku!?al)a
12
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version of the formula. While we might expect such a development to be attractive to Mahayanists, it may long precede the formation of anything distinctively
Mahayanist. It is also true that we simply do not know the position of most of
the early schools on this and related matters.
In any case, it is unlikely that ordinary Buddhists (and what would certainly
include most Buddhist monks) would have paid much attention to theoretical
issues here. Notably, dedication of puiiiia to all beings is not particularly rare in
South-East Asian Buddhism today and this should not surprise us. After all, noone seems to argue that dedicating merit to all beings is actually harmful and it
seems a rather natural outflow of loving-kindness (mettii). (Schopen himself
does of course clearly recognize that there is nothing specifically Mahayanist
about so-called merit-transference in itself.)
The second element concerns supreme knowledge. Whether or not this is
evidence for the presence of the Mahayana depends on the exact force of the
expression anuttara-jiiana 'unsurpassed knowledge'. As a compound it occurs
both for the wisdom of the arahat and for the wisdom of a Buddha. 66 So it is
again probably sufficiently ambiguous to suit different purposes.

In conclusion
We can summarize the results of this investigation as follows:

2

3
4
5
6

Leaving aside its earlier and occasional use to refer to a member of the
Sakya clan or to the Buddha himself, the term Siikya or Sakka is found in
dated texts and inscriptions from the third century A.D. and in a number of
literary sources which are, or in some cases may be, earlier than that. It is
found sporadically in a large number of later texts: in Jain lists of types of
samm;a, in Jain, Saiva67 and Nyaya critiques of Buddhist views, in a
number of astrological texts -there is no indication in any of this that it has
a reference to any specific type of Buddhism.
The more specific terms Sakya-bhikkhu, Siikiya-bhikkhu and Siikya-bhik$u
are found in several Pali texts, in an astrological work, in two dramatic
works, a Nyaya philosophical work and a commentary on Manu-smrti again there is no reason to take it as referring to anything other than Buddhist monks in general.
It is clear that the use of the term Siikya- in this way develops naturally from
the much earlier Sakkaputtiya-.
The term paramopiisaka does not have any specific reference to a particular
type of Buddhism.
Therefore Schopen's additions to the thesis of Shizutani do not appear wellgrounded.
None of this conclusively disproves either Shizutani's thesis i.e. that the
donatory inscriptions are evidence of a distinct group who had adopted
Mahayana or the alternative view that this was a group belonging to a
13
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specific school such as the Samitiyas. Such a group could have chosen to
identify themselves as simply 'Buddhist monks' but this thesis too cannot
be regarded as firmly established on the basis of the available evidence.
We can at least say that if we are dealing with a specific group and this is
far from clear, their intention was precisely not to identify themselves as
belonging to any specific Buddhist tradition. We should respect their wish.
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Appendix
Inscriptions mentioning paramopiisaka in the later period

Eighteen epigraphs are listed here. Ten are certainly Mahayanist; several are
fragmentary and may be Mahayanist. None are certainly non-Mahayanist, but
most are from areas in or strongly influenced by the Pala territories where
Mahayana predominates in this period.
Orissa (Neulpur)
Shizutani III

Schopen

83

donor information

dating

grandfather ofking Subhakara
is referred to as 'paramopiisako'

R.D. Banerji: 'latter half
ofthe 8th century A.D.'

Uttar Pradesh (Sarnath)
Shizutani III

Schopen

donor information

dating

101

Sa i B(d)20

paramopiisa [ka}

11th century characters

103

Sa i B(e)lO

[para]mopiisaka

II th century characters

107

Sa i B(e)l

paramopiisaka

11th or 12th century
characters

100

Sa i B(d)13

<pa>ramopiisaka
Magndhlya-sri-Samanka

11th century characters
and sculpture

99

sa iii

0

Upiisakal upiis ikii

Kalachuri Era 81 0

IJ2

Sa iv 25 (p. 128)

paramopiisikii

0

14

?Pala period
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Bengal and Madhya Pradesh
Shizutani III

Schopen

modern state

donor information

dating

Ben ii

Bengal (Belasa,
Tippera District)

Mahayana-yayina
paramopasaka
TSvara-

script of I OthII th century

(Kara)

Queen
Sr!-Candalla-devl

?

Madhya Pradesh
(Gopalpur,
Jabalpur District)

pravara-Mahajananujayi[ nal;)
paramopasakakayastha-

Nagar! of the
' II th or 12th
century A.D.'

19
14

MadPiii

I Oth century

Bihar
Shizutani Ill Schopen

modern state

donor information

dating

57

Bih iii 53
(pp. 238
& 247)

Kartihar68

paramopaski Maiiju?

Nagar! characters
of the 9th to lith
centuries?

68

Bihiii 83

Kartihar

paramopasakaGopalahinokaya? 69

11th century (ace.
Banerji-Sastri)

25

Bihiii 5

Kartihar

Nai

Bihar
(Nalanda)

pravara-Mahayanajaina-pramopasaka
paramopasika
Ganguka

year 3 of
Vigrahapala (III?)
palaeo graphically
'eighth or ninth'

Naii 29

Nalanda

Mahlpala (I?),
year 11

Bih i c
(pts 3-4,
pp. 7-8)

Kandl,
Monghyr
District

Bih ii p. 146

Jaynagar, nr
Lakhlsarai,
Monghyr
District

pravara-Mahayanayayinal; paramopasaka
Baladitya
local prince
Samudraditya; his
father, prince Nanda
was a pravaraMahayananuyayin
paramopasaka
Maharoka, wife of
Santo~a, a pravaraMahayanayayinya[l;]
paramopasika

P82
(p. 232)

9

125

Bodhgaya

pravara-Mahayanayayinal;
paramopasakasya

Guneriya,
paramopasaPatna District

15

Sirear: Gau<;llya
characters of
around
12th century

Lak~mal)asena

74 or 73
(= 1182 A.D.?)
Mahendrapala 9
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This article was initially stimulated by a paper given by Richard S. Cohen at the
Spalding Symposium on Indian Reli~ions, Oxford, 1999. It is now published: Cohen,
Richard S., "Kinsmen of the Son: Sakyabhik~us and the Institutionalization of the
Bodhisattva Ideal," HR 40 (2000).
There are a few definitely pre-Ku~al)a inscriptions and a number that cannot be dated.
Shizutani, Masao, "On the Sakyabhik~u as found in Indian Buddhistic Inscriptions,"
JIBS I, no. 2 (1953) (in Japanese); Shizutani, Masao, "Mahayana Inscriptions in the
Gupta Period," JIBS X, no. I (1962).
BR s.v. Siikya, Siikyabhi~u and Siikyabhi~ukl.
Shizutani, "Mahayana Inscriptions," p. 356.
Sarkar, H., Studies in the Early Buddhist Architecture of India, Delhi, 1966, pp.
106---8. The evidence on the basis of the names is not, however, very compelling.
Schopen, Gregory, "Mahayana in Indian Inscriptions," I-IJ 21 (1979).
Ibid., p.l5.
Ja IV 219: Te katthiini bhinniinl ti idaf!l Satthii Jetavane viharanto thulla-kumiirikiipalobhanaf!l iirabbha kathesi. Siivatthi-viisino kir' ekassa kulassa pannarasa-sofasavass '-uddesikii dhztii ahosi sobhagga-ppattii, na ca naf!J koci viiresi. Ath' assii miitii
cintesi: "mama dhltii vaya-ppattii, na ca naf!l koci viireti. Amisena macchaf!l viya
etiiya ekaf!l Siikiya-bhikkhuf!l palobhetvii uppabbiijetvii taf!l nissiiya fivissiimz" ti.
K.ieffer-Pulz, Petra, Die Slmii. Vorschriften zur Regelung der buddhistischen Gemeindegrenze in iilteren buddhistischen Texten, Berlin, 1992, pp. 163-167 dates the composition of the Vinaya commentary to 386-87 A.D. But a date early in the fourth
century cannot be ruled out. Compare also: Barna, B.M., "Buddhadatta and Buddhaghosa: Their Contemporaneity and Age," in Corrections to Geiger's Mahiivaf!Jsa,
etc.: A collection of monographs, ed. Buddhadatta, Ambalangoda, 1957; Buddhadatta, A. P., Corrections of Geiger's Mahavamsa, etc: A collection of monographs,
Amba1angoda, Ceylon, 1957.
Ap II 563 (cited Thi-a 105):
samayaf!l taf!l vicintesif!l, suviino miinusaf!l karaf!J II
chinnaf!l gayha samzpe me, piitayitvii apakkami.
Disvii nimittam alabhif!l, hatthaf!l taf!l pu{aviikulaf!l. II
Tato utthiiya saf!lviggii, apucchif!l saha-dhammike.
Te avocuf!J: vijiinanti, taf!l atthaf!l Sakya-bhikkhavo. II
Siihaf!J tam althaf!l pucchissaf!l, upetvii Buddha-siivake.
Te mam iidiiya gacchif!JSU, Buddha-setthassa santikaf!l.

II

The story is translated: Pruitt, William, The commentary on the verses of the Therzs
(Therlgiithii-Atthakathii Paramatthadlpanl VI) by Acariya Dhammapiila, Oxford,
1998, p. 139ff.
12 This is a technical term for one of the mental objects of a type of meditation. Pruitt
translates differently: "Seeing that sign, I received the hand that was full of maggots."
This is grammatically possible, but does not make sense in the context of the story.
We can take hatthaf!l as object of disvii, although against the order. Or, hatthaf!l and
nimittaf!l may be in apposition or a double accusative. In the latter case, translate:
"Seeing <that>, I received (apprehended) that hand full of maggots as a meditative
object (nimitta)". This would be an early use ofnimitta in this way, but that is not too
problematic in one of the latest texts in the Canon. In the first four Nikiiyas, we
usually find: pu{avaka-safifiii- (vii.), e.g. D III 226; S V 131f.; A I 42; II 17; V 106;
310; cf. Dhs §264; Patis I 49; 95. In the commentarial literature the uncompounded
pu{avaka- (vi. pu{u-) becomes normal. See especially Vism.
I 3 Pt to Ps III 121; Bhikkhii ti Siikiyii bhikkhii, maccha-marrzsa-khiidanato nlliibhijiifi ti
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vadanti, Niiya-laddhe pi paccaye bhuiijamiinii Ajlvaka-samayassa viloma-giihitiiya
paccayesu kafJ{ake pakkhipitvii khiidanfl ti vadanti. Eke pabbajitii, ye savisesaf/1 attakilamathiinuyogam anuyuttii; tathii hi te kaf}{ake vattentii viya hontl ti kafJtaka-vuttikii
ti vuttii.
14 Sv-pt I 290 (= Spk-pt = Mp-0: Bhikkhii ti Buddha-siisane bhikkhii.
15 BSchap.5l,v.21:
Siikyopiidhyiiyiirhata-nirgranthi-nimitta-nigama-kaivartai/;1
caura-camiipati-vaf}ijiim diisl-yodhiipaf}astha-vadhyiiniim/1

(Kern read nirgrantha-), Svetambaras and Digambaras could also be meant here, but
the reference is more probably to the distinction between grades of Jaina practice.
16 BS chap. 60, v. 19:
0

Vi~fJOr Bhiigavatiin, Magiif!1s ca Savitul;, Sambhol; sa-bhasma-dvijiin,
miitffJiim api mafJ4ala-krama-vido, vipriin vidur brahmanal;, I
Siikyiin Sarva-hitasya siinta-manaso, nagniin Jiniiniif/1 vidur.
Ye yaf/1 devam upiisritiil; sva-vidhinii tais tasya kiiryii kriyii. II

(Kern read: miitffJiim api miitf-mafJ4ala-vido.)
17 e.g. Kad 94f.: Siikyamuni-siisana-patha-dhaurayai raktapatail; (v.l. rakta-piidail;);
Agamaqambara: Chap. 1 between vv. 23 and 24 where the sniitaka humorously
addresses the Buddhist monk: bho raktapata, Chap. 2 & 3 (I owe this reference to
Csaba Dezso who is preparing a new edition of this text); Nyiiyamanjarl: NM I 145;
641; 647; Bhiigavata-purii!Ja: BhP 4.19.25 (upadharme~u nagna-rakta-patiidi!)u).
18 Sarva-hitasya Buddhasya siinta-manaso }it 'endriyasya Siikyiin rakta-patiin vidul;.
19 Pingree, David, ed., Yavanajiitaka of Sphujidhvaja, Cambridge, Mass., 1978, Vol. II
p. 312.
20 AS chap. 3, 20.16: siikyiijlvakiidln vr~ala-pravrajitiin deva-pitr-kiirye~u bhojayatal;
satya daf}qah.
21 SV: Sabdanityatiidhikara!Ja 2lcd: Siikyasyiipi tv anaikiintal; k!/af}ika-vyatirekibhil; ...
22 There are many further passages in later Sanskrit literature - too many to list here. As
examples we can note: Tattvasamlk!)ii: (TS: first kiifJc!a) Siikyiiniif/1 k!)af}ikatve;
instructions for handling Buddhist and Jain monks on stage are given in the Niityasiistra: NS chap. 21 vv. 130 and 150; BhA: p. 51: Siil!lkhyasamaya e!)a na
Siikyasamayal; and references to Sakkia-samafJa- on pp. 9, 46 and 49; Helaraja: VP p.
I 06f.; NM I 9; 45; 75; 195; 202; 344; 492; 526; 537; 568; II 298; 312. There are a
number of further occurrences in compounds in these and other texts, but I do not list
those because there is sometimes ambiguity as to the meaning.
23 VA-bh 560:
Jati Jina-mataf/1 pamiifJaf!1 to, mii davv '-atthiyaf/1 pariccayasu.
Sakkassa va hotijato taf}-fJiise savva-f}iiso te II (2901)

I

24 Malvania (ibid. n. 3) cites a subcommentary which glosses Sakkassa as
Bauddhasya.
25 SP 62:
para-pii~af!1¢a-pasaf!1sii Sakkiiif}am

iha vanna-viio u
tehil!l saha paricao jo sa saf!1thavo hoi niiyavvo (88).

See also p. 200 where the commentary to verse 200 refers to: na Siikyiidy-upiisakadharme.
26 Boll~e, W.B., Materials for an Edition and Study of the PifJc!a- and Oha-nijjuttis of
the Svettimbara Jain Tradition. Vol. II Text and Glossary, Stuttgart, 1994, p. 26.
Niggantha Sakka Tiivasa Geruya Afiva pancahii samafJii (v. 445, piidas ab).
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According to Mehta, Mohanlal and Chandra, K. Rishabh, Agamic Index, Vol. I.
Prakrit Proper Names, Ahmedabad, 1970-72 (s.v. I. sama!Ja), this is cited in the
NiSitha-siitra-bhii!)ya (v. 4420) and in ten other commentarial works. See also PU
298.
Uttariidhyayana-ciir!Ji, p. 190 ( 1933 ). Further references in Mehta and Chandra, op.
cit. (s.v. Sakka).
Somadeva (tenth century) in YT 11 249: Sugatakirtinii Siikyena saha and in UA pp. 3
and 95; vv. 55; 76; 174; 309; 804, Vidyananda twice mentions the Siikya-siisana (Ssp
27 and 29). See also Williams, Robert, Jaina Yoga. A Survey of the Mediaeval
Sriivakaciiras, London, 1963 p. 46; Balbir, Nalini, "lain-Buddhist Dialogue: Material
from the Pali Scriptures," JPTS XXVI (2000) p. 27 (ratta-pacja) and n. 74.
Valabhl-tala-sannivi~'!a-Ducjcjiipiida-kiirita-Ducjc}ii-mahiivihiire
niinii-dig-abhyiigatiistiidasanikiiyiibhyantara-Siikyiiryya-bhi4u-saf!lghiiya griisiicchiidana-;:ayyiisanagliinapratyaya-bhalsajyiidy-upayogiirttham ... See Bi.ihler, J.G., "A Grant of King
Guhasena of Valabhi," Ind. Ant. IV, no. June ( 1875), revised in Barnett, Lionel D.,
"No. 30- Wala Plate ofGuhasena: the Year 246," EI XIII (1915-16).
... yato
'sy 'ocitayii Siikyiiryya-bhi4u-saf!lgha-sthit[y] ii bhuf!l)atah kr!)atah
ka[rsaya]to vii na kaiscit prati!)edhe varttitavyam iigiimi-bhadra-nrpatibhis ciismadvaf!Zisa-jair anityiiny aisvaryyii!JY asthiraf!l miinu!)yaf!l siimiinyaf!l ca bhiimi-dii[na]phalam avagacchadbhir ayam asmad-diiyo 'numantavyah paripiilayitavyas ca ...
... niinii-dig-abhyiigatii!ltiidasa-nikiiyiibhyantariiryya-bhik!)u-saf!lghiiya griisiicchiidana- sayaniisana-gliina-bhaisajyiidy-kriy'otsarppa!Jiirttham; see Bi.ihler, G., "Grants
from Valabhi," Ind. Ant. V, July (1876), p. 207.
Li.iders, H., Mathurii Inscriptions. Unpublished papers edited by Klaus L. Janert,
Gottingen, 1961, p. 172.
BS chap. 16, v. 14f.: kosa-bhavaniignihotrika-dhiitviikara-Siikya-bhi4u-caurii!Jiim.
Siikya rakta-pata(ka)h bhi4ur yatih. Or, perhaps he intends to take Siikya- and
bhi4u- as separate items. In any case, it is unlikely that Varahamihira meant that.
BS chaJ?. 104, v. 61: anyac ca tiktaf!l katu-dravya-kiitiihipiisiirjita-sviih kumiirii
bhi$ak-Siikyabhi4u-4apiivrtti-kosesa- [vi. 0 kauseya-] siithyiini si(d)dhyanti dambhiis
tathii.
e.g. Ptolemy (2nd century A.D.) (Tetra 11 9), undoubtedly based upon older Greek
sources.
Medhatithi (ninth century): rakta-pata, nagna and carakas, etc.; Govindaraja: raktiimbariidi.
Bareau, A., "Trois traites sur les sectes bouddhiques attribues a Vasumitra, Bhavya et
Vinitadeva. Premiere Partie," JA 242 (1954), p. 235 n.1; cf. SC p. I (cited from
Cohen).
MVP 48ff.
NM 1 664: Siikya-bhi4avah citta-viisaniif!l dharmam iicak!)ate; II 344: sarvathii
Siikya-bhi4ii!Jiil!1 para-loko visaf!l!){hulah; 461; 694.
Ap chap. I (stage direction prior to v. 6): ... rakta-pata-saf!lvltah Siikya-bhi4ur
upiisakas ciigratalj.
Sanghabh 186.
This corresponds to the Pali commentarial story of Udayin(n)/Ka)udayi(n). We
should note here that, as often, material corresponding to that given in the Pali
commentaries is found in the text of the Vinaya of the Miilasarviistiviidins. Gregory
Schopen has defended the relative antiquity of this Vinaya as against the general perception of most scholars that it is later than the other extant Vinayas, e.g. Schopen,
Gregory, "The Monastic Ownership of Servants or Slaves: Local or Legal Factors in
the Redactional History of Two Vinayas," The Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 17, no. 2 (1994). I do not find his arguments convincing. To
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some extent, if I understand him correctly, his position is that the Vinayas generally
were finalized at a somewhat later date than is usually supposed. Again I am not convinced. I would suppose that the Vinaya of the Miilasarviistiviidins reached its present
form at a rather late date. This of course does not mean that the components from
which it was compiled are necessarily late. Nonetheless, if Schopen's position were to
be accepted, then we should have to take the Vinaya of the Miilasarviistiviidins as
evidence for an early dating of some of the material in the Pali commentaries. But
part of the story of Ka!udayi(n) is in any case quite old- cf. Th 57-36; Mvu iii 92f.;
107ff.
44 In canonical Pali Sakka- occurs in the singular apart from the locative plural form
Sakkesu (found only in the Pariviira and the ekaf/1 samayaf/1 formula). Sakya- does
not occur in the singular except once as a.v.l. The same is the case for Siikiya except
for Siikiyo in the Mahiivagga (Yin 1 71; 99) with one occurrence as a v.l. (Sn 423).
But note the occurrence in verse of Siikiyasmif/1 kule (Ap II 573; 585), Siikiye kule
(Ap II 589; 595; 602.) The form in compounds is usually Sakya-, apart from Siikiy 'atraja in Ap II 504, Siikiya-sambhavii (Ap II 592) and Siikiyadiisakii in Yin IV 181 f.
Siikiya-miino at Vin 11 183 is probably erroneous (cf. II 206).
45 The Cii/a-niddesa offers three possible meanings for Sakka. 1. The Lord is a Sakka
i.e. one who has gone forth from that clan. 2. Sakka (cf. svaka) means wealthy. The
Lord is wealthy because he is rich in good qualities. 3. Sakka (i.e. < sakra Vsak)
means powerful and heroic, hence fearless. Nidd II 99: Sakkii ti Sakko. Bhagavii
Sakya-kulii pabbajito ti pi Sakko. Atha vii, aq.rjho mahad-dhano dhanavii ti pi sakko;
tass' imiini dhaniini, seyyath 'idaf/1 - saddhii-dhanaf/1 slla-dhanaf/1 hiri-dhanaf!1
ottappa-dhanaf/1 suta-dhanaf/1 ciiga-dhanaf!1 paiiiiii-dhanaf/1 satipatthiina-dhanaf!1
sammappadhiina-dhanaf/1
iddhipiida-dhanaf/1
indriya-dhanaf/1
bala-dhanaf/1
bojjhmiga-dhanaf/1 magga-dhanaf!1 phala-dhanaf/1 nibbiina-dhanaf/1. Imehi anekavidhehi dhana-ratanehi a¢¢ho mahad-dhano dhanavii ti pi sakko. Atha vii, sakko
pahu visavl alamatto sura vlro vikkanto abhlrii acchambhl anutriisl apaliiyl pahlnabhaya-bheravo vigata-loma-haf!1SO ti pi sakko.
46 See Ousaka, Y., Yamazaki, M., and Norman, K.R., Index to the Vinaya-pitaka,
Oxford, 1996. Also in the recently discovered Baltimore Ms. of the Dlrghdgama: e.g.
twice in the Ambii$(ha-siitra (folio 410): and once in the Kiitatiif!1¢ya-siitra (folio
401 ): sramm:w Gautamal; Siikya-putral; Siikya-kuliit kesa-smasrv avatiirya kii$iiyiir;i
vastriir;y iicchiidya samyag eva sraddhayii agiiriid anagiirikiif!l pravrajital;.
47 The Index volume to the PTS edition (Ousaka, op. cit.) has 176 (including asakkaputtiya-), but this is because Oldenberg's edition omits many repetitive passages.
48 The usage is also found in Sanskrit canonical material. See SHT Vol. 1 p. 11 (from an
unidentified source): sramar;a Sakyaputrlyiir;tiif!l (twice) and six times in the .Jlvakasiitra of the Dlrghdgama (folio 433f.). Occasionally also in later Sanskrit works:
Abhidh-k-bh 102 & 466; in Sirphasiiri's (6th or 7th century) Nyiiyiigamiinusiirir;l (NA
93): apratyak$af!1 nllddi-Vi$ayaf!1 cak$uriidi- vijiiiinaf/1 Siikyaputrlyaf/1 bhriinti-vid iti;
in the Har$acarita: HC (a) p. 246 = (b) chap. 8, p. 79: tena Siikyaputrlyena; in the
Yuktidlpikii: (early 8th century) YD 167.
49 This is typified by passages such as: Bhagavato putto oraso mukhato jiito dhammajo
dhamma-nimmito dhamma-diiyiido no iimisa-diiyiido. We should perhaps also note
such expressions as Jina-putta at Yin II 235; Bv II 76; X 12; XXIII 8; Dip V 1; 58;
VII 49; Mhv LXXXXVIII 2937; Mil (12 occurrences); in the atthakathii literature (13
occurrences); Vin-vn 2951; Nett-t 1; 355f.; Mil-t to Mil 119. There can be no doubt
that this usually means 'Buddhist monk'; contra Schopen, Gregory, Bones, Stones,
and Buddhist monks: Collected Papers on the Archaeology, Epigraphy, and Texts of
Monastic Buddhism in India, Honolulu, 1997, p. 109f. Similarly, Buddha-putta at Th
p. 115 (concluding verse); Ap (four times); Mil (II times); in the atthakathii (28
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occurrences but some refer literally to Rahula) and in later works. Also, Sugataputtiina at Nidd-a II !51. We would of course expect that just as the Sangha is properly
the ariyasmigha but mostly in practice the bhikkhu-smigha, so too these two terms
refer ideally to the ariya disciples whether monk or lay, but in practice to the monastic order who stand for that. This is explicit in the {ikiis: Sv-pt II 418 = Ps-pt I 387 =
Mp-t I 258: Yasmii Satthu-siisane pabbajitassa pabbajj'-upagamena Sakyaputtiyabhiivo sampajiiyati, tasmii Buddha-putta-bhiivaf!l dassento: asambhinniiyii ti iidim
iiha.
It is not found in the Pariviira nor in the Abhidhamma-pitaka. In the Khuddakanikiiya it is found only in Ud and once in Nidd I, in passages which are effectively
cited from earlier works. Although it occurs many times in post-canonical Pali, most
occurrences are no doubt citations from the earlier literature. However, it is possibly
not seen so often in the very earliest canonical material.
Damsteegt, T., Epigraphica/ Hybrid Sanskrit: its rise, spread, characteristics and
relationship to Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, Leiden, 1978, p. 257; Skilling, Peter, "A
Note on the History of the Bhikkhuni-sangha (II), The Order of Nuns after the
Parinirval)a," W.F.B. Review XXX-XXXI (1993-4), n. 106 (and n. 10 which
expresses scepticism as to whether Siikya indicates Mahayanist).
Sircar, D.C., Indian Epigraphica/ Glossary, Delhi, 1966, p. 235ff. gives references to
these and also for parama-briihmm:zya, parama-daivata, paramiiditya-bhakta,
parama-saura, and parama-vai:gwva.
Richard Cohen reads: ... mociisaka[sya]: Cohen, Richard S., "Problems in the
Writing of Ajanta's History: The Epigraphic Evidence," I-IJ 40, no. 2 (1997), p. 136.
Among the nineteen epigraphic occurrences of paramopiisaka in inscriptions from a
later period (see Appendix), two are from the Munger (Monghyr) District of Bihar.
This is the district identified by Skilling as the major Samitiya centre in later times.
Skilling, Peter, "On the School-affiliation of the 'Patna Dhammapada'," JPTS XXIII
(1997), p. Ill f. Six more are again from Sarnath, while two are from Nalanda where
Samitiya monks were almost certainly present.
HC (a) p. 237: kapibhir api caityakaf!l kurviil)als tray!-saral)a-paraih
paramopiisakail), sukair api Siikya-siisana-kusalaih Kosam upadisadbhis ca ...
upiisyamiinam. The commentary glosses Sakya here as 'Buddha})'. Kane (HC (b) p.
73) has: caitya-karma kurviil)ais tri-saral)aparail).
Mil !Sf. Otherwise, it is found around ninety times in the atthakathii literature and in
later, but not earlier, works; cf. also mahii-setthi. Vjb 315 = Sp-t III 57; Mahiiupiisako ti geha-siimiko, Sv-pt II 349: Ayan ca nayo na kevalaf!l Sakkass' eva, atha
kho Mahii-setthi-mahii-upiisikiinam pi hoti yevii it dassento "Sakko deva-riijii" ti
iidim iiha.
See Shizutani, Masao, Indo Bukkyo himei mokuroku. (Catalogue of Indian Buddhist
inscriptions), Kyoto, 1979 for most of these. For the Nepalese inscription: Gnoli,
Raniero, Nepalese inscriptions in Gupta characters, Rome, 1956, p. 25 (on the base
of an image of Avalokitesvara).
Schopen revises his position on the formula slightly. See: Schopen, Bones, Stones, p.
32f.; 36ff. and nn.; 161, n.l; 202, n.97; 250nn.: 27 ln.; and Schopen, G., "The Inscription on the Ku~an Image of Amitabha and the Character of the Early Mahayana in
India," JIABS 10, no. 2 (1987), pp. 120ff.
But cf. Sn 683; the 'Bodhisatta ... has been born in the human world for their happiness and benefit' (manussa-loke hita-sukhatiiya; B 'has hita-sukh '-atthiiya) and D III
153f. (Mahiilakkhal)a-suttanta).
But compare: Vism 325: tesaf!l hita-sukhiiya avicalridhitthiinii honti; cf. It-a 191; Cpa 309; sabbam etaf!l yathii-vuttaf!l diina-sampadaf!l sakala-loka-hita-sukhiiya
paril)iimeti; Ras 192; tesaf!l kuliinaf!l hita-sukhiiyii ti nimantevii with several further
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passages in the {ikiis.
61 Notably Patis II 130-135; cf. Yin II 110 =A II 73 = Ja II 144-8 (Khm:u;la-jiitaka); Sn
145 ( 147) = Kh 8; plus additional passages with sabba-satta-.
62 Deya-dhar(m)mo "yaf!l ... Yad atra pw;yaf!l tat bhavatu sarv(v)a-satviinaf!l (or
sakala-satviinaf!l) anuttara-jiiiiniiviiptaye.
63 See: Cousins, L.S., "Good or Skilful? Kusala in Canon and Commentary," JBE 3
(1996).
64 I prefer not to refer to transference, as the donor does not lose anything. Rather the
converse in fact; he gains yet more puiiiia.
65 Cohen, "Kinsmen of the Son," p. 30, n. 68 gives six examples from Ajal)ta.
66 (of a Buddha) Ps-pt II 6: anaiiiia-siidhiirm;a-puiiiidnubhiiva-nibbatto anuttaraiiiir;dhigama-laddha-puriivattako ca Bhagavato riipa-kiiyo; (of an arahat) Pm-vn
v.1043: tattha cdnuttara-iiiir;af!l, sacciinaf!l pativedhakaf!l, samuccheda-ppahiinena
klesdnusaya-sodhanaf!l; cf. Pv-a 230: Jutimii ti anuttariiya iiiir;a-jutiyii jutimii. Apart
from iial)a, anuttara occurs most often in relation to a Buddha, but quite often also in
relation to an arahat or the goal. In abhidhamma it is defined: Dhs § 1300: Kat a me
dhammii anuttarii? Apariyiipannii maggii ca, magga-phaliini ca, asmikhatii ca dhiitu
- ime dhammii anuttarii, and § 1614 Katame dhammii anuttarii? Cattiiro maggii
apariyiipannii, cattiiri ca siimaiiiia-phaliini, nibbiinaii ca - ime dhammii anuttarii.
67 For the use of Sakkiyar in Tamil Saiva literature to refer to Buddhists, see Nilakanta
Sastri, N.A., "An Episode in the History of Buddhism in South India," in B.C.Law
Volume, ed. D.R. Bhandarkar and others, Calcutta, 1945, Vol. I pp. 35-49; Vasudeva
Rao, T.N., Buddhism in the Tamil country, Annamalainagar, 1979, pp. 207-249;
Schalk, Peter and Veluppi!)ai, A!vapi)!ai, Buddhism among Tamils in Pre-Colonial
Tamifakam and !!am, Uppsala, 2002, pp. 75; 452.
68 Sixteen miles east of Gaya.
69 A donation was made by the same person in the year 32 ofRajyapala.
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1. Preliminary remarks
Before stepping into the labyrinth of Buddhist meditation and the beginnings of
Mahayana, a few words about the origins of this paper will shed some light on
its aims and, more important, on its limitations. The cause 'to blame' for this
very preliminary study! goes back to the kind invitation received from Professor
Paul Harrison to contribute to a panel on early Mahayana and Mahayanasutras at
the 12th Conference of the International Association of Buddhist Studies (Lausanne, 1999). The subject chosen is related to a long-standing (predominantly
theoretical) interest in meditation as well as to the arch-question tormenting so
many students of Indian Buddhism: the birth of Mahayana. This paper attempts
to discuss the relationship between the two. The first part of the article is mainly
dedicated to one technical aspect of meditation which seems to have played a
crucial role in early Mahayana: the meanings of samiidhi and its intricate connections with dhyiina(piiramitii). The discussion is largely limited to the
Prajiiiipiiramitii corpus and, more or less, related texts. The survey is, unfortunately, far from being exhaustive and not backed up by extensive philological
work. The second part of the article, which deals with the rise of the Great
Vehicle movement and the role of the spiritual cultivation in this process, admittedly indulges in building up a largely speculative hypothesis. I must confess
from the beginning that the relation between the two parts of my article is not
one of strict implication. What I say in the first part of the paper is not a direct
and definitive proof of the scenario put forward in its second part. It is, nevertheless, one of the many pieces needed to reconstruct the Sitz im Leben of spiritual
cultivation and its role in the rise of Mahayana. The hypothesis formulated in
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relation to the origins of the Great Vehicle is, admittedly, not dramatically new
and is far from taking into account the multitude of facets involved in this
process. Even if this modest attempt fails in putting forward a convincing narrative concerning the beginnings of Mahayana, there will always remain the consolation that it may succeed in adding a few more questions and doubts regarding
this intricate historical problem.
I must thank Professor Harrison not only for giving me the chance to join his
panel but also for having 'interrupted my dogmatic slumber' 2 with his challenging hypothesis on the central role of the ascetic monks in the birth of the Great
Vehicle:
Far from being the products of an urban, lay, devotional movement,
many Mahayana siitras give evidence of a hard-core ascetic attempt to
return to the original inspiration of Buddhism, the search for Buddhahood or awakened cognition.
(Harrison 1995, 65)
Previous to my encounter with this essay, my understanding had been under the
spell of Akira Hirakawa's theories which stress the pivotal role played by laity
in the formation of Mahayana Buddhism (cf., for instance, Hirakawa 1974,
vol.l, pp. 326-352; 1990, vol.2, pp.443-501V The ascetic-centrality hypothesis
put forward by Harrison was not only new and stimulating but it also prompted
me to start looking at this possibility from another angle. If ascetic communities
were behind many of the early Mahayana sutras, then these sources should
contain substantial material on spiritual cultivation (bhiivanii). What is then the
meditation the early bodhisattvas practised or, at least, expounded in their scriptures? How different was it from the Sravakayana tradition? Such an investigation could eventually shed light on the beginnings of the Great Vehicle. If not
proper light, which is almost hopeless in the history of Indian Buddhism, then
we should be content even with a dim glow. There is no doubt that this historical
process must have been very complex, and an overall picture of the multiform
religious phenomenon called Mahayana should take into account far more data
and perspectives. Gregory Schopen's description of early Mahayana as 'a loose
federation of a number of distinct though related cults' (Schopen 197 5, 181)
appears to be justifiably becoming a classical definition. 4 Actually, even
Hirakawa's theories, the trendiest target of the critics of the laity-centrality
hypothesis, are far from being simple, and a number of his findings and insights
retain, I believe, their persuasive power.
Before tackling these problems, we need to clarify our historical and textual
background. Early Mahayana refers here to the period between the 1st century
BCE and the 5th century CE. Following Shizutani (1974, 274) and Nakamura
(1980, 152), I also use the term proto-Mahayana, roughly covering the age
between 100 BCE and 100 CE, to describe the transitional and incipient stage of
the movement. In choosing the 5th century as the terminus ante quem of early
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Mahayana, I am largely indebted to Gregory Schopen's findings. In an excellent
lecture delivered at Otani University (Kyoto) in 1996 5 , Schopen convincingly
argued that most of the earliest epigraphic evidence of Mahayana dates back to
the 5th/6th centuries. Before this time 6 and even during this period the Great
Vehicle appears to have been a geographically and institutionally marginal presence in India (Schopen 1996, 13-14). The emergence of Mahayana as 'a clearly
identifiable named group having its own monasteries' coincides with the decline
and eventual disappearance of inscriptional references to the old Mainstream
monastic orders (Schopen 1996, 15). 7 The 5th century as the terminus ante quem
of this period also tallies with the history of Buddhist thought. This is the age
when Asanga and Vasubandhu (or the authors and redactors going under their
names) roughly finalise the systematisation of the Yogacara philosophy. Their
work also sets the tone of the predominantly epistemological and logical trend,
which aside from the Tantric developments, is to characterise the next seven or
eight centuries of Buddhist doctrinal history in India.
Turning now to philological details, most of the texts discussed here come
from the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature and related Mahayana sutras. This does not
mean that I have covered the whole of the discouragingly voluminous Prajiiiipiiramitii corpus which amounts to no less than 40 works (cf. Conze 1978), and,
no doubt, runs for thousands and thousands of pages. The term 'related
Mahayana sutras' is, admittedly, not well-defined but it refers here to texts like
the Samiidhiriija-sutra, Suramgamasamiidhi-sutra, etc. Except a few remarks, I
shall not touch upon meditation in works like the SaddharmapwJcfarlka, Pure
Land scriptures, visualisation sutras, etc., which, as explained below, are based
on different approaches and understanding of what spiritual cultivation is.
Now, how far back in time do our texts actually take us? Our earliest solid
evidence starts with the Chinese translations of Mahayana scriptures in the
second half of the 2nd century CE. Any conjecture bearing on a period before
this date cannot aspire to reach definitive certainty. Our attempts to put together
a plausible jigsaw of apparently disparate events and data are undoubtedly
fraught with many questionable inferences, but they, nevertheless, remain our
sole way of saying something meaningful about the proto-Mahayana period. As
long as it retains the caution and modesty required by hypothetical judgement,
higher criticism continues to be, I believe, preferable to blind acceptance of tradition or complacent scepticism concerning historical reconstruction.
Though I often employ Sanskrit materials, I am aware that the Mss on which
our modem editions are based are often very late. 8 The extant Sanskrit version of
the A$ta appears to reflect the redactional development of the text between
approximately 645 (Xuanzang's return to China) and 800 (the probable date of
Haribhadra's compilation of his Commentary) (Kajiyama 1974, vol.2, p.345).
Fortunately, it was one of the first Buddhist scriptures to be rendered into
Chinese, and it represents the earliest attested stage of a Prajiiiipiiramitii text.
Usually known under the title of Dao xing (boruo) jing Jli:ff(~~)~, in 10 juan
5{!., it is almost unanimously attributed by traditional sources and modem schol28
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ars 9 to the Indo-Scythian Lokak:;;ema. A colophon gives us the exact date of the
completion of its translation as 26 October 179 CE (cf. Harrison 1993,
141-144 ). Careful philological research has revealed that the A.yta is the oldest
Prajiiiipiiramitii sutra. It has also been surmised that the first two chapters
(Conze 1968) or its first chapter (Kajiyoshi 1980) represent the original nucleus
out of which the text evolved. 10
The Sanskrit Ms of Recension A ofthe Ratnagw;a is actually as late as 1174
(Yuyama 1976, X X Iliff.; Conze 1960, 37). The Fa shuo fo mu baa de zang
boruoboluomi jing -MliDI.-ffll-fltJl{EiiU~t;t!.=iei:N!!Bt~, in 3 juan, the Chinese version
of the text is of little help in this case, since it was translated by Faxian r:t'R in
991. 11 In spite of our lack of Ms evidence, the Ratnagw;a appears to belong to
the earliest strata of Prajiiiipiiramitii literature. Conze (1994, X) considers that
the first two chapters of this work represent the original Prajiiiipiiramitii dating
back to 100 BCEY According to him, 'the 41 verses of the first two chapters [of
the Ratnagw:za] constitute the original Prajiiiipiiramitii which may well go back
to 100 B.C.' (Conze 1994, X)Y At our present level of knowledge it seems
impossible to prove or disprove Conze's view in a definitive way, but it can be
justifiably regarded as a plausible conjecture. 14 Though standing on the quicksand of the higher criticism, my working hypothesis here is that the first two
chapters of the Ratnagw;a and the A.yta respectively represent the earliest strata
of the Prajiiiipiiramitii corpus and, most probably, of the whole Mahayana literature. I have, therefore, paid special attention to these fragments in my examination of the spiritual cultivation and the rise of Mahayana.
The textual history of the Paiica and the Sata is far more complicated. According to Kajiyoshi (1980), the Paiica lineage developed not as a mere enlargement
of the A.yta but rather as a commentary (upade.Sa) attempting to solve from its own
peculiar perspective doctrinal points in the A.yta. 15 This process culminated in the
compilation of the huge Sata (Kajiyoshi 1980, 112-114; 723-727).
This is not the place to discuss in detail the textual history of all the scriptures
quoted in this paper. A final word on the Da zhi du fun ::k~ It~ (* Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa)16, which is much used in this paper, appears, however, to be
necessary. The decision to refer to this treatise here may raise some complicated
methodological problems.
First, the virtual silence of the Indian tradition in regard to the Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa may cast doubt on its reliability for our discussion. Despite the traditional attribution and some modem views supporting it (see, for instance, Hikata
(1958) and Yinshun (1993)), it is very unlikely that the author of the Prajiiiipiiramitopade.Sa is Nagarjuna. Lamotte (1944-1976), vol. 3, pp. VIII-XLIV)
shows, quite convincingly, I believe, that the author 17 must have been a Buddhist
scholar 'of Sarvastivadin formation and Mahayana conviction' active in Northwest India at the beginning of the 4th century. 18 The silence of the later Madhyamika tradition might be explained by the relatively limited geographical
transmission of the text in Northwest India and Central Asia which was followed
by its early loss and fall into oblivion.
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Second, is it historically justifiable to lump together a (relatively) late siistra
with the siitra tradition? We have already seen that the Paiica and the Sata may
have actually developed, partially, at least, as exegetically motivated texts. In a
brilliant recent contribution, Stefano Zacchetti ( 1999) 19 has shown that at least
some passages in the Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa seem to be linked to the same commentarial tradition which produced the Paiica and the Sata. This is a very
important finding relevant not only to the present discussion but also to the
entire history of the Prajiiiipiiramitii corpus. 20 The author's point, convincingly
supported by a number of illustrations, can be summed up as follows:
During an analysis of the Paiica, where the first seven chapters of the
Chinese translations (esp. DWK [i.e. Dharmarak~a's, Wu Chaolu's, and
Kumarajiva's translations respectively]) were compared with the corresponding Sanskrit versions (especially Paiica-D [i.e. Dutt's edition] and
the Sata ), I found that, in a number of cases, textual expanded readings,
as transmitted in the Sanskrit against DWK(X) [X= Xuanzang's translation], were directly anticipated by the DZDL [i.e. Da zhidu fun]. (p.2)
My hypothesis is that they [i.e. these passages] probably were not
composed by the author of the DZDL (whoever he was): rather they
very likely represent a certain generic exegetical tradition handled
down (perhaps orally [... ]) along with the siitra, and, by chance, partially collected in the DZDL ... (p.8)
(The explanations or additions in the square brackets belong to me.)
Obviously, not the entire Prajiiiipiiramitopadeia can be linked to this exegetical
tradition21 , and many passages undoubtedly represent the creative work of its
final author(s). At the present sate of our knowledge it is very hard, if not
impossible, to make distinctions between, on the one hand, tradition-handed
views reflecting an early doctrinal stage, maybe close to the formation period of
texts like the A${a, the Paiica, etc. and, on the other hand, late commentarial
developments. Nevertheless, the Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa remains a very useful
tool when dealing with the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature and philosophy. It is my
working hypothesis here that this commentary provides not only much needed
clarifications but it may, at least occasionally, reflect earlier exegetical traditions. With this proviso in mind, I think that the Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa can still
be used in our discussion on meditation in the early Prajiiiipiiramitii texts.

2. Dhyiina and samiidhi in the Prajniipiiramitii literature
What kind of meditation did the early Mahayana bodhisattvas practise? It is very
risky to generalise, especially after a preliminary exploration of the sources, but
I shall, nevertheless, venture to say a few words about the spiritual cultivation in
general in the early Great Vehicle. Although Sravakayana and Mahayana share a
basic common heritage of meditative practices and ideas, differences between
30
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the two traditions cannot be denied. The distinctively Mahayana innovations
apparently evolved into two main directions.
On the one hand, we have basically traditional Sravakayana meditative practices which are reinterpreted in the light of the Prajiiaparamita relativism, with
special emphasis on the idea of practising without a support and the complete
negation of attachment to rapture. 22 The ideal is a state of emptiness (siinyatii),
signlessness (iinimitta), and directionlessness (apra1)ihita). 23 This is mainly characteristic ofthe Prajfiiipiiramitii literature and will form the object of my inquiry
here. Despite the plethora of samiidhis, some of them presumably actual concentration methods or states, some of them emblematic names for doctrinal goals,
the main innovative effort of this trend was not directed towards the creation of
new meditative techniques. Its chief contribution rather appears to lie in a new
hermeneutic approach towards the spiritual cultivation. The most important
point here is not what a bodhisattva practises, and usually he works with traditional methods and categories24 , but how he practises, to be more precise, how
he practises without practising. 25
On the other hand, we have visualisation sutras mainly, but not exclusively,
associated with the Pure Land Buddhism. 26 I would venture to speculate that this
trend originated in technical elaborations upon the various psychological signs
(nimitta) obtained in meditation coupled with a strongly devotional form of
Buddha recollection (buddhiimusmrti). At the risk of being schematic in the
extreme, we could say that the Prajiiaparamita stream emphasised the iinimitta
aspect as its main spiritual practice and goal while the visualisation sutras
developed and idealised the nimitta aspect as the key to attaining the Buddhist
summum bonum. Of course, this is a theoretical simplification and in reality we
have a variety of positions. The relativist Prajiiaparamita current is far from
being devoid of visualisation and devotional passages. One of the main results
and aims of the bodhisattva's meditation is gaining direct access to countless
Buddha lands (buddha-lcyetra) and worshipping each of their Buddhas. At
the other extreme of the spectrum, a visualisation sutra like the Amitiiyurbuddhadhyiina-siitra teaches that the contemplation of the Pure Land leads to the
attainment of the patient acceptance of the non-arising of phenomena (anutpattika-dharmak:jiinti 1!\€1:¥t::~, Tl2.341c22). A case in between, one is almost
tempted to say a category in itself, is the Pratyutpannasamiidhi-siitra. After a
description of a what appears to be a visualisation technique (T13.904b-905c;
Harrison 1978, 21(section 2D)-36 (section 3L)), the Lord tells Bhadrapala that
the Tathagatas seen in samiidhi are nothing but mental products because things
appear as we imagine them ('di !tar bdagji ltaji !tar rnam par rtog pa de Ita de
!tar snang ngo) (Harrison 1978, 36(section 3L)). The thought itself is declared to
have no substantial existence (dngos po med pa=*abhiiva) (Harrison 1978,
36-7(section 3M)). 27
There is no doubt that the Prajiiiipiiramitii sutras show a great degree familiarity with the traditional meditation techniques and the framework of the spiritual path (see, for instance, A~tadasa, vol. 2, pp. 19-21; Paiica, 203-210; etc.).
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As mentioned above, the basic novelty lies in their interpretation. Chapter I,
verses 9-10, of the RatnagwJa (pp. 10-11) can be said to represent the archetype
of the Prajiiaparamita treatment of meditation both in terms of chronology and
philosophical approach. On the one hand, concentration is not denied and is held
to play an important psychological role. The bodhisattva with his mind set on
nonproduction experiences the most excellent of the tranquil concentrations (anupiidu-dh!/:1 sprsati siinta-samiidhi sre!ithiim. Verse 10). Dwelling pacified in
himself, he receives his prediction of Buddhahood from the previous Tathagatas
(eviitma-siinta viharann iha bodhisattva, so vyiikrto purimakehi tathiigatehi.
Verse 11). On the other hand, his knowledge of the highest truth of the emptiness of all phenomena makes him non-dependant upon concentration. The bodhisattva does not mind whether he is in or out of concentration because he
knows perfectly the dharma-original nature (na ca manyate ahu samiihitu vyutthito vii, kasmiirtha dharma-prakrtim parijiinayitvii. Verse 11 ).
We find the same philosophical and psychological role assigned to meditation
in the first chapter ofLokak~ema's Chinese translation of the A$ta:
For the bodhisattva mahiisattva, all designations and phenomena are
not grasped. 28 Therefore, [this] samiidhi (*sarvadharmiinupiidiino
nama samiidhi/:1) 29 is infinite and beyond measure. 30 It cannot be known
by arhats and pratyekabuddhas. 31 Those bodhisattvas mahiisattvas who
follow this samiidhi will quickly obtain Buddhahood. 32
By Buddha's magnificent power, Subhuti thus spoke: 'All bodhisattvas who have attained the stage of non-regression (*avivartika) 33
and have obtained [the prediction of] reaching Buddhahood from the
Buddhas of the past follow this samiidhi, but they do not perceive [this]
samiidhi, do not conceive of [this] samiidhi, do not practise [this]
samiidhi, do not think of [this] samiidhi, do not wish to sit in [this]
samiidhi, and do not say "[this is] my samiidhi." He who follows this
dharma [i.e. way of practice] will have no doubts. ' 34
~~-~~-W*~~~o~~~~~~~~~~o ~~a~~~~m~
~.&~o lf-~~~~~*~1~-fj;~o ~-14fli1Zt$, ~i'H/H~.~m- ; "~
~~~M~~~*,W!~*~~~f1;-14fl,~~~~~~~~,~~~
~~m,~~f1;~~,~~~-~~, ~~m•~~~, ~~~~~~0
E.Jll~~1f"~~llieo ·"

(T8.426c 18-25)
Apparently at an early date, Mahayana authors subsumed the traditional practice of trances (dhyiina), attainments (samiipatti), etc. under the perfection of
meditation (dhyiinapiiramitii). 35 It is possible that, as Hirakawa suggests, in the
earliest stages of Mahayana the six perfections were regarded as equal36 , but
even the oldest Prajiiiipiiramitii texts already regard the dhyiinapiiramitii as well
as the other perfections as subordinated to and contained in the prajiiiipiiramitii
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(A!;ta(M), 81; cf. also 310). To be sure, the role ofthe perfection of meditation is
not denied, and the Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa (T25 .180b) declares that the power
of dhyiina can help the bodhisattva swallow the medicine of prajiiii. A careless
practice of meditation, however, can have disastrous effects for the bodhisattva's career. The greatest concern is that spiritual practices, especially those
of an enstatic nature, like dhyiinas and samiipattis, can seriously preclude the
bodhisattva from achieving his noble cause of universal salvation. Not only that
dhyiina is a solitary and self-centred practice but it also determines the sphere of
the practitioner's future rebirth, which, for the proficient meditatator, will automatically be outside the realm of desire (kiimadhiitu). The bodhisattva must,
therefore, master the dhyiinas and samiipattis without receiving their usual
karmic fruit (A!;ta(M), 332; 427; A!itadasa, voll, pp.94~5; 100). He acquires the
perfection of meditation entering the nine successive states of attainment but 'he
does not cling to the level of sriivakas or pratyekabuddhas, and he [practises
meditation thinking], "Having stood in the perfection of concentration, I must
now liberate all beings from the cycle of rebirths" ' (na ca sriivakabhiimim vii
pratyekabuddhabhiimim adhyiilambate. anyatriisyaivam bhavati. iha mayii
samiidhipiiramitiiyiim sthitvii sarvasattvii samsiiriit parimocayitavyii iti.
A!itadasa, voll, pp.94~5).
The author of the Prajiiiipiiramitopadda, in a passage listing eighteen
characteristics of the Mahayana dhyiinapiiramitii (T25.187c~190a), appears to
be very eager to prove that despite its enstatic aspects and periods of seclusion
required by its practice, the bodhisattva's meditation is an efficient method and
integral part of the great being's messianic mission. To give only two examples
here, the bodhisattva practises meditation in order to teach the inner bliss of
dhyiina and samiipatti to those beings attached to exterior pleasures (T25.187c).
He practises 'the *bodhisattva-dhyiina which does not forsake the living beings'
'f~3tt~tf~liiFil and 'in dhyiina he always generates thoughts of great compassion (mahiikarw:zii-citta) ;filiirp~~~::k?&•L' (T25 .188a6-7). In order to make
friendliness and compassion possible in a practice dominated by enstatic states,
the Prajiiiipiiramitopade§a operates a technical innovation inconceivable
from the viewpoint of the traditional Sravakayana doctrine. 'The bodhisattva
practising the dhyiinapiiramitii enters the successive dhyiina stages with
thoughts of the realm of desire (kiima-dhiitu) tfHfr~ili~~o 1iNJ?.:~'L'l'?-:mA~o'
(T25.188b3-4). This opens the way for extravagant displays of the psychological virtuosity of blending trance-states and active preaching. 'The bodhisattva
always dwells in the dhyiina, concentrates his thoughts, remains unmoved, does
not generate coarse observation (vitarka) and subtle examination (viciira) and
[yet] at the [same] time he preaches the Dharma with countless voices to all
living beings in the ten directions and liberates them. llf~~ili'ilt .AiiiFil:<Ea
jji,C,,'fliJ'f~:W: ifto v'J'fre~+::tJ-WJ3tt~£1-1!\t:A:if~Jmi'Effii.IM.Zo. '(T25.188c9~ 11 )37
The Vimalakirtinirdesa goes as far as to declare that the correct practice of
solitary meditation (pratisamlina) is not withdrawing from the attainment of cessation (*nirodhasamiipatti) 38 and yet displaying ordinary behaviour. 39 (Chinese
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translation: ~~(J;:t :<Effii!!l~flrtftlta £~1f~o. Tl4.539c21-22, Tl4.56lb14-15 40 ;
Tibetan translation: ji !tar 'gog pa 41 las kyang mi !dang zhing spyod lam kun tu
yang snang bar 'gyur ba de !tar nang du yang dag gzhag par gyis shig I
P34.Bu 190a4)
Let us now see what our texts have to tell about samiidhi, one of the new
leading 'stars' in Mahayana literature. In terms of spiritual cultivation, the
attainment of the unsurpassed perfect Awakening (anuttara-samyak-sambodhi)
is, presumably, neither a simple intellectual act of understanding nor a complete
self-abandon to enstatic states. For the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature authors, it was
a matter of paramount importance that wisdom should lead and control all the
other perfections. Alongside innovations in defining the nature of dhyiina, they
elaborated upon and reinterpreted another old spiritual alley. The four dhyiinas,
the core of the dhyiinapiiramitii, are considered to include all other aspects of
spiritual cultivation: the five supernatural powers (abhijiiii), the four states of
mental sameness (sammacitta), the eight deliverances (vimo/cya), the ten totalities (krtsniiyatana), the bodhisattva's samiidhis ~:t¥~.:=:'*, amounting to 108 or
120 varieties, etc. (Prajiiiipiiramitopadeia, T25.185b; 187c). Amongst all these
practices, it seems that early Mahayana chose to stress particularly samiidhi as
the ideal form of spiritual cultivation or cognitive perfection. To start with, the
term was polysemic even in the early Canon42 , and its wide semantic sphere
must have served perfectly well the creative purposes and, probably, the psychological experimentation of the Prajfiaparamita followers. Furthermore, it was an
ideal term related both to dhyiina and prajiiii.
The popularity of samiidhi in the Great Vehicle43 is witnessed by the impressive number of concentrations as well as sutras dedicated to them. The most
popular and well-defined ones appear to be the three concentrations which will
be dealt with below. The number of samiidhis varies from 58 (A.yta(M), 490-2)
to 108 (Paiica, 142--4 and 198-203t4 , 115 (Sata, 825-835), 118 (Mahavyutpatti,
40--49, under the headingprajiiiipiiramitodbhavita samiidhi niimiini), 121 (Sata,
1412-1426), etc. 45 The poetic frenzy of the sutras often made the number
acquire hyperbolic digits. Other passages in the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature
mention hundreds of thousands (T8.1a26; T8,217a28) or millions of samiidhis
(T8.842b3). The Saddharmapw:ufarzka (p. 424) 46 speaks of hundreds of thousands of kotis of samiidhis equal to the sands of the Ganges. The Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa explains 14 representative samiidhis (T25.268b-c) and then declares
their number infinite ~it (T25.268c). Do we have here a process of gradual
growth from a relatively limited number of concentrations to hyperbolic digits?
As with many other processes of historical development, we can certainly
assume that a gradual enlargement took place, but, on the other hand, the
Sravakayana tradition does not lack completely the rhetoric of astronomic
numbers. The Mahiivibhii.yii, for instance, says that 'if one classifies according to
continuity (*smntiina) and momentariness (*k.yar:za), then there is an infinite
number of samiidhis.' ;t!i'0,;t!UJ~'dJJj~:SJ-5JIL J!IJ;ff~t..:=:*it!!o. (T27.538a26-7). It is,
however, difficult to draw conclusions as to whether our Mahayana texts were
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influenced by an Abhidharmic tradition or we have to deal here with a completely independent growth. 47
Whatever the origin of the infinite number of concentrations may be, more
important for our discussion here is to consider whether these samiidhis actually
refer to specific meditative techniques. The texts are not very clear and generous
in details. It appears, however, that apart from some well-attested methods,
many of these samiidhis represent rather stylistic devices stressing the fact that
the apprehension of the most profound aspects of reality, must be connected
with a state of concentration. 48 The Samiidhiriija-siitra lists hundreds of qualifications and merits of 'the samiidhi that is manifested as the sameness of the
essential nature of all dharmas' (sarva-dharma-svabhiiva-samatii-vipaiicitasamiidhi)49, but there is no clearly identifiable meditative technique which can be
singled out as this particular samiidhi. The word appears to denote a 'cognitive
experience of emptiness' covering a wide variety of senses, including the sutra
itself(G6mez et al. 1989, 16). Similarly, in spite of the huge number oftheoretical and rhetorical considerations on the samiidhi which gives its title, the
Siiramgamasamiidhi-siitra contains only one brief passage on how the 'samiidhi
of the heroic march' should be practised (Tl5.463b21~5; P32.33lb2-332a4):
the bodhisattva should 'contemplate all phenomena as empty ~' with no resistance (~mil!li}lf apratigha) 50 , perishing with each [moment of] thought ~~18ltlll,
without aversion or passion ~:lkJt!i'l:,'···. We have here rather a general statement
of a basic refrain of the Mahayana Weltanschauung supposedly realised in a
state of deep concentration. Furthermore, the text adds that the way of practising
this samiidhi is not singular and its actual method of cultivation depends upon
the functioning of the mind and mental concomitants ('L"L'fflrr *citta-caitta
pravrtti) of each living being. 5 1
The central and perhaps the oldest form of samiidhi in the Prajiiiipiiramitii
literature appears to be the set52 known as 'the three concentrations' (trayal;
samiidhyal; -=.-=.~) 53 , i.e. the emptiness concentration (siinyatii-samiidhi), the
signless concentration (iinimitta-samiidhi), and the directionless concentration
(aprm:zihita-samiidhi). They correspond more or less to the traditional three
gates of liberation (trlf:ti-vimok!}a-mukhiini .:::Jil~Jl!GF~). 54 This triad might have
played the role of a bridge between the two Vehicles by providing the protoMahayana ascetics with a preliminary epistemic model of emptiness (siinyatii)
and signlessness (iinimitta) which ultimately laid the foundations of the Great
Vehicle paradigm shift. 55 The Paiica (p.208) 56 and the Sata (p.l440) use the
same definition for the three concentrations as the Ekottariigama (T2.630b)
(Lamotte 1944-1976, 1213). 57
There are, nevertheless, differences in the way Mahayana authors conceive
the three samiidhis. The most important is the practise of these concentrations
without hypostasization 58 : 'The bodhisattva, the great being, practising the perfection of wisdom, does not connect [his actual practice of] emptiness with the
emptiness [conceived of as an entity]; [therefore, for him] there is no binding to
emptiness.' (bodhisattva mahiisattva/:t prajiiiipiiramitiiyiim caran na siinyatiim
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siinyatayii yojayati na siinyatiiyogam. Paiica, 48; cf. also p.52). 59 And the same
goes true for signlessness and directionlessness. The three samiidhis are considered virtually identical with the practice of the perfection of wisdom and are
declared the most exalted form of cultivation60 (niruttaro hy e!ja/; Siiriputra yoga
yad uta prajiiiipiiramitiiyogal; siinyatiiyoga/:1 iinimittayogal; aprw:zihitayoga/:1.
Paiica, 58-9; T8.224c23-4). 61 This spiritual omnipotence62 makes them so
effective that the bodhisattva's career as a saviour for aeons is menaced. They
can potentially trigger a speedy Awakening but if this is achieved before the
completion of the bodhisattva's vows, then it amounts to the falling to the level
ofSriivakas and pratyekabuddhas (A!ita(M), 31 0). The bodhisattva must dwell in
the concentrations of emptiness, signlessness, and directionlessness without
actually realising them (na siik!jiitkaroti). Their complete attainment would mean
the realisation of the reality-limit (bhiita-koti) (A!jta(M), 373-9; A!ita(W),
749-61). 63 The bodhisattva should be like a bird in the air or like a skilful archer
who shoots upwards one arrow and then keeps on shooting arrows in order to
stop the fall of the first one (A!ita(M), 374; A!ita(W), 754-5). 64 To achieve this
the bodhisattva, basing himself upon friendliness directed towards all living
beings, ties himself to them, transcends whatever belongs to defilements and
Mara65 as well as the stages of sriivakas and pratyekabuddhas, and abides in the
concentration of emptiness, etc. 66 (yasmin samaye Subhiite bodhisattva
mahiisattval; sarvasattviiniim antike maitrlcittam iirambm;l-krtya tan paramayii
maitryii paribadhniiti atriintare bodhisattva mahiisattva/:1 klqapak!jam
miirapak!jaii ca atikramya sriivakabhiimim prayekabuddhabhiimiii ca atikramya
tatra samiidhiiv avati!ithate. A!ita(M), 373-4; A!ita(W), 754). 67
The Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa, which dedicates a long passage to the three
samiidhis =...=.
(T25 .206a-8a), considers these concentrations to be a very
particular and extremely powerful type of wisdom (prajiiii). When the interlocutor asks our author why these forms of prajnii are called samiidhi, the latter
answers: 'If these three types of wisdom are not established in concentration,
they become mad wisdom (*unmattaprajiiii). 68 Many would [thus] fall into
vicious doubts (*mithyiismikii), and they could not [practise] anymore. [But] if
[these types of wisdom] are established in concentration, then they can destroy
all defilements (kleia) and obtain the true characteristic (bhiitalak!jm;a) of
phenomena. ;l!.=:.l!(~~tf::f:fj:::Q;;t:p, J{IHH:E:I:o $-!!UI5Jit, ~FJT!ruf'Fo tff±:Q;;t:j=l,
J{ijfm~~~~, 1~Ht~1ft§o. '(T25.20618-21). The treatise uses a simile to
explain the mental functions involved in the three samiidhis: 'When a king :E
arrives, he necessarily has with him his chief minister :;k!'2: and his attendants
ft~ 69 • The samiidhi is like the king, the wisdom like the chief minister, and the
other dharmas like the attendants' (T25.207a8-9). Although the three concentrations are declared to be a type of wisdom, their actual practice appears to be
interwoven with the dhyiina. They are said to be found on nine or eleven dhyiina
stages (~ bhiimi) according to whether we regard them as always pure (*ilfi
aniisrava) or as sometimes pure and sometimes impure (~iii siisrava) respectively (T25.207a23-b2). 70

'*
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This is the basic picture offered by our texts. It seems that two major doctrinal concerns stand out as paramount for their authors. The first one, hugely sensitive for the Great Vehicle followers, is how a bodhisattva can engage in
meditation, especially in the cultivation of enstatic states as well as emptiness,
signlessness, and directionlessness, without losing his salvific involvement. The
second one, which Mahayana inherited from earlier Buddhism, is how and to
what degree non-discursive cognitive modes can be combined with rational
observational thinking in order to attain the supreme Awakening. The Mahayana
texts and followers usually assure us that they can successfully solve these problems. The bodhisattva can balance and even fuse his meditation practice with his
immense compassion and messianic career. We are told that his spiritual techniques, especially samiidhi, can subtly blend dhyiina with prajfiii.
The task of a self-effacing, purely descriptive historian (if such a person can
be said to exist) should perhaps come to an end here. I cannot, however, resist
the temptation to ask two more philosophical questions. How can one engaged
in the three samiidhis, which by definition exclude all types of entities,
characteristics, and mental orientation, simultaneously feel compassion and
friendliness towards all living beings? 71 How is it possible to fuse dhyiina and
prajfiii? I am certainly aware of the immense difficulty of the question. Any
attempt to answer such questions will transcend the realm of philologico-historical studies and land us in the field of the philosophy and psychology of religion.
Even if an answer, let alone a certain one, may not be possible, the question will,
nevertheless, satisfy a basic human need to discuss such propositions not only in
terms of ascertaining their mere occurrence in historical sources but also in relation to truth-values. After all, these propositions admittedly try to say something
about the essence of reality and human mind. Furthermore, the discussion of
their truth-value will, in tum, help a more critically engaged (and by necessity
no longer 'purely descriptive') historian to judge the role and development of
these ideas.
Let me sketch out a brief answer to the first question. Do we have here a dogmatic patchwork meant to accommodate two basically incompatible practices,
i.e. enstatic states and active social involvement? Or do we have to deal with
spiritual modes and states which cannot be known and assessed by means of our
normal epistemic categories? The traditional Buddhist answer would obviously
favour the latter solution. After all, deluded prthagjanas, to which I undoubtedly
belong, have no right to pass judgements on such lofty states which they cannot
experience. The only alternative is, we would be told, to become bodhisattvas
ourselves. With no foreseeable plans to embark upon this noble enterprise
myself and, what is even worse, starting from different philosophical presuppositions, I am not willing to accept this position without strong reservations. This
is not the place to develop a full-fledged epistemic dialogue with Buddhism, but
as far as our normal understanding of psychological states (including and
accepting the altered states of consciousness) as well as the basic requirements
of logical consistency goes, it is very hard to believe that one can experience
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simultaneously states of gradual decrease and eventual cessation of all discursive and emotional functions, on the one hand, and intense mental, verbal, and
bodily activities for the salvation of the sentient beings, on the other. I rather
tend to regard this as an instance of tension between what Schmithausen
(1999) 72 aptly calls the two poles of Buddhist spirituality, i.e. detachment (vimucacati, nibbindati, virajjati, upekkhiilupe/qii) and caring for others (karw;ii.
kiiruiiiia, dayii, anukampii), in Sravakayiina, and emptiness (Sunyatii) and compassion (karw;ii), in Mahayana. In his excellent lecture, Schmithausen argues
that while there is no doubt that these poles represent the two fundamental
pillars of Buddhism, the actual relation, psychological and doctrinal, between
them is not as simple as it may appear. 73 Though early Buddhism regards sympathy (kiiruiiiia) as an important virtue, it does not consider it as 'an automatic
effect of the awakening experience of the Buddha or even an inevitable outflow
of any liberating experience' (p.6). We even see 'a certain tension between, on
the one hand, the state of liberation characterized by detachment and, on the
other, becoming involved in activity for the sake of others' (p.ll ). The
Mahayana ideal of universal salvation brings new developments and nuances in
the relation between the two poles, but the tension does not come to end. The
Prajiiiipiiramitii literature in particular presents the samiidhis of emptiness
(sunyatii) and 'transphenomenality' (iinimitta) as extremely potent and able to
lead directly to the attainment of Buddhahood, which, when too premature,
would compromise the salvific career of the bodhisattva. Schmithausen refers
here to Chapter 20 of the A$!a, which we have also discussed above. Here the
bodhisattva 'should only become familiar with them [the samiidhis], but he must
not prematurely realize (sii/qiit-kr) them, he must not "fall" (pat) into them' (p.
17). Together with this careful practice, he must counterbalance these samiidhis
by cultivating benevolence or compassion with regard to all living beings (ibid.).
The tension between the full awakening and salvific activity appears to be
implicitly recognised by the texts themselves. The solution suggested here is
basically one of balanced but separate practice of the two poles. The passages
from the Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa and the Vimalakirtinirdeia discussed above
seem to take a further step: meditative enstatic states, presumably quite potent
and traditionally seen as part of the path towards liberation, are now said to
include compassion, thoughts of the realm of desire, and normal behaviour. This
coincidentia oppositorum represents a new step in the attempt to solve the
underlying tension between the two poles. As an avowedly hopeless prthagjana,
I find this development a doctrinally motivated move meant to portray the
exalted ideal of the bodhisattva's messianic mission rather than a psychological
reality.
What about the dhyiina and prajiiii fusion? This possibility is actually mentioned not only in relation with the three samiidhis but also with the supremacy
and comprehensive nature of the perfection of wisdom. The Ratnagw;a declares
that 'for those accomplished in the practice of the perfection of wisdom, all perfections are comprised in it (prajiiiiva piiramita-si/qita-sarhskrtiiniirh 74 , sarve ca
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paramita bhont' iha samgrh!tabl chapter XXV, verse 4, p.l 00). In a parallel
passage, the A.${a says: 'Subhuti, for the bodhisattva, the great being, thus practising the perfection of wisdom, all perfections are included in it' (evam eva
Subhiite prajiiaparamitayam sik.$amal)asya bodhisattvasya mahasattvasya
tasyam sarvab paramita antargata bhavanti. A.$ta(M), p. 431, A.$ta(W), p. 825;
Lokak~ema's translation: ;J:~11!, :tf~J;i!:foir~izo~*~~tfil!lm~, ~JI~il!la~,.
T8.357c 19-21 ). Could we see it as a psychological reality, i.e. not only as a doctrinal ideal but also as an actual spiritual experience? To start with, there is no
way we can ascertain this by means of philologico-historical methods. Furthermore, the answer to this question largely depends on how prajiia is understood.
Even if we limit ourselves to one scripture or one class of texts, the exact definition of prajiia would require a study in itself. To make things more complicated,
the texts themselves warn us that a purely theoretical understanding of the
concept is impossible and its elusiveness is part of its nature. Despite all difficulties, I would risk a very general definition and say that prajiia is a subtle
cognitive process which presupposes both an intuitive grasp of the reality and a
high degree of awareness with no emotional support, i.e. attachment. Whatever
the subtle relation between the non-discursive realisation and awareness may be,
I do not think that prajiia is a cessation of all mental functions as the nirodhasamapatti.76 To the extant prajiia could be said to be an underlying attitude
pervading the ascetic's life, I do not find it impossible to speak of its combination with dhyana or any other practice. Problems of logical consistency (I only
mean prthagjana logic) may, however, arise if we take dhyana as a gradual
decrease of emotional and cognitive activity culminating with nirodhasamapatti.
If this is the case, as in the passage from the Prajiiaparamitopadesa which links
the practice of the three concentrations to the nine or eleven dhyana stages ( :liH
bhiimi) (T25.207a23-b2), then the precise connection between dhyana and
prajiia becomes very difficult to explain. It may actually echo the relation
between enstatic meditation (samatha) and observational concentration
(vipasyana) present since early Buddhism. Later scholastic tradition,
Sravakayana and Mahayana alike, have always portrayed samatha and
vipasyana as being in a state of balance and harmony. This view has been shared
by many modem Buddhist and scholars. Studies like, to give only two examples,
those of Cousins (1984) and Kochi (1973) actually stress this aspect. 76 The relation between samatha and vipasyana has, however, not always been that of a
perfect marriage. The early canon records clashes between monks who practice
the jhana-meditation (jhay! bhikkhii) and monks who are attached to the doctrine
(dhammayoga bhikkhii) (ANIII355-6). The relation between the 'rationalist'
trend and the 'mystic' current, epitomised by Muslla and Narada, was the
subject of a classical study published by La Vallee Poussin in 193 7. The attempt
to harmonise the tension between the two paths has often been done by what
Schmithausen, using Hacker's term, uptly calls '"inclusivism", i.e. a method of
intellectual debate in which the competing doctrine, or essential elements of it,
are admitted but relegated to a subordinate position' (Schmithausen 1981, 223 ).
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The process of relegating eustatic techniques to the role of ancillary or soteriologically irrelevant practices as found in the Abhidharmakosa and Abhi(jharmasamuccaya was brilliantly analysed by Griffiths (1983). 77 Though the relation
between dhyiina and prajiiii is much more complicated78 , we could, nevertheless,
discover some reflections of the older samatha and/vs. vipasyanii pair. 79

3. Meditation and the beginnings of Mahayana Buddhism
Whatever the bodhisattva's spiritual cultivation may actually have been, it
seems to me very unlikely that those men coming up with such complex and
subtle innovations were simple lay people with a mere populist desire to make
the new Vehicle open for a general 'easy ride'. The background seems to be that
of an ascetic and philosophical milieu perfectly familiar with the doctrinal
developments of the traditional Buddhism. Although the promise to become a
Buddha was theoretically open to everybody, the way to do it was by no means
simple to understand and practise. The people writing these texts were not antitraditionalist, anti-elite laymen simply interested in proclaiming their rhetoric of
the democratic superiority of the Great Vehicle over the Lesser Vehicle. It is
true that their hermeneutic or innovative efforts sometimes had iconoclast
fervour and smashing effects, but all these did not stem from ignorance or mere
despise of the scholastic tradition. Basically, they were motivated, I believe, by a
different philosophical outlook which must have grown gradually from within
the Buddhist smigha itself.
Looking for the roots, or, at least, part of the roots of Mahayana into ascetic
communities is basically a variety of the old hypothesis which regards the rise of
the Great Vehicle as a gradual development from the traditional schools
(nikiiyas), usually from the more liberal and progressive Mahasanghika group.
Bareau's view on the origins of Mahayana (1955, 296-305) seems to me one of
the most sensible formulations of the this theory. 80 The French scholar outlines
quite a number of similarities existing between the Mahasanghikas and the Great
Vehicle (Bareau 301-304). He concludes, 'are there among the sects of the
Lesser Vehicle ontological theses showing clearly Mahayanist tendencies? To
this question we can give an affirmative answer with all certitude.[ ... ] The sects
in question all belong to the Mahasanghika group' (p.303). Backed up by a
careful methodological treatment, the image of ascetic communities, doctrinally
starting from a predominantly Mahasanghika background, can better explain
many, if not most, of the facts of the Mahayana rise.
At this point I must clarify a crucial methodological problem which underlies
not only my presuppositions here but also many other studies dealing with Buddhist history. Although I surmise that some philosophical developments may
have been the result of a doctrinal contrivance, as often pointed out above, there
also instances in which I believe we could speak of a such a thing as real ascetic
practice and that some passages in our texts seem to reflect it. I must confess that
making the distinction between the two is an awfully complex problem but one
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thing is sure: taking the scriptures at their face value without properly questioning their rhetoric is not going to take us too far in the field of the history of religion. In his recent study on 'Buddhist Modernism and the Rhetoric of
Meditative Experience', Robert H. Sharf ( 1995) makes an excellent contribution
to the questioning not only of the tradition itself but also of some of our current
research cliches. Sharf s paper is very convincing in deconstructing the concept
of 'pure experience' as well as in proving that the modern stress on zazen or
vipassanii is largely an invented tradition (see pp.246-259), which is often subjected to the 'politics of experience' (see pp. 259-265). Sharf also contends that
we have too frequently presupposed that meditation must have been the central
preoccupation of the traditional monastic life. I quite agree with this position,
and I hope that in what follows I shall adduce some extra evidence concerning
this. I am also inclined to believe, partly in line with Sharfs argumentation, that
Buddhist literature, even its specialised treatises on the spiritual cultivation, do
not necessarily reflect the meditative experiences of their own authors.
My working hypothesis is that religious texts, including meditation manuals
and treatises, represent an 'intertexuality' of sources and influences ranging
from actual inner experiences to external factors. Excluding or favouring one
type of sources, without sufficient evidence, can turn out to be methodologically
biased. It is actually here that with due respect I would dare to disagree with
Sharf and contend that the methodology employed by Schmithausen
( 1973; 197 6) may prove, when cautiously handled, a viable avenue for historical
research. Sharf criticises the latter study for its methodological attempt to derive
the formation of Yogacara idealism 'from a generalisation of a fact observed in
the case of meditation-objects, i.e. in the context of spiritual practice'
(Schmithausen 1976, 241; also quoted by Sharf 1995, 237). Sharfs viewpoint is
that 'His [i.e. Schmithausen's] argument does not demonstrate that Yogacara
idealism emerged from reflection on an actual experience, so much as it shows
that such a position can be derived from reflection upon the prescriptive meditative and soteriological ideals enunciated in Mahayana textual sources' (p.238).
He goes on to say that idealism could actually be derived from reflections upon
epistemic errors or the ontology of dreams (ibid.). Now, I agree that it is indeed
possible that the same generalisation could have been reached starting from different experiences and inferences. But on the other hand, I do not think that
deriving a doctrine from inferences occasioned by actual meditative experiences
is logically impossible (like, for instance, accepting that a 'married bachelor' is
non-contradictory). A love novel may be the result of the author's desire to illustrate a theoretical philosophy as well as originate in a genuine emotional
experience. I think that the passages analysed by Schmithausen point in the
direction of inferences based on meditative experiences, but I confess that
I cannot prove it in an absolutely conclusive way. The reason is that our verifiability principle here stands on a relatively fragile basis. We cannot possibly
verify beyond doubt what the actual situation was centuries ago and, therefore,
are left with the alternative of carefully reading and interpreting our passages.
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Especially when it comes to interpretation, many texts are so open that a variety
of readings become possible. Even when one interpretation is preferable to
others, it rarely happens that the evidence will be absolutely conclusive.
In our case, the bottom line is whether reflection upon spiritual experiences is
possible or not. Since Sharf does not deny the psychological possibility of meditative experiences as such (see pp. 259-260), it is hard to understand why he
does not accept that one can draw conclusions from one's own experiences and
reports of other people's experiences. It would actually be quite surprising that
the human being would not be tempted to do it. If the experience is psychologically possible, and it is a very special one, as meditation achievements presumably are, then it is to be expected that the meditator would try to find out a place
for this experience in his philosophical understanding of life. Pointing out that
Buddhist doctrines are not necessarily the result of meditation, let alone 'pure
experience', is logical and salutary. Sharf is here right that much too often
historians have been tempted to explain things only by appealing to spiritual
experiences. Denying the possibility altogether is, however, unnecessary.
Strictly speaking, it would require that Sharf should prove beyond doubt that
meditative experiences cannot logically serve as a basis for philosophical inferences or that in each and every concrete historical case so far meditation and
reflection upon it have never been the source of a doctrinal development.
A final word about meditation: my assumption that meditative experiences
may have been a basis of philosophical inferences is not motivated by the desire
to defend the 'pure experience' or the supremacy of the contemplative way of
knowledge. I actually speak of inferences based upon meditation and not of
'pure experience' as a direct source of doctrinal development, something which
I find quite unlikely. Obviously, this is not the place to embark upon a full discussion but I should like to make a very brief comment. I do not think that the
'otherness' of an experience, i.e. its being of a different psychological quality,
ensures its absolute truth-value. The only way we can decide our epistemic criteria is not by appeal to private experiences as the ultimate source of truth. The
truth of a philosophically relevant proposition can only be proved by those
common experiences which have, to use a Peircian term 'ultimate warranted
assertibility'.
Let us now return to the beginnings of the Great Vehicle. As Harrison (1995,
66) points out, if we suppose that 'a substantial proportion of early Mahayanists
were forest-dwellers meditating monks', we could explain why early inscriptions contain almost no references to the Great Vehicle. It is significant that, as
outlined above, the earliest epigraphical references to the Great Vehicle make
their appearance from the 5th/6th centuries on and in the beginning they are
mostly found on the 'cultural fringe' of the Indian civilisation (Schopen 1996,
13-14). The ascetic-centrality hypothesis can also explain why so many early
Mahayana sutras, like the Rii:;trapiilapariprcchii, the Kiisyapapiirivarta, the
Ak:;obhyavyiiha, the Ugrapariprcchii, the Ratnariisi, the Samiidhiriija, etc.,
stress the need to live in the forest and practise the dhiitagw;as (cf. Schopen
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1996, 16-18). The Rii!ftrapiilapariprcchii and the Samiidhiriija even use the old
image of the solitary rhinoceros to recommend secluded spiritual cultivation.
We can also understand why these early ascetic Mahayanist communities, with
little connection or, at least, with little control over the stiipas, were far less
associated with their cult and exalted instead the worship, keeping, reading,
copying, and spreading of their own scriptures. Many of the earliest Mahayana
sutras, like, for instance, the Pratyutpannasamiidhi-siitra ~:fit2MJ~, the
Ajiitasatrukaukrtyavinodanii-siitra II"JIIlt!t:E~, and the Ak!fobhyatathiigatasyavyiiha-siitra II"JMffllljj~, are said to have talismanic powers which can protect
from all types of disasters (Harrison 1993, 175-6).
The gradual rise of Mahayana from within the traditional sangha can explain
the doctrinal continuities between the two movements. As we have seen in
Section 2 of this paper, an impressive number of tenets and developments of the
Prajiiiipiiramitii literature can only be understood if we refer to traditional
Sravakayana doctrines with which our authors seem to be perfectly familiar. The
hypothesis of a gradual formation of the new movement can also better explain
why in spite of its general tone of self-glorification the literature of the new
movement contains many passages which strike a note of conciliation with the
Sravakayana ideals. The deep-rooted misconception concerning an unfailing,
ubiquitous fierce criticism on the Lesser Vehicle by the new movement is not
supported by our texts. It is true that such attacks do exit and that the bodhisattva ideal is universally presented as superior to all other religious aspirations, but the new agenda is not carried out at the expense of completely denying
the old tradition. It has often been noted that the term hznayiina does not occur
so frequently in the earliest scriptures of the Great Vehicle (Harrison 1987, 80,
speaking of the Chinese translations in the 2nd century CE; Shizutani 1974,
40--41, Saigusa 1981, 124-5, on the rarity of the term in the A!ita 81 ; cf. Conze
1978, 7, n. I, which points out that hznayiina is seldom used but terms like
hznajiitika, hznaprajiiii, hznavzrya, etc. are freely used). To be sure, the levels of
the arhats and pratyekabuddhas are declared inferior compared to the attainments of a bodhisattva, but we find early Mahayana scriptures like the Ak!fobhyatathiigatasyavyiiha-siitra II"JMffllijj~ which depict the sriivakas as happily
sharing Ak~obhya's Pure Land with the bodhisattvas (Harrison 1987, 83-4).
Such examples of peaceful co-existence are not singular and can be equally
found in the A!ita, the Ajiitasatrukaukrtyavinodanii-siitra II"JIIlt!t :fJ,llL and the
Chengju guang ming ding yijing IJXJ!,J'tljij)E~~ (ibid., p. 84). With the passage
of time, the conciliatory tone of some of these early Mahayana texts gradually
gives way to a more vehement, but not always complete, condemnation of the
Lesser Vehicle. 82 According to Conze ( 1994, X VI), the increase of sectarianism
is a main criterion for detecting the later accretions in the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature.
It is undoubtedly a conjectural scenario but I would imagine that a great part
of the earliest Mahayana communities started as groups of ascetics motivated
not only by a new understanding of the Path but also by a strong opposition to
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the well-established monastic institutions which often tended to neglect the spiritual quest altogether. We would have here a particular case in the long history
of the duality between forest-dwelling ascetics (iiraiiiiaviisllvanaviisl) and
monks living in villages (giimaviisl) or towns (nagaraviisl). We actually
know fairly well the evolution of this dichotomy in Southeast Asia and this
has been brilliantly summarised by Tambiah ( 1984, 53-76). It seems that
most of the ascetic movements which have repeatedly occurred throughout the
history of the smigha in Sri Lanka, Burma, and Thailand paradigmatically
started as a return to the pristine ideals of the early Buddhist Path: an intense
practice of meditation accompanied by the strict observation of the Vinaya rules
and, very often, of the dhiitwigas. Although the initial motivation of these
groups did not presumably lie in gaining the patronage of the royal houses or
masses, their rejection of the material wealth and their earnest spiritual quest,
often associated, at least in popular imagination, with supernatural powers, have
usually led to their immense popularity and frequent transformation into (paradoxically!) rich and well-established monastic communities. Another factor
leading to their initially unhoped-for success was their neutral stance and distance from the political turmoil of their age, which made them suitable for the
role of mediators and state-sponsored religious reformers. It is significant to note
here the relations of these ascetic groups with their original communities as well
as their gradual metamorphosis. Mendelson, also quoted by Tambiah (1984, 62),
writes:
The forest monks, much like the hermits, did not necessarily cease to
belong to a mother community which might well be of the village kind.
Later in time, forest monks began to appear in forest communities,
devoting themselves no longer to meditation alone but indulging also in
cultural and educational activities, as did town and village monks; in
short, they seem to have been treated in some places as separate sects.
To return now to our early Mahayana Buddhists, we could surmise that a
similar situation could have taken place. The initial motivation of breaking away
from the mother community, most likely a Mahasanghika milieu, must have
been both doctrinal and spiritual. Not only that the dissident ascetics must have
felt themselves growingly different from the rest of the community in their
philosophical outlook but they also were perhaps disillusioned with the materialism as well as the passion for social respectability and fame of the monastic
Establishment. There is a deep-seated tendency with a large number of modem
students of Buddhism to associate monastic life, first and foremost, with the
strict observance of disciplinary rules and intense meditation. Disappointing as it
may be, the reality is often quite different from our ideals and hopes. Undoubtedly, there is a scarcity of materials concerning life in the Buddhist monasteries
of ancient India. I do not mean here traditional ideals or modem projections
filled with pro-Buddhist expectations. A patient and careful scholar can,
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however, dig them out of the discouragingly intricate Vinaya and epigraphical
sources. The scholar in question is no other than Gregory Schopen to whom we
owe one of the very few studies on the monastic life and daily activities on the
basis of the data contained in the Tibetan translation of the Mulasarvastivadin
Ksudrakavastu (Schopen !997a).
Although the text makes it clear that the basic occupations (bya ba,
*karm;!ya) of a monk are meditation (bsam gtan, *dhyiina) and recitation (gdon
pa, *pathanti), these were far from being the only monastic duties, at least for
large sections of the coenobites. For instance, sweeping the vihiira, both a cleaning activity and a ritual act, was as much part of the daily life as the more 'lofty'
occupations, especially for the monks in charge of physical properties (dge skos,
*upadhiviirika). Furthermore, many passages clearly show that the monks had to
choose between specialising in meditation or recitation. In other words, 'a monk
was expected to do one or the other but not both' (Schopen 1997a, 17). In the
Sayaniisanuvastu, meditation in the forest is presented as potentially dangerous
and in order to ensure a safe area for the tranquil practice of spiritual cultivation
a place (vastu) in a public area (prakiise sthiine) of the monastery had to be
secured. This, in tum created the need for a series of new monastic occupations
with coenobites specialised in and presumably dedicating all or almost all of
their time to supporting this activity. The Vinaya texts actually authorise a series
of many other menial jobs or qualified occupations necessary for the maintenance of the vihiira and ensuring smooth 'public relations' with the lay supporters.83
Certainly, these texts basically reflect the situation of the Mulasarvastivadin
community, and a complete study must include all relevant data in the entire
Buddhist literature. Passages hinting at the practical hardships a meditating
monk may have actually faced are not, however, limited to Mulasarvastivadin
sources. I should like to discuss here another example which comes from
the meditation classic of the Theravadins, the Visuddhimagga. The monk
whose morality (slla) has already been purified should first approach a spiritual
friend (kalyiir:zamitta) in order to receive his meditation subject (kammattana).
'After that he should avoid a monastery unfavourable to the development of
concentration and go to live in one that is favourable' (Visuddhimagga, p. 72;
Niil)amoli tr. 1991, 90-91). A monastery unfavourable (ananuriipa vihiira) for
the development of concentration (samiidhibhiivaniiya) is later on defined as a
place which has any of 'the eighteen faults' (atthiirasa dosii). 'These are: largeness, newness, dilapidatedness, a nearby road, a pond, [edible] leaves, flowers,
fruits, famousness, a nearby city, nearby timber trees, nearby arable fields, presence of incompatible persons, a nearby port of entry, nearness to the border
countries, nearness to the frontier of a kingdom, unsuitability, lack of good
friends' (Visuddhimagga, p.96; Nal)amoli tr. 1991, 118). Each of these faults is
then described in detail (Visuddhimagga, p.96--99; Nal)amoli tr. 1991, 118-121).
Let us quote here only the fragment depicting the situation in the first faulty
monastery:
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Firstly, people with varying aims collect in a large monastery. They
conflict with each other and so neglect the duties. The Enlightenmenttree terrace, etc., remain unswept, the water for drinking and washing is
not set out. [... ] Drinking water must be maintained. By not doing it he
[i.e. the monk who wants to practise meditation] would commit a
wrongdoing in the breach of a duty. But if he does it, he loses time. He
arrives too late at the village and gets nothing because the alms giving
is finished. Also, when he goes into retreat, he is distracted by loud
noises of novices and young bhikkhus, and by acts of the Community
[being carried out].
( Visuddhimagga, p.96-97; Nal)amoli tr. 1991, 118-119)
This and all the other faults clearly suggest that a decent, quite place to pursue
one's spiritual cultivation, presumably the very raison d'etre of the Buddhist
Path, was not so easy to find within the Holy Community supposed to exist in
order to facilitate and promote it. A large monastery (mahavihara) such as
depicted by Buddhaghosa here was a far cry from the peaceful Shangri-La
where the ascetic would find the quite and spiritually-friendly environment
necessary for his practice. Not only that we see that many of the young brethren
were noisy and the Community was busy with prosaic administrative businesses
(how close indeed to our modem academic institutions!) but we are also told
that the monks in the monastery gathered with ... varying aims or intentions
(nanachanda), and they, furthermore, quarrelled with each other (aiiiiamaiiiiam
pativiruddhataya). Our ascetic does not seem to be expected to maintain the
water, which, if my interpretation is correct, means that the monks actively
engaged in meditation were served by other groups of coenobites doing the more
menial jobs. They were perhaps an elite which the vihara was supposed to treat
with special care but ... reality must have often been disappointing. The monk
in Buddhaghosa's scenario gets no special treatment and, moreover, being a
conscientious brother does his duties and . . . ends up with little time left for
meditation and an empty stomach.
A restless soul tired of the existential du/:lkha joining the Holy Order with a
genuine aspiration for Awakening must have found many of these monastic
establishments spiritually disappointing. Neither the Miilasarvastivadin texts discussed above nor the Visuddhimagga are contemporary with the protoMahayana age 84 but I assume that starting with the Asokan period the growth of
the institutional success of the Buddhist sangha may have paradoxically led to
an increasing number of monastic establishments where meditation was hard to
practise or confined to a minority. Actually, quite a few of the early Mahayana
sutras direct their criticism not only against the inferior attainments and salvific
abilities of the sravakas and pratyekabuddhas but also against the decadence of
the monastic institutions no longer fulfilling their spiritual goals. A full-fledged
attack on the Sravakayana appears to have been felt either doctrinally unnecessary or socially inadvisable. Some of the proto-Mahayana groups appear to have
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genuinely considered that a large number of the traditional goals and practices
could still be given a limited recognition in their new religious agendas. Other
ascetic fraternities may have had to play down their critical tone. After all, in the
incipient stage, they wanted to or had to keep minimum links with their mother
communities and for a while were considered and probably considered themselves, at least in terms of Vinaya lineage, part of them. Some communities, few
perhaps, had the zealot courage to break away in a more dramatic way but, by
and large, the rise of the New Vehicle, as so many other historical events, must
have been a gradual process.
While a vehement doctrinal criticism may have been considered unnecessary
or inadvisable, a fierce attack on the monastic Establishment for neglect of the
basic spiritual duties and aspirations must have been easier, even when it was
directed at the mother community. This way we see so many early Mahayana
scriptures lashing out at the excesses of the coenobites with no concern for spiritual values. 85 Suffice it here to quote three stanzas from the Rii!ftrapiila which is
one of the most representative sutras in this respect:
Perpetually intent on gain they are, dishonestly feigning devotion to
[religious] practice.
'No one in our world can ever vie with me in morality and virtues!',
they will say.
Indeed they do hate each other, always fond they are to mutually pick
out their faults;
With farming and with trade they occupy themselves. Far from them do
the [true] ascetics stay! 86
In future times these monks with no restraint, a far cry from morality
and virtues,
With their feud, dispute, and envy will bring the ruin to my Law!
(adhyavasiinaparii/:t sada liibhe te kuhasiithyaprayogaratiis cal
kascid ap/ha samo mama niisti vak:jyati iilagwie!fu katham citli
te ca parasparam eva ca dvi!ftii chidragave!jm;anityaprayuktii/:tl
kr!iikarmavm;ijyaratiis ca srama1J(i8 7 hi sudiirata te:jiimll
evam asamyata pascimakiile bhik:java iilagwie!fu sudiirel
te 'ntara hiipayi:jyanti madharmam 88 bhal)qanavigraha!r~yavasenall)
(Rii:i{rapiila, p. 17)
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(Jiianagupta's NliJBI!ti!$ translation, T11.460cl2-17)
The bitter dissatisfaction of the author who speaks on behalf or in praise of the
ascetics (Srama1Jii), contrasted here with monks (bhilcyava), is very clear. The
passage does not attack the coenobites because of their selfish preoccupation
with their own liberation, the main Mahayana issue against the Lesser Vehicle,
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but simply because of their complete abandonment of any religious ideals. It is
true that this disillusionment could have been voiced by laymen who caught a
glimpse of the presumable Nirval)a-seekers predominantly concerned with trade
benefits and factional disputes (How contemporary it sounds!). I find it, nevertheless, more likely that this considerable degree of familiarity with the dealings
and atmosphere of a monastic institution is a reflection of inside knowledge
more likely to have been obtained by fellow- or former fellow-coenobites. These
were rather scandalous disclosures of the 'sarigha behind closed doors' coming
from insiders or, at least, laymen with a special status like Ugra in the Ugrapariprcchii, which will be discussed below. 89
The hard-liners who could not find a place where they could quietly meditate
and whose calls of return to a pure life of spiritual dedication fell on deaf ears
had the alternative of setting up a forest-dwelling community in which these
ideals could be fulfilled. Add here a progressive doctrinal background and a
taste for non-orthodox interpretation, occasioned by philosophical reflection on
the true meanings of the Teaching and on meditative experiences, and you
have the formula of the first Mahayana communities. Their followers could
be oxymoronically portrayed as groups with fundamentalist ideals and innovative interpretations. Let us not forget here that both elements are necessary
to make a proto-Mahayana follower. Stressing only the ascetic ideal does
not take us too far. Despite the scarcity of meditation-friendly environments,
the Sriivakayana Buddhists continued their tradition of spiritual cultivation.
After all, not all groups of ascetics had to tum into Mahayana communities
of forest-dwellers. The Vinaya materials and the Visuddhimagga passages
discussed above point at the difficulty not at the impossibility of practising
meditation. There are many clues which indicate to us that spiritual cultivation
continued to be practised within the Sravakayana doctrinal framework.
The large number of meditation manuals and treatises, mostly preserved in
Chinese translations, bear witness to the interest of the Sravakayana authors
in this area (Deleanu 1992; 1993). 90 There is nothing to prove beyond doubt that
all these scriptures were written by the ascetics themselves but some passages
seem to indicate first-hand knowledge of the actual practice. We also know
that the yogiiciiras formed a respected group within the Sarvastivadin community and their views are often recorded in the Mahiivibhii$ii (Nishi 1939).
Finally, monks practising meditation (priihm:z!ka) 91 appear recorded as donors in
inscriptions of the Kii~al)a age (Schopen 1997b, 31, 36; Damsteegt 1978, 24 7).
Though their Nikaya affiliation is not known, they appear to be Sravakayana
monks.
Many of the earliest Mahayana communities started perhaps as 'fundamentalist' groups rather than revolutionary and populist fraternities. I use inverted
commas here because fundamentalism is never a return to a perfectly reconstructable pristine Teaching of a founder. It is usually a blend of more or less
dim knowledge of the early doctrines with a great deal of interpretation and
agendas meant to serve contemporary needs. The earliest Mahayana Buddhists
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had the fundamentalist goal of returning to the very roots. Instead of being
content with the arhat ideal, of which they actually heard so seldom, if ever, in
the monastic Establishment, they decided to recreate the Founder's own spiritual
experience, or, in other words, to become Buddhas themselves. The movement
was not necessarily started as a democratic avenue for all laymen to achieve the
supreme Awakening. Yet its logic implied more openness: it is no longer the
formal membership to the Order that matters but the desire to practise sincerely.
While most of the ascetics of the new movement remained renunciant monks
associated with a mother community, their 'formal' status, especially when considered from the latter's official viewpoint, must have been somehow in a grey
zone. The stress of the importance of the formal membership to a monastic institution would have been as inadvisable as the emphasis of a complete break with
the Order. This is not to say that the openness to laymen and their needs was a
mere strategic move. Genuine feelings of sympathy and compassion towards
these people and all living beings must have been at work here. After all, the
'Lesser Vehicle' is far from lacking a tradition in this respect. These genuine
feelings were perhaps enhanced by the inside knowledge that the layman with
his sincere belief in the merits of worshipping the sangha was actually cheated
by corrupt bhiksus who had betrayed the noble ideals. Last but not least, the
sympathy and compassion must have been seen as an integral part of the ideal to
become a Buddha. The picture of the founder himself, which many of the
ascetics must have got through exalted biographies and Jiitakas, was one of selfless dedication.
The universal salvation commitment is undeniably present in most of the earliest Mahayana scripture but I believe that it should not be unduly overemphasised. The earliest strata of the Ratnagw;a and the Asta contain passages
proclaiming the salvific mission of the bodhisattva92 but this does not appear to
be the most recurrent theme. What strikes one in these as well as other
Prajiiaparamita texts is the exalted exposition of the new cognitive mode which
ensures the attainment of the supreme Awakening. It is called the perfection of
wisdom (prajiiaparamita), or the wisdom of the Sugatas (sugatana prajiia?\ or
the omniscience (sarvajiiiita, etc.) 94 . The first two chapters of the Ratnagw;a
often repeat, almost like a refrain, the following sentence: 'this is the practice of
the wisdom, supreme amongst perfections' (esa sa prajiia-vara-piiramitiiya
caryii) (Ch. 1, verses 12, 14, 23, 24, 26, 28; Ch. 2, verses 1, 12) (cf. Conze 1994,
X). Even in the case of a sutra like the Saddharmapw;rjarlka, for which the One
Vehicle salvation theme is central, the early history of the text appears to be
characterised by a more marked emphasis on the wisdom aspect. As Karashima
points out in his brilliant philologico-historical study (1993, especially
171-17 4 ), in contrast to the Nikaya tradition which makes a sharp distinction
between the awakening of a sriivaka sriivakabodhi), a pratyekabuddha (pratyekabodhi), and the Buddha (anuttarii samyaksarhbodhi), the Saddharmapw;qar!ka
strongly urges everybody to attain the wisdom of a Buddha. The importance of
the wisdom in the sutra is also apparent from the fact that in its earliest version
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the Saddharmapw;gar!ka was an eulogy of the Great Wisdom (mahiijfiiina)
rather than of the Great Vehicle (mahiiyiina). The following fragment sums up
one ofKarashima's most important conclusions in this study:
[... ] in the idiom used by the old SP [=Saddharmapw;cjar!ka], both
jfiiina and yiina had the same form jiil}a Uiina). It was the parable of
'the house in flames and the three carts' :k~=.• in the Aupamya
Chapter which added to the sutra the amusing flavour of a narrative
based upon a word play making use of this situation. But this word play
resulted in confusion. In the idiom of the old SP, }iilJa Uiina) had both
the meaning of 'vehicle' and 'wisdom' but it appears that only the
Aupamya used the term with its meaning of 'vehicle', while the other
chapters probably used it in the sense of 'wisdom'.
[... ]However, with the passage of time, the original idea was forgotten
and under the influence of the Aupamya Chapter, even places in which
the word should have been construed as 'wisdom', it started to be interpreted as 'vehicle'. [... ]This led to the wrong Sanskritisation of}iilJa
Uiina), originally meaning 'wisdom', as yiina ('vehicle').
(Karashima 1993, 173)
This great emphasis on wisdom must have been in line with the fundamentalist agenda of the early Mahayanists. Becoming a Buddha oneself means the
transcendence of all attachments whatsoever, and the corollary of this new ideal
is that the adept must forsake the attachment to this ideal itsel£.95 The early arhat
ideal is not so different from this but what gives Mahayana its distinctive flavour
is pushing the non-attachment, emotional and cognitive, to its utmost logical
consequences. Nirval)a must be sought without being sought, practice must be
done without being practised. A discursive mode of thinking can no longer serve
the basic purpose of attainment without attainment. It is here that meditative
states, super-normal powers, and Buddha's inspiration come to play a crucial
role. I am not the first one to point out that there is an unmistakable vein of mysticism running through the Prajfiiipiiramitii and Madhyamika literature (cf.
Vetter 1984; Conze 1978, 6; May 1959, 20; de Jong 1949, X II). The combination of discursive reflection and mystical realisation represents the very core of
the Prajiiaparamita philosophy, and much of its development can certainly be
interpreted as a process of inner evolution. There is, nonetheless, another aspect,
linked to the historical realities of the age, which must have proved enormously
beneficial for the exponents of the early Great Vehicle movement. The stress on
mystical and supernatural attainments, usually connected with meditation and
ascetic practices, was also a guarantee of freedom, at least doctrinal freedom,
from the monastic Establishment which may have had claim of control of the
scholastic and ordination orthodoxy but had no strong means of suppressing
declarations of direct inspirational creativity. 96 As Harrison (1995, 66) aptly
remarks.
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The followers of the Mahayana had to lay claim to be in a sense the
true inheritors of Gautama, the inheritors of his mantle, and they had to
establish that claim both with other Buddhists and with the population
at large. There were, as far as I can see, two possible ways of doing
this: by the possession of relies, and by the (perceived) possession of
ascetic techniques and magical powers.
Most of the samiidhis in Mahayana Buddhism are declared to be inaccessible
to sriivakas and pratyekabuddhas. 97 The adept who mastered them could claim
that he shared a spiritual experience similar to that of the Buddha and this entitled him to say that he was speaking by the Buddha's might. 98 This is clearly
illustrated in a large number of Mahayana sutras and emphasising this aspect
appears to have been a major concern for the earliest authors. The introductory
part of Chapter I of the Asta, for instance, wants to make it clear from the very
beginning that whatever Subhiiti will say it will be said by Buddha's might or
authority (buddhiinubhiivena, Asta(M), p.4, Asta(W), pp.28-30; Lokak~ema's
translation: ~-Ml!tlXt$, T8.425c). 99
Like the in the case of the forest-dwelling monks of Southeast Asia, the pure
way of life of the proto-Mahayana communities as well as the emerging ideal of
the spiritually accomplished and compassionate bodhisattva must have led to a
definite interest and respect amongst lay people. Nothing of this survives in
inscriptions or documents but one thing is sure: these early Mahayana groups
could not have survived without a certain degree of lay support. It is impossible
to give even a very rough estimation of the scale of the new movement. Again,
only a general statement can be made. The assumption of a high number of
proto-Mahayana groups and followers would automatically imply a greater
social presence, and this is not supported by archaeological and epigraphical
evidence. If, on the other hand, we surmise that their number was very low, we
could not explain the impressive textual output which undoubtedly continued
throughout this period of inscriptional silence. Even if the scale of the new
movement was small or relatively small, its existence could hardly have escaped
totally unnoticed to the mainstream monastic community. Yet, the scarcity of
direct references and attacks against Mahayana in Sravakayana sources is
surprising. I would conjecture here that the next step in the history of Mahayana
was its tacit acceptance (not in a doctrinal sense but social) by large segments of
the Sravakayana Order and the beginning of a new phase of peaceful coexistence. The more tolerant monasteries accepted co-existence with such
groups, which, as I have suggested above, must have often kept some relations
with a mother community. This situation lasted for centuries and this explains
why the Chinese travellers speak so often of mixed monastic communities. Even
when 're-included' into the mainstream monasticism, the Mahayanikas appear to
have remained or kept geographically and institutionally peripheral for the next
few centuries.
What were the merits of this symbiosis? Maybe some Sravakayanika
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communities, despite the shortcomings of their institutions, were genuinely tolerant and found a place for these ascetics with which they often shared a
common Vinaya lineage. Maybe the orthodox coenobites and scholastics wanted
to keep the new potential trouble-makers under control, and it was better to have
them under their eyes than far in the forest. For the Mahayanikas, the benefits
could have been multiple. Their economic survival was on a more certain basis.
If cautious not to create a disruption of the monastic institution itself, they could
recruit new converts from amongst their fellow-monks or laymen. They could
also diversify their activities and form new specialised subgroups, as the keepers
of the Bodhisattva-pitaka or the followers of the Bodhisattva Way (preachers?)
in the passage below.
A glimpse into this new phase of co-existence as well as into the role of the
'layman' in the Great Vehicle is offered by the Grhapatyugrapariprcchii-sutra,
one of the earliest scriptures to be translated into Chinese. 100 The sutra revolves
round the question of the householder Ugra t!i:l'!l!* 101 concerning the way renunciant bodhisattvas ~±$:~~Jl:tf and lay bodhisattvas 00±.@-~~:il* 102 should
practise the Path (Tl2.15c; T.l2.23b; P23.Shi297b-298b). 103 After preaching the
importance of the three refuges, morality, and converting ~{1::: the sentient
104
answer takes an unexpected tum for one accustomed
beings, Bhagavat's
to the Vimalakirti-type of Mahayana sutras. The Lord exposes the evils of the
householder's life, compared with the sea never satiated to swallow rivers, an
excellent food mixed with poison, etc. (Tl2.17c; Tl2.25b; P23.Shi305a). He
utters a long eulogy on the virtues of becoming a monk (Tl2.19a; T.27.a;
P23.Shi313b-317a), the ten ascetic practices (dhutagu!Ja) (Tl2.20a; Tl2.28a;
P23.Shi321b), and dwelling in the forest (Tl2.20a-21c; Tl2.28a-29c;
P23.Shi323a-328a). 105 The sutra contains here interesting details about what I
assume to be the symbiotic phase of a Sravakayana-Mahayana community. Ugra
is told that he must strive to learn and practise under the following categories of
monks (Tl2.19a28-b3; Tl2.27a21-25; P23.Shi317b5-8): the erudite ~llll
(*bahusruta) 106 , the one versed in the sutras IJ.Fl~* 107 , the one observing vinaya
$~ 108 , the one keeping the [Vinaya] matrices $1t* (?) 109 , the one keeping
the Bodhisattva-pitaka I»J±$:8* 110 , the one [dwelling in] mountains and
marshes !l.Jr.J* (*iiral)yaka) 111 , the one practising the acceptance of[any kind of?]
offering IT~~* (*pai1J4a-piitika) 112 , the one practising meditation ,\!!,fl€* 113 , the
one practising the Path (yoga?) Jl:ff* 114 , the one of the Bodhisattva Way
1»1 ±:il1lt (* bodhisattvayiina) 115 , the one helping [with the menial affairs of the
monastery] 1£.1lb* 116 , and the supervisor [of the monastery] 117 ±**
(Tl2.19a-b; Tl2.27a-b; P23.Shi317a-318b). 118 These categories are not portrayed as antagonist groups of lay followers or ascetics, on the one hand, and
traditional Mainstream, monastics, on the other, but rather a symbiotic gathering
of monks with apparently different doctrinal convictions and religious preoccupations.
Although Ugra is instructed in the first part of the sutra on specifically lay practices, near the end of the text the Lord exhorts him to lead a life according to the
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renunciant's precepts ~~*Z11X 119 (Tl2.22.a; Tl2;30b; P23.Shi330b-33la). 120 It
is true that Ananda is told by the Buddha that Ugra's virtue 121 cannot be matched
even by a thousand pravrajita bodhisattvas (Tl2.22b; Tl2.30c; P23.Shi322a), but
our main character has already attained an extraordinarily high spiritual level. This
is far from an assertion that lay people, as we commonly understand the term, can
attain the supreme Awakening as such. In this case the lay status is purely formal
and is maintained only for the sake of liberating sentient beings in more effective
way. Lay bodhisattvas like Ugra must undergo a thorough training according a
full-fledged ascetic cultivation programme wrapped in a skilful Mahayana
package. In such contexts, the term 'lay bodhisattva' becomes volatile. 122 In terms
of spiritual cultivation, we can hardly call Ugra a lay follower. He is an ascetic in
disguise. 123 It would seem that even if we accept a full or limited role of the lay
followers in the rise of Mahayana, the overwhelming importance of their ascetic
training cannot be denied. This background should, in turn, be explained and
investigated as the real key to the origins of the Great Vehicle movement. And this
is what this modest contribution has tried to do in a preliminary way.
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Notes
The word 'preliminary' qualifying anything which has to do with scientific research
is more or less a pleonasm. Strictly speaking, any scientific study is by necessity preliminary as future discoveries and rethinking of the matter will potentially require its
revision or discard. I use the word here in its weak sense to stress the very high
degree of 'preliminariness' of my study. Not only that far more data are necessary to
cover the complex problems concerning meditation and the beginnings of Mahayana
but also a great deal of philological work is needed to solve many difficult issues
which underlie all texts. I often had to sacrifice the latter in favour of a bird's eye
view of the topic.
2 The phrase 'den dogmatischen Schlummer unterbrach' comes from the Prologomena zu einer }eden kiinftigen Metaphysik, die als Wissenschaft wird auftreten konnen
(Prologomena to any Future Metaphysics) (Kant 1911, 260), originally published in
1783 as Kant's response to the criticism received by his first edition of the Critique
of Pure Reason. I must immediately add that in using Kant's famous words, which
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acknowledge his indebtedness to David Hume, I have no pretension whatsoever that
I deserve to be compared with the great German philosopher. Any expectation of a
'Copernican Revolution' is, therefore, inadvisable.
Needless to say that Hirakawa's theory is not singular. Suffice it to mention here
Lamotte's classical article ( 1954), whose main thesis is repeated in Lamotte 1984.
Williams ( 1989, 22) also quotes this fragment. He then adds, 'It seems unlikely to
me that the Mahayana was the result of organized and influential activity by lay
people.'
Schopen is not mainly concerned here with the periodisation of the Great Vehicle as
such. He refers to the period from the beginning of the Common Era to the 5th/6th
centuries as the Middle Period of Indian Buddhism (Schopen 1996, 1), and this
largely coincides with my dates for early Mahayana. I take this opportunity to thank
very much Professor Schopen for allowing to quote from and refer to the handouts
of his lectures (Schopen 1996; 1997a). His findings have not been published in
English yet but I understand that, fortunately, a Japanese translation of these lectures
will soon be released.
There are extremely rare cases of references to Mahayana before the 5th/6th
centuries in documents other than Mahayana scriptures themselves. A 3rd century
document from Niya, in the Serindian cultural zone, uses the phrase mahiiyiinasamprastita (Schopen 1996, p.44, n. 39). Then we find it 'in a primitive form in an
inscription recording the donation of a trader or merchant in the Northwest
(Mathura-2nd/3rd Cent.)' (ibid., p. 45, n. 39).
In a personal communication Paul Harrison also suggested me the 6th century as the
upper limit of the early Mahayana period.
A careful collation of all Sanskrit versions, Tibetan and, more important in this case,
Chinese translations is a must. Unfortunately, lack of time has prevented me from
doing it with all passages, and this, admittedly, is a serious drawback of the present
study.
Very few modem scholars have doubted the attribution of the translation to Lokak~ema. One example is Hayashiya (1948, 519-569) who considers that the translator
of the Dao xing boruo jing was Dharmarak$a ~$~ ..
For a critical survey of the main hypotheses concerning the textual history of the
A${a, see Schmithausen (1977, especially 35-40). The intricate situation of the many
Chinese translations and the light they shed on the development of the sutra is discussed in Lancaster (1975, 30-41). The classical survey in Japanese of the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature remains Kajiyoshis's detailed study (1980). The A$/a lineage is
discussed mainly between pages 40 and 98. Needless to say that the main historical
and philological data concerning the A$ta can also be found in Conze 1978.
For more details, see Yuyama 1976, X X XIX ff. The Tibetan translation, especially
the Dunhuang recension, appears to be very important for the textual history of the
text (ibid. XVI-XVII; X X X ff.).
Yuyama (1976, X IX) also cites Conze's hypothesis. He also notes that the language
of the text is obviously old representing 'a fine example of Buddhist Sanskrit literature at its earliest stage' (Yuyama 1976, X X).
In Conze 1978, 9, the great scholar sounds much more cautions and states that 'it is
very difficult to come to a decision on whether it is the Ratnagw;a which is prior to
the A${a or the other way round.
I am aware that the argument of simplicity alone does not necessarily yield the same
conclusions in determining the earliest layers of a text. Speaking about the A${a, for
instance, P.L. Vaidya conjectures in the Introduction to his edition of the A${asiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii (Buddhist Sanskrit Texts. No.4. Darbhanga: The Mithila Institute, 1960, p.X VI) that Dharrnodgata' s sermon in chapter 31 (especially paragraph
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I on page 259 of his edition) represents 'the oldest and simplest form' of the
Prajiiaparamita doctrine, Conze ( 1994, X VI), on the other hand, declares chapters
30 and 31 to be 'quite late' additions. Conze, and many other modem scholars who
share a similar view, adduce, however, extra evidence from the history of the
Chinese translations of the text to support the fact the above chapters represent a
later accretion.
Kajiyoshi calls the A$(a groups of versions and translations the 'Dao xingjing lifT~
lineage' and the Paiica group the 'Fang guangjing fil.ft,~ lineage'. A detailed treatment of the latter is found in Kajiyoshi, 1980, 97-111. For a brief overview of
Kajiyoshi's conclusions concerning the historical development of the whole
Prajiiiipiiramitii corpus, see ibid., pp.723-727. For a discussion of the textual history
of the Paiica, see Letheoe ( 1976 ). Though not mainly dedicated to an analysis of the
Paiica recensions, Schopen (1977) contains not only pertinent remarks on Conze's
translation of The Large Sutra on Perfect Wisdom but also a very useful survey of
all relevant texts.
This is the most probable reconstruction of title which the treatise adopts when
referring to itself. The original title may have also been *Mahii-prajiiiipiiramitiisiitra-upade;'a. On the title and its probable Sanskrit reconstructions, see Lamotte
1944-1976, vol.3, pp.V-VIII. The Japanese scholar Unrai Wogihara reconstructed it
as the *Mahiiprajiiiipiipiiramitii-upadesa-siistra (quoted after Nakamura 1987,
p.239, n.25).
Though Lamotte uses the word in singular, I think it is equally possible that we may
have to deal here, as in the case of other encyclopaedic works, with a number of
authors and redactors.
Any discussion concerning the author(s) of the Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa should also
take into account Kumarajlva's role. This is acknowledged by contemporary
Chinese sources which tell us that the original Sanskrit text was much longer and
Kumarajlva actually condensed the treatise. For all relevant details, see Lamotte
1944-1976, vol.3, pp.X LIV-L. Not all modern scholars have, however, viewed
Kumarajlva's role in the translation/editing process of the text as an attempt to
abridge the supposedly huge original. Hikata (1958), for instance, thinks that the
basic text of the Prajiiiipiiramitopadeia was written by Nagarjuna himself but
Kumarajiva played an active part in editing and enlarging many passages. Such a
view remains, nevertheless, highly conjectural. On the other hand, though not
exactly an enlarging the text, Kumarajlva and his jumbo-sized 'editorial board' of
500 scholars did add explanations of Indian terms to make the reading more palatable for the Chinese reader. This is clearly proven by Lamotte (1944-1976, vol.3,
pp.XL IX-L) who also agrees that in this sense Hikata's distinction between passages authored by Kumarajlva and those attributable to 'Nagarjuna' is quite justifiable (Lamotte refers here to Hikata's Introduction to his edition of the
Suvikriintavikriimin ). The great Belgian scholar sums up this process as: 'L' Upade5a
est l'cevre d'un Indian, mais que ses traducteures mirent a Ia sauce chinoise; et ce fut
Ia in raison de son succes' (Lamotte 1944-1976, vol.3, pp.XLIX).
I should like to express my whole gratitude to Dr Zacchetti who kindly sent me a
copy of his paper and allowed me to quote from it.
It is very good news indeed that Dr Zacchetti intends to publish his excellent study
soon. This will undoubtedly enable the readers to appreciate the soundness of his
textual evidence and argumentation.
Zacchetti rightly sounds a cautious note, however, against any possible exaggeration
of the importance of his findings: 'Besides these isolated instances of "anticipation
pattern", no systematic influence of the DZDL on Sanskrit Larger Prajiiiipiiramitiis
can be found' (p.8).
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22 In many instances, it is very hard, if not impossible, to decide what is directly related
to spiritual cultivation. Technical passages on dhyiina or samiidhi can certainly be
identified but these are not the only methods of a bodhisattva's training. Especially,
the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature, with its relativist position, tends to argue that it is not
so important what you practise but rather how you practise. Seen from this perspective, a text like the Vajracchedikii, which probably belongs to the early strata of the
Prajiiiipiiramitii texts (Nakamura 1987, 160-1), contains virtually nothing on meditation. The way of looking into the (non-)reality of phenomena which it exposes is,
however, the most important part of the bodhisattava's spiritual cultivation.
23 The exact translation of aprar)ithita(-samiidhi) raises difficult problems. The most
frequent renderings are 'wishlessness' and 'desirelessness', the latter being also
adopted in the first version of this paper. I am most grateful to Dr Lance S. Cousins
who kindly pointed out to me that this is not the most appropriate rendering and that
the Critical Pali Dictionary equivalents of 'aimless, not bent on anything .. .' more
aptly convey the original meaning of the term. I am also greatly indebted to Professor Schmithausen who kindly answered my question concerning the meaning of the
term by referring me to his views expressed in the book review on the SanskritWorterbuch der buddhistischen Texte aus den Turfan-Funden (Schmithausen 1987).
Coupled with a careful (I hope) reading of some relevant passages, my rethinking of
the matter has led me to believe that 'directionless(ness)' would better convey the
lack of mental orientation which seems to characterise the state. I must, nevertheless, add that though the two eminent scholars mentioned above have been instrumental in reshaping my understanding of the concept, I am alone responsible for
devising this translation. I am aware that 'directionless(ness)', whether appropriate
or not, has the disadvantage of contributing to the proliferation of the abstruse Buddhist Hybrid English vocabulary.
Now, although I think that this translation is philologically more appropriate,
'wishlessness' and 'desirelessness' are not completely incorrect provided that they
are properly construed. Not directing one's mind towards objectives or objects of
existence may be said to mean not to desire or wish for them. The Indian sources I
have consulted actually seem to imply both nuances, i.e. not directing one's mind
towards any dharmas is at the same time not desiring them. It must, nevertheless, be
stressed that in those texts which have survived only in Chinese translation the way
aprm;ihita-samiidhi is explained may be influenced by the rendering adopted by the
translator(s). 'Wishlessness' and 'desirelessness' are, however, full of other connotations both in their everyday usage as well as in modem Buddhist studies. I have
opted for 'directionless(ness)' which though less frequent and perhaps clumsy,
better reflects the lack of mental orientation.
Let us first see what the sources have to tell us:
The Kosa (p.450, 1.1) uses in connection with aprm;ihita-samiidhi the phrase
tad atikramiibhimukhatviit or 'due to being directed towards the transcendence
of these [i.e, anitya, dul;kha, samudaya, and miirga]' (Xuanzang's translation:
Qlg~fllt:Q::~1!!€Ji~. {f.$~il&~mfli'Dc. T29.149c24--5). This refers to orienting one's
mind towards the transcendence of the Noble Truths of suffering, origination, and
path, which are only preliminary means preparing the adept for the actual attainment
ofNiryll.D.a.
The. Mahiivibhiisii says, 'The reason for calling the mental direction aprm;ihitasamiidhi is that the practitioners set their mind [in such a way] that they do not
desire the dharmas of the three realms of existence.' WI•L.•Ni:.'f, jl!l1!!fifi=*Jl!!, Jf~rr=lf
WI•L.•;;r:;Ji=:ffr:ti'Dc. (T27.538b17-8). (La Valle Poussin 1980, vol. 5, p. 184, n. I,
reconstructs W!•L' *iisaya and translates it as 'intention'). The text continues:
'Although in regard to the Holy Path there is no complete desirelessness, the [practi-
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tioner's] mental direction does not wish for the three realms of existence.'
ltM-~l&#~~Ji'Ji- l!iif!IO!II•L'~IJE'.f!, (T27.538bl9).
The Prajfiiipiiramitopadesa defines the term as 'aprw;ihita is knowing that there are
no signs (nimitta) and thus there is nothing [towards] which an effort [should be made].
It is called the gate of effortlessness' ·!l\lift~, g{~~W, 'lffi~m11=, :li!:~ ~11=r~,
(T25.206c 16-17) (Lamotte 1944-1976, vol.3, p.l219, translates 11= as 'reaction' or
'effort (abhisamskiira)')
The Tibetan translation is usually smon pa med pa which literally means 'absence
of desires or wishes'. Chinese renderings basically vary between 1!\liliJi or 'desirelessness' (adopted, amongst others, by Xunazang) and ~11= or 'effortlessness' (used by
Lokak~ema, Kumarajlva, etc.) (For a detailed list of Chinese translations of the three
concentrations in Prajfiiipiiramitii texts, see Yumada 1959, 221 ).
Schmithausen ( 1987, 153-4) points out that the translation 'unbegehrt,
Unbegehrtsein' or 'not desired for, lack of desire' adopted by the editors of the
Sanskrit-Worterbuch der buddhistischen Texte aus den Turfan-Funden (see Bechert
1976, p.l05, s.v. aprw;ihita 2) is not the most appropriate. Instead, Schmithausen
shows that aprw;ihita must be understood as '[seine Aufmerksamkeit bzw.
Begierde] nicht auf ... gerichtet habend oder richtend' (p. 154) or 'not having
directed or directing [one's attention or desire] towards'. Amongst many other
sources, Schmithausen quotes from the Vibhii$iiprabhiivrtti ad Abhidharmadipa 583:
na prw:zidhatte bhavam ity apraiJihital), which he translates as 'nicht [auf das Dasein
etc.] gerichtet' (p.514) or 'not directed towards [the existence, etc.].
Apart from the wide-spread use of 'desirelessness' or 'wishlessness', let us note
here that Lamotte (1944-1976) translates ~{t.::.IJ;!< (Kumarajlva's equivalent of
apraiJihita-samiidhi) as 'concentration de lu non-prise en consideration', and Vetter
(1984) renders the term apraiJihita as 'free of goals'. In his Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit (s.v. apraiJihita). Edgerton gives the translation of '(state that is) free from
desire, longing, or purpose'. Rather uncommon and not exactly appropriate, Homer
(1938, vol.l, p.l61) translates appaiJihito samiidhi as 'concentration where there is
no hankering'.
In a study on the spiritual practices of the Prajfiiipiiramitii ascetic, Mano ( 1977) concludes that the content of the practices as such did not differ from the Lesser
Vehicle. The difference lies in the bodhisattva 's altruistic commitment and active
role in society. I can agree with this view only partially. It is true that the two Vehicles shared a common heritage of many practices but we should not forget the innovations, technical and theoretical, brought about by the Mahayana ascetics.
See, for instance, evam carantu vidu-paiJcfitu bodhisattva niirhatva sik:}ati na
pratyaya-buddha-bhiiman/ sarva-jfiatiim anusik:}ati buddha-dharme sik:}ii-a-sik:}anaya sik:}ati e:ja sik:}ii (RatnaguiJa, p.l9, verse 7).
For an excellent discussion of the visualisation techniques, see Yamabe's recent contribution ( 1999). Sueki ( 1986, 208-211) also discusses the historical significance of the
visualisation sutras but I am afraid that I cannot agree with many of his conclusions.
The Chinese translations contain a section which has no direct parallel in the Tibetan
version and has a more categorical wording of the basic stance of the sutra:
'Thought creates the Buddha, thought itself sees him. Thought is the Buddha ...
Since thinking is empty, then whatever is thought is ultimately non-existent' (Harrison 1990, 43). •L•ft+JI!, •L•§Jl., •t:.•;li!:-MJ, .••• ~&!~~:sgl}, ~ff~~TI!!Iii'Ji'ff, (Tl3.906a
1-2 and 6-7 respectively).
The Taisho edition has: -W*~~~*. I have emended it by deleting the last character*· Not only that this* would make the meaning of the phrase difficult to understand but we also find a parallel sentence in the same chapter: -W*~~~
(T8.426bl).
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What the first
exactly stands for is not clear to me. Does it have its usual
meaning of kiira or ak~·ara? Could it refer to nimitta'? As explained above, Lokak$ema' s translation is not a word for word equivalent of the extant Sanskrit text. The
phrase here appears, however, to represent the rough equivalent of the samiidhi
name which we find in the Sanskrit edition: sarvadharmiinupiidiino niima samiidhif.z
(Asta(W), p.60). The Chinese text does not indicate that this is a samiidhi name but
in the next sentence it says that the samiidhi (apparently referring to this samiidhi) is
infinite, etc. Maybe Lokak$ema translated faithfully his own Sanskrit version which
is different from the one we have today. Or maybe it is just a rather awkward rendering into Chinese which omitted niima samiidhif.z.
Haribhadra comments: 'sarva-dharmii nopiidiyante yena samiidhinii sa sarvadharmanupadano namo samadhil)' (Wogihara, p. 60).
The Chinese has: 1!\li 'i'f jj 1!\li 'i'f .!E. The Sanskrit has sarvadharmiinupiidiino nama
samiidhir bodhisattvasya mahiisattvasya vipulaf.z puraskrtaf.z apramiil}a-nitayaf.z ...
(Asta(W), p.60). I take 1flli'i'IJE to stand for apramiil}a, though this is far from being
the standard Chinese translation of the term. The same phrase is also found at
T8.426b 1-2.
The Sanskrit text, which is the continuation of the above sentence, has: [samiidhir
... ] asiidhiira!Jaf.z sarva-sriivaka-pratyekabuddhaif.z (Asta(W), p.60).
The Sanskrit text has: ksipram anuttariiriz samyaksarizbodhiriz abhisarizbudhyate
(Asta(W), p.60).
The extant Sanskrit text contains no reference to the state of non-regression (see
next note).
The Sanskrit version for this second paragraph goes like this: Buddhiinubhiiven '
iiyusmiin Subhiitif.z sthavira evam iihal vyiikrto 'yam Bhagavan bodhisattva
mahiisattvaf.z piirvakais tathiigatair arhadbhif.z samyaksarizbuddhaif.z anuttariiyiiriz
samyaksarizbodhaul yo' nena samiidhinii viharatil sa tam api samiidhiriz na samanupasyatil na ca tena samiidhinii manyatel ahariz samiihitaf.zl ahariz samiidhiriz samiipatsyel ahariz samiidhiriz samiipadayel ahariz samiidhi-samiipannaf.z ity evariz tasya
sarvel}a sarvariz sarvathii sarvariz na sarizvidyateil (Asta(W), pp. 60-1). Roughly
speaking the philosophical message of both the Chinese and Sanskrit texts is the
same. Differences of detail are, however, present, and this shows again that we have
to deal here with two distinct redactions.
For a detailed discussion of this piiramitii based on many Mahayana sources, most
of which are not dealt with here, cf. Dayal 1970, 221-36.
Hirakawa (1974, vol.l, p.354) makes this conjecture in connection with one of the
earliest Mahayana scriptures, the *Sat-piiramitii-siitra 1-;/BlKJHlUll! which is no longer
extant.
The equivalents vitarka and viciira for ll: and ill respectively are assured by the fact
that the Prajiiiipiiramitopedesa uses the same characters for these terms in the standard definition of the first dhyiina ( cf. T25.186a5).
The Chinese MZ:U: undoubtedly refers to the attainment of cessation. Lamotte's translation (1994, 44), based on the Tibetan version and Xuanzang's ~IIR Chinese translation, understands the term as referring to nirodhasamiipatti. The Tibetan 'gog pa is
not unproblematic. It usually stands for the Sanskrit nirodha but this does not
necessarily mean that it refers to nirodhasamiipatti, whose full Tibetan translation is
'gog pa 'i snyams par jug pa. Thurman (1991, 24) translates here 'without forsaking
cessation' and explains 'cessation' as 'Skt. nirodha. The third Holy Truth, equivalent to nirval)a' (p.l15, n. 4). Bhik$U Prasadika reconstructs 'gog pa las kyang mi
ldang ( Vimalakirtinirdesa, 404; see note 41 below) into Sanskrit as nirodhiin
nottisthati (Vimalakirtinirdeia, p.86). La! Mani Josh translates nirodha into Hindi as
nirodh k"i avasthii or 'state of cessation' (ibid., p. 216).
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All the three Chinese translations make it clear, however, that we have to deal
here with a meditative state. Kumarajiva and Xuanzang use ~:il: which is the standard translation of nirodhasamiipatti. Zhiqian ~ill is not so clear but his wording
also implies a trance state without mental activities, which most probably is the
attainment of cessation (see note 39 below). Furthermore, the whole fragment deals
with the correct way of practising meditation which makes nirodhasamiipatti sound
very appropriate. The overall sense of the paragraph also appears to support reading
nirodhasamiipatti here. All Buddhist laymen, after all, are supposed to perform
ordinary deeds and not forsake Nirval)a, even though they are not usually able to
attain it in this lifetime. So it would come as no surprise that Vimalakirti is able of
such a thing. On the other hand, being immersed in nirodhasamiipatti and yet displaying normal behaviour is indeed a great feat becoming the famous bodhisattva
and fully agreeing with the other great deeds listed in this passage.
Cf. Lamotte's rendering (1994, 44): 'Not withdrawing (vyutthiitum) from the recollection of extinction (nirodhasamiipatti), but displaying ordinary attitudes (lryiipathasamdarsana), this is how to meditate'. Lamotte basically follows the Tibetan
version and supplies in small format (like 'recollection' above) the variations and
additions found in Xuanzang's Chinese translation. The Chinese ~~ as well as the
Tibetan spyod lam very likely render here the Sanskrit lryiipatha.
Kumarajlva's (TI4.539c21-22) and Xuangzang's (TI4.561bl4-15) translations
here are identical. The wording of Zhiqian's :X~ version, which is our earliest
textual witness translated sometime between 223-253, is somehow different:
ft:liNililW.~;e':!Jl.ft,!lt,~;l(bj:~, (TI4.52lc6-7) 'Being in trance (*dhyiina) and ceasing
all thoughts[, and yet] displaying bodily [behaviour], this is the [correct] practice of
meditation (*pratisamllna)'. The basic meaning is, however, the same.
Bhik~u Prasadika's edition of the Vimalakirtinirdesa has 'jog pa. I believe it is
simply a typographical error for 'gog pa, i.e. the usual Tibetan translation of nirodha.
Cf. Gunaratana 1985, 8-11.
The A!!tadasasiihasrikii uses the compound samiidhipiiramitii at least two times
(vol.l, pp.94--5; vol.2, 19-21) in places where one would expect to see dhyiinapiiramitii. This may be another proof of the importance given to the word samiidhi
in the Prajiiiipiiramitii texts. Without other contexts, however, it is dangerous to
draw conclusions as to whether we have to deal here with a mere synonym of the
dhyiinapiiramitii or a deliberate lexical choice implying the superiority of samiidhi
over dhyiina.
Haribhadra says nothing about their number and actual practice (cf. Wogihara 1933,
p.97' 11.26--7).
The Tibetan translation of the Sata apparently gives the number of 162 (Conze 1975,
p.20, n.l09). I have not been able to check the reference myself. The Sanskrit
version edited by Gho~a gives first 115 samiidhis (pp. 825-835, which list all
samiidhis with a short description) and then 121 samiidhis (pp.l412-1414, which
enumerate the samiidhis, and pp. 1415-1426, which explain briefly each of them).
We may have here a process of accretion within the same sutra. Anyway, a comparison with the 58 samiidhis of the A!)ta suggests that the authors and redactors of the
Prajiiiipiiramitii texts kept on increasing the number of samiidhis.
The sutra first lists 17 samiidhis and then adds peyiilaril yiivad Gangiinadlviilikopema-samiidhiko{inayutasatahasrapratilabdho.
A final conclusion is further precluded by the difficulty of accurately dating the
Mahiivibhii$ii.
Conze (1975, 21) aptly remarks, 'In the beginnings of the Mahayana it became usual
to give names to a manifold variety of concentrated attentions on insights into
aspects of truth, and even to the concomitants of being in a state of concentration.'
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49 I have adopted the translation given by Gomez et al. (Gomez and Silk 1989, 15~ 16).
For a discussion on the philological problems raised by this term, see Gomez and
Silk 1989, pp.79~80, n.7.
50 McRne (1998, 77) translates the term as 'unobstructed'. I consider Lamotte's (1965,
257) rendering of the phrase as 'suns resistance' more appropriate. The term
apratigha appears frequently in Prajiiaparamita texts with the meaning of 'nonresisting' (for references, see Conze 1967, 54).
51 The text also makes an interesting remark that this samadhi contains all dhyanas,
samapattis, vimok$as, samadhis, abhijiias, and rddhis (TIS. 63lc27--632al;
P32.289a3~a5). But this is again a generality which says nothing about this samadhi
as a particular meditative technique. A similar remark is found in the Paiica (p.l44,
11.8~9): tatra katama/:1 siirarigamo nama samadhi/:1. yena samadhinena sarvasamadhinam gocaram anubhavaty ayam ucyate siirmigamo nama samadhi/:1. 'What
is the samadhi called 'the heroic march'? That samadhi by which the domain of all
samadhis is encompassed is said to be the samadhi called "the heroic march" '.
52 Prajiiaparamitopadesa (T25.207c~208a) declares the three concentrations to be
actually identical and to have a unique object. This samadhi can assume different
varieties according to the aspect examined and the type of person practising it.
53 A brief but, as usual, extremely well documented note on the three samadhis is
found in Lamotte (1944~1976, vol.3, pp.l213~5). In an excellent paper on mysticism in the early Prajiiaparamita literature and Nagarjuna, Vetter (1984, esp.
497~508) also discusses the three concentrations. For a study on the three samadhis
in the Sarvastivada tradition, see Kawamura 1966. In his study mainly dedicated to
animitta, Harvey ( 1986) also frequently refers to the suiiiiata and appar;ihita in Pali
Buddhism.
54 For canonical sources, cf. Yin III92~3, DNIII219, SNIV360, AN 1 299, Mil 337.
Yin III 92~3 uses three terms apparently referring to the same set of practices:
vimokkho 'ti suiiiiato vimokkho animitto vimokkho appar;ihito vimmokho, samadhiti
sufifiato samadhi animitto samadhi appar;ihito samadhi, samapatfiti suiiiiata samapatti animitta samapatti appar;ihita samapatti. The three gates to liberation in these
canonical sources and its later Abhidharrnic developments are construed according
to the basic doctrinal framework of the Sravakayana. Suffice it here to give only one
example. The commentary to the Vinaya text cited above says that empty means
empty of passion, hatred, and confusion (cf. Homer 1938, vol.l, p.161, n.3). Cf. also
Vetter 1984, 500-1. The Prajiiaparamitopadesa (T25 .207b-c) contains a fairly
detailed discussion on the particularities of the three concentrations in the Mahayana
contrasted to the Sravakayana understanding. The main characteristic is discussed in
relation to the emptiness concentration and represents the well-known difference
between the Sravakayanika sattvasiinyata and the Mahayanika dharmasiinyata.
55 Lamotte (1965, 22) also notes the close relation between the two Vehicles in respect
with the three concentrations: 'trois Samadhi appeles Portes de Ia deliverance
(vimo/cymukha) ou le Petit Vehicule confine au Grand'.
56 For other definitions, cf. Paiica p.222; A$tadosa, p.47; Prajiiaparamitopadesa
(T25.206a-<: ).
57 Akanuma (1929, 133) gives the Sutta no. 163 in the Tikanipata (AN I 299) as the
Pali equivalent of this Chinese translation. It is true that the Pali text also deals with
the three concentrations, but unlike the Chinese text, and the corresponding Sanskrit
Prajfiaparamita fragments, which define the three samadhis, Sutta no.163 speaks
about the three concentrations as the three methods (tayo dhamma) which can eradicate raga, dosa, moha, etc. Unless we take similarity of topic as a very general criterion of correspondence, this Pali Sutta cannot be considered an equivalent of the
Chinese and Sanskrit passage in question.
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58 Abhidharma Buddhism seems to have been aware of this danger. The Kosa
(pp.449-51) speaks of three other samiidhis, i.e. siinyatiisiinyatii-samiidhi,
aprm;ihitiiprm;ihitii-samiidhi, and iinimittiinimitta-samiidhi whose objects (iilambana) are siinyatii-samiidhi, aprm;ihitii-samiidhi, and iinimitta-samiidhi respectively
(ibid., 450). Cf. also La Valle Poussin 1980, vol.5, pp.l84-192.
59 Conze ( 1975, 62) translates slightly different: 'a Bodhisattva, a great being who
courses in perfect wisdom, does not join emptiness with emptiness, nor is emptiness
a matter for joining'.
The Chinese version reads: 'The bodhisattva mahiisattva, practising the perfection
of wisdom (prajiiiipiiramitii), does not connect emptiness with emptiness. [... ]
Why? Emptiness, signlessness, and directionlessness are not something which can
be connected or not connected.' if~~~PJ'Ml1'J·Il9:::&11Uili a#, ~;;r;~~.g., [ ... ] fiiJ J;(i)i
? ~. ~fl'l, ~f'F. ~N15-~/G15-, (T8.223b6-9).
The additions in the square brackets in the main text belong to me. My understanding largely coincides with the Prajiiiipiiramitopadeia (T25.328cl6-24) which
comments upon the passage as follows: 'There are two types of emptiness. One is
the emptiness concentration, and the other is the emptiness of phenomena
(*dharmasiinyatii). The emptiness concentration is not something that can be connected with the emptiness of phenomena. Why? If one made efforts to become
united with the emptiness of phenomena by means of the emptiness concentration
[alternative rendering: 'if one forcefully attempted to connect the emptiness concentration with the emptiness of phenomena'], then the own-nature (*svabhiiva) of
phenomena would no longer be empty. Furthermore, what is empty has a nature
which is empty by itself. It is not produced by causal conditions (*hetu-pratyaya). If
it were produced by causal conditions, it would not be called "empty of nature".'
~1Cll,

*~:=:IIi<,

=*l*~,

~:=:lli<T>~#<~15-,

fiiJJ;(itt? ::&JJ.~.::.IJi<tJ15-1:t22W,

~$#gH':t~, X~*-11§~, Hl':llil~1=., ;:&f,ER§~1=., ~lf'F4'1tl?i',
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(T25.32817-21). I
am indebted to Dr Stefano Zacchetti who kindly drew my attention to this commentary in the Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa.
On the meanings of yajayati and yajayati, see Conze (1967). On the phrase na
yujyate in the later Madhyamika philosophy, see May (1959, p.56, n.l9c ).
Lamotte (1944-1976, vol.3, p.l214) considers that unlike the Theravada Abhidhamma, the Sarvastivada scholastic tradition grants these three concentrations a
significant place in the framework of the spiritual path. Dr Cousins personally
informed me that the three concentrations have a very significant role in the
Theravadin Abhidharma. I am not prepared to discuss the matter in detail here but I
agree that we need to rethink this view expressed by Lamotte.
I understand yoga here as 'practice'. The Chinese translates here as f[l$ or 'correspondence', 'relation', etc. Conze ( 1975, 65) renders it as 'endeavour' which is
rather vague in this context. My understanding is that yoga replaces here the usual
terms of samiidhi or vimok$a. The compound prajiiiipiiramitii-yoga occurs in the
A$la (A$ta(M), p.344; A$ta(W), p.701).
The three concentrations are also called gates to liberation because their practice
leads to vimok$a and nirupadhise$anirviil}a (Prajiiiipiiramitopadesa, T25.207a).
On the same theme of practising the concentrations, without abandoning the living
beings and without actually attaining the Buddhahood, cf. A$fa, p.310; 356-7;
371;375-79;
The simile of the archer is also found in the Ratnagul}a (Ch.20, stanzas 9-10,
Yuyama ed. 1976, pp. 77-8). Cf. Vetter 1984, p.506, n.21.
Conze (1994, 224) translates 'factiousness of the defilements and of Mara'. I think
that Kajiyama's and Tanji's (1975, vol.2, 173) rendering of kle$apak$arh miirapak$aii as ntiiU:.III-t.O tO), lfll::..lll-t.O t 0) is more appropriate, Haribhadra does not
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explain the term as such but says: Miira-pa/cyaril ciitikramyeti anen' iintariiyikadharma-samatikramm;zopiiyal:z siicitl:z syiit (Wogihara ed., p.754).
Both Conze (1994, 224) and Kajiyama and Tanji (1975, vol.2, p.l73) understand
samiidhiiv avati!ithate as referring to dwelling in the friendliness concentration. This
is a distinct possibility but I think it makes more sense to understand the phrase as
denoting the emptiness concentration (as well as the signlessness and directionlessness concentrations) which should be practised upon a friendliness basis. Haribhadra
does not make any comments concerning this point.
For a discussion of this passage, cf. also Vetter 1984, 506 and Schmithausen 1999,
16-18.
I use for this passage Lamotte's reconstruction (1994-76, 1220). Lamotte translates
EO!!! as 'sagesses frenetiques'.
Lamotte (1944--76, vol.3, p.l222) translates ff~ as 'soldats (sainika)'. In note 1 on
the same page he remarks that a similar comparison appears on page 135 (vol.l).
The Chinese text in question (T25.72c2) has instead of ~~ the compound f~~.
translated by Lamotte as 'suite (pariviira )'. I could not find the lexeme ff~ in any
dictionary of Classical Chinese but both characters suggest the meaning of 'attendants' or 'servants', which is actually supported by the apparently equivalent usage
off~ in the above simile.
This distribution is essentially the same with the Mahiivibhii!)a (T29.539b1-2) and
the Kosa (Pradhan ed., 451) (cf. Lamotte 1944--1976, p.1224, n.3). This suggests
again the familiarity of the author with the Sarvastivada tradition.
Cf. verse 24, Chapter I of the Ratnagw:za (p.l4--15) which gives us the classical definition of compassion in the Great Vehicle: the bodhisattva 'produces [his] great
compassion [but] has no notion of living beings' (mahatiril janeti karw:ziim na ca
sattva-sariljfiii; Chinese translation: ~i::k~;t!;;lMtt1::, ~E. ::f:il:i:m:1:::fflo T8.677b 14--15).
I am grateful to Professor Schrnithausen who kindly allowed me to quote from and
refer to the handout of his excellent lecture.
The problem is obviously related to the four apramiiQas and this has recently been
the subject of an excellent contribution by Maithrimurthi (1999). Maithrimurthi's
detailed study follows their doctrinal history from the beginnings of Buddhism to the
early Y ogacara.
Faxian ~'If appears to have read: si/cyita-asarilskrtiiniiril. He translates:
l5=*N.tl5=f±~ji;, fjgJil:""t!J i1U!Ul, (T8.682c7).
The prajnii mode appears, however, to be a cessation of verbal activities. The culmination of the bodhisattva's career is described as sarva-viida-caryoccheda or 'the
stopping of all speech and practice' (Lamotte 1984, 93). This is, I believe, an intuitive state rather than a complete coming to a halt of all mental functions.
Cousins (1984) deals with samatha and vipassanii in the Pali Canon. Kochi (1973)
uses a variety of sources from Chinese translations of Abhidharma texts and the
Yogiiciirabhiimi to Zhihui W!Wi and the Chan tradition.
I am much indebted to Schmithausen and Griffiths (1983) for the methodology of
dealing with spiritual cultivation from a philologico-historical perspective. To the
latter I also owe the terminological dichotomy of enstatic (a word actually coined by
Mircea Eliade) and observational techniques.
An aspect which could not be treated here is the triad SUa, samiidhi, and prajfiii which
is a pan-Buddhist doctrine. A complete discussion of the relation between meditation
and wisdom should, therefore, take into consideration this relationship, too.
Though not referring to the Prajniipiiramitii literature in particular, La Vallee
Poussin (1937, 190-191) seems to contrastprajnii with samatha, samiidhi, dhyiina,
and samiipatti. We have seen, however, that the relation between all these practices
is not so simple.
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80 Bareau believes that the original home of Mahayana should be sought in a region
between Godaverl and the Ganges, i.e. Konakan, Mahakosalla, and Orissa (p. 300).
This represents Bareau's version of the hypothesis which places the beginnings of
the Great Vehicle in Southern India, a theory with a long history both in traditional
and modem accounts. Related to this geographical placement, Bareau also gives
some clarifications concerning his view on the main sectarian influences upon the
early Mahayana communities. 'The Buddhist communities of this region must have
received two currents of influences, one coming form the North, from Magadha, the
sacred land of Buddhism, where all sects mixed together in their pilgrimages, and
the other from the South, from the land of Andhra, where a group of sects lately
issued from the Mahasanghikas had settled and developed since before the Common
Era' (p.30 I). I am not in a position to give any conclusive pros or cons against
Bareau's geographical placement, but it is commonsensical to say that this should be
carefully checked against archaeological and epigraphicai discoveries which have
continued to pile up since 1955. It is worth mentioning that the earliest occurrences
of the term 'Mahayana' in inscriptions mostly include peripheral places of the Indian
civilisation: the mixed Serindian site at Niya, Mathura, Salt Range, Bengal, and
Orissa (Schopen 1996, note 39, p. 45). Though not directly connected with the
proto-Mahayana stage, these findings should, nevertheless, make us rethink (not
necessarily reject) the theory of the Central Southern origin of the Great Vehicle.
Bareau is actually aware of the fact that the earliest Chinese translations made by
Parthian, Khotanese, and Sogdian monks in the 2nd century CE could represent a
major shortcoming of a hypothesis which places the original homeland of Mahayana
in Dekkhan. His conjecture is far from being unrealistic. Maybe, he says, the
number of the missionaries of the new movement was too small, and their passage
through the predominantly Sarvastivadin Northwest was too fast to be remembered
and recorded. Or maybe they still called themselves monks of the Sarvastivada, or
Mahasanghika, or Vibhajyavada schools, and the Mahayana sutras which they were
carrying were still considered to form a part of the Samyuktapitaka or
Bodhisattvapitaka of these schools (Bareau 1955, 300). Again, I can only say at this
stage that the whole matter needs to be reconsidered in light of the newest discoveries in all fields related to Buddhist studies.
81 Shizutani actually says, 'The Chinese translations of the Asta (Shi5bon hannya
1hf'QAlt~) despise the two Vehicles but do not call them hlnayiina yet. The term
hlnayiina is later and seems to appear first in the Saddharmapw;(iarlka' (1974,
40--41). Saigusa (1981, 124-125), referring to Vaidya's and Kajiyama's studies,
points out that one occurrence of hlnayiina is, nevertheless, found in the Sanskrit Ms
of the Asta, though he adds that he will not discuss the textual history of this
passage. (Incidentally, it appears in Chapter 11 (Asta(M), p. 238, Asta(W), p. 50)
which, as we remember, is not amongst the earliest.) He further gives data concerning the number of occurrences in the Kumarajlva's Chinese translation of the Saddharmapw;(iarlka: mahiiyiina 60 times, hlnayiina 8 times, etc.
82 Generally speaking, the Muhayana attitude towards the Hinayana seems to have
evolved into two main directions: ( 1) The Saddharmapw:l(iarlka, and later on the
Tathagatagarbha current, declare the Lesser Vehicle to be ineffective and proclaim
the absolute supremacy of the One Vehicle (ekayiina), i.e. Mahayana. (2) Other
trends, especial!~ the Yogacara, do not deny altogether the possibility of attaining
Awakening by Sravakayana spiritual cultivation but consider it an inferior form
which the bodhisattva should not choose (Schmithausen 1999, 14).
83 In the answers following his lecture at Otani University in 1997, Gregory Schopen
referred to passages in the Sarvastivada 1/inaya which go as far as to portray the
meditation practice in a negative way. It seems that meditation in this text usually
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refers to the contemplation of the impure (asubhabhavana), which potentially could
raise problems of respectability in a Brahmanic society so intensely preoccupied
with polluting factors. Meditating monks are advised by the Buddha to build a meditation hall in order to avoid being accused of handling cadavers. Practising alone in
the wilderness is presented as dangerous, and the monks are warned by the Lord that
the forest is often haunted by yak$as and yak$i~ls.
Buddhaghosa is actually concluding the passage discussed above with a quotation
from the commentaries (vuttairi pi c 'etam Atthakathtisu) ( Visuddhimagga, p. 99)
which warn about these eighteen faults in verse form. Clearly, we have to deal here
with a tradition which predates Buddhaghosa himself.
Schopen ( 1997a, p. 16, n. 52) gives a long list of such critical passages in the Ra(itrapala, the Kasyapaparivarta, und the Ratnarasi.
Jiianagupta's liHJ~141ll$ translation suggests another understanding of this sentence:
'Far is he from the ascetic's practice!'.
Finot has sraval)a in the text but notes that the two Chinese versions give the
equivalent of sramal)a (p.l7, n. 2). I have emended and translated it accordingly.
Finot remarks that on the basis of the Chinese version this must be read
maddharmam. I have adopted this reading here but I want to point out that we also
have another possibility. T 11.460c I 7 has :f.ltJE$ or 'my true Law' which could be a
translation of saddharmam. In many varieties of the Northern India scripts rna and
sa are very similar ak[iaras which could be and actually were easily mistaken by the
scribes. The Chinese :fJt ('my') could be construed as an explanatory addition of the
translator and/or causa metri, i.e. to keep the uniformity of the seven-character
verse. T12.4bl2 has :tm'l!<$ which does not appear to be a literal translation of a Sanskrit term here but a rough equivalent.
U gra is told that he should not talk to the people of the village about what happens
in the vihtira, and vice versa (T12.19b5~8; T12.27a26~28; P23.Shi318a). The
purport of this interdiction is not an attempt to conceal monastic corruption. This is
actually the fragment which exhorts Ugra to study under various categories of
monks depicted as exemplary models of behaviour (see below). The interdiction
concerning the disclosure of the monastic life to village people was probably motivated by the desire to keep secret those spiritual activities which were considered
beyond lay understanding. The urge to refrain form talking about the village in the
monastery must have originated from the need to keep the life of the monks 'far
from the madding crowd' with its worldly concerns. For Ugra's special status as a
layman, see below.
The group of texts known in Chinese sources as 'meditation scriptures' -~include
a number of texts of various affiliations ranging from purely Sravakayana positions
to hybrid creations and clear Mahayana doctrines and practices. The ascetics associated with these 'meditation scriptures' and their relationship to the rise of the Great
Vehicle has been discussed by Odani ( 1996).
Edgerton translates prahal)lka as 'engaging in (ascetic) exertion' and prahal)a as
'exertion, strenuosity', the latter being discussed in a detailed entry. Liiders rendered
the term as 'practiser of meditation' (see Schopen 1997b, 31, 36). Cf. also
Damsteegt 1978, 247.
For the bodhisattva's salvific dedication in the earliest layers of these works, see, for
insatnce, the Ratnagul)a, Ch. I, verses 24, 25, pp. 14-15 and the A!ita(M), pp.20-21,
23~25.

93 Cf. Ratnagu~a, Ch. 1, verse 12, p. II.
94 Conze ( 1994, p. XX, n. 9) says that sarva-akara-jfiata-carya or ' "knowledge of all
modes" is a late scholastic term for the omniscience of the Buddha as distinct from
that of other saints. The Ashta always uses the simpler term "all-knowledge", except
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at XXX 507.' Lokak~ema's translation of the A$(a use a phonetic transcription:
For a discussion of the development of the concept of omniscience in the
Prajiiiipiiramitii literature, see also Kajiyoshi 1980, 635-351.
Cf. Conze (1975, 5): 'All the main thousand lines of this Sutra [i.e. The Large Sutra
on perfect Wisdom] can be summed up in two sentences: I. One should become a
Bodhisattva (a Buddha-to-be), i.e. someone content with nothing less than all-knowledge attained through the perfection of wisdom for the sake of all living beings. 2.
There is no such a thing as a Bodhisattva, or all-knowledge, or a "being", or the perfection of wisdom, or an attainment.'
We should not forget, however, the fourth offence involving defeat (piirajika) of the
groundless claim of having attained the state of a the spiritually accomplished man
(uttarimanussadhammapaliipa, uttaramanu$yadharmapraliipa, ~ill~.~ ..tJ,.i't: ). For
the Pali Vinaya, see Yin III 87-l 09. For a detailed discussion of this defeat in the
Vinaya literature, see Hirakawa 1993, 298-334. The case with our early Mahayana
authors must have been delicate. These people were not considering themselves
authors in the modem sense of the word but only transmitters of the authentic
Teaching. It is hard to say whether this could be regarded as a piirajika case.
The appeal to abstruse samiidhis as a way of proving the superiority of a teaching or
Buddhist saint is not restricted to Mahayana texts alone. Migot ( 1956, 508-9) quotes
a passage from the Chinese translation of the Ekottariigama in order to show how
appeal is made to such a samiidhi in order to prove Sariputra's superiority over
Maudgalyayana. I shall quote here only the most relevant part of the paragraph: 'But
as to the samiidhi entered upon by Sariputra, Bhik~u Maudgalyayana does not know
its name' ?&~:fll*m.A:=.IJ;!;, ~ ilJt.li:::f~~"f=o (T2.709b27-28). In another part of his
classical study on Sariputra, Migot (1956, 477) refers to a similar idea found in the
Asokiivadiina. The fragment in question presents a hierarchy of levels of understanding: a pratyekabuddha has not even heard of the name of the samiidhi comprehended by the Buddha's wisdom; similarly, the name of a pratyekabuddha's
samiidhi is unheard of to Sariputra, and so on, gradually decreasing, to
Maudgalyayana, Mahakasyapa, Upagupta's upiidhyiiya, and Upagupta himself
(T50.162b).
Cf. Harrison 1993, 170-171.
Such a view must have been greatly facilitated by the Buddhology shared by the
Mahayana exponents as well as most of the Mahasati.ghikas.
The sutra was first translated into Chinese under the title of 'The Scripture on the
Dharma-Mirror' ft!li!t@! in 181 CE by the Parthian An Xuan '!i"!£. and the Chinese
Yan Fotiao AfJUIII. It was later translated by Dharmarak$a ~it<~ as the Yuqieluoyue
wen pusa xing jing fl!lfbufJU~IYJ1'ili:fT@! at the end of the 3rd century or beginning of
the 4th. It also forms Chapter 19 of the Mahiiratnakiita-siitra ::kllfl~
(Tl1.472b-480b) translated by Samghavarman Jltff!!jjt (3rd century?). The Tibetan
translation 'Phags pa khyim bdag drug shu! can gyis zhus pa zhes bya ba theg pa
chen po 'i mdo also represents Chapter 19 of the Mahiiratnakiita-siitra
(P23.Shi296b-333b ). The text has been translated into Japanese by Sakurabe ( 1974).
For modem studies, cf. Sakurabe (1974, 346-350) and Hirakawa (1990, vol.2,
108-187). My references to the various passages first give the pages of An Xuan's
and Yan Fotiao's translation, then Dharmarak~a's translation, and finally the Peking
edition of the Tibetan version. Lack of time has unfortunately prevented me from
collating all these passages with Samghavarman's translation.
I give only An Xuan's and Yan Fotiao's Chinese equivalents in the main text and
write the variants in my notes. Dharmarak~a has a phonetic transcription for Ugra:
ff!Hbo*if. The Tibetan rendering ofUgra's name is Khyim bdag drag shu/ can.
~ii'lf, literally 'a person practising the Way', can be traced back to the Lao zi "t!!;T-
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and the Zhong yang or The Doctrine of the Mean <Plf. In Chapter 48 of the Lao zi
(Zhu ed., p. 192) we find the following passage: $~ fJ id;, $il fJ tit 'In the pursuit of
Learning (xue) one grows day by day. In the pursuit of the Way (dao) one decreases
day by day.' The modem editions usually have the above wording but a number
of old editions and commentators insert ~after ~~ and i!liili:, which would mean
that we would have to read as 'the person who pursues .. .' (cf. Lao zi, Zhu ed.,
p. I 92, notes). The Ma Wang Dui Ms, the earliest version of the text, has:
i!ii.!J~ f3 id;, Bali~ fJ :li; (til)" 'He who pursues Learning grows day by day. He who
hears the Way decreases day by day.' (Lau ed., p. 204).
In Chapter 13 of The Doctrine of" the Mean we read: T-E3, ili:~i~LA.o
A.Z.i!iiili:ffil.i1A., ~PT8$ili:" 'Confucius said, "The Way is not something remote
from man. !fa man pursues the Way and yet departs from man [i.e. humanity], then
this cannot be regarded as the [true] Way."') (Zhong yang, p. 226).
Yan Fotiao, who is also known to have studied and co-operated with An Shigao,
probably had his basic training in Chinese classics and must have been familiar with
such texts. As many of his fellow Chinese literati interested in Buddhism, he probably also felt attracted to Taoist works.
Dharmarak~a's translates l±l~rtl'Wi and J5*~1Wi respectively.
Dharmarak$a uses the same 1/{:j;(; for bhagavat which was widely used throughout the
so-called archaic translation ;:!;~ period covering all Buddhist texts rendered into
Chinese before Kumarajiva.
The praise of forest-dwelling is by no means restricted to our sutra. We find it in
quite a few early Mahayana texts. The Silqii samuccaya dedicated a whole chapter
to it (Bendall 1897, 193-201 ), which incidentally begins with a reference to the
Ugrapariprcchii. Dayal (1970, 222-3 ), quoting a large number of Sanskrit sources,
refutes Anesaki's view that the Mahayana writers 'find the life of nobles or householders in no way incompatible with the practice of the piiramitiis and the attainment of bodhi.'
Tibetan translation: dge slang mang du thos pa.
Tibetan translation: dge slang chos rjod pa or 'Dharma-reciting monk'.
Tibetan translation: dge slang 'dul ba 'dzin pa or 'the discipline-keeping monk
(*vinaya-dharabhilqu)'. The division between monks specialised in sutras
(sutariltika) and those experts in vinaya (vinayadhara) is very old being already
found at the sites ofBharhut and Saficl (cf. Schopen 1997, 26).
The exact category meant here is not very clear. What the exact sense of the Chinese
*f'i!-'lf is remains a mystery for me. I have translated it following the Tibetan
version dge slang ma mo 'dzin pa, which unfortunately is not very clear either. I
take ma mo to stand here for miitrkii but it is again difficult to decide precisely what
this means. It could refer to Abhidharma or proto-Abhidharma texts but it is more
likely that it refers to Vinaya commentaries ( cf., for instance, * Vinayamiitrkii
m!B~~ T24.80lff.). Sakurabe (1974, p. 278) translates it as 'the bhi/qu who
keeps the Vinaya summaries' JIJ1:~0);flrj~:&'!*l'I¥T-5Jt.fi:. Actually in the following
passage explaining what Ugra has to learn from each of these categories of
monks, this bhi/qu is presented as a model from which the householder must
study 'how to restrain his mental, verbal, and bodily acts' (P23.318a). Dharmarak~a
translates it as tl:$'\t or 'the one dwelling in Dharma', which again is not clear and
does not seem to be the equivalent of the Tibetan term Neither his text nor An
Xuan's and Yan Fotino's version includes {:l:$'\t or *~'It in the passa explaining
what Ugra has to learn from these categories of monks (Tl2.27b; Tl2.19b). If
*~~was really the original term used by An Xuan and Yan Fotiao in there translation, it is hard to decide what it actually meant. I think it is more likely that the text
is corrupt and ~ should be emended to ~. but then we must either surmise an
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110
111
112

113
114

115

116

117
118

instance of dittography or venture to operate a more daring addition to the text, e.g.
$$-tll:-1lt (?).
Tibetan translation: dge slang byang club sems dpa 'i sde snod 'dzin pa.
Tibetan translation: dge slang dgon papa.
Tibetan translation: bsod snyoms pa. The Tibetan version lists here four other categories not present in An Xuan's and Yan Fotiao's translation: phyag dar khrod pa
or 'the one wearing only rags', 'dod pa chung pa or 'the one with few desires', chog
shes pa or 'the one easily content', and rab tu dben pa or 'the one living in complete
solitude'.
Tibetan translation: dge slong rna/ 'byor spyod pa (*yogiiciira; *yogin).
Tibetan translation: dge slang bsam gtan pa (*dhyiiyin-bhik$u or *dhyiitr). The
Chinese terms used here lend themselves to several reconstructions and it is hard to
decide precisely what Indian words they translate. The Chinese text, however,
appears to list first *dhyiitr and then *yogin. Dharmarak~a has only ~,filil.:jf which
could stand for both *dhyiitr and *yogin.
Tibetan translation: dge slang byang club sems dpa 'i theg pa. Interesting to note that
the lay follower is expected to learn under the monk of the Bodhisattvayana the four
means of conversion (catviiri sanigraha-vastiini) (P23.Shi318b). This appears to be
a bodhisattva's minimum requirement of altruistic involvement, and it was inherited
from the Sravakayana tradition. The cattiiri smngha-vatthiini are well known in the
Pali Canon (D III !52; AN II 32; etc.). Together with the first two of the brahmavihiiras, they could be the ethical 'missing link' between the two Vehicles. It takes
only few steps to amplify them into full-fledged altruism and universal salvation.
Tibetan translation: dge slang lag gi b/a, which is translated by Das as 'one who
does the menial service to the congregation of lamas in a monastery' (s.v. lag gi
bla).
Tibetan translation: zhal ta byed pa. Das translates this word as 'to serve, to inspect,
review, superintend', etc. (s.v. zhal ta byed pa).
Dharmarak~a lists more categories than An Xuan's and Yan Fotiao's version:
~l'-11f,
~i[ilil-1lt,

119
120

121
122

Mrt-11f, ¥f:mt-11t, 1:±1t-11f,

**-11t, 1t~-1lt,Jll!.#i'-1lt,

f¥:tf~&-11t,

M!i5-7-T-11f, 5tilr-11f, mr:n:ti'nx-11f,

~rr-11f,

1!1-WJt.fi:f\1171'.
Tl2.22a27 has lillG .. I follow here the Ming edition which gives !iX ..
Dharmarak~a·s translation shows clearly that, at least in his version, we have here
the equivalent of the full-ordination disciplinary rules C"'~YEI±l*iiX$ T12.30b6).
All translations actually list five principles supposed to be the equivalent of a
monk's disciplinary rules. These principles are all very strict. For instance, they are
very emphatic about celibacy, which should be prefectly observed even on the
mental level ('l..·T~'I§'jlfgWz, Tl2.30b9-10).
Dharmarak~a translates 'the wisdom of their virtue' ji;lffli;L.I' (Tl2.30c6).
The term 'lay' in the Buddhist context has different co-notations from the Christian
institutions. As Harrison has pointed out, 'the terms upiisaka and upiisikii do not
mean "layman" and "laywoman" in the usual English sense, but refer rather to
persons hovering just below ordained status, those who are, as it were, semiordained.' ( 1995, 59). For the misconceptions governing the way the terms clergy
and laity are usually construed, see also Durt 1991.
The social status of lay characters like U gra, Vimalaklrti, etc. is not without relevance. They are very wealthy and well-educated. To speak in Western terms, they
are members of the gentry. The term has often been used to speak of the Chinese
literati class but I think we can also use it, mutatis mutandis, for most of the wealthy
Indian householders. The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary defines 'gentry'
as 'people of gentle birth or good breeding; the class composed of such people, spec.
that below nobility'. It would be interesting to collect all available data and come up
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with an accurate statistical picture of the social groups to which the householders in
Buddhist texts belong, but even when they are vaisyas, therefore below the
briihmw;a and k:;atriya castes, they still form part of the 'twice born' (dvi-ja)
community. Their wealth must have further contributed to their 'good breeding'.
Most of the characters in our texts appears to enjoy the privilege of enough time and
leisure to devote themselves to spiritual quest. So even if we a were to speak of a
'lay Buddhist movement', we should adopt the more appropriate term of 'gentry
Buddhist current'.
123 Such ascetics in lay disguise appear in the Pali Canon as well. We find, for instance,
the householder (gahapatti) Citta giving doctrinal clarifications and speaking of
meditative practices and theories to monks (SNIV281~304). I owe this reference to
Dr Cousins's kind suggestion.
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HOW THE MAHAYANA BEGAN*
R. Gombrich
Source: Journal ol Pali and Buddhist Studies l ( 1988): 29-46 (reprinted from Tadeusz Skorupski
(ed.) (1990) The Buddhist Forum: Vol. I. London: School of Oriental and African Studies,
pp. 21-30).

I would like to put forward for discussion what I believe to be a new hypothesis.
This hypothesis can be simply stated. It is that the rise of the Mahayana is due to
the use of writing. To put it more accurately: the early Mahayana texts owe their
survival to the fact that they were written down; any earlier texts which deviated
from or criticized the canonical norms (by which I mean approximately the contents of the Vinaya Khandhaka and Suttavibhanga and the Four Nikiiyas) could
not survive because they were not included among the texts which the Sangha
preserved orally.
Few Indologists have publicly reflected on how unusual a feat was performed
by the early Buddhists in preserving a large corpus of texts for a long period probably three to four centuries - purely by word of mouth. An admirable
exception is the article by Lance Cousins, "Pali Oral Literature," 1 which so far
as I know has not yet had the recognition it deserves. Cousins in fact devotes
less than six pages to the oral character of the earliest Pali texts, and as my
approach is somewhat different from his I shall have to cover some of the same
ground again. But I hope to prove the truth of his claim that "consideration of
the oral nature of the Nikiiyas offers several profitable lines of historical investigation."2
Oral literature has been preserved all over the world, but modem research has
shown that for the most part this literature is re-created at every re-telling. Verse
epic and folk tale alike may have contents preserved over centuries, but they
tend to be composed anew, often by professionals or semi-professionals, from a
vast repertoire of cliches, stock phrases. That the preservation of oral literature
may appear fairly informal must not make us forget that it depends nevertheless
on institutions, on recognized and regular arrangements for training, rehearsal
and performance.
The early Buddhists wished to preserve the words of their great teacher, texts
very different in character from the general run of oral literature, for they presented logical and sometimes complex arguments. The precise wording mat-
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tered. Cousins has rightly drawn attention to the typical oral features of the suttantas; great use of mnemonic lists, stock passages (cliches) and redundancy. He
further points out that the differences between the versions of the texts preserved
by various sects and in various languages are much what we would expect of
oral texts.
"These divergences are typically greatest in matters of little importance
-such items as the locations of suttas, the names of individual speakers
or the precise order of events. Only very rarely are they founded on
doctrinal or sectarian differences." 3
In corroboration I might add that the Buddhist tradition itself was well aware
of this distinction. In its account of how the Canon came to be compiled, at the
First Council, the introduction to the Sumaizgalaviliisinl frankly says 4 that words
of the narrative portions were inserted on that occasion, and thus clearly distinguishes between the words attributed to the Buddha and their settings. From the
religious point of view this is perfectly understandable: the narrative framework
of the sayings is not relevant to salvation.
Where I slightly differ from Cousins, as will appear, is in his stress on the
probable improvisatory element in early recitations of the Buddha's preachings.
The whole purpose of the enterprise (as certainly Cousins would agree) was to
preserve the Buddha's words. I think the earliest Pali texts may well be rather
like the Rajasthani folk epic studied and described by John Smith, in which the
essential kernel is in fact preserved verbatim, but variously wrapped up in a
package of conventional verbiage which can change with each performance. 5 It
is significant that this is done by a class of professional performers who are
mostly illiterate.
Be that as it may, I suggest that it would never have occurred to the Buddhists that such a feat of preservation was even possible had they not had before
them the example of the brahmins. Already for centuries the brahmins had been
orally preserving their sacred texts, Vedic literature, by making that preservation
virtually coterminous with their education. That education, which was the right
and the duty of every brahmin male, might last up to 36 years; 6 it consisted of
memorizing Vedic texts, and in some cases also subsidiary treatises (vediiizga ).
By the time of the Buddha, Vedic literature was too vast to be memorized by
any single person except perhaps the rare genius; it was divided into various
branches (siikhii) of oral tradition.
Vedic literature contains both verse and prose texts. The oldest corpus of
texts, the R.gveda, is a collection of hymns in verse, arranged in ten 'books'
(mal)qala); the six 'family books', mal)qala II-VII, which constitute its kernel,
are arranged in order of length, from the shortest to the longest. 7 A hymn is
called a siikta, literally '(that which is) well spoken'. The later Vedic texts are
mostly in prose. It is generally held, and I agree, that at the time of the Buddha
(whenever exactly that was) only the few earliest Upani$ads existed. The
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Upani[iads constitute the latest stratum of the Veda and are known as its 'conclusion', anta, in the logical as well as the purely temporal sense.
I believe that the Buddhist canon has left us more clues that it is modelled on
Vedic literature than has been generally recognized. In my view, early Buddhist
poems were called sukta, which in Pali (and other forms of Middle Indo-Aryan)
becomes sutta, as in Suttanipiita. Literally a sukta is synonymous with a subhii[iita, something 'well spoken', in this case by the Buddha or one of his immediate disciples; but the word also alludes to the Veda. I am of course aware that
many centuries later sutta was re-Sanskritized as sutra. A sutra is however a
recognized genre of Sanskrit literature, a prose text composed with the greatest
possible brevity, so that it can normally not be understood without a lengthy
commentary. No early Pali text is anything like that. I would even go further,
and tentatively suggest that if Pali sutta can equal Sanskrit veda, Pali suttanta
can equal Sanskrit vediinta; then the prose texts of the Buddha's discourses are
the 'conclusions' of the Buddhist sacred literature.
These linguistic remarks are however speculative, and even if they are shown
to be wrong, this would not affect my main argument at all. It is a fact that parts
of the Pali Canon are arranged on the Vedic principle of increasing length of
units; the Anguttara-nikiiya (parallel to the Ekottara-iigama); the Thera- and
Therz-giithiis; the Jiitaka; and - most interestingly - the poems of a section of
the Suttanipiita, the Atthakavagga. There is an episode in the Canon8 in which
the Buddha asks a young monk whom he is meeting for the first time to tell him
some Dhamma; the monk recites the whole Atthakavagga and the Buddha commends him. The text does not specifically say who originally composed the
poems of the Atthakavagga; it could be the Buddha himself; it could be the
young monk's teacher, Mahakaccana, who was a reputed preacher; it could be
yet other monks; and it could be a combination of these, since not all the poems
need be by the same author. But what is clear is that this set of sixteen poems
was collected early and arranged on the R.gvedic principle, by increasing length.
As mentioned above, numbered lists are an important mnemonic device, and
they are indeed omni-present in the literature of both early Buddhism and early
Jainism. Another such device is redundancy. The earliest Buddhist prose texts
are clogged with repetitions. The brahmins went to extraordinary lengths in preserving the R.gveda by memorizing the words in various patterns. This did not
appeal to the Buddhists, probably because of their stress on the meaning of the
texts; but the endless redundancies of the patterns of words in the Pali Abhidhamma texts do somewhat recall the Vedic Kramapiitha, Jatiipiitha and
Ghanapiitha 9 in their formal character. A third mnemonic device is versification.
The stricter the metre, the easier it is to preserve the wording. The anu!ftubhl
vatta metre is thus less effective for this purpose than the stricter metres in
which most of the Suttanipiita is composed.
Obviously there was no means of preserving the Buddha's words as he spoke
them. They had to be formalized in texts, prose or verse, deliberate compositions
which were then committed to memory, and later systematically transmitted to
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pupils. Were this not so, they would have been lost, like the teachings of the
teachers contemporary to the Buddha who are mentioned in the Canon, notably
in the Siimaiiiiaphala-suttanta. The case of Jainism is particularly instructive.
According to the Digambara tradition, the oldest texts preserved are not the original canon: that has been lost. 10 It seems to me highly unlikely that such a tradition would have arisen were it not true, whereas one can easily understand the
motivation for the opposite view, taken by the Svetambara Jains, that the texts
preserved are in fact part of the original canon. All Jains agree that some of their
canon was lost at an early stage. The Svetambara tradition divided monks into
those who were jinakappa, the solitary wandering ascetics striving for liberation
in this lifetime, and the therakappa, 11 professional monks concerned to preserve
the Jain tradition, and in particular the scriptures. This precisely mirrors the distinction introduced into the Buddhist Theravadin Sangha, probably in the late
first century B.C., between monks who were to undertake the vipassaniidhura,
the duty of meditating and so attaining nirvii!Ja themselves, and those who
undertook the ganthadhura, the duty of preserving the books, i.e. the Buddhist
scriptures. 12 But here I am running ahead of my story.
My point is that from the first the institution which performed the function of
preserving the Buddhist texts must have been the Sangha. Whether we choose to
consider that initially this function was overt or latent does not matter. Certainly
the Buddha's primary conception of the Sangha was as an association of men
and women trying to reach nirvii!Ja and creating conditions which facilitated this
quest for all of them. But the Sangha was a missionary organization too: the first
sixty monks were dispatched to preach to whoever would listen. 13 That is of
course well known. But somehow scholars have not given much thought to the
mechanics of how they would have remembered what to preach, and then how
their converts, who had not met the Buddha himself, would have remembered it
in their tum. It is my contention that the preservation of the texts required
organization, and that the Buddhist laity were never orginized in a way which
would have ensured the transmission of texts down the generations.
I must not be misunderstood as saying that only monks and nuns knew texts
by heart. What I am saying is that only they were so organized that they could
hand them on to future generations. An interesting passage in the Vinaya 14 says
that a monk may interrupt his rains retreat for up to seven days if a layman or
laywoman summons him with the message that he or she knows a text and is
afraid it will get lost - in other words, that it needs to be passed on to the
Sangha. We do not know how the Sangha was organized for this purpose in the
earliest period. Several times in the Canon monks are referred to as vinayadhara, dhamma-dhara and miitikiidhara, which means that they had memorized
respectively monastic rules, sermons (suttanta), or the lists of terms which later
developed into the Abhidhamma works. But I know of no passage which makes
it clear whether these were ever exclusive specialisms. Later monks certainly did
specialize in memorizing particular texts or groups of texts, 15 and this apparently
continued even after they had been committed to writing in the first century B.C.
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According to the introduction to the Sumangalaviliisinl, the Vinayapitaka was
entrusted to Upali and his followers (nissitaka) and each of the four Nikiiyas
similarly to an important monk and his followers. 16 Since Buddhaghosa is
merely editing the commentaries, which were written down with the Canon, I
assume that this statement reflects the way that the Sangha was organized for
memorizing the texts in the first century B.C. We do not know how much older
this division of labour - reminiscent of the brahmin siikhii - can be. But the
logic of the situation suggests that from the first monks must have specialized,
being taught texts first by their own teachers and then by other monks they
encountered both in their monasteries and on their travels; and that the Councils
(sangiiyanii), better termed Communal Recitations, served the function of systematizing knowledge and perhaps of organizing its further preservation. In fact,
the very division of the sermons into the four Nikiiyas was probably for this
purpose, and I suspect that the four Nikiiyas basically represent four traditions of
memorization. It may be significant that in the passage of the Summigalaviliisinl
already cited the four Nikiiyas are referred to as four sanglts and the Dzghanikiiya as the Dzghasmiglti. 17 The words sanglti and sangiiyanii are, of course,
synonymous.
The Canon itself has preserved traces of how all this worked, and even shows
that the Buddhists were conscious of the contrast in this respect between themselves and the Jains. The Sanglti-suttanta has it that at the death of Nigal)tha
Nathaputta his followers began to disagree about what he had actually
preached. 18 Sariputta makes this the occasion for rehearsing a summary of the
Buddha's teaching arranged in numbered lists of increasing length. It does not
matter whether the text faithfully records a historical incident (which we can
never know for certain); the point is rather that the Buddhists were aware that
this kind of systematic rehearsal was necessary if Buddhism was to be preserved
as a coherent doctrine and way of life (discipline) and I cannot conceive how it
could in fact have survived had such occasions not taken place. In another text 19
the Buddha is reported as saying that four conditions make for the forgetting
(saf!lmosa) and disappearance of the true teaching (saddhamma). The first is if
monks memorize the texts incorrectly. Another is if learned monks who know
the texts do not take care to rehearse others in reciting them. 20
A corollary of all this is that once meetings of monks (whether or not these
correspond to the First and Second Councils of tradition) had decided what was
to be memorized, it must have been difficult, if not impossible, to slip a new text
into the curriculum. That is not to claim that no change occurred; but the
changes must have been mostly unintentional, due to lapses of memory and to
the contamination of texts as someone's memory slipped from one text to
another. We learn of such a body of authorized texts from the passages 21 in the
Mahiiparinibbiina-suttanta concerning what Rhys Davids translates as the four
"Great Authorities" (mahiipadesa). Actually this translation is misleading, for
the number four refers to the instances of referral to authority, not to the number
of authorities. Of those there is but one. When anyone claims to have an authen-
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tic text, its authenticity is to be judged simply by seeing whether it harmonizes
with the texts (sutta and vinaya) already current in the Sangha. If not, it is to be
rejected: the Sangha will not try to preserve it.
Under these circumstances, any text which is critical of the current teachings
or introduces something which is palpably new has no chances of survival. It is
possible that hundreds or even thousands of monks, nuns and Buddhist lay followers had visions or other inspirations which put new teachings into their
minds, possible that they composed texts embodying those teachings - but we
shall never know. For without writing those texts could not be preserved.
Archaeology has recovered no piece of writing in India which can definitely
be dated earlier than the inscriptions of Asoka. It is however generally agreed
that the fact that in Asokan inscriptions the Brahm! script shows some regional
variety proves that it must have been introduced a while earlier. It is prima facie
probable that writing was first used for two purposes: by businessmen for
keeping accounts and by rulers for public administration. This in fact fits what
we learn from the Vinayapi{aka.
The Vinaya is the only part of the Pali Canon to mention books or writing.
There are mentions in the Jiitaka book but only in the prose part, which is
commentary, not canonical text. It is sometimes said 22 that books are mentioned
in the Digha-nikiiya, but that is almost certainly incorrect. The single passage in
question is at D!gha III, 94, in the Aggaiiiia-suttanta, where brahmins are being
lampooned. By a joking pun they as students of the Veda are said to be 'nonmeditators' (ajjhiiyaka); they settle near towns and villages and make ganthe.
Later gantha certainly comes to mean a book; but basically it means 'knot'. In
the Suttanipiita 23 brahmins are said to 'knot together mantras' -the words are
mante ganthetvii - and the reference is to their composing Vedic texts. The
metaphor is much the same as that in siitra, the 'stringing together' of a text, and
that in tantra, in which a text is 'woven'. Though the Rhys Davids translate
ganthe at D!gha Ill, 94 as 'books', they do not seem to mean by this books as
physical objects, for they quote and correctly translate the commentary on the
word: "compiling the three Vedas and teaching others to repeat them." 24
To present the evidence concerning writing in the Vinayapitaka I can do no
better than attempt to summarize what was so admirably said more than a
century ago by Rhys Davids and Oldenberg in the introduction to their translations of Vinaya texts. 25 "In the first place, there are several passages which
confirm in an indisputable manner the existence of the art of writing at the time
when the Vinaya texts were put into their present shape." 26 There is a reference
to a royal notice about an absconding thief. 27 There is a reference to writing as a
'superior craft' (ukkattha sippa). 28 There is a reference to tempting someone to
suicide by means of a written message. 29 And though the nuns are forbidden
'animal arts' (tiracchiina vijjii), there is no fault in their learning to write. (This
last reference 30 is brief and obscure, but my feeling is that Rhys Davids, Oldenberg and Miss Homer have all misinterpreted it and it refers to drawing amulets,
something like yantraY' "But it is a long step from the use of writing for such
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public or private notifications to the adoption of it for the purpose of recording
an extensive and sacred literature." 32 At this point Rhys Davids and Oldenberg
might have added that brahmins did not write down their scriptures for many
centuries after writing came into use among them; but they wished to restrict
access to their scriptures to the top three van:zas, whereas Buddhists had no
desire to keep theirs secret.
"Had the sacred texts been written down and read, books, manuscripts,
and the whole activity therewith connected, must have necessarily
played a very important part in the daily life of the members of the
Buddhist Order." 33
The Vinaya mentions every item of property allowed to a monk and every
utensil found in a monastery, but it never mentions either manuscripts or writing
materials of any kind. But on the other hand there are several references to the
need to acquire a text by learning it orally.
The Pali commentaries record that the texts were first written down when it
was found that there was only one monk alive who still knew a canonical text,
the Mahiiniddesa. 34 We have seen above that earlier when it seemed that there
was only one person who still knew a text a monk was enjoined to interrupt his
rains retreat to go and learn it. In the first century B.C. a surer technique was put
to use.
The Pali Canon (with commentaries) was finally written down for fear of
losing it. Maybe it is a corollary of this fact that the Piitimokkha as such is not a
canonical text. It is of course embedded in the Suttavibhm1ga. But maybe no
need was felt to make manuscripts of the code which every monk had to know
by heart. A text in constant use is in less danger of being forgotten.
There has long been a general consensus that the earliest surviving Mahayana
texts go back to the second or first century B.C. This chronology, albeit imprecise, clearly fits the time when writing came more into use and it was possible to
commit large texts to writing. Maybe this had something to do with better materials. To discuss in detail the use of writing for brahmanical Sanskrit works is
both beyond my competence and unnecessary here, but I may remark that Patafijali's Mahiibhii$ya is clearly a written, not an oral text, and it is commonly dated
to the second century B.C., on rather strong evidence.
It may be objected that written works too may perish, and are likely to do so
unless an institution guards them. To this I would agree; but it is not an objection to my hypothesis. Certainly the great majority of Mahayana - indeed, of all
later Buddhist - works were lost in their original versions in Indian languages.
But many did survive long enough to be translated into Chinese and/or Tibetan,
and that is all that my hypothesis requires. A single manuscript in a monastic
library, studied by no one, could be picked up and read, even translated, by a
curious browser or visiting scholar.
This ends the real argument for my hypothesis, so that my article could end
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here. But it would be a pity not to mention that the early Mahayana texts themselves offer what might be seen as corroborative evidence. It is well known that
the Lotus Siitra commends the enshrinement of written scriptures in stiipas as
the equivalent of corporeal relics. Dr Gregory Schopen has shown 35 that early
Mahayana texts, even before the Lotus Siitra, have a veritable 'cult of the book'.
In those early texts, he writes, "the merit derived from the cult of the book is
always expressed in terms of its comparative superiority to that derived from the
stiipalrelic cult." 36 By book here is meant manuscript; and Schopen shows that
the text typically prescribes and glorifies its own worship in written form.
Schopen's otherwise brilliant article is slightly marred by an occasional failure
to distinguish 'the book' as a written object from texts in general; and I think he
may lay too much stress on the localization of the cult. My feeling is that these
texts preserve a sense of wonder at this marvellous invention which permits an
individual's opinions or experiences to survive whether or not anyone agrees or
cares. In a sense they are celebrating their own survival. Scripta manent goes the
Latin tag: "Writings survive." But perhaps only the Buddhists wrote panegyrics
on it.
I should perhaps conclude by remarking that although there are several other
theories current about the origin of the Mahayana, my hypothesis does not, so
far as I am aware, either refute or corroborate any of them, since it approaches
the problem on a different level. To put it differently: the other theories mainly
say what is different about Mahayana, but they do not say why that different
form of religion should have (apparently) arisen when it did. My hypothesis, I
repeat, is that different forms of Buddhism may have arisen earlier, but we shall
never know, for they were doomed to be ephemeral. I am not siding with those
who claim that the Mahayana represents an aspect of the Buddha's teaching
which was somehow preserved 'underground', maybe among the laity, till it surfaced in the texts we have; on the contrary, my argument is precisely that such a
thing is impossible.
The most widespread view of the matter is that the Mahayana is the Buddhism of the laity. By and large I disagree with that theory. I hope to show in
other publications37 that it rests on a misconception of what it was to be a Buddhist layman in ancient India. I strongly agree, of course, that the earliest Buddhism was primarily a religion of the Sangha; and that was for many reasons,
not merely for the one with which this paper has been concerned. The other
reasons remained valid even after the introduction of writing for recording scriptures. But certainly there were laymen - albeit a small minority - who knew
how to write, so that it became technically possible for a layman to write down
his own religious views. Whether there were any institutions other than Buddhist
monasteries which were likely to preserve such writings is another matter.
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forbidden in general is magic, but specific kinds of white magic are permitted.
32 Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, op. cit., xxxiii.
33 Ibid.,
34 Rahula, op. cit., 158.
35 G. Schopen, "The Phrase 'prthivipraddas caityabhiito bhavet' in the Vajracchedika:
Notes on the Cult of the Book in Mahayana", IJJ, 17, 1975, 147-81.
36 Schopen, op. cit., 169. As Schopen goes on to show, this evidence seems to refute the
theory that early Mahayana is specifically associated with the cult of corporeal relics;
if anything, it suggests the opposite.
37 For instance in Theravada Buddhism: A Social History from Ancient Benares to
Modern Colombo, London, 1988, 74-76; and in "Comment une religion se definit
ellememe: le bouddhisme", LeGrand Atlas des Religions, Encyclopaedia Universalis,
Paris, 1988,36-7.
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BUDDHANUSM-8-TI IN THE
P RATYUTPANNAB UDDHASA}yfMUKHAVASTHITASAMADHI-SOTRA 1
Paul M. Harrison
Source: Journal of Indian Philosophy 6 (1978): 35-57.

1. Introduction
Mahayana Buddhism is often thought of as a heterogeneous movement embracing two main streams: on the one hand the Prajiiaparamita, the Perfection of
Wisdom, a tradition of self-emancipation through insight, perpetuated in the Far
East by Ch'an (Zen); and on the other, the Pure Land, a tradition of salvation by
faith in the grace and power of certain personifications of the Buddha-principle.
The relationship between these two traditions, which, it must be noted in
passing, by no means encompass the entire range of the Mahayana, remains
problematical. However widely they diverged in later times, there is no good
reason for supposing that they were not a good deal closer during the formative
centuries of the Mahayana. Although that movement was from the outset undeniably multi-faceted, its literature betrays little sense of the mutual opposition of
'faith' and 'works' which is evident, for instance, both in Christian writings at
the time of the birth of Protestantism and in the polemics of later Japanese Pure
Land masters. Therefore, what was the precise nature of the connection between
the two traditions, and were there tensions involved?
The surviving evidence is both copious and fragmentary: we have at our disposal a large body of literary remains in several languages, but there is little else
left to interpret. It is especially difficult to obtain an overall view of the everyday
religious practices and aspirations of members of the Buddhist Sangha around
the time when the Mahayana was taking shape in India. A thorough examination
of the extant siitra and sastra literature should contribute towards a clearer
picture of things, but a continuing problem in this regard is excessive reliance on
a single text or body of texts, or on a single theme within a text. The study of
noses, however hotly pursued, will never yield an accurate understanding of the
entire face. It is likely that Buddhists of all persuasions had a complete corpus of
scripture at their disposal, and a correspondingly many-sided set of beliefs to
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accompany their moral observances, meditational development, cult-practices,
and scriptural studies. If so, then how are we to place a work like, say, the
Larger Sukhiivafivyuha? We can only begin to approach the problem by
attempting to define the possible relationships among the surviving examples of
Buddhist literary output, supplementing the internal evidence with such clues as
may be garnered from art history, inscriptions, the records of Chinese travellers,
and so on. Any study of the statements of a given Buddhist text must progress
with the caveat that we know little or nothing of the context in which that text
was used. Nevertheless, by examining the stones we may be able to reconstruct
the settings.
The present paper is intended as a small contribution to that endeavour, for
we shall examine one text, the Pratyutpanna-buddha-sarrzmukhiivasthitasamiidhi-sutra (hereafter: Pratyutpanna-sutra), which furnishes certain indications of a relationship between the two traditions mentioned above, the
Prajfiaparamita and the Pure Land.

2. Buddhanusmrti
One of the basic features of Pure Land practice is buddhiinusmrti (Chinese:
nien-fo; Japanese nembutsu). As far as we can tell, various forms of anusmrti
(literally, 'recollection', 'remembrance', and, by extension, 'calling to mind',
'keeping in mind'; cf. smrti, commonly translated as 'mindfulness') had been
part of general Buddhist practice since the earliest times, and are amply attested
in the Pali Nikiiyas and the Chinese translations of the Sanskrit Agamas. For
example, a sixfold scheme is found detailed in the Anguttara-Nikiiya (v.
328-332) involving anussati directed towards the Buddha, the Dhamma, the
Sangha, §ila (moral observance), ciiga (liberality), and the devatii (gods). A
tenfold scheme also exists (Anguttara i, 30, also i, 42) which adds four more
possible objects of anussati or sati, namely, iiniipiina (breathing in and out),
marm:za (death), kiiyagatii (bodily things), and upasama (calming).
Certain passages dealing with anusmrti, however, are found in the Agamas
which have no equivalent in Pali. One of these is the story of Virasena, a
wealthy but selfish householder of Vaisall (Ekottariigama XLI, 5; Taisho Vol.
II, pp. 739bl0-740a24), which relates how the Buddha predicted that Virasena
would die after seven days, and that, unless he entered the Order before his time
was up, he would surely be reborn in one of the hells. The repentant householder
took the Buddha at his word, and by assiduous practice of the ten anusmrtis
managed to win rebirth in one of the heavens. After this happy ending the
Buddha remarks to Ananda: 'Should a being practise the ten anusmrtis with
uninterrupted faith, even if only for the time it takes to milk a cow, then his
merit will be immeasurable.'
Elsewhere the Ekottariigama gives more detailed instruction on the practice
of the ten anusmrtis, and these passages too are not found in the Pali Nikiiyas
(see below). One might deduce from this that the Sarvastivadins (or whatever
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school it was to whom the Agamas belonged2 ) set more store by the practice of
the anusmrtis, but this hypothesis requires more evidence to support it. In any
case, one salient feature of both the Nikayas and Agamas is the fact that no one
particular anusmrti is valued above the others, whereas in the surviving
Mahayana literature it is clear that only the first three traditional objects of
anusmrti (Buddha, Dharma, Sangha) were accorded any importance, and that
among these three buddhanusmrti was pre-eminent.
If as we may suppose, the Buddha was at first thought of as a great teacher
and exemplar, then after his death the systematic recollection of his superior
qualities and physical attributes would have been a natural aid to those who in
their own tum were endeavouring to acquire those same qualities. With the
passage of time the Buddha became less an object of emulation and more an
object of devotion, growing in stature as memories faded. As much as the corpus
of his teachings (the Dharma) was preserved, transmitted, and inexorably
enlarged, his followers must still have felt keenly how unfortunate it was to be
deprived of his actual presence. Mahayana sutras contain many passages
describing the rarity of a Tathagata's appearance, and the great good fortune of
those born in an age blessed by an Awakened. One's presence. It is not too difficult to conceive how buddhanusmrti was pressed into service in such circumstances, until practices were evolved that entailed not merely a reminiscence of
the Buddha, but an imaginative evocation of his presence by means of structured
meditative procedures. One Agama passage (Ekottaragama III, 1; Taisho Vol.
II, p. 554a7-b9) clearly propounds a buddhanusmrti that has developed to this
point, and is far more detailed than anything found in the Nikayas:
Thus have I heard. At one time the Buddha resided at the arama of
Anathapit;H~lada in the Jetavana at Sravasti. At that time the Lord
addressed the bhik:jus:
'You should practise one dharma, you should propagate one dharma,
and when you have practised one dharma you shall have renown,
achieve the great fruit, attain all good, acquire the taste of nectar
[amrta], and reach the station of the unconditioned; then you shall
achieve magic power, eliminate distractions of thought, attain the fruit
of the srama1Ja, and arrive at Nirvaoa. What is the one dharma?
Namely, buddhiinusmrti.'
The Buddha addressed the bhikyus:
'How does one practise buddhanusmrti, so that one then has
renown, achieves the great fruit, ... and arrives at Nirvaoa?'
[The bhi/cyus entreat the Buddha to explain how.]
The Lord said:
'A bhikyu correct in body and correct in mind sits crosslegged and
focuses his thought in front of him. Without entertaining any other
thought he earnestly calls to mind [anusmr-] the Buddha. He contemplates the image of the Tathagata without taking his eyes off it. Not
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taking his eyes off it he then calls to mind the qualities of the Tathagata
- the Tathagata's body made of vajra, endowed with the ten Powers
[bala], and by virtue of the four Assurances [vaL~aradya] intrepid in
assemblies; the Tathagata's countenance, upright and peerless, so that
one never tires of beholding it; his perfection of the moral qualities
[Sila] resembling vajra in indestructibility, like vaiqi/rya in flawless
purity; the Tathagata's samadhis never diminishing, calm, ever tranquil, without any extraneous thought, having stilled arrogance, brutality, and the emotions, having eliminated thoughts of desire, of anger, of
delusion, apprehension, and all meshes of the net; the Tathagata's body
of wisdom [prajiia], its knowledge unlimited and unobstructed; the
Tathagata's body perfected in liberation [vimukti], done with all destinies and no longer subject to rebirth with such words as: "I must again
plunge into Sat11siira!"; the Tathagata's body, a city of the knowledge
and vision of liberation [vimukti-jiiana-darsana ], knowing the faculties
of others and whether or not they shall be liberated, whether, dying
here, being reborn there, they shall go on revolving in Sat11siira until
Sarpsara ends, knowing them all, those who possess liberation and
those who do not.'
'This is the practice of buddhanusmrti, by which one has renown,
achieves the great fruit, ... and arrives at Nirval)a. Therefore, bhilcyus,
you should always meditate on, and never depart from, buddhanusmrti;
then you shall acquire these goodly qualities. Thus, bhiksus, should you
undertake this training.'
At that time the bhiksus, hearing what the Buddha had expounded,
accepted it with rejoicing.
In this passage we see that the attention of the practitioner is to be directed
towards both the physical appearance of the Buddha and his moral and mental
attributes (presented under the traditional rubrics of Sila-samadhi-prajiiavimukti-vimuktijiianadarsana), although we must remember that to Buddhists
these two are inseparably linked. The word hsing ('figure', 'form', 'appearance')
I have translated 'image', taking it to imply a mental image. It is not clear at
what time actual images (pictures or sculptures) of the Buddha began to be produced, but we do know that at first it was common practice not to construct likenesses of the Buddha but to represent him symbolically, e.g. by his footprint. No
doubt the gradual apotheosis of the Buddha brought about a change in this situation, and, as the Pratyutpanna-sutra itself shows, Buddha-images were already
in use around the beginning of the second century. 3
Chapter Four of the siitra lists sixteen dharmas by which a bodhisattva
obtains the pratyutpanna-samadhi. One of them is: tili lie 'dzin 'di 'dod pas de
biin gsegs pa 'i sku gzugs byed du giugs ste I tha na ri mar yali 'drir jug pa, i.e.
'through desire for this samadhi causing an image of the Tathagata to be made,
or just having a picture painted' [4D; PE 106-4-8]. Since the following dharma
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enjoins the perpetuation of the Pratyutpanna-siitra by copying it and donating
the resulting book, it is likely that the construction of Buddha-images appears
here merely as one item in a series of merit-producing activities, but we cannot
discount the possibility that, even at that time, such images were also intended
as aids to visualisation.

3. The Mahayana
The rise of the Mahayana involved many developments germane to the question
of buddhiinusmrti which we can only sketch briefly at this point. One set of
them revolves around the extension of the idea of the one historical Buddha to
encompass the notion of many Buddhas, not only in the past and future (as can
be seen even in the Hinayana literature) but in the present as well. Whereas formerly it was held that only one Buddha could exist at a time, now countless
Buddhas were believed to exist, each one in his own world, or 'Buddha-field'
(buddha/cyetra). This multiplicity of Buddhas is of course achieved by a simple
proliferation of Sakyamunis - that is, all Buddhas everywhere resemble the
historical Buddha in that, by and large, they follow the same course, undergo the
same experiences, acquire the same attainments, and perform the same services
to the begins in their sphere of influence. Only the names and the minor details
admit of an endless variety. Certain of these present Buddhas became more
popular than others, for reasons that are still far from clear - Aksobhya in the
east and Amitabha/Amitayus in the west being two of them- and rebirth in their
buddhak!jetras came to be regarded as an especially desirable reward for meritorious conduct. Such a blessing, however, did not by any means follow automatically from virtue and faith: to acquire it one had to make the necessary
arrangements, as it were, with the Buddhas concerned, one had somehow to
contact them. Meditation, of a sort, provided the means, and in this way the
Buddhas of the Present became in their own right objects of anusmrti as well as
objects of worship.
Side by side with the emergence of the belief in a universe teeming with
Buddhas and of the consequent cult-practices directed towards them, the philosophy of the Prajfiaparamita (hereafter Pp.) was also evolving. It attacked the
qualified realism of the prevalent Sarvastivadins and held that all dharmas
(among many other meanings, 'dharma' denotes the basic unit of Buddhist
ontology) are essentially empty (siinya) and devoid of objective reality or 'ownbeing' (svabhiiva). The Mahayana in general criticised the ffinayana objective
of arhathood followed by Nirval).a as being inferior to true Buddhahood, to
supreme and perfect awakening (anuttara-samyak-saf!lbodhi). The bodhisattva
was one who rejected the easy way out and pursued his course to the very end,
returning again and again to the world of Sarp.sara to rescue his fellow-beings.
The proponents of the Pp. went further, claiming that this was an appearance
only, for, since everything was void, there was no substantial difference between
Nirval).a and Smp.sara, between Buddhas and ordinary people.
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Now how did followers of the Mahayana square the Pp. and its doctrine of
Emptiness (Siinyatii) with the desire for actual rebirth in the buddha/cyetras of
various Buddhas, buddhalcyetras which were in fact equivalent to paradises in
the range of sensual and material enjoyments offered? On the face of it, the two
branches of the Mahayana went their own way, the Sukhiivatlvyiiha and related
siitras hardly mentioning Siinyatii while the Pp. siitras in their tum pass over in
silence the question of rebirth in Sukhavatl and similar worlds. 4 Accordingly,
buddhiinusmrti or, more generally, encounters in meditation or otherwise with
Buddhas, has quite different functions in the Pp. and Pure Land texts. The
Pratyutpanna-siitra, however, goes some way towards bridging this gap, for it
propounds buddhiinusmrti in terms of the doctrine of Siinyatii and at the same
time refers to Amitabha. Although there is no hard evidence for it ever having
had a great following in India,S the Pratyutpanna-siitra nevertheless indicates
the sort of approach likely to have been taken by followers of the Mahayana
anxious to have the best of both worlds, however empty they might be.

4. Texts of the Pratyutpanna-siitra
The Sanskrit text of the Pratyutpanna-siitra has not survived, except for one
small fragment found at Khadalik in Central Asia. 6 We do, however, possess a
Tibetan translation made before the beginning of the ninth century and revised
by Sakyaprabha and Ratnarak~ita, 7 and four Chinese translations which pose
complicated text-historical problems which have not yet been untangled. For the
time being the Chinese translations may be arranged in chronological order as
follows, but it must be emphasised that this scheme is provisional. (i) Taisho
418, Pan-chou san-mei ching (= Pratyutpanna-samiidhi-siitra) in three chiian,
translated by Lokak~ema in 179 A.D. Two redactions exist:
(i) a, found in the Korean edition of the Chinese Tripi taka. In the first six chapters (i.e., the material which corresponds to the first six chapters of the
Tibetan translation) the giithiis are rendered in prose, thereafter in verse;
(i) b, found in the Tripitaka editions of the Sung, Yuan, and Ming dynasties.
The prose is with some variations the same as in (i) a, but the giithiis are
rendered in verse throughout.
At this stage it would appear that somebody with access to a Sanskrit manuscript
took Lokak~ema's early version, in which the giithiis had been characteristically
rendered in prose, and revising the prose passages only slightly retranslated the
giithiis into verse. Somehow the Korean edition has preserved Lokak~ema's original version, but only for the first six chapters.
(ii) Taisho 419, Pa-p 'o p 'u-sa ching (= Bhadrapiila-bodhisattva-siitra) in one
chiian. Anonymous. Probably late Han or soon after. Contains only the first
six chapters, a fact which, taken with the anomalies of Taisho 418, might
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lead one to suppose that in Han times a six chapter version of the Pratyutpanna-siitra was in circulation. But more evidence is needed.
(iii) Taisho 417, Pan-chou san-mei ching, in one chiian. Attributed to Lokak~ema, but undoubtedly an anonymous abridgement of (i) b, into which a
long versified passage has been interpolated (Taisho Vol. 13, p. 898b
13-899a8).
(iv) Taisho 416, Ta-fang-teng ta-chi ching hsien-hu fen (= Mahiivaipulyamahasarrznipiita-sutra-bhadrapiila-parivarta ), in five chiian, translated by
Jfianagupta et al. 594-595 A.D. Although, as one might expect, this translation comes nearest to the Tibetan version in fullness and readability, there
are certain differences, the most notable being the total omission of those
chapters (10, 12) which deal with women practitioners.
The fact that the Pratyutpanna-siitra has been translated three times into
Chinese, and that the earliest of those three translations has itself been revised
and subsequently abridged testifies in some measure to its popularity in China.
What is more important is the date of Lokak~ema's version, which puts it among
the first Mahayana siitras introduced into China, Interestingly enough, the date
given (second year of Kuang-ho, eighth day of the tenth month) is the same as
one of those given for Lokak~ema's translation of the Astasiihasrikaprajiiapiiramitii; both these translations are also the only two unhesitatingly attributed
to Lokak~ema by Tao-an. 8

5. The pratyutpanna-samadhi
The pratyutpanna-buddha-saf!lmukhiivasthita-samiidhi signifies, literally, the
samiidhi of the one who stands (avasthita) face-to-face with, or in the presence
of (salflmukha), the present (pratyutpanna) Buddhas. The common formula
found throughout the Tibetan translation, viz. da !tar gyi sans rgyas mnon sum
du biugs pa 'i byan chub sems dpa 'i tin ne 'dzin, points also to a Sanskrit
pratyutpanna-buddha-salflmukhiivasthita-bodhisattva-samiidhi, i.e. the samiidhi
of the bodhisattva who stands face-to-face with the Buddhas of the present. In
this paper we shall refer to it simply as the pratyutpanna-samiidhi.
What in fact in this samadhi? In a literature often surprisingly short on concrete instruction and long on self-glorification, the Pratyutpanna-siitra stands
out for the richness of its didactic content. Directions for the practice of the
samiidhi are first given in Chapter Three, various points being amplified in subsequent chapters.

bzan skyon Ida !tar gyi sans rgyas mfwn sum du biugs pa ies bya ba 'i
tin ne 'dzin de yan gan ie na I bzan skyon I de la dge slon flam I dge
slon ma 'am I dge bsiien nam I dge bsiien ma tshul khrims yons su
rdzogs par spyod par 'gyur la I des gcig pu dben par son ste 'dug nas
'di siiam du I beam /dan 'das de biin gsegs pa dgra bcom pa yan dag
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par rdzogs pa 'i sans rgyas tshe dpag med de phyogs gan rol na gnas te
'tsho iin gies Ia chos kyan stan cin biugs I siiam du sems bskyed par
bya 'o II des ji skad du thos pa 'i rnam pas sans rgyas kyi iin 'di nas nub
phyogs logs su sans rgyas kyi iin bye ba phrag 'bum 'das pa na 'jig
rten gyi khams bde ba can na beam !dan 'das de biin gsegs pa dgra
beam pa yan dag par rdzogs pa 'i sans rgyas tshe dpag med de da !tar
byan chub sems dpa 'i tshogs kyis yons su bskor cin mdun du bdar te
biugs so II 'tsho 'o II gies so II chos kyan stan to I siiam du yid Ia byed
de I des kyan sems rna g-yens pas de biin gsegs pa yid Ia byed do II
[3A; PE VoL 32, 104-4-8 to 5--4].
What, Bhadrapala, 9 is that samadhi called the pratyutpanna-buddhasarrzmukhavasthita? In that regard, Bhadrapala, a bhik!)u or bhik!)ulJI, an
upasika or upasika, when he has carried out the moral precepts [S!la]
completely, should go alone to a secluded place and, seating himself,
conceive the thought: 'In which direction does the Lord, the Tathagata,
Arhat, Samyaksarpbuddha Amitayus dwell, live, reside, and teach the
Dharma?' He reflects [manasi-kr-] in accordance with what he has
heard: 'One hundred thousand kotis of buddhak!)etras west of this buddhak!)etra, in the world-system [lokadhatu] Sukhavatl, the Lord, the
Tathagata, Arhat, Samyaksarpbuddha Amitayus at present dwells, lives,
resides, and teaches the Dharma, surrounded and attended by a host of
bodhisattvas; 10 ' and with undistracted thought [avik!)iptacittena] he
concentrates [manasi-kr-] on the Tathagata.
[3A; PE VoL 32, 104-4-8 to 5-4]

... byan chub sems dpa ' khyim pa 'am rab tu byun ba yan run gcig pu
dben par son ste 'dug Ia I de biin gsegs pa dgra beam pa ymi dag par
rdzogs pa 'i sans rgyas tshe dpag med ji skad du thos pa 'i rnam pas yid
Ia byas te I tshul khrims kyi phun po Ia skyon med cin dran pa g-yen ba
med par iiin iag gcig gam I giiis sam I gsum mam I bii 'am I Ina 'am
/drug gam I iiin iag bdun du yid Ia bya 'o II de gal te iiin iag bdun du
sems mi g-yen bar de biin gsegs pa tshe dpag med yid Ia byed na I de
iiin iag bdun yons su tshan ste 'das nas I beam !dan 'das de biin gsegs
pa tshe dpag med mthon no II de gal te iiin mo beam !dan 'das de rna
mthon na I de iial ba 'i rmi lam du beam !dan 'das de biin gsegs pa tshe
dpag med de 'i ial stan to II
... a bodhisattva, whether he is a householder or one who has gone
forth [pravrajita], when he has gone alone to a secluded place and
seated himself, after concentrating on the Tathagata, Arhat,
Samyaksarpbuddha Amitayus in accordance with what he has heard,
then faultless in the mass of the precepts and undistracted in mindfulness [srrzrti] should he concentrate for one day and night, for two, three,
four, five, six, or seven days and nights. If he concentrates on the
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Tathagata Amitayus with undistracted thought for seven days and
nights, then when seven days and nights have elapsed he shall see the
Lord, the Tathagata Amitayus. If he does not see that Lord by day, then
in a dream while sleeping the face of the Lord, the Tathagata Amitayus
will appear.
[3B; PE 104-5-7 to 105-1-2]
... byan chub sems dpa ' de lha 'i mig thob pas de biin gsegs pa mthon
ba yan rna yin I lha 'i rna ba 'i khams thob pas dam pa 'i chos iian pa
yan rna yin I rdzu 'phrul gyi stabs thob pas 'jig rten gyi khams der skad
cig tu 'gro ba yan rna yin gyi I bzan skyon I byan chub sems dpa' de 'jig
rten gyi khams 'di iiid na gnas biin du I bcom !dan 'das de biin gsegs
pa tshe dpag med de mthon iin bdag iiid 'jig rten gyi khams de na 'dug
pa siiam du ses Ia I chos kyan iian to II 'chad pa thos nas kyan chos de
dag kun 'dzin to II kun chub par byed do II 'dzin par byed do II bcom
/dan 'das de biin gsegs pa dgra bcom pa yan dag par rdzogs pa 'i sans
rgyas tshe dpag med de Ia bkur stir byed do II bla mar byed do II ri mor
byed do II mchod par byed do II byan chub sems dpa' de tin lie 'dzin de
las fans nas kyan ji skad du thos pa dan I ji /tar bzun ba dan I ji /tar
kun chub par byas pa 'i chos de dag gian dag Ia yan rgya cher yan dag
par 'chad do II
... that bodhisattva does not see the Tathagata through obtaining the
divine eye; he does not hear the True Dharma through obtaining the
range of the divine ear; nor does he go to that world-system in an
instant through obtaining magical powers - Bhadrapala, while remaining in this very world-system that bodhisattva sees the Lord, the Tathagata Amitayus; and conceiving himself to be in that world-system he
also hears the Dharma. Having heard their exposition he accepts,
masters, and retains those Dharmas. He worships, venerates, honours,
and reveres the Lord, the Tathagata, Arhat, Samyaksm:pbuddha Amitayus. After he has emerged from that samiidhi that bodhisattva also
expounds widely to others those Dharmas as he has heard, retained and
mastered them.
[3C; PE 105-1-5 to 2-1]
In these three passages the basic features of the pratyutpanna-samiidhi are set
forth. It should be noted first of all that although we have here the earliest
datable literary reference to Amitayus (Amitabha) and his buddhalcyetra Sukhavati, it is quite clear from other passages in the sutra (see e.g. 5B; PE 107-1-8 to
2-8) that he is employed only as an example, and that the object of the samiidhi
can be any Buddha or number of Buddhas, in whatever direction their
buddhalcyetras may lie. It is nonetheless interesting to speculate on the reason
why Amitayus was in fact chosen as the example, since he is the only present
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Buddha to be named in the Pratyutpanna-siitra. One can only suppose that by
the time this work was composed there was already a well-developed and widespread cult of Amitabha, to whose followers the author (or authors) of the
Pratyutpanna-siitra hoped to appeal. However, we shall have further occasion to
discuss the author's motives.
We may note in passing that strict moral observance is given as a prerequisite
for performing the samiidhi. In fact, as much of the Pratyutpanna-siitra is given
over to enlarging upon desirable moral qualities as is devoted to expounding
correct philosophical attitudes. Particularly significant in this regard are Chapters Nine to Twelve, which deal in tum with the requirements for bodhisattvas
who have gone forth from the household life (i.e. Mahayana bhik!fus), Mahayana
bhik$u7J/s, householder bodhisattvas (i.e. Mahayana upasakas), and Mahayana
upiisikas.
During the actual practice of the samadhi one should be alone and in a
secluded and quiet place. It would appear from the passage quoted above (38)
that the visualisation should be sustained from one to seven days, and although a
later chapter mentions a three-month period, it is by no means clear whether or
not this refers to a preliminary practice:

bzan skyon I gian yan chos bii dan !dan na I byan chub sems dpa' sems
dpa' chen po tin ne 'dzin 'di 'thob bo II bii gail ie na I 'di Ita ste I zla
ba gsum gyi bar du se gal brdab pa tsam yan bdag gi 'du ses mi skyed
pa dan I zla ba gsum gyi bar du se gal brdab pa tsam yari rmugs pa dan
giiid kyis mi non pa dan I bsan ba dan gci ba byed pa rna gtogs par zla
ba gsum gyi bar du brtson 'grus brtsams te 'chag pa Ia iugs nas sa Ia
mi 'dugpa ...
Further, 8hadrapala, if he possesses four dharmas the bodhisattva
mahasattva obtains this samadhi. What are the four? Namely (1) for
three months not giving rise to the notion of 'self, even for the time it
takes to snap the fingers; (2) for three months not giving way to lassitude or sleep, even for the time it takes to snap the fingers; (3) having
exerted oneself energetically and taken to walking up and down, not to
sit down on the ground for three months except to perform the bodily
functions ...
[48 PE; 106-4-2 to 4]
To move on to the content of the samadhi, an important phrase in two of the
passages quoted above (3A, 3B) is 'in accordance with what he has heard' (Skt.
yathasrutam), which one might better translate 'in accordance with what he has
learnt'. This clearly refers to oral or written tradition concerning the Buddha or
Buddhas chosen as objects of the samadhi, and the use of this material as the
basis for the visualisation. Sutras like the Sukhavativyuha serve this function to a
degree, and later works like the Kuan wu-liang-shou-fo-ching are even more
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explicit in the instructions they give for the construction of mental images.
While the Pratyutpanna-siitra implies that special works of this type were
already in existence, it itself gives only visualisation-guide-lines of a general
nature, much as we have already seen in the Agama passage on buddhiinusmrti,
only recast in Mahayana terms. For example, in 3F a description of
buddhiinusmrti is put into the mouth of Amitayus himself:
... sans rgyas rjes su dran pa de gali ie na I 'di Ita ste I gali de biin
gsegs pa yid Ia byed paste I 'di !tar de ni de biin gsegs pa dgra beam
pa yali dag par rdzags pa 'isalis rgyas I rig pa dan iabs su !dan pa I bde
bar gsegs pa I 'jig rten mkhyen pa I skyes bu 'dul ba 'i kha Ia sgyur ba I
bla na med pa I lha dan mi rnams kyi stan pa I sans rgyas beam !dan
'das I skyes bu chen pa 'i mtshan sum cu rtsa giiis dan gser gyi mdag Ita
bu 'i sku dan !dan pa I gser gyi gzugs 'tsher iili gsalla legs par gnas pa
dan 'dra ba I rin pa che 'i me had sdali !tar sin tu brgyan pa I nan thas
kyi dge 'dun gyi nan na chas kyali stan te ... gali de !tar de biin gsegs
pa mi dmigs par yid Ia byed pas stan pa iiid kyi tin lie 'dzin thab pa de
ni sans rgyas rjes su dran pa ies bya ste I

... what is the calling to mind of the Buddha [buddhiinusmrti]?
Namely, he who concentrates on the Tathagata thus: 'He, the Tathagata, Arhat, Samyaksarpbuddha, endowed with knowledge and
conduct, the Sugata, Knower of the World, Tamer of men to be tamed,
the Supreme One, Teacher of Gods and Men, the Buddha, the Lord;
endowed with the Thirty-two Marks of the Great Man and a body
resembling the colour of gold; like a bright, shining, and wellestablished golden image; well-adorned like a pillar of gems; expounding the Dharma amidst an assembly of disciples ... '; he who obtains the
samiidhi of Emptiness by thus concentrating on the Tathagata without
apprehending him, he is known as one who calls to mind the Buddha.
[3F; PE 105-3-7 to 4-4]
Further directions are given in Chapter Eight:
bzali skyan I de Ia byali chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen pa 'i tin lie
'dzin 'diji !tar bsgom par bya ie na I bzali skyoli I 'di Ita ste dper na lia
da !tar khyad kyi mdun na 'dug cili chas stan pa de biin du I byali chub
sems dpas de biin gsegs pa dgra beam pa yali dag par rdzogs pa 'i sans
rgyas de dag sans rgyas kyi gdan Ia biugs sin chos ston par yali yid Ia
bya 'o II des rnam pa thams cad kyi mehag dan !dan pa I gzugs bzali ba
I mdzes pa I blta na sdug pa I sku yalis su grub pa dan !dan par de biin
gsegs pa rnams yid Ia bya 'a II de biin gsegs pa dgra beom pa yali dag
par rdzogs pa 'i sans rgyas kyi skyes bu chen pa 'i mtshan re re yali
bsad nams brgyas bskyed par blta 'a II mtshan rna rnams kyali gzuli bar
bya'all
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Bhadrapala, how then is this samiidhi of bodhisattvas, mahasattvas to
be developed? Bhadrapala, just as, for example, I at present am sitting
before you and teaching the Dharma, in the same way, Bhadrapala, the
bodhisattva should also fix his mind on those Tathagatas, Arhats,
Samyaksaf!1buddhas as sitting on the Buddha-throne and teaching the
Dharma. He should fix his mind on the Tathagatas as being endowed
with the best of all modes [sarviikiiravaropeta], fair in appearance,
beautiful, pleasing to look upon, and endowed with perfect development of body. He should also see that each of the Marks of the Great
Man of the Tathagatas, Arhats, Samyaksambuddhas has been produced
by a hundred merits; and he should fix upon the marks.
[8A; PE 110-2-1 to 4]
In conclusion, we see that written or orally transmitted descriptive works
expanding the traditional guidelines for buddhiinusmrti provided the raw material for the visual content of the pratyutpanna-samiidhi. The visual experience,
however, is only a starting-point.

6. The nature of the Pratyutpanna-samiidhi
We have seen in one passage quoted above (3C) that the author of the Pratyutpanna-sutra studiously rejects any interpretation of the pratyutpanna-samiidhi
in terms of magical or extraordinary powers (abhijiiii), since this would presuppose an actual, physical experience, and hence the adoption of a basically
materialist position (see also lY;P£ 103-3-8 to 4-4). How then is the
experience to be explained? Chapter Three addresses itself to this question by
means of various analogies, equating the results of the samiidhi most often
with the seeming reality of dreams. Then comes the classic statement of the
problem:
... byan chub sems dpa' de yan tin lie 'dzin 'di sin tu bsgoms pas
tshegs chun nus de biin gsegs pa de rnams byan chub sems dpa' des
mthon no II mthon nas kyan iu ba iu iin ius pa lun bstan pas yi rans
par 'gyur ro II de 'di siiam du II de biin gsegs pa 'di ga iig nas byon
tam II bdag ga iig tu son tam II siiam pa las des de biin gsegs pa de
gan nas kyah ma byon par rab tu ses so II bdag gi Ius kyan gan du yan
ma son bar rab tu 'du ses nas II de 'di siiam du II khams gsum pa 'di
dag ni sems tsam mo II de ci 'i phyir ie na II 'di !tar bdag ji Ita ji !tar
rnam par rtog pa de Ita de !tar snan duno II

... when the bodhisattva has developed this samiidhi properly, that
bodhisattva sees those Tathagatas with little difficulty. Having seen
them he asks them questions, and is gladdened by the elucidation of
those questions. Having thought: 'Did these Tathagatas come from
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somewhere? Did I go any where?' he understands that those Tathagatas
did not come from anywhere. Having comprehended that his own body
did not go anywhere either, he thinks: 'These Triple Worlds are nothing
but thought. 11 That is because however I discriminate things [Skt.
vikalpayati, mentally construct], so they appear.'
[3L;PE 106--2~7 to 3~2].
The formulation of the question here is similar to that found in the story of
Sadaprarudita in the A!itasiihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitii-sutra (hereafter: A!ita ). 12
The Sadaprarudita story is, on the basis of various indications, thought to be a
later addition to an earlier and shorter version of the A!ita, even though it appears
in the oldest surviving Chinese version of that siitra, and is thus very old itself. 13
In the version preserved in the Sanskrit text, the bodhisattva Sadaprarudita, at
one stage in the course of his search for the Prajfiaparamita, enters many samiidhis, of which the last two are tathiigata-darsana-samiidhi (Samiidhi of the
Vision of the Tathagatas) and sarva-tathiigata-darii-samiidhi (Samiidhi of the
Beholder of All Tathagatas); the text continues:
sa e!ju samiidhi!}u sthita/:t san dasadisi lake buddhiin bhagavata/:t
pasyati sma aprameyiin asamkhyeyiin imam eva prajiiiipiiramitiirtZ
prakiisayato bodhisattvebhyo mahiisattvebhya/:t II te ca tathiigatii/:t siidhukiiraf!l dadati [Read: dadanti] sma sviisanaf!l [Read: iisviisanaf!l?]
ciisya kurvanti sma ... atha khalu te tathiigatii/:t Sadiipraruditaf!l bodhisatlvaf!l mahii!}attvaf!l samiisviisya antarhitii abhuvan I sa ca kulaputras tebhya/:t samiidhibhyo vyudasthiit I vyutthitasya ciisya etad abhut
kutas te tathiigatii/:t kva vii te tathiigatii iti I

Established in these samiidhis he saw innumerable, incalculable
Buddhas and Lords in the world, in the ten directions, expounding this
very Perfection of Wisdom to bodhisattvas, mahasattvas. And those
Tathagatas applauded him and comforted[?] him ... Then, when those
Tathagatas had consoled the bodhisattva, mahasattva Sadaprarudita,
they disappeared. That son of good family emerged from those samiidhis, and when he had emerged he thought: 'Where did those Tathagatas
come from, and where have they gone?'
[A!fta, pp. 243~244]
This is the question with which Sadaprarudita finally comes to his appointed
master, the bodhisattva Dharmodgata:
so 'haf!l tviif!l kulaputra prcchiimi kutas te tathiigatii iigatii/:t kutra te
tathiigatii gatii iti I desaya me kulaputra te!}iif!l tathiigatiiniim iigamanaf!l
gamanaf!l ca I yathii vayaf!l te!}iif!l tathiigatiiniim iigamanam gamanaftl
ca jiinlma avirahitiis ca bhavema tathiigatadarsaneneti II
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I ask you, son of good family: 'Where did those Tathiigatas come from,
and where have those Tathiigatas gone?' Son of good family, explain to
me the coming and going of those Tathagatas, so that we may know the
coming and going of those Tathiigatas, and become those who are not
deprived of the vision of the Tathiigatas.
[A~ta, p. 252]
Dharmodgata's response to this query, beginning with the words: na khalu ...
tathiigatiil; kutascid iigacchanti vii gacchanti vii ('The Tathiigatas indeed do not
come from anywhere, nor do they go anywhere.'), constitutes his first discourse
on the Dharma, and strikes many echoes in the Pratyutpanna-sutra with its
description of the appearance of the Tathiigatas as being equivalent to a dream
(see A~ta, pp. 253 ff.). However, the fact that in this context samiidhi provides
the framework within which one sees the Buddhas becomes even more interesting when we consider the earliest Chinese translations of the A~ta, for they preserve quite a different version of the story of Sadiiprarudita. 14 Lokaksema's
translation of the A~ta, the Tao-hsing pan-jo ching (T. 224; Vol. 8, p.
472a18 ff.), omits the long list of samiidhis found in the Sanskrit text and
replaces them with a single samiidhi, the Chien shihjang chujo san-mei, viz.
the 'Samiidhi of the Vision of the Buddhas of the Ten Directions.' In a similar
fashion, the second Chinese translation of the A~ta, the Ta-ming-tu ching (T.
225), attributed to Chih Ch'ien, 15 has Chien shih-fangfo ting, the 'Samiidhi of
the Vision of the Buddhas of the Ten Directions' (T. Vol. 8, p. 504c6). These
titles occur several times in both translations so there can be no doubt that a specific samiidhi is being referred to in this early version of the A~ta. Now, we have
no way of knowing whether or not that samiidhi can be equated with the pratyutpanna-samiidhi; what is important for our purposes is that, given the production
at some time of the Pratyutpanna-sutra, we are liable to regard the experience of
the vision of the Buddhas of the ten directions less as a mere dramatic property
in the development of the Sadiiprarudita story and more as a specific experience
on the path to the Perfection of Wisdom and awakening, an experience which
the author of that tale saw as being worthy of elucidation in terms of the doctrine
ofSiinyatii, hence its being made the subject ofDharmodgata's sermon.
We have already cited the passage (3F) in which Amitiiyus defines Buddhiinusmrti, but we omitted an important part from it. After describing the various
items to be brought to mind, Amitayus continues:
[gmi de biin gsegs pa yid Ia byed pa ste] ... de de biin gsegs pa rlom
sems su mi byed I mi dmigs I mfwn par mi chags I yari dag par mi ses I
mi rtog I rnam par mi rtog I yari dag par rjes su mi mthori ste I gari de
!tar de biin gsegs pa mi dmigs par yid Ia byed pas stan pa iiid kyi tin rie
'dzin thob pa de ni saris rgyas rjes su dran pa ies bya ste I

[Whoever concentrates on the Tathiigata] ... and yet does not think
erroneously about [manyate], does not apprehend [upalabhate], does
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not fixate on [abhinivisate], does not cognise [saiJl}aml"ti], does not
imagine [kalpati], does not discriminate [vikalpayati], and does not
review [samanupasyati] the Tathagata- he who obtains the samadhi of
Emptiness by thus concentrating on the Tathagata without apprehending him, he is known as one who calls to mind the Buddha.
[3F; PE 105-4-2 to 4]
The Sanskrit verbs 16 in this passage, tuned to a fine range of philosophical subleties in the face of which English is plainly inadequate, convey unmistakably
the idea that the vision of the Tathagata is not to be thought of as the experience
of a real entity. The Pratyutpanna-siitra repeatedly inveighs against this false
notion of a substance, or of an objectively existing entity (bhavasaiJl)iia), that is,
something which could 'come' or 'go', counselling instead the cultivation of the
notion of empty space (akasa-saiJl)iia) with regard to the Tathagatas seen in
samiidhiY The most common term in this respect is the Tibetan dmigs pa, 'to
fancy', 'to imagine', for Sanskrit upalabhate and related nominal forms like
upalambha, upalabdhi. Referring primarily to the act of grasping or obtaining,
the significance of upalambha as a mental function is only imperfectly rendered
by 'apprehension'. Conze (1967) also gives 'apprehension of a basis', 'taking as
a basis' (pp. 131-132, 35-36). This difficult term, common in the
Prajfi.aparamita literature, refers then to that mode of cognition which views its
objects as existing in themselves; to have such notions about those objects is
tantamount to being attached to them. The Pratyutpanna-siitra emphasises again
and again that such 'apprehensions' of the Tathagatas seen in samadhi constitute
a grave error, and in making this point it produces several interesting passages
concerning the nature of all dharmas; some of the Tibetan defies attempts to
understand it, but the general drift is quite clear.
bzan skyon I de biin gsegs pa dgra beam pa yan dag par rdzogs pa 'i
sans rgyas rnams dan I byan chub sems dpa ' sems dpa ' chen po phyir
mi !dog pa rnams dan I iian thos Ius mnon sum du byed pa rnams ma
gtogs par tin lie 'dzin 'di Ia su iig mnon par dad par 'gyur II bzan
skyon I de ci 'i phyir ie na Ida Itar gyi sans rgyas mnon sum du biugs
pa 'i byan chub sems dpa 'i tin lie 'dzin 'di Ia byis pa so so 'i skye bo
thams cad kyis ni 'khrul to II bzan skyon I de ci 'i phyir ie na I chos de
dag iiid yid Ia bya I chos de dag iiid blta bar bya I sans rgyas beam
!dan 'das dag kyan yid Ia bya I de biin gsegs pa rnams kyan blta bar
bya I chos kyan miian par bya ste I mnon par ien par ni mi bya 'a II
bzan skyon I de ci 'i phyir ie na I chos 'di dag thams cad ni ran biin
gyis stan pa II ran biin gyis yons su dag paste I thog ma iiid nas iie bar
ii ba 'a II bzan skyon II chos 'di dag thams cad ni dmigs pa 'i dban du
gyur pas dmigs su med pa 'a II chos 'di dag thams cad ni yid Ia bya ba
de iiid kyis dben pa 'a II chos 'di dag thams cad ni ran biin gyis dmigs
su med pas gzun du med pa 'a II chos 'di dag thams cad ni nam mkha'
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dan 'dra bas mi chags pa 'a II chos 'di dag thams cad ni bdag dan sems
can gyi 'du ses dan bra! ba 'i phyir sin tu rnam par dag pa 'a II chos 'di
dag thams cad ni rgyu 'i dban las gyur pas non mons pa med pa 'a II
chos 'di dag thams cad ni srog dan gan zag mi dmigs pa 'i phyir bgran
du med pa 'a II chos 'di dag thams cad ni ran biin gyis 'ad gsa! bas
mya nan las 'das pa dan miiam pa 'a II chos 'di dag thams cad ni dnos
po mi dmigs pa 'i phyir iie bar gyur pa 'a II

Bhadrapala, who will have faith in this samiidhi apart from Tathagatas,
Arhats, Samyaksarnbuddhas, irreversible [avaivartika] bodhisattvas,
mahasattvas, and those who manifest the bodies of Sravakas? That is
because, Bhadrapala, all foolish common people [prthagjana] are mistaken with regard to this Pratyutpanna-buddha-sarrzmukhiivasthitabodhisattva-samiidhi. That is because, Bhadrapala, although one should
concentrate on those very dharmas and see those very dharmas, and
should also concentrate on the Buddhas, Lords and see the Tathagatas,
and hear the Dharma as well, one should not become attached.
That is because, Bhadrapala, all these dharmas are empty by nature
[svabhiivena siinya], pure [parisuddha] by nature, and pacified from the
very beginning [iidyupasiinta]. Bhadrapala, all these dharmas cannot be
apprehended [anupalambha] because they are subject to [?] apprehension [upalambha]. All these dharmas are isolated [vivikta] by the very
act of concentration [manasikiira]. All these dharmas are ungraspable
[agriihya] because by nature they cannot be apprehended. All these
dharmas are without attachment [asanga] because they resemble space.
All these dharmas are utterly pure [suvisuddha] because they are
devoid of notions [sa1!1;'iiii] of 'self' [iitman] and 'being' [sattva]. All of
these dharmas are undefiled [nibklesa] because they are not subject [?]
to causes [hetu]. All these dharmas are incalculable [asarrzkhyeya]
because there is no apprehension of 'life'. lfivita] or 'person'
[pudgala]. All these dharmas are equivalent to Nirval)a because they
are by nature luminous. All these dharmas are near because there is no
apprehension of substance [bhiiva].
[15K,L; PE 118-2--4 to 3-3]
... byan chub sems dpa' sems dpa ' chen po Ius Ia Ius kyi rjes su Ita iin
gnas te I Ius dan !dan pa 'i rnam par rtog pa ni rnam parmi rtog I tshor
ba dan I sems dan I chos Ia chos kyi rjes su Ita iin gnas te I chos dan
!dan pa 'irnam par rtog pa ni rnam par mi rtog na I chos thams cad mi
dmigs par 'gyur ro II chos thams cad mi dmigs pa de mi rtog I rnam
parmi rtog go II bzan skyon I gan mi rtog I rnam parmi rtog pa de ni
chos gan yan mi mthon no II bzan skyon I gan Ia chos, gan ymi mi
mthon ba de ni sgrib pa med pa 'i ye ses ses bya 'a II bzan skyon I gan
sgrib pa med pa 'i yeses de ni I bzati skyon I tin tie 'dzin ces bya 'a II
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bzan skyon I byan chub sems dpa 'gail tin ne 'dzin 'di dan !dan pa de ni
sans rgyas tshad med grans med pa rnams mthon no II dam pa 'i chos
kyan thos so II

... if with regard to the body a bodhisattva mahasattva abides in the contemplation of the body, yet does not entertain the false discrimination
[vikalpaf!l vikalpayati] connected with the body; if, with regard to sensation [vedana], thought [citta], and dharmas, he abides in the contemplation of dharmas, yet does not entertain the false discrimination connected
with dharmas, then he does not apprehend all dharmas. He who does not
apprehend all dharmas does not imagine [kalpayati] or falsely discriminate [vikalpayati] anything. Bhadrapala, he who does not imagine or
falsely discriminate anything does not see any dharmas. Bhadrapala, that
not seeing any dharmas is known as unobstructed knowledge. Bhadrapala, that unobstructed knowledge is known as samiidhi.
Bhadrapala, the bodhisattva who possesses this samiidhi sees innumerable, incalculable Buddhas, and he hears the True Dharma.
[188; PE 121-3-1 to 4]
... gal te byan chub sems dpa' chos kyi 'du ses 'jug na I de iiid de 'i
dmigs par Ita bar 'gyur ro II de iiid yod par Ita ba dan I bdag tu Ita ba
dan I sems can du Ita ba dan I srog tu Ita ba dan I gail zag tu Ita bar
'gyur ro II de iiid phun par Ita ba dan I khams su Ita ba dan I skye
mched du Ita ba dan I mtshan mar Ita ba dan I dnos por Ita ba dan I
rgyur Ita ba dan I rkyen du Ita ba dan I dmigs pa 'dzin par 'gyur ro II

... if the bodhisattva adopts the notion of 'dharma', that leads to the
(false) view of the apprehension of a basis [upalambha-dr!iti] for him.
That leads to the view of 'existence', the view of 'self, the view of
'being', the view of 'life', and the view of 'person'. That leads to the
view of aggregates [skandha], the view of elements [dhiitu], the view of
sense-fields [iiyatana], the view of signs [nimitta], the view of substance [bhiiva], the view of causes [hetu], the view of conditions
[pratyaya ], and to holding to the apprehension of a basis.
[18D; PE 121-3-8 to 4-2]
... chos thams cad ni ran biin gyis stan pa dan I chos thams cad ni
mtshan rna med pa I mi gzun ba I gzun ba med par byan chub sems
dpas mthon ste I de dag chos thams cad mi dmigs so II rlom sems su mi
byed do II mi mthon no II

... bodhisattvas see all dharmas as empty by nature, as signless [animitta] by nature, as ungrasped and ungraspable, so they do not apprehend, think falsely of [manyate], or see all dharmas.
[18E; PE 121-4-2 to 3]
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bzan skyon I 'di Ita ste dper na nam mkha 'gzugs med pa I bstan du med
pa I gnas pa med pa I sin tu mam par dag pa I non mons pa med pa de
biin du byan chub sems depas chos thams cad la blta ste I 'dus byas dan
'dus rna byas kyi chos rnams lade 'i mig thogs pa med par 'gyur ro II
byan chub sems dpa' mig thogs pa med pa de la chos mams mnon
sum du 'gyur te I de yid la byas na I de biin gsegs pa dgra beam pa yan
dag par rdzogs pa 'i sans rgyas mthon no II
Bhadrapala, just as, for example, space is formless, incommunicable,
unlocalised [aniketa ], utterly pure, and undefiled, so the bodhisattva
regards all dharmas, and with regard to dharmas conditioned and unconditioned [Sai'Jlskrtiisart~skrtadharma] his eye becomes unobstructed.
To the unobstructed eye of the bodhisattva dharmas are manifested,
and if he concentrates, he sees ... the Tathagatas, Arhats, Samyaksarpbuddhas.
[18F; PE 121--4-7 to 5-5]
The resemblance in tone and content of these passages to much of the Prajfiaparamita literature should by now be obvious, and we must regard as adequately
demonstrated the thesis that the Pratyutpanna-siitra embodies, inter alia, an
interpretation of the buddhiinusmrti experience which has certain affinities with
the Prajfiaparamita.
Furthermore, it is clear that this interpretation involves a criticism, sometimes
stated explicitly but more frequently implied, of other practitioners of buddhiinusmrti who, in view of the author of the Pratyutpanna-siitra, were performing it incorrectly in terms of both attitude and motive. This criticism is directed
not only at adherents of the Sravakayana and the Pratyekabuddhayana, the
classic objects of disparagement and admonition in Mahayana siitras: it is aimed
at followers of the Mahayana as well.
We have already noted that the repeated references to Amitayus in the
Pratyutpanna-siitra imply the existence of a well-developed cult of that Buddha.
It can be maintained, I believe, that some of the followers of that cult could have
been the 'bodhisattva-bhi/cyus' singled out by our author for gentle reproof. It is
not beyond the bounds of possibility that he himself was both a proponent of
Siinyata and at the same time a devotee of Amitabha - there is no reason why
this double affiliation should be thought of as contradictory, nor would it prevent
him taking to task those of his fellow Mahayanists who were, in his opinion,
falling short of the ultimate truth in their veneration of Amitabha.
The targets of his criticism, errors of attitude (the apprehension of a basis, a
materialist view of the buddhiinusmrti experience and a refusal to apply the doctrine of Siinyata to it) and errors of intent (desire for material gain and fortunate
rebirth), are so clearly mirrored in the Sukhiivativyiiha that we would be hard put
to it to deny some sort of connection between that work and the Pratyutpannasiitra. The Sukhiivativyiiha 18 pays not the slightest attention to the doctrines of
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the Praji'iaparamita: the very word siinyatii occurs only twice, and then only in
stereotyped contexts (pp. 24, 36). Further, the encounter with Amitabha is
depicted as an actual event, taking place (necessarily) at the hour of death and
followed by rebirth in Sukhavatl; at one point, in fact, this encounter is contrasted with the appearance of an apparitional or phantom Buddha (buddhanirmita; see pp. 42-43). Amitabha's appearance to the dying man is contingent
upon the faithful performance of anusmrti, but it is not produced by that act, i.e.,
the performance of anusmrti is merely a prerequisite, not the cause, of that manifestation. All this is at odds with the Pratyutpanna-siitra, in which encounters
with Buddhas of the present are products of mind, and may thus occur at any
time. There is no need to possess the divine eye, the divine ear, or magical
powers, since all that is necessary to see the Buddhas of the present is the
'mind's eye' (cf. Sukh. pp. 11-12, vows 5, 7 and 8).
In addition, although the Sukh, makes frequent mention of the ultimate
goal of supreme and perfect awakening, the immediate objective it holds out
to the faithful is undoubtedly rebirth in the paradise of Sukhavatl and the
enjoyment of its sensual and spiritual pleasures, so lavishly described throughout the sutra. To suggest that this is not so is to do violence to the work as a
whole. In the Pratyutpanna-siitra rebirth in Sukhavatl is mentioned only once,
and rather incidentally, in that passage (3E, F) in which the bodhisattva sees
Amitayus and asks him how one is reborn in his world. Amitayus replies that
this can be achieved through the practice of buddhiinusmrti; his subsequent
description of that practice we have quoted above. Elsewhere, however, the
desire for fortunate rebirth is criticised as being immoral; the goal of the good
bodhisattva is nothing short of Buddhahood and the salvation of his fellowbeings.
From these indications I believe we are justified in concluding that not only
do the Sukhiivatzvyiiha and the Pratyutpanna-siitra represent substantially different approaches to the idea of buddhiinusmrti and buddha-darsana, but also
certain criticisms in the latter presuppose the existence and currency of the
former.

7. Hearing the dharma
The Pratyutpanna-siitra claims for the samiidhi it expounds a special function,
one that we have not yet touched upon. Doubtless one performs the samiidhi to
see the Buddhas of the present; but why in the first place does one wish to see
the Buddhas? There are two reasons. The first is worship, or piijii, regarded as a
merit-producing activity; the second reason is that of hearing the Dharma
expounded by the Buddhas (see e.g. 3C, quoted above).
Sruti ('learning') or biihusrutya ('great learning') is not regarded as a particularly important quality in Mahayana texts, although they often make a point of
criticising it when it is unaccompanied by moral integrity. 19 Sruti means primarily 'hearing', and originally designated the knowledge acquired through oral
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transmission and memorisation within the teacher-pupil relationship. In a Buddhist context it refers particularly to the hearing and memorisation of the
Buddha's word in the form of the Dharma (i.e. the Sutras) and the Vinaya. The
Pratyutpanna-siitra is interesting in that it accords biihusrutya particular importance. In Chapter One, when Bhadrapala first questions the Buddha about the
samiidhi, he enumerates a long list of desirable qualities that such a samiidhi
might engender; the first of these is thos pa rgya mtsho 'dra ba dan I thos pa
bsags pa, 'having learning similar to the ocean, having an accumulation of
learning' [IK; PE 102-2-1]. This is echoed in the Buddha's reply: he describes
the pratyutpanna-samiidhi as man du thos pa sfwn du 'gro ba 'i chos rnams yons
su rdzogs par 'gyur, 'leading to the achievement of the qualities [dharma], the
first of which is great learning [biihusrutya-piirvaf(lgama ]' [2C;PE I 04-1-2 to
3]. Later the samiidhi is defined, inter alia, as thos pa 'i rigs, 'the lineage [gotra?
vaf(lsa?] of learning', thos pa rgya mtsho Ita bu, 'oceanic learning', thos pa
bsags pa, 'an accumulation of learning', and thos pa 'i gii, 'the basis oflearning'
[15H; PE 118-1-3].
Chapter Twenty-three opens with an enumeration of four 'rejoicings' (Tib.
rjes su yi ran ba; Skt. anumodanii) of which the bodhisattva should make a
formal utterance. They all follow much the same pattern, the second, for
example, running as follows:
.. . ji !tar ma byon pa 'i de biin gsegs pa dgra beam pa yan dag par
rdzogs pa 'i sans rgyas de dag byan chub sems dpa 'i spyad pa spyod
par 'gyur ba na tin ne 'dzin 'di gsan nas tun mnos te I bla na med pa
yan dag par rdzogs pa 'i byan chub kyi ched du man du thos pa thob
par bya ba dan I man du thos pa yons su rdzogs par bya ba 'i phyir rjes
su yi ran bar 'gyur ba de biin du bdag kyan rjes su yi ran no II

... as the Tathagatas, Arhats, Samyaksarpbuddhas of the future, when
they pursue the bodhisattva-course, shall on hearing and being taught
this samiidhi rejoice at obtaining great learning and at fulfilling great
learning for the sake of supreme and perfect awakening, so I too
rejoice.
[23B; PE 124-5-6 to 8]
The Chinese of T.416 reveals a slightly different temporal succession:
As all future Tathagatas, Arhats, Samyaksarpbuddhas, when they
pursue the bodhisativa-course, shall through rejoicing obtain this
samiidhi, through this samiidhi achieve great learning, and through
great learning quickly realise anuttara-samyaksaf(lbodhi, so shall I too
today; I shall obtain this samiidhi through rejoicing, shall seek great
learning through reliance on the samiidhi, and shall, through great
learning, quickly realise that supreme bodhi.
[T. Vol. 13, p. 894b6--ll]
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In the Pratyutpanna-siitra the bodhisattva becomes bahusruta, 'greatly learned'
because he hears the preaching of the Buddhas while under the influence of the
samiidhi. Repeatedly the sutra enjoins him to accept what he so hears, to retain it
and memorise it, and then, after emerging from the samiidhi, to put it into practice himself as well as expounding it to others. But what in fact is the bodhisattva supposed to hear? Implicitly, sutras or discourses which accord with the
Mahayana, which are on one occasion referred to as 'dharmas hitherto unheard'
(Tib, siwn rna thos pa 'i chos rnams; Skt. asrutapiirvadharma).
The Sanskrit fragment of the Pratyutpanna-siitra fortunately preserves for us
the sutra's clearest utterance on this point: 20

buddhiipi bhagavan ta tasya bodhisatvasyiintamasab supiniintaragatasyiipi mukhadarsanaiJl niimapariklrttana ca karonti buddhadharmiiiJl
ciisya sriivayanti tasya bodhisatvasya punar aparam grhapate tasya
bodhisatvasya anuddi:stiippratilabdhii dharmasabdhii [Thomas: -sabda]
srotriivabhiisam iigacchanti ppratilabhati ca sa bodhisa sya [Thomas:
bodhisatvas tasya] samiidher anubhiivena tiiiJl dharmiiiJl sn:wti.
The Buddhas, Lords also show their faces and proclaim their names 21 to
that bodhisattva even in his dreams, and cause that bodhisattva to hear
the Dharmas of the Buddhas. Further, 0 householder [i.e. Bhadrapala],
undeclared, unobtained words of the Dharma come within the range of
hearing of that bodhisattva, and he acquires them; by the power of that
samiidhi that bodhisattva hears those dharmas.
What we have here is in all probability a justification in advance (if not also retrospectively) for the sudden appearance of Mahayana sutras, i.e. 'dharmas hitherto unheard'. 22 However, it is by no means to be regarded as necessarily a
cynical attempt to confer a specious authenticity on the literary confections of
followers of the Mahayana. It involves rather the proposition that meditation is a
legitimate means whereby the eternal Buddha-principle may continue to reveal
religious truths to those fit to receive them, and thus it throws an interesting light
on the composition of Mahayana sutras in general. It is no doubt in this sense,
that of a channel of inspiration and revelation, that the author of the Pratyutpanna-siitra advocated the inclusion of the pratyutpanna-samiidhi amongst the
religious practices of Mahayana Buddhism.

8. Conclusion
The Pratyutpanna-siitra reflects the many-sided nature of the Mahayana movement. Although it is regarded as an early sutra itself, we have seen that the ideas
it advances themselves presuppose the prior existence, in some form or another,
of the Sukhiivatlvyiiha and the early Prajfiaparamitii sutras. In its interpretation of
a 'Mahayana-ised' form of buddhiinusmrti in terms of the doctrine of Slinyata it
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reveals tensions within the Mahayana, and within Buddhism in general, which
stem not from differences of practice so much as from differences of attitude and
approach. It is well known that there is a core of practices common to all forms of
Buddhism; Chinese pilgrims in India frequently noted the peaceful co-existence
of Hinayana and Mahayana monks within the same institutions. What differences
there were between these two main divisions of Buddhism must originally have
been largely a matter of interpretation and motivation, not of outward form.
It is such differences that the Pratyutpanna-siitra seeks to resolve by
propounding the same fundamental attitude - that of Emptiness and nonapprehension -to all phenomena of experience.
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The present paper is based on work towards a critical edition and English translation
of the Tibetan text of the Pratyutpanna-buddha-saf!!mukhiivasthita-samiidhi-sutra. To
the best of my knowledge this Mahayana siltra has not yet been translated into, or
treated at length in any European language; however, Japanese scholars have devoted
some attention to it. Many of the ideas explored here were proposed and discussed by
Akanuma Chizen in Chapter Three of his Bukkyo-kyoten shi ron (Nagoya, 1939), pp.
388--422, entitled 'Sho-sammai-kyoten, toku ni Hanjuzammaikyo (Pratyutpannasamiidhi-sutra) ni tsuite', an article which remains one of the most perspicacious to
be written in Japanese on this particular text. In addressing myself to the same themes
as Akanuma, I hope to pay tribute to his scholarship. I should also like here to
acknowledge a debt of gratitude to my colleague at A.N.U., Mr. Greg Schopen, for
the generosity with which he has shared many stimulating ideas.
See e.g. J. W. de Jong, 'Les Siitrapitaka des Sarvastivadin et des Millasarvastivadin',
Melanges d 'indianisme a la memo ire de Louis Renou (Paris, 1968), pp. 395--402.
See Hobogirin, s.v. Butsuzo.
With the possible exception of references to the Buddha Ak~obhya and his buddhaksetra Abhirati. The relation of Ak~obhya to the Pp. tradition has still to be clarified.
See however E. Conze, 'The Composition of the Ai!tasiihasrikii prajii.iipiiramitii ·,
BSOAS 14, 1952, pp. 251-262.
The Pratyutpanna-sutra (as distinct from the pratyutpanna-samiidhi) is not quoted or
mentioned in any of the major siltra-digests or sastras which survive in Sanskrit or
Tibetan, e.g. the Silcyiisamuccaya. References to it are found in several Chinese works
of doubtful status, ascribed to Indian authors; see e.g. Chapter Twenty of the Shih-chu
p 'i-p 'o-sha lun (Skr. Dasabhumika-vibhii$ii), attributed to Nagarjuna (Taisho 1521,
Vol. 26, p. 68c.)
Edited by F. W. Thomas and published as the 'Bhadrapala Siltra' in A. F. Rudolf
Hoemle, ed. Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature (Oxford, 1916), pp. 88-93,
see also Addenda, pp. 410--411. This fragment corresponds to the latter part of
Chapter Fourteen (14 E-J) in the Tibetan.
Peking Edition of the Tibetan Tripitaka, Vol. 32, No. 801. All references to the
Pratyutpanna-sutra in this paper are to chapter and section of my critical edition of the
Tibetan text from the Derge, Narthang, Peking, and Lhasa editions of the Tibetan
canon; this edition is due to be published by the Reiyiikai, Tokyo, sometime in 1978.
For the convenience of the reader, Peking Edition (PE) references are given as well.
See Ch'u san-tsangchi chi II (Taisho 2145, Vol. 55), p. 6b.
Bhadrapala, a householder-bodhisattva of Rajagrha, is the principal interlocutor of the
Pratyutpanna-sutra, hence the titles of Taisho 419 and 416.
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I 0 Cf. the Smaller Sukhiivatlvyiiha: asti ... pascime digbhiige [Read: digbhiiga] ito buddhak.$etral'fl [Read: buddhak.$etriit] koti~'atasahasral'fl buddhak.$etriil)iim atikramya
sukhiivatl niima lokadhiitul; I tatra amitiiyur niima tathiigato 'rhan samyaksal'flhuddha etarhi ti:)(hati dhriyate yiipayati dharmal'fl ca desayati I
II Or 'mind'. Cf. Dasabhiimikasiitra (ed. J. Rahder, 1926}, p. 49: cittamiitram idal'fl yad
idal'fl traidhiitukam. For a discussion of the historical significance of this statement.
see L. Schmithausen, 'Spirituelle Praxis und Philosophische Theorie in Buddhismus',
(Zeit-schrift fiir Missionswissenschaft und Religionswissenschaft, Heft 3, 1973, pp.
161-186)pp. 175-176.
12 All references to the A~'(a will be to P. L. Vaidya's edition, A!i{asiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii (Buddhist Sanskrit Texts, No.4}, Mithila Institute, Darbhanga, 1960.
13 See Conze ( 1952}, pp. 252-253; Y. Kajiyama, Hannya-kyi5 (Tokyo, 1976}, pp. 76-82.
14 Thoroughly treated by L. R. Lancaster in An Analysis ol the A!itasiihasrikiiprajiiiipiiramitiisiitrafrom the Chinese Translations, unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1968, pp. 199-309.
15 But see Lancaster, 'The Chinese Translation of the A!itasiihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitiisiitra Attributed to Chih Ch'ien', Monumenta Serica, Vol. XXVIII, 1969, pp.
246-257.
16 All such reconstructions from the Tibetan are subject to a lesser or greater degree of
uncertainty. I have drawn on Lokesh Chandra's Tibetan-Sanskrit Dictionary for
equivalents; at the same time Conze's Materials for a Dictionary of the Prajiiiipiiramitii Literature has been an indispensable adjunct.
17 See e.g. 3H; PE 105-4-7 to 5-5.
18 All references to the Larger Sukhiivafivyiihasiitra are to Ashikaga' s edition, Kyo to,
1965.
19 See the references given in Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary s.v.
bahusruta, biihusrutya. Edgerton's interpretation of this term ('great (excessive)
learning, disparagingly, as something which does not lead to the true goal') is a little
misleading: what is 'disparaged' is the abuse of great learning, or pride in it - not
learning itself: see in particular the Samiidhiriija passage referred to.
20 Cf. Tibetan at 14H, I: PE 116-5-8 to 117-1-4. Since I have not yet had the opportunity to study the MS. myself, I have merely presented a typographically simplified
version of Thomas's reading of the relevant portion (Manuscript Remains, p. 89) with
some of his emendations in brackets.
21 The Sanskrit is ambiguous at this point: the Buddhas may indeed announce themselves to the dreaming bodhisattva, but niimaparikirttana could equally well refer to
their declaring his name; or it might simply mean 'praise'.
22 It should be noted at this point that the Pratyutpanna-siitra justifies its own 'sudden
appearance' in an entirely different fashion. Chapter Thirteen gives the details: forty
years after the Buddha's Parinirval)a the sutra is copied down, placed in a casket, and
buried, eventually to be rediscovered in the 'Last Age' and propagated anew by a faithful core of five hundred Buddhists, led by the eight satpuru:ja ('good men'), i.e. the
householder bodhisattvas of whom Bhadrapala is the foremost. [See 13B; PE 114-4-3
to 5-1; 13K: PE 115--4--6 to 5-1]. The discovery of hitherto unknown texts hidden in
the ground or inside stiipas was of course a common occurrence in Tibet, where such
texts were known as gter mas ('treasures'); according to Kvaeme, 'The Canon of the
Tibetan Bonpos' (IIJ, Vol. XVI, No. I, 1974), pp. 31-38, the first gter mas were discovered in the eleventh century. Here, however, we have a reference to the same sort of
thing some nine centuries earlier, and in India. Without more data it would be difficult
to determine whether this was merely a particularly original and inventive piece of selfauthentication on the part of the author of the Pratyutpanna-siitra, or whether it points
to a well-known process of text-discovery current at the time.
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37
WHO GETS TO RIDE IN THE GREAT
VEHICLE?
Self-image and identity among the followers of
early Mahayana
Paul Harrison
Source: Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies I 0, I ( 1987):

67~89.

As far as most Buddhist scholars nowadays are concerned, the Mahayana was
a movement which originated in India some 300 or 400 years after the death
of Gautama. Building on various doctrinal developments among certain
schools of the so-called Hinayana, notably the Mahasanghikas, it promoted a
new ideal, that of the bodhisattva, or buddha-to-be, as opposed to the older
arhat-ideal. In criticizing the arhat the early Mahayanists are commonly thought
to have been striking a blow against the monastic elitism of the Hinayana; and
their new ideal is supposed to have been developed, in part at least, as a
response to the spiritual needs and concerns of the laity .1 This supposition also
finds expression in the claim that, since the Buddha himself had been idealised
beyond human reach, the bodhisattvas were invented as fitting recipients of the
devotion (bhakti) of the masses, objects of a cult analogous to the cult of the
saints in Christianity. 2 It has also been suggested that the new movement looked
more favourably on the religious aspirations and capabilities of women. All
these factors are cited as reasons for the success the Mahayana enjoyed in establishing itself as a truly popular religion, first in India and subsequently in other
countries.
This paper sets out to examine all these assumptions, and to ask the question
'What did it mean to be a follower of the Mahayana?' In other words, who or
what is a bodhisattva? Are bodhisattvas really exalted beings, 'divine saviors' or
'saints', or are they ordinary mortals? Can laypeople be bodhisattvas? Can
women be bodhisattvas? And whatever the answers to these questions, what
were the consequences of affiliation with the Mahayana for people's sense of
their own religious identity vis-a-vis other Buddhists, and in relation to followers of other religious paths?
These are, of course, wide-ranging questions, and none of them is amenable
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to a simple answer. To reduce the scope of the problem, I propose to confine my
remarks to the early Mahayana, using as sources the first Chinese translations of
Mahayana siitras. This comparatively small body of texts-!! in all-was produced in the second half of the 2nd century C. E., or shortly thereafter, by a small
group of foreign translators working in the Han capital of Luoyang; most of
them are the work of the Indo-Scythian Lokak~ema, active c. 168-189 C.E.
Their value lies in the fact that they are the oldest literary evidence for the
Mahayana, and preserve the earliest phase of that movement frozen, as it were,
in an archaic semi-vernacular Chinese; later translations and the Sanskrit texts
themselves can and often do contain later accretions, which reduce their value as
historical evidence, at least as far as the early period is concerned. The 11 translations themselves have been described at length elsewhere 3; here they need only
be listed with a few essential details:
1. AsPP

T.224 4 , Daoxing banruo jing"
Astasiihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitii-siitra
Translated by Lokak~ema and Zhu Foshuo, 179 C.E.

There are six other Chinese translations, and one Tibetan translation, the
'Phags-pa shes-rab-kyi pha-rol-tu phyin-pa brgyad-stong-pa. The Sanskrit text
is extant, and has been rendered into English by E. Conze: The Perfection of
Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines and its Verse Summary (1st ed., Asiatic
Society of Calcutta, Calcutta, 1958; reprinted, with corrections, Four Seasons
Foundation, Bolinas, Cal., 1975). For full bibliographical details of this key text
in its many versions, see E. Conze, The Prajiiiipiiramitii Literature (2nd ed., The
Reiyukai, Tokyo, 1978), pp. 46-50.
2. PraS

T.418, Banzhou sanmeijingb
Pratyutpanna-buddha-sa1Jlmukhiivasthita-samiidhi-siitra
Translated by Lokak~ema, Zhu Foshuo et a!., 179 C.E.,
subsequently revised, probably by members of Lokak~ema's school, in 208. Parts of the original version
survive.

There are three other Chinese translations (T.416, T.417, T.419) and one
Tibetan version, the 'Phags-pa da-ltar-gyi sangs-rgyas mngon-sum-du bzhugspa 'i ting-nge- 'dzin ces-bya-ba theg-pa chen-po 'i mdo, for a critical edition of
which see P. Harrison, The Tibetan Text of the Pratyutpanna-BuddhaSa1Jlmukhiivasthita-Samiidhi-Siitra (Studia Philologica Buddhica, Monograph
Series, I) (The Reiyukai Library, Tokyo, 1978). The Sanskrit text is lost, except
for one small fragment, published as the "Bhadrapala Sutra" in A.F. Rudolf
Hoernle, ed., Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature (Oxford, 1916), pp.
88-93, 410-411. An English translation and study of this text is currently being
prepared by the author, and a translation ofT.418 itself is in press.
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3. 3DKP

T.624, Dun zhentuoluo suowen rulai sanmei jingc
Druma-kinnarariija-pariprcchii-siitra
Translated by Lokak~ema, c. 168-189 C.E.

There is one other Chinese translation (T.625), and one Tibetan version, entitled
'Phags-pa mi- 'am-ci 'i rgyal-po sdong-pos zhus-pa zhes-bya-ba theg-pa chenpo 'i mdo. The Sanskrit text has been lost.

4.AJKV

T.626, Azheshi wangjinft
Ajiitasatru-kaukrtya-vinodanii-siitra
Translated by Lokak~ema, c. 168-189 C.E.

There are three other Chinese translations (T.627, T.628, T.629), and one
Tibetan version, the 'Phags-pa ma-skyes-dgra 'i 'gyod-pa bsal-ba zhes-bya-ba
theg-pa chen-po 'i mdo. The Sanskrit text is not extant.
5. TSC

T.280, Doushajing"
part of the Avataf!lsaka-siitra
Translated by Lokak~ema, c. 168-189 C.E.

There are two other Chinese versions (T.278, T.279), and one Tibetan version,
the Sangs-rgyas phal-po-che zhes-bya-ba shin-tu rgyas-pa chen-po 'i mdo. The
material corresponding to the TSC occurs in Chap. XII (Sangs-rgyas-kyi mtshan
shin-tu bstan-pa) and Chap. XIV (De-bzhin gshegs-pa 'i 'od-zer-las rnam-par
sangs-rgyas-pa). For a partial English translation of this text see Thomas Cleary,
trans!., The Flower Ornament Scripture: A Translation of the AvatalJlsaka Siitra,
Vol. I (Shambhala, Boulder, 1984).

6.LAN

T.807, Neizang baibao jing
Lokiinuvartana-siitra
Translated by Lokak~ema, c. 168-189 C.E.

No other Chinese versions survive, but there is one Tibetan version, the 'Phagspa 'jig-rten-gyi rjes-su 'thun-par 'jug-pa zhes-bya-ba theg-pa chen-po 'i mdo.
The complete Sanskrit text is lost, but a substantial number of verses from it
appear it the Mahiivastu and the Prasannapadii, for which see P. Harrison,
"Sanskrit Fragments of a Lokottaravadin Tradition" in L.A. Hercus et a!., eds.,
Indological and Buddhist Studies: Volume in Honour of Professor J. W de Jong
on his Sixtieth Birthday (Faculty of Asian Studies, Canberra, 1982), pp.
211-234.
7. WWP

T.458, Wenshushili wen pusa shujin[f
Sanskrit title unknown
Translated by Lokakr;;ema, c. 168-189 C.E.
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There are no other versions; the Sanskrit text is lost.
8.KP

T.350, Yiri monibao jinf!
Kasyapa-parivarta
Translated by Lokaksema, c. 168-189 C.E.

For a German rendering of Lokaksema's version, see F. Weller, "Kasyapaparivarta nach der Han-Fassung verdeutscht", Buddhist Yearly 1968/69 (Halle,
1970), pp. 57-221.
There are four other Chinese versions: T.351 (F. Weller, "Kasyapaparivarta
nach der Djin-Fassung verdeutscht", Mitteilungen des Instituts fur Orientforschung, XII (1966), pp. 379--462), T.310, No. 43 (F. Weller, "Kasyapaparivarta nach der Tjin-Dbersetzung verdeutscht", Wissenschaftliche Zeitschr!ft der
Karl-Marx-Universitiit Leipzig, XIII (1964), Heft 4, pp. 771-804), T.659 (Chap.
VII), and T.352 (F. Weller, "Die Sung-Fassung des Kasyapaparivarta", Manumenta Serica, XXV (1966), pp. 207-361 ).
The Tibetan version, the 'Od-srung-gi le 'u, appears with four Chinese versions
in the well-known edition of the Sanskrit text by A. von Stael-Holstein, The Karyapaparivarta, A Mahiiyanasiitra of the Ratnakiita Class (Shanghai, 1926; reprinted,
Meicho-FukyU-Kai, Tokyo, 1977); see also J.W. de Jong, "Sanskrit Fragments of
the Kasyapaparivarta" in Beitriige zur Indienforschung Ernst Waldschmidt zum 80.
Geburtstag gewidmet (Museum fur Indische Kunst, Berlin, 1977), pp. 247-255.
There are a number of modem-language translations of this important text: F.
Weller, Zum Kaiyapaparivarta, Heft 2, Verdeutschung des sanskrit-tibetischen
Textes (Abhandlungen der siichsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu
Leipzig, Philologisch-historische Klasse, Band 57, Heft 3) (Berlin, 1965);
Bhikkhu Pasadika, "The Dharma-Discourse of the Great Collection of Jewels,
The Kasyapa Section", published serially in Linh Son publication d'etudes
bouddhologiques, I-IX (1977-79); Garma C.C. Chang, ed., A Treasury of
Mahayana Siitras: Selections from the Maharatnakiita Siitra (Pennsylvania State
University Press, University Park, Penn., 1983), pp. 387--414; Nagao Gadjin and
Sakurabe Hajime, "Kasho-hon", in Daijo butten, Vol. IX (Chuokoronsha,
Tokyo, 1974),pp. 5-124.
9.AkTV

T.313, Achufo guo jingi
Alcyobhya-tathagatasya-vyiiha-siitra
Attributed to Lokaksema, but probably the work of one of
his contemporaries or of later members of his school.

Although the Sanskrit text has been lost, we still possess one other Chinese
version (T .31 0, No. 6) and one Tibetan version, the 'Phags-pa de-bzhin-gshegspa mi- 'khrugs-pa 'i bkod-pa zhes-bya-ba theg-pa chen-po 'i mdo. For full bibliographical details, see Buddhist Text Information, 40--41 (June & Sept. 1984).
A partial French translation has been published by J. Dantinne: La Splendeur de
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I 'Jnebranlable (Aicyobhyavyiiha), Tome I (Universite Catholique de Louvain,
Institut Orientaliste, Louvain-la-Neuve, 1983), while an English translation
(with omissions) based on the Chinese text (T .31 0,6) may be found in Garma
C.C. Chang, ed., op. cit., pp. 315-338.

10. CGD

T.630, Chengju guangming dingyi jingJ
Sanskrit title unknown.
Attributed to Zhi Yao, active late 2nd century.

There are no other versions; the Sanskrit text is lost.
11. UP

T.322, Fajingjing"
Ugra (datta)-pariprcchii-siitra
Translated by An Xuan and Yan Fotiao, active c. 180 C.E.

There are two other Chinese versions (T.310, No. 19, and T.323) and one
Tibetan version, the 'Phags-pa drag-shul-can-gyis zhus-pa zhes-bya-ba theg-pa
chen-po 'i mdo, which has been translated into Japanese by Sakurabe Hajime in
Daiji5 butten, Vol. IX (Chuokoronsha, Tokyo, 1974), pp. 231-335.
It should be noted here that the use of these texts for historical research into
Indian Buddhism presents certain problems, although, due to considerations of
space, a full methodological discussion will have to be reserved for a later date.
As translations they are reasonably reliable, but by no means as reliable as their
Tibetan counterparts, against which they need to be checked. Although they
were all produced at roughly the same time and roughly the same place, the original siitras may well have been written at different times, in different places,
and by different hands. Furthermore, those hands were almost certainly those of
literate males, probably monks, which means that the siitras must represent a
limited point of view, albeit an influential one. These problems are all serious, to
be sure, but it can nevertheless be argued that if these texts are used with the
appropriate caution, their evidential value is substantial, especially in view of
the fact that, apart from a small number of inscriptions, 5 we have little else to
assist our enquiries. They certainly contain sufficient data to enable us to arrive
at unequivocal answers to at least some of our questions.
To begin with, how is the Mahayana referred to in these translations? The
term Mahiiyiina itself is found, either transliterated (moheyan 1) or translated
(dadaom, "the Great Way"), but it is surprisingly rare (about 20 occurrences in
all). Not much more frequent is the use of the term "Bodhisattva Way" (oysadaon), which may or may not render bodhisattvayiina or bodhisattvamiirga in
the original Sanskrit (or Indic) text. If we examine those translations for which
the Sanskrit is still extant, we find, e.g., that in Lokak~ema's version of the KP
pusadao occurs several times, twice translating mahiiyiina (KP 3, 118), once
bodhisattva-miirga (KP 12), and once in a periphrastic rendering of udiiriidhimukta as "those who delight in the Bodhisattva Way" (KP 11 ). In the AsPP we
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find it used for du:}kara-ciirikii (428b 18) and bodhisattva-ciirikii (428b20), but
most often, in the expression xing pusadao zhe0 , it renders bodhisattvayiinikiih
pudgalii/:1, "people who are adherents of the Bodhisattvayana" (e.g.
447b3,24-25,465c9-10). When the term is found in other translations it usually
occurs in the phrase xing (or qiu) pusadao zheP, "those who practise (or seek) the
Bodhisattva Way", pointing once again to an original bodhisattvayiinika. The
rarity of the terms mahiiyiina and bodhisattvayiina already invites the conclusion
that at this stage there was no rigid division of the Buddhist Sangha into two
hostile camps to the extent that the modem understanding of the terms
'Mahayana' and 'Hinayana' implies. There was indeed a new spirit abroad: the
authors of our texts are devoted to its promulgation, but there is little evidence
of any urge on their part to enshrine their different point of view in hard and fast
sectarian categories, something to which we shall return later. Rather than speak
of the Mahayana, they chose to address themselves to those substantive issues
which we have come to associate with that movement, i.e. the doctrines of
emptiness (siinyatii), the perfection of wisdom (prajiiiipiiramitii) and the five
other perfections, skill-in-means (upiiyakausalya) and, above all, the career of
the bodhisattva, the aspirant to awakening or buddhahood. It is especially in
their treatment of the bodhisattva that we can see how these early Mahayana
writers conceived of their identity and their place within the Buddhist world.
In these archaic Chinese texts the word bodhisattva is almost always transliterated as pusaq, although the UP uses the translation kaisM ("the revealer")
while the CGD has settled on the rendering mingshis ("the enlightened one"). In
most of our siitras the word occurs prolifically, and is generally neutral with
regard to lay/monastic status and gender. (As far as the latter is concerned, this
is not surprising, since Classical Chinese lacks any kind of inflectional system
for conveying distinctions of gender, number and case; but in the original Sanskrit siitras the word bodhisattva would always have been masculine.) Frequently, however, different types of bodhisattvas are distinguished, the most
common distinction being a twofold one between 'renunciant' or 'monastic'
bodhisattvas, those who have left the household life to devote themselves fulltime to spiritual matters, and 'householder' or 'lay' bodhisattvas, who practise
their religion as full members of society. These two categories are sometimes
further subdivided according to gender to arrive at the "four classes of disciples", i.e. bodhisattvas who are monks, nuns, laymen and laywomen. I propose
to look at the basic twofold lay/monastic division first, and then examine the
male/female one to see what distinction, if any, is made on the basis of gender.
As simple as this approach sounds, it does present difficulties, since the male is
taken as paradigmatic, and is often clearly intended even when the texts are
speaking generally in terms which could apply equally well to men and women.
Before we look at these divisions, however, let us first see what terms are used
to refer to the "four classes of disciples" collectively and individually.
The expression "four classes of disciples" itself (Chinese: sibei dizz" or sibu
diziu) occurs occasionally (e.g. AsPP 467b29,469al8-19; AkTV 757bl5-16;
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CGD 456a2; PraS 915a!O), as does the full enumeration of these classes, i.e.
biqiu biqiuni youposai youpoyi' (= bhik:jus, bhik!iUfJZS, upii.sakas and upii.sikii.s, or
monks, nuns, laymen and laywomen; e.g. PraS 918a8-9; DKP 364al8). 6 These

terms are, of course, of general application, and are frequently used in our texts
without any specific reference to followers of the Mahayana. Often, however,
the connection is explicit, especially in those few passages in which the four
classes are discussed in sequence. The best example of this is Chapter 6 of
Lokak~ema's version of the PraS, which deals in tum with "Bodhisattvas who
forsake desire and become bhik:jus" (pusa qi aiyu zuo biqiuw), "bhik$U1JZS who
are mahii.yii.na-saf{lprasthita" i.e. nuns who have set out in the Mahayana
(biqiuni qiu moheyan-sanbazhix)/ "white-robed bodhisattvas who cultivate the
Way while living at home" (baiyi pusa jujia xiudaoY) and "upii.sikii.s who
are mahii.yii.na-saf{lprasthita" (youpoyi qiu moheyan-sanbazhiz) (PraS
909bl2-910c29). We also find the expressions bhik:ju-bodhisattva or bodhisattva-bhik:ju, i.e. biqiu pusaaa (e.g. PraS 909b24,26-27; AkTV 752c22; AsPP
46lb23), or, in the more idiosyncratic renderings of the CGD and the UP, kaishi
qujia wei (or xiu) daoab ("the revealer who has left home to pursue the Way":
UP 15c3, 10-11; 19c 1-2) or mingshi chu-eac ("the enlightened one who eliminates evil": CGD 451 b7, 458b 10), in which qujiaad and its equivalents are probably doing service for an original Sanskrit pravrajita, "one who has gone forth".
Often, however, it is simply clear from the context that the text is dealing with
renunciant bodhisattvas, and the same holds true for lay bodhisattvas, who,
when specified, are referred to as zaijiaae or jujiaaf pusa ("bodhisattvas who
remain in the home") or baiyiag pusa ("white-robed bodhisattvas"). Our texts
devote considerable attention to these lay bodhisattvas, those who pursue the
goal of buddhahood through observance of the Five Precepts, study of
Mahayana siitras and meditation. One passage in the PraS on the layman bodhisattva sums up much of this material particularly well:
"White-robed bodhisattvas who, on hearing this samii.dhi, wish to study
and cultivate it, should adhere firmly to the Five Precepts and keep themselves pure. They should not drink wine, nor should they give it to others
to drink. They should not have intercourse with women-they should not
have it themselves, nor should they teach others to have it. They should
not have any affection for their wives, they should not hanker after their
sons and daughters, and they should not hanker after possessions. They
should always think longingly of leaving their wives and taking up life as
srama!Jas. They should always keep the Eightfold Fast, and at the time of
the Fast they should always fast in a Buddhist monastery. They should
always think of giving without thinking that they themselves will get
merit from it-they should give for the sake of all people. They should
love their good teachers, and when they see bhilcyus who keep the precepts they ought not to despise them or speak ill of them."
(PraS 910b12-21)
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A number of common themes stand out here. These bodhisattvas may well be in
the world, but they are not of it. Like lotuses, they grow out of the mud of the
passions (KP 72-75), but because of their endowment with wisdom and skill-inmeans they are undefiled by them (KP 48; DKP 35la2--4). To ensure that they
remain undefiled, they must be strict in their adherence to the Five Precepts,
especially those relating to intoxicants and sex, hence a negative attitude to all
possible objects of attachment, particularly wives and children, is often recommended (e.g. UP 16c2-17al4, 18b7-d 1; AsPP 455b20-26). This incidentally
reveals the extent to which these siitras were written from a male point of view,
since bodhisattvas are never urged to regard their husbands as demons, sources
of misery and so on. The household life is in fact a curse, since it destroys all
one's 'roots of goodness' and only heaps more fuel on the fire of the passions
(UP 17b20-c26), consequently bodhisattvas are best advised to quit it as soon as
possible (DKP 353b26-27, 356c28-29). But as long as they choose to retain
their lay status, they should not forget to treat their monastic counterparts with
due reverence and generosity (UP 16a5-12, 19al-b24). It is clear, therefore, that
there is a definite ambivalence in these texts about the position of lay bodhisattvas. On the one hand lay bodhisattvas frequently occupy the centre stage,
both in terms of the narrative framework of the siitras and in terms of the teachings expounded in them (this is especially so in the PraS, CGD and UP); on the
other hand they are constantly exhorted to leave lay life behind, to become
renunciants, and, what is more, to embrace the "ascetic qualities" (dhuta-gu1)a),
the discipline of the solitary forest-dwelling monk or nun (KP 17, PraS
903b24-25; cf. AsPP 46lal0-bl8). The UP even goes so far as to say that "no
bodhisattva has ever attained the Way [i.e. awakening] as a householder: they all
leave home and go into the wild, and it is by living in the wild that they attain
the Way" (UP 19a21-22). As for the renunciant bodhisattvas themselves, in
those passages which are explicitly or implicitly devoted to them, observance of
the Vinaya looms large, together with respect for teachers, especially those from
whom they hear Mahayana siitras, be they male or female, lay or renunciant
(e.g. PraS 909cl-9). Renunciants are urged to teach in their tum, to give the 'gift
of the Dharma', but without any expectation of reward. For them too the virtues
of the solitary life are extolled, as well as the conquest of desires and attachments, and they are warned of the perils of doubt and sloth. Most of this
material, with its strong ethical emphasis, is of course fairly standard to all
forms of Buddhism.
Despite some ambivalence about the value of the household life, we can see
already that there is no doubt about the existence of both lay and renunciant bodhisattvas. Even bodhisattvas who have attained the advanced stage of 'nonregression', who are avaivartika, assured of attaining awakening, can still be
laypeople (see e.g. AsPP 455b20-c5). However, when we tum to the question of
whether women can be full bodhisattvas, the answer is not so clear. We have
already observed that in listing the four classes of disciples, the PraS describes
nuns and laywomen not as bodhisattvas, as it does the monks and laymen, but as
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mahiiyiina-saf!1prasthita, "set out in the Mahayana". In other words it scrupulously avoids calling women bodhisattvas. Theoretically speaking, women
should be capable of assuming the title bodhisattva. In nearly all our texts the
teachings are addressed to "sons and daughters of good family" (Sanskrit: kulaputra-kuladuhitr; Chinese usually: shan nanzi shan niiren•h), 8 and it is made
clear in most cases that both groups are expected to embrace the particular doctrine or practice being expounded. Furthermore, in some texts the terms "sons
and daughters of good family" and "bodhisattvas" are used interchangeably (e.g.
AsPP 446bl0ff.; AkTV 759al6ff., 762al6; WWP 435bl4-l5; UP l5b24ff.),
though it is not always the case that sons and daughters of good family are followers ofthe Mahayana (e.g. AkTV763bl7-21). In addition, women can conceive the aspiration to awakening (bodhicitta). This happens in at least two texts,
the DKP, in which the 84,000 wives of King Druma take this step (359bllff.,
360c26ff.), and the AsPP, in which an upiisikii by the name of Dajie"' (Sanskrit
equivalent unknown) has her eventual awakening predicted by Sakyamuni, who
recalls her initial aspiration to it under the Buddha Diparpkara. 9 Now those who
have conceived the aspiration to awakening-who have, in other words, "set out
in the Mahayana" (mahiiyiina-saf!1prasthita) 10-are technically bodhisattvas, yet
our siitras display a consistent (or perhaps inconsistent?) reluctance to accord
this title to women. This can only be because of a negative attitude towards the
female sex, an attitude which is clearly demonstrable throughout these early
texts. The DKP provides the best example of it. Even though the 84,000 wives
of Druma conceive the aspiration to awakening, they are concerned about the
fact that "it is difficult for a woman to attain anuttara-samyak-saf!lbodhi",
whereupon the Buddha proceeds to tell them at length about the things they have
to do to leave off being women and quickly attain rebirth as males (DKP
361b9-362a2). Later he predicts their rebirth as males in the Tusita heaven in
the presence of Maitreya (362a20-28). This theme of the undesirability of birth
as a woman and the necessity of a change of sex is a common one: the upiisikii
Dajie has to be reborn as a male before she makes any real progress (AsPP
458a18-19), while the same is true of Sadaprarudita's 500 female companions
(AsPP 477bl4-17). In other texts as well women are told that they should
always aspire to rebirth as males (e.g. CGD 457b 19-20). According to the AsPP
(454b27-28) non-regressing bodhisattvas are never reborn as women, although
the DKP claims that a bodhisattva endowed with skill-in-means may manifest in
female form in order to teach women (358c 11 ). 11
When we look at the descriptions of buddhafields, which represent ideal
worlds from a Buddhist point of view, we find that either women are not present
at all, as in Druma's buddha/cyetra Candravimala (DKP 362a17), or they are
infinitely more beautiful and virtuous than the women of this world, as in
Aksobhya's buddhalcyetra Abhirati (AkTV 755c28-756a2). The portrayal of the
female inhabitants of Abhirati is especially revealing (756b3-15), since they are
supposed to lack the vices of the women of this world, who are said to be "illfavoured and ugly, with harsh tongues, jealous of the Dharma and addicted to
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heretical practices". For the paragons of femininity in Abhirati, by contrast, fine
clothes and jewelry literally grow on trees, they feel no pain or weariness in
pregnancy or childbirth, and they are free of"offensive discharge from the stinking place" (undoubtedly the 'polluting' flow of menstrual blood), all thanks to
the former vow of Aki;>obhya (see AkTV 753all-16 for this; cf. AsPP
455bl9-25). The supposed foibles and defects of women are also highlighted in
these siitras by those passages which deal with the special regulations and
requirements for nuns and laywomen who follow the Bodhisattva Path (see esp.
PraS 910al5-b9, c&--29; CGD457bl4-c29; see also DKP 36lbll-362a2).
Although there is considerable overlap in these passages with those pertaining to
monks and laymen, certain qualities appear to be more readily ascribed to
women, such as an excessive concern for personal adornment, spiteful and malicious gossip, jealousy, deceitfulness, superstition and fondness for non-Buddhist
religious practices.
If we attempt to sum up our findings on the status of women as far as these
early Mahayana siitras are concerned, we must conclude that although women,
both lay and renunciant, are included as recipients of the new teaching on a
theoretically equal footing with men, they are generally represented in such an
unfavourable light as to vitiate any notion of the Mahayana as a movement for
sexual equality. Compared with the situation in the Pali Canon, in which women
are at least as capable as men of attaining the highest goal, arhatship, the position of women in the Mahayana has hardly changed for the better, since women
cannot attain buddhahood, and even the title of bodhisattva is withheld from
them. Of course all this reflects the attitudes of the men (probably monks) who
produced these texts, but this does not make the conclusion any less inescapable:
although both men and women can ride in the Great Vehicle, only men are
allowed to drive it.
Before we tum to the drivers and passengers of the "Small Vehicle", there is
one other question we must deal with, that relating to the so-called "Celestial
Bodhisattvas", Avalokite8vara and the others, those compassionate agents of salvation who, according to some authorities, were provided by the Mahayana in
response to the devotional needs of the masses. It has been suggested that these
figures were called mahiisattvas ("Great Beings") to distinguish them from other
bodhisattvasY There is no evidence for such a distinction in our texts:
mahiisattva (probably signifying "one whose aspiration or courage is great") is
widely used together with bodhisattva, and is virtually a synonym for it (see
AsPP 427bl3-27 for a discussion of its meaning). The double expression
bodhisattva-mahiisattva is employed with reference to householders, occurs
interchangeably with "sons and daughters of good family", and is even used
when the talk turns to bodhisattvas who fall into error (e.g., AsPP 444c2,
446c22ff.). Be that as it may, a few well-known bodhisattvas do make an
appearance. The name Avalokitesvara occurs only twice, in lists of bodhisattvas
in the CGD and the UP, suggesting that for the writers of our texts he was a nonentity, but Maiijusri, on the other hand, appears in six texts, one of which, the
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AjKV, glorifies him in the most lavish terms. Given the heavy Perfection of
Wisdom slant of most of these sutras, this is not altogether surprising. The name
of Maitreya also comes up fairly frequently. For all this, there is no evidence to
suggest a widespread cult of the great bodhisattvas, and no passages recommend
devotion to them. They function as symbols rather than as saviours. There is,
however, evidence for the development of the cults of the Buddhas Amitabha
and Ak~obhya by the late 2nd century C.E. Although the Sukhavatlvyuha was
not translated into Chinese until the middle of the 3rd century, the concept of
rebirth in the buddha/cyetra of Amitabha as a religious goal is found in the PraS,
while the AkTV is entirely devoted to Ak~;mbhya and Abhirati. But as far as bodhisattvas are concerned the initial message of the Mahayana is clear: people
should not worship bodhisattvas, they should become bodhisattvas themselves. 13
We have seen something of how the identity of the different classes of
Mahayanists in relation to each other was defined. What we must now look at is
how these people saw themselves as a group vis-a-vis other Buddhists. The first
thing that strikes one when reading these early Mahayana sutras is their extreme
defensiveness. The texts fairly groan under the weight of their own selfglorification, and kalpas can tick by while one wades through chapter after
chapter proclaiming the merits of this doctrine or that practice. This is not
simply due to literary hyperbole, to that Indian device, in common use since the
Vedas, of praising one thing-a god, a place, a spiritual discipline-by claiming
that it is superior to all other things of that class put together. This is clearly
present, and should be taken with the appropriate grain of salt. But there is more
to it than that, and this is indicated by the numerous passages excoriating the
detractors of the new teachings, usually portrayed as idle and perverse monks
who, when they are not busy spreading base calumnies and lies about the
Mahayana, are out breaking the precepts. That the Mahayana remained for a
long time a minority movement in the land of its birth is confirmed by the wellknown reports of Chinese pilgrims in India. In its infancy it was probably even
more insignificant numerically, despite the astonishingly prolific literary creativity it gave rise to, and was therefore quite naturally on the defensive. But on the
defensive against what, one might ask? Nowadays it is common practice to think
of Buddhism as dividing into two schools or sects, Mahayana on one side and
Hlnayana, more properly a group of sects, on the other. The early sutras provide
no strong support for this view. True, the term hlnayana is found, translated as
xiaodao•i ('Small Way'), but it occurs only four times (KP 25; DKP 357a19;
AsPP 426b6; CGD 455c15), and is thus even rarer than the term mahayana,
which is itself of infrequent occurrence, as we have seen. Much more frequent
are translations of the terms sravakayana ("Vehicle of the Disciples") and
pratyekabuddhayana ("Vehicle of the Solitary Buddhas"), or simply "Sravakas
and Pratyekabuddhas", which is even more common.
Pratyekabuddha is generally transcribed as pizhifoak, but in several of our
texts translations appear, e.g. yinyuanjuefo•1 in CGD 454b20 (implying
pratyayabuddha) and yuanyijue•m in AkTV 752a11, the latter meaning "by
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one(self) awakened". Sriivaka, on the other hand, has the literal sense of
"hearer", but the standard Chinese equivalent shengwena", or "voice-hearer",
seldom occurs in these early texts (e.g., DKP 35lc20; AjKV 392bl9). We find
instead dizi"" ("disciple") or (a)luohanap, a transcription of arhat. In fact, in the
overwhelming majority of cases sriivaka is rendered as aluohan, and
sriivakayiina, which occurs less frequently, as aluohandaoaq, the "Way of the
Arhats", a term which also does service for arhattva or arhatphala, the attainment of arhatship. I find this choice of words very significant. In his book Buddhist Images of Human Perfection (Delhi, 1982), Nathan Katz attempts to
establish the essential identity of the arhat of the Pali Canon and the bodhisattva
of the Mahayana siitras. In his concluding chapter he claims to have demonstrated that "the Mahayana texts speak in two distinct ways about the arhat. The first
way of speaking is to show that the arhat is spiritually inferior to the bodhisattva; however, we have demonstrated that there is a conceptual distinction
between the sriivaka as one who thinks he has attained more than he actually
has, and the true arhat. When speaking about the sriivaka pejoratively, the standard context is in talk about meditation, and the sriivaka is one who has mistakenly identified proficiency at meditation with arahattii itself.... The second way
of speaking about the arhat in these early Mahayana texts is to identify the arhat
with the bodhisattva" (Katz, 1982:275). Although I am in substantial agreement
with Katz's overall thesis, and in general sympathy with any attempt to abolish
imaginary discontinuities between the Mahayana and the Hinayana, I find that
his conclusions in this particular respect rest on shaky ground, especially as
regards the distinction he claims Mahayana siitras make between sriivakas and
arhats. If our texts are anything to go by, there is no such distinction: by consistently rendering sriivaka by arhat, Lokak~ema and his colleagues showed they
were in no doubt that sriivakas are both people who aspire to arhatship or
nirviif)a and people who actually attain that goal. Additional confirmation of this
is furnished by the frequent appearance of well-known historical arhats, the
great sriivakas Sariputra, Mahamaudgalyayana and others, as representatives of
the supposedly inferior or partial dispensation.
Nor is there any doubt that the level these venerable figures represent, that of
the arhats and the pratyekabuddhas (note that the pratyekabuddhas are frequently subsumed under the arhats ), is one that is to be transcended by the bodhisattvas (see e.g. A}KV 398b4-14). A hierarchy of attainments is in fact
envisaged, leading from the state of an ordinary person (Skt. prthagjana,
Chinese fanrenar) at the bottom, through those of a 'stream-winner' (srotiipanna,
xutuohuana'), a 'once-returner' (sakrdiigiimin, situohan•'), a 'non-returner'
(aniigiimin, anahan• an arhat and a pratyekabuddha to the state of a buddha
or a tathiigata at the top (e.g. DKP 366b15-16; AsPP 429b4--cl2). 14 In aiming
for the top, bodhisattvas, aspirants to the full awakening of a buddha, are
warned repeatedly not to fall back to the level of the arhatslsf"Vakas and the
pratyekabuddhas or to join their ranks, and such a regression is represented as a
fearful misfortune (DKP 349c25-26, 350c7-11; AkTV 759a19-20, 760all-12,
0

),
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15-16; AjKV 39lal9-20; AsPP 445b3-4, 447al4, 45lb29---c22, 452alff.). This
actually happens at one point in the AsPP, where 60 novice bodhisattvas attain
arhatship despite themselves because they lack perfect wisdom and skill-inmeans, in the same way that a giant bird without wings cannot help plummeting
to earth from the top of Mt. Meru (AsPP 453c2-25). To avoid such a disaster,
bodhisattvas must ensure that they are not contaminated by the attitudes of
arhats and pratyekabuddhas (DKP 356bl-2, c9, 365a4-12; AkTV 76lc25-26;
AjKV 389c3; AsPP 460a2-4, 463cl3-14; PraS 903c6), and they must resist the
temptation to aspire to their goals, i.e., to opt for a premature nirvii!Ja, to
"achieve realisation midway" (AkTV 752all; AsPP 448b25-28, 458c8-22,
459b5-10, 467al3ff.; DKP 350cll-14; AjKV 392cl8ff.). The sriivakayiina is
characterised by attachment and limitation (AjKV 392b 19-23), and those who
opt for it do so primarily out of fear of safllsiira, which renders them incapable
of aspiring to buddhahood (AjKV 394c3ff.). Not only is their courage thus inferior to that of the bodhisattvas, but their wisdom is too (KP 78-79; LAN
75lb20--21; AsPP 426b2, cl9-20, 427b24, 462bl7). Unlike the advanced bodhisattvas, they have not really overcome fear and attachment; for that reason the
Great Sravakas and arhats Mahakasyapa, Sariputra, Mahamaudgalyana and
company are unable to resist the temptation to dance to the celestial music of
King Druma; however, the novice bodhisattvas are equally helpless (DKP
3 51 c8ff. ). In another context, these great Arhats lament their own inferior attainments (AjKV 394c3-395b22). Therefore bodhisattvas are infinitely superior to
sriivakas/arhats and pratyekabuddhas (KP 80--85, 90; AsPP 468a27-28; DKP
365c22-28). Those who teach "the Bodhisattva Path" are one's "good friends"
(kalyii!Ja-mitra), while those who direct one towards "the Paths of the Sravaka
and the Pratyekabuddha" are "bad friends" (piipa-mitra) (KP 13; AsPP
427bl-10; DKP 360al3-18).
Despite all this rather uncomplimentary material, however, the attitude displayed by these texts towards arhats is not entirely negative. Since bodhisattvas
aspire to bring nirvii!Ja to all sentient beings, it is not surprising that they should
try to make a place for arhats in their picture of the world, even if it is not in the
foreground. In most of our siitras the great sriivakas, the bhi/cyus who were
arhats, are present, and presumably they are not just there to act as figures of fun
or to lend the proceedings an air of historical authenticity, even if these are
important functions they sometimes perform. One has only to think, for
example, of the role Subhuti plays in the AsPP. The followers of the bodhisattva
way clearly had to face the fact that, despite all their polemics and hyperbole,
they shared their membership of the sm:Zgha with people who continued to
believe that arhatship was the ultimate goal of Buddhist practice, who sought
their own liberation above all else, and who, as members of the sangha, were
still worthy of respect (e.g. UP 16a5-12). Therefore, even in their idealised
descriptions of the buddhalcyetras, and in the predictions (vyiikara!Ja) which are
scattered throughout these texts, they usually envisage the peaceful co-existence
of bodhisattvas with sriivakas. Although in the buddhafield Sadavighu~ta (?) in
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the AjKV (397a8) there is only a bodhisattva-sangha, and in Druma's world
Candravimala in the DKP (362b 19-21) "there are no other paths ... only the
host of bodhisattvas, all of the Mahayana" (see also DKP 363b9-10 for a similar
case), in other instances sriivakas are also present. For example, the sl'Vakas of
Ak~obhya's world Abhirati are described at length (AkTV 756c24-758al5), and
they share that world happily with bodhisattvas. In fact, Abhirati teems with so
many arhats that it is described as an arhat-k!}etra (AkTV 762c5-13 ), while both
those who follow the Sravakayana and those who follow the Bodhisattvayana
there are assured of freedom from molestation by Mara (AkTV 755a1-3,
758bl5-21, 759b24-26; see also AjKV 393c24-27; AsPP 458a26-27,
469a20-21; and CGD 455a4 for further examples of co-existence). In a similar
vein, most of our texts carry, at particular points in the narrative, descriptions of
realisations attained by various members ofthe audience in response to the new
teachings. In these the attainment of "stream-winning" and arhatship figures
prominently (e.g., DKP 367a27-bl; AjKV 406a27-bl; KP 138, 145, 149; AsPP
45lal2-15, 453b29-c3; PraS 919bl8-22; CGD 454b2-7; UP 19b24-27).
Because of the general philosophical standpoint of the Perfection of Wisdom
literature, one would expect to find in these early texts at least some acknowledgement of the purely conventional nature of the distinctions we have been
talking about. The AsPP, for one, makes such an acknowledgement, conceding
that all the grades of attainment from srotiipatti to buddhahood partake of the
same fundamental "suchness" (tathatii), in which there are no distinctions
(450a4--8), that all these grades spring from the Perfection of Wisdom
(451a17-24), and that in terms of "suchness" neither the three vehicles (of
sriivakas, pratyekabuddhas and buddhas) nor the one vehicle can be apprehended (454a18-29). Consequently bodhisattvas should not think of themselves
as far from the attainments of arhats and pratyekabuddhas and close to buddhahood (466bl3-cl4).
For all that, distinctions are set up in these texts. The issues are extremely
complex, and the evidence is equivocal, but not so equivocal as to support
Katz's contention that the much-maligned sriivakas of these early Mahayana
siitras were merely conceited monks who mistook their own meditational attainments for final liberation, not full arhats--or his claim that bodhisattvas and
arhats are essentially the same. This may in fact be so, but that is not what the
texts say. What they do tell us is that the early adherents of the Bodhisattvayana-who were probably very much in the minority-were prepared to
go to great lengths to uphold their ideal against what they conceived to be the
traditional goal of Buddhist practice, namely arhatship or nirviil)a for oneself
alone, but they were not prepared to write off the rest of the Buddhist sangha or
sever their own connection with it by the wholesale use of such terms as
"Hinayana" and "Mahayana" as sectarian categories. It is interesting to compare
this situation with that which currently obtains in Burma, a supposedly Theravadin country. In his Buddhism and Society (2nd ed., University of California
Press, Berkeley, 1982), pp. 61-63, Melford Spiro notes the long tradition in
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Burma of aspiration to buddhahood, and the presence of a small number of
people who, without bringing in any notions of Hlnayana and Mahayana, refer
to themselves as hpaya laung ("Embryo Buddhas"), i.e. bodhisattvas, 15 Can this
be a distant echo of the state of affairs that once existed in India, before followers of "the Bodhisattva Path" started to cut themselves off from their fellow
Buddhists, and before the distinction between the two 'vehicles' was anything
more than a different perception of the goal of the religious life?
Turning now to other religious paths, we find that there is nothing unequivocal about the attitude displayed in these texts towards them. The usual designation for these paths is waidao"V, "outside ways", although yudao"w ("other
ways"), yidaoa' ("different ways") and xiedao•Y ("heretical ways") are also found
(as well as combinations of these, with or without renaz added), rendering a
number of Sanskrit terms such as lokayata (KP 5, Ill), dr:itikrta (KP 18), dmigata (KP 65, I 09), parapravadin (KP 95), anyat!rthya-parivrajaka (AsP?
433c21 ff.) and so on. These non-Buddhist ways are not to be followed by the
bodhisattva (DKP 356c7, 357a7-8; AjKV 398a22, 406a6; PraS 910cll, 912b29,
915a26, 916c7-8; UP 16al5-16), but rejected and overcome (DKP 357c4; PraS
9llc5), their followers ideally being brought within the Buddhist fold (DKP
358c20-21, 359a25-28). Their defeat is often closely linked with the defeat of
Mara (DKP 348cl5, 362al7). Several siitras go beyond these vague generalities,
and urge followers of the Bodhisattvayana not to sacrifice to or worship the
gods, but go only to the Triple Gem for refuge (DKP 36lbl5-16; PraS
910cl0-12; UP 17a20-21; AsPP 454b25-27, 455c9). However, only one text,
the WWP, goes into any detail on any non-Buddhist religious practices-in this
case brahmanical ritual (438al0ff.). The evidence is slim, but what there is suggests that the Bodhisattvayana demanded that its adherents devote themselves
exclusively to Buddhism, and regarded other faiths as beyond the pale.
Bringing all our findings together, we can make the following observations.
The point of view presented in the earliest Chinese translations of Mahayana
siitras is most probably that of Mahayanist bhikijus. For this group bodhisattvas
were certainly not just semi-mythical beings raised on high to receive the adoration of the masses, but real flesh-and-blood people, among whom they counted
themselves, who had conceived the bodhicitta, the aspiration for awakening, and
were pursuing the appropriate course of training either in the monastic context
or in the household life. There is no sign at all of any cult of the "Celestial Bodhisattvas"; this was probably a later development. As far as these bodhisattvabhik$US were concerned, women were part of the movement, and the new
teachings were addressed to them as well as to men. At the same time the texts
reveal that women were not regarded as in all respects the spiritual equals of
men. If this kind of attitude was enshrined in the siitras, which, after all, embody
the theories and ideals of the movement, it is hardly likely that in practice the
women who followed the Mahayana fared any better than their Sravakayana
sisters. The Mahayana takes a hard line against other faiths, in theory at any rate,
but its attitude to the rest of the Buddhist fold is characterised by ambivalence
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and defensiveness, and it gives every appearance of being a minority movement
strUggling to maintain the authenticity and validity of its teachings with a truly
prodigious degree o.f polemical 'ov:rkill'. It m~y well be the case that i~ i~s
attack on the arhat-tdeal the Mahayana was settmg up a straw man, but thts ts
not the place to decide whether the attainments of the bodhisattvayiinika and the
sriivakayiinika were essentially identical. Buddhahood may or may not be the
same as arhatship, but it is certain that the followers of the Mahayana placed a
higher premium on aspiration to it, which implies that they perceived a difference. What is equally certain is that Buddhism was (and still is) plagued by a
problem. We could call it the problem of the "ever-receding ideal". In
Gautama's own time, many hundreds of people attained arhatship like him. Four
or five hundred years later, when the Buddha had grown idealised and remote,
and arhats were few and far between, many people vowed to attain awakening,
and thereby became bodhisattvas. One wonders how many centuries passed
before even bodhisattvahood became as remote an ideal as buddhahood, and the
goal had to be reformulated anew. Perhaps, however, it is in the nature of religious systems not only to undergo continual transformation and renewal, but also
to present us with ideals which are always just out of reach, with paradises that
shimmer on the margins of possibility, and with vehicles which we know we
could all ride to salvation, if only we could catch up with them and climb aboard.

Notes
See e.g., H. Dayal, The Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit Literature (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1932), pp. 45, 222-225; R. Robinson & W. Johnson,
The Buddhist Religion (3rd ed., Wadsworth, Belmont, 1982), pp. 74-75; E. Conze,
Buddhism: Its Essence and Development (Bruno Cassirer, Oxford, 1951 ), pp. 87-88,
120; D. Kalupahana, Buddhist Philosophy (University Press of Hawaii, Honolulu,
1976), pp. 121-126; N. Katz, Buddhist Images of Human Perfection (Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1982), p. 280.
2 This is the view of Dayal (see Bodhisattva Doctrine, pp. 31, 35), whose work has had
a seminal effect on this area of study. Dayal's understanding of the bodhisattva-ideal
is reflected in the writings of many other scholars. A particularly good example is T.
Ling, The Buddha (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, 1976), pp. 19-20.
Later on in India a form of Buddhism emerged, alongside the Theravada,
which was characterised by beliefs in, and practices associated with, heavenly beings who possessed superhuman spiritual power, and who were
known as Bodhisattvas .... In both senses of the word religion (belief in
spiritual beings and belief in the sacred), the Bodhisattva school of Buddhism ... was a religious system .... For Mahayana Buddhism the sacred
has its special focus in the heavenly realm where dwell the Bodhisattvas,
the superhuman spiritual beings who are said to exert their influence to help
poor struggling mortals. In directing their attention to this supramundane
heavenly community the Mahayanists showed themselves correspondingly
less concerned with the need to order the earthly society of men in such a
way that would facilitate the pursuit of the Buddhist life, and would
enhance and encourage human effort. More reliance on heavenly power
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meant that less attention needed to be given to earthly factors. The
Mahayanists became more concerned with devotions to the heavenly
beings, with ritual and speculation, and less with the nature of the civilization in which they lived.
See also pp. 202-203, 242-247.
3 See E. Ziircher, "A New Look at the Earliest Chinese Buddhist Texts", an unpublished paper delivered at the Leiden Symposium on State, Ideology and Justice in
Early Imperial China, 1-5 Sept., 1975, also his "Late Han Vernacular Elements in the
Earliest Buddhist Translations", Journal of the Chinese Language Teachers Association, XII, 3 (Oct. 1977), pp. 177-203, to both of which articles I am considerably
indebted. See also my own unpublished paper "The Earliest Chinese Translations of
Mahayana Buddhist Siitras: Some Notes on the Works ofLokak~ema".
4 T. = Takakusu Junjir6 and Watanabe Kaikyoku, eds., Taisho shinshu daizokyo, I 00
vols. (Tokyo, 1924-35). Throughout this paper references to the texts will be to page,
lateral column and line of the Taisho edition, except in the case of No. 8, the
Kiisyapa-parivarta, where citations will be according to the sections of von StaelHolstein' s edition.
5 On the epigraphical evidence, which tends to corroborate one of the findings of the
present paper, see G. Schopen, "Mahayana in Indian Inscriptions", lndo-lranian
Journal, 21 (1979) pp. 1-19.
6 These phonetic transcriptions (biqiu biqiuni, etc.), which later became standard in
Chinese translations of Buddhist sutras, are used throughout our group of texts,
except that in Redaction B of the PraS upiisaka is also rendered as qingxinshiba ("man
of pure faith") and upiisikii as qingxinnubb ("woman of pure faith"), while nonstandard translations of all four terms are found in CGD and UP.
7 Lokaksema's use of qui ("seek") before his transcription of mahiiyiina-saf!Jprasthita
is redundant but revealing (since it puts women one step further back from full participation), otherwise the accuracy of his translation is confirmed by the Tibetan text of
the PraS, I OA and 12A: theg-pa chen-po-la yang-dag-par zhugs-pa 'i dge-slong-ma
(or dge-bsnyen-ma ).
8 On the use of these terms see D. Paul, Women in Buddhism. (Asian Humanities Press,
Berkeley, 1979), pp. 106-110.
9 In Chap. XIX of the Sanskrit text of the AsPP this figure appears as Gati.gadeva or
Gati.gadevT BhaginT, i.e. "the woman Gati.gadevf'. Although E. Conze in his English
translation of the sutra (op. cit., pp. 219-221) calls her a 'Goddess' or 'Goddess of
the Ganges', a lead which D. Paul follows in her version of the passage (op. cit., pp.
180-184), this woman is no more a goddess than Aryadeva is a god. Gati.gadevT's
story, however, later produced some interesting echoes, when the AsPP's prediction
that she would attain awakening as a male was frustrated, as it were, by the Tibetan
tradition. The rnam-thar of Ye-shes mtsho-rgyal (757-817), one of the chief consorts
of Padmasambhava, lists Gati.gadevT as one of the previous incarnations of that
famous Tibetan yogin!: see K. Dowrnan, Sky Dancer (Routledge & Kegan Paul,
London, 1984), p. 6 and Tarthang Tulku, Mother of Knowledge (Dharma Publishing,
Berkeley, 1983), p. 11 (both translators appear to perpetuate the erroneous divinisation, but I have not been able to check the Tibetan text myself). Since Ye-shes mtshorgyal is similarly identified with the unnamed merchant's daughter who befriends the
bodhisattva Sadaprarudita in Chaps. XXX-XXXI of the AsPP, the author of the
rnam-thar is clearly attempting to link her with Prajiiaparamita herself.
I 0 See AsPP 427b29-c2, c27, 429b6-7 for occurrences of this term with bodhisattva and
mahiisaf!lniiha-saf!lnaddha.
II On this general theme seeN. Schuster, "Changing the Female Body: Wise Women and
the Bodhisattva Career in Some Mahiiratnakilta Sutras", JlABS, 4, 1 (1981), pp. 24-69.
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12 See e.g., Robinson and Johnson, op. cit., p. 78.
13 This point is, in my view, not invalidated by the existence of such passages as KP 88,
which claims that just as the new moon is more worthy of homage (namaskiira) than
the full, so too bodhisattva.\· are more worthy of homage than the Buddhas. When
taken in context, this hyperbolic glorification of the bodhisattva-path can hardly be
construed as a 'call to worship'.
14 For different renderings of some of these grades, see UP 16a6-8.
15 Spiro's understanding of the bodhisattva-ideal as one which "permits salvation to be
achieved by a mechanical process-the transfer of merit from Bodhisattva to
devotee" and "demands no personality transformation" (op.cit., p. 62) is, as we have
seen, wide of the mark, at least as far as the early Mahayana is concerned. The supposed "misreadings" of the bodhisattva doctrine which he imputes to the Burmese
(see esp. p. 63, n. 33) are perfectly compatible with our early siitras.
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IS THE DHARMA-KAYA THE REAL
"PHANTOM BODY" OF THE
BUDDHA? 1
Paul Harrison
Source: Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 15, I ( 1992): 44-94.

I. Introduction
The Trikaya doctrine of Buddhism, i.e., the doctrine that the Buddha has three
"bodies," is notorious for its complexities. Attributed to the Y ogacara, but
regarded as typical of the Mahayana in general, it is customarily cited in books
on Buddhism in terms of the triad dharma-kiiya, salflbhoga-kiiya (or
siil!lbhogika-kiiya) and nirmiil)a-kiiya (or nairmiil)ika-kiiya). Taking these in
ascending order of abstraction, the nirmiil)a-kiiya, usually translated "apparitional body," "phantom body," "transformation body," etc., is the physical manifestation ofBuddhahood, the ordinary perishable human form, as exemplified by
the "historical Buddha," Siddhartha Gautama. The salflbhoga-kiiya ("body of
bliss," "reward body," "enjoyment body," etc.) is a more exalted and splendid
manifestation of the enlightened personality, still in the realm of form, but
visible only to bodhisattvas, those of advanced spiritual capabilities. By contrast, the dharma-kiiya ("Dharma-body," "Body of Truth," "Cosmic Body,"
"Absolute Body," etc.) is both formless and imperishable, representing the identification of the Buddha with the truth which he revealed, or with reality itself.
As such the dharma-kiiya is often linked with various terms for reality, such as
dharmatii, dharma-dhiitu, and so on, and has even been regarded as a kind of
Buddhist absolute, or at least at one with it. 2 In this light the dharma-kiiya is
understood as the primal "source" or "ground" from which the other two types
of bodies emanate. 3 While many scholars are content to describe this in purely
abstract terms, others impute personal characteristics to it; 4 and at least one
writer has gone so far as to compare it to the Christian idea of Godhead. 5
As a summary of the Trikaya doctrine this is, of course, over-simplified. We
are dealing here with a complex theory which underwent many accretions and
refinements, as Buddhists continued down through the centuries to speculate on
the nature of Buddhahood, on the nature of reality, and on the relationship
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between them. 6 It is hardly surprising, then, that attempts to plot the course of
such arcane speculations have not always been entirely successful in reaching a
clear consensus, although the arguments advanced, even in recent writing on the
subject, do tend to follow similar lines. A good example of this is the authoritative treatment by Nagao, "On the Theory of Buddha-body (Buddha-kiiya)," first
published in English in 1973. 7 Generally Nagao distinguishes three phases: an
initial one-body theory, a two-body theory, and the three-body theory elaborated
by the Yogacaras. According to him (p. 104), the two-body theory (i.e., rupakiiya and dharma-kiiya) "became stabilized in a variety of earlier sutras, 8 and in
early Mahayana sutras, the Prajiiiipiiramitii, the Saddharmapw;cjar"ika, and so
forth. The rupa-kaya is the Buddha seen in a human body, while the dharmakaya is the Buddha's personality seen in the dharma or dharma-nature." Elsewhere (pp. I 06-7) Nagao states that the two-body theory was the one held "until
the time of the Prajfiaparamita Sutra and the time of Nagarjuna," even though
the raw materials for the third body, the saf!lbhoga-kiiya, were also to hand
before the time of Asanga and Vasubandhu, as a consequence of the
bodhisattva-concept and the idea that a bodhisattva's performance of meritorious actions produced a body which was their manifest "reward." Nagao's article
contains many valuable observations, but, as we shall see, some of its assertions
are rather too imprecise, both chronologically and philosophically, to be of
much use in unravelling the early development of the doctrine at issue. Another
recent treatment of the subject by Makransky (1989) also describes certain features of the putative earlier two-body theory before the Yogacaras remodelled it
(see esp. pp. 51-53), and distinguishes it sharply from the previous Mainstream 9
(in this case, Sarvastivadin) formulations. This analysis, too, is open to question
in certain respects, as I shall show. In these and other articles on the subject 10
there is a general tendency to postulate a one-body/two-body/three-body progression, in terms of which a single personality is divided into a physical and a
"spiritual" body, and then the physical body is further split in two, yielding the
final complement of three. Some writers, however, point to the existence of
three bodies even in the Pali sources, what one scholar has called the "primitive
triad," i.e., puti- or ciitur-mahiibhutika-kiiya, manomaya-kiiya, and dhammakiiya.11 The first is the corruptible physical body formed out of the four elements,
while the second is the mind-made body with which the Buddha visits the celestial realms (believed by some to be a forerunner of the saf!lbhoga-kiiya); the
third is the so-called "Dhamma-body." Now, although both these ways of
approaching the subject-the assumption of a linear process, and the belief that
the Pali Canon contains an embryonic Trikaya schema-raise certain difficulties, I do not propose in this paper to discuss the evolution of the Trikaya
theory in its entirety, since that would be a mammoth undertaking. What I wish
to do is address one aspect of it only, viz., the early development of the idea of
dharma-kiiya, in the hope that clarifying this will open the way to a better understanding of Mahayana buddhology as a whole.
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II. Dharma-kiiya in texts translated by

Lokak~ema

One possible way of investigating the initial development of the dharma-kiiya
idea in the Mahayana context is to look for it in the small group of siitras translated into Chinese by Lokak~ema towards the end of the 2nd century C.E., given
that these texts constitute our earliest datable literary evidence for Mahayana
Buddhism. 12 What, if anything, do these ancient documents tell us about the
"prehistory" of the Yogacara Trikaya theory, and about Mahayanist notions of
dharma-kiiya in particular? Fortunately, we need not start from scratch: preliminary work in this area has already been done by Lewis Lancaster, who some
time ago examined the various Chinese versions of the A!itasiihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitii-siitra (AsPP) with careful attention to the development of a number of
key doctrinal concepts, among them dharma-kiiya. 13 In view of the importance
of the AsPP as the seminal Prajiiaparamita text, clearly the most influential of all
the scriptures on which Lokak~ema worked, let us begin by reviewing Lancaster's findings.
Lancaster (1968: 92-100) originally isolated five occurrences of the term
dharma-kiiya in the Sanskrit text of the AsPP, and examined the relevant portions of the various Chinese translations in order to determine the development
of this concept in that siitra. 14 He found that the term does not appear in what he
called the "early text" (represented by the first three Chinese versions, the oldest
of which is Lokak~ema's, the Daoxing [banruo] jing, T.224), except for one
passage, but is attested by the "middle" and "late" texts, even though these do
not entirely agree with the Sanskrit and Tibetan versions. On this basis he concluded (1974: 36) that although the later texts display the two-body theory
(riipa-kiiya and dharma-kiiya), "it appears that the earliest ideas in Mahayana
siitras were neither the two-body nor the three-body ones, but rather the notion
of one Buddha-body." Although this statement in particular points us in the right
direction, and Lancaster's findings are indeed interesting, some of the inferences
he drew from them now merit closer scrutiny. If we look carefully at the passages in question, attending at the same time to what previous scholarship has
made of them, it will become apparent that what Lancaster saw as the progressive introduction into the text of the "uniquely Mahayana" doctrine of the
dharma-kiiya can be understood in quite different terms.
The five occurrences of dharma-kiiya in the Sanskrit text of the AsPP areY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chap. IV (Vaidya 1960: 48).
Chap. IV (Vaidya 1960: 50).
Chap. XVII (Vaidya 1960: 168).
Chap. XXVIII (Vaidya 1960: 228).
Chap. XXXI (Vaidya 1960: 253).

Not found in T.224.
Not found in T.224.
Not found in T.224.
Found in T.224.
Not found in T.224.

The first of these is perhaps the most important; the passage is worth citing in
full (the key sentences are underlined):
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Sakra aha sacen me bhagavan ayaf!l jambudv!pah paripiin;as ciilikabaddhas tathagata-sarlra1}af(l dlyeta iyaf(l ca prajiia-paramita
likhitvopanamyeta tata ekatare!Ja bhagena pravaryama!JO 'nayor
dvayor bhagayoh sthapitayor imam evahaf(l bhagavan prajiiaparamitaf(l parigrh!Jzyam I tat kasya hetoh yathapi nama tathagatanetr!-citrlkare!Ja I etad dhi tathagatanaf!l bhiitarthikaf!l sar!ram I
tat kasya hetoh uktaf(l hy etad bhagavata dharma-kava buddha bhac,:avantah I ma khalu ounar imam bhiksavah sat-kavam kiivam manvadhvam I dharma-kaya-parinisoattito mam bhiksavo draksyatha I esa ca
tathagata-kayo bhiita-koti-prabhavito drastavyo yaduta prajiiaparamita I

Although there can be no doubt about the fundamental intent of the text here~
that the Buddhas and their relics are worthy of veneration solely by virtue of
their realisation of perfect wisdom, which is therefore pre-eminent~many previous treatments of this important passage of the AsPP have failed to take
account of one crucial point. Translations by Conze (1975: 116), Kajiyama
(1984: 11) and Makransky (1989: 65) have all rendered dharma-kaya in the
phrase dharma-kaya buddha bhagavantah as a noun, Kajiyama in the singular
("Buddhas consist of the Dharma-body"), Conze and Makransky in the plural
("The Dharma-bodies are the Buddhas, the Lords"). 16 However, this raises
a problem: if dharma-kaya here is a noun, how can it possibly stand in the
plural, as it most certainly does in the Sanskrit? Given the later understanding of
this term in the Buddhist tradition, can there be more than one dharma-kaya?
After all, not one of the other similarly elusive words which are supposed to do
duty for "reality"~dharmata, tathata, bhiita-koti, etc.,-ever occurs in the
plural, indeed could not: since these "things" are supposed to be formless,
beyond quantification, beyond all duality, how could there be more than one of
them?
The same problem pertains to two of the other citations listed above. In
the passage in Chap. XVII, in fact, the relevant wording (underlined below) is
identical:
tasmad bodhisattva mahasattvo
'vinivartan!yah sad-dharmaparigrahaya paramudyogam apadyate at!tanagata-pratyutpannanaf(l
buddhanaf(l bhagavataf(l premna ca gaurave!Ja ca I dharma-kava
buddha bhagavanta iti dharme prema ca gauravaf!J copadaya saddharma-parigrahaf(l karoti

Here the iti following the key phrase suggests that it is taken from another
source, as is more strongly indicated in Chap. IV by the words uktaf(l hy etad
bhagavata, which in Mahayana siitras commonly introduce citations from Mainstream canonical texts. Again, Conze (1975: 207) translates: "the Dharmabodies are the Buddhas, the Lords."
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In Chap. XXXI, however, the wording is somewhat different:
evam eva kula-putra ye kecit tathiigata-riipel}a vii gho:jel}a vii
abhinivi:jfiih te tathiigatasyiigamanaiJl ca gamanaiJl ca kalpayanti I ye
ca tathiigata-syiigamanaiJl ca gamanaiJl ca kalpayanti sarve te biilajiifiyii du:jprajiia-jiit!yii iti vaktavyiih tadyathiipi niima sa eva puru:jo yo
'nudake udaka-samjiiiim utpiidayati I tat kasya hetoh na hi tathiigato
riipa-kiiyato drastavyah I dharma-kiiyiis tathiigatiih I na ca kula-putra
dharmatii iigacchati vii gacchati vii I evam eva kulaputra niisti
tathiigatiiniim iigamanaiJl vii gamanaf!l vii I

The key words here are paraphrased by Kajiyama ( 1984: 14) as "a Tathagata
should not be considered as a riipakiiya; Tathagatas consist of dharmakiiyas,"
and translated by Conze (1975: 291) as "For a Tathagata cannot be seen from his
form-body. The Dharma-bodies are the Tathagatas ... " 17
This way of construing the texts has certain theoretical implications. For
example, it is on the basis of his understanding of these passages that Kajiyama
(1984: 12-13) speaks of a change in the idea of the "Buddha-body," and the
emergence of a "theory of the two-bodied Buddha" at a comparatively early
stage in the development of the Sanskrit text of the AsPP. Thus, he concludes
(p. 13), "the physical Buddha body came to be called riipakiiya, while the
Buddha body equated with prajfiaparamita was called dharmakiiya," and he
infers that the two-body theory using these terms must have been formed by the
middle of the 4th century, since the passage from Chap. XXXI is attested in
Kumarajlva's translation of the AsPP (although the passages from Chaps. IV
and XVII are not).
This is, however, problematical, for imposing a two-body schema on these
passages leads us into the philosophical incoherence mentioned above: if there is
such a thing as the dharma-kiiya, how can it be plural? Fortunately, the solution
to this problem lies ready to hand, having been pointed out by Edgerton as long
ago as 1953 (BHSD, s.v.): 18 the compound dharma-kiiya in these particular citations is not a tatpuru:ja (or karmadhiiraya) substantive but a bahuvrzhi
adjective. 19 This usage, as Edgerton noted, is the only one attested for Pali; in
fact, the term occurs but once in the entire Pali Canon. The sole citation in question is in the Aggaiiiia-sutta of the Dzgha-Nikiiya (D iii 84), where dhammakiiya, brahma-kiiya, dhamma-bhiita and brahma-bhiita are listed as designations
for the Buddha. These are all adjectives, although not all translators have recognised or preserved them as such. 20 The message of the text is that followers of
the Buddha may claim to be his sons, not because they have been engendered by
his physical body, but through being the offspring of the dhamma, 21 because the
Buddha is "dhamma-bodied" or has the dhamma as his body (dhamma-kiiya), 22
the Buddha is the dhamma itself(dhamma-bhiita). 23 This equation ofthe Buddha
with the dhamma is also found in a number of well-known passages in the Pali
Canon, for example at S iii 120, where Gautama says to Vakkali, long stricken
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by illness and desperate to see the Buddha, "What is the point of your seeing this
corruptible body (piiti-kiiya)? Whoever sees the dhamma, Vakkali, sees me;
whoever sees me sees the dhamma." 24 Along similar lines are Gautama's celebrated instructions to his followers to take the dhamma itself as their guide
following the demise of his bodyY The use of the adjective dhamma-kiiya in the
Aggaiiiia-sutta can be seen as reflecting these ideas. The Buddha is equated with
the dhamma; therefore, he is said to be dhamma-kiiya, to "have the dhamma as
his body." To put it in more elegant English, the Buddha is truly "embodied" in
the dhamma, rather than in his physical person, which, as Vakkali is reminded,
has no real significance at all. The adjective dhamma-bhiita is virtually synonymous, i.e., to describe the Buddha as dhamma-bhiita is to say that the Buddha is
the dhamma itself.2 6
Turning back to the AsPP, we see then that the three passages thus far in
question are making the same point: not that the Buddhas are the dharma-kiiyas,
but that they are those who are embodied in the dharma. While this assertion
may still require explication, it seems not to lead us straight into the philosophical quicksands of the developed Trikaya theory. In fact, there is nothing particularly Mahayanist about it at all, as it occurs in the Pali scriptures, even if only
once. Indeed, as we have noted, in two of the AsPP occurrences in question
there are indications that the crucial phrase may well have been a quotation from
a Mainstream text, although we have yet to identify the source. It is certainly the
case that the Mainstream-in this case Theravadin-interpretation of the term
suits the context perfectly, far better, in fact, than the Trikaya-influenced
reading. This is especially clear in the passages in Chaps. XVII and XXXI,
where the interpretation suggested resolves the awkward non sequiturs of
Conze's translation. Thus in Chap. IV Sakra, faced with a choice between the
world packed to the ceiling with relics of the Buddha and a written copy of the
teaching or dharma of the Perfection of Wisdom, expresses his preference for
the latter "out of reverence for the guide of the Tathiigatas, since it is their
genuine bodily relic. Why? Because the Lord has said 'The Buddhas and Lords
have the dharma as their body,"' i.e., the dharma is their true body, and thus it
is their true relic as weliY Similarly, the passage in Chap. XVII may be rendered freely as follows:
"Therefore the bodhisattva and mahiisattva who is incapable of
regression makes a supreme effort to take up the true dharma out of
love and respect for past, future and present Buddhas and Lords.
Feeling love and respect for the dharma, with the thought 'The
Buddhas and Lords have the dharma as their body,' he/she takes up the
true dharma."
That is to say, the Buddhas are embodied in the dharma, and so to love and
respect the dharma is to love and respect the Buddhas. And lastly, the relevant
passage in Chap. XXXI may be translated like this:
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"In the same way, son of good family, those who fixate on the Tathiigata 's physical appearance or his voice imagine that the Tathiigata
comes and goes, but it has to be said that all those who imagine that the
Tathiigata comes and goes are inherently foolish and stupid, just like
the man who perceives water where none exists. Why is that? Because
a Tathiigata is not to be seen through his physical body; Tathiigatas
have the dharma as their body. The nature of dharma, son of good
family, neither comes nor goes. In the same way, son of good family,
there is neither coming nor going for the Tathiigatas."
What is important here is the dharma which constitutes the true identity of the
Buddhas, not any particular "body," however abstract. Just as coming and going
cannot be predicated of the dharma itself, or of the nature of dharma(s) (dharmatii), it cannot be predicated of the Buddhas insofar as they are identified with
the dharma. 28
We are still left, however, with three instances in the AsPP where dharmakiiya appears as a noun. The first is the sentence dharmakiiya-parini!jpattito miirn
bhihjavo drak!fyatha in the Chap. IV passage cited at length above. This is rendered by Kajiyama as "Monks, you should see me as the accomplishment of the
Dharma-body," by Conze as "Monks, you should see Me from the accomplishment of the Dharma-body." However, since we are dealing here with a continuation of a (probably Mainstream) scriptural quotation, we ought first to
consider interpretations of dharma-kiiya which are consistent with Mainstream
doctrine, to see whether they fit the context better.
Although dharma-kiiya as a noun is not attested in the Pali Canon, it does
occur in other Mainstream sources. To begin with, there is a handful of passages
in the Chinese translations of the Agamas where the appearance of the term fashen, "body of dharma(s)," 29 indicates that the underlying Indic may have had
dharma-kiiya as a substantive. These passages were exhaustively studied by
Anesaki (1982), 30 whose findings may be found summarised in Demieville's
article in the Hobogirin, s.v. busshin ( 1930: 176-177). There is one clear reference in the Sarnyuktiigama, now generally assigned to the MU1asarvastivadins, 31
and three in the Ekottariigama, thought by many to be part of the Mahasarp.ghika
canon. 32 In the Sarnyuktiigama passage King Asoka justifies his lavish veneration of the stiipa of Ananda with reference to the latter's key role in the preservation and transmission of the dharma. Asked by his ministers why these
offerings surpass all others, he says "The body of the Tathiigata is the body of
dharma(s), pure in nature. He [Ananda] was able to retain it/them all; for this
reason the offerings [to him] surpass [all others]. " 33 In the opening verses of the
Ekottariigama (T.l25, I, 549cl4), which have no Pali counterpart, we read: "The
appearance of the Master of the Sakyas in this world was very brief. Although
the physical body has passed away, the body of dharma(s) endures." And later,
in the same passage (550a 1-2): "The body of dharma(s) of the Tathiigata is
indestructible; it abides in the world forever, and does not cease. When gods and
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human beings get to hear it, they perfect the fruit of the Way." This idea is subsequently thematised in Section LXIV, where the Buddha and Ananda discuss
the survival of the dharma after the death of the Tathiigata (787bl7-29):
Then Ananda said to the Lord: "The Buddhas and Lords of the distant
past had an extremely long lifespan, precept-breakers were rare and
there was no impurity. Now, however, people have a very short lifespan, not exceeding ten decades. After the Buddhas of the past attained
extinction, how long did the dharma they left behind remain in the
world?"
The Buddha said to Ananda: "After the Buddhas of the past attained
extinction, the dharma did not remain for long."
Ananda said to the Buddha: "After the Tathiigata attains extinction,
how long will the true dharma remain in the world?"
The Buddha said to Ananda: "After I attain extinction, the dharma
will remain for a long time. After the extinction of the Buddha
Kasyapa, the dharma which he left behind lasted seven days. Right
now, Ananda, you [may think] the Tathiigata has few disciples. Don't
hold this view: there are countless thousand kotis of disciples in the
east, and countless thousand kotis of disciples in the south. Therefore,
Ananda, you should think: 'The lifespan of our Buddha Sakyamuni is
extremely long. Why? Although the physical body undergoes extinction, the body of dharma(s) persists. This is its meaning, which we
should ponder, take up and put into practice.' "
Finally, in Section XXXI (719b 7-8), Anuruddha remarks that "The body of the
Tathiigata is the body of the true dharma (rulai shenzhe zhenfa zhi shen)."
As becomes especially clear when one considers the contexts in which they
are embedded, all these Agama citations make a specific identification of the
term translated as fa-shen, "body of dharma(s)," with the dharma or dharmas
demonstrated by the Buddha, or with the true dharma, i.e., with his teachings or
his Teaching considered as a whole. It is this which is described as pure, indestructible, eternal, remaining after the nirviilJa of the physical body, and, according to one telling passage, something that one can hear. But there is a problem:
can we be sure that the underlying Indic word was indeed dharma-kiiya? For
there is at least one other candidate for the position, and that is dharma-sar!ra.
The occurrence of this compound in the AsPP has already been noted above. To
what extent its meaning differs from dharma-kiiya remains to be determined, but
some light is thrown on this in the lengthy discussion by the unknown author of
the Karma-vibhmigopadeia (see Levi 1932: 157ff., 172ff.). 34 In this text we find
an explicit equation of dharma-sar!ra with the teaching of the Buddha, the
hearing or realisation of which far outweighs the vision of the Buddha's physical
body, the "body produced by mother and father." 35 The theme of the text, then,
is similar to that of the Aggafiiia-sutta, viz., that the dharma in the sense of the
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teaching is the true body (and in this case "relic") 36 of the Buddha; and in line
with the text's own definition the noun dharma-sarlra is best interpreted as a
karmadhiiraya, i.e., as "the body/relic which consists in the dharma(s)." Since
all this is obviously congruent with the Agama passages we have just looked at,
one has to ask whether the word translated in them as fa-shen was not dharmasarlra rather than dharma-kiiya.
In the absence of Indic fragments or parallels, we cannot answer this question
with certainty. Only for the Saf!lyuktiigama passage can we refer to the
Divyiivadiina, where we see that neither compound is attested; 37 the other
Agama passages remain in doubt. However, it is quite clear that dharma-kiiya is
at least possible, for it definitely occurs in the sense required in other Mainstream sources. One of these is the Milinda-panha, a non-canonical Pali text preserved by the Theravadins. The relevant passage, as translated by Homer (1965:
99-1 00), runs as follows: "the Lord has attained final nibbana in the element of
nibbana that has no substrate remaining (for future birth); it is not possible to
point to the Lord who has gone home and say that he is either here or there; but,
sire, it is possible to point to the Lord by means of the body of Dhamma, for
Dhamma, sire, was taught by the Lord." 38 This echoes a previous statement in
the same section, to the effect that "He who sees the dhamma sees the Lord, for
the dhamma was taught by the Lord." 39 These variations on what are by now
familiar themes indicate that the substantives dharma-kiiya and dharma-sarlra
certainly overlap in meaning, even if they may not be entirely synonymous. A
second Mainstream citation of interest here is a passage in the MU!asarvastivadin Vinaya (see Dutt 1950: 185-186), where Srol)a Kotlkafl)a expresses his
strong desire to see the physical body of the Buddha, since the "seeing"
(darsana) of Buddhas is as rare as the U<;lumbara flower. His words are: "On the
authority of my preceptor [my emphasis] I have seen the Lord by means of the
body of dharma(s), but not by means of the physical body (dr!ito
mayopiidhyiiyiinubhiivena sa bhagaviin dharma-kiiyena no tu riipa-kiiyena)." In
both these sources I would maintain that dharma-kiiya clearly refers not to some
"spiritual body," 40 but, in line with the Agama passages cited above, to the
Buddha's teachings, acquired, in Srol)a Kotlkama's case, on the authority of his
preceptor Mahakatyayana. 41 However, one question remains, which I have left
open up till now: if we accept that the first element of the nominal compound
dharma-kiiya denotes the Buddha's teachings, should we continue to translate it
in the singular, as is customary, or in the plural?
Although it may not seem so at first sight, the answer to this question is suggested by a number of scholastic Sarvastivadin sources, which use the term
dharma-kiiya to refer to the special, undefiled dharmas or qualities which make
a Buddha a Buddha. 42 There appear to have been differences of opinion as to the
identity of these dharmas. According to Vasubandhu's Abhidharma-kosabhii!$ya some scholars identified them with the 18 qualities exclusive to a
Buddha (iivel}ika-dharmas), 43 viz., the ten powers (bala), four assurances (vaisiiradya), three applications of mindfulness (smrtyupasthiina) and great compas134
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sion (mahiikarw:ui). 44 Other Sarvastivadin sources, however, equated them with
the more modest list of the five aniisrava-skandhas, or "incorruptible constituents," viz., lila, samiidhi, prajiiii, vimukti and vimukti-jiiiina-darsana (see,
e.g., Lamotte 1958: 689-690), an identification which is also found in the work
of the great Theravadin commentator Buddhaghosa. 45 Whatever the composition
of the list, however, dharmakiiya in this context clearly means the collection of
the (undefiled) qualities or principles which the Buddha has realised in his own
person and revealed to others. That is to say, the use of the Sanskrit word kiiya
turns on the same ambiguity possessed by the English word "body" or the Latin
corpus; it means "body" in the sense of a complete collection of constituent
parts, ensemble, entirety, totality. And this is in itself an indication that the first
term in the compound-at least when it is a substantive-is indeed to be construed as plural. 46 Further, there is a second ambiguity built into the term: the
dharmas in question are both taught by the Buddha, in which case we might call
them "teachings" or "truths," and they are realised in his person, in which case
we might call them "qualities" (in the latter sense they are more obviously
plural). This ambiguity is probably intentional and fundamental. We find it
acknowledged, for example, in a commentary on the Vajracchedikii ascribed to
Asanga, who distinguishes two types of dharma-kiiya: the "dharma-kiiya as
words" and the "dharma-kiiya as realisation."47 If we accept then that this interpretation, "body of dharmas," with its multiple ambiguities, well established for
Mainstream scholastic sources, can also be applied to Mainstream scriptural
texts in which the substantive dharma-kiiya appears, we must concede that renditions such as "Body of the Dharma," "Body of Truth" or "Body of the Teaching" are mistaken, or at the very least too limiting, since a collection cannot
consist of one thing. 48
To return now to the Mahayana sources, it can be seen that the rather multivalent Mainstream interpretation of the substantive form of our term"body/collection of qualities/truths/teachings"-is consistent with the AsPP
citations under consideration. The remainder of the passage from Chap. IV,
therefore, may be translated as follows:" 'Again, bhiksus, you ought not to think
that this existing body is [my real] body. Bhiksus, you should see me in terms of
the full realisation of the body of dharmas (i.e., the totality of undefiled qualities
or truths).' 49 And one ought to see that this [real] body of the Tathiigata is constituted by5° perfect truth, i.e., by the Perfection of Wisdom." This interpretation
fits the context, and raises fewer philosophical difficulties.
A similar reading can be applied to the other occurrence of dharma-kiiya as a
noun in Chap. IV (no. 2 in the list above; no equivalent in any Chinese translation), where it is said that just as the king's representative is inviolable and
worthy of worship by the great mass of people because of the authority
(anubhiiva) of the king, so too the preacher of the dharma (dharma-bhiivaka) is
inviolable and worthy of worship because of the authority of the body of
dharmas (dharma-kiiyiinubhiiviit). 51 It seems to me far more likely that the
preachers in question owe their reception to the inherent power of the teachings
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they purvey than to some abstract but nonetheless awe-inspiring theistic principle; that is to say, the king's servants represent the king, and derive their
authority from him, the dharma-preachers represent the dharma, and derive their
authority from it.
Finally, the same reading is also preferable for the fourth passage listed
above, which happens to be the only one represented in the early Chinese versions. The Sanskrit text reads:

sumanasikrtii ca sudhrtii ca suparyavapta ca supravartitii ca tvayii
Ananda iyaf!l prajiiii-piiramita kartavyii I suparivyaktenii/cyara-padavyaiijanena suniruktii codgrahltavyii I tat kasya hetol; atltiiniigatapratyutvanniiniim
hi
Ananda
tathiigatiiniim
arhatiim
samyak-sambuddhiiniim dharma-kiiyateti tiim dharmatam pramiinlkrtya I
Most previous commentators have recognised that this has nothing to do with
the Trikaya, 52 even though Conze's rendition (1975: 267) blurs the issue: "For as
the dharma-body of the past, future and present Tathagatas is this dharma-text
authoritative." Lokak~ema's Chinese translation (468cl6-18) reads:
"You should carefully study [the Prajfiaparamita] and accept it in its
entirely, bear it all in mind, keep it, and copy out its words correctly
without error or loss [since] it is equivalent to and not different from
the body of the scriptures of the Buddhas ffo-jing-shen] of the past,
future and present."
The use of the Chinese word jing (canonical text, scripture) for dharma is standard with Lokak~ema, and so the presence of the word dharma-kaya in the earliest accessible version of the AsPP is hardly to be doubted. Here the text is
obviously playing on the aforementioned ambiguity of the term dharma,
meaning both teaching and principle or law of existence, as the Buddha advises
Ananda to ponder, remember, master, etc., the Prajfiaparamita with minute care,
because "one ought to accept that nature of things [which the Prajfiaparamita
teaches] as authoritative, as being the body of dharmas of all past, future and
present Tathiigatas." 53
My contention is, then, that even in the later Sanskrit text of the AsPP, where
dharma-kiiya clearly occurs as a noun, it is perfectly comprehensible in terms of
the multivalent Mainstream interpretation of the word, as the body or collection
of qualities, principles, truths, or teachings. Elsewhere it appears as an adjective,
a usage which is also found in Mainstream sources. What is common to both
grammatical forms in the different Mainstream sources we have reviewed is that
the emphasis is on the prior member, dharma, not on kaya. The same is true for
all occurrences in the AsPP. Therefore there is no real support for Lancaster's
contention that dharma-kaya is one of the specifically Mahayana doctrines
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inserted into the text of the AsPP in the course of its development, even though
it is true that many of the citations are not attested in the three early Chinese
translations. 54
Is there, then, any support in the rest of the Lokak~ema corpus for a distinctively Mahayanist interpretation of dharma-kiiya? It is in the Lokiinuvartaniisiitra (LAn) 55 that we would most expect to encounter material relating to this
question, for the LAn is in essence a meditation on buddhology proper. In this
work, which is closely affiliated with the Mahasarpghika-Lokottaravadins, we
do indeed find a sustained attempt to harmonise conflicting notions of Buddhahood, in particular to reconcile the obvious frailties and limitations of the historical human being with a more glorious conception of the physical and spiritual
attributes of an enlightened personality. Most of the text, then, turns on the discrepancies between what are in the classical Trikaya theory called the nirmiil)akiiya and the saf!1bhoga-kiiya, even though the second of these terms is not used
in the extant Tibetan version. 56 The Tibetan for dharma-kiiya does occur twice,
however, in verses 37 and 79, in both of which it appears in the predicative position, i.e., it is almost certainly rendering the bahuvrlhi adjective. 57 The relevant
verses read as follows:
Verse 37:
I yid kyi sku dang !dan pas na 58 I
I de bzhin gshegs pa chos sku yang I
I mag can sku ni stan mdzad pa I
I 'di ni 'jig rten 'thun jug yin I
"Even though, being endowed with a mental body,
The Tathiigatas have the dharma for a body,
They manifest a corruptible body;
This is conformity with the world."
Verse 79:
I de bzhin gshegs pa chos sku ste I
I gcig ci 'dra bar de bzhin kun I
I 'on kyang tha dad stan mdzad pa I
I 'di ni jig rten 'thun jug yin I
"Since the Tathiigatas have the dharma for a body,
As one is, so are they all;
Nevertheless, they make a show of multiplicity;
This is conformity with the world."
There can be no doubt that the text which Lokak~ema had in front of him also
contained these two verses, in much the same form. His version of them (T. 807)
runs:
The Buddha's body is like an illusion. [He] calls the scripture/
dharma(s) (jingfa) 59 [his] body. To others he displays an impure body.
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It is in conformity with worldly custom that he engages in such a mani-

festation. (752al8-19)
All Buddhas share the one body; [they] regard the scripture!dharma(s)
(jingfa) as [their] body. The Buddhas manifest teaching the
scripture!dharma(s) to others. It is in conformity with worldly custom
that they engage in such a manifestation. (753al9-20) 60
Not only does Lokak~ema's translation demonstrate the existence of the term
dharma-kiiya in his text of the LAn, but the Chinese wording, almost identical in
both verses (yi jingfa ming wei shen, yi jingfa wei shen), shows clearly that he
construed it as a bahuvr!hi. Using the classical Chinese yi X wei Y construction
("to take X as Y," "to regard X as Y," etc.), he split the compound just as we
might. 61 Neither the Chinese nor the Tibetan version of the LAn, then, attests
dharma-kiiya in its nominal form. Both versions suggest, in addition, that the
Sanskrit text of the relevant piida in both verses read dharma-kiiyii tathiigatiih,
which is the same phrase found in Chap. XXXI of the AsPP.
Although a full discussion of the buddhology of the LAn is beyond the scope
of this paper, we ought to note that in v. 37 the Tib. term yid kyi sku is attested,
which the Chinese glosses as a body "like an illusion," but which must represent
manomaya-kiiya, normally translated as "mental body" or "mind-made body."
Set beside dharma-kiiya, this is contrasted with rnag can sku, which is surely
Skt./Pali piiti-kiiya. 62 We have here what Lancaster calls the "primitive triad"
(see above), the three bodies supposedly found in the Pali Canon. However,
since dharma-kiiya is an adjective, only two actual bodies in the proper sense of
the word are attested in this verse, as indeed they are in the Pali Canon. Both
these bodies, the mind-made and the corruptible, belong to the world of material
forms.
Turning next to the Pratyutpanna-buddha-saf!lmukhiivasthita-samiidhi-siitra
(PraS), we find a single obscure citation, at Section IX, where the Tib. has chos
kyi sku dang 'dra bar rtogs pas nam mkha' Ita bu rnams su 'gyur ba. In my
English translation of this text I tentatively rendered this as "become those who
resemble space in their understanding [of it as?] similar to the Body of Dharma,"
the problem being partly the presence in all three Chinese versions of what
seems to be an equivalent for animitta. Thus 1 suggested that the original sense
of the passage may have been "become those who understand the Body of
Dharma to be signless like space."63 T.418's (Lokak~ema's) equivalent for
dharma-kiiya here is jing-zang-shen, literally "body of the treasury of scriptures," while T.416 has simply "all dharmas," suggesting once again that
dharma-kiiya means the totality of dharmas. 64 The citation is obscure, but the
presence of dharma-kiiya as a substantive in the earliest known version is
beyond doubt, in a context which seems to have nothing to do with buddhology
as such.
In the Kiisyapa-parivarta (KP), another important text in the Lokak~ema
corpus, the word dharma-kiiya does not appear, but riipa-kiiya occurs once, in
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Section 125, in a context which is relevant to the discussion. The Sanskrit text
runs: dharmato pi tathiigataiJl na samanupasyati ka/:1 punar viida riipakiiyn:za,
i.e., "[the bodhisattva] does not view the Tathiigata even in terms of the
dharma(s), how much less in terms of his physical body." 65 Lokakt'?ema's
version-"he is not even attached to the Buddha-dharma(s), how much less constantly [?] attached to form?"----conveys the intent of the Sanskrit reasonably
well. The Jin dynasty translation accords with it too, but the Qin and Song versions both introduce the term fa-shen (= dharma-kiiya). This could represent
translator's license, or a different Sanskrit recension of the text which sought to
clarify its sense along the lines suggested by the passages in Chaps. IV and
XXXI of the AsPP. That is to say, one does not "view" the Buddha even in
terms of the body of qualities or principles which he has realised (dharma-kiiyaparini!jpattitas), to say nothing of viewing him in terms of his physical person
(riipa-kiiyatas ).
As we move on to other less well-known works of early middle Mahayana
siitra-literature, a significant new pattern begins to emerge. In the Drumakinnarariija-pariprcchii-siitra (DKP), 66 to begin with, although there are no
occurrences of the term chos kyi sku in the Tibetan text, Lokak~ema's Chinese
version (T.624) contains several occurrences of fa-shen, the standard Chinese
equivalent for dharma-kiiya. In Section 2D (349c27-28), for example, we find:
"What does it mean to say that bodhisattvas know the realm of all human beings
without being separated from the body of dharmas?" which in the Tib. text is ji
/tar na byang chub sems dpa ' khams sna tshogs Ia yang rnam par blta Ia chos
kyi dbyings las kyang mi g. yo ba rnams lags. Here Lokak~ema appears to have
usedfa-shen to render dharma-dhiitu (Tib. chos kyi dbyings), which is also indicated by the appearance of fa-jie, the standard Chinese equivalent for dharmadhiitu, in Kumarajlva's rendition ofthe same passage (T.625, 368cl7-18). 67 The
same wording is repeated in the Tib. text at 2M, and the renditions in T.624
(350c 15) and T.625 (369c8) agree with those for the first citation. There can be
little doubt, therefore, that Lokak~ema has rendered dharma-dhiitu, contrasted
with sattva-dhiitu, as fa-shen, presumably because he believed both terms to
refer to the totality of dharmas. The same thing happens at 2G where Tib. has
chos kyi dbyings, T.625 (369al8-19) hasfa-jie and T.624 (350a21) hasfashen. 68
A more pertinent citation is found at 7K, where the Tibetan reads chos kyi
dbyings bsam gyis mi khyab pa Ia zhugs pas I sangs rgyas thams cad sangs
rgyas gcig tu shes pa, "knowing that all Buddhas are one Buddha, by virtue of
[their] entry into the inconceivable dharma-dhiitu"; i.e., all Buddhas are the
same by virtue of their common "entry" into, or understanding of, the inconceivable dharma-dhiitu (Skt. acintya-dharma-dhiitvavatiira). T.624 (358b5-6) has
"all Buddhas are nothing but one Buddha. For what reason? Because [their] penetration of the body of dharmas (/a-shen) is incalculable,"69 while T.625
(377bl8-19) agrees exactly with the Tibetan, i.e., construing acintya as qualifying dharma-dhiitu rather than avatiira. At 8Cv54 T.624 (360b26) again has fashen where Tib. has chos kyi dbyings and T.625 (379cl4) has fa-jie. A further
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occurrence at 9G is especially interesting: in enumerating the six anusmrtis, the
Tib. text has sangs rgyas kyi sku thob par bya ba 'i phyir I sangs rgyas rjes su
dran pa, i.e., "commemoration of the Buddha in order to acquire the body of a
Buddha." Here too T.625 (38lal3-14) agrees with the Tibetan, but T.624
(361 b29) has "constantly think of the Buddha and obtain the body of dharmas
(ja-shen)." This is unexpected; we could postulate corruption, but it is also possible that the translator has settled on fa-shen as conveying the true sense of
buddha-kaya. It is not easy to see how Lokaksema has arrived at his translation
of 10Hv25, but the appearance of.fa-shen in T.624 (363all), zhu~fa in T.625
(383al6), and chos rnams kun in Tib. suggests that sarva-dharma stood in the
original Indic text. At 11 D, in a list of 64 "dharma-sounds," we again find fashen in T.624 (363cl8) where Tib. and T.625 (384al8) indicate dharma-dhatu.
The three versions differ substantially from this point on, and it is interesting to
note that the following items in T.624 are the ten powers, the four assurances
and the eighteen exclusive dharmas (not listed in the two other versions), suggesting an association between these qualities and dharma-dhiitu as equated
with dharma-kaya. At 14D chos kyi dbyings in Tib. again finds a counterpart in
.fa-shen in T.624 (366a22), but the sentence in question is missing from T.625
(see 387b22-26). Finally, a less clear-cut case occurs in Section 15E, where
T.624 (366c5) has: "they are able to practice and guard the dharma; through this
they obtain the body of dharmas (ja-shen)." The Tib. text at this point (Section
15E) has dam pa 'i chos yongs su srung ba danglsangs rgyas beam !dan 'das
rnams kyi dam pa 'i chos 'dzin par 'gyur ba, i.e., "they [the bodhisattvas] protect
the true dharma, and they obtain the true dharma of the Buddhas and Lords,"
while Kumiirajlva's version (T.625) reads "they protect the true dharma and
uphold the treasury of the Buddha-dharma(s) (jo~a-zang)." Although not
attested by the Tibetan, therefore, dharmakaya is suggested by both Chinese
versions of 15E, in a context which implies it carries the meaning "collection of
dharmas." The most significant finding in relation to the DKP, however, is that
in some half-a-dozen cases Lokaksema has translated dharma-dhiitu by .fa-shen.
Despite the doctrinal richness of the Ajatasatru-kaukrtya-vinodana-sutra
(A)KV), as well as the presence in it of apparent Yogiicara tendencies, I have not
been able to locate a single occurrence of dharma-kaya in the Tibetan text.
However, once again Lokaksema's translation (T.626) contains a number of
uses of the terrn.fa-shen, and the passages in question need careful investigation.
At 390b 1, to begin with, we read that bodhisattvas "do not deviate from twelvefold causation; they consider the body of dharmas (ja-shen) to be neither
increasing nor decreasing." This corresponds to Tib. rten cing 'brei bar 'byung
ba dang mi 'gal ba 'i phyir des chos thams cad (Derge: nyid for thams cad) Ia
brtag par bya 'o II thog rna nas rna skyes pa 'i phyir chos gang yang rna bri ba
dang rna 'phel bar bya 'o (Peking Mdo Tsu 225a6-7). None of the other complete Chinese versions (T.627, T.628) supports dharma-kaya, so it appears fashen has been used by Lokaksema to denote all dharmas. At 390b28-29 the text
states: "They see the Buddhas, but do not think of seeking them through form.
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Why is that? Because of the body of dharmas (or: because they have the dharma
as body?)." However, Tib. (Peking 226b2-3) has only sangs rgyas thams cad
mthong mod kyi I gzugs fa dmigs pa 'i 'du shes kyang mi skyed, "although they
see all the Buddhas, they do not give rise to any conception based on form,"
which is supported by the other Chinese translations, indicating that T.626 has
probably incorporated a gloss. At 392b we also come across a number of occurrences of{"a-shen (392b2, 4-5, 15), but the corresponding Tibetan text has only
chos or chos nyid (see Peking 232al-8), while the Chinese version of
Dharmarak;;a (T.627, 410bl8-c3) has fa-jie or fa, that of Fatian (T.628,
432bl7-29) simply.fa. At 398b6-7, in the course ofMaiijusrl's exposition ofthe
bodhisattva-pi/aka, Lokak~ema's text states: 'The dharmas of bodhisattvas are
unsurpassed, because they penetrate the body of dharmas, because of great compassion." But when we compare this with the Tibetan, we find: byang chub sems
dpa 'i bslab pa ni tshad med pa 'i rjes su song ba I snying rje chen pos zin pa 'o II
(Peking 253a2-3), "The bodhisattva's training starts with the immeasurable
states and is completed by great compassion. Similarly, T.627 (418al5) and
T.629 (439c21) mention only compassion." Taken with the clumsy repetition of
"because" in T.624, the testimony of the later versions indicates again that a
gloss has been incorporated in the text. Later occurrences, however, follow the
pattern laid down in the DKP. At 398cl fa-shen corresponds to chos kyi dbyings
in the Tibetan text (see Peking 254a2), fa-jie in T.627 (418cl) and T.628
(440al4); at 40lb9-12fa-shen occurs several times, corresponding to chos kyi
dbyings or possibly chos thams cad (sarva-dharma) in the Tibetan (see Peking
263a7-263bl) and tofa-jie in both T.627 (422bl-7) and T.628 (443a3-4); and
finally, at 402cl-3, fa-shen again occurs several times, corresponding to chos
kyi dbyings in the Tibetan (see Peking 267b7-268a2) and fa-jie in the later
Chinese versions (see T.627, 423cl5-18, and T.628, 44b25(?)).
It would be inappropriate here to give the full text of all the passages cited,
but it is clear enough that Lokak~ema has used fashen throughout the AjKV to
designate the totality of dharmas, generally in places where his Indic original
had dharma-dhiitu. The two exceptions to this rule are almost certainly glosses
which have been erroneously incorporated in the text.
There are three other texts belonging to the Lokak~ema corpus: T.458, the
Wenshushili wen pusa-shu jing ( WWP); T.280, the Dousha jing (DSJ, an early
version of a small section of the Avatarnsaka-sutra); and T.313, the Achu-fo guo
jing, a translation of the Alcyobhya-tathiigatasya-vyuha (AkTV). 70 Lokak~ema's
translations of the first two of these texts contain no references to dharma-kiiya,
and the same is true, as far as I am aware, of the later Chinese or Tibetan versions, where they exist. 71 A perusal of the various versions of the AkTV,
however, reveals one problematical occurrence of the term, in Chap. 1, Sections
69-70 (according to the divisions in the translation by Dantinne). 72 Here the
Tibetan text states that when the Buddha Ak~;>obhya used to pursue the course of
training of a bodhisattva he never once experienced any bodily or mental fatigue
while expounding or listening to the dharma, the reason being that, ever since
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the time he conceived his initial aspiration to awakening, he had realised the
dharma-kiiya. Further, when he was pursuing the course of training of a bodhisattva and listening to the dharma he thought "In the same way that I now
love the dharma, so too may beings in my Buddha-field also be lovers of the
dharma, and not those who do not love it!" 73 At first blush this seems coherent,
coherent enough for Dantinne to have translated it without comment-but is it? I
think not; a closer inspection of the Chinese translations shows us why. Bodhiruci's Chinese translation (T.310, No. 6), produced in the period 706-713,
reads (104c8-13):
"Sariputra, when in the past he was practising the course of practice of
a bodhisattva, the Tathiigata Arhat Samyaksambuddha Ak~obhya did
not experience physical or mental tiredness when expounding the
dharmas or listening to them. Why? Because when he first conceived
the aspiration to cultivate the course of practice of a bodhisattva, he
obtained the awesome power (weili, usually= anubhiiva) of the body of
dharmas (jashen. Sariputra, when in the past he was practising the
course of practice of a bodhisattva, the Tathiigata Arhat Samyaksambuddha Ak~obhya made the following vow: 'May all the bodhisattvas
and mahiisattvas in my buddha-lcyetra obtain the perfection of the body
of dharmas, just like me!' " 74
In Lokak~ema's version, however, the passage m question runs as follows
(755a4-8):
The Buddha said to Sariputra: "Long ago, when the Tathiigata Arhat
Samyaksambuddha Ak~obhya was practising the way of the bodhisattva and listening to or expounding the dharma, his body experienced no fatigue, and his mind felt no fatigue either. Sariputra, long
ago, when the Tathiigata Ak~obhya was pursuing the way of the bodhisattva and listening to or expounding the dharma, [he said:] 'This is
how [I] love the dharma. May the bodhisattvas and mahiisattvas in my
buddha-lcyetra love the dharma like this!'"
At first sight we might be disposed to accept Bodhiruci's text: Ak~obhya possesses a "dharma-body" which is immune to fatigue, and he wishes that on other
bodhisattvas. But how can bodhisattvas (especially those at the beginning of
their career) be said to "realise" the dharma-kiiya before they become Buddhas?
And why is there only one occurrence of the term in the Tibetan, as opposed to
two in Bodhiruci's version? Lokak~ema's text, with no occurrences at all, offers
the solution: in the transmission of the Indic, dharma-kama has been corrupted
to dharma-kiiya, quite possibly under the influence of Y ogacara Trikaya speculations.75 The Tibetan translation, which stands closer to Lokak~ema's version
than to Bodhiruci's/6 represents a half-corrupted text, since it still preserves one
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dharma-kama (chos 'dod pa). Originally the AkTV was making the unproblematical point that from the very first Ak~obhya was indefatigable in teaching and
hearing the dharma because he loved it so much, and so he vowed that the bodhisattvas of his Buddha-field would be similarly endowed with this unwearying
love for the dharma. The "because he loved it so much" appears to have been
missing from the earliest version of the text, if we go by T.313. The Tibetan
wording (chos kyi sku rab tu bsgoms par gyur pa 'i phyir ro) suggests that a
gloss containing the words dharma-kiima-prabhiivita 77 may have been subsequently incorporated into the text before being corrupted to dharma-kiiyaprabhiivita.78 In an even later form of the text this corruption appears to have
infected the last sentence of the passage as well, leading to the peculiar message
of Bodhiruci' s rendition. 79
Let us now review our findings. We have seen that in the small group of texts
translated into Chinese by Lokak~ema in the latter half of the 2nd century C. E.
there is no evidence for any developed Mahayana notions of dharma-kiiya, even
though this term was clearly familiar to him and does occur, albeit rarely, in
several of his translations in the two grammatical forms and senses attested in
Mainstream sources. That is to say, it is either (1) a bahuvrzhi adjective,
meaning "having the dharma as body" or "embodied in the dharma" (twice in
the LAn), or (2) a tatpuru[ia substantive, with the sense "body of dharmas,"
dharmas in this case being understood as qualities, principles of existence,
truths, or teachings (once in the AsPP, once in the PraS, possibly once in the
DKP). Furthermore, even when the term does appear more frequently in later
Chinese, Tibetan and Sanskrit versions of the scriptures in question, it still
exhibits the same forms and meanings, as was demonstrated in particular for the
Sanskrit text of the AsPP. An additional and unexpected discovery was that the
Chinese termfa-shen, the standard equivalent for the substantive dharma-kiiya,
sometimes occurs in Lokak~ema's translations at points where the Indic original
is almost certain to have had dharma-dhiitu. 80 This suggests that he regarded the
two terms (viz., dharma-dhiitu and dharma-kiiya as a substantive) as interchangeable; for him both meant the totality of dharmasY While this is of course
in keeping with the Mainstream interpretation, and therefore supports our thesis,
two things remain puzzling. The first is that Lokak~ema also used renditions of
dharma-dhiitu which do approximate the standard Chinese equivalent. 82 Why
then was he not consistent? The second enigma is his insistence on employing
the Chinese word shen, given that this never means "collection." Unable to
replicate the ambiguity of the Sanskrit in Chinese, Lokak~ema was clearly faced
with a difficult choice. That he opted for shen suggests that he regarded the
primary meaning of the word kiiya as more important, as somehow worth preserving, and could indicate that even by his time there were Buddhists who were
already starting to regard the dharma-kiiya as a "body" of some kind, even if
only metaphorically. While these questions relating to Lokaki;lema's stylistic
preferences will only be clarified by the continuing examination of his translations, they do not, I believe, invalidate our general thesis, which is that the use
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of the term dharma-kiiya in this important body of early middle Mahayana
siitras is continuous with Mainstream interpretations.

III. Dharma-kiiya in other Mahayana sources
There we might be content to let the matter rest, but before attempting to formulate some general conclusions it might be useful to look for corroborating evidence in Mahayana siitras outside the Lokaki;iema corpus, especially those often
cited in discussions of the Trikaya theory. 83 Clearly there are limits to what we
can undertake here, but one obvious candidate for re-appraisal is the
Vajracchedikii-prajfiii-piiramitii-siitra (Vaj) and the well-known verses which
run, according to Conze's (1974: 57) edition of the Sanskrit text (I have regularised the spelling):
ye mii1!1 riipe1Ja ciidrii/qur ye mii1!1 gho!ie1Ja ciinvayuh I
mithyii-prahiilJa-prasrtii na miif!1 drak!iyanti te janiih II
dharmato buddha dra!itavyii dharma-kiiyii hi niiyakiih I
dharmatii ca na vijfieyii na sii sakyii vijiinitUf!1 II

Once again, Conze's translations-for there are several in existence-are far
from adequate. In one version (Conze 1973b: 136) we find the second verse rendered:
From the Dharma should one see the Buddhas,
From the Dharmabodies comes their guidance.
Yet Dharma's true nature cannot be discerned,
And no-one can be conscious of it as an object.
Here, too, we encounter errors in linguistic interpretation compounding philosophical incoherence. What on earth can it mean to say that the Buddhas are guided by
the "Dharmabodies"? Conze has, of course, mistaken the subject for the predicate
and vice versa, in the belief that dharma-kiiya is a substantive. What the text says
is that the Guides or Leaders are dharma-kiiya, i.e., this word is once again functioning as an adjective. Even for the (6th century?) Gilgit version, recently reedited by Schopen (see Gomez & Silk 1989: 89-139), where the words hi niiyakiih
in the relevant line are replaced by tathiigatah (i.e., singular), the same interpretation is in my opinion the correct one. 84 However, Schopen, following Conze's
example, translates dharma-kiiya as a noun ("The Tathagata is the body of Doctrine"), thus continuing a long tradition. The second verse makes much better
sense if we translate it properly: "The Buddha is to be seen in terms of the
dharma; the Tathiigata has the dharma for a body. The nature of dharma(s),
however, is indiscernible [to the senses]; it is not possible to discern it." 85
What this means is that in the Vaj there is no use of the term dharma-kiiya in
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the nominal sense, although the term rupa-kaya does occur, in a passage which
may at first have directly preceded the above, but become separated from it in
the course of time (see Conze l973b: sections 20a, 26a). This is possibly a
further indication of the age of the Vaj, in that no Trikaya-related notion of the
dharma-kaya is found in it. 86 Both verses are apparently drawn from a Mainstream text, although Mainstream parallels have been found only for the first
one. 87 The second verse, of greater interest to us here, has so far proved elusive.
One notes, however, the similarity of the wording in the Gilgit version (viz.,
dharma-kayas tathagatab) with that of the passage from Chap. XXXI of the
AsPP and the two verses from the LAn cited above, and the fact that the point
being made by the Vaj here is precisely that which KP 125 is attempting to
trump, as it were. That this second verse is missing from some recensions of the
Vaj, such as the Central Asian MS 88 and the earliest Chinese translation by
Kumarajlva (T.235, dated 402 C.E.), indicates that it has been inserted later in
'the history of the text, possibly under the influence of a different Perfection of
Wisdom or other Mahayana sutra. 89 In one sense, however, the date of its insertion is beside the point: even with it, the Vaj never goes beyond the Mainstream
position.
Another text occasionally cited in connection with Trikaya theory is the
Samiidhi-raja-sutra (SR), in particular the 22nd chapter dealing explicitly with
the bodies of the Buddha, which was edited and translated by Regamey (l938b).
As Regamey remarks in his comments on the doctrinal standpoint of the text
(pp. 23-25), its buddhology is akin to that of the Perfection of Wisdom sutras in
knowing only two bodies, the rupa-kaya and the dharma-kiiya. Its notion of the
riipa-kiiya encompasses many features which are commonly assigned to the
sa'!lbhoga-kaya (in this regard it resembles the LAn), but here we are more concerned with its description of the dharma-kiiya. We find many statements with a
familiar ring. For example, in Section 7 (Regamey 1938b: 81), we are told that
the Tathagata is not to be discerned on the basis of his physical body, because
the Buddhas and Lords are distinguished or constituted by the dharma-kaya, not
by the physical body (na rupakayatas tathagatab prajiiatavyab. tat kasya hetob?
dharma-kiiya-prabhavitas ca buddha bhagavanto na rupa-kaya-prabhavitab).
This dharma-kaya is then described in fairly abstract terms in the prose (Sections 9-12) and verses (Sections 13-37) which follow. Although Regamey
translates it consistently as "Absolute Body," there is no reason why we should
not render it as "body of dharmas," except for Section 34, where the words
dharma-kayo mahavlro ought to be rendered "The great hero has the dharma for
a body" (i.e., dharma-kiiya is a bahuvrlhi).
What then of the Sad-dharma-pw)(iarlka-sutra (SP), which is said by Nagao
(1991: l 04) to be one of the Mahayana sutras in which the two-body theory
"became stabilized"?90 In fact, there is only one occurrence of the term dharmakiiya in the entire Sanskrit text, in v. 82 near the end of Chap. 5 (Vaidya's edition,
p. 96), which clearly has the sense of "body of dharmas," "totality of dharmas,"
"all dharmas." 91 The context places this beyond any doubt. Therefore, while it is
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certainly true that the SP teaches a developed Mahayana buddhology, it does not
explicitly invoke the concept of dharma-kiiya to support it. 92
Let us tum finally to the Liinkiivatiira-sutra (LA), where we might reasonably
expect to find traces of Yogacara doctrines, given the well-known affinity of this
text with that school. As Suzuki points out (1930: 316ff. ), there are adumbrations of the Trikaya doctrine, but although "the idea of Dharmakaya is not
wanting in the Liinkiivatiira ... it is used not in the sense of the Dharmakaya of
the Triple Body dogma." And yet Suzuki's own interpretation of the relevant
passages is heavily influenced by Trikaya notions, or perhaps by Christian theology, and therefore the text needs to be re-interpreted in a number of places.
For example, at LA 30.7-8, 93 the words tathiigato dharma-kiiya-vasavartl
bhavi!jyati dharma-nairiitmya-darianiit mean "he will become a Tathiigata who
has mastery over the body/collection/ totality of dharmas through seeing the
absence of self in dharmas." 94 Here dharma-kiiya probably has the same sense it
carries in the SP passage cited above. Suzuki's translation ("endowed with the
perfect freedom of the Dharmakaya") is ambiguous, but could easily give one
the impression that dharma-kiiya possesses the quality of "perfect freedom,"
rather than being merely the object of vasavartin. The same problem arises at LA
55.11-12, which reads: punar api lokottariiniisrava-dhiitu-paryiipanniin
saf(lbhiiriin paripurya acintya-dharma-kiiya-vasavartitiif(l pratilapsyante. One
could translate this roughly as "Further, having acquired all the requisites pertaining to the supramundane and incorruptible realm, they will obtain mastery
over the body of inconceivable dharmas." Unaccountably, Suzuki (1932: 116)
speaks of "the attainment of the Dharmakaya which is of sovereign power and
beyond conception,"95 but here acintya, which usually means "inconceivable in
number or extent," is just as likely to qualify dharma as it is kiiya, and dharmakiiya must again be the object of vasavartitii, as in the preceding citation. 96 Other
passages where dharma-kiiya is best understood as the totality of dharmas are
LA 10.11-12 (Chap. II, v. 4); 97 LA 20.12, where Mahamati invites the Buddha to
expound the dharma-kiiya-surely the collection of dharmas understood as
teachings-praised (anuglta) by the Tathiigatas; 98 LA 23.16, where as a result of
the teachings of the Tathiigatas the bodhisattvas are said to obtain the dharmakiiya;99 and LA 94.19, where the dharma-kiiya of the Tathiigatas is said to be as
indestructible as the sands of the Ganges. 100 While these passages could at a
pinch be interpreted in terms of some kind of "cosmic body," "body of
dharmas" is a perfectly adequate rendition in all cases, and a better one in most.
There are, however, a number of passages where buddhology seems to be the
issue. At LA 58.11-14, for example, the bodily identity (kiiya-samatii) of all
Tathiigatas is explained in terms of the sameness of both the dharma-kiiya and
the rupa-lak!far:liinuvyafijana-kiiya, except when Tathiigatas assume different
forms to convert beings. 101 This passage is a definite echo of LAn v. 79 (see
above), even though dharma-kiiya is a substantive here; we noted the same idea
in the DKP, the Upiiya-kausalya-sutra and the Kosa. 102 As Suzuki points out
( 1930: 318), this passage certainly implies all three bodies, but dharma-kiiya
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here may still be interpreted along the lines already established. A more
puzzling passage occurs at LA 78.6-8:
kif!l tu mahiimate manomaya-dharma-kiiyasya tathiigatasyaitad
adhivacanaf!l yatra sarva-tirthakara-sriivaka-pratyekabuddha-saptabhiimi-prafi$thitiiniif!l ca bodhisattviiniim avi$ayah I so 'nutpiidas
tathiigatasya [/) etan mahiimate paryiiya-vacanam.

Although the faulty punctuation is easily remedied, the compound manomayadharma-kiiyasya is potentially troublesome, given that there is such a thing as
the manomaya-kiiya. However, if we take it as a bahuvr!hi adjective qualifying
tathiigatasya, the passage yields the following sense:
"However, Mahamati, there is a designation for the Tathiigata, insofar
as he is embodied in the dharma which is mind-made [or better: in the
dharmas which are mind-made], which is beyond the reach of any sectarians, sriivakas, pratyekabuddhas or bodhisattvas on the [first] seven
stages. It is 'non-production.' This, Mahamati, is a synonym for the
Tathiigata." 103
That is to say, the term manomaya-dharma-kiiya is probably to be explained as
an allusion to the celebrated opening verses of the Dhammapada, which say that

all dharmas are, among other things, manomaya or "mind-made." 104 Thus the
designation anutpiida, "non-production," applies to the Tathiigata insofar as he
is embodied in or identified with the dharma or dharmas, which are manomaya
and therefore essentially "unproduced." Non-movement also follows from this,
as we saw in the AsPP. Of course, the Buddha's physical body is a different
matter, since it is corruptible; it is produced and destroyed, which is exactly the
message of LAn v. 37 (see above). 105 Finally, we encounter the bahuvr!hi adjective again at LA 104.2-3, in the section prohibiting meat-eating, where we find
the words dharma-kiiyii hi mahiimate tathiigatii dharmiihiira-sthitayo, i.e., "for
the Tathiigatas have the dharma as their body, they are dependent on the
dharma for their food." 106 The phrase dharma-kiiyiis tathiigatiih is by now an old
friend; the adjective dharmiihiira-sthiti 107 is reminiscent of another of the Agama
passages studied by Anesaki, Ekottariigama XV (T.l25, 623b7): rulaishen-zhe
yifa wei shi, "the Tathiigata's body has the dharma as its food." 108
We must conclude, then, that although the LA may well contain many allusions and references to the Yogacara Trikaya theory, its use of the term dharmakiiya itself does not differ in any significant way from the other siitras we have
studied, a fact of which Suzuki himself was aware. Despite this, he was frequently seduced by a somewhat theistic interpretation of the Trikaya doctrine
into misconstruing the relevant passages, so that his readers were left thinking
that the LA did in fact teach such a thing as the "Dharmakaya which is of sovereign power and beyond conception." 109
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IV. General conclusions
In the context of this paper I cannot survey the full range of dharma-kiiya references in the scriptural and scholastic literature of the Mahayana, but I hope that I
have covered enough major works to demonstrate that a case can be made for a
different reading of the concept. At least as far as the early and middle
Mahayana are concerned, there is little in the texts I have studied to suggest a
departure from Mainstream interpretations. I see this paper, therefore, as yet
another attempt at what I might call the abolition of imaginary discontinuities in
Buddhist history. In this case what is done away with is the prevailing notion
that the dharma-kiiya is some kind of Buddhist "Godhead" or "Cosmic Body"
invented by the followers of the Mahayana in the philosophical exuberance of
their headlong rush towards theism. Pioneers in the field like Suzuki and Conze
can be excused for falling under the spell of this idea, but, as we have seen, even
recent writers on the subject of the Trikaya have continued to ignore such basics
as Edgerton's observations concerning the use of dharma-kiiya as an adjective in
early and middle Mahayana siitras, and have therefore obscured more than one
important moment in the development of the concept. Too ready to assimilate all
occurrences of the term to a particular understanding of the nominal dharmakiiya of the developed Trikaya theory, they have misconstrued many key passages, thereby collapsing what may have been centuries of gradual doctrinal
development, into a single incoherent theoretical position. Further, this incoherency has become enshrined in the standard English translations of key
Mahayana siitras, to the extent that it now goes unchallenged by some of the
leading lights of Buddhist studies. Nor is it merely that the adjective, even when
recognized as such, has been misinterpreted as the noun; the noun has also been
misinterpreted. Where dharma-kiiya does appear as a substantive, to continue to
translate it as "Dharma-body" or "Body of Dharma" may not seem a serious
error, but when that term appears in conjunction with the other "bodies" of the
Buddha, the temptation is to impute some kind of unitary ontological status to it,
and to engage in theological flights of fancy which are unsupported by the texts.
Thus metaphor gives way to metaphysics. That kiiya means both "body" in the
ordinary sense and "body" in the sense of collection obviously provided Buddhists of both Mainstream and Mahayana persuasions with an ambiguity which
they found exceedingly useful and suggestive, but one presumes they were
always in a position to construe the term dharma-kiiya in a way which did not
involve hypostatisation of a non-existent entity, however abstract, even when it
occurred alongside other kiiya terms which did relate to the material world.
Reification of the nonexistent is a cardinal sin as far as Buddhists are concerned.
We Buddhist scholars should avoid it too. Since the English expression "the
body of dharmas" does not carry the same potential ontological freight as "the
Body of Dharma" or "the Dharma-body," we could do worse than use it from
now on, assuming, of course, that we are dealing with the substantive.
All this raises the question: is the "Dharma-body" understood as an actual
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body of the Buddha purely a figment of the modem Buddhological imagination,
or does it go back to the Yogad.ras or some other followers of the Mahayana at
a later point in its history? The study of the texts translated by Lokak~ema
demonstrates that an actual "Buddha-body" called the dharma-kiiya is not
attested in the earlier versions, but we have also seen that even in their later
fonns many siitras did not move very far (if at all) beyond a position which was
also acceptable to at least some of the Mainstream schools, and were a long way
[rom postulating the "cosmic body" or "absolute principle" which we have come
almost automatically to identify with the dharma-kiiya. For we must remember
in this connection that the Tibetan and Sanskrit versions of the texts referred to
in this study date for the most part from a relatively late period; if they show no
trace of this idea, it can hardly have been common coin. Would it then be appropriate to suggest that the standard notion of dharma-kiiya as a unitary cosmic
principle was, in Indian Buddhism at least, exclusively a matter of Y ogacara
scholastics, and not one of the staple Mahayana doctrines as is commonly supposed? At this point I arrive at the limits of my own competence, but in the light
of my findings with respect to the LA, a text rich in Cittamatra elements, I am
tempted to ask if even the Yogacara discussions of the subject, as well as those
writings influenced by them, may also need to be reconsidered. I hope therefore
that others might be prompted by this paper to re-evaluate dharma-kiiya passages in the later siitra and siistra literature, in order to see if less "reifying"
interpretations make better sense of them, or are at least possible. 110
Although my conclusions may well have wider application, they relate in the
first instance to the Mainstream and early and middle Mahayana understanding
of dharma-kiiya. Let us be clear about the central issue here, since that may well
have become obscured by the sheer mass of textual detail which this paper has
thrown up. As far as the Buddhists who wrote the texts were concerned, what
was important was the identification of the Buddha with the dharma or dharmas,
of the Teacher with the truth which he taught or the principles which he realised,
considered either in the abstract, or concretely embodied in scripture. A simple
equation perhaps, but with far-reaching consequences, especially for Buddhist
cult-practice, in which the cult of relics eventually coalesced with the cult of the
book. In light of this we ourselves should always opt for an interpretation which
emphasises the dharma of dharma-kiiya, rather than the kiiya, that is, the
dharma or dharmas by which Buddhahood is truly constituted and in which it
finds its expression, and not some ill-defined transcendental "body." 111
I trust that this paper has in passing illustrated some of the benefits to be
derived from a close study of the early Chinese translations. 112 Undoubtedly it
illustrates the complexity of such an undertaking, since even the attempt to run a
single technical term to ground has led us a merry chase, through and around
scores of textual and philosophical difficulties, deep into the four-dimensional
labyrinth of Mahayana siitra-literature. We have seen, I hope, that careful linguistic analysis is our equivalent of Ariadne's thread, enabling us to keep our
bearings as we move slowly-if not always surely!-towards the clarification of
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the issues central to our concern. It is not enough to count the occurrences of this
or that term in this or that translation: each and every occurrence has to be
weighed in the balance, considered in its context. Of course, it is stating the
obvious to say that the study of Buddhist ideas should always proceed like this,
carefully and on the basis of sound philology, but let us not be too quick to pass
judgement on those who in preceding us have lost their way. At this point the
labyrinth harboured something particularly deceptive, in a way which is not
unusual. It is common knowledge that Buddhist texts, scriptures and treatises
alike, often use puns, double meanings, plays on words and fanciful etymologies
to get their message across, and that this poses exceptional difficulties for translators and commentators. The beast in this instance not only had the power to
appear in two grammatical forms, but those forms were also cloaked in multiple
ambiguities. Even when cornered, it continued to resist its interpreters. In the
ensuing struggle the ambiguities and the twin forms perished. Worse still, from
their mangled remains arose a ghostly entity which continues to haunt us, insubstantial but yet substantivised (and provided with imposing capitals to boot), the
cosmic or absolute Dharma-Body of the Buddha-a "body" which is more of a
phantom than any of the apparitions ever conjured up by the Tathiigatas out of
compassion for suffering sentient beings. 113
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A preliminary version of this paper was presented at Berkeley and at the 1Oth Congress of the International Association of Buddhist Studies in Paris in July, 1991. I
wish to thank all those friends and colleagues who either heard or read this first draft
and made helpful comments on it, in particular Rolf Giebel, Richard Gombrich,
Kevin Lee, Jan Nattier, David Seyfort Ruegg, Lambert Schmithausen, Gregory
Schopen and Jonathan Silk.
See, e.g., Murti 1955: 284-287.
See, e.g., Reynolds and Hallisey 1987: 330-331.
See, e.g., Murti 1955: 285: "The Dharmakaya is still a Person, and innumerable
merits and powers etc. are ascribed to him."
See Suzuki 1930: 308-338. Suzuki's discussion of the whole subject has a distinctly
"theological" flavour (see especially pp. 308, 310), to which we shall return later.
For example, sometimes the dharma-kiiya is also referred to as the sviibhiivikakiiya
or "essential body," sometimes this latter is said to constitute a fourth body. The
dispute over this issue is the focus of the article by John Makransky (1989).
This article was reprinted with inconsequential changes in Nagao 1991: 103-122.
All citations are from this later version.
Presumably Nagao means Mainstream Buddhist scriptures here. "Mainstream Buddhism" is the term I employ to refer to non-Mahayana Buddhism, in preference to
the other terms in current use, none of which is totally satisfactory. "Theravada" is
patently inaccurate and anachronistic, "Hi'nayana" is pejorative and potentially
offensive, "Sravakayana" is more subtly pejorative, and also makes it hard to place
the Pratyeka-buddhayana (whatever that was), while "Nikaya" or "Sectarian Buddhism," although neutral, are historically misleading, given the fact that the
Mahayana was a pan-Buddhist movement running across Nikaya or Vinaya
school/ordination lineage boundaries. This means that monks and nuns converted to
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the Mahayana continued to belong also to the Nikaya in which they had been
ordained, to uphold its Vinaya, and so on. However, they remained in the minority,
at least in India. The term "Mainstream" reflects this situation.
See above, n. 8.
Other valuable recent contributions are by Kajiyama ( 198411989) and Williams
( 1989: 167~ 184 ). The lengthy discussion by Dutt (1977: 141~177) cannot be recommended. For an excellent survey of earlier scholarly work on this question and of the
Buddhist sources themselves, see de La Vallee Poussin 1929: 762~813.
See Lancaster 1968: 92; see also de La Vallee Poussin 1929: 764.
For a short survey of these texts see Harrison 1987 and forthcoming.
Although a detailed treatment can be found only in Lancaster's unpublished doctoral
dissertation ( 1968 ), indications of some of his findings appear in Lancaster 197 4 &
1975.
A sixth passage containing the term dharma-.5arlra (in Chap, III; see Vaidya 1960:
29 and Conze 1975: 105~106) was also studied in Lancaster's dissertation, but was
not considered in his published work. Although it seems to have nothing to do with
Trikaya theory, it is in certain respects relevant to our subject, as we shall see.
References to the Sanskrit are to Vaidya 's text, on account of its general availability.
A similar rendering of dharma-kiiya as a noun is also found in Kajiyama's Japanese
translation of the AsPP (Kajiyama 1974: I, 128).
Makransky's rendering (p.66) agrees substantially with Conze's, as does that of Dutt
(1977: 175).
The same point was made by S. Bagchi in the "Glossary and Critical Notes"
appended to Vaidya's edition of the AsPP (p. 576).
Bahuvrlhis are exocentric possessive compounds. Although their final member is a
substantive, they function primarily as adjectives, qualifying other substantives. A
bahuvrlhi of the form "XY" may be often be translated as "having a Y which is X."
Analogues in English are expressions like "two-car family" and "wide-body jet."
The four terms mean "having the dhamma for a body," "having brahman for a
body," "become dhamma," "become brahman." Cf.T.W. & C.A.F. Rhys Davids
1921: IV, 81; de La Vallee Poussin 1929: 765; Lamotte 1958: 689; and Takasaki
1987: 64. The translation by de La Vallee Poussin (accepted by Lamotte) seems to
me the most accurate: "les Bouddhas ont pour corps le Dharma, le Brahman, sont le
Dharma, sont le Brahman" (see also Lamotte 1988: 622). Similarly, the listing for
dhamma-kiiya in this passage in the Pali Tipitaka Concordance, s.v., is: "having dh.
as body." However, the translation by Demieville (1930: 176) misleadingly renders
dhamma-kiiya and brahma-kiiya as substantives, as does the recent translation by
Walshe (1987: 409). Reynolds (1977: 379) follows the same tendency, and even
Mus, in his lengthy ruminations on this passage ( 1978: 624~625, 712~717), constantly substantivises the term. These writers, one assumes, have been unduly influenced by Trikaya formulations. The worst offender is Mus, who, largely on the basis
of this passage, discerns in the Pali canon "une doctrine esoterique du dhammakaya:
le Corps du Buddha est fait de Ia substance transcendante du dharma, et les Saints
ont part a cette substance" ( 1978: 761 ).
Throughout this study I refrain from capitalising the Sanskrit word dharma (Pali:
dhamma), since doing so restricts its possible range of meanings. In Sanskrit, which
has no capitals in any case, the word is often ambiguous, and this ambiguity ought to
be preserved in English.
I take dhamma-kiiya to be that kind of bahuvrlhi composed of two nouns and
termed "appositional possessive" by Whitney ( 1962: 506), where the form "XY"
may be translated "having a Y which is X" or "having X for Y." I can think of no
exact analogue in English, but an ersatz example like "snake-hair(ed) woman" as a
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description of Medusa illustrates how such compounds work; i.e., they can be literal
as well as metaphorical in meaning.
There is no equivalent of dhamma-kiiya in the Chinese translations of the corresponding text in the Dlrghiigama; see Demieville 1930: 176. The pair dhammabhiita, brahma-bhiita also occurs at M iii 195.
See also ltivuttaka 91 and Milinda-panha 71 (translated in T. W. Rhys Davids 1890:
II 0; Homer 1965: 96~97; see also below) for similar statements.
See, e.g., the Mahiiparinibbiina Sutta (D ii 154). Cf. S i 71, where Gautama
observes that although the body succumbs to aging, the dhamma of the good does
not (satal]1 ca dhammo najaraf!l upeti).
See, e.g., the equation of the two terms by Dhammapala, cited in Mus 1978: 707.
I shall return to the remainder of this passage below. Let us note in passing,
however, the crucial ambiguities embedded in this passage. Just as the word sarlra
refers both to the living body and to the physical remains or relics of that body in
which its life-force is believed to inhere, so too does "dharma" here refer to the law
or truth in itself and to the physical objects in which it is concretised, i.e., the written
copies of the scriptures. Much depends on this equation of the text with the truth
(and thus the power) which it conveys.
Note that the correct interpretation of these three passages in the AsPP is also given
by Dantinne (1983: 175), who, however, still cites them as evidence for a conception
of the dharma-kiiya.
I adopt the translation "body of dharma(s)" to avoid prejudicing the issue, for
reasons which will become clear shortly.
The original work appeared in 190 I; I have used the 1982 reprint of the revised
version which appeared in the Collected Works in 1956.
The complete translation of the Saf!lyuktiigama (T.99) was done by Gm;abhadra
435-443 C. E.
The translation (T.l25) was made by Gautama Sanghadeva during the Eastern Jin
Period (317-420). For recent studies on the school affiliation of the Agama literature
see Bechert 1985.
See T.99, XXIII, 168bl6. Cf. Anesaki 1982: 155, especially his citation of the parallel passage in Divyiivadiina XXVII (pp. 396~397), the first two lines of which run:
yat taccharlral]1 vadatiif!l varasya dharmiitmano dharma-mayaf/1 visuddham (also
quoted in de La Vallee Poussin 1929: 766). A further reference in T.99, XXIV,
171 c 14-16, to the mingjuwei-shen, the "body of words, phrases and syllables," is
relevant to our subject too: "The teachings of the Tathiigata are immeasurable and
limitless; the body of words, phrases and syllables is also immeasurable and
endless." This reflects the Sanskrit terms niima-, vyaiijana-, and pada-kiiya (cf.
BHSD, s.v. kiiya); the peculiar use of the character wei (literally, "flavour") to translate vyaiijana presumably relates to its other meaning of "sauce" or "condiment."
For the sense of kiiya here, see below.
I am indebted to Gregory Schopen for bringing this reference to my attention. The
school affiliation of the text is undetermined.
I refer here to such statements as "The dharma taught by the Lord is the body of the
Lord" (p. 157: ya e$a dharma Bhagavatii desital; etad Bhagavatal; sarlraf!l) and
"The dharma is the body of the Lord" (p. 160: dharma eva [or dharmas ca] Bhagavatal; sar!ram), together with the frequent use of the noun compound dharma-sarlra
(at one point-p. 157---<iescribed as Bhagavatal; sarlram piiramiirthikam, cf. the
AsPP passage cited above). Bahuvrlhis also crop up in the expressions dharmasarlras tathiigata (p. 158) and dharmakiiyiil; tathiigatiil; (pp. 158~ 159), which have
the same meaning we saw above: "The Tathiigata(s) is/are dharma-bodied." It is to
be noted that dharma-kiiya as a substantive does not make an appearance. Further,
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although there are many quotations of Mainstream scriptures, almost all of the
above-cited material appears in the commentary appended to them by the author. By
my reckoning there is one citation from the Bodhimiila-siitra which contains the
phrase dharmas ca Bhagavata/:z sarlram. A parallel text is found in the Vinaya of the
MU!asarvastivadins; see Levi 1932: 160, n.2 and T.l451, 224c-225c.
36 On the ambiguity of the word sarlra (living body, dead body, physical remains,
relic) see above, n. 27.
37 See above, n. 33.
38 See Trenckner's edition ( 1986: 73 ): dhamma-kayena pana kho maharaja sakka
bhagava nidassetwJ1, dhammo hi maharaja bhagavata desito. On this passage, see
also Mus 1978: 708-709; and Homer's own comments (1965: xl-xli).
39 Trenckner 1986: 71: yo dhammarrz passati so bhagavantarrz passati, dhammo hi ...
bhagavata des ito.
40 Contra Edgerton (BHSD, s.v. dharma-kaya), in his discussion of the parallel to this
Vinaya passage in the Divyavadana. Note that this parallel has the words
upadhyayanubhavena, whereas according to Dutt the Gilgit MS omits the word
anubhavena.
41 For further evidence for a Theravadin understanding of the dhamma-kiiya as "body
of the teachings," see Reynolds 1977: 376-377.
42 See de La Vallee Poussin 1929: 766-768, Makransky 1989: 51-52, and Williams
1989: 170-171 for a discussion of this Sarvastivadin usage.
43 Note that this Sarvastivadin list does not tally with Mahayana enumerations of the
18 exclusive Buddha-dharmas. See Traite, Ill, pp. 1625-1703, and, for one
Mahayana example, Harrison 1990: 169-171.
44 Cf. the understanding of the dharma-kaya as consisting of the ten powers, four
assurances, four special types of knowledge (pratisarrzvid), the 18 exclusive qualities
(here a separate category), and other qualities, as attested by the Dazhidu-lun attributed to Nagaijuna (T.I509, 274a); see Traite, IV, pp. 1913-1914, and de La Vallee
Poussin 1929: 783-784. This notion is also echoed in Candraklrti's Tri-sarmJasaptati, pp. 10-11 (see Sorensen 1986: 20-21; I am indebted to Peter Skilling for
this reference).
45 See Reynolds 1977:380.
46 On the various meanings of the word kiiya, see Makransky 1989: 63, n.2, and
BHSD,s.v.
47 See T.ISIO, 584b. Cf. also Ratna-gotra-vibhaga, v.I.l45, which distinguishes two
aspects of dharma-kaya, one being the utterly pure dharma-dhiitu and the other
being its "outflow" (ni$yanda), the teaching; or, in other words, dharma as realisation (adhigama-dharma) and dharma as teaching (desana-dharma); see Takasaki
1966a: 182, 284-285; Ruegg 1969:275.
48 The alternative is to construe dharma-kaya as a karmadharaya with the first term
being a noun used appositionally or in an adjectival sense, but this is totally unsuited
to the Sarvastivadin scholastic context. In effect I am proposing a single interpretation which will fit all contexts, viz., as a tatpuru[/a, the case relationship being genitive plural, as in the compounds deva-sena or miirkha-satani (cf. Whitney 1962:
489-490). Of course, the compound dharma-sarlra cannot be understood like this; it
is a karmadharaya, with an appositional relationship between the two terms (i.e.
"the body/relic which consists in the dharma(s)"), and is thus different in meaning.
This is presumably why, when the author of the Karmavibhmigopadesa wants to
talk about this type of "body" or "relic," he uses only dharma-sarlra, and avoids the
substantive dharma-kiiya, even though he is quite prepared to use both terms interchangeably as bahuvrlhis.
49 I assume that the scriptural quotation ends at this point, as is indicated by the
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Tibetan version. I have consulted only the Derge edition, Sher phyin Brgyad stong
section, Volume Ka; see folio 53bl-2.
On the various ways of interpreting prabhavita, see Conze 1974: 98-99; Conze
1973a:284; BHSD, s.v. dharma-kaya; and especially the lucid discussion by
Schmithausen (1969: 109-111 ). The word's nuances include "produced," "manifested," "recognised," "characterised," and "distinguished"; Schmithausen proposes
the rendering "constituted by" (konstituiert durch) in order to cover most of these
senses. See also Ruegg 1969: 347-351 and Takasaki 1966a: 290, 314, & 355 for
further examples of the use of prabhavita.
Cf. Conze's translation (p. 118), which is in error in various respects, as has been
pointed out by de Jong (1979: 375). This is possibly an echo of the Saf!lyuktagama
passage concerning Ananda quoted above.
See, e.g., Lancaster 1968: 93-94, 1975: 36, and Kajiyama 1984: 14.
Cf. Kajiyama 1974: II, 286. The Tibetan text (Derge Ka 249b3) suggests that
pramatflkriya is to be taken as a gerundive.
It is worth noting that not one of the dharma-kaya citations in question is represented in the text of the Ratna-gw;za-saf!lcaya-gatha, the so-called verse summary of the
AsPP; see Yuyama 1976.
For an introduction to this text, see Harrison 1982. A full study of the LAn in its two
extant versions is in preparation.
The verb sprul pa (= Skt. nir-ma-) is, however, found twice, once in v. 54 (sku Ius
sprul pa mdzad pa ni), and once in v. 89 (sku Ius dag ni sprul mdzad pa). In the first
case nirmal}a-kaya could underlie the Tibetan.
I take David Seyfort Ruegg's point (personal communication, July, 1991) that one
cannot be absolutely sure that the Tibetans have construed bahuvrlhis here. Indeed,
classical Tibetan lacks the grammatical resources to make a clear distinction
between a bahuvrlhi and a tatpuru!ia, unless it separates the two terms of the compound, which it appears to be reluctant to do. If the two terms are kept together there
is no way of marking the difference, since even locutions like chos (kyi) sku can or
chos (kyi) sku dang !dan pa might render an expression containing dharma-kaya as
a noun, such as dharma-kaya-saf!lpanna (unattested in Sanskrit as far as I am
aware). Hence, while bahuvrlhis may be indicated by the use of particles like can
(cf. Ruegg 1969: 51 0), they may also be indicated simply by the predicate position,
and perhaps by the refusal to translate the plural. This can be seen in the Tibetan text
for the dharma-kaya passages of the AsPP discussed above, those in which the Sanskrit clearly has a bahuvrlhi (the Tibetan is taken from the Derge edition, Sher ph yin
Brgyad stong section, Volume Ka). In Chap. IV, Skt. dharma-kiiya buddha bhagavanta/:t = Tib. sangs rgyas beam !dan 'das mams ni chos kyi sku yin (53bl), in Chap.
XVII, Skt. dharma-kiiya buddha bhagavanta = Tib. sangs rgyas beam !dan 'das
mams chos kyi sku'o (187a6), and in Chap. XXXI, Skt. dharma-kayas tathiigata/:t =
Tib. de bzhin gshegs pa ni chos kyi sku 'o (277b2).
Variant reading in the Tshal pa Kanjurs: rab !dan pas for !dan pas na.
Lokak~ema uses a number of words to translate Skt. dharma; see Harrison 1990:
241. In order to reflect what I take to be his attempt to convey the polyvalency of the
term, I adopt the strict rule of rendering his jing as "scripture," fa as "dharma."
To say that the Buddhas are the same insofar as they are embodied in the
dharma, which is always the same, is somewhat different from saying that they
are the same because they all possess the same dharma-kaya, or body of pure qualities, etc., but there is definitely a connection between the two. The dharma as a
whole is the same, the ensemble of dharmas which constitute it is the same. The
second idea appears in the Abhidharma-kosa-bha!iya, Chap. VII, v. 34 (Pradhan
1975: 415):
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saiJibhiira-dharma-kiiyiibhyiil!l jagatas ciirtha-caryayii I
samatii sarva-buddhiiniiiJI niiyur-jiiti-pramii!Jata& II
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See also the translation of this verse and the following discussion in de La Vallee
Poussin 1971: V, 79ff., and the English translation by Pruden (1990: IV, 1145ff.).
Cf. also Mus 1978: 627--628.
Here I cannot resist underlining the fact that, even though the early Chinese translations are often dismissed as too crude and imprecise to be of much use to us, in this
case Lokak~ema has handled a crucial phrase with far greater precision and accuracy
than many of his twentieth-century counterparts have contrived to do, with all the
resources at their disposal.
Cf. TSD, where the equivalent mag gi Ius is given for puti-kiiya.
See Harrison 1990: 22, n. 42 for the Chinese versions. In the light of the present
article this passage in the PraS ought to be retranslated, with "Body of Dharma"
replaced by "body of dharmas."
Cf. de La Vallee Poussin 1929: 708: "Plusieurs textes ... disent que ce corps est
commun a tous les Tathagatas, penetre tous les Dharmas, est semblable a l'espace,
sans marques (animitta), sans causes (asaiJiskrta); qu'il n'est pas Riipa ou Citta." Cf.
also Mus 1978: 686.
See KP, Section 125. Cf. Tib.: de de bzhin gshegs pa !a chos nyid du yang mi Ita na
I gzugs kyi skur Ita ci smos.
A critical edition of the Tibetan translation of this text is in progress. The chapter
and section divisions cited refer to this edition, to be published by the International
Institute for Buddhist Studies, Tokyo, in 1992.
T.625 also indicates that the original had sattva-dhiitu rather than the niina-dhiitu
suggested by the Tibetan.
The termfa-shen occurs again in Lokak~ema's version of 2M (350cl6), at a point
where Tib. has only chos. Although his version of the latter half of the passage is
rather obscure, neither Tib. nor T.625 suggests dharma-kiiya here.
Note that the Song, Yuan and Ming editions readjingfa (i.e., scripture-dharmas) for
fa-shen. This may well represent the original wording ofLokak~ema's text.
T .313 is here accepted as a translation by Lokak~ema or members of his school,
which may subsequently have been partially revised, with the result that it now possesses various stylistic features which are not characteristic of Lokak~ema. Given
that the same thing has happened to a number of Lokaksema's works (most notably
the Banzhou sanmei jing), I now see no reason to reject the traditional attribution
entirely. Cf. Harrison 1990: 275, n. 43.
However, the WWP, a sutra for which only the version ascribed to Lokak~ema is
extant, does contain some interesting episodes where several brahmans who were
previously unaware of the superiority of the Buddhist path report the decisive
experience of seeing the Buddha with a body endowed with the 32 marks and the
minor characteristics (see, e.g., 438a26 et seq.). This suggests that the vision of what
we now think of as the SaiJibhaga-kiiya was not restricted to advanced badhisattvas,
at least as far as some Buddhists were concerned.
See Dantinne 1983: 120.
The Tib. text (Derge ed., Dkon brtsegs Kha 18b7-19a2) reads: sha ra dwa ti 'i bu
yang beam !dan 'das de bzhin gshegs pa dgra beam pa yang dag par rdzags pa 'i
sangs rgyas mi 'khrugs pa de sngan byang chub sems dpa 'i spyad pa spyad pa na
chas stan pa 'am chos nyan pa 'i tshe I !an dga' [read 'ga ']yang de 'i !us ngal ba 'am
sems ngal bar gyur pa med de I de ci 'i phyir zhe na I sha ra dwa ti 'i bu 'di !tar de
bzhin gshegs pa des dang po sems bskyed pa nas bzung ste I byang chub sems dpa 'i
spyad pa spyad pa na chos kyi sku rab tu bsgoms par gyur pa 'i phyir ro II sha ra
dwa ti 'i bu yang beam !dan 'das de bzhin gshegs pa dgra beam pa yang dag par
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rdzogs pa 'i sangs rgyas mi 'khrugs pa de sngon byang chub sems dpa 'i spyad pa
spyod cing chos nyan pa na 'di snyam du sems te ji !tar bdag da !tar chos 'dod pa
de bzhin du bdag bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i byang chub mngon par
rdzogs par sangs rgyas pa 'i sangs rgyas kyi zhing de na sems can mams kyang chos
mi 'dod parmi 'gyur zhing chos 'dod par gyur cig snyam mo II.
This passage is part of a long section of the text (one of many) omitted in the translation ofT.310, No.6 by Garma C. C. Chang eta/. (Chang 1983: 320).
For proof that this corruption is possible, see BHSD, s.v. Dharmakama, and
Regamey 1938b: 58, n. II.
Cf. Dantinne 1983: 3-4, 38-39. Dantinne postulates two separate recensions of the
text, one represented by T.313 and the Tib., the other by T.310.
Prabhiivita meaning "distinguished by," etc. See above, n. 50. Presumably this word
was construed somewhat differently by Bodhiruci.
This corruption may well have been influenced by the phrase dharma-kiiyaprabhiivita. which occurs, e.g., in Chap. 22 of the SR (this passage is discussed
below). It also occurs in the Tathiigata-guhya-siitra, as quoted in the Silcyii (Vaidya
1961: 89), where the bodhisattva is said to be dharma-kiiya-prabhiivita, i.e., "distinguished by [their possession of] the body of dharmas." It seems highly unlikely that
this is the same body which suffering beings see, hear and touch to such good effect,
although Bendall and Rouse's translation of the passage would have it so ( 1971:
157-158). Cf. also Conze 1974: 99. On prabhiivita, see above, n. 50.
Note that this interpretation of the passage clashes with Dantinne' s Sanskrit "reconstructions" and, indeed, his division of the text into two separate sections. However,
I am in agreement with Dantinne's translation of dharma-kiiya as "!'ensemble des
qualites." See also his lengthy note on the term (pp. 175-180), which provides a
number of useful references to passages concerning dharma-kiiya, which he also
translates as "corps de qualites."
Examples found so far only in the DKP and the AjKV. A close re-reading of Lokak~ema's other works may turn up further instances.
This is, of course, a perfectly acceptable equation; see, e.g., Takasaki 1966b, Ruegg
1969: 275, King 1991: 13, and above, n. 47. A similar instance of interchangeability
in translation is found in the Upiiya-kausalya-siitra, in a passage which echoes a
number of themes we have already raised. If we go by the Tibetan text translated
from Indic (see Derge, Dkon brtsegs Cha 32a2-6), this passage says that bodhisattvas skilled in the use of creative stratagems (upiiya-kusala) who worship one
Buddha know that by doing so they worship them all, through reflecting that "the
Buddhas and Lords have arisen from one and the same dharma-dhiitu, and have one
and the same morality, samiidhi, wisdom, liberation, knowledge and vision of liberation, cognition and understanding (Tib. sangs rgyas bcom !dan 'das mams ni chos
kyi dbyings gcig las nges par byung ba dang I tshul khrims gcig pa dang I ting nge
'dzin gcig pa dang I shes rab gcig pa dang I rnam par grol ba gcig pa dang Imam
par gro/ ba 'i ye shes mthong ba gcig pa dang I ye shes gcig pa dang I rig pa gcig pa
yin no)." The earliest Chinese translation, that of Dharmarak~a (T.345, 156b20f.),
states that the Buddhas are equal in their dharma-kiiya (/a-shen); the second, of Zhu
Nanti (T.310, No. 38, 595a18f.) states that "all Tathiigatas share one and the same
dharma-dhiitu and dharma-kiiya (yiqie rulai tong yi fajie yi fashen )"; while the latest
version by Danapala (T.346, 166b20) says only that they share one and the same
dharma-dhiitu (fa-xing). In the words which follow, the two older versions also list
only the five aniisrava-skandhas, which, as we have already noted, comprise a
classic Mainstream definition of dharma-kiiya.
See, e.g., his version of the LAn (T.807), wherejingfa-benjie (753b2, 15) andjingbenjie (753bl8) correspond to chos kyi dbyings in the Tib. version (vv. 87, 93 & 94).
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83 Here we transgress against one of the basic methodological principles of the
"Lokak~ema Project," viz., to consider only those scriptures known to have been
used in a certain place at a certain time, but it is to be hoped that the results achieved
will make up for any departure from methodological purity.
84 The Gilgit text reads:
ye miil]l riipel)a adrii/ciur ye miil]l gho:jel)a anvayu/J I
mithyii-prahiil)a-prasrtii na miil]l dra/ciyanti te janii/J I
dra~"{avyo dharmato buddha dharma-kiiyas tathiigata/J I
dharmatii ciipy avljiieyii na sa sakyal]l vljiiniful]l II

85 Dantinne also provides a correct interpretation ( 1983: 176), as does Nagao (1973b:
62); see also Takasaki (1987: 66). 1 take avljiieya here to mean "not able to be made
the object of sensory consciousness (vljiiiina ). "
86 Cf. Schopen 1975:153.
87 A partial parallel in Thera-giithii 469; see Conze 1974: 57.
88 This is the Sanskrit MS of the Vaj, dated to around the end of 5th century, edited by
Pargiter in Hoemle 1916: 176-195 (see especially p. 192).
89 The second verse is to be found in all the later Chinese translations of the Vaj,
beginning with Bodhiruci's version of 509 (T.236, 756b & 76lb). An equivalent
also appears in the Khotanese version edited by Sten Konow in Hoemle 1916:
214-288; the verses appear on pp. 270-271; note also the English translation on p.
286: "The Exalted Ones should be viewed as being the Law; their body consists of
the Law; he is rightly understood as being the Law, and he is not to be understood
by means of expedients." It is to be observed that the relevant passage in Chap.
XXXI of the AsPP makes its first appearance in Chinese in Kumiirajlva's translation, i.e., early 5th century.
90 See also Reynolds & Hallisey 1987: 331: "According to such texts as the Saddharmapul)darlka, the dharma-kiiya is the true meaning ofBuddhahood." While not
exactly wrong, this statement is quite misleading in its context.
91 Cf. BHSD, s.v. kiiya.
92 Cf. Mus 1978: 678-703. Although he identifies its magnificent central figure as a
kind of sal]lbhoga-kiiya, Mus contends at length that the entire buddhology of the SP
rests ultimately on a notion of dharma-kiiya-the relevant chapter of his book is
even entitled "Le Dharmakiiya du Lotus de Ia Bonne Loi"-without ever drawing
attention to the virtual non-occurrence of the term in the text! The relationship of the
buddhology of the SP to dharma-kiiya is also considered at length in Lai 1981.
93 References are to Vaidya's edition, 1963.
94 Cf. Suzuki 1930: 317 and 1932: 62: "become a Tathagata endowed with the
perfect freedom of the Dharmakiiya, because of his insight into the egolessness of
things."
95 In full Su:?:uki's translation reads: "Now being taken into a super-world which is the
realm of no-evil-outflows, they will gather up all the material for the attainment of
the Dharmakiiya which is of severeign [sic] power and beyond conception." It is
small wonder that the LA is thought to be so confused, if this is all non-Sanskritists
have to go on.
96 Note the matching verse at the end of the chapter (55.29) which says te buddhadharmiikhyal]l kiiyal]l priipsyanti miimakam, "they will attain the body of mine
which is known as the Buddha-dharmas."
97 Cf. Suzuki 1932: 22, and BHSD, s.v. kiiya. A possible alternative interpretation
would be to take dharma-kiiya as a noun based on a bahuvrlhi: "How can one praise
him who has the nature of an illusion or a dream, who has the dharma for a body?"
98 Cf. Suzuki 1932: 40.
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99 The Sanskrit reads: sarva-sriivaka-pratyekabuddha-tlrthakara-dhyiina-samiidhisamiipatti-sukham
atikramya
tathiigatiicintya-Vi$aya-praciira-gati-praciiral[l
panca-dharma-svabhiiva-gati-vinivrttal[l tathiigatal[l [?] dharma-kiiyal[l prajnajniina-sunibaddha-dharmal[l miiyii-Vi$ayiibhinivrttal[l sarva-buddha-k$etra-fu$ifabhavaniikani${hiilayopagal[l tathiigata-kiiyal[l pratilabheran. This is without doubt
an extremely difficult passage; cf. Suzuki 1932: 46.
100 Cf. Suzuki 1930: 318-319 & 1932: 200. Note the following comments about the
dharma being bodiless (94.25-27). This is rather reminiscent of the Agama passages
cited above.
101 Skt.: tatra katamii kiiya-samatii? yaduta ahal[l ca te ca tathiigatii arhanta/:t samyaksal[lbuddhii dharma-kiiyena ca riipa-lak$w;iinuvyanjana-kiiyena ca samii nirvi.l'i${ii
anyatra vaineya-vasam upiidiiya I tatra tatra sattva-gati-vise~·el)a tathiigatii riipavaicit-ryam iidarsayanti. Cf. Suzuki 1932: 123.
I 02 See above. ns. 60 & 81.
103 Cf. Suzuki 1930: 318 & 1932: 165: " ... there is another name for the Tathagata
when his Dharmakaya assumes a will-body. This is what goes beyond the comprehension of the philosophers, Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and those Bodhisattvas still
abiding in the seventh stage. The unborn, Mahamati, is synonymous with the Tathagata."
104 See Carter & Palihawadana 1987: 89-94. My thanks to Richard Gombrich (personal
communication, 30/7/91) for suggesting this interpretation.
105 Cf. also de La Vallee Poussin 1929: 704, quoting Madhyamakiivatiira, p. 361.
106 Cf. Suzuki 1932: 219: "The Tathagata is the Dharmakaya, Mahamati: he abides in
the Dharma as food."
107 Cf. Pali iihiira-thitika (PTSD, s. v. iihiira, thitika).
108 Cf. Anesaki 1982: 155 (with several similar citations in the Mahiiparinirviil)asiitra); also quoted in Demieville 1930: 177: "Le Corps du Tg. a pour nourriture Ia
Loi." Note the use of the yi ... wei ... construction to render the bahuvrlhi.
I 09 In fact the buddhology of the LA is so chaotic and complex that a full study of it
would be a truly Herculean task. For the purposes of this paper it is enough to show
that its use of dharma-kiiya, both as an adjective and a noun, can be satisfactorily
interpreted along traditional lines.
110 Sallie King's recent book on the "Buddha Nature" is a good example of the "nonreitying" approach, applied inter alia to dharma-kiiya (see King 1991: 65-68,
!Olff.).
111 It should be noted that even if my attempt to apply a single grammatical interpretation to the substantive dharma-kiiya is rejected, and it is read in some contexts as a
karmadhiiraya like dharma-sarlra, viz., as "the body which is the dharma," a "nonreitying" approach emphasizing dharma can still be defended.
112 On this see, e.g., Lancaster 1977.
113 As David Seyfort Ruegg has pointed out (personal communication, July, 1991), the
evolution of the tathiigata-garbha concept also poses problems which are in some
respects similar to those outlined above. In both cases semantic and grammatical difficulties compound the philosophical complexity of the issues involved. On this and
on the use of tathiigata-garbha and related terms as bahuvr!his see Ruegg 1969:
499-516. It may well be, as Ruegg suggests (p. 512), that the occurrence of the term
as a bahuvrlhi is historically prior to its appearance as a tatpuru$a. This raises the
possibility that in the case of tathiigata-garbha, too, we are faced with many different textual strata, deposited over time by the gradual process of hypostatisation (of
something that began life as pure metaphor), but now hopelessly jumbled in heterogeneous sources whose dates we can only guess at. Once again, the matter is further
complicated by the ambiguity of the word garbha, which means both "womb" and
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"embryo." Hence, for example, the statement in the Tathiigata-garbha-siitra to the
effect sarva-sattviis tathiigata-garbhii/J (cited Ruegg 1969: 51 0; see also Takasaki
1966a: 196) may be understood as "all sentient beings are Tathiigata-wombs" (i.e ..
contain the Tathiigata, a common use of garbha in .fine compositi), or as "all sentient
beings have the Tathiigata as embryo." While these two senses are much the same,
and may be read purely as a figure of speech-inside every unenlightened sentient
being is a Buddha trying to get out-secondary and possibly later interpretations of
tathiigata-garbha as a substantive meaning "the embryo of the Tathiigata" entail
quite different and much more complex philosophical consequences. But that of
course is another story ...

Abbreviations
Anguttara-Nikiiya (Pali Text Society Edition).
Ajiitasatru-kaukrtya-vinodanii-sutra.
Aksobhya-tathiigatasya-vyuha.
Vaidya, P.L., ed., Astasiihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitii-sutra, Darbhanga:
Mithila Institute, 1960.
BHSD Edgerton, F., Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1953 [Reprinted Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1970,
1972].
Dlgha-Nikiiya (Pali Text Society Edition).
D
Druma-kinnarariija-pariprcchii-sutra.
DKP
Daoxingjing or Daoxing banruo jing (T.224).
DXJ
DZDL Dazhidu-lun (T.1509).
HBGR Hobogirin: Dictionnaire encyclopedique du Bouddhisme d 'apres les
sources chinoises etjaponaises, Tokyo, 1929.
JIABS Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies.
von Stael-Holstein, A., ed., The Kiiyapaparivarta, Shanghai: CommerKP
cial Press, 1926.
Vaidya, P. L., ed., Lankiivatiira-sutra, Darbhanga: Mithila Institute,
LA
1963.
Lokiinuvartanii-sutra.
LAn
M
Majjhima-Nikiiya (Pali Text Society Edition).
p
Peking Edition of the Tibetan Kanjur (Suzuki Daisetz T., ed., The
Peking Edition of the Tibetan Tripitaka, Tokyo-Kyoto: Suzuki
Research Foundation, 1955-61).
PraS
Pratyutpanna-buddha-saf(lmukhiivasthita-samiidhi-sutra.
PTC
Hare, E. M., et a!., eds., Pali Tipitaka Concordance, London: Pali Text
Society, 1955.
PTSD Rhys Davids, T. W. & W. Stede, eds., The Pali Text Society's ?aliEnglish Dictionary, London: Pali Text Society, 1921-25.
Saf(lyutta-Nikiiya (Pali Text Society Edition).
Vaidya, P. L., ed., Siksii-samuccaya, Darbhanga: Mithila Institute,
1961.

A
AjKV
AkTV
AsPP
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Skt.
SP
SR
T.

Tib.
Traite

TSD

Vaj
WWP

Sanskrit.
Vaidya, P. L., ed., Saddharma-pw:u;lar!ka-siitra, Darbhanga: Mithila
Institute, 1960.
Vaidya, P. L., ed., Samiidhiriija-siitra, Darbhanga: Mithila Institute,
1961.
Takakusu Junjiro & Watanabe Kaikyoku, eds., Taishi5 shinshii
daizi5kyi5, 100 vols., Tokyo: Taisho Issaikyo Kankokai, 1924-34.
Tibetan.
Lamotte, E., Le Traite de Ia grande vertu de sagesse de Niigiirjuna
(Mahiiprajiiiipiiramitiisiistra), 5 vols., Louvain: Institut Orientaliste,
1944-80 [Vols. 1 & 2 reprinted 1966 & 1967].
Chandra, Lokesh, Tibetan-Sanskrit Dictionary, New Delhi: International Academy of Indian Culture, 1961 [Reprint edition, Tokyo:
Rinsen, 1971].
Vajracchedikii-prajiiiipiiramitii-siitra.
Wenshushili wen pusa-shujing (T.280).
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SEARCHING FOR THE ORIGINS OF
THE MAHAYANA
What are we looking for?
Paul Harrison

Source: The Eastern Buddhist, new series XXVIII, I (1995): 48-69.

When asked by my hosts at Otani University to speak on the origins of the
Mahayana with special reference to methodology, I was at first filled with misgiving, since it would appear that a law of diminishing returns operates in this
area: the more one considers the methodological problems involved, the less one
can say about the origins of the Mahayana. This rather pessimistic observation
could in fact be the principal point of this address, but it would, of course, be
impolite and unhelpful not to go beyond it. I will try, therefore, to say something
about the origins of the Mahayana as I see them at present, and about the search
for those origins itself. For this reason the title of this address is deliberately
ambiguous: "What are we looking for?" can mean both "Why are we looking?"
and "What is it that we wish or expect to find?"
Let me start with the first of these two questions. It is perhaps the more difficult to answer, since it raises all sorts of issues to do with the complex interplay
between Asian and western academic styles or discourse and the widely varying
degrees of personal involvement which Buddhist scholars have with the object
of their studies. Why indeed are we so interested in the origins of the
Mahayana? Well, the fascination with origins, beginnings or sources does
appear to be a kind of scholarly universal. Part of this-and this much is clear
enough-is the idea that if we can understand the beginnings of something, we
are better placed to understand the whole thing, as if its essential character were
somehow fixed and readable in the genetic encoding of its conception. There is
no doubt that such a view is problematic, i.e., it may not be the case that understanding the beginnings of the Mahayana (or even the beginnings of Buddhism
as a whole) will give us privileged access to the mysteries of the later tradition,
but I think the idea is still sufficiently compelling to result in a kind of methodological cliche. However, this way of explaining our interest in this subject is
rather intellectual, abstract and impersonal. The search for origins is also bound
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up with our own identity, especially for those of us who are Buddhists. We all
like to know where we come from, what our ancestry and lineage is, and, as
happens when we leaf through an album of old family photographs, we take
pleasure in discerning our own features in the portraits of our ancestors, and
their features in our faces. Establishing such connections can be important to our
sense of who we are. This is a more personal agenda, although it too has a social
aspect, in that such a search is bound to reflect wider social concerns and values,
wider cultural preoccupations. I shall have occasion to touch on this later. There
is a third reason which combines intellectual and personal factors, and that has
to do with the very nature of the challenge of scholarship and why we are moved
to take it up. Why do we study Buddhism? Why do we spend our whole lives
investigating the intricacies of, say, the Vinaya, or Buddhist logic, or Yogacara
doctrine? What is it that drives us to expend so much energy on such details?
There are many answers to this question, as many as there are Buddhist scholars,
but one answer that I would give has to do with the politics of academia and the
prevailing styles of academic discourse. Whether we like to acknowledge it or
not, we in the humanities are engaged in a rather strange form of cultural activity, in which reputations are made or broken, status is gained or lost, professorial
chairs are won or fail to be won on the basis of our ability to solve problems
which we ourselves determine. We are not, of course, entirely free agents in this,
choosing as we please, because academic fields are socially constructed, their
development and direction conditioned by all sorts of external forces. But within
these confines, those who select the most difficult problems and then solve them
are often the most successful. That is the more social and political side of the
question, but there is a more personal side to it as well, which has to do with the
sheer intellectual satisfaction that comes from solving puzzles. Few human
activities would appear to be more pointless than solving jigsaw or crossword
puzzles, yet many people find them irresistable. The harder the puzzle, the
greater the satisfaction derived when it is cracked. I think the same law applies
to the puzzles of scholarship, which can obsess us out of all proportion to their
objective importance, if one can even speak of such a thing.
As I see it, then, our fascination with the origins and early development of the
Mahayana can be explained in terms of all these factors. That is to say, understanding this topic successfully will indeed help us to understand Buddhism
better; it will help us grasp the lineage of East Asian Buddhism, and our own
personal religious ancestry, if we happen to follow an East Asian Buddhist tradition; it will no doubt be productive of academic "merit"; and it will yield considerable intellectual satisfaction. Yet these factors do not exhaust the question;
there is always something left, some seductive magic that the subject holds for
us as individuals. It is hard to explain what that is, and usually we don't have to:
our specialized interests, no matter how obscure, are normally taken for granted,
as an accepted part of the academic territory. Speaking personally now, I have
never been able to get excited about Buddhist logic, and the more technical
aspects of Buddhist philosophy, the architectonic complexities of Madhyamaka
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and Yogacara thought, for example, I am happy to leave to tougher, sharper
minds than my own. Of course I recognise the importance of these relatively
well-cultivated fields of study, and occasionally I might even venture into them
to have a look around, but I take care to keep to the path and stay close to the
gate. However, the field of Mahayana siitra literature (arguably our best point of
access to the early history of the Mahayana) fascinates me, and I am happy to
wander across its broad expanses. I do not think it is easy country, indeed it
teems with all sorts of problems, but its appeal lies precisely in its fertile exuberance, its luxuriant wildness. Perhaps the jungle metaphor is tendentious, in a
way which will later become apparent, but it is certainly the case that Mahayana
siitras burst their bounds, that they range all over the place, unsystematic, exaggerated and larger than life. In short, they possess a kind of organic roughness
and wholeness and vitality that is descriptive and constitutive of a total world, a
world which obeys different laws from the one we normally inhabit, but into
which we can enter. 1 Now obviously one could claim that by being this way
these texts reflect more fully the religion which produced them, compared with,
say, a Buddhist treatise on logic, which reflects narrower or more focussed intellectual concerns, and that therefore Mahayana siitras will tell us more about
Buddhism than a work by Dignaga would. But for me this is an ex post facto
justification, I must admit, my primary motivation for interest in Mahayana
siitras being more indefinably personal and aesthetic, having perhaps not a little
to do with my being a child of the sixties. For others, of course, the interest may
spring from entirely different sources. Indeed, I would imagine that it always has
a uniquely personal quality, so that the answer to "What are we looking for?" in
the sense of "Why are we looking?" will be different for every individual.
Before we now consider what it is we might find, we ought to pause for a
moment's reflection on our methods. Mahayana siitras obviously image a world,
which we may well enjoy visiting for aesthetic or other reasons, but what is the
status of that world, and how does it relate to the "real world," the world of Buddhist history? I pose this question because it appears too often to be assumed
that these texts are somehow directly reflective of the context in which they
were produced, and certain historical inferences are drawn from them on that
basis which may be unjustified. As a case in point I would like to cite certain
aspects of the prodigious and path-breaking scholarship of Professor Hirakawa
Akira. Professor Hirakawa's contributions to Buddhist Studies are legion, but I
should like in this paper to focus on his theories about the origins of the
Mahayana in predominantly lay communities of stiipa-worshippers. These theories, which are developed in some detail, were first published in English in 1963
in an article entitled "The Rise of Mahayana Buddhism and Its Relationship to
the Worship of Stupas."2 They were repeated in Hirakawa's Shoki daiji5 bukkyo
no kenkyii (Tokyo: Shunjiisha, 1968) and in Vol. I of his Indo Bukkyoshi
(Tokyo: Shunjiisha, 1974), which has more recently been translated into English
by Paul Groner as A History of Indian Buddhism from Sakyamuni to Early
Mahayana (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1990). I assume therefore166
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I hope not unfairly~that Professor Hirakawa's views on this topic have not
changed significantly in recent years, but even if they have, the original ideas
still merit critical inspection, since they continue to be very influential in Japan,
and overseas as well. For example, many of them are repeated by Professor
Nakamura Hajime in his article on Mahayana Buddhism in Mircea Eliade, ed.,
The Encyclopedia of Religion (New York: Macmillan, 1987), a reference source
which will exert a strong influence for decades to come. The Groner translation
is bound to give them a new lease on life as well. 3
Now, first of alll agree with Professor Hirakawa about the importance of the
earliest Chinese translations of Mahayana sutras. Indeed, that is the foundationstone of my own research. In a field in which chronology and geography are so
uncertain, where we have so much difficulty finding reference points in time and
space, I think it is essential that we be able to draw some firm historical inferences on the basis of the oldest Chinese translations. This underlies my so-called
Lokaksema Project. 4 We know for certain that the small body of texts translated
by this Indo-Scythian missionary and his followers existed in a certain time and
a certain place, i.e., Luoyang, late 2nd century. 5 Therefore, if we study them
carefully, we will at the very least be able to say that by this date and~with
somewhat less force~in this place certain doctrines and practices were in existence. In other words, we will have a base line for future research. My method is
therefore synchronic and localised, and it has a fairly modest objective, i.e., to
describe Lokaksema's Mahayana. More is not possible. With our kind of work,
the temptation to generalize is overwhelming. Even to talk about Buddhism is to
generalize, since there are so many different varieties and styles of the religion
which pass under that name. Buddhism is an abstraction, a convention, a kind of
sa'flvrti-satya, and so is Mahayana Buddhism. So we have to be careful about
elaborating general theories about the Mahayana on the basis of this evidence.
With that caveat, the approach I take to the translations of Lokak~ema, the
method I use to study them, if I were asked to describe it, is basically what is
called "close reading," but it is close reading which attempts to appropriate the
texts in their totality, to read them as wholes, alert to all their meanings and all
their silences. To do this I find it extremely helpful to utilize the insights of Buddhist anthropology, the work of students of Buddhist culture on the ground, as it
were, especially in South East Asia. In this regard I have profited greatly from
the researches of Stanley Tambiah, Mel ford Spiro, Richard Gombrich, Gananath
Obeyesekere, Sherry Ortner, Geoffrey Samuel and various others, because they
give me clues as to what I should look for in my own sources, what I should take
care not to miss. I don't always expect to find the same things, but I often do.
And naturally the work of interpretive reading must be preceded and accompanied by the careful comparative philological operations which have become the
hallmark of our discipline. If one were to sum up this approach, then, one could
call it a kind of"textual anthropology," if that were not a contradiction in terms. 6
The principal point at issue here is that anthropology by its nature is forced to
take a wider view of its subject, because, however narrow the theoretical
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agendas of its practitioners might be, they have to deal with real, whole people.
Melford Spiro is a good example: although his Freudian analysis of the Burmese
is at times irritating and constricting, and his own knowledge of the classical
Buddhist tradition is occasionally rather limited, his work is nonetheless highly
illuminating. 7 Textual scholars, by contrast, can take a narrow approach and get
away with imposing it on their subjects. They can focus on narrow doctrinal or
philosophical issues and somehow imagine that they have done justice to their
texts. But they have not. In this respect, I think, the fact that so many Buddhist
scholars now work in Religious Studies departments means that they are becoming increasingly sensitized to the importance of the cultic, ritual, iconographical
and other such dimensions of Buddhism, in short, to the importance of Buddhist
practice. Indeed, every year I tell my students that, contrary to appearances, in
Buddhism practice often comes first, theory afterwards. This is surely true of
early Mainstream Buddhism, and I suspect it is also true of the Mahayana.
What is it, after all, to understand a religion, or a religious movement? Religions do not succeed or flourish because their doctrines are intellectually compelling, or their ideals are morally noble, but because they--or rather their
practitioners--capture people's imaginations in a certain way, they arouse their
faith and convince them that they provide an exclusive or unique access to whatever power is held to underlie or pervade the world, to the numinous, to the
transcendent, call it what you will. To understand a religion, therefore, it is
necessary to ask the question: how did this religion lay claim to power? I shall
return to this theme later, but I should note at this point that I am using the word
power in a very broad sense and would wish to avoid any sort of reductionism.
A religion's power-in the broad sense-lies in its symbols, and those symbols
are by their very nature not reducible to a set of propositions, or a body of doctrines or moral guidelines. Still less is a religion's power reducible to narrow
socio-political considerations of control and dominance.
Now, all these airy generalities are well and good, you are no doubt thinking,
but how exactly do they relate to the topic? What do I have to say about the
origins of the Mahayana?
To begin with, to be frank, I doubt that I or anyone else can say anything definite about the origins of the Mahayana or-and this may be less expectedeven about early Mahayana. The more I work in this field the more sceptical I
become about such an undertaking. As Professor Hirakawa has noted, the sutras
translated by Lokak~ema were probably composed at some time before 150
C.E., but some of them appear already to have undergone a long process of
accretion. 8 He thus pushes the date of their composition back in many cases to
the 1st century C.E., but it is difficult to be sure if this is going far enough. For
some of these early translations seem to refer to other, even earlier siitras, and
Hirakawa makes particular mention of references in the Kiisyapa-parivarta (KP)
and elsewhere to the Bodhisattva-pitaka, the Sat-piirarnitii, and the Triskandhaka-dharrna-paryiiya, treating these as if they were discrete texts. 9 Of course,
works with these titles survive, in Chinese and/or Tibetan, but there is no guar168
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antee that they are the ones referred to. Indeed, in the case of references to the
bodhisattva-pitaka, I suspect that we are dealing with a rather elastic category of
texts rather than a single defined work. 10 The same is probably true of the Satpiiramitii, but one ought to note that this is reminiscent of one of the alternative
titles of the Druma-kinnara-riija-pariprcchii-siitra (DKP), which contains
within itself a long and fairly systematic 32-part exposition of all six perfections.
We ought at least to consider the possibility that the larger work has incorporated the smaller. 11 As for the triskandhaka, many of the references are probably
to a ritual complex, and not to a text. For all that, it can still be argued that by
the time of Lokak;;ema the Mahayana had already been in existence for several
centuries, and that some of its scriptures had not only been a long time in the
making, but had in the process also drawn on even older traditions, both textual
and ritual. I prefer, therefore, to think of most of the extant translations of this
period as works of the early middle period of the movement and to regard the
early period as more or less out of reach, except for the survival of a few archaic
works in the oeuvres of Lokak;;ema and other translators. For example, the
Lokiinuvartanii-siitra (LAn) may be a work of this type, and I suspect the KP is
also very old. However, a great deal more research will need to be done on these
texts before we can be sure about their relative chronology. With this caveat,
therefore, I still believe we can use the translations of Lokak;;ema, our oldest
dateable evidence, to draw some conclusions about the nature of at least some
forms of the Mahayana as it entered its medieval phase, conclusions which may
also hold good for its earliest period. But there are, I believe, some things which
we cannot do.
One of the things we cannot do with these materials is determine the sectarian
affiliation of the early Mahayana. I used to think that this was possible, but now
believe it to be hopeless, since it has become accepted that the Mahayana was a
pan-Buddhist movement-or, better, a loose set of movements-rather like Pentecostalism or Charismatic Christianity, running across sectarian boundaries.
This, incidentally, is why the term Nikaya or Sectarian Buddhism (Japanese:
buha bukkyo) seems to me less than apt for non-Mahayana, since it must surely
be the case that the Mahayana was "pervaded" by so-called Nikaya Buddhism
(i.e., all ordained Mahayanists were members of a nikiiya, but not all nikiiya
members were Mahayanists). Therefore I prefer to use the term "Mainstream
Buddhism." If we accept that bhik$US and bhilcywfis belonging to many or even
all Mainstream nikiiyas or Vinaya lineages may have been followers of the
Mahayana, then we must also accept that Mahayana literature, as it circulated, is
likely to have been subject to diverse sectarian pressures. To illustrate this point,
a siitra composed in a Mahasarpghika milieu is likely to have reflected
Mahasarpghika doctrinal preferences, but when later circulated by monks and
nuns whose ordination lineage was Sarvastivadin or Dharmaguptaka, it could
easily have been changed, either inadvertently or deliberately, to fit its new
context. 12 If this supposition is correct, we have very little means of establishing
the sectarian origins of any given Mahayana siitra, since the form in which it is
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extant may reflect its original context or a later one. While this caveat is true for
minor doctrinal items (e.g., six gatis instead of five), it does not hold with the
same force, I suspect, for major doctrinal emphases (e.g., lokottaravadin buddhology), but even there we may still need to tread very carefully, and avoid
overly hasty conclusions. 13
If the early or original Mahayana lies hidden behind our oldest literary
sources and if the question of the sectarian origins of the movement must remain
unanswered and unanswerable, surely we can deduce certain things about the
make-up of some forms of the early middle Mahayana from the translations of
Lokak~ema. Yes, this is possible, although there are still difficulties. In effect, as
I have said, we can only draw conclusions concerning the milieu in which the
Lokak~;>ema sutras were composed, if indeed they all came from the same
milieu. It is possible that they did not. However, assuming that they did, I would
like to focus on five general themes with regard to which they might give us
some clues, relating these where appropriate to Hirakawa's theories about the
early Mahayana. The five are: the role of the laity; cult-practice directed towards
bodhisattvas, the Buddha and stupas; the wider cultural context of the new
movement; the role of meditation; and the significance of magic. As we shall
see, all these themes are closely interconnected, so it is not entirely easy to
separate them out for the purposes of analysis.
The first theme raises the question of what has become known in sociological
work on the Japanese New Religions by Helen Hardacre and others as "lay centrality." Hirakawa has stated baldly that early Mahayana Buddhism was primarily lay in character, stressing the lay origins of the movement and the role of the
lay bodhisattva in its texts. 14 Naturally he admits the existence of the renunciant
or pravrajita bodhisattva, but he ascribes historical priority to the grhastha bodhisattva. "Two types of Mahayana bodhisattva are distinguished in Mahayana
literature: lay and monastic. The monastic bodhisattva model was the youth
(kumiira) who practiced religious austerities and lived a celibate life. No precepts specifically for the monastic bodhisattva seem to have existed. In the older
Mahayana texts the precepts mentioned are all lay precepts." 15 This statement
and others like it are a little misleading. It is quite natural that no precepts for the
monastic bodhisattva existed, since Mahayana bhi/cyus and bhi/cywfis would
have already been covered by the Vinaya of their respective nikiiya or ordination
lineage. This is stated explicitly, for example, in the Pratyutpanna-buddhasai'Jlmukhiivasthita-samiidhi-sutra (PraS), one of the older Mahayana texts
which Hirakawa himself cites, at 9B and 9Mvl, where pravrajita bodhisattvas
are enjoined to observe the Pratimok~;>a (see also KP 134). And yet Hirakawa
asserts that this early evidence points in the opposite direction. 16 The relative
silence of the texts in this regard surely means that it was taken for granted that
fully ordained bodhisattvas were bound by the Vinaya of their nikiiya. This
relates to the more general issue of institutional organisation: Hirakawa asserts
that Mahayanists, specifically monastic bodhisattvas, formed their own orders,
which were "organised in a fashion similar to that of the orders of Nikaya Bud170
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dhism." 17 I would say that this poses too much of a split, and there is insufficient
evidence for it: it is probable that the organisation of monastic bodhisattvas was
itself along nikiiya lines. It is not likely, therefore, that the early Mahayanists
functioned with an incomplete or small set of rules and only later adopted the
rules used by the "Hi:nayana" monastic orders, as Hirakawa claims. His view
of an originally lay movement taken over by monks and nuns is, I think, almost
the reverse of the truth. In this respect I would modify his view of what he
calls Nikaya Buddhism as one of the origins of the Mahayana; I would prefer to
call it the matrix, postulating thereby a much more intimate and permanent
relationship. 18
In any case, coming at the problem from another angle, I think we have to be
very careful about what we mean by the "laity" in Buddhism, and specifically,
how we understand the meaning of the terms upiisaka and upiisikii, of such frequent occurrence in our sources. To divide Buddhist society into two groups,
clergy and laity, is simplistic and unduly influenced by inappropriate Western
categories, as scholars like Hubert Durt have pointed out. 19 Such a model is an
inadequate representation of the real situation, at least in the Indian context, and
probably elsewhere in the Buddhist world as well. The status of the clergybhi/cyus and bhik.<;w:z!s-is relatively unproblematical. It is with the so-called
laity that the difficulties begin, which is of the essence here, given the importance of lay centrality and the householder bodhisattva in the received wisdom
concerning the Mahayana. To put it simply, the terms upiisaka and upiisikii do
not mean "layman" and "laywoman" in the usual English sense, but refer rather
to persons hovering just below ordained status, those who are, as it were, semiordained. "Lay practitioner" might be a useful translation for them. In any event
such persons are to be distinguished from the greater run of supporters of the
Buddhist teaching and the Buddhist monastic establishment. Even in that regard
there are no doubt finer distinctions to be drawn, between those who supported
Buddhism exclusively and those who supported Buddhism along with other
sramm:za movements and briihmm;as. At the extreme end of this spectrum of
participation stood those who paid no attention to Buddhism at all, who would
still be subsumed under a very loose definition of the English word "laity," viz.,
anybody who is not clergy. There are some wider implications in all of this, but
at this point I merely wish to highlight the meaning of the words upiisaka and
upiisikii. Our current notions of the householder bodhisattva do, I think, reflect
our own cultural contexts rather too heavily. In Japan a married priesthood and,
more recently, the upsurge in the so-called "New Religions" (Soka Gakkai,
Reiylikai, etc.) with their strong emphasis on lay participation and the attendant
relegation of the clergy to supporting roles predispose many scholars to finding a
charter in the scriptures of Mahayana Buddhism for these circumstances. In the
West the situation is a little different, but for committed Western Buddhists with
strong democratic and anti-hierarchical tendencies, the cosy and relaxed domesticity of unordained participation with perhaps periodic bursts of monastic
asceticism provides a model for which antecedents may be thought desirable.
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Thus the spirit of Vimalakirti is invoked to legitimate all types of Buddhist
involvement and degrees of commitment. However, the upiisakas and upiisikiis
on whom this fictional character was presumably based may have been rather
different types of people. I suspect, in fact, that they were more ascetic types,
who for some reason were unwilling to take that final step of ordination, but
were nevertheless committed to rigorous meditation and ritual practice in what
was essentially an adjunct role: not independent of the Sangha, let alone in
competition with it, but attached to it. Like the people who still bear the title
upiisaka and upiisikii in Theravadin societies today, they were probably
advanced in years. They were not, I suspect, your average lay supporters, dropping into the monastery on the odd pm;adha weekend for a spot of casual meditation and sutra-chanting. In short, I feel very uneasy about any interpretation of
the Mahayana as a kind of alternative Buddhism made easy for the masses, just
as I am reluctant to see it as a devotional shortcut, a topic to which I shall now
tum.
Later Mahayana Buddhism has an extensive cultic repertoire, the history of
which has yet to be unravelled. One aspect of that repertoire is the well-known
cult of the great bodhisattvas. In an earlier article 20 I examined the evidence for
this in the early translations and came to the conclusion that-as far as these
sources were concerned-the bodhisattva-cult was not the be-all and end-all of
the Mahayana, as is often supposed, but a later and secondary development. As I
put it then, "as far as bodhisattvas are concerned the initial message of the
Mahayana is clear: people should not worship bodhisattvas, they should become
bodhisattvas themselves." Nowadays I would be less dogmatic about this, since
the cult of the great, mythical or so-called celestial bodhisattvas is not necessarily inconsistent with the pursuit of the bodhisattva path-in other words, it is
theoretically possible to combine the ideal of aspiration with the ideal of inspiration-but in general terms my position is the same.
Of course, the cult of the bodhisattvas is just one aspect of Mahayana cultpractice. Even more important is the cult of the Buddha, which brings us to the
question of stupa-worship. Professor Hirakawa's views on this are wellknown.21 He hypothesizes that lay pressure for a source of salvation led to a kind
of devotional movement centred on stupas and run by lay people themselves,
independent of monastic control. Stupas, he says, were predominantly for the
laity. The specific textual sources for such a view (especially the oft-cited
passage in the Mahii-parinirviilJa-sutra about sarlra-pujii) have been extensively
and convincingly critiqued by Schopen, and it is unnecessary to repeat the arguments here. 22 Speaking more generally, it is implausible that such a powerful
movement as stupa-worship would ever have been allowed to pass under predominantly lay control, since that would have posed a major threat to the livelihood of the Sangha. Even if it had not been the case directly after the
parinirviilJa of Gautama, surely monks and nuns would soon have moved to take
control of this potent symbolic apparatus and source of economic support. Naturally they would have appointed laypeople to run the business end of things for
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them, but I imagine the ultimate control would have remained in their hands,
with most stupas being sited in or near monastic compounds. On this the archeological and anthropological record in South East Asia is perfectly clear: even in
the Theravada environment, the stupa-cult has remained one of the foundations
of the religion. Indeed, nowhere is the prevalence of the stupa-cult throughout
the Buddhist world more strikingly illustrated than at the site of the ancient
Burmese capital of Pagan, a stronghold of Theravada. It is consequently only
natural that stupas would appear often in Mahayana sources, like many other
common features of Mainstream Buddhism, but if one reads them carefully, one
comes to different conclusions about any inherent link between the Mahayana
and stupa-worship. Stupa-worship, or, as it is often expressed, making offerings
to the Realized Ones (Tathiigatas), is indeed frequently cited as (hitherto) the
most meritorious activity conceivable, but the purpose is not to promote it, nor
even to forbid it, but to compare it unfavourably with other religious activities or
values, e.g., the realisation of prajiiii-piiramitii, the memorisation of sutras, or
the practice of samiidhi. Indeed, the emphasis on the notion of dharma-kiiya (not
exclusive to the Mahayana) and on the related cult of the book explored by
Schopen are best understood as an attempt to reinterpret the stupa-cult. 23 Is this
the work of a lay order of stupa-worshippers engaged in devotional religion? I
believe it is quite the contrary: it is the work of a predominantly monastic order
of meditators engaged in strenuous ascetic practices, people asserting, in short,
that the Buddha is to be found in and through the realisation of the dharma, not
the worship of relics.
There is no space here to go into the many detailed arguments advanced by
Hirakawa to substantiate his theories on this aspect of Mahayana Buddhism, but
I believe that they will not withstand critical scrutiny. For example, he invokes
the argument from silence to claim that where stupas bear no inscriptions mentioning a nikiiya, they must therefore have been looked after and used by
Mahayanists. 24 Indeed, Hirakawa is right to be tentative about this. Equally
suspect is his claim that because the Vinaya forbids monks to do certain things,
they could not have participated in the stupa-cult. 25 Schopen has recently shown
the danger of such arguments, which privilege textual sources above the overwhelming archeological evidence. 26 Further, Hirakawa's exegesis of Chinese
terms for vihiira and stupa in successive translations of Indic texts and his
attempt to postulate some kind of historical development on that basis need to be
reexamined closelyY
The archeological evidence is indeed extremely important, as Professors
Shizutani Masao and Hirakawa have pointed out and as Schopen has continued
to show. But it hardly renders the evidence of the texts worthless; indeed, it can
help us to interpret that evidence more effectively. In the process of doing this, I
think we might also try to arrive at a rather more careful imaging or picturing of
the cultural and religious context in which Buddhism developed during the first
five centuries after the death of Gautama, towards the end of which period the
Mahayana as we first encounter it in the translations of Lokak:;;ema took shape.
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What kind of world was it? Well, the clues are there for us to see in the Buddhist
texts themselves, which frequently refer to the two classes of religious practitioners in general-briihmm:zas and sramaQas-and to other sramaQa movements in particular, either by the generic terms firthika, anya-tlrthika and so on,
or specifically by name. It is clear from these references that the India of
Gautama's day and after was the site of what we would call ideological contestation, in which many religious groups laid claim to the veneration and respect
of the population. In practical terms, however, what this meant was that they
were laying claim to the material support of the people. When Buddhist texts
glorify the Buddha as the supreme one in the world, the unsurpassed puQyalcyetra or field of merit, there is a subtext or even a "bottom line" we should not
forget. Such claims reflect what in the business-speak oftoday's world would be
called an attempt to enlarge market share, a push unlikely to abate even when
royal support could be counted on.
This leads me to what I regard as one of the most important and least
emphasised features of Mahayana siitras and indeed of Buddhism as a whole:
the pivotal role of magic. Others have commented on this-in English I might
cite in particular the articles by Stephan Beyer and Luis G6mez 28-but there is
more work to be done before we plumb the full significance of this theme.
Indeed, speaking now in general terms, I believe that Buddhism is, and has
always been, a "shamanic" type of religion, in that the role of the members of
the Sangha in society is not primarily that of exemplary salvation-seekers, nor
that of priestly intermediaries, but that of masters of techniques of ecstasy
enabling them to access in person another order of reality and transmit the
power resulting from that access to others. This function, however, is effectively
cloaked by an all-pervasive monastic rhetoric. In my view only this kind of
analysis can make sense of Buddhism's extraordinary success as a religion.
Applying it, we might see that, in a situation of competition for resources
between religious groups, what counted was not so much the philosophical
cogency of one's ideas, or even the purity of one's moral observances, but the
power perceived to have been generated by one's ascetic practices, especially
one's meditation. Indeed, the emphasis on purity cannot be fully understood
without this in mind. Moral impurity-infractions of S!la, especially the codes
relating to sexual behaviour--destroy one's meditation. This is illustrated in a
story from the Upiiya-kausalya-siitra, in which a bodhisattva falsely accused of
misconduct with a woman rises to the height of seven palm trees in the air,
thereby confounding his accusers. The text states the message explicitly: an
immoral person has no magical powers. 29 Now, it is said often enough that the
reason why the Sangha has throughout history had its most severe schisms over
the Vinaya, not over doctrine, is because of the possible impact on the laity if
the Order were thought to be morally lax. But surely this is only half the explanation. Moral laxity bothers the lay supporters of Buddhism, as we all know,
because their gifts do not bear fruit, yet even this doesn't quite get to the bottom
of it. Surely it is because the laity perceive that an immoral clergy lacks power,
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the power derived from sexual abstinence, asceticism, and meditation. One look
at the anthropological record in Theravadin countries proves the point. As has
been richly documented, especially by Stanley Tambiah, lay veneration and
support reaches its most extravagant heights when directed towards meditating
forest-dwelling monks with a reputation for moral incorruptibility and magical
powers. 30
Let us return to the Mahayana. As we are often reminded nowadays, this was
probably not one single movement, but the convergence of several trends within
Buddhism. One of these, I would suggest, was a meditation movement. My
hypothesis, yet to be substantiated in detail, is that some of the impetus for the
early development of the Mahayana came from forest-dwelling monks. 31 Far
from being the products of an urban, lay, devotional movement, many
Mahayana sutras give evidence of a hard-core ascetic attempt to return to the
original inspiration of Buddhism, the search for Buddhahood or awakened cognition. What is that evidence? The monastic or renunciant bias of the Lokak~ema texts I have already pointed out in my earlier work, but they also display a
strong and positive emphasis on the dhuta-gw;as (extra ascetic practices) and
aral)ya-viisa (dwelling in the forest or jungle), which is surely rather strange in
the documents of a supposedly lay-dominated movement. Indeed, Hirakawa
himself has already pointed out the importance of the forest meditation centre or
iiral)yiiyatana for the early Mahayana, 32 without acknowledging how inconsistent this might be with his hypothetical lay stupa-cult. But above all, we find a
heavy emphasis on samiidhi. Two of the texts translated by Lokak~ema are
explicitly devoted to samiidhi practice: the PraS and the Suraf!l-gama-samiidhisutra (Lokak~ema's version of this is now lost). Further, many other texts in this
corpus and elsewhere contain long lists of samiidhis, the exact significance of
which has yet to be determined, or reflect the importance of meditation practice
in other ways. It is clear from these indications that meditation must therefore
have occupied a crucial place in the development of this movement, not merely,
we may suppose, because its followers saw it as a good thing to do, as spiritually
efficacious. It was also important, no doubt, because it provided a channel for
fresh revelation and inspiration, explaining the extraordinary proliferation of
Mahayana scriptures. But, most of all, it was important because meditation and
the resulting powers gave the Mahayanists an edge in their struggle for
resources. This struggle, we may assume, was a double one: both against the
wider religious community (the normal competitive framework), and also
against other Buddhists, with whom they shared ordination lineages and institutional structures. Some of these co-religionists were clearly hostile to the new
movement. The followers of the Mahayana had to lay claim to be in a sense the
true successors of Gautama, the inheritors of his mantle, and they had to establish that claim both with other Buddhists and with the population at large. There
were, as far as I can see, two possible ways of doing this: by the possession of
relics, and by the (perceived) possession of ascetic techniques and magical
powers. 33 Hence the glorification of the great bodhisattvas in the texts can be
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seen as an attempt to establish the Mahayana's prior claim to veneration and
support, combining an explicit appeal to an established symbol (the figure of the
great sage himself, imitated by his successors) with an implicit appeal to the
powers and attainments of practitioners of the day. My point is this: the magical
apparitions and miraculous displays in Mahayana siitras are not just some kind
of narrative padding or scaffolding for the elaboration of doctrine; they are the
very essence of the Mahayana's struggle to make a place for itself and to survive
in a competitive environment.
If a substantial proportion of early Mahayanists were forest-dwelling meditating monks, would that not explain the absence of references to the Mahayana in
the earlier inscriptions, which has been noted by Hirakawa, Schopen and others?
I suspect it would, especially if we concede that this was a minority movement
in any case. Given that a large proportion of our Buddhist inscriptions are found
at stiipa sites, wouldn't the comparative scarcity of Mahayana inscriptions at
stiipas sit uneasily with the theory of lay stiipa-worship origins? And would it
make sense to postulate a devotional movement centred around stiipas as the
starting point of a movement devoted to a more ambitious asceticism?
All that said, we still have to explain the large number of references to lay
bodhisattvas in the early scriptures. Naturally, even a renegade or revolutionary
movement like the Mahayana-if we assume it to have been of this naturewould still have to enlist and cultivate the support of the population. My view is
that it did this by offering them rather more liberal access to some of the fruits of
the monastic life, in particular meditation, and by promising them powers that
they would normally expect to be available only to ordained ascetics. The PraS
is a good case in point: the direct encounter with the Buddhas of the present is
possible even if one has not mastered the five or six abhijiiiis or supernormal
faculties, usually accessible only after prolonged dhyiina practice. My reading of
this is that it represents meditating monks (and nuns?) reaching out for lay
support, rather than lay pressure on the monastic preserve. But that does not
necessarily encompass all the laity, only the semi-ordained, i.e., upiisakas and
upiisikiis. It is doubtful that the currency would have been so readily devalued,
given the care with which the Buddhist establishment has always watched over
the exercise of supernormal powers (hence the piiriijika offense relating to false
claims to them). Even so, the semi-ordained would probably have provided an
important pivot with the lay community, as their extended families would also
have been drawn into the wider support networks underpinning the operation of
Mahayanist monastic communities. In economic terms the encouragement
offered to them would make perfect sense.
As for the glorification of the lay bodhisattva, an undoubted feature of many
Mahayana siitras, we must be careful how we interpret the texts. My provisional
view is that the lay bodhisattva is glorified and given pride of place not to put
laypeople above monks and nuns, but to put bodhisattvas above sriivakas. That
is to say, if even the lay bodhisattva is superior to the ordained sriivaka, how
much more so the ordained bodhisattva. The point at issue is not social status,
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but the absolute worth of bodhicitta and bodhisattva-hood. Sriivakas, after all,
are not necessarily monks and nuns, even though they often may be: it is a spiritual category, not a social one, that is being referred to. 34 The lay bodhisattvas
may thus be said to outrank the Mainstream bhi/cyus and bhilcywfis spiritually,
but they are soon enough put in their place when it comes to the social and religious conventions of the day: they must pay respect to the ordained and they
ought to leave the household life themselves as soon as they can. Monasticism
rules, as does maleness, but that is a topic which demands more careful treatment than is possible here. My general point is that we should not read these
sources uncritically, or mistake their rhetorical and mythical ftourishes~to say
nothing of their insults and put-downs!~as direct reflections of sociological or
historical fact. 35 After all, nobody would interpret the Candrottarii-diirikiivyiikarm)a as evidence for the fact that the Mahayana was a movement begun or
led by eight-year old girls. In many respects these works are a kind of literature
of the fantastic, albeit with a serious religious purpose. Just as we would not
read the works of Jorge Luis Borges as history even if they appear to be historical~we know what tricks he gets up to--so too we have to decode the fantasies
of the Mahayana with great care.
The foregoing remarks have tried, perhaps illicitly, to fit the data culled from
my reading of a tiny fraction of Mahayana siltra-literature into some kind of
general explanatory framework. My thoughts about the early development of the
Mahayana, at least as far as we can see it in these texts~that it was not primarily a lay devotional movement linked to the worship of stiipas, but a renunciant
ascetic meditation movement~are entirely provisional, and will have to be
checked continually against the earliest Chinese translations. I find that every
time I read a text, even one I have read many times before, I see something new.
Thus I am constantly in the process of revising my own theories against the
evidence, and I expect others to be engaged in this process too, to critique my
ideas and their own. In that regard it is heartening to see the amount of innovative and critical scholarly activity in this area of late. 36 But there is something
more I want to say, and it is this. While there is nothing wrong with synthesizing
the evidence and trying to paint the big picture, at the same time each Mahayana
siitra has its individual and specific value, has a life and integrity of its own
which is almost organic. This specificity, this individual integrity will undoubtedly be damaged or even lost entirely when passed through the mangle of some
general theory like the one I have sketched here. That is why I believe that each
of these works should be studied and translated as a whole. Each of them was
written by an unknown person or group of persons who lived and died roughly
two thousand years ago. Into them they poured their ultimate concern, to borrow
Paul Tillich's phrase. Their bones have long since turned to dust, their ashes
scattered on the wind in the ten directions, and now only their words remain,
however distorted by time, translation and our own faulty powers of interpretation. These works are not more or less marvellous than the deserted ruins of a
lost civilization that we might find scattered over the surface of some distant
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planet. We should not be too hasty in dismantling them in order to use the
materials to build our own monoliths.
This brings me back to the point at which I began, and to the two questions
which I set for us to consider. I think it is true that when we study any subject
we do it, in one way or another, out of some desire to find out about ourselves.
However, we should not be too eager to impose our own image on our subjects
lest we fail to see their image when and where it can be made out. It has been
said with regard to the quest for the origins of Christianity than when a modem
Liberal Protestant theologian looked down the well of history in search of the
historical Jesus what he saw looking back up at him through nineteen centuries
of Catholic darkness was the face of a modem Liberal Protestant theologian. 37
A cautionary reflection indeed! I suspect, in fact, that when we look down
the well of history in the search for the people who began the Mahayana-if
we can make anything out at that depth-the faces we see looking back up at
us will be leaner and more ascetic than we expected, and their eyes will bum
with a religious zeal fiercer and more uncompromising than we might have
anticipated.
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This is the edited text of a public lecture delivered at Otani University in December
1992, a revised version of which was later presented at Oxford in early 1994.
Intended as a personal reflection on some new perspectives in the study of Mahayana
Buddhism, it dispenses with the detailed argumentation and copious annotation that
the issues raised deserve. Readers are assured that this deficiency will be remedied in
a forthcoming monograph.
If I were asked to come up with an analogous phenomenon, it would have to be the
Hindi movie, in the Bombay style. Many of the same features are there: the cast of
thousands, the complicated plot with its multiple improbabilities, the supernatural
interventions and miracles, the frequent bursts of song, the speechifying and moralising, the bright colours, and the extreme length. Mahayana siitras are also informed by
this aesthetic of exaggeration, and, like Hindi movies, they are best appreciated as
wholes, as a kind of total experience, since individual features, once abstracted, may
become meaningless or even ridiculous.
In the Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko, No. 22 (1963), pp.
57-106.
Similar considerations apply to the ideas of that other great pioneer in this area, the
Belgian scholar Etienne Lamotte, but these are not addressed specifically in this
paper.
For a brief description of this project and its rationale see my "The Earliest Chinese
Translations of Mahayana Siitras: Some Notes on the Works of Lokaksema," Buddhist Studies Review, 10, 2 (1993), pp. 135-177.
The nine texts in question are the A~ta-siihasrikii-prajiiii-piiramitii-siitra (AsPP),
Pratyutpanna-buddha-salflmukhiivasthita-samiidhi-siitra (PraS), Druma-kinnarariija-pariprcchii-siitra (DKP), Ajiitasatru-kaukrtya-vinodanii-siitra (AjKV), part of the
Avatalflsaka (DSJ), Lokiinuvartanii-siitra (LAn), Wenshushili wen pusa-shu jing
( WWP), Kiisyapa-parivarta (KP), and the A~obhya-tathiigatasya-vyiiha (AkTV).
Citations in this paper will be to my own translations or editions. For full bibliographical details see my article "The Earliest Chinese Translations."
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6 I owe this methodological ideal of philological rigour on the one hand and anthropological awareness on the other to a number of mentors, but have been inspired chiefly
by Professors Jan Willem de Jong and Lambert Schmithausen in regard to the first
desideratum and by Professsor Gregory Schopen in regard to the second.
7 I am referring of course to his Buddhism and Society: A Great Tradition and Its
Burmese Vicissitudes (2nd ed., Berkeley: University of California, 1982).
8 This is especially true of the best known of them, the A!ita-sahasrika-prajiiaparamita-siitra or Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines (AsPP).
9 See History of Indian Buddhism, p. 275.
10 On this question, see now Ulrich Pagel, The Bodhisattvapitaka: Its Doctrines, Practices and their Position in Mahayana Literature (Tring: Institute of Buddhist Studies,
1995).
II This possibility is confirmed in the case of the Ajatasatru-kaukrtya-vinodana-siitra
(AjKV), another text translated by Lokak~ema, which has indeed swallowed another,
smaller siitra whole. Incidentally the DKP contains a reference to the AjKV.
12 Sadly this distortion is most likely where it could be most revealing, i.e., in citations
and paraphrases of Agama texts.
13 Cf., e.g., Hirakawa, "The Rise of Mahayana," pp. 61, 63, where he concludes that the
prominence of certain dvadasaliga sequences in Mahayana siitras is proof
Sarvastivadin affiliations. However, see also the note of caution he sounds on p. 69.
14 See, e.g., History of Indian Buddhism, pp. 259, 310.
15 Ibid., p. 308; see also pp. 302-303.
16 "The Rise of Mahayana," p. 74.
17 History of Indian Buddhism, p. 310.
18 See also Paul Williams, Mahayana Buddhism: The Doctrinal Foundations (London:
Routledge, 1989), pp. 20ff. The specifically institutional aspects of Hirakawa's theories have more recently been the object of a devastating critique by Richard Gombrich, in an article written in 1994 for a Festschrift for Professor K.K. Dasgupta:
"Organized Bodhisattvas: A Blind Alley in Buddhist Historiography." I thank Professor Gombrich for showing me a preliminary draft of this. A paper on the same theme
by Sasaki Shizuka was apparently read at the International Association of Buddhist
Studies conference in Mexico City in October 1994, but I have not seen a copy yet.
19 "Bodhisattva and Layman in the Early Mahayana," Japanese Religions, Vol. 16, No.
3 (1991), pp. 1-16. See esp. pp. 4-5.
20 "Who Gets to Ride in the Great Vehicle? Self-image and Identity Among the Followers of the Early Mahayana," Journal of the International Association of Buddhist
Studies, Vol. 10, No. I ( 1987), pp. 67-89; see especially pp. 79-80.
21 See, e.g., History of Indian Buddhism, pp. 270-274.
22 See Schopen's "Monks and the Relic Cult in the Mahiiparinibbanasutta: An Old Misunderstanding in Regard to Monastic Buddhism," in G. Schopen and K. Shinohara,
eds., From Benares to Beijing: Essays on Buddhism and Chinese Religion in Honor
ofJan Yiin-hua (Oakville: Mosaic Press, 1991 ), pp. 187-20 I.
23 See Gregory Schopen, "The phrase 'sa prthivlpradesas caityabhiito bhavet' in the
Vajracchedikii: Notes on the Cult of the Book in Mahayana," Indo-Iranian Journal,
Vol. 17 (1975), pp. 147-181. In my view Schopen over-emphasizes the negative attitude displayed by Mahayana siitras towards stiipa worship.
24 See "The Rise of Mahayana," pp. 100-102; History of Indian Buddhism, pp.
245-246.
25 See "The Rise of Mahayana," p. 100.
26 See especially "Archeology and Protestant Presuppositions in the Study of Indian
Buddhism," History of Religions, Vol. 31 (1991), pp. 1-23.
27 "The Rise of Mahayana," pp. 89-98.
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28 Stephan Beyer, "Notes on the Vision Quest in Early Mahayana," in Lewis Lancaster,
ed., Prajiiiipiiramitii and Related Systems: Studies in Honor of Edward Conze (Berkeley: University of California, 1977) pp. 329-340; Luis Gomez, "The Bodhisattva as
Wonder-worker," in the same volume, pp. 221-261.
29 See Mark Tatz, The Skill in Means (Upiiyakausalya) Siitra (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1994), pp. 35-36.
30 Stanley Tambiah, The Buddhist Saints of the Forest and the Cult of Amulets (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984 ). See also Spiro, Buddhism and Society,
pp. 402--404.
31 And nuns, one might be tempted to add, out of a modem inclusivistic spirit, were it
not for the way in which the various Vinayas severely circumscribed the activities of
women members of the Sangha.
32 History ofIndian Buddhism, pp. 309-310.
33 Another way of stating this would be to say that they had to show possession of the
dharma, either concretised in the relics of the Buddha or other realised persons and in
written texts, or (better still) realised in practice as magical powers and other signs of
attainment.
34 For evidence that the term sriivaka does not mean monk or even disciple, see my
"Who Gets to Ride," pp. 81-82. A pertinent discussion may be found in Peter Masefield, Divine Revelation in Piili Buddhism (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1986),
especially Chapter 1.
35 But see "The Rise of Mahayana," pp. 71, 80--81, 83-84 for some examples of such an
approach.
36 As is evidenced by the Mahayana siitra panel at the I.A.B.S. Conference in Mexico
(October 1994), and by the work in progress of such scholars as Sasaki Shizuka and
Jonathan Silk.
3 7 This was said by Tyrell of the work of Adolf von Harnack; see George Tyrell, Christianity at the Crossroads (London: Longmans Green, 1909), p. 44. I owe the reference to my former colleague Colin Brown.
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THE RISE OF MAHAYANA
BUDDHISM AND ITS
RELATIONSHIP TO THE WORSHIP
OF STUPAS
Akira Hirakawa
Source: Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko 22 (1963): 57-106.

The beginnings of Mahayana Buddhism are shrouded in the nebulous past,
hidden forever in lost literary and archaeological records. Many Buddhist scholars maintain the theory that the Mahayana originated from the Mahasa:rilghika
School
It is true that on doctrinal matters a number of strong similarities
exists between the two, but on the other hand several important ideas of
Mahayana Buddhism are based upon the doctrines of the Sarvastivadin
School :ut~~;ff$. This is evident even from an examination of the basic
teachings contained in Nagarjuna's Mahiiprajfuipiiramitii-siistra (MPP-siistra)
7;:1' )j]ifli, many of which are derived from this school. It is a well-known fact,
also, that the Yogacara School ~[lmff'i!it borrowed many Sarvastivadin concepts. Thus, the Mahayana and the Sarvastivadin clearly have an intimate historical connection on doctrinal matters.
This relationship between Mahayana Buddhism and Nikaya Buddhism $~
f~~ is complicated, and it would be premature to conclude that the Mahayana is
a development from the Mahasa:rilghika, simply because the latter advocated a
number of progressive ideas. In this paper I propose to analyze the doctrinal
relationship between Mahayana and Nikaya Buddhism and examine the institutional aspect of the early Mahayana Samgha as possible clues to the rise of
Mahayana Buddhism. As a preliminary I wish to point out a number of significant ideas common to both the Mahayana and the Mahasamghika.
The Samayabhedoparacanacakra-siistra 1 Atm*~fnli introduces several
Mahasamghika ideas which show a distinct similarity to the Mahayana doctrines. First, the Mahasa:rilghika held advanced ideas on the concept of Buddhahood. They advocated that the Buddhas are free of sasravadharrna :ffmii:t and
are eternal in body and life. This approaches the concept of Sambhoga-kaya
~$t{~ in the Mahayana. Second, they believed that the Buddha preached a

**$..
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single message with one voice -~, an idea inherited by such Mahayana texts
as the Vimalakirtinirdesa 2 *-lt~ff~, which became influential in later Chinese
Buddhist thought. Third, they developed the ideal of Bodhisattva who, desiring
to save humanity, is born of free will into the lower realm of durgati ~iiJll. In
early Buddhist and Sarvastivadin literature the Bodhisattva referred to the previous lives of the Buddha, and, in its narrower usage, to the life of Sakyamuni
prior to his enlightenment. The Sarvastivadin also taught that the Bodhisattva
was subject to the law of karma. If one attained arhathood, he was free of the
karmic law; and once the arhat died, he entered nirval)a never to return to the
world of samsara. But living in the cycle of samsara, the Bodhisattva was bound
to the law of karma. In contrast to this school the Mahasamghika held that the
Bodhisattva has already sundered karmic bondage and, therefore, is born in
durgati out of his own free will, his deep vow (pral)idhana) of salvation. The
Bodhisattva already possesses the merits to attain Buddhahood, but in order to
save sentient beings he purposefully declines perfection and remains a Buddhato-be. This is close to the Mahayana ideal of the Bodhisattva. The term is not
limited in use to the previous lives of the Buddha, for all men who establish the
vow to achieve enlightenment and practice austerities are called Bodhisattvas.
This ideal culminates in the "Bodhisattvas with great powers", such as Maiijusri,
Samantabhadra, and Maitreya, whose powers of salvation are identical with the
Buddha. Fourth, the concept of dasabhumi --1-:tt!i in the Mahiivastu 3 of the Lokottaravadin rot t:l:l i:!t$, a branch of the Mahasarilghika, foreshadows the parallel
concept in the Dasabhiimika-siitra 4 r:tt!i*&.., although the names of the ten stages
differ. It must be noted that the Mahiivastu incorporated ideas from various traditions, and the dasabhumi may also be a borrowing5 . There is no textual evidence to show that the concept originated with the Lokottaravadin, but if it did,
then the influence upon the Dasabhumika-sutra is very great, since the
Mahavastu is the oldest extant source which describes the stages of practice in
this way.
I have briefly discussed the similarities between the Mahasarilghika and the
Mahayana, but this alone is inadequate to conclude that the latter developed
from the former. It is necessary to document the gradual shift in both ideas and
institutions from the Mahasamghika to the Mahayana. But this is almost impossible with the existing sources. If we speak of doctrinal similarities, we cannot
merely stress the similarities existing between the two as historical evidence for
the rise of Mahayana Buddhism, for the influence of such schools as the Sarvastivadin has been in some cases undeniably great.

Sarvastivadin doctrines and Mahayana Buddhism
My purpose is not to compare the doctrines of the Sarvastivadin and the
Mahayana, but we must understand a few important relationships between
the two.
TRIPITAKA .:=:.pf~. Nagarjuna utilized a number of Sarvastivii.din doctrines; one
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of these, the concept of Tripi taka, is a transmission of the Sarvastivadin. He lists
under the sutra-pitaka6 ~~.Jt: Ekottara, Madhyama, Dlrgha, and Samyuktaiigama. The K!iudrakapitaka (Khuddaka-nikiiya) ®?eM is not listed which is characteristic of the Sarvastivadin and the Millasarvastivadin 7• In contrast to this the
council record of the Mahasamghika School's Mahiisiimghika-vinayag !~HiiJ
1~tl1J¥ lists Dirgha, Madhyama, Sari2yukta, Ekottara, and K!iudrakapitaka.
Thus, the Tripi taka studied by Nagarjuna was that of the Sarvastivadin and not
the Mahasamghika.
The vinaya system~ included in the MPP-Siistra, also, coincides with the
Sarvastivadin Da.~abhii!Javiira-vinaya i·~rfJ1-¥, but it differs completely from the
Mahiisiimghika-v. Nagarjuna must have consulted the vinaya of the Sarvastivadin rather than the Mahasamghika. As for the abhidharma-pitaka 10 the MPPsiistra lists the Astagranthiibhidharma /\'lfi!ltlli'JE"t\~, Satpiidiibhidharma
:0%/IPJlUt, Siiriputriibhidharma i!ffiJ#tJI\Pllli~., and Petaka 11 (Phe/ii) !hli.1¥JJ
(~~). The first two are Sarvastivadin transmissions, and the third, according to
Nagarjuna, is a Vatslputrlya transmission, but no traces of Vatslputrlya doctrine
can be found in the present Siiriputriibhidharma. Some Japanese scholars 12 consider this to be a Sarvastivadin abhidharma, because of the similarity in doctrine,
while others point out the likeness to the Mahasamghika. The consensus
opinion 13 , however, is that its affiliation is impossible to determine. The only
thing clear is that it has a system common with the Pali transmissions, Vibhmiga
and Puggalapafiiiatti, and is one of the older abhidharmas. The Petaka is
thought to have some connections with the Theravadin Petakopadesa, but in
terms of the contents this is unlikely. We may thus conclude that although
Nagarjuna was familiar with a variety of abhidharmas, the doctrines utilized in
the MPP-siistra are taken mainly from the Sarvastivadin.
The main doctrinal principle in the MPP-Siistra is the 37 bodhipak~ika
dharma .=.-t--t;illRr:~, found in the agama, but there are also many ideas of Sarvastivadin origin: such as, the four aryasatya 16 anupasyana 14 II9~-t-:011"Wm; the
k~anti 72:., laukikagradstages 15 of practice called u~magata ;$, murdhan
harma i:ftm~Y!; the stages of sundering klesa, such as, the 8 k~anti /\ii£., 8
jfiana /\~, 9 anantaryamarga :fL~/Mlli, 9 vimuktimarga 16 :fLMflJt:iJ-;1; the classification ofklesa into the 88 bandhana 17 /\-f-;\*a, and 98 anusaya 18 :fL-j-;\f_R; the
enumeration of the 6 hetu 19 :0 ES! besides the 4 pratyaya II9~; the listing of 10
jftana20 ; and the adding of avijfiaptirupa21 ~~.g, to 5 indriya :lit& and 5 vi~aya
lL~ to count 11 rupa. This proves beyond doubt that the author of the MPPsiistra was conversant in Sarvastivadin doctrine.
Dv ADASANGA-DHARMAPRAvAcANA22 -t-.::::w~. The dvadasari.ga in the MPPsiistra follows that of the Sarvastivadin. Whether the teachings, Buddha-vacana,
should be organized into the Navari.ga-buddhavacana :fL%it€: or Dvadasari.gabuddhasasana differs with the Nikaya schools. The Theravadin23 .£~$ and
the Mahasamghika (in the Mahiisiimghika-v) 24 use the navari.ga with a
slight variation in the sequence. In contrast to this the dvadasari.ga is employed
by the Sarvastivadin, Mahisasaka 1t:!i!!.W (in the Paficavargika-v. 26 1L5t1*),

m,
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Dharmaguptaka t.t:»itrr5 (in the Caturvargika-v. 27 l2:!l5J-t!t), and the
Miilasarvastivadin 28 • The sequence in the dvadasanga differs with the schools;
therefore, the lineage of a particular text can be inferred by studying the type of
navanga or dvadasanga used.
The majority of the Mahayana texts utilize the dvadasanga and very few the
navanga. And many texts carry the Sarvastivadin sequence of the dvadasanga. In
the Mahiivibhii$ii-siistra 29 ::*m~r.Yfnft, a representative work of the Sarvastivadin, the dvadasanga is listed, as follows: l. siitra, 2. geya, 3. vyakaral)a, 4.
gatha, 5. udana, 6. nidana, 7. avadana, 8. itivrttaka, 9, jataka, 10. vaipulya, ll.
adbhiitadharma, 12. upadesa. The characteristic feature of this sequence is that
the avadana is seventh. The Chinese translation of the Samyuktiigama 30 ~ llilJ 15
has the same order and is thought to be of identical transmission. The following
Mahayana siitras also have the same sequence: the Chinese translation 31 of the
Paficavimsati-siihasrikii-prajiiii-piiramitii-sutra (Chinese PPP) ::*.Pr-1~;5, Samdhinirmocana-sutra32 fW~W~ Mahiiyiina-mahiiparinirviiQa-sutra 33 **~~ff~.
Mahiisamnipiita-sutra 34 *~~. Mahiikaru1Jii-sutra 35 ::*JWlt-~. Kusalamulasamgraha36
¥-¥~.
MPP-siistra 37 ,
Yogiiciirabhumi-siistra 38
~flmiDfl,
39
PrakaraQiiryaviicii-siistra
~m£~fnft,
Mahiiyiiniibhidharma-samuccayavyiikhy~0 ::**llilJ m~pg~~ili. and Mahiivyutpatti 41 . The Satyasiddhi-siistra 42

ftli::lffnft, while not a Sarvastivadin text, is influenced by it and contains the same
order of the dvadasanga. In the Paiicavargika-v. 43 of the Mahisasaka the
dvadasanga is listed, as follows: l. siitra, 2. geya, 3. vyakaral)a, 4. gatha, 5.
udana, 6. nidana, 7. itivrttaka, 8. jataka, 9. vaipulya, 10. adbhiitadharma,
11. avadana, 12. upadda. The Mulasarviistiviida-k$udrakavastu 44 t~;¢:Wl;-·
1;1J/fr-li'f5m::$flf~~$ maintains the same order, showing that the Miilasarvastivadin
and the Mahisasaka belong to the same tradition. It contains many
ideas common to the Sarvastivadin, but the dvadasanga sequence is different.
Among the Mahayana texts the Mahii-prajiiiipiiramitii-sutra 45 (MPP-sutra)
:k!ftl!:i1¥71t.~li?H}lf contains the same dvadasailga in the first section tJJ£,
volumes 3 and 127; second section, volume 402; and third section, volume 479.
The fact that the Chinese PPP belongs to the Sarvastivadin tradition, whereas
the MPP-sutra belongs to the Mahisasaka and the Miilasarvastivadin is worthy
of notice. The Buddhiivatamsaka 46 ¥M~ also enumerates the same
dvadasanga; the only difference being that nidana is fifth and udana is sixth in
order. Since all the dvadasanga sources list udana in fifth place, some confusion
must have entered to invert the order of udana and nidana.
In the Dharmaguptaka Caturvargika-v. 47 and Chinese Dirgha-iigama 48 the
sequence is, as follows: 1. siitra, 2. geya, 3. vyakarat:m, 4. gatha, 5. udana, 6.
nidana, 7. jataka, 8. itivrttaka, 9. vaipulya, 10. adbhiitadharma, 11. avadana, 12.
upadesa. This is similar to the Mahisasaka order, except for the seventh, jataka,
and eighth, itivrttaka. The inverted order is characteristic of the Dharmaguptaka
dvadasanga. Another Mahayana siitra in the same tradition is the Chinese
:J't~!ftl!:i!¥ 49 , which is identical in contents with the Chineses PPP and the MPPsutra, ~.::- · ~=-·, but the sequence differs. This reflects the varied back184
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grounds of Buddhist knowledge held by the peoples responsible in transmitting
the prajiiaparamita literature. The dvadasailga in the Sanskrit Paiicavimsatisiihasrikii-PP,50 edited by N. Dutt, is identical with the Chinese PPP and belongs
to the Mahlsasaka tradition.
The preceding examination leads us to the conclusion that there are several
different types of dvadasailga sequence, but it is the Sarvastivadin which is predominant in Mahayana sutras and sastras. It is proof that the authors of the
Mahayana texts were versed in Sarvastivadin doctrine.
51
NAY ANGA-BUDDHAVACANA :fv51~. The Mahiisiimghika-v. lists the navailga
in the following order: 1. sutra, 2. geya, 3. vyakaral)a, 4. gatha, 5. udana, 6.
ityuktaka (or itivrttaka), 7. jataka, 8. vaipulya, 9. adbhutadharma. It is wellknown that the Theravadin 52 describes the Buddha-vacana by the navailga, but
the sequence differs slightly with numbers 8 and 9 being abbhutadhamma and
vedalla, respectively. In contrast to the Mahasamghika use of navailga the
Mahayana uses the dvadasailga generally; from this viewpoint the
Mahasamghika has little to do with the Mahayana. Some scholars consider
the Chinese Ekottara-iigama ±@"-jliiJ~ to be a Mahasamghika transmission, but
this is doubtful, because it lists the dvadasal)ga 53 rather than the naval)ga; in fact,
the dvadasal)ga occurs in five places, but the sequence is varied and none is
identical with those in the Mahayana texts.
Among Mahayana works which contain the navailga, there are the Saddharmapw:u;larlka-siitra55
¥!¥it¥,
Mahiiyiina-mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siitra 54
56
**i!i\~~' and Dasabhiimika-vibhii$ii +f±fM~t:J>~ .. The navailga in the
Mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siitra is identical with the one in the Mahiisiimghika-v., but it
is cited for the purpose of criticism. The navailga 54 represents Hinayana Buddhism and is belittled as the incomplete teaching, ardha-vacana ~~; the
dvadasailga on the other hand fully expresses the complete teachings of the
Buddha. The author was aware that the navailga belonged to a different tradition
from that of his own Mahayana, and interestingly this navailga is the one found
in the Mahiisiimghika-v.
The navailga-sasana fL -if~¥! in the Saddharma-pu1J¢arlka 55 is famous, but it
differs in both contents and order from the one in the Pali, Mahiisiimghika-v.,
etc. It is formed by eliminating vyakaral)a, udana, and vaipulya from the
dvadasailga, and by replacing avadana by aupamya. This also is given to
describe the ffinayana. The navailga in the Dasabhiimika-vibhii$ii56 again differs
from the Pali version; it eliminates jataka and interpolates nidana. The author
probably explained the navailga, while fully acquainted with the dvadasailga.
This sequence is not found elsewhere and its lineage is difficult to determine.
This work, however, teaches the Vatsiputriya theory of paiicadharmako~a 57
E¥!liW: in five places, so it must have had some connections with the Vatsiputriya. The MPP-siitra 58 also teaches the paiicadharma-ko~a. It is interesting to
note that while the MPP-siistra, Abhidharmako$a-bhii$ya Satyasiddhi, etc., treat
the Vatsiputriya theory negatively, the Dasabhiimika-vibhii$ii and MPP-siitra
treat it positively. The Dasabhiimika-vibhii$ii divides klesa into 10 and further
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teaches the 98 anusaya59 ;/L /\.f_R .. This coincides with Sarvastivadin doctrine,
but others do not; such as, the 14 types ofparyavasthana~ 0 ~.analyzed into tridhatu, darsanamarga, and bhavanamarga, and listing 198 paryavasthana ,\;11!;!6 ..
Another is the 298 klda :t.!Hif<l, combining 98 anusaya and 198 paryavasthana,
which is similar to the 294 kle5a 61 ~ discussed in the Sammitlya lEi:$ work
{4!:.::::.. +.::::.B]Tfu~ 62 . The Sammifiya and Vatslputriya are closely related schools.
Still another is the 700 asamprayuktadharma 63 ~;f§ I@:f.t and 65 types 64 of
dhyana iJj~.. It is important to note* that while the author of MPP-siistra utilizes
the Sarvastivadin doctrines only, the same author refers to doctrines of other
schools in his Dasabhumika-vibhii$ii.
DASABH0MI 65 +it!!.-. The dasabhumi theory first appears in the Mahiivastu, 66
which leads us to believe that it is closely connected with the Mahasamghika.
But this does not mean that the theory was not taught in other schools, because it
is found in such sutras 67 as the following: {1~11"*~*~' i&l$:!].tEizl~~. *-f-l'l!!;
[@:;;$:~~' and ::k1.7Jl:[JX~ .. These contain the biography of the Buddha, and
although the names of the dasabhumi are not given, proper emphasis is made
upon the necessity of progressing through the ten stages in order to attain ekajatipratibaddha -1:.tm~·- The Mahiivastu shows an advanced stage in the
dasabhumi theory, since it is discussed not only in reference to Sakyabodhisattva but also to Bodhisattvas in general. Therefore, we may interpret the
Mahiivastu dasabhumi as inheriting the theory developed in the biographical
sutras. There is a considerable difference in the names of the dasabhumi
between the Dasabhumika-sutra and Mahiimstu, and in the Buddhiivatarizsaka
the dasa-vyavasthana +f:t., rather than dasabhumi, correspond closely to the
Mahiivastu dasabhumi. The comparative table of the ten stages found in the
three texts, are, as follows:
Dasabhumi6~

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

pramudita
vimala
pravakari
arci~matl

sudurjaya
abhimukhl
durarigama
acala
sadhumatl
dharmamegha

Dasa-vyavasthana69
1. prathamacittotpadika
2. adikarmika
3. yogacara
4.janmaja
5. purvayogasampanna
6. suddhadhyasaya
7. avivarta
8. kumarabhuta
9. yauvariijya
10. abhi:jikta

Mahiivastu 70
1. duraroha
2. baddhamana
3. pu~pamaQ.(.iita
4. rucira
5. cittavistara
6. rlipavati
7. durjaya
8. janmanidesa
9. yauvariijyatii
10. abhi$ekatii

Among the ten stages of the types listed, some are found in other ~utras.
The MPP-sutra 71 establishes four progressive stages in the Bodhisattva's
practice: namely, fJj:g-~~~ prathamacittopadika-bodhisattva, 1'JAiJUI~~~'
~:U8.-~~' avinivartanlya-bodhisattva, and ~1:-.tm~~~ ekajatipratibaddhabodhisattva or abhi~ikta. Some of these names match those in the dasa186
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vyavasthana. The same can be said of the stages found in !'.3 ~.=:.fl;f:~ 72 namely,
!![J)t kumarabhuta, T ~ yauvarajya?, and JliiJ·IiU:JJ abhi~ikta. Scholars advocate
that the dasa-vyavasthana is older than the dasabhumi. Even if the Mahiivastu
dasabhumi is the oldest, the Buddhiivatamsaka dasa-vyavasthana, while influenced by the Mahiivastu, was developed by unifying the idea of the four types of
bodbhisattva in the MPP-sutra and other theories. The dasa-vyavasthana is not a
simple copy of the Mahiivastu, and the dasabhumi of the Dasabhumika-sutra
must have developed from this at a later date. The dasa-vyavasthana describes
the stages of bodhisattva practice beginning with prathamacittotpada and concluding with abhi~ikta; but the dasabhumi begins with the gaining of faith in
pramudita W:~J:tl!, progresses to mastering the precepts in vimala *.t5J:tl!, and so
on through the ten stages. The organization of the ten stages differ radically
from each other. Consequently, although the three above have the common characteristic of the ten stages, it alone would not warrant a mechanical transformation from the Mahiivastu to the Dasabhumika-sutra.
THE GENERAL DASABHOMI ~0)-t±-!lr. The dasabhumi and the dasavyavasthana
described above apply to the bodhisattva and have nothing to do with the
sravaka, but there is another theory of the dasabhumi which includes the stages
of the sravaka. This appears in the MPP-sutra. The two types of dasabhUmi are
discussed in the Chinese PPP .::k£~;ff, :g-)00£. The first type 73 is exposited in
terms of first stage, second stage, etc., without the descriptive names for each
stage. The MPP-siistra 74 interprets this dasabhumi to be identical with the one in
the Dasabhumika-s, but actually it is closer to the dasa-vyavasthana theory. It is
probable that this was taught with the dasa-vyavasthana in mind, but as the
dasabhumi theory gained a higher status this was interpreted by the dasabhumi,
rather than the dasa-vyayasthana. The MPP-sutra/ 5 which is a compilation of a
later date, also contains a dasabhumi identical to the one in the Dasabhumika-s.
In contrast to the first type, described traditionally as the special dasabhumi
::f~O)-tJ:tl!, the second type is known as the general das~bhumi ~0)-tJ:tl!. This 76
contains the following stages: 1. suklavidarsana-bh. ~~J:tl!, 2. gotra-bh. 11:J:tl!, 3.
a~tamaka-bh. /\.A.J:tl!, 4. darsana-bh. ~J:tl!, 5. tanu-bh. itf:f'th., 6. vltaraga-bh. *
W\J:tl!, 7. lqt:avl-bh. Bt'F:i'th, 8. pratyekabuddha-bh . .wf:5[f~J:tl!, 9. bodhisattva-bh.
~-.J:&, 10. Buddha-bh. f~J:tl! .. This dasabhumi type must have been formulated
by Mahayana Buddhists, but the materials which form its basis are found in the
treatises of Nikaya Buddhists, since they pursued the stages of practice in a
similar way. For example, in the Mahiivibhii$ii-siistra, 77 we find that Gho~aka
t&'1f taught the four stages of tanu-bh., vltaraga-bh., asaik~a-bh. ~*J:tl!, and
bhumi-phala J:tli*· The first three correspond to stages 5, 6, and 7, respectively,
of the above, and bhumi-phala refers to nirval)a. The Mahiivibhii$ii78 reports also
that Katyayanlputra :it!Jl~1if.I'E!:r taught six stages, as follows: bhavana-bh?
f~fJJ:tl!, darsana-bh. 5t:i'th, tanu-bh., vltaraga-bh., asaik~a-bh, and bhumi-phala.
The bhavana-bh. seems to be the stage prior to the division into stages 1, 2, and
3 above; darsana-bh. to asaik(>a-bh. correspond to stages 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. These seven stages cover the steps in sravaka-yiina; and the addition of
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pratyekabuddha-bh., bodhisattva-bh., and Buddha-bh. leads to the formation of
ten stages.
In the Vinayamiitrkii-Siistra 79 .E'&~H.l:~ the following are found as gotra-bh.
;fitz:E:i'lll.: a!;)tamaka-bh. IZ!3rfiJIZ!HI~:mJ\:i'lll., darsana-bh. ~ilf:i'lll., tanii-bh., vitaraga-bh.,
and Iqtavi-bh. Besides these the pratyekabuddha-bh. is also given. The same
work80 lists the following as a separate theory: asubhasamjiia-bh. 8 ~fi:i'lll., a!;)tamaka-bh. J\A:i'lll., tanii-bh., vltaraga-bh., and krtavl-bh. This sastra is considered
by some scholars to be of Haimavata transmission, but this is not possible; since
the contents of the Vinayamiitrkii matches that of the Caturvargika-v. on many
points, many Japanese scholars see this as a Dharmaguptaka transmission.
The Sarvastivadin Dasabhiil}aviira-v. 81 enumerates the types of enlightenment, some of which are identical with the names of the dasabhiimi: U!;lmagata
IIi~*, murdhan Jlt1!*, k!;liinti )J[!t)]i:~.~*, tanii ~-~*' vitaraga ~~*,
laukika-gradharma tltFa,m-m*, srotapanna ~!Still.*, sakridagamin Wf~'t:1!!-*,
anagamin llPJW1!!.*, sravakayana ~!iii*, pratyekabuddha-yana ~:SZ:f~*' and
Buddha-yana {~*·
It is not possible to state definitively that the sources of Nikaya Buddhism
discussed above are all older than the MPP-siitra, but they may be so considered, because if the N ikaya Buddhists had known the dasabhiimi of the completed prajiiii-piiramitii literature, they would probably have formulated a more
well-organized dasa-bhiimi theory of their own. The authors of the prajiiaparamita texts most likely organized the general dasabhiimi theory, referring to
these incomplete bhiimi ideas. In this case, also, both the Mahiivibhii~ii and the
Dasabhiinaviira-v. are Sarvastivadin literature, and if the Vinayamiitrkii belongs
to the Dharmaguptaka, we cannot imagine the Mahasamghika influencing the
formation of the Mahayana theory of the general dasabhiimi.
Srx PARAMITA hY&:~~- We will next consider the six paramita, which also
appears in the Mahiivibhii~ii. In contrast to the orthodox Sarvastiviidin82 of
Kasmlr, which taught four piiramita; namely, dana 1i'!!i, sila ~' vlrya :f,!J;"!, and
prajiia ~;5', the Bahirde::;ika83 jj..wmgffi added k!;liinti ~ and dhyiina iiial to advocate the six paramita. Bahirde~ika refers to the progressive Gandhara
Sarviistivadin, who taught the six paramita in conjunction with the practices
leading to the enlightenment of Sakya-bodhisattva himself. In the prajiiaparamita literature this was elevated into the universal practice of all bodhisattvas which is clearly a leap in the development of thought. Since the six
paramita is also found in the Mahiivastu, 84 it is difficult to determine the chronological relationship between it and the Mahiivibhii~ii.
When we compare the Vijiiaptimiitratii-siddhi lll~~-r~ and the Abhidharmako~a-bhii~ya jlilff&~m{j:j,ilffnli, we notice a close similarity between the classification of elements into citta 't\ caitasika ,L,,EJf, cittaviprayul}ta ,[.,/f:f§J!!!\1-r, riipa
f5, and asamskrta ~~, in the former and the classification of riipa, citta,
caitasika, citta-viprayukta, asamslqta in the latter. It is to be noted that the general
outline of the Abhidharmakosa was already formulated in the Mahiivibhii~ii.
In the preceding discussion I have shown that although the Mahasamghika
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shares a number of ideas with the Mahayana, the Sarvastivadin doctrines have
been equally influential. Since other schools also have connections with the
Mahayana, it would be premature to draw the conclusion, based only on similarity of doctrines, that it had its beginning in a particular school. Since such a
treatment of the subject can only be inadequate, I propose to inquire into the
institutional aspect of the early Mahayana Samgha and, coupled with an analysis
of doctrinal history, shed light upon the origin of Mahayana Buddhism.

Kulaputra and kuladuhitr as supporters of Mahayana
Buddhism
We now turn our attention to another type of Mahayana ·follower besides the
Bodhisattva known as kulaputra ~~rand kuladuhitr ~:k.A. When the authors
of the Mahayana texts address the audience, they use these terms. For example,
the MPP-sutra 85 which discusses the four types of Bodhisattva states:
"0 Bhagavan, if the kulaputra or the kuladuhita rejoices at the virtues
(pul)ya) of the prathamacittotpada-bodhisattva fJJ~~~ii!t, how great
would be the blessings to be gained."
In some cases those who uphold and read the MPP-sutra 86 are regarded as kulaputra and kuladuhitr:
"If there is a kulaputra or a kuladuhita who worships and recites the
prajiia-paramita and practices according to the teaching, then he will be
protected from mara, maradeva )it:?(, amanu~ya ~PA, et el., and he will
not meet a tragic death."
In the Sukhiivafi-vyuha-siitra 87 ~~!ire~ the object of the sermon is again the
kulaputra and the kuladuhitr:
"0 Sariputra, if there is a kulaputra or a kuladuhita who shall hear the
name of the blessed Amitayus, the Tathagata, and having heard it, shall
keep it in mind, and with thoughts undisturbed shall keep it in mind for
one, two, three, four, five, six, or seven nights when that kulaputra or
kuladuhita comes to die, then that Amitayus, the Tathagata, surrounded
by sravakasamgha and followed by bodhisattvagal)a will stand before
them at their hour of death."
Again in the Saddharma-pw:ufarlkii88 the worshippers of the siitra are known as
kulaputra and kuladuhitr:
"0 Bhai~ajyaraja, if there be a kulaputra or a kuladuhita who worships
this teaching, even unto one verse, and rejoices 0 Bhai~ajyaraja, I
promise them all that they will attain anuttara samyaksambodhi."
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Since the Mahayana sutras are compiled as the sermons of Sakyamuni, the
opening line states the composition of the audience, such as, the four classes of
bhik~u J:!::..Ei, bhik~ul)i Jtli.fi:., upasaka if~~. upasika if~~. the eight groups
of deva and naga :;Rml/\ '&13, and various bodhisattvas. As a historical fact, the
sermons of Sakyamuni were heard by the bhik~u, bhik~ul)i, upasaka, and
upasika; therefore, they could not be excluded in listing the congregation of the
Mahayana sutras. It would be wrong, however, to think that the authors of these
siitras wrote for the bhik~u and bhik~ul)i, because the actual audience was the
bodhisattva, people who were called kulaputra and kuladuhitr. This has been
illustrated by the quotations cited above, but a study of the scriptural contents
would make this even clearer.
The kulaputra and kuladuhitr who have such important roles in the Mahayana
works are not regarded highly in the Agama and completely neglected in the
abhidharma writings. In the early Samgha the lay followers were called upasaka
and upasika, and the priesthood included the bhik~u and bhik~ul)1, as well as
sik~amal)a, sramal)era, and sramal)erika. Upasaka means "those who serve" and
bhik~u means "those who beg", especially, "those who beg for food." Thus,
upasaka and upasika are householders who not only follow the teachings of the
Buddha, but who have as their duty the service to the bhik~u and bhik~ul)i.
Service means to offer the four items necessary for existence: clothing, shelter,
food, and medicine. In the double structure of the upasaka and upasika, those
who serve, and bhik~u and bhik~ul)1, those who beg, the early Buddhist Samgha
was formed, and this structure remained without any significant change among
the Nikaya Buddhists who inherited the traditions of the early Samgha. It was
only natural that among these people the terms, kulaputra and kuladuhitr, which
fail to distinguish between the priesthood and the lay followere, were not used.
Kulaputra and kuladuhitr simply mean the children of good families. Originally, it had no special Buddhist connotation; for example, as it was used in the
Agama89 :
"The Brahmal)a youth, Ambattha, is a kulaputta. The youth Ambattha
is of good birth (sujati)."
"In Baranasi there is a kulaputta, son of a wealthy man, (setthiputta),
called Yasa. His body is soft and supple."90
Iu the former quotation the kulaputta refers to a non-Buddhist youth, and in the
latter, it describes the youth Yasa before he was converted by the Buddha at
mrgadava. They have no Buddhist connotation, but a gradual transformation
occurs in the following passage91 :
"The reason that the kulaputra shaves the beard and hair, wears the
ka~aya robe, abandons the householder's life based upon right faith,
and practices austerities is to pursue the unsurpassed brahmacarya and
gain enlightenment."
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In this quotation nothing more is said than that young men of good families
entered the Samgha, but as this pattern became stable due to repetition in the
Agama, the term kulaputra began to be used as a synonym for Buddhist. But it
was still not clear whether it referred to a householder Buddhist (laymen) or a
renunciant Buddhist (bhiki;>u). For this reason the Agama does not contain too
many references to kulaputra and kuladuhitr. Compared to the Pali Nikaya, the
Chinese Agama contains more examples of kulaputra, and the use of kuladuhitr
in the Pali92 is especially rare.
As shown above the terms kulaputra and kuladuhitr did not develop in the
Agama to mean explicitly a Buddhist. In the abhidharma texts it is not even considered. But these very terms were used by Mahayana writers to describe their
followers. This means that the Mahayana adherents were composed of an
entirely different group of people from the Nikaya Buddhists. If they were
drawn from the same following, the Mahayanists would have used the traditional terms, whether bhiki;>u, bhiki;>UI)I, upasaka, upasika, etc. In fact this would
have been more convenient. Yet the point is that the new Samgha utilized the
terms, bodhisattva and kulaputra, which had never been fully developed in
the Agama, suggesting that a different historical development took place besides
the orthodox Samgha. The characteristic of such terms as bodhisattva and kulaputra is that they make no distinction between the lay and priesthood which is
also one of the significant features of Mahayana Buddhism.

Dasakusalakarmapathal:l as the sila of early Mahayana
Buddhists
According to I-ching's f¥itfi1lf£\IH"ll'tfitf. 93 it states:
"The Buddhists of North India follow Hlnayana Buddhism exclusively,
but in other parts of India the distinction between Mahayana and
Hlnayana is not clear. Both the people of Mahayana and Hlnayana
observe the pratimoki;)a according to the vinaya. And they also practice
the Four Aryasatya IZ!1~f,ir. The only thing is that those who worship
the bodhisattvas and recite the Mahayana siitras are called Mahayana,
and those who do not are called Hlnayana."
This lack of distinction between Mahayana and Hlnayana must have been the
general situation of the Samgha when I-ching ~~ (635-713) visited India in
the latter part of the seventh century. However, this practice of Mahayana Boddhists receiving the upasaril.pada according to the vinaya and observing the pratimoki;)a is already mentioned in the Yogiiciirabhiimi-siistra, Bodhisattvabhiimi,
~~:!'!!!.

The Bodhisattvabhiimi94 teaches the trividhani suddhasamvaral)i (trividhal)
sllaskandhal)) ~~w~, which must be upheld by the bodhisattva. The first of
these is samvarasila U!:{~~' which is said to be identical with the sravaka sila.
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When the Yogiiciirabhiimi-siistra was compiled, therefore, even the bodhisattva
was ordained by the rules of the vinaya, receiving upasampada and observing
pratimok~a (250 sik~apadani ) together with the sravakayana bhik~u. But the
bodhisattva also upheld the kusaladharmasamgrahakaslla ~~1.!1JX: and the
sattvarthakriya-slla ~~:1ftlli'1!X:, distinguishing him from the bhik~u.
At any rate if the bodhisattva observed the pratimok~a of the vinaya-pitaka,
his daily routine did not differ basically from that of the sravakayana bhik~u.
This is verified in the MPP-siistra, which is a earlier than the Yogiiciirabhiimisiistra of the fourth century. The MPP-siistra 96 states that even in the case of the
bodhisattva the renunciant bodhisattva is superior to the householder bodhisattva, and it describes 97 the four types of samvara of the renunciant (pravrajita), as follows: 1, sramal)era, sramal)erika (dasa-sik~apadani), 2. sik~amal)a
(i;>a(idharma), 3. bhik~u (approximately 250 sik~apadani), 4. bhiki;>UI)l (approximately 500 sik~apadani), and then proceeds to explain initiation (pravrajya) and
ordination (upasampada). Although the passage does not explicitly say so, this
may be interpreted as the process by which the bodhisattva renounces the
worldly life. The passage occurs in "The section which praises the meaning of
the slla-paramita in the first chapter", but there is another, "The section commenting upon the Mahayana," which discusses thoroughly the six paramita of
the Chinese PPP, and here slla is explained98 as the dasakusalakarmapathal)
+~~ill. Consequently, there is a contradiction between these two theories of
sllaparamita in this work, but since the slla-paramita is explained as dasakusala
in the Chinese PPP, an interpretation along this line would be orthodox.
It is believed that additions 99 have been made to the MPP-siistra by the
translator Kumarjlva, and the first interpretation may be his. Although the
Dasabhiimika-vibhiisii and the MPP-siistra are considered to be by the same
author, contradictions in ideas exist between the two, for this reason it is doubtfuP00 whether the translation was faithful to the original. A certain scholar
believes that the MPP-siistra was compiled in China by Kumarajlva, but this is
an extreme view, since it is difficult to imagine that such a voluminous text, rich
with citations from various siitras and doctrines, could have been written in
fourth century China with the rather poor selection of Buddhist literature available at the time.
If we accept the MPP-siistra as an authentic work of Nagarjuna (150-250),
then we know that the Mahayana Buddhists of his time had already utilized the
vinaya-pitaka and upheld the sravaka Slla, since it teaches the upasampada ordination. This, however, is doubtful as discussed above as far as available sources
are concerned, and, as I shall demonstrate below, it is wrong to assume they followed the vinaya-pitaka from the earliest beginnings of the Mahayana Samgha.
In order to determine the nature of discipline J!i(.:tift of the early Mahayanists,
it is important to clarify the contents of slla-paramita, the second of six paramita,
and vimala-bhumi, the second of dasabhiimi. In the dasabhumi the first stage is
called pramudita Uk$1!!!, which describes its essential nature, because the practitioner gains joy in acquiring true faith (sraddha) in Mahayana teachings. After
95
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this unshakable faith is established, he then proceeds to vimala-bhumi in which
he practices the austerities based upon resolute faith. Vimala means to depart
from the impurities within self, and the central concern is sTia, since the austerities are based upon the commitment to slla. In explaining slla in both vimalabhumi and slla-paramita the dasakusala is used.
The discussion of six paramita in the praji'ia-paramita literature is the most
important, and in the A!itasiihasrikii-PP 101 1 h~"~;B' is taught in the
Avinivartanlyavarga /fjl!.$$£ (llo.f•lti\'!!31,\!:£). Its first Chinese translation
ffi1'J~::B', being an old rendition, is inadequately translated and dasakusala is
rendered +JPZ. Errors also seem to have entered the translation of the explanation of this term, but it is clear that the original is dasakusala in comparing this
work with other translations of the A!itasiihasrikii. In the Chinese texts belonging
to the same lineage the six paramita is always explained in the Avinirvartan!yavarga where slla is interpreted by means of dasakusala. In the PPP lineage the
chapter treating the six paramita is not uniform; for example, fiWfi~.P" in the
1ilc::Jt7N::;ff 102 , ~~5'" in the ::*;~~::5 10 \ r,w~~.P" in the ;:k5',~::6' 104 , ~-J'f!!£ in
the ;:k~::fii:bUfii:~~~:::.:Wir 105 , but in every case slla-paramita is explained by
dasakusala and all versions agree in the contents.
The dasakusala is taught in the Agama 106 in a generally fixed order, as
follows: paJ;Latipata vermaJ;LI /f~~. adinnadana veramaJ;LI .::f~~. kamesu micchacara veramaJ;LI .::f~jg pisuJ;Laya vacaya veramaJ;LI /ffil'YE, pharusaya vacaya
vermaJ;LI /f~ P, musavada verrnaJ;LI .::f~~!, samphappalapa verrnaJ;LI .::f ~~!,
anabhijjha /f:1{W\, avyapada .::f~~' and sammadhitthi .::f~![. In the MPPsiitras the dasakusala is discussed in the following manner:
"The bodhisattvas teach sentient beings and gives them
dasakusalakarmapathan; they themselves practice the dasakusalakarrnapathan and make others practice them. They themselves practice
paJ;Latinata vermaJ;LI and make others practice it, etc."
Each of the ten items are repeated in the same way, and the characteristic feature
of Mahayana Buddi)ism is expressed in encouraging others, as well as self, to
practice the dasakusala.
The MPP-siitras from the oldest to the newest translations agree in explaining slla-paramita by the dasakusala; we can therefore conclude that this was a
constant practice since the earliest praji'ia-paramita sutra.
Next, the Dasabhiimika-s. states that the slla to be upheld by the bodhisattva
of vimala-bhiimi is the dasakusala, a point on which all sources 107 of the text are
in agreement. In the vimala-bhiimi, also, dasakusala is the only sTia taught. It
begins with presenting sariwaraslla 1t1Ri!lt, and then goes on to explaine the virtuous functions of dasakusala in the kusaladharmasamgrahaka-sila ~-'llfitllX:,
and finally it states that those who do not observe the dasakusala will fall into
the durgati of naraka :!'&~, preta ifJCJI!, and tiryagyoni 1if~, and thence even if
reborn into human life will undergo sufferings. Therefore, if one wishes to be
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freed from samsara and gain nirval)a, one must observe the dasakusala. This is
sattvarthakriya-slla iil!f~1:.Jftz. Although these three explanations of dasakusala
exist in the vimala-bhumi of the Dasabhiimika-s., they are not described under
the preceding names. It was the Dasabhiimi-vyiikhyiina 108 +ttl!~~, the
commentary to the sutra, that first clarified these three forms as the trividhani
suddhasamvaral)i. The Dasabhiimika-vibhii$ii 109 also explains the vimala-bhumi
which contains a detailed explanation of the dasakusala. And in the
Buddhiivatamsaka Dasa-piiriniimanii 110 -t-m rR! &'" the term, trividhani
suddhasamvaral)i, is used, reflecting the acquaintance with this word in the
Avatamsaka.
The dasakusala is an important doctrine found in various parts of the Agama,
but it is also seen in the Miinava Dharmasiistra 111 and the Mahiibhiirata. 112 The
dasakusala which was so highly regarded by the early Mahayanists was never
held to be important by the Nikaya followers. The latter gave the pafica sllani
1LJ!X: and the attharigika uposatha A~J!X: to the upasaka and upasika; the
dasasiki;>apadani to the sramal)era and sramal)erika; the ~a<.f-dharma to the
sik~amal)a; and the upasampada to the bhik~u and bhik~ul)l; therefore, there was
no room for the dasakusala to enter the sravakayana slla. It is not clear why the
Nikaya Buddhists neglected the dasakusala, but the reason probably is that it
was a slla common to both the laity and priesthood. The characteristic of Nikaya
Buddhism is the sharp distinction between the two; therefore, such a slla would
not have been welcomed.
The dasakusala was originally a slla for the laymen. The third dasakusala is
kamesu micchacara veramal)l JF$jg, prohibiting unethical sexual relationships,
and is identical in contents with the third of the paiica sllani. The renunciant
bodhisattva, however, changed this to brahmacarya :Yt1l', transforming the
dasakusala into a slla for the priesthood. It includes every ethical conduct
important for human existence; consequently' it is an ideal slla to be observed by
the priesthood and laity alike. The fact that the early Mahayanists utilized this
leads us to conclude that a distinction was not made between the two. If a distinction had existed, a separate slla would have been established for each group.
This lack of distinction is evident in the sculptures of the bhodhisattvas who are
invariably clothed in lay garb. Mahayana Buddhism arose from the laity without
doubt, but this is not to exclude the existence of renunciant bodhisattvas among
them. Bodhisattvas who were called bhik~us were known, such as, Dharmakarabhik~u 1*itJt.Ji. of the Sukhiivatzvyiiha-s. and many such bodhisattvas who had
renounced the worldly life are mentioned in various Mahayana sutras. They
must have devoted their life to the mastering of the slla, but it is believed that
there did not exist a distinction between the householder and renunciant
bodhisattva. If the renunciant bodhisattva were considered superior to the lay
bodhisattva, sutras such as the Vimalakzrtinirdesa *l-~, which advocates the
excellence of a lay Buddhist, grhapati, over Maiijusri bodhisattva, would not
have been compiled.
In later ages, however, the gap between the renunciant bodhisattva and lay
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bodhisattva increased· with the former showing distinct signs of superiority to
the latter, and finally reaching the point of the renunciant bodhisatta receiving
upasampada identically with the sravakayana bhik~u. But it was not that an
opposing tendency did not exist. In Santideva's Silcyiisamuccaya there are ten
quotations from the Bodhisattvapriitimo/cya 113 and also quotations from the Bodhisattvavinaya114 which lead us to believe that in Mahayana Buddhism a pratimok~a distinctly of bodhisattva origin had been made. Since the quotations in
the Silcyusamuccaya are brief, it is difficult to assess the contents of the Bodhisattvapriitimo/cya. Another work, the Bodhicaryiivatiira, 115 frequently makes
comment upon the bodhisattva sik~a. In examining the Bodhisattvapriitimok:}asiitra,116 edited by N. Dutt, the words, "iti bodhisattvapratimok~ai)" 117 , are found;
therefore, a Bodhisattvapriitimok:}a must have existed, but only the title, nothing
of the contents, is found in Dutt's publication. As Dutt 118 himself points out, corresponding passages of the work can be found in the Chinese Vinayaviniscaya 119
#t5EW.Jt.*~ and Mahiiratnakiitadharmaparyiiya, j(Jlft;W Upiilipariprcchiiparivarta -flltlt:tll~. In these siitras the difference between the vinaya of the bodhisattva and the sravaka is emphasized. The object (prayoga) and the direction
(adhyasaya) of the pratimok~a of the sravakayana and the bodhisattvayana
differ; therefore, what is considered the observance for the sravakayana of sila
and parisuddha-sllata W"i*JJX: is for the bodhisattvayana a breaking of slla and an
aparisuddha-sllata. The opposite also holds true. Not to have attachment for
existence is parisuddha-sllata for the sravaka, but this is a violation of the slla
(daui)sllya) for the bodhisattva, because the bodhisattva saves humanity by his
attachment to the cycle of existence. The bodhisattva upholds the sanurak~am
sik~am ~~fiX, but the sravaka upholds the niranurak~am sik~am /f~~f!X; the
former upholds sapariharam sik~am F7!'13iiJJX:, but the latter upholds nii)pariharam
sik~am 7fF71'1:®JJX:; the former upholds duranupravi~tam sik~am /fF7l'J:®JJX:' but the
latter upholds savadanam siksam :9cmJ!X.
The Dasabhiimika-vibhii:}ii120 teaches emphatically the difference between the
two silas:
"If one falls into sravaka-bhumi and pratyekabuddha-bhumi, this is
called the death of the bodhisattva. That is, all benefits will be lost.
Even if one falls into hell, one will not have such great fears."
The idea of this difference in slla was transmitted for a long time in the
Mahayana Samgha, and this school of thought must have compiled the Bodhisattvapriitimo/cya-siitra. The Yogiiciirabhiimi-siistra 121 teaches the pratimoksa
of the bodhisattva as the 47 silas: namely, the 4 parajayikasthanlya ll:and the 43
apatti :l£~8. This is a compilation of sik~a found in various Mahayana works,
organized by the author of the Bodhisattva-bhiimi. Another work, the
Bodhicaryiivatiira, also encourages the reader to study the sik~as in the various
texts. There are Chinese translations also which stress the bodhisattva siksa:
such as, ~iilfi:lf!X~ 122 , ti~H~f!X;W 123 , and ~~~ 124 • The first belongs to the
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Buddhiivatamsaka lineage and teaches 47 sik~a; the second explains the 6 parajayikasthanlya and the 28 apatti :$\:::~~;and the third explains the 10 parajika :m
and 48 apatti ~;!!§~. This last work was most influential in the development of
Mahayana slla in Chinese Buddhism, but according to the research of modem
scholarship, 125 it is considered to be of Chinese origin.
The first half of the Bodhisattvapriitimok$a, published by Dutt, contains
informations on the granting of the bodhisattva sik~a, and many passages coincide with the Bodhisattvabhiimi. 126 There are two Chinese translations of Bodhisattvapriitimok$a127 ~i\i)JX;* and a Bodhisattva-karmaviicaniim ~i\i~!!¥3Z.:,
which reveal the method of ordination into the bodhisattva slla. They are
believed to be compilations of selected passages from the Bodhisattvabhiimi.
We will forgo a lengthy discussion, but the ordination discussed in these works
differ vastly from the upasampada method of the Vinayapitaka.
In conclusion we may say that in the period of the Yogiiciirabhiimi-Siistra the
renunciant bodhisattva received the upasampada and became a bhik~u like the
sravaka by the vinayapitaka, but there also existed a bodhisattva sik~a with its
own method of ordination and there were people who undertook it. But we must
not conclude that a similar situation existed in the early Mahayana Samgha
based upon this fact. The bodhisattvas in the early period observed the
dasakusala which was held in common by the renunciant and the householder.
It is from this viewpoint that we must examine the beginnings of Mahayana
Buddhism.

Sravakasamgha and bodhisattvagaQ.a
The formal structure of the Mahayana texts like the Agama begins with "evam
maya srutam" and assumes the contents to be the sermons of Sakyamuni. Invariably the members of the congregation, such as the bhik~u and bhik~ulJi, are enumerated, but the Mahayana texts almost always add a group of bodhisattvas,
setting itself off from the Agama. However, the bhik~us and bodhisattvas are
never mixed; the former is always listed first and then the latter is mentioned.
There are various types of enumeration in Mahayana works; such as, a
bhik~usamgha numbering 1,250, another counting 12,000 bhik~us, still another
speaking of an infinite number. It is the same with the bodhisattvas; there is no
set number. Besides these those listed include bhik~uQi, upasaka, upasika, and
various devas, but the distinguishing feature of the Mahayana is the inclusion of
the bodhisattva.
There are exceptions and some works mention only the bhik~us and not the
bodhisattvas. The Sanskrit Vajracchedikii 129 lists 1,250 bhik~us and many bodhisattvas, but the various Chinese translations do not mention the latter. The
Chinese A!itasiihasrikii ,J,£;1N:;Ef 130 mentions only the 1,250 bhik~us in its
Kumarajlva, Dharmarak~;;a ~i*iWi, and Hsuan-tsang translations and the Sanskrit
text. The other Chinese translations, 131 however, give both the bhiksusamgha
and the bodhisattvas. Although there are such Mahayana texts which do not
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mention the bodhisattva, the contents presuppose them and the teachings are
directed to their group. There are also texts which list only the bodhisattva and
not the bhiksu. An example is the Buddhiivatamsaka, 132 which is considered to
be Sakyamuni's sermon immediately after his enlightenment. A possible reason
for this is that at this earliest period the bhiksu had not yet become the disciple
of the Buddha. The Dasabhiimika-s. 133 states:
"Once the Bhagavat resided in the devabhuvana ;R.!J{.. of
Paral)irmitavasavartin. It was about two weeks following his attainment
of enlightenment, and he resided with a huge bodhisattvagal)a in the
palace of the deva king where the mal)i-treasures of Vasavartin shone
brilliantly."
The bodhisattvagal)a refers to an organization different from the sravakasamgha.
In this way most Mahayana texts enumerate the sravakas and the bodhisattvas
separately as parts of the congregation, and this is thought to reflect the actual
situation of the early Mahayana Samgha. The bhiksu and bodhisattva must have
lived independent of each other, because if the two had led a communal life in
the same vihara, they probably would not be mentioned separately. This fact is
strengthened by other examples of separate enumeration. For example, in the
Saddharmapw:ujarlka, Pw;yaparyiiya-p. 134 it states:
"yad uta Grdhrakutaparvatagatam mam dharmam nirdesayantam
draksayati
bodhisattvagm;aparivrtam
bodhisattvagal)apuraskrtam
sriivaka-samghamadhyagatam."
Here Sakyamuni preaches the teachings in the midst of the sravakasamgha
which is surrounded by the bodhisattvagal)a. The author of the text must have
actually seen two such groups and expressed this seating arrangement in writing.
A similar example is found in the Vyiikarm;a-p. 135 ;i§i:~C.R.,. There are many other
instances 136 which reveal the two orders existing separately.
In the Sukhavihiira-p. 137 'ti:~:fi' £ of the same siitra the daily reminder of the
bodhisattva states that he must not reside with the bhik$u, bhiksui)I, upasaka,
and upasika who seek the Sravakayana; the bodhisattva must not associate with
them or accompany them; the bodhisattva must not become intimate with them
in any way; and the bodhisattva must not be within reaching distance of them in
the cailkrama ~:j'j~ and vihara fl!J%. If, however, they come to visit on their
own initiative, the bodhisattva must meet them and teach them the Mahayana
ideal.
The Smaller Sukhiivatlvyiiha-s. 138 llfi]fi~t~ states that those who believe in
Amitayus Tathagata at the hour of death will be welcomed by Amitayus, who is
surrounded by a host of sravakas and accompanied by bodhisattvas
(sravakasamghaparivrto bodhisattvagal)apuraskrtal)). The author of this sutra
must have envisioned the two groups in sukhavatl based upon the situation in
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the actual world of two separate orders. The Sukhiivatlvyiiha-s. 139 Jlii]~~'t*~ also
states that when Ananda was about to worship Amitayus, Amicyus appeared
before him, surrounded by the bodhisattvagal)a and the sravakasamgha. The two
types of samgha in sukhavatl are referred to in the MPP-siistra 140 and the Dasabhiimikavibhii!$ii.
The Dasabhfimika-v. explains the method of the bodhisattva discipline and
shows that it is unlike that of the sravaka. For example, in expanding upon the
ti-saral)a it states that the bodhisattva pays homage to the Buddha, Dharma, and
Samgha, because he desires to achieve enlightenment and not because he vows
to practice the sravakayana. It goes on to show the methods of homage and
when it comes to the samgha it states: 141
"If you should meet people, seeking the sravakayana, who have not yet
attained enlightenment, you must awaken in him the determination to
become a Buddha and encourage him to acquire the dasabala -t jJ of
the Buddha. In order to do so one must first make material offerings
and catch his heart, and then teach Mahayana Buddhism to him. One
must respect the saints who have reached the understanding of the
srotapanna, salqdagamin, anagamin, and arhat, but one must not seek
the phala J}J1~ of the sravakayana himself and think of acquiring the
enlightenment of the sravakayana."
According to this passage, the bodhisattva's homage to the samgha is for the
purpose of converting the followers of the sravakayana to the Mahayana, and
though the bodhisattva pays respect to the sravaka saint, he himself must not
adhere to its teachings. The bodhisattva pays homage to the bodhisattvagal)a.
The same idea is found in the Ugradattapariprcchii-s. 142 fi13{i)o:f!Jt*ifJ[. In another
section of the Dasabhiimi-v. 143 it states:
"When one sees the sravakasamgha, one must awaken bodhicitta and
think of the bodhisattvagm;a. This is the bodhisattva's homage to the
samgha."
The bodhisattvagal)a in this case, however, is not the samgha of ordinary bodhisattvas, but the "bodhisattvagal)a 144 of the dasabhumi," that is, the saintly bodhisattvas. Again, at the beginning of the work 145 the author writes that as he
composes, he meditates upon many things and thinks of the tri-ratna and the
bodhisattvagal)a. Here the order of bodhisattva is considered completely apart
from the tri-ratna.
The fact of the two samgha is further clarified in the MPP-siistra in the
section which comments upon the following paragraph in the Chinese MPP: 146
"When I gained anuttaram samyaksambodhim, the countless sravakas
became my samgha, and with one sermon I made them all arhats ....
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I will also have the countless bodhisattvas become my samgha, and I
wish to make the countless bodhisattvas attain avaivartikatva with one
sermon and make them possess infinite life and light."
This quotation tells us that the Buddha had a sravakasamgha after he had
attained enlightenment and that he will have a bodhisattvasamgha in the
future. Commenting upon this passage, the MPP-siistra 147 states that the
various Buddhas have three types of samgha: first, there is only the
sravakasamgha and no bodhisattva samgha. For example, since the Sakyabuddha did not have a separate bodhisattvasamgha, Maitreya, Mafijusr1,
and other bodhisattvas sat within the sravakasamgha. Second, some Buddhas
preach only the Ekayana teachings and therefore have only a bodhisattvasamgha. And third, some Buddhas have both types of samgha; such as, Buddha
Amitayus in whose land are many bodhisattvas but only a few sravakas. As for
as the MPP-siitra is concerned, there is a desire to from a bodhisattvasamgha for
this reason.
The statement that the Sakya-Buddha did not have an independent bodhisattvasamgha reflects the actual situation at the time of Sakyamuni's enlightenment. The bodhisattvayana appeared much later together with the circulation
of the Mahayana sutras; therefore, the formation of the bodhisattvasamgha is
predicted in terms of the future. Other sections 14 ~ in the work also distinguish the
two samghas.
In the oldest translation of the A:;tasiihasrikii m1'J;G::;Ef 149 the opening sentences describes the gathering ofbodhisattvas:
"The Buddha resided at Grdhrakuta of Rajagrha. He was together with
his disciples, the innumerable Mahabhik~usamgha, such as Sariputra,
Subhuti, and others, as well as the innumerable bodhisattva
mahasattvas, such as Maitreya, Mafijusri, and others. The day was the
15th, the day of uposatha. The Buddha said to Subhuti: 'Today is the
great assembly of the bodhisattvas, so I shall teach the prajfia-paramita
to the various bodhisattvas'."
This shows that the prajiia-paramita was taught at the bodhisattva gatherings.
Among the PP literature this work translated by Lokak~ema ::IZ~:im!~ (A.D.
179) is the oldest, and the next is the .:kBJIJ:l*,ll\,, translated by :SZ:fit (222-228).
The other translations in the same PP lineage include -~i!J;G::;Ef~,m~;f_H~, tr.
by Dharmarak~a -'>tt'1£~ 150 (265), 'h\I,;G::;Ef, tr. by Kumaraj!va ~-,m{t (408),
.:k~:;Ef~,m~~*~m!I!l1!f, tr. by Hsuan-tsang, (660-663) mn1!f, tr. by Hsuantsang (660-663), and ~BJ:t±J~~*~~:;EfYJt,m~*~' tr. by Danapala tii!iili (982).
In this series of A!itasiihasrikii translations only the two oldest record that a great
assembly of bodhisattvas was held. In the succeeding versions this fact is eliminated, probably in order to interpret prajfia-paramita from a broader perspective.
In such a case we must value the oldest translations as revealing the original
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circumstance in which the prajfia-paramita was taught. In the newer translations
the primitive forms are sometimes lost.
Thus far I have shown through the examination of the relatively older
Mahayana texts that the bodhisattva formed an organization separate from the
sravakasarilgha. The "gal)a" of bodhisattvagal)a is synonymous with sarilgha and
means an organized body. In the Agama 151 it is used in the sense of sarilgha and
in Jainism it refers to its religious order. The bodhisattvagal)a, therefore, is not
merely a random gathering of followers, but an organized order parallel to the
sravakasarilgha. They did not completely disconnect themselves from the
sravakayana followers, because relationships were maintained in order to
convert them to the Mahayana. This is clear from the preceding discussions of
the Saddharma-pw:ufarika and Dasabhiimi-v. Consequently, it would not be
wrong to imagine that in the bodhisattvagal)a there were many sravakas or
Nikaya Buddhists who had been converted. For this reason, although the doctrines held by the two groups differed, they were not necessarily antagonistic to
each other. Since the Abhidharma texts do not contain criticism of the
Mahayana, it is impossible to tell how the bodhisattvagal)a was regarded by the
sravakayana bhik~u, although probably with disdain. On the other hand the bodhisattva paid respect to the saints of the sravakayana, but they dared not leave
their religious problems to be solved by them.

The stiipa as the origin of Bodhisattva Buddhism
In the preceding sections I have attempted to shed light upon the differences in
character of Mahayana Buddhism and Nikaya Buddhism. The origin of the
Mahayana was shown to be radically different from the historical origin of the
Nikaya sarilgha. What, then, constituted the institutional basis from which
Mahayana Buddhism arose?
As I have stated, there were both renunciants and householders among the
bodhisattvas, and the former lived by the offerings made by the faithful worshippers. The question arises as to the place and method by which the renunciant
bodhisattva received the offerings of the faithful. From my studies of this
problem I have reached the conclusion that it was the stiipa which was the religious center for the renunciant bodhisattvas. Apart from the stiipa, there also
existed the aral)yayatana 152 as centers of meditation and austerities. The stiipa
was mainly a place to care for illness and to study the sutras. Since the limitation
in space precludes a detailed analysis of all pertinent sutras, only two or three
important ones will be taken up to demonstrate my conclusion. The older
Chinese translations, completed in the second and third centuries with almost no
emendations since, will be used as sources, since they maintain the old form of
the sutras and when used with care reveal much not found in the newer versions.
First, I wish to discuss the Saddharmapuf)l}arika as a work based upon the
institution of the stiipa. This sutra has several extant editions: 1. JEY:tlj!i~ tr. by
Dharmarakl;)a ~1!~ (A.D. 286); 2. td-'Y:t~lj!i~ tr. by Kumarajlva (406); 3.
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~.f'"~~:llif~ tr. by Jfianagupta MWill\ii~ and Dharmagupta ~~~ (601);
4. a Tibetan translation; and 5. a Sanskrit text.
The Saddharmapuvdarlka begins with the Nidiina-parivarta [f£. The
Buddha reveals 153 to the congregation the 18,000 Eastern worlds, illuminating by
the light from the iifl)akosa of his brow. His rays clearly reveal everything in
these worlds, but most conspicuously the seven-jewelled stiipas which enshrine
the relics, dhatu, of the Buddhas in these worlds. This is the prelude, and the
narrative unfolds as Maitreya Bodhisattva questions these supernatural phenomena. He carries the doubt to Mafijusrl and asks him for clarification. In gatha 154
form the question includes the facts that after the death of the Buddha the bodhisattva worshipped the sarira and made l 00 billion stiipas, and that the stiipas
were made of seven jewels, decorated with flags and bells, presented with
flowers and incense and saluted with music. Mafijusrl answers that the supernatural events were manifested to preach a great teaching; and that to his memory
when the Buddhas of the same name, such as Candrasiiryapradlpa B .R ·~Sjjf~,
appeared one after another and then passed away, he saw that 155 their sarlras
were divided and l 00 billion stiipas were built. Now Sakyamuni reveals the
Eastern Buddhist countries to preach the Saddharmapuvdarlka. In this way the
stiipa is an important theme from the opening Nidiina-p.
The Upiiyakausalya-p. 1J~£ introduces the merits of stiipa worship. The
wisdom of the Buddhas is profound and difficult to fathom, but the Buddhas
preach by means of upaya and parables; and by thus teaching the Ekayana
dharma they guide the sentient beings to enter the path of truth. And 156 when the
Buddhas pass away, the sentient beings worship the remains of the Buddhas,
erect 800 billion stiipas, decorate them with seven jewels, or erect stone stiipas,
or erect stiipas of candana wood, and worship them. The immeasurable merit of
erecting and worshipping stiipas is emphasized. Even 157 a youth, aimlessly building a stiipa by gathering sand, attained enlightenment by the merit gained; and a
deranged man, 158 entering a stiipa unknowingly, could attain enlightenment, if he
would repeat Namo Buddaya ffi$.Ji{~ just once.
In the Vyiikarava-p. 159 ~ac.f'" there appears the same thought.
Mahakatyayana and Mahamaudgalyayana have already attained arhatship in the
sravakayana, but they awaken to Mahayana and undertake its disiplines. The
Buddha prophesized that they would worship 800 billion Buddha, build stiipas
towering 1,000 yojanas, adorn them with seven jewels, make offerings and
worship them, and by this merit (pul)ya) attain enlightenment.
The Puvyaparyiiya-p. 160 )J-;51j:r}Jq~£ states that caityas of the Tathagata
should be built wherever the kulaputra and kuladhitr who worship the Saddharmapuvdarlka stand, sit, or walk; and the peoples of the world should revere
them as the stiipas of the Tathagata. Here the believer of the siitra and homage to
the stiipa become intimately connected. Due to overemphasizing the merit of
worshipping and reciting the siitra, some passages 161 state that it is unnecessary
to erect stiipas or viharas, or make offerings to the Samgha; but this is in the
prose section and in the geya 162 which restates this idea in verse it clearly says
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that although the faith in Saddharmapw;gar!ka is of infinite merit, the faithful
must also erect a stupa, enshrine the sarlra, adorn it with seven jewels, perform
profound music, and worship it. The simultaneous worship of both the sutra is
most important. The ensuing verse 163 states that whenever the bodhisattva
preaches the sutra, even if it is one verse, whether walking, standing, sitting, or
sleeping, a stupa dedicated to the Buddha should be erected. This verse section
is probably older than the prose passage. The worshippers of the Saddharma164
p~jf)garlka arose from among the worshippers of the stupa, but
their extreme
emphasis on the faith in the sutra led to their expulsion from the vihara.
In the Bhaisajyariijapiirvayoga-p. ~tf.~]r£;<f>:$£ it relates how Candrasuryavimalaprabhasasriya-buddha B Jj /j'?BJH![\{~ appeared long ago and taught
the dharma, and how he handed the transmission of the dharma to his disciple,
Sarvasattvapriyadarsana-bodhisattva -@~1:.~ JE.~lr£ and then entered
nirval)a. At the time 165 this Buddha also entrusted his disciples, the world, and
especially the relic (dhatu) after his decease to the bodhisattva. And when this
Buddha passed away during the night, Sarvasattvapriyadarsana worshipped and
cremated the Buddha's body, placed the relic into 84,000 reliquaries which he
made and erected 84,000 stlipas. Such is the way in which the sutra frequently
repeats the division of relics and erection of stupas, and this is modelled after the
events 166 following Sakyamuni's decease when his body was cremated, the
remains divided and deposited in stupas.
This emphasis upon relics and stlipas reaches its climax in the Stiipadarsanap. ~--±~£. According to this section, 167 when Sakyamuni preaches the Saddharmapuf)garlka a seven-jewelled tower, 500 yojanas in height, rises from the
earth and appears in the sky before the Buddha. When he opens the door to the
stlipa with his right hand, inside there appears the Buddha Prabhutaratna :!9-~
3m*. Prabhutaratna attained enlightenment in the timeless past, and he made a
vow, pral)idhana, that his stlipa would appear wherever this sutra was taught,
and he would verify the truth of this dharmparyaya. Then Prabhutaratna inside
the seven-jewelled stupa gives up half of his seat and invites Sakyamuni into the
stlipa. He enters and thus in the seven-jewelled stiipa sit two Buddhas in the
lotus position. Here the Buddha of the past and the Buddha of the present
become one as testimonials to the timeless truth of the dharma.
This truth is symbolized in the stlipa, for it enshrines the relics of the Buddha
and manifests his personality. The Tathiigatiiyuspramiif)a-p. 168 ~:1:£ states that
the Buddha's life is timeless and that his dharmakaya is eternally present. The
Buddha's eternal presence is contained in the stupa, and although enshrining
relics, the worshipper sees it as the eternal Buddha. If one does not believe in the
existence of the Buddha, since his human form disappeared at the age of 80, the
worship of the stlipa is meaningless 169 ; those who believe that the Buddha
entered anupadhise~anirval)a at the moment of parinirval)a do not worship the
stlipa. Even if such a worship were performed, 170 it would be merely in memory
of the Buddha now gone.
In contrast the faithfuls who believe that the Buddha is eternal and exists in
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the ever-present now worship the stupas as a means of worshipping the Buddha.
They construct huge stupas, adorn them with seven-jewels, present canopies,
keyliras, flags, banners, bells, bum incense, adorn with flowers, perform musical
instruments, light oil lamps, beautify the stupas and worship them. The concept
of the eternal Buddha is based upon the eternal truth of the dharma. For this
reason, throughout the sutra the truth of the Saddharmapwpjarlka is reiterated.
And the union of the eternal nature of the dharma (Prabhutaratna Buddha) and
the eternal nature of the Buddha (Sakyamuni Buddha) is symbolized in the two
Buddhas seated together inside the stupa. Therefore, this sutra, containing the
Tathiigatiiyu:jpramiiQa-p. and Stiipasamdarsana-p, is deeply connected with
stupa worship from inherent necessity.
Thus far we have seen that stupa worship formed the basis for the SaddharmapuQ(iarlka, and now we tum our attention to the study of stupa and its
Chinese translations. Words which are used with stupa include dhatu and sarlra,
both referring to the relics of the Buddha, and caitya, which is a synonym for
this term. All these words are found in the SaddharmapuQ(iarlka, but we will
forgo a detailed discussion on their meanings and examine only stUpa, the most
frequently used term. Stilpa (Tibetan, mchod rten) is transliterated into the
Chinese variously: ±g:, ±g:~, {~~. o/11~, ~:&l~, ~:11~, 1(4~, Jf:1!fli~,
and sometimes it is rendered f~lll and ~A!. Being transliterations, they fail
to express the original connotation. In comparing the Sanskrit and Chinese
versions of the SaddharmapuQ(iarlka the following translations, other than
the common ±g:, are found: ±g:Jtlj, ±g:~, ~Jtjj, f®i, ~- The study of these
terms will aid our research on stupa in the Chinese texts lacking the Sanskrit
original.
Since there are numerous examples of stupa being rendered as ±g:, there is no
special significance dwelling on this word. As for ±g:Jtjj, there are more than ten
instances in Kumarajlva's translation, 171 and it can also be found in the Dharmarak~a translation, JE rii!jlt~ 172 • This term expresses the original sound of stupa
by ±g: and its meaning by Jtli. The Chinese Jtii is a shrine which holds the ancestral spirits. It is not a mere cemetary, but a sacred hall which one is able to enter.
Similar translations are f~Jtli 173 and EJtli. Thus both Dharmarak~a and
Kumarajlva must have known that a sacred hall was part of the stUpa.
The next translation ±€;~ is found three times in the Kumarajlva's translation.174 In the Sanskrit the original is stUpa at one place, 175 vihara at another, 176
and the third lacks the corresponding term. Dharmarak~a translates it ±g:Jtli in the
first instance, but the second and third are lacking. In certain cases it is a dangerous practice to determine by the extant Sanskrit text the original terms for
Kumarajlva' s translations, because the original used by him and the text we
have today need not necessarily coincide. However, in the first instance the Sanskrit is stupa, JEri¥~ has ±g:J¥ii, the Tibetan version has mchod rten; therefore,
we may conclude that Kumarjlva translated stupa as ±g:~. In the third instance
we cannot determine whether or not Kumarajlva translated vihara :l::@i~, because
although the Sanskrit text is vihara, the Tibetan is gtsug lag khan and the
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corresponding word is lacking in JEri•*,![· Kumarajiva translates 177 vihara as
ffti1i, so it is believed that the Sanskrit text used by him and the one available
today are different, because it is unthinkable that he would have translated
vihara as ffi"J1j at one time and :i:fi~ at another.
Nevertheless, we know from the first instance above that Kumarajiva translated stupa as :i:fi~. Dharrnarak~a made the same translation for stupa, and it can
be found more frequently in the i£1'!.~ 178 • When we compare the original
term for these instances, in very case it is stupa. Dharrnarak~a also translated
stiipa as simply ~ 179 .
That the translators interpreted stupa as :\:€; or ~ has a great significance. The
original meaning of the Chinese ~ is not clear, but according to Professor
Kojun Fukui 180 it is a transformation ofW~, based upon ~M~~= by ifu~. The
term Bl~ is said to have been a libation ceremony for the Heaven. In the
1&1llf~~= and ~;!:~!Til are found the terms rf.ltlilfffii!, and in 1&/llf~l!].::=. it
states:
"King Chu ~X. reads the subtle words of Huang-lao
the benevolent offerings to the Buddha i'f.~Z Cfffii.!."

Jfi~,

and respects

Professor Fukui thinks that the temple ~ was called fffiiJ in ancient times. This is
the reason that there is a common element in the meanings of fffiiJ and H1;f, and
forms the basis for inferring that fftiU changed to ~. Thus, the original meaning of
~ is jjffij, a hall to enshrine the Buddha, and in this sense it is correct to translate
stiipa as tt:;J or :;J. In later periods, however,
is the translation for vihara or
avasa and refers of the sanctuary of the Buddhist monks. Such a change must
have occurred, because the monks lived on the compounds of a hall enshrining
the Buddha. It is not clear when this happened, but already in the Caturvargikav.181 (tr. 410-412) avasa is translated as ~' and the same term is found in
Kumarajiva's translation of Dasabhiinaviira-v., 182 which may be interpreted as
referring to the monks' residence. Thus in Kumarajlva's time we can regard~
as possessing the meaning of the residence of monks, and therefore :l:€;~
included both the hall enshrining the Buddha and a building within the compound housing people. In Fa-hsien's translation of the Mahiisiimghika-v. 183 (tr.
416-418) the following passage is found:

'*

"Animals should not enter and dirty the J:€i~."
"Be careful that animals do not enter the J:€;,;'f and break statues and
destroy the flowers and plants."
The term :!:%~ refers not only to a sti.ipa of the mound-type alone, but also to a
compound with the sti.ipa at the center. Within the compound there must have
existed a hall enshrining the Buddha, rows of plants and trees, and a building
housing people. In the Kharo~thi inscriptions one passage 184 states that a well
was dug in the Vajrastiipa and donated. This must mean that a well was dug in
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the stiipa compound which was called Vajrastupa. We may conclude and say
that there are two meanings to stupa: in the narrow sense it refers to the moundtype in which the sar1ra was deposited, and in the broad sense to a compound,
centered around the mound stupa, including caitya, lakes, bodhi-trees, wells and
lodgings.

The stiipa as a model of Sukhavati
There is no doubt that the sukhavatl in the Smaller Sukhiivafivyiiha-s~ltra llPJ
B~'t:~ is modelled after the stupa of the Buddha. When the method of erecting a
stiipa as found 185 in the Caturvargika-v., Paiicavargika-v., Mahiisiimghika-v.,
and Mutasarvastivada-vinaya-k~;>udrakavastu is compared with the description of
sukhavatl in this sutra, there is a striking resemblance.
First, according to the sutra, 186 the sukhavat1 is adorned with seven terraces,
vedika 1tiflli. The various vinayas 187 tell us that the vedika was built on the stupa,
and this is verified by the vedika found on the stiipas at Barhut, Safi.chl, and
Buddhagaya. In the main stupa at Safi.ch1 the vedika is twofold, found on the
inner and outer side of the pradak~inapatha ~ill. If the pradak~;>il)apatha is
increased, so would the number of vedika. The sukhavafi must have been imagined from a huge stupa with a sevenfold vedika. Next, in the sukhavat1 there are
seven rows of tiila-tree. 188 The Paiicavargika-v. 189 mentions the planting of trees
on both sides of a stiipa, and the Mahiisiimghika-v. 190 instructs the planting of
trees, such as the amra tree, jambu tree, etc. The worshippers passed these rows
of tree and proceeded to the stiipa. In the sukhavatl the sevenfold rows of tree
have nets of bells kinkin!jala hanging, and when the breeze blows they play
sweet music.
The sukhavatl also has a lotus pond 191 made of seven kinds of jewels and
strewn with golden sand. The Mahiisiimghika-v. 192 speaks of ponds found with
the stiipa: ponds are to be built on four sides of the stupa and in them are to be
planted the flowers of utpala, padma, kumuda, pul)<;larlka, etc. The sukhavafi
ponds have padmas with circumference as large as chariot wheels.
Heavenly musical instruments, 193 divyani turyiil)i, are always being played in
the sukhiivat1. The vinayas 194 speak of the offering, puja, of music made before
the Buddha stiipa: songs, dances, and music. Various types of clothing, banners,
canopies, flowers, incense, and foods are also offerings made to the stupa. This
is idealized in the sukhavatl: heavenly music is played and the chorus of birds,
such as hamsa, kurauiica, maylila, etc. rings throughout the land. And from the
heaven rains the celestial mandara flowers, divyamiindiirava-pu~;>pa.
The preceding comparisons suggest that the sukhavat1 is the idealized image
of a huge Buddha stiipa. 195 • According to the vinaya, a shrine :l:~fi 196 was made
on the four sides, garbha, of the stiipa, and also an image fi{~ 197 was carved.
This means that a shrine was made in the garbha of the stupa and an image of
Buddha place within it. This probably arose as a religious necessity to meet the
demands of the faithful who believed in an eternal Buddha through the medium
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of the stupa. The process by which the Buddha statue developed is not clear, but
when the Buddhist artist first learned of the sculpturing technique and carved
statues, he must have first thought of enshrining it in the garbha of the srupa.
The Buddha image so conceived would symbolize the fact that the stupa was
regarded as the Buddha. Such a statue would require that a front view be carved
in detail but the back would not have to be made in such detail.
The sukhavatl and the stupa thus have striking resemblances, but the Smaller
Sukhiivafivyiiha does not mention the worship of srupas. The reason is that the
center of worship is Amitayus, who must have replaced the stupa as the object
of devotion. This transformation of worship from stupa to Amitayus eliminated
the need for stupa worship. Amitayus, also, is the possessor of eternal life and
does not become extinct in parinirval)a; therefore, a sarira would not exist and
there would be no reason for a stupa in sukhavati.
The flW:I:~~, a Chinese translation of the Sukhiivafivyiiha-siitra, also makes
no reference to the stupa. This work, 198 however, has 48 vows of Amitayus and
is a relatively new compilation. Five translations into Chinese exist, and in the
older translations 199 the vows number 24, one of which comments upon stupa
worship. In the translation by 3tiil made between A.D. 222 and 253,
jlij~~~Jfl)f*-,~:f:J:\&1~)\.~~ 200 , the sixth of the 24 vows states that the kulaputra and kuladuhitr, wishing to be born in paradise, perform various meritorious
acts; they practice dana, worship the stupa, circumambulate the srupa, bum
incense, sprinkle flowers, illuminate the lights, erect stllpas, build viharas,
and sunder blind desires. Amitayus vows that unless these people are able to
realize their wish by performing these meritorious deeds, he will not attain
Buddhahood. Here, the erecting and worshipping of srupas are considered to
be causes for birth in sukhavatl. This vow, however, is lost in the later
translations. 201
The erecting and worshipping of stupas are mentioned in other sections of the
sutra. In the llPJ~~.=:.Jfl).=:.-t~~:f:J:i&l~Am:rJll., 202 there are listed the three types of
people who will be born in sukhavatl: the first type includes those who, wishing
to be born in sukhavat1, renounce the worldly life, become sramal)as, and practice the six paramitas. At the moment of death Amitayus himself will come to
welcome this type of worshipper to sukhavatl. The second type refers to those
who, while desiring to be born in Amitayus' land, are unable to renounce the
worldly attachments to wife and children, Therefore, while leading the householder's life, they believe in the Buddhist teachings, make offerings to the
sramal)a, construct temples, erect srupas, adorn them with banners and canopies,
sprinkle flowers, offer incense, illuminate lights, and worship them. Such people
will be welcomed by the Nirmal)a-Kaya ,f.tf~ of Amitayus at the hour of death.
The third type embraces those who lack the resources to build temples or erect
srupas. We can see from this that the erection of stllpas and faith in stupas are
considered to be important causes for birth in the sukhavati.
These three types of Pure Land followers are also listed in the ~:l:frff.JtZf
~1'!:~ , translated by 8~ in 256-259. The second type is described exactly in
203
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the same way: those who build temples, erect stupas, and worship them are born
in sukhavatl. These three types of people are not found in the later translations,
and the Sukhiivatlvyuha departs from the practice of worshipping stiipas. In the
older versions, however, we have shown how closely this sutra was connected
with stupa worship.

Ugradattapariprcchii-Siitra and the Buddhiivatamsaka
Gocaraparisuddha-Parivarta
There are many other Mahayana texts which contain reference to the worship of
stupas. I will limit myself to discussing two interesting works. The first is the
Ugradattapariprcchii-s., which has three Chinese and one Tibetan translations.
The Chinese translations are ~~l*~ 204 , translated between A.D. 167-189;
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tr. by Dharmarak~a between 265-308; and
Mahiiratnakuta-dhar-maparyiiya Ugradattapariprcchii-parivarta ::f;:j(fi{;f~'fi1)11Jo
.:iltrt206 , around 424. This work is quoted almost fully in Kumaraj!va's translation of the Dasabhumika-vibhii!$ii, 207
This sutra explains in detail the disciplines of the renunciant bodhisattva and
the householder bodhisattva. In the section discussing the practices of the householder bodhisattva the 1:t~~ 208 states:
"If one thinks of entering the ~' first one must worship by prostrating
his body before the front of the gate of Jtil, and then enter the ~."
From the preceding study we know that the original term for J@i is stiipa. In
Kumaraj1va's translation of the Dasabhumika-vibhii$ii209 this passage occurs, as
follows:
"If the householder bodhisattva wishes to enter this 1~;:;!f, he must
worship by prostrating his body in front of the gate of ;:;!f and think in
the following manner."
The original Sanskrti term for 1~;:;!f was probably also stiipa. In this work f§=;:;!f is
the translation for stupa, as in the passage 210 which reads:
"When this householder bodhisattva, desiring to renounce the world,
enters the f§=;:;!f and worships the Buddha, he thinks of the following
three things."
We have already shown that Kumarajiva translated stiipa as f§=;:;!f, and in these
quotations we can see that the place of worship of the householder bodhisattva
was a stupa in the broad sense of the term.
In Dharmaraksa's translation, ~{1m&ll:!lSr"~~R.1t~, this passage 211 is rendered:
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"If the householder bodhisattva thinks of entering the f~~~%, then he
must worship before the gate with singleness of heart, and after that
enter the ;m%."
As judged from the examples found in iE~~~' the term f~~ is a translation
from stiipa. The only difference is that here ~%, the translation for vihara, is
added. The two terms, however, again tell us that the householder bodhisattva
worshipped in the stiipa in the broad sense. This is evident from the title of this
section, "Chapter Six on Worshipping the Stiipa," 212 !illl:fi£m:A.
The preceding translations clearly reveal that the stiipa was the place of
worship for the householder bodhisattva, but the situation is changed in the
Mahiiratnakiita-dharmaparyiiya Ugradattapariprcchii-p. 213 In this work the
same passage is translated, as follows:
"If the householder bodhisattva wishes to enter the {l!fl:f17, he must enter
after he has worshipped in prostration before the gate."
The term ffj-:!17 cannot be considered to have been stupa, so it must have been
vihara. This is true in ths Tibetan translation, 214 also.
"khyim bdag byan cub sems dpai) khyim de gtsug lag khan du !)jug par
!)dod na ... "
Gtsug lag khan is a translation for vihara.
The Ugradattapariprcchii-p. in Ratnakuta is a fifth century translation, and the
Tibetan is a 9th century translation. In the old second century Chinese version
the place of worship of the householder bodhisattva is called the stiipa, but in the
newer texts of the 5th and 9th centuries, this is changed into vihara. The same
transformation occurs in the living quarters of the renunciant bodhisattva. In the
~~~ 215 the living quarters are referred to as aral)yiiyatana 0J~ and stiipa J@l.
The renunciant bodhisattva practices austerities in the aral)yiiyatana, but when
he becomes ill or when he studies the sutra, he goes to the stiipa. In the
Dasabhiimika-vibhiisii215 the two are rendered jlii.flfitj;G~ (aral)yiiyatana) and J:fi~,
respectively; and in the ~{!Ja~i!H!&F"~~iil1T~217 they are rendered ffWflf£~~
arafiiia and ~ii"m~, vihara or kutJ. The original Sanskrit in this case is already
vihara. In the ~{1Ja:Jlt:;!f~ 18 they are translated as lliiJ~)C arafifia and m%, kutl.
This study shows that the quarters of the renunciant bodhisattva were originally called stiipa, but it was changed into vihara. Mahayana Buddhism arose,
centered on the stiipa, but as the compounds expanded to include lodgings and
quarters, it came to be called vihara, even though the stiipa remained within the
compounds. At the same time the doctrines of Mahayana Buddhism developed
in many directions and there may have been followers who gradually drifted
away from stiipa worship. The change from stiipa to vihara is also evident in the
second work to be considered, the Buddhiivatarizsaka Gocaraparisuddha-p.
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The oldest Chinese translation of Gocaraparisuddha-p. is ~lii*~ft[, 219 tr.
by x~ between 222-253. The next is Mf~Jii;jt~*~ft[ 220 tr. by ~l!iiii
between 280-313. The third is Buddhabhadra's tr. j;:/JJlf91!if'R~1l-t:i'$:ff£, 221
between 418-421. The fourth is Siksananda' s translation of the same sutra
222
j;:/j./i(f91!ifi&'U~~+-t$::ff£ , between 695-699. The fifth is the Tibetan
223
translation, Spyod yul yon su dag pahi lehu bcu drug pa.
The Gocaraparisuddha-p. discusses the practices of both the householder and
renunciant bodhisattva. It strongly encourages the householder bodhisattva to
renounce the worldly life and concentrate on the disciplines. The lodging for the
householder bodhisattva who renounces the worldly life is called the stupa. In
the oldest translation by x~ it states that 224 "when you enter the *-'i of the
Buddha, awaken the following vow." The living quarter of the renunciant bodhisattva is rendered -AAl*.!Wi which is a translation of stupa. In the l/il!i~ translation225 it is rendered as -Ml~. He was contemporaneous with Dharmaraksa and
aided the latter's translation of IE~ifift[; therefore, there are many translated
terms common to the two. The original for -Ml~ is undoubtedly stupa. Buddhabhadra translates this sentence 226 as, "when one enters the ftf:!jj ," indicating the
original to be vihara. In Sik;;ananda's translation227 it is ftfitml[, whose original is
clearly samgharama. This is true for the Tibetan rendtion: 228
"khyim nas khyim med par bbyuil babi tshe ... dge bdun gyi ra babi
mtshams Qdab babi tshe ... "
The translation for samgharii.ma here is dge Qdun gyi ra ba. The Tibetan is identical with Siksananda's version of the latter 7th century.
In conclusion the comparative study of the various versions reveals the transformations in the name of the renunciant bodhisattva's living quarters: from
stlipa of the 3rd century translation to vihii.ra of the 5th and samghii.rii.ma of the
7th and 9th century translations. The denotation, however, remained the same;
they referred to the living quarters in the compound centered around the stlipa.
The renunciant bodhisattva read the sutra in his own living quarters, and worshipped the Buddha and the stlipa. The worshipping of the Buddha referred to
paying homage to the Buddha image in the garbha of the stlipa; and the worshipping of the stupa meant walking around the stlipa three times, reciting the sutra
and praising the virtues of the Buddha. This is taught in all five translations. 229

The Nikaya Sarhgha and the Buddha stiipa
The worship of the Buddha stupa is taught not only in Mahayana Buddhist texts
but also in the vinaya of Nikaya Buddhism. Although stiipa worship is not mentioned in the Pali vinaya, it is found 230 in the Caturvargika-v. of the Dharmaguptika, Paiicavargika-v. of the Mahisasaka, DasabhiiT:wviira-v. of the
Sarvastivadin, the Miilasarviistiviida-v., and the Mahiisiirhghika-v. This leads us
to consider the possibility of stupa worship developing from Nikaya Buddhism.
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But this is unlikely for reasons which I shall now discuss. Since the only sources
we have for the study of pre-Mahayana conditions, the Mahayana texts themselves, give only an inadequate picture, the following arguments will remain
within the bounds of inference.
First, the fact that stiipa worship did not exist in Nikaya Buddhism originally
is logical from the doctrinal standpoint of the three treasures, tri-ratna, which
distinguishes sharply the Buddha, Dharma, and Samgha. If the Buddha should
be included in the Samgha, the basic doctrine of Buddhism falls apart. Since the
stiipa represents the Buddha, it would be included in the first of the tri-ratna.
From this standpoint it is unthinkable that stiipa worship was part of Samgha
Buddhism. For this reason even in cases of the existence of stiipa worship, the
properties of the stiipa and that of the samgha were considered separately. The
Mahiisiimghika-v., 231 for example, states that the land of the samgha and the land
of the stiipa must not encroach upon each other, and the Sarviistiviida-vinayavibhii:jii232 ii.l~~ f&.Fl:.f&~'fy states that a stiipa must not be erected on the land
of the caturdisa-samgha, with the exception that it be permitted upon the
approval ofthe whole membership ofsamgha.
In the Caturvargika-v. and the Paiicavargika-v, the distinction between the
real estates of the samgha and the stiipa is not made, probably because the Dharmaguptaka and the Mahisasaka exposited the view 233 that the Buddha exists in
the samgha. The material properties, however, are differentiated in every case.
The Mahiisiimghika-v. 234 warns that if the karmadana %1$, because of hardships
in the samgha, sells goods belonging to the stiipa and offers it to the samgha, he
has committed the offense of stealing and is guilty ofparajika. The samgha was
not permitted to consume or use the property owned by the stupa, and at the
same time the stiipas could not be renovated or fixed by using materials owned
by the samgha. The Dasabhii1Javiira-v. 235 makes it clear that the properties
belonging to the samgha and that belonging to the stupa should not be mixed or
diverted for each others use. The stupa property must not be given to or divided
among the caturdisa-samgha. The Sarviistiviida-vinaya-vibhii!iii236 points out that
the offerings made to the tri-ratna should be equally divided among the three.
The Miilasarviistiviida-vinaya-k:judrakavastu 237 states that the offerings to the
Sariputra stiipa (stiipa of the sravaka) must be divided among the samgha, but
the offerings to the Buddha stiipa may be used only for the needs of that stiipa.
The Paiicavargika-v. 238 also makes the point that offerings made to stiipas other
than that of the Buddha or the pratyekabuddha may be consumed by the
caturdisa-samgha, but the goods offered to the two types of stupa may not be
used by the samgha. The same rule is found in the Caturvargika-v. :239 the offerings made to the sravaka stiipa may be used by the bhiksu and bhiksutJi, but this
is prohibited in the case of the Buddha stiipa.
If the samgha was not permitted access to the offerings made to the Buddha
stiipa, it was only natural that they oppose the worship and offering to the stiipa.
In Nikaya Buddhism there was a theory that offerings made to the samgha
would bring great merit, pm:wa, but that made to the stiipa would have little
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merit. This idea could be advocated from the standpoint of the concept of Buddhahood, but also from the economic viewpoint. The Dharmaguptaka240 alone
takes the opposite standpoint that there is a greater merit in offering to the stiipa.
In the Saik.yadharma of the Dharmaguptaka Priitimo/(.ya, 241 there are 26 articles
concerned with the Buddha stiipa; in fact, the Caturvargika-v. of this school is
the only one that contains reference to the stiipa in the pratimok~a. Although we
can infer a strong connection between the Dharmaguptaka and stiipa worship,
there is no special reason to believe that this school had intimate relationship
with the rise of Mahayana Buddhism.
The vinayas 242 further explain that dance and music were parts of the offerings made to the stiipa. It is a well known fact the bhik~us are forbidden to
perform or watch dances or musical entertainment, and they are not permitted to
touch silver, gold, or other treasures. These commandments are found in the
dasa-sik~apada 243 -tll!Z of the sramalfera. Consequently, the dance and musical
entertainments and the handling of silver, gold and jewelled ornaments were
duties of the householder. It is clear that the bhik~u could not have had a leading
role in such a stiipa worship, and it is difficult to conceive of stiipa worship
arising from such a situation.
At the beginning of the Christian era, it it thought that stiipas which did not
belong to Nikaya Buddhism existed. This can be shown by the Kharo~thi
inscriptions. The Kharo~thlletters were prevalent in North India primarily, and
were used in a definite period and area. Therefore, although the discovered
inscription is incomplete, we can reach some kind of scientific conclusion. There
are 96 varieties of Kharo~thl inscriptions collected and published by Sten
Konow. 244 According to his chronology, 245 the oldest inscription among these is
said to be older than the first half of the first century B.C. and the latest to be 300
or 315 A.D. However, those belonging to the 3rd or 4th century are very few,
and the great majority is prior to these dates.
There are a total of 17 inscriptions among them which are connected with the
erection of stiipas. The number is very small compared to the total, but from
point of the amount the percentage is fairly great, because there are many long
prose inscriptions. The 17 are numbers 1, 2, 13, 15, 16, 17, 27, 31, 32, 61, 62,
72, 76, 79, 80, 82, 86. Of these 4 are connected to the Nikaya samgha: numbers
15, 72, and 80 are dedicated to the Sarvastivadin, and number 86 is dedicated to
the Mahasamghika. The remaining 13 mention no particular affiliation. The
following are also obviously related to the Nikaya: number 92, indicating the
construction of a water hall, prapa, and donated to the Sarvastivadin; numbers
33, 34, 55B, and 56, indicating the dedication of copper ladles, vases, etc. to the
Kasyaplya and Bahusrutlya; and two fragments, numbers, 22 and 55A, which
mention the caturdisa-samgha but no particular Nikaya affiliation. Thus,
altogether 11 inscriptions mention the name of a Nikaya school.
When we compare the four inscriptions related to Nikaya Buddhism with the
13 which are not, there is a formal difference between the two sets. But there are
also a number of common elements and the most important is the constant
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mention of the erection of stupa and the enshrining of the relic. The term,
pratithavita, is always used; for example, no. 1, " ... pratithavid(r)a ime sarira
... "; no. 2, " ... thubo pra(ti)stavito ... "; no. 13, " ... sariram (pra)tithaveti ... ",
etc. The inscriptions addressed to the Nikaya, however, add another word, parigraha, signifying the receipt; for example, no. 15 ". . . sarvastivat(r)ana parigrahe."; no. 72, " ... sarvastivatina(l)a) pratigrahe."; no. 80, " ... sarvastivadana
pari(graham)mi thubammi ... "; and no. 86, " ... mahasamghigal)a parigraha."
In each case the ownership of the stupa is clearly indicated. The same holds true
also for ladles, vases, etc. Number 34 is the only one that does not mention parigraha among the offerings made to the Nikaya samgha.
In contrast to the preceding inscriptions containing parigraha, the 13 that do
not mention the Nikaya samgha lack this word. This cannot be said with certainty for no. 14, which is very short, "sastakhadhatu," and for numbers 61 and
62, which are partially damaged, although they mention the establishment of
stlipa or sarira. The other 10 inscriptions have little damage, so it is clear that
parigraha did not exist; this shows that these stupas were not donated to the
Nikaya samgha. But we also know by another word, danamukha (donated
thing), in no. 17 that the stupa was a donation, that it left the hands of the
erecter. The question arises: who then accepted and administered the stiipas
which were not offered to the Nikaya samgha? We know that there was a group
of people besides the Nikaya Buddhists who received and took care of the
stlipas.
One problem is that the term, Mahayana, does not appear in any of these
inscriptions, although bodhisattvagrha is mentioned in no. 27, l. 3 and bodhisattvasarira in no. 82, l. 2. This term, however, does not seem to be very old in
usage, and prior to it bodhisattvayana was used. It is not clear whether or not the
followers of bodhisattvayana formed a definite organization at the beginning of
the Christian era, but since Mahayana Buddhism did not distinguish between the
renunciant and the housholder, such an organization was unlikely. Therefore,
even though the term, Mahayana, does not appear in the inscriptions, this does
not mean that Mahayana Buddhists were non-existent at the time. At any rate the
Kharo~;~thi inscriptions tell us that the stlipas ascribed to the Nikaya samgha were
less in number than those not ascribed to them, and this fact is not entirely irrelevant to the institutional background of the rise of Mahayana Buddhism.

The tradition of stiipas and its relation to the Mahayana
Sarilgha
In the Mahiiparinibbiinasuttanta 246 of the Dlghanikiiya Ananda asks the Buddha,
"How should we handle the Tathagata's sarira?" to which the Buddha replies,
"0 Ananda, be not concerned with the worship of the Tathagata's sarira. You
must strive for the highest good (sadattha)." And the Buddha continues, "There
are wise men (pal)Qita) among the khattiya, brahmal)a, and gahapati who have
faith in the Tathagata, and they will take care of the Tathagata's sarira." This
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passage expresses the idea that the sarlrapuja, the worship of relics, is the
concern of the laity and not the bhik~usamgha. We have no evidence that the
Buddha actually made this statement, but it would not be wrong to say that the
bhiksus of the early samgha who transmitted this suttanta approved of this idea.
Mahiiparinibbiinasuttanta was compiled, based upon the traditions of the early
samgha, and transmitted by the Nikaya Buddhists.
It is difficult to believe that the bhik~us who revered this suttanta would
actively participate in the worship of the stupas. According to the
Mahiiparinibbiina-suttanta 247 , those who actually worshipped the relics and performed the funeral were the people of the Malla. At the funeral of the Buddha
his relics were worshipped, and perfume and flowers, music and dance were
offered. This form of religious service was inherited by the stlipa worshippers of
the later ages. After the Buddha's death his remains were cremated, and the
relics were divided into eight parts which were distributed to the eight kingdoms
of middle India. They built a total of eight sarlra-thupa, 248 and two more were
erected by those who received the remaining ashes and the vase containing the
remains, making 10 stupas in middle India. It is believed that the sarlra vase
excavated in Piprahwa is the relic of the sarlra stlipa worshipped by the Sakya
peoples of this period.
The contents of the Pali Mahiiparinibbiinasuttanta generally agree with
that249 of the Sanskrit and the five Chinese translations. Therefore, it would not
be wrong to conclude that those who cremated the Buddha's body and erected
stlipas were followers among the laity. If this is accepted, then we must also
accept the fact that those who administered and maintained the traditions of
stlipa worship were also lay followers.
The development of stupa worship is unclear from the erection of the original
ten to the time of King Asoka. In Asoka's rock edict of Nigar1sagar 50 it states
that repairs were made upon the stlipa of Buddha Km;tagamana (Konakamana,
Kanakamuni). Hsuan-tsang reports 251 of seeing this rock edict in the southeast of
Kapilavastu and notes that the stlipa of Kanakamuni Buddha existed nearby. He
also saw the stlipa of the Buddha Krakucchanda252 (Kakusandha) in the southwest of the stupa of Kanakamuni Buddha and reports the existence of another
rock edict erected by Asoka. These have not been discovered as yet, but in
studying Hsuan-tsang's record we may say that Asoka's rock edict existed here
also. Kanakamuni is the fifth, and Krakucchanda is the fourth of the seven past
Buddhas. From this we know that already at the time of Asoka stupas for the
past Buddhas had been erected and worshipped. The past Buddhas are mythical
figures, so their stupas could not have contained relics; they probably used
replacements of some sort. This is a change in the faith of the stlipa.
A stlipa built upon relics is a type of cemetary and signifies a memorial. This
type of stlipa is also built at the deaths of high priests and great rulers, and
cemetaries are built for ordinary people. Stlipas of such type hold no special religious significance, but in the case of the Buddha many stlipas were erected from
the very beginning, and gradually the stlipa came to be worshipped, apart from
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the relics. At this stage the stiipa was no longer a cemetary or a memorial for the
dead, but carried a definite religious connotation; thus, there arose the faith in
the Buddha through the medium of the stiipa. Such a faith ultimately developed
into a religion that taught the eternal existence of the Buddha.
Mahayana Buddhism is a religion centered around the Buddha, regardless of
whether he is Sakyamuni, Amitayus, or Mahavairocana Buddha. Nikaya Buddhism in contrast is centered around the samgha. This obvious fact is evident
from the examination of the respective doctrines. Although present-day Southern Buddhism practices pagoda-worship, the doctrines and organization of the
Theravada are still samgha-centered. When we consider this fact, also, it is difficult to see how Mahayana Buddhism could have developed from Nikaya Buddhism; it is more natural to see the beginnings of the Mahayana in the faith and
worship of the stupas.
According to the legends 253 of King Asoka, he opened the eight stupas
erected at the time of Buddha's decease and, dividing the relics, erected 84,000
stiipas. Although this may be an exaggeration and therefore unreliable, it cannot
be denied that Asoka did erect many stupas. Hsuan-tsang reports that he saw
many stupas built by Asoka. The faith in stupas must have made a huge advance
with the conversion of Asoka as the pivot point. Along with the popularity of
stiipa worship among the laity, the Nikaya samgha probably was forced to adopt
the practice in order to keep the followers tied to the samgha. At the same time
the bhik~u254 who felt the need to express adoration of the Buddha must have
participated in the worship of stupas. At any rate it is thought that stiipa worship
was adopted by the samgha in the Nikaya period. The reason is that stiipa
worship is not mentioned in the Pali vinaya, and in the other vinayas the account
relating the reason for adopting this practice is varied. In the Paciiavargika-v. 255
and the Mahiisiimghika-v. it relates how when the Buddha passed the Toyika
:1f!E1{~a~~t:t of Kosala, he said that the complete relics (atmabhava vigrahastiipa) of the Buddha Kasyapa were buried here and that he himself erected the
stiipa in Kasyapa's honor. With this incident as the turning point the Buddha
permitted the bhik~us to erect stiipas. Hsuantsang 256 had heard of the stiipa
erected in honor of Buddha Kasyapa and speaks of it as having been built by
Asoka. The same story occurs in the Caturvargika-v., 257 but here it states that the
Buddha permitted the erection of the stiipa when Sariputra and Maudgalyiiyana
had entered parinirviil)a. This incident is also found in the Mulasarviistiviidavinaya-/cyudrakavastu.258 The Dasabhiil)aviira-v. 259 states that at Sudatta's
request the Buddha permitted the worship of stiipas for his hair and nails.
As it is clear from the preceding, the vinayas disagree as to the reason for the
origin of stiipa worship; therefore, it must have been after the Nikiiya period that
the samgha undertook stiipa worship. However, since the stiipa worship existed
prior to this, we are forced to believe that the samgha had adopted this practice.
With the development of stiipa worship as an institution there gradually arose
a distinction in rank and duties between the worshipper and the administrator of
the stiipa. This meant that as the worshipper made his offerings, the duty of the
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caretaker or the administrator increased and soon turned him into a professional
who devoted his whole time to his task. They must have take care of the worshippers and in some cases acted as their guides. As means of increasing the
number of worshippers, they must have also stressed the merits of stiipa worship
and the greatness of the Buddha as a saviour. There is a deep appeal in preaching the saving powers of the Buddha to people who are unable to undertake the
orthodox disciplines. When such a development occurred over a number of centuries, it was only natural that a new doctrine of salvation be developed. There is
a great possibility that the original form of such Mahayana siitras as the Saddharmaput;c}ar'ika, Sukhavatlvyuha, and Buddhiivatmizsaka took shape in such a
religious atmosphere. Stiipa worship itself cannot be called Mahayana Buddhism, but the first step in this direction was taken in the transformation from
stiipa worship to bodhisattvayana. The renunciant bodhisattvas who based their
religious activities on the institution of the stiipa could concentrate on the disciplines and the creation of a new doctrine, supported by the offerings made to the
stiipa and without worry for the material needs of life.
It is important to note that the stiipas developed a doctrine different from that
of the Agama. The Buddha spent a missionary life of over 45 years (or 50 years)
throughout central India, and the great majority of the followers belonged to the
laity. Thus, he left a teaching for the laity, as well as for the bhik~::>us. In the
extant Agama there is very little teaching for the laity, because the transmitters
of the Agama were the renunciants who were concerned with the proper preservation of the teachings at the time when they were passed on by memory and
oral repitition. It was only natural that the teachings given to the laity should
become gradually lost, for the householders' life did not permit them the time
and the organization of the samgha to concentrate on the preservation of the
teaching. But from the earliest beginnings the stiipa, administered by the lay followers, existed continuously, and they must have also kept the Buddha's teachings addressed to them. It is possible to conceive of such a teaching transmitted
among the administrators of the stiipa and having an entirely different historical
development from the doctrines of the Agama. When we remember that the
Mahayana texts begin with "evam maya srutam" and claim to be the direct
words of the Buddha, we cannot neglect this possibility. The Mahayana siitras as
we have them today are not the words of the Buddha, but there must have been a
reason for them to uniformly begin, "evam maya srutam." I believe that the
institution of the stiipa provides an tentative answer to this question.
We must pursue a many-angled approach to the study of the rise of
Mahayana Buddhism, and this paper which attempts to show the importance of
stiipa worship is merely a preliminary chapter. This, however, I believe will help
to place Mahayana Buddhism in a better perspective in the historical evolution
of Buddhism.
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Notes
Translated from the Japanese by Taitetsu Unno
References to the texts in the Taisho Tripi taka will be made in the following manner (I)
name of text, (2) ~number when necessary, (3) abbrevation T. for Taisho, followed by
the volume number, (4) text number, and (5) page number.
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Samayabhedoparacanacakra-siistra, T. 49, p. 15bc ~l51l>f<lliflli~; p. 18bc -t/\$~;
p. 20bc $tt\~)ifii; The Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking Edition, ed. by D. T. Suzuki
(Tokyo-Kyoto, 1960), no. 5639, vol. 127, p. 250-3 ( 170b. f).
;)df~~6JjffiJI;f,ffi T. 14, no. 465, p. 538a, and no. 476, p. 558c. The Sarvastivadin
opposed the idea of the single message of one voice. Mahiivibhii!)ii-siistra
j(J£~tJ~ 79 T. 27, no. 1745, p. 410a.
Mahiivastu, vol. I, p. 63f.
cf. footnote 68.
Jones states that the dasabhiimi theory was a borrowing interpolated in the
Mahiivastu. Cf. J. J. Jones, The Mahavastu, vol I, (London, 1949), p. xiii.
Mahiiprajiiiipiiramitii-siistra (MPP-siistra) 2, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 69c. E. Lamotte, Le
traite grande vertu de sagesse, Tome I (Lou vain, 1944), p. 103.
Dasabhiil)aviira-vinaya +~ifi:ff: 60, T. 23, no. 1435, p. 449a; Miilasarviistiviida-k:;udrakavastu 1'N*-ii!t-t;JJ;ff$1'!3i~![1Wff$ 39, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 407bc.
Mahiisiimghika-vinaya ~~iiJffi',VE;'W: 32, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 491c; J Przyluski, Le
concile de Riijagrha (Paris, 1927), p. 211.
MPP-siistra 2, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 69c.; Lamotte, op. cit., p. 104f; Matsumoto Bunzaburo t'l*-Jt~J!I5, {9IJ~O)liffJE (Kyoto, 1941).
MPP-siistra 2, T. 25, p. 70a. Lamotte, ibid, p. 106.
Wogihara Unrai ~®:~*- showed that !I!EEIIiJJ is an error for m.JtlliJJ (phe/ii), and inferred
its connection with Petakopaaesa; ~W-~.*)t#, p. 392. However, there is only a
partial agreement between the organization of ai.l!:IM in the MPP-siistra and that of
the Petakopadesa and no real, intimate connection between the two can be found.
Cf. Mizuno Kogen 7.k.!llf5L:Jc "Petakopadesa 1::: "'":lv ' l ",Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies (JIBS, Indogaku-Bukkyogaku Kenkyu SPOC~f9ll~~3'G), vol. VII, no.
2, p. 56f.
There are various theories concerning the Siiriputriibhidharma '1~tfU91ll\i'J R!t Nagarjuna considers it to be part ofVatsiputriya 41-Tf!~; and :)![.tJ!!i, author of the preface to
its Chinese translation, states that it belongs to the Sarvasitvadin, T. 28, p. 525b.;
afJ<'i, according to the MPP-siistra, states that it belongs to the Viitslputrlya in
~~3'6;~. T. 45, p. 9c.;
states that it is a transmission of the Sammatlya IE:ii$
in fd;?t;:~$;f,lli:32;~ 1, T. 34, no. 1723, p. 657a; Ji\tlJ, following~£, also ascribes it
to the Sammatlya, Bukkyo Taikei MJ~:;i(~, ii.ll[Jf~fnli:<Z~, p. 252.; Kimura Taiken
*tt:?i'l!lf discussed the intimate connections of this work with the Pali Vibhmiga and
Puggalapaiiiiatti and showed concepts common with the Vatslputrlya,
Mahasamghika, Sarviistivadin, and Vaibhadyaviidin, but did not reach any conclusion concerning its affiliation. Cf. *H* 'i{, 1\i'JRi~~fnljO)liffJE (Tokyo, 1920), p.
67f.
Modem Japanese scholars agree that the affiliation of this work cannot be readily
determined. Shiio Benkyo ;ttJ~.¥~1'[, ":AJEllifBO)~~", in >fi~.W vol. 10 (Tokyo,
1914), p. 628f.; Watanabe Baiyu i!.tilit~L!:JE, "'i~'tfUifll~r:iHU~llifBHj(Jm" in Kokuyakuissaikyo Wl1!~-l;(];§i\, Rfi;f!!l 19 (Tokyo, 1934); Nishi Yoshio i!!l~iifE. "%fU9MriJRfi
~0)$~{9!l~t:::;fovt ~~*'1-B':J±-t/J.{.li:"
in
%"*-IE:@:~:f~iK!!lif*'C:\tf:'jJ!Jt~{9!l~~llifB~
(Tokyo, 1954), p. 218f.
MPP-siistra II, T. 25, p. 138a. Lamotte, op. cit., Tome II, p. 641.
Ibid., 18, T. 25, p. 191a, 721a. Lamotte, Ibid., Tome II, p. 1067.
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Ibid., 18, T. 25, p. 191a. Lamotte, ibid., Tome II, p. 1068.
Ibid., 40, T. 25, p. 349c.
Ibid., 21, T. 25, p. 218b.
Ibid., 32, T. 25, p. 296bc.
Ibid., 23, T. 25, p. 232cf.
Ibid., 36, T. 25, p. 324b.
Concerning the navanga and the dvadasanga, see the excellent article by Professor
Mizuno Kogen, "**~Jlli.O)fi;jlt," in Miyamoto, ed., ;k~~~O)fiX:ft.li!:.i¥Jliff'9C
(Tokyo, 1954), p. 284f. This paper is indebted to his ideas, but there are some points
of disagreement also.
23 The Pali Agama lists the navanga in various places. I. sutta, 2. geyya, 3.
veyyakaral)a, 4. gatha, 5. udana, 6. itivuttaka, 7. jataka, 8. abbhiitadhamma, 9.
vedalla. E. g. Majjhima-N. vol. I, p. 133; Anguttara-N., vol. II, pp. 103, 178; III, pp.
86, 87, 177,361,362.
24 -~iiJ{j'WU\:~ 1, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 227b. Cf. footnote 51.
25 The Sarvastivadin treatises, e.g., ~~P~H.raB 14, T. 26, no. 1536, p. 427c;
:;kf!,~f')ifnli 126, T. 27, no. 1545, p. 659c; ~~Jf/,ji!{~i"J>raB 1, T. 28, no. 1546, p. 2b;
JiW\iE~mf!i 44, T. 29, no. 1562, p. 595a.
26 E. 51~ 1, T. 22, no. 1421, p. lc. 27. IZY51~ 1, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 569b.
28 :fli;;$:&-t;JJ~{ljlf/,*~li!!E$ 38, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 398c. However, the Sanskrit and
Tibetan translation, published by E. Waldschmidt, differs from the Chinese order,
and lists the dvadasanga in the same order as the Sarvastivadin. Waldschmidt, Das
Mahiiparinirviif)asiitra, Teil III (Berlin, 1951), pp. 386, 387.; Tibetan, no. 1035, vol.
44, p. 231, 2, lines 1-2.
29 ;k.i!~¥:Ji'raB 33, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 306cf.
30 li$11i'J.g. 41, T. 2, no. 99, p. 300c.
31 lli!!~%t;fi?JU!t~~ (;k.f'.,~;fi) 5, T. 8, no. 223, p. 256a. However, the Sanskrit Paiicavimsatisiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii, Calcutta Oriental Series 28, (London, 1934),
p. 31, gives the dvadasanga order different from the Chinese translation.
32 M~'M~ 3, T. 16, no. 676, p. 698a; no. 675, p. 674b.; Tibetan ~IOf.l::lt*!Wt*~f,!\1,
vol. 29, p. 13 (28b, lines 2-4).
33 ;k~15!~~ 15, T. 12, no. 374, p. 45lb, and T. 12, no. 375, p. 693b.
34 ;k)J~;k~~ 16, T. 13, no. 397, p. 109c.
35 ;k!lt*il! 5, T. 12, no. 380, p. 968b.
36 ~-¥*!!! 2, T. 16, no. 657, p. 137a.
37 MPP-siistra 33, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 306cf.
38 !N«i!JDilfli:i&~ 81, T. 30, no. 1579, p. 753af.
39 !!\li:Wi~~~ 6, T. 31, no. 1602, p. 508cf.
40 **~"~lt~.fil1:1i~~ 6, T. 31, no. 1605, p. 686af.
41 Mahiivyutpatti, (R. Sakaki, ed.), no. 62 p. 97.
42 !iX'llrn!i 1, T. 32, no. 1646, p. 244c.
43 E.51~ 1, T. 22, no. 1421, p. !c. Although the original form of the dvadasanga may
have been formed by adding nidana, avadana, and upadesa to the navanga (cf. footnote 51) found in -~lilfffW!ll;~, there is no text which indicates this order. In the
E. 51~ nidana is place between udana and itivrttaka. The reason is that probably the
order ofudana-nidana may have aided the memory of the dvadasanga. We may consider the order in the E.51{llt as being the oldest, extant form. The Sarvastivadin
shifted avadana to seventh, as follows: ... udana, nidana, avadana, itivrttaka, etc.
This was also done probably to facilitate memory. Thus the order of the Sarvastivadin dvadasanga may be considered to be later than the Mahisasaka order.
However, Maeda Egaku ifli63~~ sees the order of the dvadasanga in Chinese
Dirgha-Agama, as follows: ... udana, itivuttaka, nidana, jataka, etc., and considers it
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to be the oldest form. Cf. Maeda, §UEE~~ ";h~O) itivuttaka O)W:;lf," in
~/J~~~ 7, ( 1962), p. 321. But I cannot agree to his identification of the order of
the dvadasailga in the Dlrgha-Agama, cf. footnote 47.
1N.*'iil?;-1;JJ;ffflll.m~Jfll~$ 38, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 398c. Cf. footnote 28.
j(~tfi1UI'i.:~t~, *JJ:Jt 3, 127, T. 5, no. 220, pp. 15b, 699a: ~ 2 71' 402, T. 7, p. 9c;
~ 3 71' 479, T. 7, p. 431c. Tibetan, vol. 12, p. 16, 6lb, lines 5ff,; vol. 14, p. 147,
264b, lines 5ff.
j(/J)J{~¥1&*~ 12, T. 9, no. 278, p. 478a; and 21, T. 10, no. 279, p. 114af.
tm%1$ I, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 569b.
:!ltJliiJ'@- 3, 12, T. I, no. I, pp. 16c, 74b.
)'(;&If~ I, T. 8, no. 222, p. 150cf. However, in the same work, 7, p. 197a an entirely different order of the dvadasail.ga is given. This order cannot be found in any other siitra.
Dutt, op. cit., p. 31.
~~iiJff!'W!5:1$ I, T. 22, no. 1425, p. lc. The order of the navail.ga in the
Mahiisiimghika-v. is identical with that of the Mahiiyiina-mahiiparinirviil}a-sutra,
and even in the case of dvadasailga many contain the vaipulya-adbhiitadharma
order; therefore, the Mahiisiirhghika-v. navail.ga may be thought to be older than the
Pali. Cf. footnote, 43.
Cf. footnote 23.
:fi-~~1-@- 17, 21, 33, 46, 48, T. 2, no. 125, pp. 635a, 657a, 728c, 794b, 813a.
j(fit:i'!i!~~ 3, T. 12, no. 374, p. 383c, and no. 375, p. 623b.
'$¥~ I, T. 9, no. 262, p. 7c; and no 264, p. 140c. However, the .IE~**~ T. 9, no.
263, p. 70a, does not carry the navail.ga. It exists in the Sanskrit and the Tibetan
translation. Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapul}r;iarlka-sutra, p. 45, and Tibetan, no.
781, vol. 30, p. 11, 2, lines 3-4.
+ttt'M~tJ.>~ 9, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 69a.
Ibid., 9, 10, 26, T. 26, no. 1521, pp. 69b, 73b, 73c, 75b, 107c. Cf. Hirakawa Akira
:zp.Jil~ "+tt.m~~O)~;j!,H;:--::J\,,"C" in JIBS, vol. V., no. 2, p. 176f.
j(~tfi1UI~~~ 491, T. 7, no. 220, p. 494a.
+i±.ll~rJ.>~ 16, T. 26, no. 1521, p. lOSe.
Ibid., 16, T. 26, p. lOSe.
Ibid., 1, T. 26, p. 25a.
1$=.+=.gJH~, T. 24, no. 1461, p. 665b.
+1:1!1~1-'J.>~ II, T. 26, p. SOb.
Ibid., 12, t. 26, p. 85b.
The following articles are excellent studies on the dasabhiimi theory: Kuno Horyu
~J!f:.'l:ffli "~~+:!i:!l}ffi!,:mO)~iJijiM!~.&lJPi:J~" in :;!(.IE::k~~. nos. 6-7, (Tokyo,
1930), p. 63f; Miyamoto Shoson B"*lEtf, j(~C:+~ (Tokyo, 1944), pp. 568-583;
Mizuno Kogen 7.kll!t5L.5t "t-:fi!l'iil?;O)~Mj in Miyamoto, ed., ;k~{!lfi~O)JllZl'z:.Ra-gliffJ<e
(Tokyo, 1954), pp. 276-284; Kajiyoshi Koun ~l:f:l't~ "~i\l+:t-t!J)i!M~H.::-01.-'"C"
B"*lE#~rli'~ll!f*G~IOP~"'~~lf',liiJB~ (Tokyo, 1954), pp. 245-256; Yamada
Ryujo Ll!EEft~, ;k~~~!llZ.TI:liii'Bff=im (Tokyo, 1959) pp. 223-310. I am especially
indebted to Professor Mizuno's studies, but I have gathered new materials and
attempted a new interpretation.
Mahiivastu, vol. I, p. 63f. J.J. Jones, The Mahiivastu, vol. I, p. 53f.
{~ff*~~ I, T. 3, no. 184, p. 463a; i&!*-fJUEIZSl:!f<~ I, T. 3, no. 189, p. 623a; ::t
.::fffii)ll*~~ I, T. 3, no. 185, p. 473b. :IJ/11(::klltfi~ 2, T. 3, no. 187, p. 550b.
J. Rahder, Dasabhumikasutra (Paris, 1926), p. 5. ;k/.f!{l{~¥1&t~ 22, T. 9, no. 278,
p. 542c; and 34, T. 10, no. 279, p. 179b; iilifmi-Wtl'ti!t~ 1, T. 10, no. 285, p. 458c;
+1:H~ 1, T. 10, no. 286, p. 498bc; +:t-tM!l! I, T. 10, no. 287, p. 536b.
The Sanskrit of dasa-vyavasthana is quoted in the Ga!Jf/avyuha. Cf. D. T. Suzuki
and H. Idzmi, ed., The Ga!Jf/avyuha Siitra (Kyoto, 1934), p. 94. The doctrinal expla-
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nation of the dasa-vyavasthana, however, is found in the following texts:
::*:1:J~{~$tli*iii:208, T. 8, no. 278, pp. 444c-5a; and 16, T. 10, no. 279, p. 84a;
~iii*:~Uiil: T. 10, no. 281, p. 449c; ~iii-tf.tfiili£, T. 10, no. 283, p. 454c;
::*:1:J~f,!,J-#!{7tflflfiil: I, T. 10, no. 299, p. 886b; :liiH¥JF"~~iii-t1.t~:!€1!1fiM"*!E 1-3, T.
IO,no.309,pp.967-988.
70 Mahiivastu, vol. I, p. 76.
71 ;h\MJ5l::fitiil: 8, T. 8, no. 227, p. 575b; ili1Tlil5l::E*!E 8, T. 8, no. 224, p. 465ac; ::*:flfl
AHiil. 5, T. 8, no. 225, p. SOia; ::*:Jil5l:;ffl1Um~~tiil:,
5 @" 564, T. 7, no. 22, p. 914c;
1&J'i;Jil5l:;fitiil. 15, T. 8, no. 221, p. IOic; ~~iiJ!iJ5l:;ffi&Ji~tiil: 15, T. 8, no. 223, p. 358c;
::*:Jil5l:;fii'lt%i~~tiil:, :fJJ@" 34, T. 6, no. 220, pp. 752c-3a;
2 @" 456, T. 7, p. 302a.
The following are not prajfiii-piiramitii texts, but they contain explanations on the
four types of bodhisattva: JtmilifiJF"~~*!E, T. 14, no. 458, p. 435b; Jt~gnuF"~~f!ttiil:,
T. 14, no. 464, p. 482b; 1!JDJ$t..l.(JJ!rifl:, T. 14, no. 465, p. 485a; ::*:~1!JDJ$tlJJJltiil:, T. 14,
no. 467, p. 490c; ~miffi~tiil:, T. 14, no. 466, p. 487c; ::*:1:J~::*:~m\ 10, T. 13, no.
397, p. 67a; Yamada Ryujo tlJB3if~~. op. cit. pp. 212,215, 244; Mizuno Kogen, op.
cit., p. 283. Dr. Hikata Ryusho believes that these four types of bodhisattva were
formulated by receiving the influence of the four stages of bodhisattva practice in
the Mahiivastu (vol. I, p. 3); namely, praktircaryii, pral)idhiinacaryii, anulomacaryii,
anivartanacaryii. Cf. Hikata, =ft~'Hiilf, *!t~~(.l),~,;ttl_RS{]Wf~ (A Historical Study
of the Thoughts in Jiitakas and Similar Stories), (Tokyo, 1954), p. 94.
72 §it.=:d, T. 15, no. 622, p. 345a; P.o.*~~~§W.=:d, T. 15, no. 622, p. 347b.
73 lli!i8PJ!iJ5l::fil1UfH\l~~ 6, T. 8, no. 223, pp. 256c-257c; :t&:J't~~ 4, T. 8, no. 221, p.
27a; 7(;~~ 7, T. 8, no. 222, pp. 196b-197a; ::*:~;ff7JUI~~m\ 415--416, T. 7, no.
220, p. 82cf; and 490--491, T. 7, p. 490bf. Satasiihasrikii-prajniipiiramitii, p. 1454f.
74 MPP-siistra 49, T. 25, p. 4llaf.
75 :k~::G'?lt.li~~$ll! 3, T. 5, no. 220, p. 14a: and 442 and 483, T. 7, pp. 230c, 454b.
76 Dutt, Paiicavimsatisatasiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii, p. 225, line 16f. In this Sanskrit
text, however, the first, suklavidarsana, is eliminated and sriivakbhiimi is inserted in
the seventh place. ~~ii!~;ffi'ltit~~ 6, T. 8, no. 223, p. 259c; :lil0t~~ 4, T. 8,
no. 221, p. 29b; 7t~~ 7, T. 8, no. 222, p. 199a; ::*:~;ff?ltffil~~@,
®" T. 7, no.
220, p. 88c; Pratapa Candra Gho~a, Satasiihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitii, p. 1473;
Yamada Ryujo, op. cit., p. 271.
77 ::*:I'M~H:Hilli 28, T. 27, no 1545, p. 147bc.
78 Identical to footnote 77.
79 ltft!.B.l:m\ I, T. 24, no. 1463, p. 80lb.
80 Ibid., 8, T. 24, p. 850b.
81 -t~m~ 36, T. 23, no 1434, p. 263a.
82 ::*:lt~tP~ 178, T. 27, no. 1545, p. 892a.
83 Ibid., 178, T. 27, p. 892b.
84 Mahiivastu, vol. III, p. 226, lines 2f.
85 Identical to footnote 71.
86 ,J,£~;f;'U'll1im! 2, T. 8, no. 227, p. 541c; ili1'J~::G'ml 2, T. 8, no. 224, p. 433c;
~:fi,C.·m\ (Prajiiiipiiramitii-hrdayasutra) states:

m

m

m

"yai:l kascic chiiriputra kulaputro vii kuladuhitii vii gambhiriiyam prajfiiipiiramitiiyiim caryiim cartukiimas tenaivam vyavalokayitavyam."
Cf. Max Muller and B. Nanjio, The Ancient Palm-leaves Containing the Prajiiiipiiramitii-Hridaya-sutra and the Ushn!sha-Vijaya-Dhiiran!, (Oxford, 1884), p. 52.
The opening sentences of the Vajracchedikii also states:
"tat katham Bhagavan bodhisattvayiina-samprasthitena kulaputrena vii
kuladuhitrii vii sthiitavyam katham pratipattavyam katham cittam pragrahltavyam."
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Cf. E. Conze, ed., (1957), p. 28; ~;ffll!i..¥i'M~'!'A!!I!, T. 8, no. 253, p. 849c; no. 254,
p. 850a; no. 255, p. 850c; ~JIIrJ~;ffll!i..¥1'i\t~, T. 8, no. 235, p. 748c; no. 236, p.
757b; and no. 237, p. 762a.
lli'J!!f~'tit,!l!, T. 12, no. 366, p. 347b; and no. 367, p. 350a. Max Muller and B. Nanjio,
Sukhiivafi-vyiiha, Description of Sukhiivafi the Land of Bliss (Oxford, 1883), p. 92.
Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapw:ujarlka-siitra, p. 225; !&r.f~*~' T. 9, no. 262, p.
30c; no. 264, p. 165b. Many instances of kulaputra and kuladuhitr are found
throughout this siltra; for example, pp. 260, 338, 339, 345, 354, 366, etc. Kumarajlva
translates. ~~-T :rg.3(A but Dharmaraksa translates this as 11*111-T, 1i!iil11:tc T. 9,
nos. 262, 263, 264, pp. 30c, 3lc, 35a, 45b, 45c, 46b, 46c, 47c, 48b, 49b, 49c, 50a;
IOOc, 105c, 117a, liSa, 119ab, 120a, 12lb, 12lc, 122a; 165b, 166b, 169b, 179c,
180ac, 181 c, 182ab, 183a, 184a, etc.
DN3, vol. I, pp. 93, 94; ~Jl'PJ'%~ 13, T. I, no. 1, p. 82c.
Vinayapitaka, vol. I, p. 15; lm5H~ 32, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 789b. Translated as 11*111-T.
This word is lacking in li:Jj-{ili: 15, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 105a.
This expression is found frequently in the Chinese Agamas; for example, lf!fJriJ'%~,
2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 34, etc., T. 2, no. 99, pp. 12a, 25c, 40b. 72a, 73abc, 106a, 250a, etc.
Parallel expression in Pali would be as follows:
"ye hi keci bhikkhave atltam addhanam kulaputta samma agarasma anagariyam pabbajimsu, sabbe te catunnam ariyasaccanam yathabhiltam
abhisamayaya."

92
93
94
95

96
97
98

Cf. SN, vol. V, p. 415. Cf. SN, vol. III, pp. 93, 179, 180; Vinayapitaka, vol. I, p. 9.
Examples of calling upasaka and upasika as ~~T and :rg.3(A are found in the
following: ~Jl'PJ'%~ 32, 37, 38, T. 2, no. 99, pp. 233a, 27lb, 278c; :Lt-Jr!iJ'%~ 16,
21,24,34,37,38, T.2,no. 125,pp.625ac,656b,674b, 74lc, 755b, 756c.
The translations, ~111-T, ~~'and ~111:9:: are found frequently in 9='1li>l~~' T.
no. 26 and :l.it-lli'J'%~ T. no. 125. E.g., T. 1, pp. 428a, 457b, 458a, 474c, etc.
The use of kulaputra and kuladuhitr occur frequently in the Chinese Agama compared to the Pali, but the number is insignificantly small when compared to the
Mahayana texts.
When the upasampada ordination was given, questions were directed to the renunciant who was addressed as kulaputra. Cf. IZ!l%1$ 35, T. 22, no. 1248, pp. 814c,
815a; /liliWitJffi'Wdl;W; 23, 30, T. 22, no. 1245, pp. 413b, 472c; -HiiiW: 21, T. 23, no.
1435, p. 156a. But this term is not used in the upasampada ceremony found in the
Pali vinaya and the Paiicavargika-vinaya. Cf. Vinayapitaka, vol. I, p. 94f; 1L:51W: 17,
T. 22, no. 1421, p. 119cf. Even in cases ofkulaputra usage in the Dharmaguptaka,
Sarvastivadin, and Mahasamghika, this term is not used in the Theravade and the
Mahlsasaka.
The usage of kuladhlta in Pali is very rare. Vinayapifaka, vol. II, p. I 0, and vol. III,
p. 180.
Jil'i~'llff.i!ip;jr.fjt. 1, T. 54, no. 2125, p. 205c.
Wogihara, Bodhisattvabhiimi (Tokyo, 1930), p. 138. ~-t!JD~fjij:fulilflj 40, T. 30, no. 1579,
p. 511; ~~:f:fuW~ 4, T. 30, no. 1581, p. 910b; ~~:rg.)lX~ 4, T. 30, no. 1582, p.
982c.
Although the number of siksapada in the Vinayapitaka is referred to as being 250 in
China and Japan and also occurs in various sastras, accurately speaking the exact
number differs with the various schools. Cf. Hirakawa Akira, W;.O)Iiff~ (Tokyo,
1960),pp.434,493.
MPP-sastra, 13, T. 25, no. 1509, pp. 160c-161a; Lamotte, op. cit., Tome II, p. 839f.
Ibid., T. 25, p. 161bc; Lamotte, ibid., p. 846f.
Ibid., 46, T. 25, pp. 393b, 395b.
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99 Hikata, Suvikriintavikriimi-pariprcchii-prajiiiipiiramitii-siitra, An Introductory Essay
on Prajiiiipiiramitii Literature (Fukuoka, Japan, 1958), p. LII, f.
100 I have demonstrated that the two works are by different authors; cf. Hirakawa,
"J't~i-'J1ilf80)~~~::-:l\,,-(" in JIBS, vol. V, no. 2 (1957), p. 176f.
101 ~fj~;ffl\ll! 6, T. 8, no. 224, p. 454bc; ;ka)j}j'l\ll! 4, T. 8, no. 225, p. 494c; /lJ~iiJ%t
;fijj;ffi\ 4, T. 8, no. 226, p. 526c; 'Hb%t;ffilt,~IB!lim\ 6, T. 8, no. 227, p. 564a; {91!-eJ:
t±J:!£-=:~Jii%t;ffiltffif:'i:3>-l\ll! 16, T. 8, no. 228, p. 641 b; ;:k~;fiiltffif:~3>-f,!l!, :~H fl
549, T. 7, no. 220, p. 826a.; R. Mitra, Ashtasiihasrikii, p. 324, Calcutta, 1888.
I 02 ;!&jt~;fff,!l! 3, T. 8, no. 221, p. 21 b.
103 :J'tiiftf,!l!6, T. 8, no. 222, p. 186a.
104 }li!!~iiJ%t;ffU'i:f,!l! 5, T. 8, no. 223, pp. 248a, 250a.
105 ::k%t55'iJUI'i:~f,!l!,
2 'fl413, T. 7, no. 220, p. 72c.
106 Foa example, DN. vol. lll, pp. 269, 290, 291; SN. XIV, 27, vol. II, p. 168; AN. X.
176, vol. V, pp. 263-268; *Jli'J~m! 9, T. I, no. I, p. 57a; .PiiJ:iJ~m! 3, T. I, no. 26, p.
440a; •llPJ~m! 37, T. 2, no. 99, p. 272a-273a; Jl'-llPJ~t£11 43, 44, T. 2, no. 125, pp.
78la, 785c.
107 Rahder, Dasabhiimikasiitra, pp. 23-25; ;llifi-fml-Wlt\'~t£11 I, T. 10, no. 285, p. 465c;
i-1.i~ I, T. 10, no. 286, p. 504bc; ;:k1:f/i:{9ll~~~ 24, T. 9, no. 278, p. 548c; and
35, T. 10, no. 279, p. 185ab; -t-:!il!.~ 2, T. 10, no. 287, p. 543a. In the Buddhi.ivatamsaka the dasakusa1a is taught in various places: 41, 12, T. 9, no. 278, pp. 660a,
475ab; and 21, 58, T. 10, no. 279, pp. 111c, 305a. J.fili£f,!l! 5, T. 10, no. 292, p.
645a.
108 -t-:!il!.~mfB 4, T. 26, no. 1522, p. 145c.
109 -t-ttW.~i-'.Nili 14-16, T. 26, no. 1521, pp. 95-108.
110 ;:k1:1/i:{9ll~~~ 18, T. 9, no. 278, p. 513ab; and 27, T. 9, no. 279, p. 149bc. Tibetan
vol. 25, p. 197, "sdom pa gsum roam par dag pa."
111 Manusmrti, XII, 3-7. Cf. G. Buhler, The Law of Manu, S.B.E., vol. XXV, p. 483.
112 Mahiibhiirata, XIII, Anusiisanaparvan, 13.
113 Si.intideva, Sik$iisamuccaya. ed. by C. Bendall, (St. Petersburg, 1902), pp. 11, 17, 18,
20, 34, 36, 55, 125, 144, 188.
114 Bendall, ibid., p. 190.
115 Bodhicaryiivatiira, II. 64; III. 22, etc.; IV. 1, 25, 48; V. I, 42, 46, 99ff, etc.
116 Dutt, Bodhisattvapriitimok$asiitram (1931 ).
117 Dutt, ibid., p. 27, line 8.
118 Dutt, ibid., p. 20.
119 #(}EJ£~~. T. 12, no. 325, pp. 39c--40c. ;:k!{+Jtl\ll!f.filtlim®' 90, T. II, no. 310, pp.
516c-517c.
120 -t{.i:J't~i~.J>fRB 5, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 41a.
121 Wogihara, Bodhisattvabhiimi, pp. 158-180; Ji{I]Dgrp:itl!fRB 40, 41, T. 10, no. 1579, pp.
515b-521a; ~~~~:!il!.~'l!W: 5, T. 30, no. 1581, pp. 913a-917a; ~lil:f!fl!l<.~, T. 30, no.
1583, pp. 1015a-1017c.
122 'trllij?gl!l<.~, T. 24, no. 1487, pp. 1029bc.
123 ~~~l!l<.~ 3, T. 24, no. 1488, pp. 1049a-1050b.
124 '}t~~lii1S'Jl1l{91J~~IIi'C.':ttl!.l!l<.£, T. 24, no. 1484, pp. 1004c-1009b.
125 A detailed discussion of this problem is found in Mochizuki Shinko l~i'VH~'f,
191llYI~~.!iX.lz:~~ p. 441f. (Kyoto, 1947).
126 Wogihara, Bodhisattvabhiimi, p. 152f; ~{I]Dlfrli:liJ!.1ilfB 40, T. 30, no. 1579, p. 514bf;
'Wiil:!il!.~ 5, T. 30, no. 1581, p. 912bf; J!lflli!filX~, T. 30, no. 1583, p. 1014af.
127 ~llll!l<.*, T. 24, no. 1500, p. Il07f, and no. 1501, p. 1110f.
128 'j1:1fi!lmlflJt, T. 24, no. 1499, no. 1104.
129 Conze, Vajracchedikii Prajiiiipiiramitii, p. 27; ~J;;IJ%t;ffiltJii'&:~, T. 8, no. 235, p.
748c; no. 236, pp. 752c, 757a; no. 237, p. 762a; 'lfi:llfiJ~Itm~;ff1JUi>&:~., T. 8,
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no. 238, p. 766c;

m~~~J~;ff1Jti€m~~.

T. 8, no. 239, p. 771c;

m9lmlitfi~~iJ5} 577, T. 7, no. 220, p. 980a.

j(~;fi~,~tm~~.

130 'H'b~;fi~i€m~ 1, T. 8, no. 227, p. 537a; /li!i8ilJ!)t;fiJi'J;f,!il 1, T. 8, no. 226, p. 508b;
:7d£:E~~tm~~.
4 @" 538, T. 7, no. 220, p. 763b. R. Mitra, AC~tasiihasrikii
Prajiiiipiiramitii (Calcutta, 1888), p. 3; Conze, tr. (Calcutta, 1958), p. 1.
131 ~1'J~;fi~ 1, T. 8, no. 224, p. 425c; :*flJJ&m! 1, T. 8, no. 225, p. 478b; 20
*!ltli~mm~f,!il,
5 ®" 556, T. 7, no. 220, p. 865c.
132 Suzuki and Idzumi, Gar;cjavyiiha-siitra, p. 2 Cf. footnote 133.
133 Rahder, Dasabhiimikasiitra, p. I; *1.f!{!({~¥/iH~l! 23, T. 9, no. 278, p. 542a; and 34,
T. 10, no. 279, p. 178c; MJ11m\~1;JJ~mm! 1, T. 10, no. 285, p. 458a +{i~ 1, T. 10,
no. 286, p. 497c; +±tP.~ 1, T. 10, no. 287, p. 535b.
134 Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapur;cjarlkasiitra, p. 337; IE**f,§l 8, T. 9, no. 263, p.
117a. But not found in tl>*m*~ 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 45b.
135 Ibid., p. 221; tJ>t!m*f,!il4, T. 9, no. 262, p. 30b; lEt!*~ 5, T. 9, no. 263, pp.
98c-99a; ~Jbtl>*m*~ 4, T. 9, no. 264, p. 164c.
136 Ibid., examples ofbodhisattvagal).a usage: pp. 298, 311, 315, 316, 387, 457, and 487;
examples of bodhisattvarasi usage: pp. 311, 316.
137 Ibid., p. 226; t&t!m*f,!il 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 37ab; IEt!*g\ 7, T. 9, no. 263, p.
107bc; ~dbt&l'!m*g\ 5, T. 9, no. 264, p. 171c.
138 Muller and Nanjio, The Smaller Sukhiivatlvyiiha, p. 96; :filU.I~.:t.:{~li!li~~. T. 12, no.
367, p. 350a; ~PJSI~f,!il T. 12, no. 366, p. 347b.
139 Muller and Nanjio, The Sukhiivatlvyiiha-siitra, pp. 63-4. This is not translated
directly into the Chinese; T. 12, nos. 360,361,362,363,364, pp. 278a, 298c, 316c,
325a, 338a; and 18, T. 11, no. 310, p. 99c.
140 :*tl'&fnli 34, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 311c; +ttl'M~i"J;-fnli 8, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 64c.
141 +iil'&~r:Jrfnli 7, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 55a.
142 l'!il~L T. 12, no. 322, p. 16a; 1illi!Jomill!F"~~~1t~, T. 12, no. 323, p. 23c; :*Jif.t
~fmi!JD~ft 82, T. 11, no. 310, p. 4 73a.
143 +iil'&~&fnli 7, T. 26, no. 1521, pp. 55b.
144 Ibid., 1, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 20a.
145 Ibid., 1, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 22b.
146 lli!!~ilJM~,m~mi 1, T. 8, no. 223, p. 221a.
147 :*tl'.l.tfHU 34, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 3llbc.
148 For example, :*~Iltfnli 3, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 80a: "Within this the real
sravakasamgha numbers 6,500 members and the bodhisattva samgha consists of two
types, hrlmat samgha (~.mflif) and bhiita-samgha (Jtflif")" Lamotte's translation lacks
this sentence, op. cit., Tome I, p. 203.
149 m11lUU!§ 1, T. 8, no. 224, p. 425c.
150 Taisho Tripitaka ascribes the translation of this siitra to ft/li!i!l!ll! and :!':~~. but this
is erroneous. The translation is by :!':7!~. Cf. Kajiyoshi Koun, mUtil!lt;fi~OJli.ff'9'G,
p. 77f.
!51 DN., vol. 1, pp. 47f, 132f. Jaina also uses samghin, gal).in. Cf. Uttariidhyayana 26.
SBE., vol. XLV, p. 149, gal).adhara; Acaranga, SBE. vol. XXII, p. 113, etc.
152 In the second-century Chinese Translation of the Ugradattapariprcchii-siitra stiipa
and aral).yayatana are listed and explained as the places of the bodhisattva's daily
activities. t!J!tf,!il (tr. 167-189), T. 12, no. 322, p. 20a; ~i!JD,m~r"~~illfi'~
(tr. 265-308), T. 12, no. 323, p. 28a; :*ll~~'li!Hii!l~ft 82 (tr. 5th cent.), T. II,
no. 310, p. 477c.
153 Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapur;cjarlka-siitra, p. 6f; J&t:tm¥f,!il I, T. 9, no. 262, p.
2bf; JE7!¥f,!il I, T. 9, no. 263, p. 63cf; ~dbtf1t:tm¥f,!il, T. 9, no. 264, p. 135bf.
154 Ibid., p. 15, verse 45f; J&t:tm¥~ 1, T. 9, no. 262, p. 3b; iEt!*li!I! I, T. 9, no. 263,
p. 61b; ~£J&t:tm¥f,!il I, T. 9, no. 264, p. I35b.
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155 Ibid., p. 26, verse 84f; tr.J;~Ki:IJ~ I, T. 9, no. 262, p. 5a; IE~:IJ~ I, T. 9, no. 263, p.
67b; m£tr.J;~Ki:IJ~ I, T. 9, no. 264, p. 138a.
!56 Ibid., p. 50, verse 78f; tr.J;~Ki¥~ I, T. 9, no. 262, p. Sc; IE~:IJ~ I, T. 9, no. 263,
p. 7la; m£tr.J;~Ki:IJ~. T. 9, no. 264, p. 14lc.
157 Ibid., p. 50, verse 82; :!&~~-~ I, T. 9, ho. 262, p. Sc; IE~:IJ~ I, T. 9, no. 263, p.
7lb; m£:1&~~-~ I, T. 9, no. 264, p. 14lc.
158 Ibid., p. 53, verse 94f; tr.J;~Ki:IJ~ I, T. 9, no. 262, p. 9a; IE~:IJ~ I, T. 9, no. 263,
p. 7lc; m£:i&~Ki:IJ~ I, T. 9, no. 264, p. 142a.
159 Ibid., pp. 150-155; tr.J;~;\I:IJ~ 3, T. 9, no. 262, pp. 2lb-22a; IE~:IJ~ 3, T. 9, no.
263, pp. 87b-88a; m&'otr.J;~Ki:!Jffill! 3, T. 9, no. 264, p. 156ac.
160 Ibid., p. 340; tr.J;~.~¥m 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 46a; IE~:!J~ 8, T. 9, no. 263, p. 117a,
lacks this section; m6'o!&~~-~ 5, T. 9, no. 264, p. 180a.
161 Ibid., p. 339; :i&~Ki:IJ~ 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 45b; IE~:IJ~ 8, T. 9, no. 263, p. 117a;
m£1&~;\I:IJ~ 5, T. 9, no. 264, p. 179c.
162 pp. 340-344; :i&¥t~:IJ~ 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 46ab; IE~:IJ~ 8, T. 9, no. 263, p.
117bc; m£!&~~·~ 5, T. 9, no. 264, p. 180ab.
163 Ibid., p. 344, verse 60; :!&~~-~ 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 45b; IE~:IJ~ 8, T. 9, no. 263,
p. 107c; m£tr.J;~Ki:IJ~ 5, T. 9, no. 264, p. !SOb.
164 Ibid., p. 274, verse, 17; tr.J;~~-~ 4, T. 9, no. 262, p. 36c; IE~:IJ~ 6, T. 9, no.
263, p. I 07a; m£:i&~Ki:IJ~ 4, T. 9, no. 264, p. 171 b.
165 Ibid., p. 410f; :i&~Ki:IJ~ 6, T. 9, no. 262, p. 53c; IE~:IJ~ 9, T. 9, no. 263, pp.
125c-126a; ~£:!&~~-~ 206, T. 9, no. 264, p. 188bc.
166 Concerning the funeral of Sakyamuni, cf. Mahiiparinibbiinasuttanta, DN., vol. I, p.
159f; E. Waldschmidt, Das Mahiiparinirviil}asiitra, Teilliii (Berlin, 1951), p. 404f;
:fitlliiJ~ 3, T. I, no. 1, p. 20bf; {91l~t'Em~, T. I, no. 5, p. 172cf; ~t'Em~. T. I, no.
6, p. 189af; :;k~?!i!~~. T. 1, no. 7, p. 205cf.
167 Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapw:ujarlka-siitra, p. 239f; !&ffi~*ili!l! 4, T. 9, no. 262,
p. 32b; IE~:IJ~ 6, T. 9, no. 263, p. 102b; ~£tr.J;~Ki:IJ~ 4, T. 9, no. 264, p. 166cf.
168 Ibid., pp. 316, 323f; tr.J;~~-~ 5, T. 9, no. 262, pp. 42c, 43bf; IE~:IJ~ 7, T. 9, no.
263, pp. 113b, 114cf; i$£tr.J;~~-~ 5, T. 9, no. 264, pp. 176c, 177cf.
169 The Abhidharma teaches that merits of stilpa-worship are small: "caitye
tyaganvayam pul)yam maitryadivad agrhnati." Cf. V. V. Gokhale, "The Text of the
Abhidharmakosakarika of Vasubandhu," IV, v. 120a, The Journal of the Bombay
Branch, Royal Asiatic Society, N.S. vol. 22, (1946), p. 89; jlPJft~lliH~'§'rnli 18, T. 29,
no. 1558, p. 97a; jli'IT.\'t~/li!t{ll,'@f~rnli 13, T. 29, no. 1559, p. 25lb.
170 According to the Samayabhedoparacanacakra, the Mahisasaka taught that there is
no great merit in offerings made to the Buddha stilpa. The schools of the
Mahasamghika lineage, such as the Caitika, Aparasaila, and Uttarasaila, also taught
that the offerings to stupa were of little value. Cf. J'<$*ilifiU~, T. 49, no. 2031, pp.
16a, 17a; +A$rnli, T. 49, no. 2032, pp. 18c, 19b; $¥:h.J'<rnli, T. 49, no. 2033, pp.
2la, 22b; Andre Bareau, Les sects Bouddhigues du petit w!hicule (Saigon, 1955), p.
270. In the Sarvastivadin Mahiivibhii(iiisiistra it teaches that there is greater merit in
offerings made to the Samgha than to the Buddha. Cf. ;k~~r~ 130, T. 27, no.
1545, p. 678b.
171 ~~·~' T. 9, no. 262, p. 3b, lines 21, 23, 26, (SKT, Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapul}i}arlka-siitra, p. 14, verse 44); p. 9a, lines 10, 24 (SKT, p. 51, verse 89;
p. 52, verse 95); p. 19a, line 1; p. 21 b, lines 19, 22 (SKT, p. 150, line I 0; p. 151, line
2); p. 2lc, line 17 (SKT, p. 153, line 3); p. 22a, line 6 (SKT, p. 154, verse 33); p.
32c, line 12 (SKT, p. 241, line 8), p. 46a, line 29 (SKT, p. 343, verse 54 caitya).
172 IE~:IJ~, T. 9, no. 263, p. 87c, line 4, and p. 88a, lines 4, 6, 26, etc.
173 :i&j:t~:!J~ 1, T. 9, no. 262, p. Sc, line 23.@ (SKT, p. 50, verse 82), and p. Sc, line
21 ;fi,!M (SKT, p. 50, verse 80).
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174 ll':l>11Jii!!m! 4, 15, T. 9, no. 262, p. 36c, line 23; p. 45b, line 26; p. 45c, line 13.
175 f1::!>1!:rl¥~ 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 45b, line 26. (SKT, p. 338, line 5); IEt:t¥~ 8, T. 9,
no. 263, p. 117a, line II; Tibetan, vol. 30, p. 60, 2, 2-3.
176 (I'J;t:t:rli!!~ 4, T. 9, no. 262, p. 36c, line 23; (SKT, p. 274, verse 17). Tibetan, vol.
30, p. 49-3-7.
177 1&¥*;11¥~, T. 9, no. 262, p. 45b, line 26; p. 45c, line 6; p. 46c, line I; p. 47b, line
23, etc. (SKT, p. 338, line 6; p. 339, line I; p. 352, verse 14); I£1!¥~, T. 9, no.
263, p. 117a, lines II and 23; p. liSa, line 9; p. 119, line 6.
178 IE$¥~, T. 9, no. 263, p. 71a, lines 24, 28; p. 102b, line 25; p. 102c, lines 10, II,
13, 22; p. 104a, line 26; p. 117a, line 15; p. 126a, line 6; p. 128a lines 2, 3, etc.
(SKT, p. 48, verses 78, 79; p. 240, lines 2, 5, II; p. 241, lines 6, 7; p. 250, line 4; p.
338, line 8; p. 412, line 9; p. 430, line 2.)
179 iEffi¥W, T. 9, no. 263, p. 103c, line 28; p. 104a, line 11, etc. (SKT, p. 248, line 14;
p. 250, line 2)
180 Fukui Kojun 1\li\i:tfJ!l!!JI\I'i, "{?~~ il)::J.~ ", in 'JI'!:~,I!M!\.~liff'9CJ (Tokyo, 1960), p. 194.
181 QY5:Hilt 54, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 968c, line 21. ~~fg (avasakappa, Vinaya-pitaka,
vol. 2, p. 294 ).
182 +liili1ilt 41, T. 23, no. 1435, :;;r-m.A..~, .l:t.fi:JE:..A..~, p. 296b, lines 26, 28.
183 lfl~fjif~$ 14, 18, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 343b, line 16; p. 376a, line 22; p. 376b, line 21.
184 S. Konow, Kharo!ithz Inscriptions (Calcutta, 1929), pp. 55-57, XIX Mount Banj
Inscription of the year 102 (A.D. 18-19, cf., p. xci.)
185 QY:5:)-$ 52, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 956c; 1i.:5:1"$ 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 173a; llil,i~iiJffi'~
{ill: 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 497c-499a; ;fjt;:f;:.IDt-W:fffflHt~Jm~$ 18, T. 24, no.
1451, p. 291c. Divyiivadiina, p. 350.
186 The Smaller Sukhiivatlvyuha 3; ~PJ5m~'8~, T. 12, no. 366, p. 346c; :MillilJI.±~l!rliJ'tW,
T. 12,no. 367,p. 348.
187 Identical to footnote 185.
188 Identical to footnote 186.
189 li:5:1"1'!t, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 173a, line 11.
190 l®!~iiJfilf~{il!: 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498b, lines 1-3.
191 The Smaller Sukhiivatlvyuha 4; The Chinese translation is identical to footnote 186.
192 fli!!~iiJfi[i!l;{il!: 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498b, line !Of.
193 The Smaller Sukhiivatlvyuha 5; ~PJ111i\Sem!, T. 12, nn. 366, p. 347a, line 7f;
:f.iijiJIJW±~liVll'Ji:~, T. 12, no. 367, p. 349a, line 11f.
194 l1ll?t~ 52, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 957a, line 6f; li:5:1"1ilt 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 173a, line
14ff; ll5UiiJ«fliil£.~ 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498c, line 3f; +liili1ilt 56, T. 23, no. 1435, p.
415c, line 12f; T~l*mt-WJ:ff~1'Mi~Jil)~$ 18, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 292a, line If.
195 Prof. Nakamura Hajime has also discussed the similarities between the sukhavatl
and the stilpa, but he denied the connection between the two, because of the lack of
stiipa in the Sukhiivatlvyuha-sutra and the Smaller Sukhiivatlvyuha-sutra. And for
the reason that the bodhi tree is discussed in the Sukhiivatlvyuha he inferred that the
transmitters of this siitra were either worshippers of the bodhi tree or of huge
Buddha images. Nakumura, "~~jW±Il)IJl:;~ll)1 >' F~Et9!Wf!J3l::7-'""',;.- rEtJIJt!~"
in JIBS, vol. II, no. 2, p. 134.
196 llil!~fim;{il!: 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498a, line 18f; +Mi$ 56, T. 23, no. 1435, p.
415c, line 5f.
197 1i.:5:1"1ilt 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 173a, line 9.
198 . . .~, T. 12, no. 360, SKT. Sukhiivatlvyiiha.
199 ~J~re.:::.m~.:::.-@tl~tl{?lliW~.l¥AD, T. 12, no. 362, pp. 301a-302b; ~:1:/W~
·WH, T. 12, no. 361, pp. 281a-c.
200 I!PJ51l!!Se.:::JfiE-@tl~~-@tl~~.l¥Aiim!, T. 12, no. 362, p. 301b, line 22f.
201 ~:li:i"i!mlflf-~-'i:m, T. 12, no. 361, also contains 24 vows, but a vow identical to this
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cannot be found;

~:&:'!!~,

T. no. 360, has 48 vows; Sukhiivatlvyiiha has 48 vows;
17, T. no. 310, has 48 vows; :*~11\li:!l:!im:l@~, T. no. 363,
has 36 vows. In all of these siltras the section on the stilpa is eliminated.
\liiJ~~t:::::.m>::::.{,~\iill~IW~:fi~lltAmm!, T. 12, no. 362, p. 310a, line !Sf.
~tim$lf-~"Ji':~ 3, T. 12, no. 361, p. 292a, line Sf. The Taisho Tripitaka ascribes
the translation of this siltra to ~:J;i!ll!~, based upon the OOJ!:~f;!(WJ'k I, T. 55, no.
2154, p. 478c, line 4. This is incorrect.
i:U!Ull!, T. 12, no. 322, p. 15bf.
~-!l.m~!Ui!F"~~Jli:fT~, T. 12, no. 323, p. 23af.
:kiltl~fill-!l.m:lll":~ilf 82, T. II, no. 310, p. 472bf. The Taisho Tripitaka ascribes the
translation of this siltra to -'*fi~ (entered China between 249~253), but this is incorrect. The translator was iUi!t\lll:~; cf. Hirakawa, "1JJAA:k~f;!{/lll:::;tovt-!> :t€i9'0)~1J'K"
in Shu kyo Kenkyn no. 153, ( 1957), p. 26.
+{ilt~f'.J,•fnB, T. no. 1521. This is quoted in the following sections: Jffilt§J'b,
Jffilt§J'b !i:J:liMiii!.'\£ ./\9'£, and !Wim~'t:£.
1'*~~. T. 12, no. 322, p. 19a, lines 15, 16.
+tttt~tl-'fnB 8, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 6lc, lines 3-4.
Ibid., 8, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 62c, lines 21~23.
fill-!l.mlt.ill!F"~~iiif.f~, T. 12, no. 323, p. 27a, lines 5~6.
Ibid., T. 12, no. 323, p. 27a, line 4.
:k'l!tflm\ 82, T. II, no. 310, p. 476a, lines 18~19.
Tibetan Tripitaka, vol. 23, p. 265~3~2.
j'l:;!l!.m\, T. 12, no. 322, p. 20a, lines 22~23.
-1-li:fMIH.Vfuli 16, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 112a, lines 5~10.
ti\1\llllli.lt'l!.fJl!ri~IH!m\, T. 12, no. 323, p. 28a, lines 25~26.
:kilO 82, T. 11, no. 310, p. 477c, lines 19~22.
~iii#.*~, T. 10, no. 281, p. 446bf.
iHfl?rili:;Jtf91t$:.*~, T. 10, no. 282, p. 451af.
:k~l:\\:~¥0f~Hr£~-t: 6, T. 9, no. 278, p. 430af.
:*~1:\\:~¥0~11"£~+- 14, T. 10, no. 279, p. 69bf.
Tibetan Tripitaka, vol. 25, p. 93f.
~iii*~~. T. 10, no. 281, p. 447c, line 11.
~~ili:;Jt~.::$:.*~, T. 10, no. 282, p. 451c, line 13.
:k~l:\\:~¥.Hlilll 6, T. 9, no. 278, p. 430c, line 18.
:k~l:\\:~¥0 14, T. 10, no. 279, p. 70a, line 20.
Tibetan Tripitaka, vol. 25, p. 94-3~3, 5.
~ili#~f,!l!, T. 10, no. 281, p. 449b, lines 7~15; ~~ili:;Jt~.::$:~1\11\, T. 10, no. 282,
p. 453c, lines 16~27; ;k~!J{f9tl¥1jil\ll\ 6, T. 9, no. 278, p. 432b, line 26 - p. 432c,
line 10; :k1.f!Ji.f9tl¥~~ 14, T. 9, no. 279, p. 7lc, line 29-p. 72a, line 12; Tibetan,
vol. 25, p. 97~2~1.
Identical to footnote 185.
/li!!~iil1i~ll:1$: 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498a, line 12f.
~~~lt!Elt~i:J> 3, T. 23, no. 1440, p. 52lb, lines 10 and 12.
~l5!l*~rnB, T. 49, no. 2032, p. 17a, lines 12, 23; +A$fnB, T. 49 no. 2033, p. 19b,
lines 24, and 19c, line 3; $tll~fnB T. 49, no. 2034, p. 22b, lines I, 13; Tibetan
Tripitaka, no. 5639, vol. 127, pp. 252--4-3, 252~5~1.
l!i!1~fiiilll:~ 3, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 251c, lines 22~27.
+IDri~ 48, T. 23, no. 1435, p. 352b, lines 21~25.
iii~~ lt!Elt~i"Y 5, T. 23, no. 1440, p. 534b, line 29-p. 534c, line 3.
~~;$:5l;-w.J~$tt~Jfl5$$ 18, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 292a, lines 7, 8.
::E::lt~ 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 176a, lines 9~ II.
IZ!l::lt~ 52, T. 22, no. 1426, p. 957a, line 3; p. 957c, lines 17, 18.
:k~~~~Ia:lm*ilr
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~W~$W€~, T. 49, no. 2032, p. 17a, line 24; -{- j\{!f.l~, T. 49, no. 2033, p. 19c, lines
3, 4; {!f.l¥1\~~, T. 49, no. 2034, p. 22b, lines 14, 15. Tibetan, no. 5639, vol. 127, p.
252-3-1.
12Y7H1ltilX;;$:, T. 22, no. 1430, p. 1029b, line 4-1029c, line 1; and no. 1429, p. 102lb,
line 27-102lc, line 29.
12Y5ti* 52, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 957a, line 6; .liJti* 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 173a, line
14; lliHOJ~ifli* 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498c, line 3f; :f.&*~-t>JJ~f!ll!iE~~ll])*l£$ 18,
T. 24, no. 1451, p. 292a, line 2.
For example, Vinayapitaka, vol. 1, pp. 83, 84.
S. Konow, Kharm;thl Inscriptions with the Exception of those of Asoka (Calcutta,
1929).
S. Konow, ibid., p. 2, line lf, pp. xci, xciv.
DN., Mahiiparinibbiina-suttanta, vol. II, p. 141; Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the
Buddha, Part II, (London, 191 0), p. 154.
DN.. ibid., p. 159f; Rhys Davids, ibid., p. 179f.
DN., ibid., pp. 166, 167; Rhys Davids, ibid., pp. 190, 191.
*flPJ~mf (~frmf,) T. 1, no. 1, p. 20a, line 22f; p. 20b, lines 13f; p. 27c, lines 17f; p.
30a, lines 13f. *flPJ~~ adds J!i:fi, ~tfi, ~tfi and enumerates a total of 11 stiipas;
~~i'JB@m!, T. I, no. 5, p. 169a, lines 29f; p. 173a, line Sf; p. 175c, lines 15, J!i:li,
~tfi, bl::fi are added to the 8 stiipas to make a total of 11 stiipas; Mill~, T. I, no.
6, p. 186c, lines 16f; p. 189a, lines 9f; p. 190c, lines 3f. The same as above, 11
stiipas; 7:~15!@1:1;~, T. 1, no. 7, p. 199c, lines 2lf; p. 206a, lines 7f; p. 207c, lines 4f.
Jf'[:fi, and tl:~:li, are added to the 8 stiipas to make 10 stiipas, matching the number
in the Pali. E. Waldschmidt, Das MahiiparinirviiiJsiitra, Teil III, ss. 358, 406f, 446f.
Kumbhastiipa and Aii.garastiipa are discussed besides the 8 stiipas;
*K*llit-1W~ml.ffi*Jfll•$ 37-39, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 394c, lines 19f; p. 400b, lines
!Of; p. 402b, lines 24. Ten stiipas are mentioned, identical with the Sanskrit text.
E. Hultzsch, Inscriptions ofAsoka (Oxford, 1925), p. 165.
j(F.!lfiZ§~~c 6, T. 51, no. 2087, p. 901b, lines 17-22.
Ibid., 6, T. 51, p. 90lb, lines 11-16.
lliiJl!l.I.1.\\\ 1, T. 50, no. 2042, p. 102a, lines Sf; ~~JW.I.~ 1, T. 50, no. 2043, p. 135a,
lines 3f; !i$/lii.J~~ 23, T. 2, no. 99, p. 165a, lines 13f.
Biihler, Epigraphia Indica, vol. II, pp. 91-92. Cunninghanm and Biihler collected
and published the inscriptions at Safichi of the Maurya dynasty, and among the
donors there are many bhik~us and bhik~ul)Is included. Prof. Nakamura examined
their number and analyzed its significance. Nakamura, "7 r'J l) '\" .:f.li!Jj~-R;I:::tovt G
~~11)iftl:til8-9i!Mt", '§:*iEQ~Jli~c;&;~)(~, (Tokyo, 1954), p. 200.
Ii.})-\Jit 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 172a, lines 3f; -~iiJflitifl1$ 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p.
497b, lines 18 f.
:kllH!!llKF. 6, T. 51, no. 2087, p. 900c, lines 16, 21.
l!!l)J~ 52, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 958a, lines 25f; p. 956c, lines I f.
:iJVf;:~-t>JJ~ml.ffi*lfll*l$ 18, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 291a, line 17f.
+~1* 56, T. 23, no. 1435, p. 415b, line 27f; 12YJt:f* 52, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 957b,
line !Of; -~iiJflitjjjll;{lt 29, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 46lb, line 29f.
There is a difference between the MPP-siistra and the Dasabhiimika-vibhii$ii which
should be noted. I have pointed them out and advocated their importance in determining the author of the respective works. Cf. footnote 100. Prof. Hikata states that
the MPP-siistra is composed of three parts: the part that existed in the original text
by Nagaljuna, the part added by the translator Kumarajlva, and the part that
Kumarajlva extracted from other works and interpolated in the translation. Cf.
Hikata, j(!tj'J5tllijil1)f'F:~''I::0 v'-c JIBS VII, I, pp. If. Cf. also footnote 99.
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41
MANJUSRI
Etienne Lamotte
Source: T'oung Pao, 48 ( 1960): 1-96.

Mafijusrl est, avec les buddha Amitabha, Ak~obhya, Bhai~ajyaguru, et les bodhisattva Maitreya, Avalokitdvara et Samantabhadra, l'une des toutes grandes
figures du bouddhisme mahayfmique et tantrique.
Son nom signifie ,Douce majeste", mais il s'agit d'une majeste toute spirituelle qui en fait le depositaire et le dispensateur de la science sacree du Grand
Vehicule. Ses autres noms, et ils sont T' oung Pao XL VIII nombreux, insistent
sur la qualite de son eloquence: MaiijughO$G ,A la parole douce", Maiijusvara
,Aux sons harmonieux", Viidiriija ou Viiglsvara ,Seigneur de la parole".
Ses representations figurees sont actuellement repandues dans le monde
bouddhique tout entier, en Inde, au Tibet, en Chine et au Japon 1. Il apparait sous
la forme d'un bodhisattva religieux, coiffe du paiicaclraka, compose de cinq
meches de cheveux ou d'une tiare a cinq pointes, ce qui lui vaut le titre de Paiicaczra. Il tient dans la main droite le glaive (khacjga) qui tranche toute ignorance, et dans la main gauche le livre (pus taka) qui recele toute connaissance. Il
a le lion (silJlha) pour siege et pour monture. L'epithete que les textes bouddhiques lui attribuent le plus souvent est celle de Kumiirabhiita ,Jeune homme"
ou ,Prince royal".
Comme Mademoiselle M. Lalou l'a fait remarquer, Mafijusri presente des
affinites assez etroites avec Paficasikha, le roi des Gandharva, bien connu des
anciennes ecritures canoniques du bouddhisme. En sa qualite de Gandharva,
Paficasikha fut un musicien qui charma le Buddha par la douceur de ses chants
et son talent de harpiste 2• On l'appelait Paficasikha parce qu'il portait cinq
boucles ou cinq tresses a la fa<;on des jeunes gar<;ons 3 . Un sutra le presente
comme une emanation de Brahma Sanatkumara, une forme de Brahma ,eternellement jeune"4 . De telles analogies, en conclut Mile Lalou, ne sont pas fortuites: ,La popularite du Gandharva Paficasikha et le culte du Bodhisattva
Mafijusri paraissent deriver d'une meme source mythique: la croyance a un dieu
etemellement jeune. Timidement represente dans le bouddhisme du Petit
Vehicule par Paficasikha, qui ne jout( jamais qu'un role episodique, ce mythe a
pris une importance considerable dans certaines sectes du Grand Vehicule.
Mafijusri, comme le prouvent ses epithetes et ses attributs, paralt bien etre
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1'equivalent mahayaniste du Karttikeya brahmanique et du Paiicasikha
hlnayaniste" 5 .
Ajoutons que le culte de Paiicasikha jouit d'une grande popularite dans le
Nord-Ouest de l'Inde 6 et que Ia Mahiimiiyiirf lui attribue comme residence les
confins du Cachemire (Kiismlrasaf(ldhi), tandis qu' elle situe son fils aine
(jye$thaputra) dans les territoires du Clna (Cinabhiimi), manifestement Ia Clnabhukti, district himalayen localise par Hiuan-tsang a proximite de I' actuel
Flr6zpur8 .

I. L'antiquite du culte de Mafijusri
Le seul examen des monuments figures entrainerait a conclure que le culte de
Maiijusrl etait peu pratique durant les premiers siecles de !'ere chretienne, alors
que le Mahayana etait en pleine formation.
L'ecole du Gandhara ne traduit encore que les conceptions hinayanistes concernant le pantheon bouddhique 9 • Elle foumit de tres nombreux Bodhisattva en
costume princier, mais representant Sakyamuni presque exclusivement.
Vajrapal)i y fait encore figure de yak~a, protecteur du Buddha. II y a bien
quelques representations de Maitreya, mais les hinayanistes deja le tenaient
comme le successeur immectiat de Sakyamuni et le Buddha du futur.
La meme constation a ete faite a Mathura 10 et vaudrait egalement pour
Amaravafi et Nagarjunakol)qa. On n'y a trouve aucune trace des grands sauveurs
du Mahayana, Avalokitesvara et Maiijusrl; ils ne figurent pas au repertoire de
ces ecoles, tel du moins qu'il nous est connu.
En Asie Centrale, c'est tardivement qu'a cote du Buddha apparaissent des
formes d' Avalokitesvara, puis Maiijusrl et Samantabhadra. Ils sont absents des
anciens styles relevant directement de !'ecole gandharienne ou d'une forme
encore plus evoluee 11 • En Chine, les inscriptions des grottes de Long-men et du
Che-k'ou sseu pres de Lo-yang, du Tsien-po chan a Tsi-nan-fou, mentionnent
frequemment les noms d' Amitabha et d' Avalokitesvara, mais ignorent pratiquement Maiijusrl 12 • Pourtant celui-ci est represente, avec Vimalaklrti, sur quelques
steles chinoises du VIe siecle 13 • Vimalaklrti couche sur son lit de malade, un
eventail a la main, incame a merveille le type du lettre chinois, tandis que
Maiijusri revendique son rang en tenant en main un baton recourbe, communement appele jou-yi :till :f; ,gratte-dos", en realite un t 'an-ping ~ ;fW ,baton de
conversation" symbolisant !'eloquence diserte 14 •
Si !'art bouddhique des premiers siecles de !'ere n'accorde a Maiijusrl qu'une
place des plus modestes, les Vaipulyasiitra lui furent au contraire largement
ouverts, et cela des les origines memes du Mahayana. Mais il faut se garder de
toute generalisation hative: Maiijusri n'influence qu'une partie de Ia litterature
mabayaniste. Les Vaipulyasiitra developpent des idees philosophiques, sinon
identiques, au moins tres voisines, mais chacun se reclame d'une devotion particuliere envers tel ou tel grand Bodhisattva. L 'histoire des tendances pietistes au
sein de cette enorme litterature est encore a faire, mais il est patent que certains
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sutra se reclament de Maitreya (tels les Maitreyavyiikaraf)a 1S, d'autres
d'Amitabha (tels les Sukhiivafivyiiha), d'autres d'Avalokitdvara (comme le
Kiiraf)gavyiiha), et ainsi de suite.
Or les sutra qui s'inspirent de Mafijusrl et l'introduisent dans leurs dialogues
sont fort nombreux; ils apparaissent des les origines du Mahayana et se rangent
parmi les premiers textes a avoir ete traduits en chinois, au debut du grand mouvement missionnaire qui devait conquerir la Chine au bouddhisme.
M. Lalou est deja arrivee a cette conclusion, rien qu'en examinant les titres
des sutra mentionnant expressement Mafijusrl 16 • L'etude du contenu meme des
textes ne fait que renforcer cette constatation. Voici, sans pretendre etre complet,
une liste de siitra d'inspiration mafijusreenne qui furent traduits en chinois
durant la seconde moitie du Ile et le IIIe siecle de notre ere:
1. Traductions de Tche Leou-kia-tch'an (Tche Tch'an) ou Lokak~ema (?)des
Yue-tche. II travailla a Lo-yang dans la seconde moitie du lie siecle:
T 807 Nei tsangpo pao king = *Lokiinuvartanasiitra.
T 626 A tcho che wang king = Ajatasatrukaukrtyavinodana. - Autres versions chinoises T 627, 628, 629; version tib. Otani Kanjur Catalogue 882.
T 458 Wen chou che li wen p 'au sa chou king.
Selon des renseignements datant du IVe siecle 17 , Tche Tch'an aurait encore
execute la premiere traduction du Siiraf!Jgamasamiidhisiitra ou Mafijusrl tient
une place importante. Cette traduction est perdue depuis longtemps. Des dix traductions du Siiraf!lgamasamiidhisiitra ou Mafijusrl tient une place importante.
Cette traduction est perdue depuis longtemps. Des dix traductions du Siiraf!lgamasamiidhi executees en Chine du lie au VIe siecle, il ne nous reste que celle de
Kumarajlva (T 642). Nous disposons encore d'une version tibetaine (OKC 800),
de quelques passages originaux reproduits dans le Silcyiisamuccaya (p. 8.19;
91.8) et d'un court fragment publie dans A. F. R. Hoemle, Manuscript Remains,
Oxford, 1915, p. 125-131.
2. Traductions de Tche K'ien (K'ien ,des Yue-tche", mais originaire de Loyang) qui travailla dans !'Empire de Wou, a Nankin principalement, de 222 a
253:
T 474 Wei rna kie king= Vimalakirtinirdeia. C'est la plus ancienne tr. qui nous
soit parvenue. Autres versions chin. dans T 475 et 476; version tib. OKC 843.
T 632 Houei yin san mei king = Tathiigatajfiiinamudriisamiidhi. Voir encore
T 633 et 634; OKC 799.
3. Traductions de Tchou Fa-hou, Dharmarak~a ,de l'Inde", mais originaire de
Touen-houang. II voyagea dans les pays d'Occident, puis il revint a Touenhouang; il resida principa1ement a Tch'ang-ngan eta Lo-yang et circula ailleurs
en Chine. II travailla de 265 a 308 ou 313 et mourut a 78 ans:
T 263 Tcheng fa houa king = Saddharmapu!Jcjarlkasiitra, version executee,
en 286, sur un texte ,augrnente" du Lotus. Voir encore T 262, 264; OKC 781;
sans parler de la recension sanskrite qui nous est parvenue.
T 318 Wen chou che li fa t 'au yen tsing king = Maiijusrlbuddha-/cyetraguf)avyiiha. Voir encore T 310 (n° 15), 319; OKC 760 (n° 15).
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T 461 Wen chou che li hien pao tsang king = Ratnakiirm:ujavyiiha. Comparer
T 462; OKC 785.
T 477 Ta fang teng ting wang king = *Mahavaipulyamiirdhabhi-:jiktaraja.
Comparer T 4 78 et 4 79.
T 588 Siu tchen t'ien tseu king = *Suvikrantacintadevaputra- pariprccha.
Comparer OKC 828.
T 589 Ma nie king= *Maiijusr!vikurvm;aparivarta. Comparer OKC 828.
T 636 Wou ki pao san mei king= *Anargharatnasamadhi. Comparer T 637.
T 810 Tchoufo yao tsi king= Buddhasarrzgltisiitra. Un manuscrit de ce texte,
date de 296, ete decouvert a Touen-houang et est actuellement conserve au
Japon. II existe aussi une version tibetaine: OKC 894.
T 629 Fang po king = Ajatasatrukaukrtyavinodana, traduit par un anonyme
contemporain de Dharmarak~a, entre les annees 265 et 316. Comparer T 626,
627, 628; OKC 882.
4. Traduction de Nie Tao-tchen, qui vecut sous 1es Tsin Occidentaux, aux
environs de 1'an 300. II collabora avec son pere, Nie Tch'eng-yuan, aux traductions de Dharmarak~a jusqu'a Ia mort de ce demier, puis il avait lui-meme
redige d'autres traductions:
T 463 Wen chou che lipan nie p 'an king = *Mafijusr!parinirvava. A rna connaissance, nous ne possedons pas d'autres recensions de cet interessant Siitra,
mentionne dans le Li tai san pao ki T 2034, k. 6, p. 65 c 7, et le Ta T'ang nei
tien louT 2149, k. 2, p. 236 c 8.
De cette liste, forcement incomplete, se detachent deux conclusions: aux
origines memes du Mahayana, Mafijusri intervient dans les Vaipulyasiitra et il
fut connu des Chinois des la dynastie des Han posterieurs. D'autres Siitra et
Sastra, d'une inspiration identique, seront d'ailleurs traduits sans interruption
jusqu'a la fin du XIIe siecle.
On notera cependant que la Prajfiaparamitii, source principa1e de Nagarjuna
et de 1'ecole Madhyamika, ne fit pas partie du mouvement. Sauf dans Ia traduction de Tche Tch'an 18 , Mafijusri n'apparait pas dans l'A!itasahasrika consideree
par M. Conze comme Ia tranche primitive de cette litterature 19 • La Paficavirrzsatisahasrika et Ia Satasahasrika ne le mentionnent qu'en passant 20 . C'est seulement
a partir de Ia Saptasatika que les Prajfia compterent une section dite de Mafijusri.
Mais les traductions chinoises de cette section ne remontent pas plus haut que le
VIe siecle21 •

II. Maiijusri, bodhisattva de Ia dixieme terre
A Ia fin du IVe siecle avant notre ere, Evhemere de Messine publia une Inscription sacn?e qu'il pretendait avoir lue sur un autel de Ia ville de Panara, capitate
de Ia Panchale, dans !'Ocean Indien. Cette inscription rapportait qu'Ouranos,
Kronos et Zeus avaient ete des rois de la Panchai'e, divinises apres leur mort.
L' auteur partait de 1a pour edifier sa theorie se1on 1aquelle les dieux de 1' Antiquite avaient ete des etres humains mais divinises apres leur mort par la crainte ou
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!'admiration des peuples. En histoire des religions l'evhemerisme n'est pas mort,
car il repond a une tendance profonde de I' esprit humain de chercher Ia realite a
travers le mythe. Les Buddha et les Bodhisattva eux-memes n'y ont point
echappe. Ainsi, ces trente dernieres annees ont vu se multiplier des tentatives
sans cesse renaissanres pour faire du bodhisattva Maitreya un personnage historique et, malgre ses inconcevables pouvoirs miraculeux, Mafijusri lui-meme a
risque le meme sort 22 •
M. Demieville s'est souvent eleve contre cette conception qui manifeste ,une
surprenante meconnaissance des donnees les plus elementaires de Ia psychologie
religieuse et litteraire, aussi bien que de Ia notion d'historicite'm. Applique a des
Bodhisattva, l'evhemerisme n'est pas qu'un prejuge gratuit; c'est encore, du
point de vue bouddhique s'entend, une erreur doctrinale. Car, pour les plus
devots de leurs sectateurs, les Bodhisattva sont des etres de raison et n' existent
absolument pas. La theorie de base du Mahayana est Ia non-naissance
(anutpiida) et Ia non-destruction (anirodha) des etres et des choses. Ceux-ci sont
,calmes
des
I' origine"
(iidisiinta)
et
,essentiellement
nirvanes"
(prakrtiparinirvrta). Comment done parler d'essence ou de devenir? Rien ni
personne n'echappe a cette absence de nature propre (ni/:tsvabhiivatii) et, a cet
egard, les saints, les Bodhisattva, les Buddha ne constituent pas une exception.
C'est par dizaines de milliers que l'on pourrait relever dans les textes des
affirmations comme celles-ci: ,Je ne decouvre aucune chose qui soit Bodhisattva; je ne decouvre aucune chose qui soit Perfection de sagesse. Ne trouvant, ne percevant, ne decouvrant aucune chose qui soit Bodhisattva ou qualite
de Bodhisattva, aucune chose qui soit Perfection de sagesse, quel Bodhisattva
pourrais-je initier a quelle perfection de sagesse?" 24 . - ,Il serait regrettable que
ne trouvant, ne percevant, ne decouvrant aucune realite, je fasse, ne ffit-ce qu'en
paroles seulement, apparaitre ou disparaitre un Bodhisattva"25 . ,Le
Boddhisattva est non-production; les qualites de Bodhisattva sont nonproduction"26. - ,Ce qu'on appelle Bodhisattva et Perfection de sagesse n'est
qu'un nom, et ce nom de Bodhisattva n'est pen;u ni interieurement ni exterieurement ni entre deux. Cependant on parle d'etres divers, mais aucun etre n'existe.
Tous ces noms sont seulement des designations et n'existent que comme
designations" 27 .
Ce n'est done pas dans le monde ni dans l'histoire du monde qu'il faut
chercher les Bodhisattva, mais dans sa propre pensee. Encore ne l'y trouvera-ton qu'en n'en parlant point et en n'y pensant point car ,la pensee est nonpensee, et la nature de la pensee est lumineuse" 28 .
Il y a, dit !'Avataf!lsaka, dix lieux de naissance (janmasthiina) pour les
Bodhisattva: 1. La pensee de !'illumination (bodhicitta), 2. la haute
resolution (adhyasaya), 3. les terres (bhiimi), 4. les grands vreux
(mahiipravidhana), 5. Ia grande compassion (mahakaruna), 6. Ia reflexion correcte (yonisomanasikara), 7. le Grand Vehicule (mahayana), 8.
Ia maturation des etres (sattvaparipacana), 9. le savoir (jiiana) et les
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moyens salvifiques (upiiya), 10. Ia culture de tousles bons dharma (sarvadharmabhiivanii). 29
Comme ses illustres confreres, Avalokite5vara, Maitreya, etc., Maiijusri est
un Bodhisattva de Ia dixieme terre, arrive en fin de carriere.
Toute spirituelle, Ia carriere d'un Bodhisattva comporte quatre stages 30 :
1. Le stage preliminaire appele prakrticaryii, Ia periode durant laquelle les
qualites innees se manifestent et qui commence lorsque le futur Bodhisattva
plante les racines de bien (kusalamiila) qu'il appliquera plus tard a Ia conqueete
de !'illumination.
2. Le second stage est celui du Bodhisattva qui con«;oit pour Ia premiere fois
Ia pensee de !'illumination (prathamacittotpiidika), pensee qui presente le
double caractere d'etre associee au desir de Ia supreme et parfaite illumination
(sarrzbodhikiimaniisahiigata) et d'avoir pour object le bien d'autrui (pariirthiilambana)31. Durant ce stage, le Bodhisattva fortifie son adhesion (adhimukti) a Ia
doctrine bouddhique du Grand Vehicule et formule les grands vceux
(mahiiprm:zidhiina). Cepedant il n'est encore qu'un debutant (iidikarmika) qui
s'engage dans le chemin du Vehicule (prathamayiinasmrzprasthita) eta le desir
dele parcourir (gantukiima), mais qui n'est pas encore parti.
3. Durant le troisieme stage, le Bodhisattva exerce Ia carriere des Bodhisattva
(bodhisattvacaryiifi caran) et les pratiques conformes a ses vceux
(anulomacaryii). II est un ,voyageur" (gantr), ,doue des pratiques" (caryiipratipanna). Ce stage embrasse les sept premieres ,terres" (bhiimi), ou stages spirituels, appelees: I. joyeuse (pramuditii), 2. sans tache (vimalii), 3. eclatante
(prabhiikarl), 4. de sagesse innee (arci(imatl), 5. tres difficile a conquerir (sudurjayii), 6. de Ia presence (abhimukhl), 7. terre qui va loin (diirarrzgamii).
4. Le quatrieme stage est celui de Ia pratique sans recul (avinivartanacaryii).
II embrasse les terres huit a dix: 8. terre non-agitee (acalii), 9. terre de Ia bonne
sagesse (siidhumatl), 10. terre du nuage de Ia loi (dharmameghii).
La huitieme terre, terre non-agitee (acalii), encore appelee terre sans recul
(avaivartikii), est caracterisee par une conviction inebranlable relativement a Ia
doctrine mahayanique selon laquelle les choses ne naissent pas (anutpattikadharmak($iinti). La pensee du Bodhisattva ne con«;oit plus d'objet (nimitta), et
c'est sans effort (iibhoga) qu'il poursuivra desormais son activite altruiste.
C'est alors que le Buddha lui donne Ia grande ,prediction" (vyiikarm:za) 32 en
vertu de laquelle le Bodhisattva est ,assure" (niyata) d'arriver a Ia supreme et
parfaite illumination.
Le Bodhisattva sans recul (avaivartika) abandonne le corps de chair
(miirrzsakiiya), ne en raison des actes et soumis aux naissances et aux morts, et
revet un corps ne de !'element de Ia loi (dharmadhiitujakiiya), corps essentiel
muni des diverses ,perfections de qualites" (gw:zasarrzpad) 33 .
La dixieme terre est nommee Nuage de Ia Loi (dharmamegha) parce qu'elle
possede un savoir eminent qui renferme toutes les concentrations (samiidhi)
comme le nuage contient l'eau pure; parce qu'elle ecarte les passions (klesa) et
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I' obstacle au savoir UiieyiivarmJa) comme le nuage cache I' espace; enfin, parce
qu'elle emet d'innombrables qualites (aprameyagwJa) comme le nuage qui fait
pleuvoir une eau claire et limpide 34 •
Les Bodhisattva qui resident dans Ia dixieme terre sout munis des
dharma de Buddha; cependant ils restent dans le monde pour sauver les
etres; ils n'entrent done pas dans le Nirval)a. Ainsi, comme des magiciens, ils cn::ent des corps de metamorphose (nirmii1Ja) et enseignent Ia
Loi aux hommes. Mais ils n'ont pas reellement un corps de Buddha. lis
delivrent les etres, mais avec mesure, limite; tandis que les etres
delivres par le Buddha sont sans messure sans limite. lis se font un
corps de Buddha, mais ils ne remplissent pas les dix regions. Le corps
du Bodhisattva est pareil a Ia June du quatorzieme jour; celui des
Buddha a Ia June du quinzieme 35 •
La difference est si minime que Ia Prajiiiipiiramitii affirme: ,Le Bodhisattva,
le grand etre, qui se trouve dans Ia dixieme terre doit etre appele purement et
simplement un Tathagata" 36 •
Le Bodhisattva de Ia dixieme terre porte les titres d 'ekajiitipratibaddha et de
kumiirabhuta qui exigent un bref commentaire.
Ekajiitipratibaddha, en tibetain skye-ba gcig-gis thogs-pa, en chinois yicheng-pou-tch 'ou - ~ %lll ~ ou yi-cheng-so-hi - ~ l1li' fi, signifie ,lie a une
seule renaissance [avant d'acceder a Ia supreme et parfaite illumination]". Residant dans le ciel des Tu~ita, le Bodhisattva manifestera ici-bas une demiere naissance au cours de laquelle il obtiendra Ia supreme illumination. C' est ce
qu'explique clairement Ia Prajiiiipiiramitii:
II y a des Bodhisattva lies a une seule renaissance qui, exen;ant Ia Perfection de sagesse, entrent par habilete salvifique dans les quatre
extases et autres concentrations jusque et y compris celles [de Ia
vacuite, du sans-caractere] et de Ia non-prise en consideration; mais ils
n'en subissent pas l'emprise. Ayant rejoui les bieuheureux Buddha qui
se presentaient aeux et pratique Ia continence sous leurs ordres, ils vont
renaitre en Ia compagnie des dieux Tu~ita et y demeurent durant une
existence. Y etant restes durant une existence, les facultes intactes,
doues de souvenir et de sagesse, entoures et precedes par des centaines
de milliers de millions de dieux, ils manifestent une naissance ici-bas;
puis, dans divers champs de Buddha, ils arrivent a Ia supreme et parfaite illumination37 •
L'epithete de kumiirabhuta, en tibetain gion-nur gyur-pa, est presque synonyme: dans Ia dixieme terre, le Bodhisattva rer;oit l'onction (abhi!}eka) qui le
consacre prince heritier (kumiira) du Roi de Ia Loi et l'associe au pouvoir royal
auquel il est appele a acceder 8
0
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Enfin, c 'est dans la dixieme terre que le Bodhisattva entre en possession du
SuraJ:Tlgamasamadhi ,concentration de la Marche herolque" qu'il ne partage
qu'avec les Buddha. Par cette concentration ,il domine le champ de toutes les
concentrations" 39 • ,Par la force de cette concentration, il manifeste au choix,
dans les dix regions, naissance Uiiti), sortie du monde (abhini~kramm:za),
Nirval)a, Parinirval)a ou partage de ses reliques (sarlriinupradiina): tout cela
pour le bien des etres" 40 .
Le champ d'action du grand Bodhisattva est sinon infini, comme celui des
Buddha, au moins pratiquement illimite. Pour !'intelligence de ce qui va suivre,
il faut apporter ici quelques precisions:
I. Les anciennes ecritures du bouddhisme limitent generalement leur
perspective au monde de la transmigration, au triple monde (traidhiituka) et a
son receptacle (bhiijana) constitue par l'univers a quatre continents (caturdvlpakalokadhiitu), encercle d'une montagne de fer, le Cakrava<;la41 .
Le Bodhisattva peut se manifester non seulement en tel ou, tel endroit du
continent indien, le Jambudvlpa, mais aussi dans n'importe quelle direction de
l'univers a quatre continents. Surface plane, cet univers ne comporte que deux
dimensions, longueur et largeur. On peut y distinguer quatre regions principales
(dis} correspondant aux quatre points du compas et quatre regions intermediaires
(vidis} s'intercalant entre les points du compas.
a.

b.

Les quatre regions principales (dis,phyogs,jang 1J):
Est (purvii, sar, tong Jk).
Sud (da~il)ii, lho, nan$).
Ouest (pascimii, nub, si l!§).
Nord (uttarii, byan, pei ~~).
Les quatre regions intermediaires (vidis, phyogs-f:ztsham, wei *l ou
yu ~):
Nord-Est (uttarapiirvii, byan-sar, tong-pei Jk ~t).
Sud-Est (piirvada~il)ii, sar-lho, tong-nan 1M$).
Sud-Ouest (da~il)iipascimii, lho-nub, si-nan l!§ $).
Nord-Ouest (pascimottarii, nub-byan, si-pei l!§ ~t).

2. En marge de ce monde restreint, les bouddhistes ont edifie un grandiose
systeme cosmique qui apparalt deja dans les textes du Petit Vehicule, mais
gagna encore en importance dans ceux du Grand42 •
Ce systeme distingue trois sortes d'univers complexes: l. Le petit chiliocosme (siihasraciidiko lokadhiitul:z) comprenant mille univers a quatre continents; 2. Le moyen chiliocosme (dvisiihasro madhyamo lokadhiitu/:z) comprenant
mille univers du type precedent, 3. Legrand chiliocosme ou trichiliomegachiliocosme (trisiihasramahiisiihasro lokadhiituf:z) comprenant mille univers du type
precedent, soit un milliard d'univers a quatre continents.
Les grands chiliocosmes sont ,egaux en nombre aux grains de sabie du Gange
(ganganadiviilukopama) multiplies jusqu'a l'infini. lis sont repartis dans le
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cosmos et, comme celui-ci est a trois dimensions, les univers occupent non seulement les quatre regions principales (dis) et les quatre regions intermediaires (vidis)
signalees ci-dessus, mais encore deux regions supplementaires (en pali, patidisii):
Nadir (adhas ou adhastiit, bog, hia, r).
Zenith (iirdhvam ou upari!itiit, steri, chang .t )43 .
Certains de ces univers, mais pas tous, peuvent constituer un ,champ de
Buddha" (buddha/cyetra), Ia ou ,un Tathagata, saint, pleinement et parfaitement
illumine se trouve, vit, existe et enseigne Ia Loi" (yatra tathiigato 'rhan samyaksaf!lbuddhas ti!ithati dhriyate yiipayati dharmaf!l ca desayati).
Ainsi le trisiihasramahiisiihasralokadhiitub dont fait partie notre univers a
quatre continents est le champ du Buddha Sakyamuni. On l'appelle l'Univers
Sahii (Sahii lokadhiitub) et il est situe dans Ia region du Sud.
Ajoutons que certains de ces grands chiliocosmes sont prives de Ia presence
des Buddha44 et que certains champs de Buddha se presentent comme des multiples de grands chiliocosmes45 •
Le Bodhisattva peut atteindre tous ces univers avec Ia rapidite de Ia pensee et
y faire reuvre de Buddha. C'est ce qui s'appelle ,purifier les champs de
Buddha". Mais, ce faisant, il n'est pas dupe de son jeu: ,Il considere tous les
champs de Buddha comme essentiellement vides (svabhiivasiinya), calmes
(santa), irreels (asiddha) et semblables a l'espace (iikiisasama)" 46 • Le Bodhisattva purifie les champs de Buddha en purifiant sa propre pensee, - et par le
fait meme celle des autres - , de toutes les impuretes du corps, de Ia voix et de
la pensee 47 • C'est le seul moyen de ne pas les construire dans le vide, puisqu'il
n'y a personne pour les edifier et rien pour les amenager48 .

III. Cittotpada et Sa111bodhi de Mafijusri
Le Bodhisattva est, par definition, un ,etre" (sattva) d',illumination" (bodhi), et
sa carriere s' enferme entre deux moments cruciaux: 1. La production de Ia
pensee de !'illumination (bodhicittotpiida) ou Ia resolution (adhyiisaya) de
devenir un Buddha pleinement et parfaitement illumine afin d' assurer le bien et
le bonheur de tous les etres; 2. L'arrivee a la supreme et parfaite illumination
(anuttarii samyaksaf!lbodhi) qui en fait un Buddha.
En consequence, la tache des Vaipulyasutra consacres aux grands Bodhisattva est de nous faire connaitre quand, ou et devant que! Buddha, le Bodhisattva produit son bodhicitta et fixe par ses souhaits (prm:zidhiina ), les qualites
dont il entend omer son futur champ de Buddha (buddha/cyetra), ou et quand le
meme Bodhisattva arrive a Ia supreme et parfaite illumination.
Le Sukhiivatlvyiiha nous renseigne avec precision sur ces deux moments
essentiels dans Ia ,vie" du buddha Amitabha.
C'est autrefois, durant un Kalpa incalculable, plus qu'incalculable, immense,
incommensurable et inconcevable, ou s'etaient succedes 80 Buddha, qu'apparut
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dans le monde, comme 81 <, le buddha Lokesvara. En presence de ce Buddha, le
moine Dharma-kara (le futur Amitabha) produisit Ia pensee de !'illumination et,
ayant contemple les perfections de 81 centaines de milliers de nayutakoti de
champs de Buddha, con<;ut un champ de Buddha quatre-vingt-une fois plus parfait,
et enumera les qualites dont il entendait omer sa terre, si jamais il arrivait a l'etat
supreme de Buddha parfaitement accompli. Ces ,vceux" (prm;idhiina), au nombre
d'une cinquantaine, sont formules d'une maniere negative; toutes les perfections y
sont indiquees par leurs contraires, comme ici, par exemple: ,Si, dans le champ de
Buddha qui m 'est destine, il do it y avoir entre les dieux et les hommes une distinction autre que celle du nom, puisse-je ne pas parvenir al'etat de Buddha."
Conforrnant sa conduite a ces promesses veridiques (yathiibhiita-pratijiiiipratipattiprati$thita), Dharmakara exer<;a Ia carriere de bodhisattva (bodhisattvacaryii) durant 100.000 nayutakoti d'annees. Apres quoi, il obtint Ia
supreme et parfaite illumination et devint un Buddha parfaitement accompli.
Actuellement, sous le nom d' Amitabha, ,il se trouve, vit, existe et preche Ia
Loi" dans l'univers Fortune (Sukhiivatl), situe dans Ia region de !'Ouest et separe
de notre univers par cent mille nayutakoti de champs de Buddha.
Comme bien on pense, nous ne sommes pas aussi exactement renseignes sur
les innombrables Bodhisattva peuplant les univers des dix regions. Pourtant, en
ce qui conceme Maiijusr1, nous disposons d'indications precises. Elles sont contenues dans le Maiijusr"ibuddhak$etragw;avyiiha dont nous possedons trois traductions chinoises et une traduction tibetaine:
A. Tr. ch. de Dharmarak~:>a, executee en 290 (T 318, k. 2, p. 896 c-899 b).
B. Tr. ch. de Bodhiruci, executee entre 706 et 713 (T 310, k. 59, p. 345 b-347 c).
C. Tr. ch. d'Amoghavajra, executee au VIlle siecle (T 319, k. 2-3, p. 912
b-915 b).
D. Tr. tib. (OKC 760, n° 15, vol. Wi, p. 315 a-325 b).
Autrefois, il y a de cela des Kalpa aussi nombreux que les sables de 70 myriades d'un nombre incalculable de Ganges, apparut dans le monde le Tathagata
nomme:

Lei-yin-hiang ill tt fl, Meghasvaragho$a (A, p. 896 c 23).
Lei-yin ill tt, Meghasvara (B, p. 345 b II; C, p. 912 b !5).
lfbrug sgra/:li dbyans kyi rgyal po, Meghasvaragho$ariija (D, p. 315 b
6).
Ce Buddha apparut dans Ia region de !'est, dans un univers separe du notre
par 72 nayuta de champs de Buddha. Et cet univers avait nom:

K'ouai-tch 'eng~ nlt, Promptement constitue (A, p. 896 c 24).
Wou-cheng 1ft{ 4:., Anutpiidii (B, p. 345 b 13; C, p. 912 b 18).
lfbyun ba bzan po, Bhadrotpiidii (D, p. 315 b 8).
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C'est en presence de ce Buddha et dans cet univers que le futur Mafijusr"i produisit Ia pensee de !'illumination (bodhicitta) et formula ses vreux. Mais en ce
temps-1<1, Mafijusr"i etait un roi pieux nomme:

*

Ngan-pa t$t, Sauveur de paix (A, p. 896 c 27).
P 'ou-fou 1r ll, Couverture universelle (B, p. 345 b 15).
Hiu-k'ong i: &;, Nam mkhalj, Akti!>:a (C, p. 912 b 20; D, p. 316 a I).
Mafijusr"i, bodhisattva de Ia dixieme terre, retarde volontairement son arrivee
a l'etat de Buddha comp!etement accompli. C'est seulement apres un nombre
incalculable de peri odes incalculables qu 'il atteindra Ia supreme et parfaite illumination. II sera alors le buddha nomme Samantadarsin:

P 'ou-hien 1r !'- (A, p. 899 a 22).
P'ou-kien 1r R. (B, p. 347 b 27; C, p. 915 b 6).
Kun tu gzigs pa (D, p. 324 a 3).
II sera ainsi appele ,parce qu'il se fera voir partout dans les innombrables
centaines de milliers de cent milliers de nayuta de buddhak~etra" 49 •
Cependant son univers propre, situe dans Ia region du sud comme notre
univers Saha, sera appele Li-tch'en-keou-sin lit!! :J:Jij•t;', Vimalacitta (d'apres A,
p. 899 b II), Ts 'ing-tsing-wou-keou-pao ill jJ- :J:Jij jf, Visuddhavimalaratna
(d'apres le Karw:ztipw;darzka, T 157, k. 3, p. 188 b 2), ou Vimalti tout court
(selon le Saddharmapw:ufarzka, p. 265, I. 6).
Voici, pour etayer cet expose, Ia traduction d'un passage du Maiijusrlbuddha/cyetragw:zavyiiha selon Ia version de Bodhiruci (T 310, k. 59, p. 345 b 5~346
b 10):

m

Alors le bodhisattva Sirphavikramameghasvara dit au Buddha: Bienheureux, Mafijusr"i refuse de nous dire lui-meme depuis quand il a
produit Ia pen see de I' illumination (bodhicitta ), et cependant toute cette
grande assemblee voudrait le savoir.
Le Buddha repondit: Fils du Victorieux (jinaputra), Mafijusr"i a une
conviction profonde (gambhlra/cytinti) [concernant les dharma exempts
de naissance], et dans cette conviction profonde il n'y a de place ni
pour !'illumination (bodhi) ni pour Ia pensee (citta); comme elles n'existent pas, Mafijusr"i n'en parle pas. Cependant je vous dirai depuis
quand il a produit Ia pensee de !'illumination.
Autrefois - il y a de cela des Kalpa aussi nombreux que les sables
de 70 myriades d'un nombre incalculable de Ganges-, un tathagata,
saint et parfaitement illumine, a savoir le buddha Meghasvara, apparut
dans le monde. Dans Ia region de !'est, par deJa 72 nayuta de champs
de Buddha, il est un univers nomme Anutpada: c'est Ia que le tathagata
Meghasvara prechait la loi; l'assemblee des Auditeurs (sriivaka)
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comptait 84 centaines de milliers de nayuta de personnes, et celle des
Bodhisattva, deux fois autant.
En ce temps-la, il y avait un roi nomme P'ou-fou (variante, Akiisa)
qui possedait les sept joyaux (saptaratna) et regnait sur les quatre
continents (caturdv!paka). II etait pieux (dhiirmika), un veritable roi a
Ia roue de Ia Loi (dharmacakrariija). Durant 84.000 annees, il offrit en
hommage au tathagata Meghasvara et a Ia grande assemblee des
Sravaka et des Bodhisattva des dons aussi varies qu'excellents: vetements (vastra), nourriture (iihiira), palais (priisiida), pavilions (kutiigiira), serviteurs (diisa) et assistants (upasthiiyaka). Parmi sa famille,
les reines, les princes et les grands ministres n'avaient d'autre occupation que de faire des offrandes et, bien que les annees s'accumulassent,
ils n 'en eprouvaient encore nulle fatigue.
Un jour finalement, le roi, qui s'etait retire daus Ia solitude (ekiikl
rahogatab), eut Ia reftexion suivante: J'ai accumule de grandes racines de
bien (kusalamula), mais je ne les ai pas encore appliquees (pariQam-) de
maniere precise (niyatam). Faut-illes appliquer a devenir Sakra, Mahabrahma, roi des dieux, Cakravartiraja, Sriivaka ou Pratyekabuddha?
Tandis qu'il faisait ces reftexions, les dieux, du haut du ciel, lui
dirent: Grand roi, ne faites pas des reftexions aussi mesquines (h!na).
Les merites (puQya) accumules par Votre Majeste sont si nombreux que
vous devez produire Ia pensee de Ia supreme et parfaite illumination
(anuttarii samyak-salJlbodhib ).
Le roi Akasa, entendant ces paroles, se dit tout joyeux: Je ne
dechoierai jamais de !'illumination. Pourquoi? Parce que c'est en connaissant rna pensee que les dieux m'ont dit cela.
Alors le roi, avec une grande assemblee de 80 centaines de millers
de nayuta de personnes, se rendit aupres du buddha Meghasvara. II
salua de Ia tete les pieds du Bienheureux, touma sept fois autour de lui
et, pour lui rendre hommage, il joignit les mains dans sa direction et lui
adressa les stances suivantes:
1.

2.

3.

4.

J'ai une question a poser au Victorieux; je voudrais qu'il me dise
comment j'obtiendrai Ia suprematie parmi les hommes de bien
(satpurw;a).
Devant vous qui etes le support du monde, j'ai multiplie les offrandes (pujii), mais sans intention precise et sans savoir a quoi les
appliquer.
Apres avoir cultive de grands merites, je me demandais a quoi les
appliquer. Fallait-il ambitionner Ia position du dieu Brahma, de
Sakra ou d'un roi Cakravartin?
Fallait-il chercher a devenir un Sriivaka ou un Pratyekabuddha?
Tandis que je faisais ces reftexions, les dieux me dirent du haut du
ciel:
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5.

6.

7.

,Grand roi, ne songez done point a des applications aussi
mesquines. ,C'est pour tousles etres qu'il faut formuler les grands
vreux (mahiiprm:zidhiina ).
,C'est pour le bien du monde (lokiirthiiya) qu'il faut produire Ia
pensee de !'illumination". C'est pourquoi je m'adresse maintenant
au Bienheureux, au Souverain de Ia Loi (dharmeivara):
Je voudrais qu'il me parle de Ia pensee de !'illumination et du
moyen de Ia produire. Comment, apres l'avoir produite, pourrais-je
vous ressembler, 6 Muni? Je prie le meilleur des bipedes de me
dire tout cela.

Alors le tathagata Meghasvara dit ces stances au roi Akasa:
I.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Grand roi, ecoutez bien. Je vais vous dire systematiquement
(kramel)a) comment, en raison des causes et conditions (hetupratyaya), tous les dharma fonctionnent avec le desir (chanda)
pour racine (mula).
Le fruit (phala) obtenu est en conformite avec le vreu (prm:zidhiina)
formule. Moi aussi, autrefois, j'ai produit le pensee de !'illumination.
J'ai fait le vreu d'assurer le bien (hita) de tous les etres. Selon le
vreu que j 'avais formule et selon Ia pensee que j 'avais produite,
J'ai obtenu !'illumination sans recul (avaivarlikabodhi) et mes
aspirations (iisaya) furent rapidement comblees (paripiin:za). Grand
roi, exercez done fermement les pratiques (caryii),
Vous obtiendrez la pleine et supreme illumination des Buddha.

Lorsque le roi Akasa entendit ces paroles du Buddha, il bondit de joie
et fut dans l'emerveillement (adbhutapriipta); en presence de l'assemblee, il poussa le mgissement du lion (sil'flhaniida) et dit ces stances:
Aujourd'hui, en face de tous les etres, j'applique rna pensee a la parfaite illumination (utpiidayiimi sal'flbodhau cittam).
1. Du debut a la fin de l'infinie transmigration, je suivrai une interminable carriere.
2. ,Produisons la pensee de la parfaite illumination en presence de
notre Protecteur": voila comment j'invite le monde entier, et je le
sauverai de la pauvrete.
3. Si, a partir d'aujourd'hui, je produisais encore une pensee de desir
(kiimacitta), je tromperais tous les Buddha etablis dans les dix
regions.
4. A partir d'aujourd'huijusqu'au moment ouj'obtiendrai !'illumination, je n'aurai plus aucune pensee de mechancete, de vanite, de
jalousie ou d'avarice.
5. Je pratiquerai Ia continence et j'abandonnerai les mauvais desirs.
J'imiterai les Buddha dans leur discipline et le controle des sens.
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6. Je n'ai aucun empressement a atteindre !'illumination etje demeurerai ici-basjusqu'au bout, tant qu'il restera un etre a sauver.
7. Je purifierai un champ immense, inconcevable, et je rendrai mon
nom illustre dans les dix regions.
8. Aujourd'hui je me predis a moi-meme que je deviendrai sfirement
Buddha. Ma resolution (adhyiisaya) est pure (visuddha): il n'y a Ia
aucun doute (smrzsaya).
9. Je purifierai de toute maniere les actes du corps et de Ia voix;
je purifierai les actes mentaux et je ne commettrai aucun acte
impur-' 0 .
10. Si vraiment je do is devenir un Buddha, venerable entre to us les
hommes, qu'en raison de cette verite Ia terre tremble de six
manieres.
11. Si je dis Ia verite (satya) et s'il n'y a pas d'erreur (bhriinta) en moi,
qu'en raison de cette verite, les musiques (turya) jouent du haut du
ciel.
12. Si je suis sans hypocrisie (siithya) ni pensee de haine (khilacitta),
qu'en raison de cette verite tombe une pluie de fleurs de mandara.
Lorsque le roi Akasa eut dit ces stances, il se fit qu'en raison de sa
sincerite les 100.000 champs des dix regions tremblerent de six
manieres, des musiques jouerent dans le ciel et des fleurs de mandara
tomberent en pluie. Vingt centaines de milliers d'etres, a Ia suite du roi,
eprouverent une grande joie et se feliciterent en disant: ,Nous aussi
nous obtiendrons Ia supreme illumination", et a l'instar du roi ils produisirent Ia pensee de !'illumination.
Alors le Buddha declara a Ia grande assemblee: Ce roi Akasa n'etait
autre que l'actuel bodhisattva Mafijusrl. II y a des Kalpa aussi nombreux que les sables de 70 myriades d'un nombre incalculable de
Ganges qu'il a, pour Ia premiere fois, produit Ia pensee de !'illumination (cittotpiida). II y a des Kalpa aussi nombreux que les sables de 64
Ganges qu'il a obtenu Ia conviction relative aux dharma exempts de
naissance (anutpattikadharmalcyiinti). Enfin, il a conquis la dixieme
terre (bhumi) des Bodhisattva et les dix forces (bala) des Tathagata.
Mais, bien que toutes les qualites de Ia terre des Buddha soient accomplies (paripun;a) en lui, Mafijusrl n'a pas songe un seul instant a
devenir sur le champ un Buddha [parfaitement accompli].
Alors, quand ces vingt centaines de millers d'etres, a Ia suite du roi,
eurent produit, en presence du Buddha Meghasvara, Ia pensee de !'illumination, le bodhisattva Mafijusri les invita a entrer dans les vertus du
don (diina), de la moralite (ilia), de la patience (/cyfiti), de l'energie
(vlrya), de l'extase (dhyiina) et de Ia sagesse (prajfiii). Aussit6t, ils obtinrent tous la supreme et parfaite illumination; ils firent toumer la roue
de la Loi et, apres avoir rempli leur a:uvre de Buddha, ils entrerent dans
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le Nirval)a complet. Quant a Maiijusrl, il servit tous ces Tathagata et
protegea Ia Loi de tous ces Buddha.
[Parmi tous ces Buddha, un seul existe encore maintenant]. II y a un
Buddha norpme Ti-tch 'e-chan :111! t,l !l.J, Bhumidharaparvata (variantes:
Ti-t'ien *d! :R, Sal:zi lha = Bhumideva). II se trouve en direction du nadir
par deJa des univers aussi nombreux que les sables de 40 Ganges. L'univers de ce Buddha est appele Ti-tch 'e *d! t,l, Bhmidhara (variantes: Ti
*d! = Bhumi; Ti-ti *d! /.i£ ,Base de Ia terre"; Sal:zi dbyw1s = Bhumisvara);
il renferme une assemblee immense de Sravaka. Ce Buddha, dont Ia
duree de vie est illimitee, existe encore maintenant.

IV. Les traits caracteristiques de Maiijusri
En verite absolue (paramiirthasatya), les Bodhisattva ne s'ecartent pas de Ia
maniere d'etre (tathatii) des choses et se confondent dans Ia meme absence de
nature propre (nil;svabhiivatii). En verite relative (saf!lvrtisatya), il y a entre eux
d'infinies varietes, comme il ressort d'une section de Ia Prajiiiipiiramitii consacree aux diverses classes de Bodhisattva51 •
Le principe de classement est Ia duree de Ia carriere du Bodhisattva, le temps
plus ou moins long qui s'ecoule entre Ia premiere production du bodhicitta et
l'arrivee a l'anuttarasamyaksaf!lbodhi. Une premiere categorie arrivera lentement, une deuxieme plus vite et une troisieme a !'instant meme. De meme, pour
un long voyage, ceux qui partent sur un vehicule tire par des moutons, sur un
vehicule tire par des chevaux, ou qui partent par le pouvoir magique 52 .
Deux cas limites sont envisages. II y a des Bodhisattva qui, des qu'ils produisent Ia pensee de Bodhi, obtiennent Ia supreme Bodhi. Apres avoir fait
toumer Ia roue de Ia Loi et sauve des etres innombrables, ils entrent dans le
Nirval)a complet (nirupadhise[ianirviilJa). Apres leur Parinirval)a, leur Loi subsistera un Kalpa ou plus 53 • Ces Bodhisattva ont un grand degoftt de !'existence;
pendant les ages revolus, ils ont aime Ia realite et hail' erreur; ils sont de facultes
aigues et de pensee ferme; ils ont longtemps accumule merite et savoi~ 4 . De Ia
leur hate a franchir d'un bond Ia carriere du Bodhisattva et a entrer au plus tot
dans le Nirval)a definitif.
L'autre cas limite est celui des Bodhisattva qui, animes d'une grande bienveillance et d'une grande compassion, entendent se consacrer le plus longtemps
possible au bien et au bonheur de tous les etres. Maiijusrl est de ceux-la. Des
le debut de Ia transmigration il a, en Ia personne du roi Akasa, produit Ia
pensee de Bodhi et formule, devant le buddha Meghasvara, le vam de demeurer
en transmigration tant qu'il resterait ne ffit-ce qu'un seul etre a convertir. II a
consacre d'innombrables Kalpa a franchir les etapes de la carriere des Bodhisattva, a acceder de la premiere terre a la huitieme qui en fit un Bodhisattva
sans recul (avaivartika), de la huitieme a la dixieme qui en fit un Bodhisattva
separe de l'etat de Buddha par une existence seulement (ekajiitipratibaddha), un
prince heritier (kumiirabhuta) associe au pouvoir royal. Bodhisattva de la
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dixieme terre, il retarde indefiniment son accession a Ia supreme et parfaite illumination.
II arrive un moment en effet ou le Buddha pleinement et parfaitement illumine, jugeant sa Loi bien prechee et sa Communaute bien etablie, ,rejette les
forces vitales" (iiyuhsaf!lskiiriin utsrjati) et entre dans le Nirval)a sans reste de
conditionnement (nirupadhise!)anirviil)a) 55 • Des lors, ni les dieux ni les hommes
ne le voient plus56 • De meme que Ia ftamme atteinte par le souffle du vent va
vers J'apaisement, echappe au regard, ainsi le Sage depouillant les agregats
psycho-physiques de !'existence, entre dans l'apaisement, echappant a tous les
regards. Nul ne peut le me surer; pour parler de lui, il n 'y a point de paroles; ce
que !'esprit pourrait concevoir s'evanouit et tout chemin est interdit au
langage 57 •
Inspire par Ia grande pitie, Maiijusri se detoume du Nirval)a afin de poursuivre son reuvre salvifique. 11 reste ,toujours jeune", en possession de tous ses
moyens. Ceux-ci sont considerables car, en sa qualite de Bodhisattva de Ia
dixieme terre, il jouit de Ia ,perfection des qualites de Buddha" (buddhagul)asampad).
Tout au long du sarpsara, il se manifeste en Inde, dans l'univers a quatre
continents et dans les grands chiliocosmes repartis a l'infini dans les dix regions.
C' est Ia que ,le Bodhisattva, doue de pouvoirs psychiques inconevables
(acintyavimok!)a), se manifeste sous les apparences diverses d'un Buddha, d'un
Pratyekabuddha, d'un Sravaka, d'un Bodhisattva orne des marques, d'un
Brahma, d'un Sakra devendra, d'un Caturmaharajika deva, d'un roi Cakravartin:
bref, de n'importe que! etre"58 .
II est tout nature! qu'un Bodhisattva se manifeste sous la forme d'un Bodhisattva ou de tout autre etre de caU:gorie inferieure au Bodhisattva. II est plus
curieux qu'il puisse prendre les apparences d'un Buddha accompli. Et cependant
les textes sont formels acet egard:
Le Bodhisattva etabli dans les dix terres, entrant dans la concentration
de Ia Marche herolque (siiraf!lgamasamiidhi), manifeste dans le trichiliomega-chiliocosme la premiere production de la pensee de Bodhi
(prathamacittotpiida), ou Ia pratique des six vertus (!iatpiiramitiicaryii),
ou le stade du Bodhisattva sans recul (avaivartika), ou le stade du Bodhisattva separe de I' etat de Buddha par une seule renaissance (ekajiitipratibaddha ), ou la montee au ciel des Tu~ita ou il preche la Loi aux
dieux, ou la descenteduciel des Tu~ita et Ia naissance dans le palais de
suddhodana, ou Ia sortie du monde (abhini!)kramal)a) et !'accession a
l'etat de Buddha, ou la motion de la roue de Ia Loi (dharmacakrapravartana) au milieu de Ia grande assemblee, ou !'entree dans le
Nirval)a et !'erection du Stiipa des septjoyaux s'etendant dans les pays
pour que les etres venerent les reliques, ou enfin le moment oil la Loi
est completement eteinte 59 •
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Le Bodhisattva tire ce pouvoir du Surarpgamasamadhi, concentration
reservee a Ia dixieme terre 60 , et qui presente cent caracteristiques dont Ia centieme et demiere consiste a ,entrer dans le Grand Nirva~a, mais sans s'eteindre
definitivement" 61 •
Considere, dit le Buddha a Kasyapa, Ia puissance du Siiraf!lgamasamiidhi. Par sa force, les grands Bodhisattva manifestent l'entre
dans Ia matrice (garbhiivakriinti), Ia naissance (janman ), Ia sortie du
monde (abhini~krama1Ja), Ia marche a l'arbre de !'illumination (bodhivrlcyagamana), !'installation sur le trone de !'illumination (bodhima1J4anisadana), Ia motion de Ia roue de Ia loi (dharmacakrapravartana),
I' entree dans le Nirva~a complet (parinirvii1Japravesa) et le partage des
reliques (sar!riinupradiina ): cependant ils n' abandonnent pas leur
qualite de Bodhisattva et ils ne s'eteignent pas definitivement (atyantam) dans le Parinirva~a 62 .
C'est ainsi que, jusqu'a Ia fin des temps, Maiijusri se manifestera sous les
formes les plus diverses, jusque et y compris celle de Buddha pleinement et parfaitement illumine ou de Buddha parinirvane. Cependant il ne perdra pas sa
qualite de Bodhisattva. Finalement, lorsqu'il ne restera plus aucun etre a convertir, il atteindra, pour de bon cette fois, Ia supreme et parfaite illumination. II sera
alors le tathagata Samantadarsin et occupera, dans Ia region du Sud, l'univers
Vimala.
II semble que les vieux theoriciens du bouddhisme aient encore decele en
Maiijdri un trait particulier, sans grande importance, mais qui ne manque pas
d'interet. Certains Bodhisattva, Samantabhadra par exemple, sont d'une activite
debordante: ils font apparaitre simultanement d'innombrables champs de
Buddha et y jouent les roles les plus divers. lis n'ont point de residence fixe.
Moins presse, plus methodique, Maiijusrl serie ses manifestations et n'apparalt
qu'en un endroit a Ia fois. II est done loisible a quiconque possede I' ceil divin de
suivre son histoire et de denombrer ses residences successives. Ainsi l'auteur du
Siiraf!lgamasamiidhisiitra croit pouvoir affirmer que Maiijusri entra dans le
Nirva~a par le Vehicule des Pratyekabuddha, durant 360 myriades de generations63.
On ne fera grief a 1' Upadesa d'aboutir dans ses calculs a un chiffre different:
Le bodhisattva Samantabhadra fait ordinairement apparaitre dans
chacun des pores de sa peau les univers de Buddha, les Buddha et les
Bodhisattva qui remplissent les dix regions. Comme il transforme les
etres, il n'a pas de residence fixe. Mais Maiijusri, lui, serie ses propres
metamorphoses (nirmii1Ja) pour entrer dans les cinq destinees (gati):
tantot il est Sravaka, tantot Pratyekabuddha et tantot Buddha. Ainsi il
est dit dans le Siiraf!lgamasamiidhisiitra que le bodhisattva Maiijusrl
fut, dans les generations passees, le buddha Nagavarpsagra, et que,
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durant 72 myriades de generations, il fut un Pratyekabuddha. De telles
metamorphoses sont susceptibles d'etre mentionnees et stipulees.
Quant a Samantabhadra, il echappe au calcul et a Ia mention: ses residences (sthiina) sont inconnaissables. S'il reside quelque part, c'est
dans tous les univers indistinctement64 •
On se bomera ici a relever, sur le temoignage des textes, quelques apparitions
de Mafijusrl dans les grandes spheres cosmiques des dix regions ou il se
manifeste tant6t comme Bodhisattva du present, tant6t comme Buddha du
present ou du passe. Ensuite, on passera en revue les divers endroits de l'lnde,
de l'Asie Centrale et de !'Extreme Orient ou ses devots pensent l'avoir rencontre.

V. Maiijusri dans les spheres cosmiques
1. Maiijusr"i, bodhisattva du present

I. Dans !'introduction de Ia Paiicavil!lsati- et de Ia
Prajiiiipiirmitii, Siikyamuni transforme enjoyau l'univers Sahii:

Satasiihasrikii

On eut dit l'univers Padmiivatl, champ de Buddha du tathiigata Samantakusuma, ou resident le bodhisattva Mafijusrl, le bodhisattva Susthitamatiet d'autres Bodhisattva tres puissants65 •
2. Le Sal!lvrtiparamiirthasatyanirdesa mentionne Mafijusrl dans un
passage qui nous est conserve dans trois traductions chinoises et une traduction
tibetaine:
A. Tr. ch. de Dharmarak1;;a, executee en 289 (T 460, p. 448 b 7-10).
B. Tr. ch. de Kumiirajlva qui vecut de 344 a 409 (T 1489, p. 1075 c 14-17).
C. Tr. ch. de Fai hai des Song entre 960 et 1279 (T 1490, p. 1081 a 23-24).
D. Tr. tib. de Siikyaprabha, Jinamitra, Dharmatiisila, etc. (OKC 846, p. 255
b 4-6):

Quand, en partant d'ici, on franchit en direction de !'est dix mille
champs de Buddha, il y a un univers nomme Ratniivati:
Pao-che Jt ~ (A); Pao-tchou I 3:. (B); Pao-tchou I {t (C); Rin
po che dan !dan pa (D).

C'est Ia que le Tathiigata, arhat et samyaksarpbuddha appele Ratnaketu:
Pao-ying Jt ~ (A); Pao-siang I llJ (B etC); Rin po che/:zi tog (D),

se trouve (ti!ithati), vit (dhriyate) et existe (yiipayati) actuellement.
C'est Ia aussi que Mafijusrl kumiirabhiita se trouve actuellement.
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3. Dans les deux versions chinoises de l'Avatal]1saka executees respectivement par Buddhabhadra entre 418 et 420, et par Sik~ananda entre 695 et 699, le
Buddha declare:
En direction de l'est, par dela des univers aussi nombreux que les poussieres (rajas) de dix champs de Buddha, il est un univers nomme Kinso ~ 1!!. (Suvan;avan:w), et son buddha a nom Pou-tong-tche ~ • ~
(Acalajiiiina). Le bodhisattva Maiijusrl, avec des Bodhisattva aussi
nombreux que les poussieres de dix champs de Buddha, s'est rendu
aupres de ce Buddha. Apres lui avoir rendu hommage et salue ses pieds
en les touchant de la tete, il a cree par metamorphose, dans cette region
de l'est, un trone de lotus (padmasil]1hiisana) et s'y est assis les jambes
croisees65 •
3. Dans le Maiijusrimiilakalpa, dont une traduction chinoise fut executee par
T'ien-si-tsai entre 980 et 1.000, le Buddha declare:
En direction du nord-est, par deh'l des univers aussi nombreux que les
sables de cent mille Ganges, il y a un univers K'ai-houa PO!$
(Sal]1kusumita), et son buddha a nom K'ai-houa-wang jou-lai PO!$ 3:
1111 1f.(Sal]1kusumitariijendratathiigata). Celui-ci possede un prince heritier nomme MafijusrJ6 7•
2. Manjusr'i, buddha du present

La recension longue de l'Aiigulimiillyasiitra nous est connue par une version
chinoise (T 120) executee entre 436 et 443 par Gu~abhadra, un moine de l'Inde
Centrale, et une traduction tibetaine (OKC 879) due a la collaboration de
Sakyaprabha, Dharmataslla et Tona-ca-la.
Alors le Buddha dit au roi Prasenajit: Dans la region du nord, par dela
des univers aussi nombreux que les sables de 42 Ganges, il y a un
univers nomme Tch 'ang-hi 'lit:§ (Nityapramuditii). Le buddha nomme
Houan-hi-tsang-mo-ni-pao-tsi IX~ Q-'* ~ }f tft (Pramuditiigarbhama!Jiratnakiita), tathagata, saint et parfaitement illumine, y preche et convertit actuellement, Cet univers n'a ni Sravaka ni Pratyekabuddha. On
n'y pratique qu'un unique Grand Vehicule. Les noms des autres
vehicules y sont inconnus, de meme que les mots vieillesse (jarii),
maladie (vyiidhi) et douleur (duhkha). II est tout plaisir (sukha); Ia
duree de vie (iiyus) y est illimitee; il y regne un eclat (tejas) immense
(apramii!Ja) et sans pareil (anupama). C'est pourquoi cet univers est
appele Nityapramudita « Toujours joyeux ». Quant a son Buddha, 6 roi,
vous devez !'honorer joyeusement et les mains jointes. Ce Buddha n'est
autre que Maiijusri. Les etres qui honorent et venerent Angulimaliya et
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Maiijusrl ou qui entendent les noms de ces deux hommes voient l'univers Nityapramudita comme leur maison a eux. Ceux qui entendent
leurs noms ferment pour toujours Ia porte aux quatre destinees mauvaises (durgati). Fussent-ils meme moqueurs, querelleurs, ambitieux,
interesses ou heretiques, fussent-ils coupables des piiriijika ou des cinq
peches iinantarya, qu'ils fermeront quand meme Ia porte aux quatre
destinees mauvaises. Les fils et les filles de famille, proteges par ces
deux noms, tant dans !'existence presente que dans les existences
futures, demeurent a l'abri au milieu du desert (kiintiira), des dangers et
des craintes (bhaya): en tout lieu, les craintes s'evanouissent. Les Deva,
Naga, Y ak~a, Gandharva, Asura, Garu(ia, Kirpnara, Mahoraga et Pisaca
ne peuvent les atteindre 68 .

3. Maiijusr'i, buddha du passe et parinirvline
1. Dans le vieux Siirarrzgamasamiidhisiitra (T 642; OKC 800), on trouve ce
fameux dialogue concernant le Parinirval).a provisoire de Maiijusrl:
Kasyapa dit au Buddha: Selon moi, 6 Bhagavat, Maiijusri kumarabhuta,
dans les temps passes, a deja fait reuvre de Buddha: il s'est assis sur le
bodhimm:u/a, il a fait toumer Ia roue de Ia Loi, il a enseigne les etres et
il est entre dans le grand NirvaiJ.a.
Le Buddha repondit: C'est exact, c'est bien comme tu dis, 6 Kasyapa.
Dans le passe,- il y a de cela d'innombrables, infinies et inconcevables
periodes incalculables (asarrzkhyeyakalpa) - exista un buddha nomme
Long-tchong-chang ffi ~ _t (Klul:zi rigs mchog = Niigavarrzsiigra). Si,
partant d'ici en direction du sud, on franchit mille champs de Buddha,
on trouve un univers nomme P'ing-teng 2f ~ (Miiam pa = Samii). II n'a
ni montagnes (parvata), ni fleuves (nadi), ni galets (sarkara), ni pierres
(pii$iif)a), ni mottes de terre (lolita), ni monticules. Son sol est uni
comme la paurne de Ia main (karatala), et ses herbes sont tendres
(mnlu) comme le tissu kacalindika. Dans cet univers, le buddha
Nagavarpsagra a obtenu Ia supreme et parfaite illumination; il a fait
toumer Ia roue de Ia Loi et converti une foule de 70 centaines de milliers
de Bodhisattva. Quatre-vingts centaines de milliers d'etres sont devenus
arhat et 96.000 etres s'en tinrent aIa loi des causes et effets des Pratyekabuddha. A Ia longue, il disposait d'une immense communaute de disciples (sriivakasarrzgha). Le buddha Nagavarpsagra eut une duree de vie
de 440 myriades d'annees. Apres avoir sauve les dieux et les hommes, il
entra dans le Nirval).a. Ses reliques (sarira) se repandirent partout, et les
etres eleverent en son honneur 36 centaines de milliers de stiipa. Apres
le Parinirval).a de ce Buddha, sa Loi subsista dix myriades d'annees.
Quand le buddha Nagavarpsagra etait sur le point d'entrer en
Nirval).a, il avait donne la prediction (vyiikarm;a) au bodhisattva Tche246
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ming ~ IJJJ (Yeses bod= Jiiiinaprabha) et lui avait dit: ,Apres moi, tu
obtiendras Ia supreme et parfaite illumination et tu t'appeleras
Jiianaprabha."
Pourrait-il apres cela, 6 Kasyapa, te rester quelque incertitude
(kiilik$ii), quelque perplexite (vimati) ou quelque doute (vicikitsii)? II ne
faut pas t'imaginer que, dans ce temps-1<1 et a cette epoque, le buddha
Nagavamsagra de l'univers Sarna fut un autre [que Maiijusri].
Pourquoi? Parce que c'etait bien Maiijusri kumarabhuta69 •

Ajoutons que les textes indiens et chinois ont de frequentes all usions au
buddha Nagavamsagra 70 •
2. A rna connaissance, le volumineux Bodhisattvakeyiirasiitra n'existe qu'en
traduction chinoise (T 656). Elle fut executee durant Ia seconde moitie du lYe
siecle par Tchou Fo-nien, originaire de Leang-tcheou, dans les regions frontieres
ou sa famille residait depuis des generations. Tchou Fo-nien, qui travailla a
Tch'ang-ngan de 365 jusqu'a sa mort, fut un linguiste de premiere valeur, rompu
au sanskrit et aux langues d' Asie Centrale. On le considere comme le precurseur
de Kumarajiva.
Dans le sutra en question, se lit le passage suivant:
Autrefois,- il y a de cela d'innombrables periodes incalculables- il
y eut un Buddha nomme Ta-chen
!f (Mahiikiiya). Son champ s'appelait K'ong-tsi ~ ~ (Siinyii). C'est Ia qu'il atteignit Ia supreme et parfaite illumination et precha a Ia quadruple assemblee les quatre verites
saintes de Ia Bonne loi. II convertit les etres et les amena au
nirupadhise[fanirviil)adhiitu et a I' extinction (nirodha) ... Pourrait-il
apres cela vous rester quelque incertitude? II ne faut pas vous imaginer
que, dans ce temps-la et a cette epoque, le tathagata Mahakaya qui
precha Ia Loi pure, sans figure et invisible, fut un autre [que Maiijusri].
Pourquoi? Parce que le tathagata Mahakaya etait bien Maiijusri ici
presenf 1•

*

II faut se homer a enregistrer ces temoignages, mais on notera que les apparitions de Maiijusri ne sont nullement liees a une direction determinee. Les
univers ou il se manifeste sont situes tantot a !'est (Anutpada, Padmavati, Ratnavati, Suvamavama), tant6t au sud (Sarna, Vimala), toutot au nord (Nityapramudita) et tant6t au nord-est (Samkusumita).

VI. Maiijusri en Inde
1. Maiijusrl au Kosala, dans l'Himiilaya et au Gandhamiidana

L'un des textes les plus interessants concernant le present sujet est Je Maiijusrlparinirviil)asiitra traduit en chinois, a la fin du Ille siecle, par Nie Tao-tchen
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iii~~ qui fut, on I'a vu, le collaborateur et le continuateur de Dharmarak~;>a. Le
titre Wen chou che lipan nie p 'an king (T 463) prete aconfusion. II ne s'agit pas
du Nirvar:ta definitif que Mafijusrl prendra seulement a Ia fin des temps, mais de
l'un de ces Nirval)a provisoires que, par artifice salvifique, Mafijusrl manifeste
au cours de Ia concentration de Ia Marche heolque. II serait plus exact d'intituler
ce texte Maiijusrl-siirarrzgamasamiidhi.
II decoupe, dans les aventures de Mafijusrl, une periode de 450 annees et
relate quatre incidents differents.
A l'epoque de Sakyamuni, Mafijusrl prend naissance au Kosala, dans une
famille de brahmanes, au village de To-lo ~B. Le renseignement est confirme
par le Mahiiparinirviil)asiitra mahayaniste (T 374, k. 3, p. 379 b 27; T 375, k. 3,
p. 619 b 5), qui signale dans l'assemb1ee ,Ia presence d'un Bodhisattva
mahasattva qui etait originellement un homme du village de To-lo". To-lo ne
represente pas le sanskrit Tara: c' est une transcription apocopee pour Uttara. II
s'agit du village d'Uttaranigama situe a ]'est de Sravastl, chez les Koliya, peuplade voisine et rivale des Sakya. Le Buddha y eut un entretien avec le maire
Pataliya (Sarrzyutta IV, p. 340 sq.) et y exposa, en partie tout au moins, Ia
Methode sommaire des arcanes du Dhyiina (T 613, k. 2, p. 258 b 25-26). Le
Madhyamiigama traduit Uttara-nigama par Pei-ts 'ouen ~~ M ,Village du Nord"
(T 26, k. 4, p. 445 a 28); le Fa kiu p 'i yu king qui le situe a ]'est de Sravastl, le
transcrit par Yu-to-lo-po-t 'i iil ~ H illl :t/k, Uttaravatl (T 211, k. 2, p. 591 c 18).
Voulant embrasser Ia vie religieuse, Maiijusri s'adresse tout d'abord aux
brahmanes et aux maltres d'enseignement. Leurs instructions ne le satisfaisant
point, il va trouver Sakyamuni et entre dans l'ordre bouddhique. Cependant,
bodhisattva de Ia dixieme terre, il demeure Ia plupart du temps dans la concentration de la Marche herolque.
Quatre cent cinquante ans apres le Nirval)a de Sakyamvni, il se rend sur le
Mont Siue chan ~Ill ,Mont des neiges". Ces deux caracteres traduisent
couramment le sanskrit Himavat, Himavata ou Himavanta designant l'actuel
Himalaya72 • Maiijusri y convertit 500 ermites (rsi) a Ia Loi du Grand Vehicule et
les fait acceder a l'etat de Bodhisattva ,sans recul'' (8e terre). Avec leur aide, il
fabrique une statue miraculeuse de bhik~u et, avec elle, rentre a sa terre natale,
sans doute le Kosala.
Maiijusri se retire alors dans Ia jungle et, assis so us un arbre nyagrodha, entre
dans Ia concentration de la Marche herolque. Le texte ne dit pas expressement
qu'il prend le Nirval)a, mais le contexte permet de le supposer. II s'agit evidemment d'un Nirval)a fictif, simple artifice salvifique, qui n'empeche pas le grand
Bodhisattva de poursuivre son action bienfaisante. Illaisse d'ailleurs pour le remplacer sa statue miraculeuse, capable d'accomplir les memes prodiges que lui.
Apres sa mort, huit grandes divinites recueillent Maiijusri et le deposent sur
le sommet de diamant (vajrasikhii) du Mont Hial)g chan WIll ,Mont des
parfums" ou d'innombrables Deva, Naga et Yak~a viendront toujours !'honorer.
Le Mont Hiang (variantes: Hiang-tsouei W1'!1$; Hiang-tsi W '-l) est le Gandhamadana ,la montagne qui enivre par ses parfums" (gandhena madakaro
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pabbato), mont mythique situe quelque part dans !'Himalaya et extremement
celebre dans la legende indienne en general et bouddhique en particulier73 . On lit
dans le Sutra cosmologique du Dlrghiigama:
Sur le flanc droit de l'Himavat, il y a une ville nommee Vaisall. Au
nord de cette ville, il y a les sept Kalaparvata. Au nord des sept Kalaparvata, il y a le Mont Gandhamadana, Sur ce mont il y a toujours des
bruits de chants et de musique. Ce mont a deux grottes (guhii), Ia premiere nommee Tcheou 'il ,Jour", et Ia seconde Chan-tcheou ff 'il ,Bon
jour". Faites des sept joyaux precieux, elles degagent de doux parfums
comme les vetements des dieux. Miao-yin -kP -ff (Mafijugho:;;a), le roi
des Gandharva, entoure de cinq cents Gandharva, y habite. Au nord des
deux grottes, il y a le roi des arbres Sala (Vatica robusta) nomme
Suprati:;;thita ... Au pied de Suprati:;;thita, le roi des arbres, il y a le
nagaraja nomme, lui aussi, Suprati:;;thita ... Au nord du roi des arbres
Suprati~thita, il y a le grand lac Mandakinl, d'une profondeur et d'une
largeur de cinquante yojana ... Son eau est fraiche (ts 'ing-leang i!lfjJ:(,
Sita) et sans souillure 74 •
Les sources pali et notamment le Commentaire du Suttanipiita (I, p. 66-67)
donnent des renseignements assez approchants: Le flanc Nandamiilaka du Gandhamadana contient trois grottes habitees par des pratyekabuddha: Suvmp;a-,
Mm;i- et Riijata-guhii. A l'entree de la Mal).iguha se trouve l'arbre mythique
nomme Mafijusaka.
En tout etat de cause, le Gandhamadana etait frequente par les Rsi et les
Pratyekabuddha et servait de residence au roi des Gandharva Mafijugho~a,
encore nomme Paficasikha, avec lequel le bodhisattva Mafijusrl avait partie liee,
ainsi qu'on l'a vu au debut de cet article. Le Gandhamadana etait tout designe
pour servir de sepulture provisoire a Mafijusri.
I1 y a plus: I' epithete de paiicasikha appliquee au roi des Gandharva et celle
de paiicaclra attribuee a Mafijusrl derivent peut-etre de Ia configuration de Ia
grande chaine himalayenne oil ils etaient veneres. Cette chaine etait couronnee
par cinq pies (paiicasikhii ou paiicaSinja) entourant le lac fameux de I' Anavatapta ,le lac qui ne degele jamais'm. On lit dans le Commentaire de l'Udiina
(p. 300):
Le lac Anavatapta est entoure par cinq pies de montagnes
(pabbatakiita) appeles respectivement Sudarsana, Citra, Kala, Gandhamadana et Kailasa. Le Sudarsana est d'or; sa hauteur est de trois
cents yojana et il se termine en bee de corbeau. Le Citra est fait des sept
joyaux. Le Kala est en antimoine (aiijana). Le Gandhamadana est en
siinu (?); a l'interieur, il a la couleur de la feve (mugga); il abonde en
dix sortes de parfums: parfums de racines, d'aubier, de bois tendre,
d'ecorce, de bourgeons, de seve, de fleurs, de fruits de feuilles et de
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parfums; il est recouvert de toutes especes de plantes, et il brille comme
un charbon ardent durant Ia pleine June. Le Kailasa est en argent. Tous
ces pies, egaux en hauteur et en forme au Sudarsana, se dressent au
dessus du lac.
Que! que soit notre scepticisme a l'endroit de l'exegese mythologique, nous
sommes forces de constater le rapport etroit qui unit Maii.jusri aIa Montagne aux
cinq pies, so it que le bodhisattva lui donne son nom, so it qu 'il en tire son titre de
paiicasikha. Aut ex re nomen, aut ex vocabulo fabula!
De toute maniere, au fur et a mesure qu'il se repandra en Asie Centrale, au
Tibet, en Extreme-Orient, le culte de Maii.jusri sera invariablement localise sur
une chaine de montagnes a cinq pies, entourant un lac. II s'agit d'une veritable
constante.
Ces quelques indications etaient indispensables pour interpreter le Maiijusr!parinirviil)asiitra (T 463), dont voici Ia traduction complete:
Voici ce que j'ai entendu. Une fois le Bienheureux se tenait a Srii.vastl,
au Jetavana, dans le jardin d' Anii.thapil)<,lada, avec une grande troupe de
bhik~u, huit mille bhiksu ayant en tete les venerables Sariputra,
Mahii.maudgalyii.yana, Mahii.kii.syapa, Mahii.katyayana, etc. II y avait
aussi les Bodhisattva mahii.sattva formant le groupe des seize Honnetes
hommes (socfasa satpurusa ), les mille Bodhisattva de Ia Bonne periode
(bhadrakalpa) precedes par Maitreya, et douze cents Bodhisattva venus
des spheres cosmiques etrangeres, precedes par A valokite5vara. Alors
le Bienheureux, durant Ia demiere veille de Ia nuit (pascime yiime),
entra dans Ia concentration dite Concentration de tous les eclats (sarviilokasamiidhi). Aussitot son corps emit un eclat d'or (suvarl)avar~Jiiloka) qui remplit tout le Jetavana et lui donna une teinte doree.
S'insinuant en toumant, !'eclat alia illuminer Ia demeure de Mafiju et Ia
transforma en sept etages d'or (suvarl)akiitiigiira). Sur chacun de ces
etages, il y avait cinq cents Buddha fictifs (nirmiil)abuddha), allant et
venant sur les etages.
Alors, devant Ia demeure de Mafijusr1, apparurent spontanement et
par metamorphose (nirmiil)a) cinq cents lotus faits des sept joyaux
(saptaratnamayiini padmiini): ils etaient ronds comme Ia roue d'un
char, leurs tiges etaient d'argent (rajata), leurs corolles de saphir
(musiiragalva) et d'emeraude (asmagarbha), et leurs etamines en perles
(muktikii) de couleurs variees. L'eclat de ces fteurs alia illuminer le
vihara du Buddha; puis, sortant du vihara, retoumait a Ia demeure de
Mafijusri.
Alors il y avait dans l'assemblee un Bodhisattva mahasattva nomme
Bhadrapii.la. A !'apparition de ce bon augure, Bhadrapii.la sortit de sa
demeure pour se rendre au vihara du Buddha. Arrive a Ia cellule
d' Ananda, il dit ace demier: Ananda il faut que tu saches que cette nuit
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meme le Bhagavat a manifeste les signes de son pouvoir miraculeux
(rddhinimitta) et que, pour le bien des etres (sattvahitiiya), il va precher
Ia Bonne loi. Sonne done Ia cloche (gha~Jthii).
Ananda repondit: Saint homme (satpurU$a), Ie Bienheureux est,
pour le moment, en profonde concentration (gambhirasamiidhi); il ne
m'a pas donne d'ordre. Pourquoi reunir l'assemblee?
Quand Ananda eut fait ces mots, Sariputra se rendit aupres de lui et
lui dit: Disciple, c'est le moment convenable pour reunir l'assemblee!
Alors Ananda penetra dans le vihara du Buddha et salua le Buddha.
11 n'avait pas encore releve Ia tete que, dans le ciel (antarl/cya), une
voix lui dit: Reunis vite l'assemblee!
Entendant cette voix, Ananda eut une grande joie, sonna Ia cloche et
reunit l'assemblee. Le son de Ia cloche se repandit dans le pays de
Sravastl et atteignit Ia sphere du Sommet de !'existence (bhaviigra).
Sakra, Brahma, les quatre grands rois Lokapala et d'innombrables
Devaputra, avec des fl.eurs et des parfums celestes, se rendirent au Jetavana.
Alors le Bienheureux sortit de concentration et sourit (smitam
akarot). Un eclat de cinq couleurs sortit de Ia bouche du Buddha et, au
meme moment, le vihara du Jetavana se transforma en beryl (vairjiirya).
Alors Mafijusri dharmakumara entra dans le vihara du Buddha pour
saluer ce demier. Sur chacun de ses genoux apparurent cinq lotus. Et
quand il joignit les doigts et les paumes, de ses dix doigts et de ses
paumes jaillirent dix mille lotus couleur d'or. Illes lan<;a sur le Buddha,
et ils se transformerent en un grand parasol (mahiicchattra), fait des
sept joyaux (saptaratnamaya) et decore de drapeaux et de bannieres
(dhvajapatiikii). Les innombrables Buddha et Bodhisattva des dix
regions apparurent au centre du parasol et, apres avoir toume trois fois
autour du Buddha (buddha'!l tri/:lprada/cyi~Jikrtya), ils se tinrent de cote.
Alors Bhadrapala s'etant !eve de son siege (utthiiyiisaniit), rejetant
sur une epaule son vetement superieur (ekii'!lsam uttariismiga'!l krtvii),
posant a terre Je genou droit (da/cyi1JG1!1 jiinumaf}rja[a'!l prthivyii'!l
prati$thiipya), tenant les mains jointes par respect vers le Buddha (yena
bhagavii'!IS teniiiijali'!l pravamya), s'adressa ace demier: Bienheureux,
ce Mafijusri dharmakumara a deja servi des centaines de milliers de
Buddha, et le voici ici, dans le Saha lokadhatu, qui fait reuvre de
Buddha et manifeste dans les dix regions sa puissance miraculeuse
(priitihiiryaisvarya). Au bout de combien de Kalpa entrera-t-il en
Parinirval)a?
Le Buddha dit a Bhadrapala: Ce Mafijusri a une grande bienveillance (maitrl) et une grande compassion (karu~Jii). II a pris naissance en
ce pays, au village d'Uttara, dans Ia maison du bnlhmane Brahmadatta.
Au moment de sa naissance, sa chambre se transforma en lotus. II sortit
du fl.anc droit de sa mere. Son corps avait la couleur de I' or violet. Des
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qu'il mit pied a terre, il put parler. 11 etait pareil a un prince royal
(kumiira ). Un parasol fait des sept joyaux protegeait sa tete. 11 se rendit
chez les ermites (ni) en quete d'une regie de vie religieuse (pravrajitadharma), mais ni les quatrevingt-quinze sortes de brahmanes, ni les
maitres d'enseignement (upadesiiciirya) ne pouvaient lui donner la
replique. C'est seulement aupres de moi, qu'il sortit du monde et exer~a
le chemin. 11 reside dans la concentration de la Marche heroique
(siiraiJlgamasamiidhi) et, par la force de cette concentration, il manifeste au choix, dans les dix regions, naissance (jiiti), sortie du monde
(abhini$kramm;a), Nirviil)a, Parinirviil)a ou partage de ses reliques
(sar!riinupradiina): tout cela pour le bien des etres. Ce saint homme
demeure longtemps dans la Marche heroique.
Quatre cent cinquante ans apres le Nirviil)a du Buddha, il se rendra
sur le Mont Himavat ou il prechera a cinq cents ermites (r$i) et
proclamera les Siitra de douze especes (dviidasiingasiitra). Il convertira
et fera ,murir" ces cinq cents ermites et les fera devenir des Bodhisattva sans recul (avaivartika).
A vee ces saints ermites, il fabriquera une statue de bhik~u et, volant
a travers les airs, il reviendra au pays natal: La, dans un marais
sauvage, assis sous un banian (nyagrodha), les jambes croisees
(paryankam iibhujya), il entre dans la concentration de la Marche
heroique, et, par la force de cette concentration, tous les pores de sa
peau (romakiipa) emettent un eclat couleur d'or. Cet eclat va illuminer,
dans les univers des dix regions, les etres susceptibles d'etre convertis
(vaineyasattva). Les cinq cents ermites voient, chacun, du feu sortir des
pores de leur peau.
A ce moment, le corps de Mafi.jusri est pareil a la montagne d'or
violet; sa taille est de six brasses (vyiima); il est orne d'un eclat circulaire (prabhiimm:ujala), egal de tout cote. A l'interieur de cette aureole,
se trouvent cinq cents Buddha fictifs (nirmita) entoures chacun de cinq
Bodhisattva fictifs. La coiffe (ciidii) de Mafi.ju est omee du pendentif
(sakriibhilagnaratna). Il a cinq cents couleurs variees. Dans chacune de
ces couleurs, apparaissent le soleil (siirya), la lune (candra), les etoiles
(tiiraka), les palais des Deva et des Niiga et toutes les merveilles
(adbhuta) du monde. Entre ses sourcils (bhruvor madhye), il y a une
touffe de poils (iin;ii), blanche (sveiii) et toumee vers la droite
(pradak$i1Jiivartii). Apparaissent des Buddha fictifs qui entrent dans le
filet des lumieres. Tout leur corps brille et les flammes (jviila) se succedent. Dans chacune de ces flammes, il y a cinq pierres precieuses
(ma1Ji); chacune de ces pierres precieuses a des feux divers et des
couleurs multiples. Dans ces couleurs apparaissent des Buddha et des
Bodhisattva fictifs, impossibles a decrire. Dans la main gauche ils tiennent le bol aux aum6nes (piitra); de la main droite ils dressent le livre
du Grand Vehicule (mahiiyiinapustaka).
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Quand Mafijusr! a manifeste toutes ces marques, les lumieres et les
feux s'eteignent. Reste Ia statue de beryl. Sur son bras gauche se trouvent dix sceaux de Buddha (buddhamudrii); sur chacun de ces sceaux,
il y a dix images de Buddha dont les noms apparaissent distinctement.
Sur son bras droit se trouvent sept sceaux de Buddha; sur chacun de ces
sceaux, it y a sept images de Buddha dont les noms apparaissent distinctement, Dans le corps, a l'endroit du creur, il y a une statue d'or
pur, en position assise les jambres croisees; elle est haute de six pieds et
repose sur un lotus; elle est visible des quatre cotes.
Le Buddha dit a BhadrapaJa: Ce Mafijusrl possede d'immenses
penetrations (abhijiiii) et un immense pouvoir de transformation, echappant atoute description.
Maintenant je m'adresse en bref aux aveugles des generations
futures. Tout etre qui entend seulement prononcer le nom de Mafijusrl
retranchera des miseres de Ia transmigration douze centaines de milliers
de Kalpa; quiconque le salue et le venere renaitra, d'existence en
existence, dans Ia famille des Buddha, et sera protege par Ia puissance
de Mafijusn, Ainsi done, pour ceux qui pensent attentivement a
Ia statue de Mafijusrl, a sa Loi et a Ia statue de beryl, il en sera comme
il a ete dit plus haut: un a un ils le regarderont et tous obtiendront
I' intelligence.
Ceux qui ne peuvent pas le voir doivent reciter le Sutra de Ia Marche
herolque (siiraf!lgamasiitra) et prononcer le nom de Mafijusrl: dans
l'intervalle de un a sept jours, Mafijusrl viendra a eux et, s'ils sont
entraves par leurs actes anterieurs (piirvakarman), c'est en songe
(svapna) qu'ils le verront.
Si ceux qui le voient en songe sont actuellement des Sravaka, par
cette seule vision, ils deviendront Srotaapanna, Salqdagamin ou
Anagamin. S'ils sont des religieux (pravrajita) et qu'ils voient
Mafijusrl, des qu'ils l'auront vu, ils deviendront Arhat en l'espace d'un
jour et d'une nuit.
Pour [les adeptes du Mahayana] qui croient fermement aux Vaipulyasutra, c'est en dhyiina que le dharmakumara Mafijusn leur
exposera les dharma profonds (gambhiradharma) ou, s'ils sont trop
distraits (vilcyiptacitta), c'est en songe qu'illeur expliquera le sens vrai
(bhiitiirtha) de fa9on a les confirmer. Ainsi, dans le chemin supreme
(anuttaramiirga) du Mahayana, ils seront des Bodhisattva sans recul
(avaivartika).
Pour ceux qui accumulent les actes meritoires {pwJyakarman) en
pensant a lui ou en le venerant, Mafijusn dharmakumara transformera
son propre corps et, se faisant pauvre (daridra), orphelin (aniitha) et
miserable (du/:lkhita), il se presentera devant eux. En effet ceux qui
pensent a Mafijusn exercent Ia pensee de bienveillance (maitr!citta) et,
exer9ant cette pensee de bien-veillance, ils peuvent voir Mafijusri. C'est
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pourquoi les sages doivent contempler en verite les trente-deux
marques (la/ujalJa) et les quatre-vingts sous-marques (anuvyaiijana) de
Mafijusri. Ceux qui pratiquent cette contemplation arriveront rapidement, par la puissance de la Marche hero1que, a voir Mafijusr1. Ceux
qui font cette contemplation sont les vrais contemplatifs; les autres sont
de faux contemplatifs.
Apres le Nirviit)a de Buddha, tous les etres qui entendront prononcer
le nom de Mafijusri et qui verront son effigie echapperont, durant cent
mille Kalpa, aux mauvaises destinees (durgati). Ceux qui retiendront et
reciteront le nom de Mafijusr1, quelles que soient leurs fautes, ne
tomberont pas dans les feux cruels de 1' enfer A v1ci, mais renaitront toujours dans les terres pures des spheres etrangeres; ils rencontreront les
Buddha, entendront la Loi et obtiendront la conviction relative aux
dharma depourvus de naissance (anutpattikadharmak$iinti).
Quand le Buddha eut dit ces mots, cinq cents bhik~u furent liberes
de leurs impuretes (k$11)iisrava) et devinrent Arhat; d'innombrables
D((va produisirent la pensee de !'illumination (bodhicitta) et formerent
le vreu (pral)idhiina) de toujours suivre Mafijusr1.
Alors Bhadrapala dit au Buddha: Bienheureux, qui done elevera sur
les reliques (sarzra) de Mafiju un stiipa fait des sept joyaux?
Le Buddha repondit: Sur le Mont Gandhamadana, il y a huit grandes
divinites: elles prendront Mafijusr1 et le deposeront sur le sommet de
diamant (vajrakuta) du Gandhamadana. D'innombrables Deva, Naga et
Yak~;~a viendront toujours l'honorer. Quand la grande assemblee se
reunira, la statue lancera toujours son eclat, et cet eclat prechera les
dharma douloureux (dubkha), vides (sunya), transitories (anitya) et
impersonnels (aniitman). 0 Bhadrapala, ce dharmakurnara possede un
corps indestructible (alcyaya-kiiya). Ce que je t'ai dit aujourd'hui,
retiens-le bien et proclame-le largement atous les etres.
Quand le Buddha eut dit ces paroles, Bhadrapala et les autres grands
Bodhisattva, Sariputra et les autres grands Sravaka, les Deva, les Naga
et l'octuple assemblee louerent grandement les paroles du Buddha et,
apres 1' avoir salue, se retirerent.
2. La Conversion des Nirgrantha de Vaisiili

Dans les nombreux Siitra ou il intervient, Mafijusr1 se perd en d'interminables
considerations sur la vacuite universelle et !'inexistence des etres et des choses.
On n'en accueille qu'avec plus d'interet le recit d'un episode qui semble pris sur
le vif et ou Mafijusr1 donne la mesure de son habilete en moyens salvifiques
(upiiyakausalya). Il s'agit de la conversion de Satyakanirgranthaputra, le maitre
jaina bien connu 76 • Par sa vivacite et son originalite, l'episode tranche sur la
banalite et le caractere stereotype des recits de conversion contenus dans les
anciennes ecritures canoniques.
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L'evenement, qui se passe a Vaisiill, est relate dans le Ratnakiirar:uja dont
nous possedons une premiere traduction chinoise executee par Dharmarak~a en
270 (T 461, k. 2, p. 461 c-462 c), une deuxieme traduction chinoise due a Gm)abhadra entre 436 et 468 (T 462, k. 2, p. 475 c-476 b) et une version tibetaine
executee par Ratna-rak~ita (OKC 785, p. 303 b-305 b).
Voici une traduction partielle de cet episode selon le T 462, a l'endroit
indique ci-dessus:
Le Reverend Plill)a Maitriiyal)iputra dit a Siiriputra: Moi aussi, autrefois, j'ai ete le temoin d'un miracle (rddhipriitihiirya) de Maiijusrl
kumiirabhuta. Un jour, le Buddha se trouvait a Vaisiill, dans
I' Amrapiillvana, avec une grande troupe de 500 bhik~u. En ce temps-Ia,
Satyaka Nirgranthiputra etait dans Ia grande ville de Vaisiill, entoure
(satkrta) et venere (piijita) par 60.000 disciples. Etant entre en concentration (sariziidhi), j 'examinai ces Nirgrantha et je vis que 100.000
d'entre eux devaient etre convertis. Je me rendis aupres d'eux et leur
prechai Ia Loi, mais personne ne voulut m' entendre et nul ne con<;ut de
bonne pensee (iijiiiicitta). Ils detoumaient les yeux, se moquaient de
moi et m'adressaient des injures. Ayant peine durant trois mois, je
n'avais encore converti personne. Au bout de trois mois, completement
decourage (nirvinna), je les laissai et m'en allai.
Alors Maiijusri crea par metamorphose 500 tirthika, se fit leur maitre
(iiciirya) et, a Ia tete de ces 500 disciples, se rendit aupres de Satyaka
Nirgranth!putra. S'etant prosteme a ses pieds, il lui dit: Nous avons
entendu I' eloge fait de Votre Excellence et, de loin, nous sommes
venus ici, a Vaisali. Vous serez notre maitre (siistr) et nous serons vos
eleves (ii$ya). Nous suivrons vos instructions (anusiisana). Mais faites
en sorte que nous ne rencontrions point le sramane Gautama, mais aussi
que nous n' entendions point de discours qui lui soient contraires
(pratikiila).
Satyaka repondit: Bien, bien! Vous etes des croyants (sriiddha) et,
avant longtemps, vous comprendrez rna discipline (vinaya).
Alors Satyaka donna a ses propres disciples les ordres suivants: A
partir d'aujourd'hui, VOUS VOUS meJerez a CeS 500 jeunes gens (miinavaka) et vous converserez avec eux. Recevez attentivement tout ce
qu'ils vous diront.
Maiijusri et ses 500 disciples suivirent les le<;ons qui leur etaient
donnees et adopterent les regles (sik$ii) des Nirgrantha. Et meme, par
leurs attitudes (lryiipatha), ils se montraient superieurs a ces demiers.
Constamment, ils faisaient l'eloge (van:zana) du Triple Joyau (triratna),
mais constamment aussi ils louaient les qualites de Satyaka, gagnant
ainsi la confiance de tous.
Un autre jour, alors que l'assemblee etait reunie, Maiijusrl prit la
parole: Nous avons, dit-il, des Agama, des Mantra, des Veda et des
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Tantra et, quand nous les recitons, les vertus (guJJa) du sramane
Gautama penetrent en nous, car on y trouve les vraies vertus
(bhiitagu!Ja) du sramane Gautamao Comment cela? Le sramane
Gautama est de haute naissance par son pere et sa mere 000 [Suit une
homelie sur Ia vie de Buddha et sa doctrine].
Au milieu de l'assemblee des tlrthika, Manjusrl expliqua graduellement (anupiirve!Ja) Ia Bonne loi de telle maniere que 500 tlrthika obtinrent, sur les dharma, le pur rei! de Ia Loi, sans poussiere et sans tache
(vi raja vigatama-lai'Jl dharme!ju dharmaca/qur visuddham) et que
80000 autres tlrthika produisirent Ia pensee de Ia supreme et parfaite
illumination (anuttarayiii'Jl samyaksai'Jlbadhau cittany utpiiditani)o
Alors les 500 disciples qui avaient ete crees (nirmita) par Manjusrl
se prostemerent a terre en presence de ce demier et s' ecrierent:
,Hommage au Buddha! Hommage au Buddha!" (nama buddhaya)o
Quand les autres tlrthika qui n'avaient pas encore Ia foi virent ces 500
jeunes gens (manavaka) pousser ce cri, ils les imiterent et, se prosternant a terre, ils crierent, eux aussi: Nama buddhaya, nama buddhaya!
3. Maiijusrl et les Vaipulyasiitra

On croit generalement que les premiers Vaipulyasiitra furent publies vers le
debut de notre ere, done cinq siecles apres le Nirval)a de Sakyamunio Cependant
les theoriciens du Mahayana les donnerent comme authentique Parole du
Buddha et, pour appuyer cette pretention, inventerent quantite de legendes concernant Ia predication, Ia compilation, Ia preservation, Ia publication et enfin Ia
diffusion des Mahayanasiitrao
Ayant deja traite ce sujet ailleurs 77 , je me bomerai ici a souligner le role joue
par Manjusri dans la compilation et Ia preservation des texteso
Tandis que cinq cents Arhat sthaviriens, aussit6t apres le Nirvaoa de Sakyamuni, se reunissaient a Rajagrha, sous Ia presidence de Mahakasyapa, pour
entendre de Ia bouche d' Ananda et d'Upali Ia recitation de Ia loi (dharma) et de
Ia discipline (vinaya), une multitude de Bodhisattva vint s'etablir sur le mont
mythique du Vimalasvabhava, au sud de Rajagrha, pour y compiler les
Mahayanasiitra; le concile fut preside par Samantabhadra; Manjusri repeta
l'Abhidharma; Maitreya, le Vinaya, et Vajrapaoi les Siitrao Certains pensent
qu' Ananda, se dedoublant lui-meme, participa a ces assises et aida ou supplea
Vajrapar:ti dans Ia recitation des Siitra du Grand Vehiculeo
Cette fable apparait dans le Mahaprajiiaparamitapadesa traduit et annote par
Kumarajlva, de 402 a 4040 Elle fut reprise et developpee par !'auteur du
Tarkajvala, !'exegete Haribhadra (IXe siecle), et les historiens tibetains Bu-ston
(1323) et Taranatha (1608) 78 0
Selon une croyance commune a l'Inde et Ia Chine, les Mahiiyiinasiitra
preches par le Buddha et compiles par les grands Bodhisattva, etaient de dimensions considerables et depassaient pour Ia plupart 100°000 gatha (unites de 32
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syllabes). C'est ce qui leur valut le nom de Vaipulyasutra ,Sutra developpes".
Dans une note annexee a sa traduction de l' Upadesa, Kumaraj1va remarque:
Le Buddha n'a pas parle au cours d'une unique existence. Durant d'innombrables generations, il s'est cree par metamorphose un nombre
incalculable de corps, et c'est pourquoi ce qu'il a dit est immense:
ainsi, il y eut un Acintyavimolcyasutra (= Avatarpsaka) en 100.000
giithii. Le Buddhajiitakasutra, le Ratnameghasutra, le Mahiimeghasutra et le Dharmameghasutra comptaient chacun 100.000 giithii. Le
SaddharmapwJcfar"ikasutra,
le
Kusala-mulasal!lgrahasutra,
le
MahiikarwJiisutra, I' Upiiyasutra, le Niigariijapari-prcchiisutra, 1'Asurariijapariprcchiisutra et d'autres grands Sutra etaient immenses et
infinis comme les joyaux dans la grande mer. Comment pourraient-ils
entrer dans le Tripitaka? C'est le plus petit qui peut entrer dans le plus
grand; le plus grand n'entre pas dans le plus petit1 9 •
Cependant, comme chacun sait, les Mahayanasutra ne se repandirent en Inde
que cinq ou six siecles apres le Nirval)a de Sakyamuni. Ou done etaient-ils restes
dans l'intervalle? L'explication traditionnelle est resumee par Fa-tsang
(643-712) de la fac,:on que voici:
Selon le Maiijusr"iparinirviivasutra (T 463, p. 480 c 20-21), quatre cent
cinquante ans apres que le Buddha eut quitte ce monde, Mafijusr1 restait
seul au monde. Selon le Prajiiiipiiramitopadeia (T 1509, k. 100, p. 756
b 15), beaucoup de Mahayanasutra furent compiles par Mafijusr1, et
notamment ce Sutra [de l'Avatal!lsaka] fut compile par Mafijusri. Mais,
apres le depart du Buddha, les saints se cacherent et les heretiques se
disputerent l'hegemonie. Comme on manquait de recipients pour contenir ces Sutra du Grand Vehicule, ils demeurerent dans le palais du
Roi des Naga de la mer et, durant plus de six siecles, ils ne circulerent
pas dans le monde. Le bodhisattva Nagarjuna entra dans le palais des
Naga et, un jour qu'il visitait ce palais profond, il apprit par creur ces
Sutra. Quand il en ressortit, illes publia, et c'est ainsi que ces Sutra se
repandirent 80
0

C'est en effet vers les debuts de notre ere que Ia Prajiiiipiiramitii et quantite
de Mahayanasutra furent mis en circulation:
Quand le Buddha etait en ce monde, il pouvait trancher les doutes de la
Communaute; la loi bouddhique etait prospere et on ne craignait pas sa
disparition. Mais, apres le Nirval)a du Buddha, passe cinq cents ans, la
Bonne loi dispara1t peu a peu et, des lors, 1' reuvre du Buddha est
menacee. C'est alors que les etres de facultes vives (tl/qvendriya)
etudieront et mediteront la Prajfiaparamita; ils lui offriront des fteurs et
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des parfums. Les etres de facultes faibles (mrcfvindriya) Ia transcriront
et lui offriront aussi des fteurs et des parfums ... La Prajfiaparamita se
repandra au loin dans Ia region du Nord 81 .
Nagarjuna, le fondateur de !'ecole Madhyamaka, qui vecut, croit-on, au lie
siecle de notre ere, contribua beaucoup a cette diffusion. Mais sa biographie
n'est qu'un tissu de legendes 82 • Personne ne mit en doute sa fameuse visite au
palais des Naga. La Vie du bodhisattva Nagarjuna attribuee a tort a Kumarajlva
rapporte que le Roi des Naga prit Nagarjuna en pitie et lui permit d'entrer dans
Ia mer. Dans son palais, il ouvrit devant lui sept receptacles (pitaka) precieux; de
toutes parts, il prit des Siitra et des preceptes abstrus, ainsi que de nombreux
Dharma merveilleux, et les remit a Nagarjuna. Ce demier les recita en 90 jours
et en comprit Ia plus grande partie 83 . Le sejour de Nagarjuna est encore signale
par d'autres sources indiennes, chinoises et tibetaines 84 .
Aux premiers siecles de notre ere, on decouvrait des Mahayanasiitra un peu
partout. Sadaprarudita trouva Ia Prajiia au Gandhara, dans Ia ville de
Gandhavatl, au centre d'une tour ou le bodhisattva Dharmodgata l'avait
deposee: elle etait ecrite sur des feuilles d'or avec du beryl fondu; scellee de sept
sceaux, elle etait enfermee dans une cassette precieuse reposant sur une litiere
faite des sept joyaux85 • Mafijusri lui-meme, deguise en bhik~u, deposa dans Ia
demeure de Candragupta, roi d'O<;livi~a (Orissa) un manuscrit de
I 'A!itasahasrika ou un Tantra86 • Nagarjuna rapporta a Nalanda un exemplaire de
Ia Satasahasrika et de Ia Svalpak$ari!' 7 • Notons cependant que les bouddhistes
sthaviriens et sarvastivadins qui tenaient les Mahayanasiitra pour apocryphes
refuserent de s'en laisser conter et qu'a leurs yeux Ia Satasahasrika, par
exemple, n'etait qu'un faux compose par Nagarjuna88 •
Selon le cours normal des choses, Ia litterature ou s' exprime une civilisation
grandit et s'amplifie au fur eta mesure que cette civilisation se developpe. Dans
le monde bouddhique, ce fut exactement !'inverse, compte tenu de !'omniscience des Buddha et de Ia decadence progressive des facultes humaines. C'est
une croyance generale dans le bouddhisme du Petit comme du Grand Vehicule
qu'il y a eu ,perte de Ia revelation primitive" (miilasaf!lgltibhraf!lsa) et que nous
ne possedons plus qu'une minime partie des Siitra preches par le Buddha89 • Dans
ceux que nous lisons, le Buddha affirme sans cesse qu'illui faudrait un Kalpa,
plus d'un Kalpa, etc., pour exposer au long Ia Prajiiaparamit~0 ,
l'Acintyavimok$a (= Avataf!lsaka)91 , le Saddharmapw;4ar!ka 92 , etc.
Tels qu'ils avaient ete preches par les Buddha, compiles par les Bodl;!isattva
et gardes dans le palais des Naga, les Vaipulyasiitra comptaient un minimum de
100.000 gatha. Lorsque Nagarjuna et ses emules les publierent, ils durent en
faire des resumes pour les adapter aux ,facultes faibles" de leurs auditeurs. Pour
les Indiens, Ia chose etait sans grande importance car, avec les procedes mnemotechniques dont ils disposaient, il leur etait aise de transformer une recension
longue en une recension courte et vice versa. Pour les Chinois qui n'avaient
point les memes facilites, le fait etait plus grave. Ils se desolaient de ne disposer
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que des textes condenses et fragmentaires, et aspiraient aretrouver cette fameuse
recension en 100.000 giithii qui, a leurs yeux, etait Ia recension primitive93 .
Au IIIe siecle, a Lo-yang, on croyait sur Ia foi des anciens maitres, ,qu'apres
le Nirviil)a du Buddha, un eminent savant etranger (~~ li!il7/li ±) avait condense Ia
Prajiiaparamita en 90 sections (= Ia Paiicavil'f1satisiihasrikii) en une Tao-hingp 'in ;B: fT Jb (= Astasiihasrikii)"94 et que ces deux recensions ,Ia longue comme
Ia courte, derivaient toutes deux d'une recension de base Pen-p 'in
tro en
600.000 mots (ou E. Zurcher croit reconnaitre Ia Satasiihasrikii)" 95 .
Tchou Che-hing ;$; ± ft qui ne connaissait Ia Prajiiaparamita que par Ia
mediocre version de I'Astasiihasrikii due a Lokak~ema (T 225), entreprit, en
260, un long et penible voyage dans les pays de !'Ouest, a Ia ,recherche de Ia
Loi" *it-, Arrive au Khotan, il eut Ia bonne fortune d'y trouver le texte sanskrit
de Ia Paiicavil'f1satisiihasrik«6 •
Cette trouvaille, bientot suivie d'autres semblabes, ne fit que confirmer les
Chinois dans leur respect a l'endroit des recensions longues qu'ils tenaient pour
originales et authentiques. Dans les classements et reclassements auxquels ils
soumirent Ia Prajiiaparamita, ils donnent toujours Ia recension longue comme Ia
plus ancienne, Ia recension moyenne comme d'age intermediaire et Ia recension
courte comme Ia plus recente 97 • On verra plus loin qu'ils agirent de meme pour
les autres textes et notamment pour I'Avalal'f1saka.

*

4. Maiijusr"i et les Niiga du Dekhan

Dans le Gm;(iavyiiha, l'une des rares sections de I'Avatal'f1saka dont !'original
sanskrit nous soit parvenu, Mafijusrl dirige par ses conseils les peregrinations
indiennes du jeune Sudhana, parti a Ia recherche de Ia parfaite illumination.
Selon ce Sutra, Maiijusri lui-meme se rendit au Dekhan dans Ia grande ville de
Dhanyakara (ed. D. T. Suzuki, p. 50. I. 17: daksi!Jiipathe dhanyiikaral'f1 niima
nagaram ). Les versions chinoises rendent le nom de cette ville par les cameteres: Kio tch 'eng ft !1£ (T 278, k. 45, p. 687 c 9), Fou tch 'eng illlii I (T 279, k. 62,
p. 331 c 26) ou Fou-cheng tch 'eng illlii ~ I (T 293, k.4, p. 677 a II). Parmi les
nombreuses cites indiennes citees dans le GalJ(iavyiiha, c'est a peu pres Ia seule
qui se laisse identifier: il s'agit de Dhanyakataka, en tibetain lfbras spuns, capitale du pays Andhra. Elle est frequemment mentionnee dans les inscriptions
bouddhiques en brahml'8 ; selon les sources tibetaines elle servit de residence a
Nagatjuna99 ; et Hiuan-tsang lui consacre une interessante notice 100 .
A Dhanyakara, Mafijusri s'etait etabli au caitya du Vicitra-saradhvajavyiiha
,Developpement de 1a banniere a essence multiple" et y avait preche le sutra du
Dharmadhiitunayaprabhiisa ,Lumiere sur le principe de Telement de Ia Loi".
Des millions de Nag a, sortis de 1' ocean, s' etaient joints aux habitants de Ia ville
pour venir !'entendre. Touches par sa predication, ils avaient echange leur destinee de serpent contre celles des dieux et des hommes, et plusieurs milliers
d'entre eux etaient devenus des Bodhisattva avaivartika, assures de progresser
sans recul vers Ia supreme et parfaite illumination 101 •
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Dans le Lotus de Ia Bonne Loi, Mafijusri, sorti du milieu de !'ocean, sur un
lotus a cent feuilles, large comme la roue d'un char, declare au bodhisattva
Prajfiakiita qu 'il a discipline, au fond des mers, des creatures en nombre
immense et incommensurable. Un prodige vint confirmer ses dires. Plusieurs
milliers de lotus, sortis de !'ocean, s'elancerent dans les airs; et sur ces lotus
parurent assis plusieurs milliers de Bodhisattva qui se dirigerent par la voie de
!'atmosphere jusqu'au Grdhrakiitaparvata de Rajagrha ou ils resterent suspendus
dans le ciel. C'etaient tous ceux que Mafijusri avait disciplines pour l'etat
supreme de Buddha 102 •
La fille de Sagara, roi des Naga, agee de huit ans, avait, elle aussi, entendu
Mafijusrl proclamer le Lotus de Ia Bonne Loi. A Ia vue de tousles mondes, elle
supprima en elle les signes de son sexe et se montra revetue des organes masculins. Transformee en Bodhisattva, elle se dirigea vers le sud et gagna l'univers
Vimala. La, assis pres du tronc d'un arbre Bodhi, ce Bodhisattva se montra
parvenu a l'etat de Buddha parfaitement accompli, portant les trente-deux signes
caracteristiques d'un grand homme 103 •
Il y aurait a epiloguer sur les liens unissant le detenteur de Ia science sacree,
hantant les hautes montagnes, et cet animal prophetique qu'est le serpent.

5. Les manifestations individuelles de Mailjusri
Dans !'etude bourree de faits et de references qu'il a consacree a Maitreya l'inspirateur104, M. Demieville a montre combien les rapports etaient faciles et
frequents entre les spheres ou resident les Bodhisattva et le monde des hommes.
Maitreya descend du ciel des Tu~ita pour venir reciter en Inde le Siitra des dixsept terres. Ses devots peuvent, de leur vivant meme, monter aupres de Maitreya
pour recevoir ses enseignements ou ses inspirations: ils usent de leur pouvoir
magique (rddhyabhijiiii) pour se rendre eux-memes au ciel des Tu~ita. Plus simplement encore et, sans se deplacer corporellement, ils entrent en communication avec Maitreya au cours d'un transport spirituel, en meditation (samiidhi) ou
en reve (svapna).
Mafijusrl, lui aussi, se manifeste a ses disciples et, plus specialement, aux
Madhyamika qui defendent sur terre les idees qui lui sont cheres: la vacuite
(siinyatii), !'absence de caractere particulier (iinimitta), la non prise en consideration (aprm:zihita) des etres et des choses. S'il est relativement facile aux disciples de Maitreya de gagner le ciel des Tu~ita qui fait partie de notre monde, les
spheres cosmiques lointaines ou reside Mafijusr! sont pratiquement inaccessibles
au commun des mortels. Seuls de grands Bodhisattva pourraient s'y rendre par
leur propre force magique. Aussi est-ce en reve que Mafijusri apparait generalement. Taranatha a dresse la liste des docteurs auxquels il fut donne de ,voir le
visage de Mafijusrl''. Ce furent Matrceta (p. 95), Dignaga (p. 131 ), Buddhapalita
(p. 135), Candragomin (p. 153), Santideva (p. 163), Lalitavajra (p. 189),
Asvabhava (p. 199), Li1avajra (p. 215), Buddhaguhya (p. 223), Prajfiakaramati
(p. 235), Prajfiarakl;lita (p. 245) et Bodhibhadra (p. 259).
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11 ne s'agit pas Ia d'inventions tardives, car Hiuan-tsang signale lui aussi une
apparition de ce genre 105 • Le logicien Dignaga etait sur le point de bifurquer vers
le Petit Vehicule et de prendre le Nirval)a des Arhat lorsque Mafi.jusri se montra
a lui. 11 lui rappela son vreu anterieur de se consacrer au bien de toutes les creatures et l'invita a propager Ia Yogiiciirabliiimi, traite de !'ecole d'Asailga ecrit
sous !'inspiration de Maitreya. Dignaga renon<;a done a suivre Ia carriere des
Arhat et se consacra a !'etude de Ia logique. Apres avoir publie son grand traite
du Pramiif)asamuccaya, il propagea de toute maniere le systeme du Yoga.

VII. Maiijusri au Khotan et au Nepal
Dans le Maiijusrlparif)irviif)asiitra analyse et traduit ci-dessus (VI, § 1), le
Buddha annon<;ait que, 450 ans apres son Nirval)a, Mafi.jusrl se rendrait au Siue
chan ,Mont des neiges" et y convertirait cinq cents ermites. La mention du
Hiang chan ,Mont des parfums" (Gandhamadana) qui fait suite immediatement
montre que, dans !'esprit du redacteur indien, le Mont des neiges en question
n'est autre que l'Himavat ou !'Himalaya.
Mais, dans !'idee des Chinois, Ia denomination de Siue chan est beaucoup
plus elastique. Pour ne citer qu'un exemple, ,le Siue chan est aussi le nom de
diverses montagnes situees dans l'Ouest de laChine, et en particulier, des monts
Richthofen dont les neiges eternelles s'elevent aux confins du Kan-sou et du
Ts'ing-hai, au Sud-Ouest de la route conduisant vers Touen-houang entre
Leangtcheou et Sou-tcheou, et qui sont identifiees sous le nom de K'i-lien dans
certains comrnentaires des T'ang" 106 •
Ceci explique que, comrnentant ce passage du Maiijusriparinirviif)asiitra, le
chinois Tao-che ;t til:, qui travailla a Tch'ang-ngan de 656 a 668, identifie le
Siue chan aux Ts'ong-ling ~~,Monts des Oignons" sur le plateau des Pamirs.
11 en conclut que les cinq cents ,lmmortels" convertis par Mafi.jusrl etaient des
Serindiens, vivant a !'est des Pamirs 107 .
Quoi qu'il en soit de cette interpretation, Mafi.jusri, a partir du VIle siecle de
notre ere, entra dans le cycle des legendes bouddhiques relatives a I' Asie Centrale et en particulier au Khotan 108 .
1. Maiijusrl au Khotan

F. W. Thomas, dans ses Tibetaf) Literary Texts and Documents concerning
Chinese Turkestan, I, Londres, 1935, a traduit toute une serie de textes tibetains
concernant le Khotan (en tibetain, Li-yul) oil Mafi.jusri intervient episodiquement. Les principaux sont: I. La prophetie de Gosrnga (OKC 1026) probablement traduite du sanskrit; 2. La prophetie de !'arhat Saq1ghavardhana (Tanjour,
Mdo XCIV, 44); 3. Le Li/:zi yul gyi lun bstan pa ou Prophetie concernant le
Khotan; 4. Le Li yul gyi lo rgyus ou Annales du Khotan; 5. L'enquete de Vimalaprabha (OKC 835).
Ces textes ne sont pas anterieurs au VIle siecle ap. J.-C. (cf. Thomas, I.e., p.
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9, 42--43, 163-164); le troisieme, Prophetie concernant le Khotan, fut traduit en
chinois par Fa-tch'eng (T 2090) aux environs de !'an 800 (cf. P. Demieville, Le
Concile, p. 189).
Selon ces propheties, le Buddha se trouvait a Vaisali au milieu d'une grande
assemblee de Sravaka, de Pratyekabuddha, de dieux et de demi-dieux, parmi
lesquels on notait Ia presence de Paii.casikha, le roi des Gandharva. Accompagne
de toute sa suite, il se rendit dans Ia region du nord, sur les bords de Ia riviere
Goma, pres du mont Gosrnga (actuellement Kohmari). Ce mont etait habite par
de grands ermites, et il s'y trouvait egalement le stupa du buddha Kasyapa, stupa
connu sous le nom de Go-ma-sa-la-gan-da. Mais, a cette epoque, toute Ia region
etait recouverte d'un grand lac. Aussi est-ce du haut des airs que le Buddha benit
le Mont Gosrnga, le stlipa Go-ma-sa-la-gan-da et, avec eux, toute Ia region du
Dge ba, c'est-a-dire du Khotan (Thomas, I.e., p. 12-13; 89-91). A leur tour les
huit grands Bodhisattva qui veillaient sur le stupa de Kasyapa benirent Ia montagne en formulant le vreu d'y avoir un jour leurs statues et leurs monasteres. Le
desir de Maii.jusrl etait de voir s' elever sur le Mont Gosrnga un monastere du
nom de Par-spon-byed (Id., p. 15).
Au prealable, il fallait assecher Ia region. Sur l'ordre du Buddha, les disciples
Sariputra et Vaisravai,la gagnerent a travers les airs Ia montagne de Sa (variante,
Samansaraf)a). Sariputra, avec son baton de mendiant, Vaisrava1,1a avec son
epee, mirent a sec une moitie de Ia montagne et Ia transporterent sur le versant
occidental du site, provoquant ainsi l'ecoulement d'un grand fteuve. Quant au
lac et a tous les etres vivants qui l'habitaient, ils les transfererent au milieu du
So-rtsan-po, litteralement, de Ia riviere So (Id., p. 35, 95). Ce faisant, ils mirent a
jour le stlipa Go-ma-sa-la-gan-da, le Mont Gosrnga et le pays du Khotan.
Tous les termes geographiques dont il est question ici ont deja ete etudies
(bibliographie dans Thomas, o.c., p. 1-10), mais il n'est peut-etre pas inutile de
preciser ici les quelques points suivants:
Le Mahiisarrmipiita (T 397, k. 45, p. 294 c 3--4) mentionne deja, au Yu-t'ien
'f IV! (Khotan), le Nieou-kio-fong-chan 4 ~ ~ !lJ (Gosrngaparvata ,Montagne
de Ia come du breuf') ou se trouvait le Kiu-mo-so-lo-kan-t 'o meou-ni ta-tche-t 'i
tl. ~ ~ It ft llt .¢ .It jc ::t t! (Gomasalagandhamunimahiicaitya ,Le grand
temple du sage Gomasala").
Dans leur liste des lieux habites par les anciens Bodhisattva
(piirvabodhisattviidhyiisitasthiina), les deux versions chinoises et Ia version tibetaine de I'Avatal]1saka (T 278, k. 29, p. 590 a 28-29; T 279, k. 45, p. 241 c 18;
OKC 761, n° 38, p. 276 b 6-7) signalent le Goslr~aparvat:;~ (Nieou-t'eou-chan
4 lili: !lJ; Ba !an gi mgo bo ,Mont de Ia tete du breuf') 100 qu'elles situent respectivement au Pien-yi-kouo !l ~Iii! ,Royaume des barbares des frontieres", au
pays de Chou-/a llnf 1IJJ ,Kashgar", et au Yul Kha-san ,Pays de Khasa" 110 •
Passant par le Khotan a son retour des Indes vers 644, Hiuantsang (T 2087, k.
12, p. 943 c 14-18) signale, a plus de vingt lis au sud-ouest de Ia capitale, le
Mont K'iu-che-tsiun (lire: leng)-k'ie !ll~ft(il)'f/JU en chinois Nieou-kio 4'~
(Gosrnga). II rappelle que 1e Buddha visita cette montagne et y predit les futurs
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succes du Mahayana en ce royaume. Le mont Gosrfiga, precise-t-il, etait une
montagne a double sommet avec des pies escarpes de tous cotes.
Avec sa montagne, ses pies et son lac, l'endroit offrait a Mafijusrl une residence ideale, en tout point semblable a celle du Gandhamadana dans !'Himalaya. Et !'on peut se demander si ce Vaisraval)a qui l'amenagea d'un coup
d'epee n'etait pas un nirmiil}a de Mafijusrl.
2. Maiijusrl au Nepal

Autrefois, Khotan se disait en tibetain Li-yul. Mais apres Ia disparition du
Khotan comme royaume independant, il y eut chez les auteurs tibetains quelque
flottement sur Ia localisation du Li-yul. Certains identifient le Li-yul a Ia Mongolie, d'autres a une province du Tibet, d'autres enfin au Nepal (Pal-yul). C'est
ce qui explique qu'a une date tardive un grand nombre de legendes khotanaises
aient ete transplantees au Nepal. Le sujet a ete traite par le professeur J. Brough
dans un court mais substantiel article, Legends of Khotan and Nepal (BSOAS,
XII, 1948, p. 333-339), dont je traduis ici un ex trait:
,Au Nepal, les principaux recueils de legendes locales sont le
Svayambhiipuriil}a 111 et Ia Vaf(lsiivali bouddhique 112 . Cette demiere, compilee au
debut du XIXe siecle, s' appuie largement sur le premier pour Ia periode
legendaire, mais apparamment utilise aussi d'autres sources. Au temoignage du
Svayambhiipuriil}a 113 , Mafijudeva arriva, de Ia montagne de Mafijusrl en
Chine 114 , a Ia vallee du Nepal qui etait originellement un lac, le KalThrada
(Nagahrada selon Ia Vaf(lsiivali). La, il ouvrit les six vallees sur Ia rive sud du
lac, en en drainant les eaux. Puis, du cote sud de l'une de ces vallees, Ia
Gandhavatl, il creusa un nouveau lac et eleva une montagne a cote de !'ancien
KalThrada. Au sommet de cette montagne, il creusa un nouveau lac dans lequel
les Naga du Ka!Thrada furent invites a prendre place 115 ••• Au Nepalle principal
sanctuaire du bouddhisme est Ia colline de Svayambhu, situee a un mille et demi
a !'ouest de Kathmal)gu. Selon le Svayambhiipurii1Ja 116 , !e nom de cette colline
etait Padmagiri durant le Satya-yuga, a cause de ses cinq lotus faits de joyaux.
Durant le Tretayuga, Ia colline fut appelee Vajrakuta; durant le Dvaparayuga,
Gosrfiga; enfin, durant le Kaliyuga, Gopuccha 117 • Pres du Svayambhucaitya
(selon Wright, sur le pic occidental de Ia colline de Svayambhu) est situee Ia
re~idence nepalaise de Mafijusri, le Mafijusrlcaitya" 118 .
A travers ces contaminations brahmaniques, le lecteur aura reconnu Ia
legende du Mont Gosrfiga au Khotan, elle-meme tributaire des traditions indiennes relatives au Gandhamadana himalayen. Mais le cycle nepalais de
Mafijusri est de date recente. Le Bodhisattva ne figure pas dans les inscriptions
nepalaises 119 , et il n'en est pas question au cours du moyen age indien.
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VIII. Maiijusri en Chine
I. Le Wou-t'ai chan

Bodhisattva de l'Inde et de Ia Serinde, Mafijusri est encore le grand Bodhisattva
de Haute Asie. Du lYe siecle jusqu'a nos jours, il a sa residence en Chine au
Wou-t'ai chan 1i §: Lll ,Mont des cinq terrasses", ou sa presence attira durant des
siecles des foules de pelerins. Cette montagne ou plutot cette chaine de montagnes, d'une altitude de 3.040 metres, est situee au nord-ouest de Ia sousprefecture de Wou-t'ai et au nord-est de celle de Fan-tche, dans l'actuel Chan-si.
Au cours de sa longue histoire, Ia montagne fut encore connue sous d'autres
noms. Un auteur du VIle siecle releve les appellations Ts 'ing-leang chan iN 1Ji\
,Mont frais", Wou-fong chan 1i ~ ,Mont aux cinq cimes", et Tseu-fou chan
~!It ,Mont du palais pourpre" 120 •
On trouvera ailleurs l'histoire de cet important lieu saint sur laquelle M.
Demieville a reuni une copieuse bibliographie 121 • Dans le sujet qui nous occupe
on se bomera a utiliser trois monographies chinoises: 122
A. Une notice contenue dans T 2073, k. I, p. 156 c-157 b: Houa yen king
tchouan ki ¥ li& ~ '($ ~B ,Notes sur Ia tradition de 1'AvatartZsakasiitra" par Fatsang it •. Fa-tsang, ne en 643 d'une famille d'origine sogdienne etablie a
Tch'ang-ngan, fut le disciple de Tche-yen ~ 1/i et lui succeda comme troisieme
patriarche de Ia secte Houa-yen. 11 resida au Ta-yuan sseu fr. llit ~ de Tch'angngan des 670. 11 travailla avec Sik~ananda a partir de 695, puis avec Yi-tsing. 11
mourut en 712, au Ta-ts'ien-fou sseu -}c Jl'4 illlil {f de Tch'ang-ngan.
B. T 2098: Kou ts 'ing Ieang tchouan IS" 1JlJ 1$! ~ ,Traditions anciennes sur le
Ts'ing-leang" par Houei-siang lll ffi¥, moine chinois de Lan-kou ~~,qui visita
le Wou-t'ai en 667.
C. T 2099: Kouang ts 'ing Ieang tchouan Jl 1JlJ 16( ~ ,Traditions developpees
sur le Ts'ing-leang" par Yen-yi ~ -, chinois qui resida au Wou-t'ai et publia
l'ouvrage en 1060.
Voici Ia traduction de Ia premiere notice:
A propos d'un traite (Siistra) en six cents rouleaux sur l'AvatartZsaka.
Autrefois, au debut de I' ere Ta-houo j;, ;f<ll des Pei Ts'i ~t 7lf 123 , le
troisieme prince, qui cherchait le bodhisattva Mafijusrl sur le Ts'ingleang chan, bn1la son corps en offrande 124 •
Ce prince avait un eunuque nomme Lieou K'ien-tche JJJ 1lllt Z. Celuici, qui regrettait sa defience physique et avait assiste a Ia scene du
prince qui se bn1la lui-meme, sollicita de l'empereur Ia permission
d'entrer dans Ia montagne [du Ts'ing-leang] pour y cultiver le Chemin.
Un decret l'y autorisa. Alors il y apporta le Sutra [de l'AvatartZsaka] et
y consacra jour et nuit tous ses efforts. II confessa ses fautes, recita le
Sutra, sollicita des graces de choix et, dans l'espoir d'un secours mysterieux, s'abstint de manger des cereales et ne but que de l'eau. Au bout
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de trois semaines, sa complexion physique s'affaiblit, mais il redoubla
de zele. Subitement, il sentit tous ses cheveux repousser et il recouvra
ses organes masculins. Son esprit s'eclaira et il penetra les mysteres. II
etendit ses reflexions et approfondit ses recherches, et c'est alors qu'il
composa, d'un bout a !'autre, le susdit traite [en six cents rouleaux sur
l'AvatGI!lSaka]. II retouma pour rendre compte a l'empereur, et Kaotsou ~ Mil attacha foi a son histoire. Des lors, ce fut un progres constant,
et le Sutra de l'Avatal!lsaka connut un plein succes 125 •
Sous Ia dynastie des Souei llfi, le maitre de Ia Loi Houei-yuan ltlli
du Tsing-ying sseu W ~ avait dans sa vieillesse compose un commentaire (chou~) sur ce Sutra [de l'Avatal!lsaka] 126 • Quand il arriva au
chapitre de I' Application [des merites] 127 , il eprouva subitement mal au
cceur. II examina sa poitrine et il vit a l'endroit du cceur un pore qui
laissait couler du sang. En outre il reva qu'une faux en main, il gravissait une haute montagne en Ia fauchant au fur a mesure, mais qu'arrive
ami-chemin ses forces defaillaient et qu'il ne pouvait plus tenir debout.
S'etant reveille, il dit a ses disciples: ,Ce reve signifie que mon commentaire ne pourra pas etre termine". Des lors, il interrompit son
travail.
Le maitre de Ia loi Hieou #, de Siang tcheou :#.1 :1+1, entendit
I' Avatal!lsaka plus de cinquante fois. II en scruta attentivement le texte
et Ia teneur. Mais plus il s'effon;ait, plus il s'enfonr;ait dans le noir.
Alors il se dit a lui-meme: ,Ceci est Ia parole definitive du grand saint
[Maii.jusri]; comment pourrait-elle etre comprise par !'humble profane
que je suis?".
Considerons le vaste savoir de ces deux sages [Houei-yuan et
Hieou]. Leur grandeur et leurs ressources etaient choses rares, mais ils
ont traine en chemin et n'ont pas pu comprendre l'Avatal!lsaka
jusqu'au bout. Au contraire [l'eunuque] Lieou K'ien-tche n'a meme
pas mis quelques dizaines de jours a ecrire son immense traite [en six
cents rouleaux sur i'Avatal!lsaka]. Que! exploit! Mais c'est le grand
saint [Maii.jusri] qui !'a aide: il n'y a done Ia rien de fort etonnant 128
Dans l'Avatal!lsaka, au chapitre des Residences des Bodhisattva, il
est dit: ,Au nord-est il y a une residence de Bodhisattva appelee
Ts'ing-leang chan ilti'iii! Ill, Mont Frais. Actuellement, il y a un Bodhisattva nomme Maii.jusri qui, avec une myriade de Bodhisattva, s'y
trouve toujours et preche Ia Loi" 129 • C'est pourquoi aujourd'hui, au pied
de cette montagne, il y a Ia prefecture de Ts'ing-leang, et sur un petit
pic au ftanc sud de Ia montagne, le monastere de Ts'ing-leang 130 •
Un autre nom est Wou-t'ai chan :Ii §Ill, ,Mont aux cinq terrasses".
Parce que ces cinq montagnes sont tres elevees, les arbres ne poussent
pas au sommet. Parce que leur configuration ressemble a de Ia terre
amassee, on parle de ,terrasses". Le pourtour de Ia montagne depasse
quatre cents lis. A I' est, elle est reliee au mont Heng, ffii ffi 131 •
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Sur Ia terrasse centrale, il y a le Ta-houa-tch'e
~ l1!!. ,Etang aux
grandes fleurs" 132 • II est clair et limpide, et les vapeurs qui s'en elevent ont
beaucoup d'efficacite. II y a aussi de belles maisons et des stiipa de pierre.
Sur Ia terrasse du nord il y a deux Stiipa de fer ll ff.lll contenant
tous deux des reliques 133 • II y a aussi une statue de Maiiju. Au sud-est
de la terrasse centrale, a plus de trente lis en contre-bas, il y a le Tafeou sseu ff. ~ fonde par l'empereur Ming l!ll des Han 134 • Etant fort
ancien, il tombe de plus en plus en ruines, mais les traces des fondations peuvent encore etre reconnues. Au centre, il y a deux salles, !'orientale et 1' occidentale, dont 1' amenagement de statues subsiste
encore 135 . Devant, il y a un jardin de fleurs, de deux a trois centaines
d'arpents 136 . Tissu de fleurs entrecroisees et de toutes especes, il
resplendit comme de la soie fine et brille comme les feux de brumes
ensoleillees. II y a Ia des especes extraordinaires et inoui'es, de veritables raretes. Au quinzieme jour de la septieme lune, ces myriades de
fleurs s'epanouissent ala fois.
Ensuite, a huit ou neuf lis au nord, la ou autrefois le prince avait sacrifle sa vie, se trouve actuellement un stiipa commemoratif.
Autrefois, au temps des Pei Ts'i ~ Jll, le taoi'sme ayant subi une
grande proscription, on eleva sur cette montagne plus de deux cents
sarrzg/:tiiriima bouddhniques et !'on opera des prelevements sur les taxes
de huit prefectures, Heng-ting ~~ jf et autres, pour assurer aux communautes de la montagne des ressources en vetements et medicaments 137 •
Aujourd'hui, le Saint [Maiijusnl habite cette terre precieuse et il s'y
trouve constamment car, selon diverses traditions, le bodhisattva
Maiijusri preche toujours i'Avatarrzsakasiitra en cet endroit. C'est
pourquoi, depuis l'antiquite 138 jusqu'au rene des T'ang, souvent des
moines bouddhistes des Pays d'Occident, sans reculer devant les myriades de lis [qu'ils ont a parcourir], se rendent en ces sommets pour
visiter [Maiijusri]; et de ce pays meme (Ia Chine), religieux et lai'cs s 'y
sui vent en corteges soulevant Ia poussiere des ornieres. Tantot on y rencontre des foules de saints moines, ou des pavilions d'Immortels et des
terrasses precieuses. II y brille une lumiere spirituelle et des parfums
merveilleux embaument !'atmosphere. Dans !'air, des cloches resonnent automatiquement; des stances precieuses se font entendre de loin.
Soudain et subitement s'y manifestent mille transformations miraculeuses, ainsi que le rapporte !a ,Notice sur lemont Ts'ing-leang".
La montagne se trouve a la limite de la prefecture de Tai ~ ffl a
1.600 lis de la capitale [Tch'ang-ngan) 139 • Mais l'endroit se trouve a'ux
frontieres; le froid y est particulierement rigoureux. C'est pourquoi,
avant la quatrieme lune et apres la septieme, la glace est prise et la neige
s'accumule; une blancheur eclatante remplit tout. Sauf en plein ete, il est
impossible de gravir la montagne. Debout, sages qui avez embrasse le
chemin! Se pourrait-il que vous n'y alliez pas tous une fois?
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De Ia notice de Houei-siang, il suffira d'extraire le passage suivant (B, 1093 a
9-13):
La troisieme annee yong-kia 1l'- & des Tsin ~ (309) 140 , dans l'ancienne
commanderie de Yen-men Jfi l!ll, plus de cent families de Ia sousprefecture de Souo-jen (a prononcer Souo-jen ou Soua-jen), fuyant des
troubles, se retirerent sur cette montagne. Quand elles virent les montagnards, elles s'arreterent et ne retoumerent pas chez elles, mais
s'etablirent en ces lieux escarpes et sauvages. Parfois des gens de
passage observaient de loin leurs habitations, mais quand ils y allaient
pour leur faire visite, nul ne savait plus ou ils etaient. C'est pourquoi on
considera cette montagne comme une capitale dys Imrnortels. Un Livre
des lmmortels dit: ,Le Mont aux cinq terrasses est appele le Palais
pourpre; il s'en degage souvent des vapeurs pourpres. Des Immortels y
habitent".

r,

Les quelques renseignements reunis ici permettent de degager les grandes
!ignes de l'histoire du Wou-t'ai chan. La montagne fut un centre taoi:ste et un
sejour d'Immortels jusqu' au debut du IVe siecle (309). Au cours du lYe siecle,
les bouddhistes se l'annexerent et y situerent le bodhisattva Maiijusrl. La montagne avec ses cinq pies, son lac et ses Immortels etait, comme le Gandhamadana en Inde et le Gospiga au Khotan, un lieu saint tout indique pour
Maiijusr1 et ses cinq cents r~i. A une date que nous essayerons de determiner, les
traducteurs chinois de i'Avataf!'lsaka introduisirent dans le texte original un
passage donnant le Ts'ing-leang chan (autre nom du Wou-t'ai chan) comme une
ancienne residence de Maiijusr1. Dans Ia seconde moitie du Ve siecle, en 471 ou
477, l'empereur Hiao-wen Hong des Pei Wei erigea sur Ia montagne le
monastere du Ta Feou-t'ou Ling-tsieou qui fut sans doute le premier monument
bouddhique de I' endroit. Vers Ia meme date, un ,troisieme prince" y brfila son
corps par ,devouement" a Maiijusrl.
Le culte du grand Bodhisattva etait deja tres florissant au debut du VIe
siecle 141 • Sous les Pei Ts'i (550-577), plus de deux cents saf!'lghiiriima furent
construits au Wou-t'ai, et un prelevement sur les taxes des habitants des districts
voisins fut affecte a I' entretien des moines.
Mais c'est sous les T'ang (618-907) que le culte de Maiijusrl atteignit sou
apogee en Chine. Les laborieux patriarches de Ia secte Houa-yen, Tche-yen
(602-668), Fa-tsang (643-712), Tch'engkouan (737-820 ou 838), ainsi que Li
T'ong-hiuan, qui firent de Ia montagne leur terre sainte, contribuerent grandementa son succes. Le Wou-t'ai chan commen~a a etre frequente par des bouddhistes de toute Ia Chine et par des pelerins etrangers, indiens, japonais et
tibetains. Le pelerinage s'organisa: des plans et des notices furent mis a Ia disposition des visiteurs 142 •
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2. La falsification de l'Avatalflsaka

On a vu le role important joue par !'Avata1J1Saka et Ia secte Houa-yen dans les
traditions relatives au Wou-t'ai. II convient d'esquisser ici l'histoire de
!'AvatalJlsaka en Chine et de relever les manipulations auxquelles il fut soumis
en ce qui conceme Ia montagne sainte.
Premieres traductions partielles de !'AvatalJlsaka. - Nous ignorons tout de
Ia genese de !'Avataf!lsaka sanskrit dont quelques parties seulement, -le Dharmadhiitupravesa, !e Gm:ufavyiiha et le Dasabhiimika - , nous sont parvenues
dans !'original. S'agissait-il d'une reuvre homogene, ou d'une collection de
textes disparates artificiellement groupes, comme ce fut le cas, semble-t-il, pour
le Ratnakiita? Les Chinois ne se sont pas pose Ia question. Pour eux, !'Avataf!lsaka fut preche par le Buddha, collationne par Maii.jusri et conserve durant six
siecles dans le palais des Naga. Au cours de sa visite en ce palais, Nagarjuna put
apprendre par creur Ia fameuse recension longue en 100.000 giithii, mais au
cours de ses predications il dut Ia reduire considerablement a cause de l'imbecillite de ses auditeurs.
Jusqu'au Ve siecle, !'Avataf!lsaka penetra en Chine par bribes et morceaux, a
travers les traductions partielles executees aux He et Ille siecles par Lokak~ema
a Lo-yang (T 280), Tche K'ien a Nankin (T. 281) et surtout Dharmarak~a a
Tch'ang-ngan (T 283, 285, 288, 291, 292). Parue en 297, Ia traduction du
Dasabhiimika par Dharmarak~a fit grande impression. Un exemplaire, fiicheusement ampute du premier rouleau, parvint meme a Siang-yang J! ~.au Hou-pei,
dans Ia celebre bibliotheque de Tao-ngan ;l 1i: qui y sejouma de 365 a379. Taongan tenait cet exemplaire pour une rarete, louait Ia traduction de Dharmarak~a
et deplorait qu'elle rut si peu connue en Chine 143 •
Decouverte et traduction de Ia recension en 36.000 giithii. - La decouverte
de Ia premiere recension complete de !'Avataf!lsaka fut le fait de Tche Fa-ling
5<: it;~ sur lequelles renseignements sont fragmentaires et contradictories.
II convient d'abord d'eliminer les donnees foumies par le Fa yuan
tchou lin 144 , compile en 668. Selon cette source, apres le regn e de l'empereur
Houan (147-168) des Heou Han, cinq religieux d'Occident, originaires d'un
royaume de l'Inde du Nord, vinrent en Chine. C'etaient Tche Fa-ling, Tche
K'ien, Tchou Fa-hou (Dharmarak~a), Tchou Tao-cheng et Tche Leou-tch'an.
Fa-ling recita de vive voix un chapitre du Priitimo/cya et des Karmaviicanii, et
serait a ce titre l'introducteur de !'ordination religieuse en Chine. S. Levi, E.
Chavannes et P. Pelliot ont denonce !'incoherence de cette information qui
reunit en une meme ambassade cinq personnages de date et de provenance differentes 145 •
Selon le Kao seng tchouan publie par Houei-kiao entre 519 et 544, et le
Tch 'au san tsang ki tsi publie par Seng-yeou en 515, Fa-ling fut le disciple de
Houei-yuan llllll (334-416), moine chinois influent qui fonda, en 402, au mont
Lou It !lJ (le Kou-ling modeme dans le Kiang-si) 1'Association du Lotus Blanc
et exen;a une sorte de patriarcat sur toutle bouddhisme chinois 146 •
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Primitivement, beaucoup de Sutra en usage a l'est du fteuve [Yangtseu] etaient incomplets; les regles du dhyiina n'etaient pas connues et
le Vinayapitaka etait defectueux. Deplorant ces deficiences de la doctrine, Houei-yuan envoya ses disciples Fa-tsing it i!J, Fa-ling, etc.,
chercher au loin les Sutra. Ils franchirent les sables et les neiges et,
apres bien des annees, ils firent retour. Tous avaient trouve des textes
sanskrits qui, alors, purent etre traduits 147 .
Les deux memes sources, mais a un autre endroit, precisent que: ,Le sramane
Tche Fa-ling, arrive au Yu-t'ien TIll! (Khotan), obtint les 36.000 giithii de la
partie anterieure de I'Avataf!'lsaka. Mais il n'y avait pas de traduction" 148 .
Un document contemporain, la preface a Ia traduction du Vinaya des Dharmaguptaka executee eu 410, foumit des dates et des precisions sur Ia mission de
Fa-ling:
En l'annee jen-tch 'en -£ JYi (392), il y eut le sramane Tche Fa-ling du
pays des Tsin 149 . Constant la perversion des pays-frontieres et deplorant
le peu de diffusion de la discipline correcte, il fit le sacrifice de sa vie et
s'exposa aux dangers afin de repandre la religion parmi ceux qui l'ignoraient. A 1'ouest, il franc hit les Sables mouvants en direction des Indes
lointaines. Passant par le Khotan, il y rencontra Ia secte des Dharmaguptaka et un trepitakin du Mahayana, le sramane Buddhayasas.
C'etait un homme de talent, au vaste savoir, qui comprenait et pratiquait les Sutra, le Vinaya ainsi que le Tripitaka. Ensemble ils reciterent
et etudierent les textes. Puis, au Khotan, ils reunirent une masse de
Sutra dans leur vihara. Apres quoi, ils firent retour et, en l'annee wouchen LIG $ (408), arriverent au pays des Ts'in. Yao :!#~, le souverain des
Ts'in 150 , rempli d'admiration pour les profonds mysteres et les beautes
cachees [du bouddhisme], declara que la grande Loi est profonde, que
pour sauver les etres il faut des S!la et que ceux-ci, etant propages par
une foule de saints, ne peuvent avoir de defauts. Alors, cette meme
annee, Yao invita a deux reprises [Buddhayasas] a traduire le
Vinayapitaka 151 •
Pour condensee qu'elle soit, cette notice tient assez bien et correspond a ce
que nous savons par ailleurs. Des le Ille siecle, le Khotan constituait une reserve
de Mahayanasutra. Comme on l'a vu plus haut 152 , Tchou Che-hing y trouva, en
260, un manuscrit indien de Ia Paiicavif!1satisiihasrikii, texte qui fut traduit a
Tch'ang-ngan, en 291, par le Khotanais Mok~ala (T 221). En 296, un autre
Khotanais, Gitamitra, arrivait a Tch'ang-ngan avec un nouveau manuscrit du
meme texte 153 • Enfin Fa-hien, qui sejouma trois mois au Khotan, en 401, fut
frappe par l'essor du Mahayana en ce petit royaume, entoure de regions restees
jusqu'alors d'obedience sarvastivadin 154 .
Le religieux kasmirien Buddhayasas, alors qu'il tenait ecole a Cha-16 & ¥71
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(Kashgar), instruisit Kumarajlva (344--409) dans le Grand Vehicule et l'initia a
Ia scolastique madhyamika. Plus tard, apprenant que Kumarajlva se trouvait a
Kou-tsang 11Ji ~ (pres de Leang-tcheou dans le Kan-sou), il gagna cette demiere
ville, vers l'annee 401. Mais Kumarajlva venait d'etre enleve par une armee chinoise et installe de force a Tch'ang-ngan par le souverain barbare Yao Hing.
Averti de l'arrivee de Buddhayasas a Kou-tsang, Kumarajlva pria Yao Hing de
!'inviter a Tch'ang-ngan, mais l'empereur refusa. Mais quand Yao Hing
demanda a Kumarajlva de traduire des textes bouddhiques, celui-ci insista de
nouveau pour que Yasas rut appele, car, disait-il, il etait plus capable que lui de
remplir cette tache. Yao Hing envoya alors quelques emissaires avec des
presents pour prier Yasas de venir a Tch'ang-ngan. Yasas refusa les presents et
fit savoir a l'empereur que, s'il ne devait pas etre mieux traite que Kumarajiva, il
n'accepterait pas !'invitation. Frappe par cette fiere reponse, l'empereur envoya
une nouvelle invitation et de belles promesses. Yasas arriva a Tch'ang-ngan en
408 et se mit aussit6t au travail. Aide de Tchou Fo-nien, il publia, des 410, une
traduction du Vinaya des Dharmaguptaka (T 1428) et, en 413, une traduction du
Dlrghiigama (T 1). 155 •
Tout ceci peut se concilier avec ce qui a ete dit precedemment. Cependant les
ma'itres chinois de I'Avatal'flsaka, au VIlle siecle, ont essaye d'etoffer et de
corser la biographie de Fa-ling.
1. Dans son Houa yen king tchouan ki (T 2073), Fa-tsang (643-712), le
troisieme patriarche de la secte Houa-yen, donne de nouveaux details sur la
decouverte, par Fa-ling, de Ia recension en 36.000 giithii:
Le K'ai houang san pao lou A~:::=. Jf ~ dit qu'autrefois, ,a plus de
2.000 lis an sud-est du Khotan, il y avait le pays de Tcho-kiu-kia
i!E :tPJ ll!!! 156 • Ses rois, de generation en generation, veneraient le
Mahayana. Les moines illustres de tous les pays qui venaient en ce territoire etaient tous mis a l'epreuve. S'ils etaient h'inayanistes, le roi Ies
chassait et ne les gardait pas; s'ils etaient mahayanistes, il Ies invitait a
s'arreter et les entretenait. Dans Ie palais du roi se trouvaient Ies Siitra
de 1'Avatal'flsaka, de Ia Mahiiprajiiii {-piiramitii} et du Mahiisal'flnipiita:
chacun comptait dix myriades de giithii. Le roi lui-meme en assurait Ia
garde et detenait personnellement Ia cle de 1a porte; 1ors des lectures, il
I' ouvrait et faisait des offrandes de fleurs parfumees. En outre, dans Ia
chapelle, il faisait disposer toutes sortes d'omements: collections de
joyaux, fleurs suspendues, fruits de saison et hors de saison. II induisait
ses vassaux a venir y faire leurs devotions. En outre, au sud-est de ce
pays, a plus de 20 lis, il y avait une montagne tres escarpee ou l'on
avait depose l'Avatal'flsaka, le Mahiisa1J1nipiita, le Vaipulya (?), le Ratnakuta, le Lmikiivatiira, le Vaipulya (?), la Siiriputradhiirmfi, la
Pu[ipakutadhiirmJI, le Tou-sa-lo-tsang '1m l~fd!Ul (Tu~arapitaka?) 157 , Ia
Mahiiprajiiii[piiramitiij,
[l'octuple
Prajiiii(piiramitii)]
et
le
Mahiimegha: en tout douze ouvrages ayant chacun dix myriades de
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giithii. D'apres les lois du royaume il est de tradition de les proteger et
de les garder." II y eut, sous Ia dynastie des Tong Tsin, le sramane Tche
Fa-ling. Temperament magnanime, il prit secretement une resolution
excellente. II aimait le Mahayana a en oublier le dormir et le manger.
Muni d'un sac de vivres et arme d'un baton, il se rendit Ia [a Tcho-kiup'an], au peril de sa vie, pour y chercher [des textes] et il trouva les
36.000 giithii formant Ia partie anterieure de I'Avatal!lsaka, qu'il rapporta ici. Ce sont elles qui furent traduites sons Ia dynastie des Tsin 158 •

lei Fa-tsang, pour etoffer Ia mince biographie de Fa-ling, y a introduit des
renseignements plus ou moins legendaires concernant le royaume de Karghalik.
Illes emprunte au K'ai houang san pao lou, c'est-a-dire au Li tai san pao ki (T
2034, k. 12, p. 103 a 10-24) publie en 597 (17e annee de !'ere K'ai-houang), et
dont !'auteur se refere lui-meme a des informations donnees oralement par le
traducteur Jinagupta, son contemporain.
Ce fut en effet dans Ia seconde moitie du VIe siecle, done un siecle et demi
apres Fa-ling, que les Chinois apprirent !'existence a Karghalik d'une riche et
volumineuse collection de Mahayanasutra. Ce renseignement leur fut communique par l'lndien Jinagupta (528-605Y 59 , un ksatriya originaire de Purusapura
(Peshawer), au Gandhara. A !'age de vingt-sept ans, il entreprit, avec dix compagnons, un long et perilleux voyage en Asie Centrale a travers le Kapisa,
l'Himalya, le royaume des Huns Hephthalites, Tash Kurgan, le Khotan, Ia
region du Koukou-nor, le Kan-sou pour arriver enfin a Tch'angngan dans Ia
periode wou-tch 'eng :li(; lit (559-560) de l'empereur Ming lffl des Pei Tcheou.
Les textes ne disent pas qu'il soit passe par Karghalik, mais c'est lui qui decrivit
aux Chinois les richesses de Ia bibliotheque du roi de Tcho-kiu-kia et de Ia montagne voisine 160 • II faut lui laisser Ia responsabilite de cette decouverte et ne pas
l'attribuer a Fa-ling.
2. Au temoignage des sources anciennes examinees plus haut, Fa-ling rencontra Buddhayasas au Khotan en 392 et rentra avec lui a Tch'ang-ngan, via
Kou-tsang, en 408. Houei-ying iii~, disciple de Fa-tsang, et qui vecut durant Ia
premiere moitie du VIlle siecle, substitue Buddhabhadra a Buddhayasas: ce
serait done Buddhabhadra que Fa-ling aurait rencontre au Khotan et ce serait
avec Buddhabhadra qu'il aurait regagne Ia Chine.
Dans son Ta fang kouang to houa yen king kan ying tchouan ,Relation des
exaucements de I'Avatal!lsakasiitra", texte remanie en 783 (T 2074), Houei-ying
ecrit:
Sous les Tong Tsin (317-420), le sramane Tche Fa-ling avait quitte Ia
maison dans sa jeunesse. Anime d'une resolution pure, et deplorant les
changements subis par la Bonne Loi apres le Nirval).a du Buddha, il alia
dans les pays d'Occident pour y chercher des textes sacres. Arrive
au Khotan, il y rencontra, venu d'Occident, un trepitaka, maitre de la
Loi en Vehicule unique (ekayiina), nomme Buddhabhadra, en chinois
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Kio-hien • 'Jf. II appartenait au clan des Sakya et descendait du roi
Amrtodana. II possedait le troisieme fruit du Mahayana correspondant a
Ia troisieme terre des Bodhisattva. II etait arrive [au Khotan] avec un
texte sanskrit de I'Avatal]1saka, texte comportant plus de 36.000 giithii.
Quand il y avait des choses qu' il ne comprenait pas dans ce Sutra, il
montait au ciel des Tu~ita et interrogeait le bhagavat Maitreya. Fa-ling
supplia ce trepitaka de descendre en Chine pour y repandre I'Avatal]1saka. Cedant a son invitation, Buddhabhadra arriva a Ia capitale
[Tch'ang-ngan] et s'y flxa. Mais ses manieres ne ressemblaient pas a
celles du vulgaire: il sortait et entrait librement par les baies des
fenetres. Tous les moines de son entourage etaient effrayes et le prenaient pour Mara. La communaute interrogea done le trepitaka et lui
demanda: Maitre de Ia Loi, possedez-vous les qualites surhumaines? Le trepitaka leur repondit: Je les ai d'ores et deja obtenues. Les
superieurs reunirent Ia communaute religieuse de Ia capitale et, au
cours d'une procedure ecclesiastique (dharmakarman), deciderent son
expulsion. Le trepitaka prenant son vetement et son bol aux aum6nes,
monta dans les airs, manifesta les airs, manifesta les transformations et,
assis et volant, il arriva au Sud, a Yang-tcheou :It i'Jii, comme un oiseau
volant dans les airs. Tous les moines furent stupefaits et confus, mais
ne purent le rattraper 161 •
Cette histoire ne resiste pas a l'examen. Ce n'est pas avec Fa-ling, mais avec
Tche-yen 111/fll que Buddhabhadra gagna Ia Chine. II s'y rendit en passant par le
Tonkin et n'arriva a Tch'ang-ngan que vers 410.
Moine chinois originaire du Kan-sou, Tche-yen quitta Tchang-yi ~ fft (Kantcheou au Kan-sou) au mois d'aout 400 et, en compagnie de Fa-hien, gagna
Karashar (Arsi) 162 • De Ia il dut retoumer a Kao-tch'ang 1iii ~"'! (Tourfan) pour s'y
reapprovisionner avant de reprendre Ia route. II arriva au Kasmlr vers 401 et,
avec Buddhabhadra qui s'y trouvait deja, il suivit les le9ons du maitre en yoga
Buddhasena 163 • II y resta au moins trois ans. En 404, il repartit pour la Chine
enmenant avec lui Buddhabhadra, pour !'aider a traduire Ia Yogiiciirabhiimi de
Buddhasena et d'autres textes sanskrits. Les deux compagnons passerent par les
Ts'ong-ling imiill (Monts des Oignons, dans les Pamirs) et les Six Royaumes
(*!ill) pour aboutir au Tonkin (Kiao-tche ~ IM:, en annamite Giao-chi) 164 . De Ia
ils s'embarquerent pour Ia Chine. II y a desaccord sur la date exacte de leur
arrivee a Tch'ang-ngan 165 : ce fut, semblet-il, vers 410 166 • A Tch'ang-ngan, Buddhabhadra excita Ia jalousie des disciples chino is de Kumarajlva. Aussi acceptat-il !'invitation de Houei-yuan a se rendre dans Ia Chine du Sud. Vers 412, au
mont Lou, dans le Kiang-si, il traduisit Ia Yogiiciirabhiimi de Buddhasena. Puis
il gagna Nankin ou, de 413 jusqu'a sa mort survenue en 429, il traduisit encore
une foule de textes sanskrits et notamment Ia recension de I'Avatal]1saka en
36.000 giithii trouvee par Fa-ling.
Ainsi done, si Houei-ying, dans son T 2074, s'ecarte deliberement des
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sources anciennes pour faire de Fa-ling le compagnon de voyage de Buddhabhadra (et non plus de Buddhayasas), c'est uniquement pour le plaisir d'associer,
dans de memes aventures, le depisteur et le traducteur de Ia premiere recension
complete de I'Avataf!1saka.
En ce qui conceme Ia traduction, les renseignements sont precis et unanimes:
Autrefois, le religieux Tche Fa-ling trouva au Khotan Ia recension en
36.000 giithii de I'Avataf!1saka. Le dixieme jour de Ia troisieme June de
Ia quatorzieme annee yi-hi ~ !@. des Tsin (30 avril 418), a Yang-tcheou
t! #1, au Tao-tch'ang sseu l!i ~ {f fonde par le ministre des travaux Sie
Che at ::fi, on invita le maitre indien en dhyana Buddhabhadra. Tenant
en mains le texte sanskrit, il traduisit le sanskrit en chinois des Tsin. Le
sramane Che Fa-ye :M!ii ~ rec;ut personnellement Ia traduction au
pinceau. Le gouverneur de Ia commanderie de Wou ~. Mong K'ai
~ ~. et le general de Ia garde de droite, Tch'ou Chou-tou ~ ~ lt,
furent alors les bienfaiteurs en titre 167 . La traduction fut terminee le
dixieme jour de Ia sixieme June de Ia deuxieme annee yuan-hi Ji;!@. (6
juillet 420). On collationna en tout adeux reprises le texte sanskrit, et le
collationnement fut termine le vingt-huitieme jour de Ia douzieme June
de Ia deuxieme annee yong-tch 'ou 11~ l9J des grands Song (16 avril
421)168.
Cette traduction comptait 60 rouleaux et 34 chapitres. A son propos, on lit
encore:
Plus de cent personnes, les sramanes Houei-yen lll flit 169, Houei-yi
lll~ 170 , etc., critiquaient et determinaient le texte et le sens, et comparaient le chinois et le sanskrit. On obtint ainsi un texte excellent.
C'est pourquoi, au Tao-tch'ang sseu, il y a encore une salle dite de
1'Avataf!1saka 171 •

Mais si Ia bibliographie chinoise est une science exacte, astreinte a des precisions rigoureuses, Ia poesie ne perd pas ses droits. Aussi voyons-nous Ia Relation de exaucements de I'Avataf!1saka introduire un peu de fantaisie dans ces
longues et fastidieuses seances de traduction:

m

A Kien-ye
~ (Nankin), dans le monastere de Sie, le ministre des
travaux, on avait construit une salle pour conserver les textes sacres. On
y traduisit 1'Avataf!1saka. Au moment ou on allait traduire ce Sutra,
devant la salle, apparut soudainement un etang. Chaque matin, deux
paysans vetus de bleu sortaient de l'etang, penetraient dans Ia salle aux
Sutra, lavaient, balayaient, broyaient l'encre et faisaient le service; le
soir arrive, ils rentraient passer la nuit dans 1'etang. Selon la tradition,
on expliquait que 1'Avataf!1saka etait reste longtemps dans le palais des
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Naga. C'etaient done des rois-naga qui, pour faire honneur aux traducteurs, venaient faire le service en personne. En suite de quoi on a
change le nom du monastere et on 1'a appele Hing-yen sseu ft .IAi ~
,Monastere de l'avenement de l'Avataf(lsaka" 172 .
Traduction de Ia recension en 40.000 giithii. - Cependant les Chinois
n'avaient pas perdu l'espoir de se procurer un jour la fameuse recension en
100.000 giithii rapportee par Nagarjuna du pays des Naga.
Par ailleurs, il semble que l'indien Pararnartha ait pris un malin plaisir a les
confirmer dans leurs illusions. Paramartha (500-569) 173, en chinois Tchen-ti • ~'
etait un brahmane originaire d'Ujjayinl en Avanti. Converti au bouddhisme, il se
fit missionnaire et, en 546, debarqua a Canton avec 240 pothi de manuscrits. Il
gagna Nankin durant la 7e lune intercalaire de l'annee 548. L'empereur Leang
Wou-ti ~De '1ir (502-549) le re9ut royalement, mais Paramartha perdit bientot
son protecteur et, durant tout le reste de sa vie, erra en Chine du sud, ballotte par
les evenements politiques, mais traduisant force Sutra partout ou il se trouvait.
Interroge par le Chinois sur les recensions de l'Avataf(lsaka, voici ce qu'il
leur dit:
Les traditions en cours dans les pays d'Occident disent que le bodhisattva Nagarjuna se rendit dans le palais des Naga et y vit 1' Avataf(lsaka Mahiicintyavimok$asiitra. Il y avait trois recensions. La recension
longue comptait des giithii aussi nombreuses que les poussieres contenues dans dix trichiliomegachiliocosmes (trisiihasramahiisiihasralokadhiitu) et comportait des chapitres (parivarta) aussi nombreux
que les poussieres contenues dans un univers a quatre continents
(caturdvlpa). La recension moyenne comptait 49 myriades et 8.800
giithii et comportait 1.200 parivarta. La recension courte comptait 10
myriades de giithii et comportait 48 parivarta. Deux de ces recensions,
la longue et la moyenne, accessibles [seulement] a l'reil omniscient(?)
et n'etant pas ala portee des profanes (prthagjana), resterent cachees et
ne circulerent pas. La recension courte est actuellement repandue dans
les Indes. Il en fut ainsi parce que les aptitudes [des auditeurs] sont dissemblables et que leur erudition differe. Mafijusrl et Samantabhadra,
eux, re9urent l'enseignement complet de l'Avataf(lsaka [dans sa recension longue]; Vasubandhu et Nagarjuna en virent tout juste un succedane [:la recension courte en 10 myriades]. Quant aux petits saints, tout
en etant de leur entourage, ils n' entendirent rien; ce sont les grands
saints qui, par des voies extraordinaires, en eurent la connaissance
anticipee. Les succes de la sainte doctrine dependent du degre des
capacites: cela est evident. En outre, parce que Buddha a quitte ce
monde depuis les etres se sont vicies: leurs forces physiques et leurs
intelligences ont baisse et ils n' ont plus eu la force de retenir au
complet cette recension courte [en dix myriades de giithii] 174•
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Or voici que Jinagupta, arrive a Tch'ang-ngan en 560, affirrnait !'existence a
Karghalik, tant au palais du roi que sur Ia montagne voisine de Ia capitate, de Ia
fameuse recension en dix myriades de giithii. La nouvelle fut presque aussit6t
consignee dans le Li tai san pao ki en 597, et les Memoires de Hiuan-tsang, pubbees par Pien-ki en 646, semblaient Ia confirrner.
Tous les espoirs etaient done perrnis, et les recherches reprirent. Elles
aboutirent a Ia decouverte et a Ia traduction d'une recension, non pas en
100.000, mais en 40.000 giithii et 39 parivarta occupant 80 rouleaux. lei nous
avons le temoignage direct de Fa-tsang qui collabora acette traduction:
Sik~ananda 175 , du monastere de Fo-cheou-ki sseu -M: tt ~e ~ dans
Ia capitale divine (Lo-yang) des Grands Tcheou »il 176 , en chinois
des T'ang Hio-hi *:g., est originaire du Khotan; son savoir est vaste
et etendu et son ideal est d'etre utile aux etres. II est verse dans
le Grand et le Petit V ehicule et, aussi, dans les traites des heretiques.
L'Imperatrice Celeste T'ien Heou '}( Jii 177 repand brillamment
Ia lumiere du Buddha et venere le Mahayana. Dans 1' ancienne
traduction de I'Avataf!lsaka, les lieux (tch 'au 11\, sthiina) et les
assemblees (houei i'", parsad) [ou le Siitra avait ete preche] n'etaient
pas au complet 178 • C'est pourquoi, apprenant qu'au loin il y avait
au Khotan un texte sanskrit de ce Siitra, l'imperatrice envoya des
messagers pour chercher des informations et inviter un traducteur.
C'est ainsi que Sik~ananda, prenant avec lui le Siitra, arriva au
palais imperial 1' annee yi-wei l.
premiere de Ia peri ode tchengcheng liJHJg de T'ien Heou (695); c'est dans Ia capitale orientale
(Lo-yang), au monastere de Pien-k'ong sseu du Palais imperial
j( Pi m~ ~, qu'il traduisit I'Avataf!lsakasiitra. T'ien Heou daigna
assister en personne aux seances; elle composa Ia preface 179 et, maniant
elle-meme le pinceau, elle inscrivit le titre en tete. Un Indien du sud, le
sramane Bodhiruci 180 , et le sramane Yi-tsing ~ ~ 181 reciterent ensemble le texte sanskrit; apres, le texte fut remis aux sramanes Fou-li 1ft illl
182
183
, Fa-tsang ~ l.il
, etc. La traduction fut terrninee au monastere
de Fo-cheou-ki sseu, l'annee ki-hai t! ~, deuxieme de Ia periode
cheng-li ~ lf 184 •

*,

Les trois traductions de l'Avataf!lsaka. - En resume, nous disposons
actuellement de deux traductions chinoises et d'une traduction tibetaine de
1'Avataf!lsaka:
1. T 278 Ta fang kouang fo houa yen king, 34 parivarta en 60 rouleaux. Cette traduction fut executee par Buddhabhadra, aNankin, de 418 a420, sur une
recension sanskrite en 36.000 giithii decouverte au Khotan par Fa-ling entre 392
et 408.
2. T 279 Ta fang kouang fo houa yen king, 39 parivarta en 80 rouleaux. Cette traduction fut executee par Sik~ananda, a Lo-yang, de 695 a 699, sur
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une recension sanskrite en 40.000 giithii apportee du Khotan par Sik~ananda en
695.
3. Otani Kanjur Catalogue n° 761 (Otani ed. of the Tibetan Tripitaka, vol.
25-26): Sans rgyas Phal po che ies bya ba Sin tu rgyas pa chen pobi mdo, 45
parivarta. Cette traduction fut executee, dans le premier quart du IXe siecle ~ 5 ,
par Jinamitra, Surendrabodhi et Ye-ses-sde.
LeTs 'ing-leang chan et les versions chinoises.- Comme on !'a vu au debut
de cette section, le Wou-t'ai chan ou Ts'ing-leang chan tire ses titres de noblesse
d'un passage des versions chinoises de I'Avatarnsaka (T 278, k. 29, p. 590 a
3-5; T 279, k. 45, p. 241 b 20-23) ou il est dit: ,Dans Ia region du nord-est, il y
a une residence de Bodhisattva nommee Ts'ing-leang chan. Dans le passe, les
Bodhisattva y habitaient toujours. La, presentement, il y a un Bodhisattva appele
Mafijusrl. II a un entourage d'une myriade de Bodhisattva et toujours il preche Ia
Loi".
C' est a ce passage que se referent sans cesse les historiens et les choniqueurs
de I'Avatarnsaka et du Wou-t'ai.
En s'y referant, Fa-tsang (T 2073, k. 1, p. 157 a 8-10) cite le passage librement. Houei-siang (T 2098, k. I, p. 1092 c 22-24) reproduit textuellement Ia traduction de Buddhabhadra (T 278, I.e.). Yen-yi (T 2099, k. 1, p. 1103 b 18-21)
cite textuellement Ia traduction de Sik~ananda (T 279, I.e.). La citation adoptee
par Houei-ying (T 2074, p. 175 b 21-23) est beaucoup plus libre et ajoute une
precision qui, en !'occurrence, n'etait pas negligeable: ,Au pays de Tchen-tan
(Chine), au nord-est, etc.".
Cependant, je crois pouvoir affirmer que Ia mention du Ts'ing-leang chan et
de Mafijusri dans le passage en question est une interpolation chinoise et ne
faisait pas partie de Ia recension originale de I' Avatarnsaka.
La falsification de l'Avatal'flsaka. - La mention du Ts'ing-leang chan se
trouve dans les traductions chinoises du chapitre intitule P 'ou sa tchou tch 'ou
'If~ tE 1l (T 278, k. 29, p. 589 c-590 b; T 279, k. 45, p. 241 Ire). Ace chapitre
correspond, dans Ia version tibetaine, le lel)u intitule Byaiz chub sems dpahi gnas
(OKC 761, vol. Li, p. 275 a 8-277 a 3).
Comme le titre l'indique, il y est question des residences ou des stations
occupees au temps passe par des Bodhisattva (piirvakiile bodhisattviidhyiisitiini
sthiiniini). Le chapitre comprend deux parties bien distinctes:
1

•!!

1.

Huit residences constituees par des montagnes mythiques situees dans les
quatre regions principales (dis) et les quatre regions intermediaires (vidis)
de notre univers a quatre continents. Pour chacune de ces residences, le
texte mentionne quatre choses:
a.
b.
c.
d.

le region (dis ou vidis),
le nom de Ia montagne mythique,
le nom du Bodhisattva principal qui l'habite,
le nombre des Bodhisattva qui l'entourent.
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2.

Quatorze residences situees en Inde meme et pour lesquelles le texte mentionne seulement:
a.
b.

le nom du district indien (par exemple: Mathura),
le nom de Ia residence elle-meme (par exemple: Sarptosat)i guha).

Seules les huit premieres residences nous interessent ici. En voici le texte
tibetain avec une traduction fran~aise:
1. Sar phyogs logs na sti.on tshe
byati. chub sems dpal) biugs biugs
pal)i ri Dran sron /:tbyun ba ies bya
bal)i yod de. de Ia byati. chub sems
dpal) Rda rje/:ti dpal ies bya ba byati.
chub sems dpal)i l;lkhor sum brgya dan
ldan pa chos ston to.
2. Lho phyogs logs na sti.on byati.
chub sems dpal) biugs biugs pal)i ri
Dpal gyi phun pa ies bya ba yod de.
de Ia byati. chub sems dpal) Chas kyi
bla gras ses bya ba byati. chub sems
dpal)i l)khor lim brgya dan !dan pa
chos ston to.
3. Nub phyogs logs na sti.on byati.
chub sems dpal) biugs biugs pal)i ri
Rda rje/:ti /:tad /:tphra can ies bya ba
yod de. de Ia byan chub sems dpal)
Sen ge/:ti /:tgra /:tgra ba ies bya ba byat)
chub sems dpal)i l)khor sum brgya dati.
!dan pa chos ston to.
4. Byati. phyogs logs na sti.on byati.
chub sems dpal) biugs biugs pal)i ri
Spas kyi phun pa ies bya ba yod de.
de Ia byan chub sems dpal) Spas kyi
glan pa ies bya ba byan chub sems
dpal)i l)khor ston phrag gsum dati. !dan
pa chos ston to.
5. Sar phyogs logs na snon byati.
chub sems dpal) biugs biugs pal)i ri
Span ri ies bya ba yod de. de Ia byati.
chub sems dpal) /fjam dpal ies bya ba
byati. chub sems dpal)i l;lkhor stoti.
phrag bcu dati. !dan pa chos ston to.

I. Dans Ia regwn de I' est
(purvasyii111 disi), il y a le mont Naissance des ermites (rsyutpiida) habite
autrefois par des bodhisattva. C' est Ia
que le bodhisattva Vajrasri, entoure de
300 bodhisattva, preche Ia Loi.
2.
Dans Ia region du sud
(da/cyi!Jasyii1?1 disi), il y a le mont Pic
de beaute (sr'ikiita) habite autrefois par
des bodhisattva. C' est la que le bodhisattva Dharmamati, entoure de 500
bodhisattva, preche la Loi.
3. Dans la region de !'ouest
(pascimiiyii111 disi), il y a le mont Eclat
du diamant (vajriircis) habite autrefois
par des bodhisattva. C' est la que le
bodhisattva
Sirphavikrantagamin,
entoure de 300 bodhisattva, preche la
Loi.
4. Dans la regiOn (iu nord
(uttarasyii111 disi), il y a le mont Pic
des parfums (gandhakiita) habite
autrefois par des bodhisattva. C'est Ia
que le bodhisattva Gandhahastin,
entoure de 3.000 bodhisattva, preche
la Loi.
5. Dans Ia region de !'est
(purvasyii111 disi), il y a le mont Montagne herbeuse (siidvalaparvata) 186
habite autrefois par des bodhisattva.
C'est h't que le bodhisattva Mafijusri,
entoure de 10.000 bodhisattva, preche
la Loi.
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6. Byail dan sar gyi phyogs
mtshams logs na silon byail chub sems
dpal). biugs biugs pal).i ri Rgya misho
chen po biihi gnas Rdo rjehi ri ies
bya ba yod de. de Ia byail chub sems
dpal). Chos kyis hphags pa ies bya ba
byail chub sems dpal).i l).khor brgya
phrag bcu gfiis dan !dan pa chos ston
to.
7. Sar lol).i phyogs mtshams logs na
silon byail chub sems dpal). biugs
biugs pal).i ri Mchod rten ies bya ba
yod de. de Ia byail chub sems dpal).
Lhahi khwi po ies bya ba byail chub
sems dpal).i l).khor stoil dan !dan pa
chos ston to.
8. Lho dan nub kyi phyogs
mtshams logs na silon byail chub sems
dpal). biugs biugs pal).i ri lfod ces bya
ba yod de. de Ia byail chub sems dpal).
Bzan pohi dpal ies bya ba byail chub
sems dpal).i l).khor stoil phrag gsum
dan bdan pa chos ston to.
9. Nub dan byail gi> 187 ) phyogs
mtshams logs na snon byan chub sems
dpal). biugs biugs pal).i ri Spas kyi nad
can ies bya ba yod de. de Ia byan
chub sems dpal).. Spas kyi hod zer rab
tu hgyed pa ies bya ba byail chub
sems dpal).i l).khor stoil phrag lila dan
Idan pa chos ston to.

6. Dans Ia region intermediaire du
nord-est (uttarapiirvasyiil!l vidisi), il y
a le mont appele ,Montagne de
diamant se trouvant dans les quatre
grands oceans" (caturmahiisamudrastha vajraparvata) et habite autrefois par des bodhisattva. C' est Ia que
le bodhisattva Dharmodgata, entoure
de 1.200 bodhisattva, preche Ia Loi.
7. Dans la region intermediaire du
sud-est (piirvadak.yil)asyiil!l vidisi), il y
a le Mont du temple (caityaparvata)
habite autrefois par des bodhisattva.
C' est la que le bodhisattva Devacii<Ja,
entoure de 1.000 bodhisattva, preche
la Loi.
8. Dans Ia region intermediaire du
sud-ouest (dak.yil)apascimiiyiil!l vidisi),
il y a le Mont Eclat (prabhiiparvata)
habite autrefois par des bodhisattva.
C'est Ia que le bodhisattva Bhadrasrl,
entoure de 3.000 bodhisattva, preche
la Loi.
9. Dans la region intermediaire du
nord-ouest (pascimottarasyiil!l vidisi),
il y a le Mont des parfums enivrants
(Gandhamiidana) habite autrefois par
des bodhisattva. C'est Ia que le
bodhisattva
Gandharasmipramukta,
entoure de 5.000 bodhisattva, preche
Ia Loi.

Ce texte est manifestement interpole car il enumere neufregions alors qu'une
surface plane n'en comporte que huit 188 ). La region de l'est (n° I) etait deja
occupee par le bodhisattva Vajrasri C'est done posterieurement qu'on y a ajoute
(sub 5°) Mafi.jusri.
Les deux versions chinoises, elles aussi, ont un bodhisattva en trop, ainsi
qu'il ressort de la concordance que voici, ouS-T designe la recension sanskritotibetaine, Chin. 1 la traduction chinoise de de Buddhabhadra (T 278), et Chin. 2
Ia traduction chinoise de Siksananda (T 279).
Cette concordance appelle les constations suivantes:
1. II y a un bodhisattva en trop puisqu'on en cite 9 alors qu'il n'y a que 8
regions.
2. II y a accord parfait entre les trois traductions en ce qui conceme 7 bod-
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Montagne
B-~yutpada

Bodhisattva

Region

i!ll A ill.: Ill
i!ll A Ill

~

Vajrasrl
li411 JIJ1
~ lii!ll JIJ1

Est
Est
Est

2 S-T
Chin. I
Chin. 2

SnK.uta

Dharmamati

JlftiM

3 S-T
Chin. I
Chin. 2

Vajrarcis

~~SiQ1havikr1intag1imin

Sud
Sud
Sud

~J111m
~lii11m

1m -N: ~iii .Y ft
::mlltJm-N:ft

4 S-T
Chin. I
Chin. 2

Gandhakuta

Gandhahastin

w~

'fff{
'fff{

S-T
Chin. I
Chin. 2

5 S-T
Chin. I
Chin. 2
6 S-T
Chin. I
Chin. 2

7 S-T
Chin. I
Chin. 2

Jlf~

w:!R

Nord
Nord
Nord

Sadvalaparvata

Maii.jusrl

jpf1,\! !11
lWiiit !11

X:~~iti~
:Jo.Uiti~

Est
Nord-Est
Nord-Est

Caturmahasamudrastha
Vajraparvata

Dharmodgata

Nord-Est

1m :k ifiJ rfl ;J>_g •IH

ftfll{;ll

pas mentionnee
pas mentionnee

ifiJ J:fl

~~II

!11

~;g

Caityaparvata

Devacu<,la

tH~!!'!I

::R~
::R~

::ttl!!ll

8 S-T
Chin. 1
Chin. 2

Prabhaparvata
1titl!7l':IIJ)J11
7l';IIJ)J11

9 S-T

Gandhamadana

Chin. I
Chin. 2

Ouest
Ouest
Ouest

'ff.!i!lll
'ff.!i!ll

Bhadrasrl

'ill

-~

Gandharasmipramukta
¥}3\:11))
¥}:*;

Sud-Est
Sud-Est
Sud-Est
Sud-Ouest
Sud-Ouest
Sud-Ouest
Nord-Ouest
Nord-Ouest
Nord-Ouest

hisattva: 1. Vajrasri a l'Est, 2. Dharmamati au Sud, 3. Sirphavikrantagamin a
I' Ouest, 4. Gandhahastin au Nord, 5. Devactl(;la au Sud-Est, 6. Bhadrasri au SudOuest, 7. Gandhara-smipramukta au Nord-Ouest.
3. II y a desaccord en ce qui conceme deux bodhisattva: Majusri et Dharmodgata.
a) S-T situe Manjusri au Sadvalaparvata ,Montagne herbeuse" dans la region
de l'Est ou laplace est deja occupee par Vajrasri.
Les deux versions chinoises situent Manjusri au. Ts'ing-leang chan dans la
region du Nord-Est.
C'est la ou git !'interpolation car il y a desaccord en ce qui conceme la montagne: Sadvalaparvata, qui signifie montagne herbeuse, n'a rien de commun avec
Ts'ing-leang chan qui signifie ,Mont frais" et se dirait en sanskrit Sitaparvata
ou Sitalaparvata et, en tibetain, Ri gran ba 189).
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Dans !'esprit des Chinois, Ts'ing-leang chan designe un lieu geographique,
en !'occurrence le Wou-t'ai chan au Chan-si. Mais le contexte prouve que
!'Avatarnsaka entend seulement enumerer les montagnes mythiques des huit
points cardinaux comme on en trouve dans toutes les litteratures de l'Inde 190).
Enfin on ne voit pas bien pourquoi les redacteurs indiens de !'Avatarnsaka
auraient place Mafijusri en Chine. Depuis Asoka, les Indiens ont pris !'habitude
de faire Ia morale a leurs voisins, mais ce n' est pas une raison pour ceder un
bodhisattva a des etrangers.
b) L'introduction de Mafijusri a quelque peu bouscule le bodhisattva Dharmodgata residant sur le Vajraparvata au fond des quatre oceans. S-T s'en est tire
en le pla.;ant ou plut6t en le maintenant dans Ia region du Nord-Est. Quant aux
deux versions chinoises, elles ont purement et simplement supprime Ia mention
de Ia region.
II resulte de cet examen que Ia mention de Mafijusri et de sa montagne (soit
Siidvalaparvata, soit Ts'ing-leang chan) est une interpolation et que Ia recension
primitive comprenait seulement huit bodhisattva et huit montagnes repartis de Ia
fa.;on suivante:
Gandhakuta
avec
Gandhahastin
Ca turmahasamudrastha
Vajraparvata avec
Dharmodgata

Gandhamadana
avec
Gandharasmipramukta

~~yutpada

Vajrarcis

avec
Vajrasri

avec--------~--------~------~~-----------

Sitphavikrantagamin

Caityaparvata
avec
Devacii<;la

Prabhaparvata
avec
Bhadrasri
Srikuta
avec
Dharmamati

Date de l'interpolation.-Absente du texte original, Ia mention de Mafijusri
au Ts'ing-leang chan se trouve dans les deux traductions chinoises de !'Avatarnsaka, celle de Buddhabhadra executee entre 418 et 420 et celle de Sik~iinanda
executee entre 695 et 699.
Ainsi qu'on !'a vu plus haut, des le debut du Ve siecle, done a l'epoque de Ia
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premiere traduction, le Wou-t'ai etait deja considere par les Chinois comme
!'habitat de Maii.jusri. II n'est done pas impossible que ce soient Buddhabhadra
et ses collaborateurs Houei-yen, Houei-yi, etc., qui aient introduit dans
I'Avatalflsaka Ia mention du Ts'ing-leang chan. Mais c'est bien improbable,
parce qu'a cette epoque I'Avatalflsaka etait peu connu en Chine et son prestige
n'etait pas tel qu'une interpolation eut paru s'imposer.
C' est seulement au cours des Vie et VIle siecles que se formerent les grandes
ecoles se reclamant de I'Avatalflsaka et que ce Sutra acquit une autorite incontestable.
Au debut de Ia periode yong-p 'ing 1i~ 2Ji (508) de l'empereur Siuan Wou Ti
'« Jit des Pei Wei, deux ma'itres indiens, Bodhiruci et Ratnamati, vinrent
s'etablir a Lo-yang et, sur !'invitation de l'empereur, executerent, d'abord
separement, puis ensemble, une traduction du Dasabhiimivyiikhyiina (T 1522) de
Vasubandhu. C'est alors que se forma !'ecole du Ti-louen-tsong l1l! ~ ou du
Traite des Dasabhiimi; Ie Dasabhiimika etait l'une des sections de
I'Avatalflsaka. A Lo-yang meme, !'ecole se divisa bientot en deux branches.
Tao-tch'ong ;It ft, disciple de Bodhiruci et chef de la branche du Nord~~ ;ltmt
se rendit celt'~bre par ses vertus et gagna a ses idees plus de dix mille adherents.
Labranche du Sud ;It 0it qui se reclamait de Ratnamati fut illustree par Houeikouang lli:Jt (468-537) et son disciple Fa-chang I! ..t (495-580) qui developperent une grande activite litteraire.
Au VIle siecle, !'ecole du Ti-louen-tsong fut absorbee par !'ecole du Houayen-tsong !¥ Ji&
ou de I'Avatalflsaka proprement dit. Son fondateur et son
premier patriarche Tou-chouen ~ R~ (557-640), en religion Fa-chouen I! nlfi, se
concilia les bonnes graces de l'empereur des T'ang, T'ai-tsong
qui regna
de 626 a 649. II se rendit fameux par ses miracles et passait pour une incarnation
de Maii.jusrl.
II a deja ete question plus haut 191 ) de Ia formidable activite litteraire deployee
au VIle siecle autour de I'Avatalflsaka par Tcheyen (602-668) et Fa-tsang
(643-712) qui furent respectivement les deuxieme et troisieme patriarches de Ia
secte. A cette epoque, le culte de Maii.jusr1 au Wou-t'ai chan etait en plein essor.
On recherchait febrilement les recensions longues de I'Avatalflsaka ou Ia
presence du grand Bodhisattva sur Ia montagne chinoise aurait pu etre expressement definie. La recension en 40.000 giithii decouverte au Khotan par les
envoyes de l'imperatrice Wou Tso-t'ien et apportee a Lo-yang par Sik~ananda
ne contenait rien de pareil. Maii.jusr1 ne figurait pas parmi les huit bodhisattva
localises par I'Avatalflsaka aux quatre points cardinaux et aux quatre regions
intermediaires du Continent habite. II convenait de reparer un ,oubli" aussi
regrettable. C'est Ia tache que s'assignerent les Bodhiruci, Yi-tsing, Fou-li, Fatsang et toute 1, equipe de lecteurs, traducteurs, scribes et verificateurs reunis
autour de l'imperatrice dans le Fo-cheou-ki sseu de Lo-yang. On introduisit,
dans la traduction, un passage definissant la presence actuelle de Maii.jusri dans
Ia region du Nord-Est, au mont Ts'ing-leang.
Pour ce faire, il fallut expulser Dharmodgata de la region du Nord-Est ou il
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etait primitivement situe et le releguer dans une region non mentionnee. II fallut
aussi retoucher en consequence l'ancienne version de I'Avatarrzsaka etablie en
418-420 par Buddhabhadra sur Ia recension en 36.000 giithii de Fa-ling. II
importait enfin, pour supprimer toute trace de !'interpolation, de remanier !'original sanskrit qui avait servi de base a Ia traduction de Sik~ananda. Cet original
ayant disparu, nous ignorons comment il fut modifie. Assez maladroitement,
semble-t-il. Car Ia version tibetaine des debuts du IXe siecle qui en est le lointain echo situe Maiijusri non pas dans Ia region du nord-est, mais dans celle de
!'est, deja occupee par Vajrasri. De plus, elle lui assigne comme montagne un
Spari-ri (Sadvalaparvata) qui n'a rien de commun ni avec le Ts'ing-leang chan ni
avec le Wou t' ai chan.

3. Les Indiens au Wou-t'ai chan
Quoi qu'il en soit, les Chinois croyaient sincerement a Ia presence de Maiijusrl
au Wou-t'ai, et leur foi etait si vive qu'elle finit par se communiquer aux
Indiens, mais ce ne fut qu'a Ia fin du VIle siecle.
Dans sa Relation sur le bouddhisme expediee des Mers du Sud, c'est-a-dire
de Srivijaya, en 692, Yi-tsing, aussi fervent patriote que bouddhiste convaincu,
souligne avec complaisance le prestige dont jouissait Ia Chine des T'ang: ,Dans
les cinq Indes, y a-t-il quelqu'un qui ne !'admire point? A l'interieur des quatre
mers, qui done ne re~oit respectueusement ses decrets? Les Indiens disent que
Maiijusri est actuellement present en ce pays (Ia Chine)" 192 ).- ,Un Stotra fait
en Occident dit: Maiijusri se trouve actuellement a Ping-tcheou # #1 193 ); Ia, tout
le monde a des merites (puQya): nous devons done respecter et admirer ce
pays"'94).
Trois ans plus tard, Yi-tsing devait participer, dans les circonstances que !'on
sait, a Ia ,traduction" de I'Avatarrzsaka. Son assertion ne peserait done pas d'un
grand poids si elle n'etait confirmee, du cote indien, par des temoignages non
suspects.
Ce sont tout d'abord des textes indiens affirmant Ia presence de Maiijusrl en
Chine:
1. Le MaiijusrldharmaratnagarbhadhiiraQisiitra est clair et forme!.
Le Buddha y declare au bodhisattva Vajraguhyaka:
Apres mon Nirval).a, dans Ia region situee au nord-est du Jambudvlpa
(lnde ), il y a un pays nomme Ta Tchen-na 7c ~'1m (Mahac!na). Dans ce
pays, il y a une montagne appelee Wou-ting 1i. JJi (Paiicasikha = Wout'ai). Maiijusr1 kumarabhiita se rendra en cette residence et y prechera
Ia Loi aux etres 195).
Cette dhiiraQI fut traduite Ia quatrieme annee de Ia periode king-long :Ja"llfi
(710), au monastere du Si-tch'ong-fou sseu i!!i & ~ de Lo-yang par
Bodhiruci 196 ) qui avait participe lui aussi a Ia traduction de I'Avatarrzsaka en
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695-699. Il y aurait done lieu de verifier l'authenticite d'une reference aussi
precise et aussi forrnelle au Wou-t'ai chan. Malheureusement, !'original sanskrit
de Ia dhiirmii ne nous est pas parvenu et, pour autant que je sache, ancune traduction tibetaine n'en fut executee. Tout moyen de contr6le faisant defaut, nous
sommes forces d'accepter les yeux ferrnes !'unique temoignage de Ia traduction
chinoise. Nous savons seulement qu'elle fut executee par Bodhiruci sur un original sanskrit (fan-pen) dont lecture etait donnee par Prajiiagupta.
2. En revanche, nous lisons dans !'original sanskrit un vers du Maiijusrimiilakalpa (ch. 36 Riijavyiikarm:wparivarta, v. 568) ou il est dit a propos du
Mahac'ina (Chine):
Bodhisattva mahiidhirab Maiijugho:iO mahiidyutib, tasmin dese tu
siilcyiid vai tisthate biilariipi1Jab 197 ).
,En ce pays (Ia Chine), se trouve presentement, sous Ia forme d'un jeune
homme, le bodhisattva Maiijugho$a, tres ferrne et de grand eclat".
Ce vers est d'autant plus interessant qu'il fait partie d'un chapitre ne figurant
point dans Ia version chinoise du Maiijusrimiilakalpa (T 1191) executee sous les
Song par T'ien-si-tsai 1C ,@,~entre 980 et 1.000. II prouve, si besoin en est, qu'a
cette epoque relativement tardive, les Indiens situaient Maiijusri en Chine.
Un detail minime peut avoir contribue a cette conviction. On a vu plus haut
comment les legendes khotanaises relatives a Maiijusri ont ete transplantees au
Nepal parce que, a un moment donne, le toponyme Li-yul, qui designait primitivement le Khotan, a ete pris pour le Nepal. Nous avons deja signale Ia collusion qui a toujours existe entre Maiijusr1, le bodhisattva a Ia voix douce, et le roi
des Gandharva, le dieu-musicien Paiicasikha. Or celui-ci etait localise aux
confins du Kasm'ir, tandis que son fils aine (sonjyesthaputra ou kumiira) avait sa
residence dans le district himalayen de Ia Clnabhukti, Ia ou Kani~ka avait
confine ses otages chinois 198 ). Entre Cinabhukti, district indien, et Cina tout
court designant Ia Chine, Ia confusion etait facile, et tous les traducteurs chinois
et tibetains de la Mahiimiiyiiri sont tombes dans le piege 199).
Des Ia fin du VIle siecle, le Wou-t'ai chan devint un centre de pelerinage
international, et les Indiens furent les premiers a s'y rendre.
1. Buddhapiilita en 676. - C'etait un moine kasm'irien, connu pour sa traduction d'une Us!Jisavijayadhiira!J'i (T 967). Dans Ia preface de 689 annexee a
cette traduction200 ), on lit:

.a

(676), le sramane BudLa premiere annee de Ia periode yi-fong 1i
dhapalita, d'origine brahmanique, vint des pays d'Occident a Ia terre
des Han et du Wou-t'ai chan. S'etant prosteme a terre de ses cinq
membres, il dit, toume vers Ia montagne et touchant le sol du haut de sa
tete: ,Depuis le Nirvat;~a du Tathagata, tous les saints ont disparu; seul
le grand sage Mafijusri, fixe sur cette montagne, attire les foules et
enseigne les bodhisattva. Helasl moi Palita, lors de rna naissance, j'ai
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rencontn': les huit conditions inopportunes (a~mJa) et je n'ai jamais vu
le visage du saint. Aussi, suis-je venu de loin, atravers les Sables mouvants, expres pour le visiter. Je supplie humblement P'ou-fou 1f tl
(Maiijusri), le grand bienveillant et le grand compatissant, de se
montrer a moi." Ayant dit ces mots, il pleura tristement et versa des
larmes. Tourne vers Ia montagne, il se prosterna Ia tete au sol. Lorsqu'il
Ia redressa, il vit soudain un vieillard, sorti de Ia montagne, venir vers
lui.
Le vieillard parlant Ia langue des brahmanes (sanskrit) dit au moine:
,Maitre de Ia Loi, par amour de Ia doctrine, vous poursuivez les vestiges sacres et, sans craindre Jes fatigues, VOUS etes venu de Join a Jeur
recherche. Cependant ici, dans Ia terre des Han, les etres commettent
beaucoup de peches et les religieux eux-memes violent souvent Ia
discipline des defenses. II n'y a que le Buddho:pf/!javijayadhiirmJisiitra201) qui puisse detruire toutes les mauvaises actions des etres. Mais je
ne sais, 6 maitre de Ia Loi, si vous etes venu ici avec ce Sutra".
Le moine repondit: ,Le pauvre moine que je suis est venu simplement en visite: je suis arrive sans le Sutra".
Le vieillard reprit: ,Puisque vous etes arrive sans le Sutra, vous etes
venu en vain et inutilement. Meme si vous voyiez Maiiju, vous ne le
reconnaitriez pas. Maitre, retournez done aux pays d'Occident prendre
ce Sutra pour qu' a Ia suite il se repande en terre des Han. Ce faisant,
vous honorerez tous les saints, vous aiderez largement les etres en les
sauvant des tenebres et vous reconnaitrez les bienfaits du Buddha,
Maitre, revenez ici avec le Sutra, et votre serviteur vous montrera alors
l'endroit ou se trouve le bodhisattva Maiijusrl".
Quand le moine eut entendu ces paroles, il ne put dominer sa joie.
Reprimant ses larmes, il s'inclina de tout creur et respectueusement.
Mais, au moment ou il releva Ia tete, il ne vit plus le vieillard.
Tout surpris, le moine redoubla de devotion. Resolument et
sincerement, il retourna aux pays d'Occident, prit le Buddho!f!Jt!favijayadhiiral)lsiitra et revint en Chine. La deuxieme annee de Ia periode
yong-chouen 1ldf- (683), il artiva a Ia capitale occidentale (Tch'angngan). II relata toute son histoire au grand empereur 02 ). Le grand
empereur prit son texte (sanskrit) et l'enferma en son palais. Puis il
invita le maitre de Ia Loi trepitaka Jetchao EJ Jl« (Diviikara), et il
ordonna a Tou Hing-k'ai tf: fT i!i, chef de !'office de l'intendance des
hotes a Ia cour du ceremonial envers les etrangers 203 ), et a d'autres, de
traduire ensemble ce Sutra204 ). Enfin I' empereur assigna au moine
(Buddhapalita) trente pieces de soie, mais le texte du Sutra fut enferme
au palais, avec interdiction d'en sortir.
Le moine, pleurant tristement, dit a I' empereur: ,Pauvre moine que
je suis, j 'ai sacrifie rna vie et, cedant a un ordre, je suis aile au loin
chercher ce Sutra. Mon espoir est de sauver les etres et de les arracher a
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Ia douleur. Je ne songe pas aux richesses et je ne m'interesse pas a Ia
gloire. Je VOUS prie de me rendre le texte du Sutra pour qu'il se repande
et que tous les etres en partagent le bienfait".
Alors l'empereur conserva Ia traduction [chinoise] du Sutra et rendit
au moine le texte sanskrit. Le moine en possession du texte sanskrit se
rendit au monastere de Si-ming sseu i!§ IJJ) ~ et, apres s'etra informe,
trouva un moine chinois verse en sanskrit: Chouen-tcheng AJ J'i., 11
demanda l'autorisation de traduire avec lui, et l'empereur ceda a sa
demande. Alors le moine, en presence de tous les bhadanta, fit avec
Chouen-tcheng une nouvelle traduction 205 . Quand elle fut finie, il prit
avec lui le texte sanskrit et se rendit au Wou-t'ai chan. 11 entra dans Ia
montagne et, a1'heure actuelle, n' en est pas encore ressorti.
Tout impregne de legende qu'il soit, le recit de !'ascension de Buddhapalita
fut rapidement cliche. II est reproduit integralement dans les excellents catalogues de Tche-cheng publics en 730 206 • On le retrouve egalement dans les
Biographies des moines eminents compilees sous les Song entre 982 et 988 207 ,
ainsi que dans les Traditions developpees sur le Ts 'ing-leang publiees par Yenyi en 1060208 • Mention en est faite dans une inscription de Touenhouang 209 , dans
l'Hymne du Wou-t'ai chan de Ia fin du VIlle siecle210 , ainsi que dans le Journal
de voyage du pelerin japonais Ennin.
2. Bodhisena en 735. - Selon l'histoire officielle japonaise, a Ia 8e lune de
736, une ambassade envoyee chez les T'ang ramena trois homrnes des T'ang et
un Persan, qui se presenterent a Ia cour a Ia 1oe lune. On donna des vetements de
saison au bonze des T'ang Tao-siuan ;1111# et au bonze brahmane Bodhi. A Ia 4e
lune de 751, un decret nomrna le maitre de Ia loi Bodhi directeur du Sarpgha en
remplacement de Gyogi.
Sur cette base historique est venue se greffer, au xne siecle, une legende
attribuant a Bodhi !'introduction au Japon de danses et de musiques cames. Le
brahrnane Bodhi, originaire de Kapilavastu dans l'Inde du Sud, accompagne du
maitre Buttetsu Bili 1Jil =m-, musicien du royaume de Campa (Rinyli) ljj ~ dans
l'Inde du Nord, s'etait rendu au Wou-t'ai chan pour adorer Maiijusrl. Un vieillard leur ayant appris que Maiijusri s'etait incame au Japon en Ia personne de
Gyogi Bosatsu :ft 11 'If W£, ils avaient gagne ce pays ou ils furent re9us par Gyogi
et assisterent aune ceremonie du Todai-ji en 752.
M. Demieville a montre que, si 1' existence du brahrnane Bodhi ne peut etre
mise en doute, son compagnon cam Buttetsu fut invente de toutes pieces et
baptise peut-etre d'un des noms du Campa connus alors au Japon 211 .
3. Amoghavajra en 770.- D'une famille de l'Inde du Nord ou peut-etre de
Samarkand, Amoghavajra212 naquit a Ceylan en 705. A 10 ans, il arriva en Chine
avec son oncle. 11 fut converti a la religion bouddhique par Vajrabodhi
(671-741), et entra dans 1es ordres a 1'iige de 15 ans. Initie par son maitre au
Tantra bouddhique, il travailla a Lo-yang a partir de 723. De 741 a 746 il
voyagea a Ceylan et peut-etre en Inde, ou il reunit une grande collection de
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Siitra et de Sastra. Rentre en Chine, il travailla a Chao-tcheou, Ho-si et W ouWei, pour se fixer enfin a Ia capitale, Tch'ang-ngan (756), ou il fut tout puissant
a Ia cour. II mourut en 774.
Sa visite au Wou-t'ai eut lieu Ia cinquieme annee de Ia periode ta-li -}( M
(770) 213 , sous le regne de l'empereur Tai-tsong f\;
(762-777). En 766 deja, le
monastere du Kin-ko sseu ~Ill!~ ,Pavilion d'or" avait ete construit au Wou-t'ai
sur son initiative 214 • Les frais avaient ete couverts par le richissime ministre
Wang Tsin .± ~, frere du poete Wang Wei .± ~.
4. Prajfia en 794. - Le kasmlrien Prajfia, du clan Gautama, quitta son pays
natal a !'age de 14 ans et entra en religion a !'age de 20 ans. Apres dix-huit
annees d'etudes faites en partie a Nalanda, il se rendit dans l'Inde du Sud, au
monastere du roi de Wou-tch'a ,fill* (Udra, Odra =Orissa), dont le roi offrit aux
T'ang en 795 un manuscrit sanskrit de I'AvataiJ1saka qui fut traduit par Prajfia (T
293: Gaf)gavyiiha) 215 • ,La, il apprend que le grand saint Mafiju, le jeune homme
aux cinq chignons (paiicaclra kumiirabhiita), se trouve a Ts'ing-leang, au
Paficasikha (Wou-fong), et qu'ayant eteint le feu des passions et entoure de dix
mille Bodhisattva, il protege les grands T'ang". Prajfia resolut de se rendre
aupres de lui et, apres avoir traverse les mers et franchi les montagnes, il arriva
en Chine vers Ia fin de Ia periode kien-tchong ~ I:Jt (784). Mais l'empereur Totsong l'astreignit aussitot a des travaux de traduction, et il dut retarder son
pelerinage. ,Mais, Ia 8e annee de Ia periode tcheng-yuan Yl. 7t (792), il fit retour
au palais et dit a l'empereur: Mon seul desir n'est pas encore realise: je n'ai pas
eu le loisir de visiter le grand saint Mafiju. Je songe a rna promesse anterieure et
mon creur se consume. Si ce n' est pas contraire a vos bienveillantes intentions,
j'ai jure de m'y rendre en personne. La troisieme June de Ia 10e annee de Ia
periode tcheng-yuan (794), il alia a Ts'ing-leang et parcourut le Wou-t'ai
jusqu'au debut de l'automne. La quatrieme June de Ia 11 e annee (795), il etait de
retour a Ia capitale"216 •
Les pelerins du Wou-t'ai ne se recrutaient pas uniquement parmi les Indiens.
Le japonais Ennin Ill t: (794-864), au cours de son voyage en Chine (838-847),
sejouma sur Ia montagne, de juin a aout 840, et Ia decrit comme le centre du
bouddhisme le plus important en Chine avec le T'ien-t'ai chan217 . Selon Buston218, le roi tibetain Sroti.-bcan-sgam-po (t 650) aurait fait le pelerinage au
Wou-t'ai, mais, ainsi queM. Demieville !'a montre, Ia montagne sacree ne dut
etre connue au Tibet que sensiblement plus tard. Les sources tibetaines qui Ia
mentionnent ne sont pas anterieures aux IXe-Xe siecles 219 •

*

IX. La devotion

a Maiijusri

Les Tathagata, saints, parfaitement et pleinement illumines, sont au centre meme
de Ia metaphysique et de Ia mystique bouddhique. Ils exercent Ia souverainete
(vibhutva) sur toutes choses et dominent tous les univers par leurs penetrations
sans obstacle (apratihatiibhijfiii). Leur corps est etemel parce qu'il se confond
avec Ia Maniere d'etre des choses (tathatii), inalterable et immuable.
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Ils sont absolument sans reproches (niravadya) parce qu'ils ont triomphe de
!'obstacle en passion (kles:iivarm;a) et de !'obstacle du savoir (jiieyiivarm:za). Ils
exercent leur activite salvifique automatiquement et sans effort (aniibhoga),
pareils a ces instruments de musique celestes qui jouent sans etre frappes. Ils
jouissent de toutes les qualites et les deploient pour omer leurs champs de
Buddha. Ils sont exempts de souillure car, tout en apparaissant dans le monde,
ils ne sont souilles par aucune conjoncture humaine. Ils sont eminement bienfaisants car, en manifestant Ia supreme illumination (saiJlbodhi) et le Nirviil)a, ils
murissent les etres non encore murs et delivrent les etres deja muris 220 .
C'est a juste titre que, des les origines memes du bouddhisme, on applique
aux Buddha les epithetes de Sarvanarottama ,Superieur a tous les hommes",
Asama ,Sans ega!", Asamasama ,Ega! ace qui n'a pas d'egal".
Neanmoins, dans les Mahiiyiinasiitra, il est plus souvent question des Bodhisattva que des Buddha, et cette partialite n'a pas manque d'intriguer les specialistes les plus avertis. Comme toujours, c'est dans les textes eux-memes que
I' on trouve Ia solution a ce probleme 221 •
,C'est que, nous dit Candrak1rti, des rois des Muni (c'est-a-dire des Buddha)
naissent les Sriivaka et les Pratyekabuddha, et du Bodhisattva nait le Buddha".
Le Buddha engendre le Sriivaka en lui enseignant exactement Ia loi de Ia production en dependance des phenomenes (pratityasamutpiida). En l'entendant, en
y refl.echissant et en Ia meditant, le Sriivaka, litteralement ,1, auditeur"' arrive a Ia
condition parfaite, a Ia saintete (arhattva), au Nirviil)a. La connaissance de Ia
verite conduit surement au Nirviil)a, sinon actuellement, au moins dans une autre
vie.
Si les Buddha n'apparaissent pas dans le monde et si les Sriivaka ont disparu,
le savoir surgit isolement chez les Pratyekabuddha. En !'absence de tout
enseignement et sans !'aide d'amis spirituels, les Pratyekabuddha decouvrent
d'eux-memes Ia verite, par Ia seule preeminence de leurs merites et de leur
savoir. lis I' emportent en grandeur sur les Sriivaka. Mais, comme ils ne prechent
pas Ia verite et ne connaissent a fond que les caracteres generaux des choses, ils
n'ont pas cette grande compassion (mahiikarw:zii) ni cette omniscience (sarvajiiatii) qui caracterisent les Buddha.
II est done parfaitement exact de dire que les Sriivaka et les Pratyekabuddha
,naissent" des Buddha. II n'en va pas de meme pour les Bodhisattva, et ce n'est
qu'improprement qu'on les appelle Jinaputra ,Fils du Victorieux". Le contraire
est vrai: le Buddha est issu du Bodhisattva. II y a a cela deux raisons:
1.

L'etat de Buddha a pour antecedent l'etat de Bodhisattva. On ne devient pas
Buddha sans avoir ete, au prealable, Bodhisattva. La production de Ia
pensee de Ia Bodhi (cittotpiida) par le Bodhisattva est Ia cause ou le germe
de Ia supreme et parfaite Bodhi des Buddha. Le Bodhisattva est Ia pousse
d'ou sortira le Buddha (buddhiinkura). Si nous admirons ces grands arbres
de guerison (bhai$a}yataru) que sont les Buddha, n'oublions point !'humble
pousse dont ces arbres tirent leur vitalite.
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2.

L'Ecriture nous apprend que le bienheureux Sakyamuni et d'autres Tathagata, au debut de leur carriere, ont ete induits a prendre Ia pensee d'illumination par Arya Maiijusri, le Bodhisattva.

Dans 1'Ajiitasatrukaukrtyavinodana, Sakyamuni se plait a rendre au Bodhisattva. ce temoignage solennel:
Si aujourd'hui je suis Buddha, si je possede les 32 marques (lak$a1Ja) et
les 80 sous-marques (anuvyaiijana), Ia majeste et Ia noblesse, si je
sauve tous les etres des dix regions, tout cela est une faveur de
Maiijusri. Autrefois, il fut mon maitre. Dans le passe, d'innombrables
Buddha furent tous les disciples de Maiijusri, et les Buddha du futur
egalement seront menes par sa force majestueuse et bienveillante. De
meme que, dans le monde, tout enfant a un pere et une mere, ainsi dans
Ia religion du Buddha, Maiijusri est le pere et Ia mere 222 •
Le role maternel de Maiijusri se confond avec celui de Ia Perfection de
sagesse: ,Ia mere qui engendre les Tathagata, saints, parfaitement et pleinement
illumines, qui leur montre !'omniscience et les initie au monde qu'elle leur
presente comme vide, etc." 223
Si les Bodhisattva engendrent les Buddha, de qui proviennent-ils euxmemes? Leur generation est toute spirituelle.
C'est Ia pensee de compassion (karuQiicitta), Ia connaissance exempte de
dualite (advayajiiana) et Ia pensee d'illumination (bodhicitta) qui sont Ia cause
des Fils du Victorieux.
La compassion est Ia condition indispensable de cette moisson benie que sont
les Bodhisattva. Le compatissant, en effet, souffrant par la souffrance d'autrui et
voulant proteger tous ceux qui souffrent, produira certainement cette pensee: ,II
faut absolument que je m'applique ala conquete de l'etat de Buddha en retirant
tout cet univers de la souffrance". Or cette resolution ne peut etre realisee en
dehors du savoir exempt de dualite, exempt des couples d'extremes (antadvaya),
etre et non-etre, etc. Le savoir exempt de dualite aboutit a la pensee d'illumination qui penetre tous les principes comme adventices et instables, et identiques
au dharmadhiitu. Cette pensee est sans souillure (vimala) et indestructible
(ak$ara) parce qu' elle porte sur la vacuite (siinyatii) de toutes les choses, sur
leur absence de caracteres (iinimitta), sur leur non-valeur (apraQihita).
Les Bodhisattva sont la pousse (ankura) qui surgit de la grande compassion,
tandis que les Buddha en sont le fruit (phala) eloigne. C'est pour cette raison
que les Buddha font I' eloge des Bodhisattva:
De meme qu' on venere la nouvelle June et non pas la pleine June, de
meme ceux qui ont foi en moi doivent venerer les Bodhisattva et non
pas les Tathagata. Et pour quelle raison? Parce que les Tathagata tirent
leur origine des Bodhisattva. En revanche, des Tathagata, procedent
tous les Sravaka et Pratyekabuddha224 •
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C'est ainsi qu'entre Maiijusrl et les adeptes du Grand Vehicule, plus specialement les Madhyamika, se sont etablies des relations d'amitie confiante. Druma,
le roi des Kiqmara, declare a Ajatasatru: ,Tu as gagne de grands avantages: tu as
obtenu le Buddha Bhagavat et Maiijusrl comme amis spirituels (kalyiif)amitra)"225. Et le Buddha lui-meme notifie a Sariputra: ,Maiijusrl est le pere et la
mere des Bodhisattva, et il est leur ami spirituel"226 • Le devot qui prononce son
nom, qui recite ses Siitra, qui contemple sa statue en retire d'enormes avantages:
il retranche des milliers de Kalpa aux douleurs de la transmigration, echappe aux
destinees mauvaises, renait dans la famille des Buddha et dans les terres pures.
Sravaka, il obtient rapidement l'etat d'Arhat; mahayaniste, il devient sans retard
un bodhisattva sans recul (avaivartika).
A vee la decadence du bouddhisme ou, si I' on prefere, avec le developpement
du Vehicule tantrique, le culte de Maiijusrl gagne encore en importance. Au
VIle siecle et peut-etre avant, des pe!erinages s'organisent au Gandhamadana,
au Gosp1ga, au Wout'ai chan, vers ces montagnes aux cinq pies ou le grand
Bodhisattva est cense resider.
Mais les pelerins sont toujours dec;us. Jamais ils ne rencontrent Maiijusrl, si
ce n'est en songe. La raison en est que, du point de vue de la verite absolue
(paramiirthasatya), le Bodhisattva n'est qu'un nom et n'existe absolument pas.
Etre de Bodhi, tirant toute sa realite de la pensee de la Bodhi, Maiijusrl a declare
lui-meme que Bodhi et pensee ne se trouvent nulle part227 •
L'unique moyen de trouver Maiijusri est d'en faire l'objet de ses meditations et
d'omer sa propre pensee par le deploiement de toutes les qualites (guf)avyiiha) du
grand Bodhisattva. Encore ce jeu mystique est-il fallacieux parce qu'il implique
dualite. Or la doctrine prechee par Maiijusri est justement la non-dualite:
,A mon avis, dit-il, sur quoi que ce soit, il ne peut y avoir ni parole, ni discours, ni declaration, ni connaissance. Ecarter les questions et les reponses, voila
comment entrer dans la doctrine de la non-dualite'm 8 •
Le silence mental est 1' attitude du sage parce que, seul, il assure 1' apaisement.
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37 Paiicavil]lsatisiih., p. 62, I. 14-63, I. 5; Satasiih., p. 270, I. 9-271, I. 3: Santi bodhisattva mahiisattvii ekajiitipratibaddhii ye prajiiiipiiramitiiyiil?l caranta upiiyahausalyena catviiri dhyiiniini samiipadyante . . . siinyatiisamiidhil]l samiipadyante,
iinimittasamiidhil]l samiipadyante, aprm:zihitasamiidhil]l samiipadyante. na ca te:)iil]l
vasena gacchanti Sal]lmukhlbhiitiil]lS ca buddhiin bhagavata iiriigayitvii tatra brahmacaryal]l caritvii punar eva tu:)itiiniil]l deviiniil]l sabhiigatiiyai upapadyante. te
tatra yiivadiiyus ti:)thanti. te taira yiivadiiyu/:z sthitvii ahlnendriyii/:z smrtimanta/:z
anekair devakotlniyutasatasahasrai/:z
parivrtii/:z puraskrtii
sal]lprajiinanto
ihopapattil]l darsayitvii niiniibuddhak$etre:)v anuttariil]l samyaksal]lbodhim
abhisal]lbudhyante.
38 On a beaucoup epilogue sur l'epithete kumiirabhiita ,devenu jeune homme", ,toujours jeune" ou ,prince royal". Dans !'esprit des textes, il s'agit d'une prerogative
toute spirituelle. On trouve dans le MaiijusrlparinirviilJasiitra (T 463, p. 480 c 3,
etc.) Ia variante Fa-wang-iseu = dharmakumiira ,prince heritier de Ia Loi".
39 Paiicavil]lsatisiih., p. 144, I. 8: Yena samiidhinii sarvasamiidhlniil]l gocaram anubhavaty ayam ucyate siirmigamo niima samiidhi/:z.
40 T 463, p. 480 c 18-20.
41 Cf. W. Kirfel, Die Kosmographie der lnder, Leipzig, 1920, p. 180 sq.
42 Dlrghiigama T I, k. 18, p. 114 b--e; T 23, k. 1, p. 277 a; T 24, k. 1, p. 310 b; T 25, k.
1, p. 365 c; Madhyamiigama T 26, k. 59, p. 799 c; Sal]lyuktiigama T 99, k. 16, p. Ill
c-112 a; Aliguttara I, p. 227; Cullaniddesa, p. 135; Mahiivyutpatti, n° 3042-3044;
Lalitavistara, p. 150; Kosa III, p. 170; Paiijikii, p. 52; Upadesa dans Traite de Ia
Grande Vertu de Sagesse, I, Louvain, 1944, p. 447 sq.
43 Lorsque les textes ont a enumerer les dix regions, ils separent generalement les
regions principales des regions secondaires. En pali, 1'ordre suivi est: I. les quatre
points cardinaux (disii), 2. le nadir et le zenith, 3. les quatre points intermediaires
(anudisii): cf. Sal]lyutta I, p. 122, I. 2-3; III, p. 124, I. 2-3; Aliguttara III, p. 368, I.
26-28; IV, p. 167, I. 1-9.- Le sanskrit adopte l'ordre suivant: I. Ia quatre points
cardinaux (dis), 2. les quatre points intermediaires (vidis), 3. le nadir et le zenith
(Paiicavil]lsatisiih.: p. 6, I. 11-14; T 221, p. 1 b 12-13; T 222, p. 147 b 25-26; T
223, p. 217 b 18; Satasiih., p. 9, I. 14-10, I. 8; Mahiivyut., no 8326-8337; Sukhiivatl,
§ 12). II est rare que les points intermediaires soient intercales entre les points cardinaux (Saddharmapu1Jrf., p. 184-185; 243-244).
44 Mahiivastu I, p. 122, I. 3.
45 Mahiivastu I, p. 121, I. 11; Upadesa T 1509, k. 50, p. 418 c; k. 92, p. 708 b.
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46 VimalakTrtinirdesa, T 476, k. 3, p. 570 a 19-22.
47 Paficavil[lsatisiih., T 221, k. 19, p. 136 a 12; T 223, k. 26, p. 408 b 21; T 220, k. 476,
p. 411 c 14; A!itadasasiih., T 220, k. 535, p. 749 c 20.
48 Vimalakirtinirdesa, T 476, k. 1, p. 559 a 24-28.
T'oung Pao XL VIII
49 T 310, k. 60, p. 347 b 27-29.
50 Le Sik$iisamuccaya, ed. c. Bendall, p. 13, 1. 18-14, 1' 12, cite Ia redaction originale
de ces neuf premieres stances, sauf de Ia troisieme et de Ia huitieme que je supplee
par Je tibetain.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

yiivafi prathamii kotib sal[lsiirasyiintavarjitii,
tiivat satvahitiirthiiya cari$yiimy amitiil[l carim.
utpiidayiima sal[lbodhau cittal[l Dagan]-niithasya sal[lmukham,
nimantraye jagat sarval[l diiridyiin mocitiismi tat.
de rin phan chad gal te yan
bdag gis l,ldod chags sems bskyed na
phyogs beu dag na gan b:i:ugs pal,li
sans rgyas thams cad bslus bar l,lgyur.
vyiipiidakhilacittal[l vii !r$yiimiitsaryam eua vii,
adyiigre na kari$yiimi bodhil[l priipsyiimi yiivatii.
brahmacaryal[l cari$yiimi kiimiil[ls tyak$yiimi piipakiin,
buddhiiniim anusik$i$ye S!lasal[lvarasal[layame.
niihal[l tvaritariiper.za bodhil[l priiptum ihotsahe,
pariintako{il[l sthiisyiimi satvasyaikasya kiirar.ziit
k$etral[l visodhayi$yiimi aprameyam acintiyam,
niimadheyal[l kari$yiimi dasa disk$u ca visrutam.
bdag gis bdag Ia lun bstan te
sans rgyas l,lgyur bar dogs pa med
bdag gi lha bsam mam par dag
bdag dban l,ldi na l,ldren pa mams.
kiiyaviikkarmar.z! ciihal[l sodhayi$yiimi sarvasab.
sodhayi$ye manaskarma karma karttiismi niisubham.

51 Paficavil[lsatisiih., p. 60-72; Satasiih., p. 266-290.
52 Niyatiiniyatagatimudriivatiira T 645, p. 699 c 10-11; T 646, p. 706 b 20-21;
Upadeia T 1509, k. 38, p. 342 c 3-6.
53 Paficavil[lsatisiih., p. 66, 1. 4-7; Satasiih., p. 192, 1. 10-14: Santi bodhisattva
mahiisattvii ye prathamacittolpiidenaiviinuttariil[l samyaksal[lbodhim abhisal[lbudhyante dharmacakral[l pravartayanty aprameyiir.ziim asal[lkhyeyiiniil[l sattviiniil[l
ciirthal[l krtvii nirupadhise!)e nirviir.zadhiitau parinirviinti te!)iilfl parinirvrtiiniil[l
kalpalfl vii kalpiivase!)alfl vii saddharrilas fi${hiiti.
54 Upadesa T 1509, k. 38, p. 342 c 21-24.
55 Mahiiparinirviir.zasiitra, ed. E. Waldschmidt, p. 210-212.
56 D!gha I, p. 46: Kiiyassa bhedii uddhal[lfivitapariyiidiinii na dakkhinti devamanussii.
57 Suttanipiita, v. 1074 sq.
58 Vimalaklrtimirdesa T 476, k. 3, p. 571 c 20-25.
59 Upadesa T 1509, k. 30, p. 278 a 10-17
60 Siiral[lgamasamiidhi T 642, k. 1, p. 631 a 19-21.
61 Ibid., k. 1, p. 631 c 25-26.
62 Ibid., k. 2, p. 644 a 21-24.
63 Ibid. k. 2, p. 642 b 1-2.
64 Upadeia T 1509, k. 10, p. 134 b 15-22.
65 Paficavil[lsatisiih., p. 17, 1. 18; Satasiih., p. 55, I. 13.
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66
67
68
69
70
71
72

73

74

75

76

77
78

79
80
81
82

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

T 278, k.4, p. 418 b 19-23; T 279, k. 12, p. 58 a 19-23.
T 1191, k, I, p. 835 a 22-24.
T 120, k. 4, p. 543 b 10; OKC 879, p. 212 a 8-213 a 2.
T 642, k. 2, p. 644 a 1-20; OKC 800, p. 333 a 4-334 a 5.
Sin ti kouang king, T 159, k. 3, p. 304 b 10; Upadesa T 1509, k. 10, p. 134 b 19; k.
29, p. 273 b c; Kouts 'ing Ieang tchouan T 2098, k. I, p. 1093 a 21.
P 'ou su yin lo king, T 656, k. 4, p. 38 c-39 b.
Pour un Indien le ,Mont des neiges" est bien !'Himalaya; pour un Chinois le Siue
chan n'est pas localise avec Ia meme precision. Cf. P. Demieville, Le Concile de
Lhasa, Paris, 1952, p. 298, n. 2.
Sur le Gandhamadana, voir G. P. Malalasekera, Dictionary of Pii/i Proper Names, I,
London, 1937, p. 746-748; C. Akanuma, Dictionnaire des noms propres du bouddhisme indien, Nagoya, 1931, p. 194 b-195 a.
T I, k. 30, p. 117 a.- Voir encore Ta leou t'an king, T 23, k. I, p. 279 a; K'i che
king T 24, k. I, p. 313 a-b; K'i che yin pen king T 25, k. I, p. 368 b; Ekottara T
125, k. 34, p. 736 a.
Sur le lac Anavatapta, ou les quatre grands fleuves Gange, Indus, Oxus et Tarim prenaient leur source, voir Malalasekera, o.c., I, p. 96-99; Akanuma, p. 45; Traite de Ia
Grande Vertu de Sagesse, Louvain, 1944, p. 385, 450; M. Hofinger, Le Congres du
Lac Anavatapta, Louvain, 1954, p. 177-180 n.
Satyaka-Nirgranthlputra (en pali, Saccaka-Nigal).thaputta): 1° Dans les textes du
Petit Vehicule: Ciilasaccakasutta (Majjhima I, p. 227-237; Saf!lyukta T 99, k. 5, p.
35 a 37 b; Ekottara T 125, k. 30, p. 715 a-717 b),- Mahiisaccakasutta (Majjhima
I, p. 237-251 ). - Commentaires du Majjhima (II, p. 268) et des Jiitaka (III, p. I sq).
-Fa kiu p 'i yu king T 211, k. 3, p. 594 c sq.).- Vibhii$ii T 1545, k. 8, p. 37 c 14.
2° Dans les textes du Grand Vehicule: Bodhisattvagocaropiiyavi$ayavikurvar:zanirdesa (T 271, 272; OKC 813).- Upadesa T 1509, k. I, p. 61 b 21; k. 26, p.
251 c 10; k. 90, p. 699 a 9.
Sur la formation du Mahiiyiina, Asiatica (Festschrift F. Weller), Leipzig, 1954, p.
381-386.
Upadesa T 1509, k. 15, p. 173 c (cf. Traitd II, p. 940-942); Tarkajviila Mdo XIX, p.
180 a 2-4; Abhisamayiilaf!lkiiriiloka, ed. U. Wogihara, p. 5; Bu-ston, History of
Buddhism, tr. E. Obermiller, II, p. 10 I, Heidelberg, 1932; Tii.ranatha, Geschichte des
Buddhismus, iib. von A. Schiefner, St. Petersburg, 1869, p. 62-63.
Upadesa T 1509, k. 100, p. 756 b 5-10.
Houa yen king tchouan kiT 2073, k. 1, p. !53 b 17-23.
Upadesa T 1509, k. 67, p. 531 b. -Sur l'itineraire de Ia Prajfia, cf. Traite I, p.
25-26 en note.
Cf. M. Walleser, The Life of Niigiirjuna from Tibetan and Chinese Sources, Hirth
Anniversary Volume, London, 1922, p. 421-455. - Autres references dans Traite !,
p. X-XIV.
Long chou p 'ou sa tchouan T 2047, p. 184 c.
Har$acarita de Bal)a, ed. K. Parab, Bombay, 1945, p. 250; Fan yi ming yi tsi de Fayun (1088-1158), T 2131, k. I, p. 1065 c; Bu-ston II, p. 124; Tii.ranatha, p. 70-71.
A$(asiih., ed. R. Mitra, p. 507; Paiicavif!lsatisiih., T 223, k. 27, p. 420 c; Sainsiih., T
220, k. 399, p. 1066 a; Upadesa T 1509, k. 98, p. 744 a.
Tii.ranatha, p. 58.
Bu-ston II, p. 124; Tiiranatha, p. 70-71.
Taranatha, p. 71.
Histoire du bouddhisme indien, p. 179-181.
A$(asiih., p. 462.
Vimalaklrtinirdeia T 476, k. 3, p. 572 a 7-10.
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92 Saddharmapw:u/.., p. 390-391.
93 La critique modeme est d'un avis diametralement oppose: ,The Mahli.yli.nasiitra have
all been slowly built up over a long period": cf. E. Conze, The Composition of the
A$(asiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii, BSOAS, XIV, 1952, p. 251-252; The Literature on
Perfect Wisdom, The Middle Way, XXVII, 1952, p. 20-23; R. Hikata, Suvikriinta
... ed., Fukuoka, 1958, p. XXVIII-XXXV.
94 Tch 'ou san tsang ki tsi, T 2145, k. 7, p. 47 b 15; p. 8, p. 55 b 16.
95 Ibidem, k. 8, p. 56 a 23.
96 Ibidem, k. 7, p. 47 c--48 b. Mais Ia date du depart de Tchou Che-hing, 260, est donnec
aussi comme celle de son ordination (cf. E. Zurcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China,
Leiden, 1959, p. 340, n. 183). Le texte sanskrit de Ia Paiicav. Trouve au Khotan par
Tchou Che-hing fut rapporte en Chine par son disciple Fou-jo-t'an iJl} 11' ill (PUI)yadharma ?) et traduit en chinois, a Lo-yang, en 291, par Mok~ala (T 221 ).
97 Voir, dans l'ordre chronologique, les classements proposes tour a tour: I. par Taongan ;It* et Tche Tao-lin :Jtiti* au IV' siecle (T 2145, k. 7, p. 47 b 15-16; k. 8,
p. 55-56); 2. par Kumli.rajTva (402--404) dans les notes incorporees a sa traduction
de l'Upadesa (T 1509, k. 67, p. 529 b 22-23; k. 79, p. 620 a 12); 3. par Seng-jouei
MiN, disciple de KumarajTva (T 2145, k. 8, p. 55 a 8-9); 4. par Ia preface aT 245
(p. 825 b 21-23 ); 5, par le Kin kang sien lou en faussement attribue a Vasubandhu (T
1512, k. I, p. 798 a).
98 H. Liiders, List of Briihml Inscriptions, s.v. Dhenukli.kata et sq., p. 206.
99 Bu-ston II, p. 125; Tli.ranli.tha, p. 71.
100 Si yuki T 2087, k. 10, p. 930 c.- Histoire du bouddhisme indien, p. 377-380.
101 Gm:u;lavyiiha, ed. D. T. Suzuki, p. 50-51.
102 Saddharmapw;u;l., p. 261.
103 Ibidem, p. 265-266.
104 P. Demieville, La Yogiiciirabhiimi, p. 376-387.
105 Si yu kiT 2087, k. 10, p. 930 b-e.
106 P. Demieville, Le Concile, p. 298, n. 2. T'oung Pao XLVIII
107 Fa yuan tchou linT 2122, k. 12, p. 379 a; k. 100, p. 1028 c.
108 Les legendes concernant Asoka et le Khotan remonteraient sensiblement a Ia meme
date: cf; Histoire du bouddhisme indien, p. 281-282.
109 Dans les sources etudiees par F. W. Thomas, Gosrnga est rendu en tibetain par GlaD.
ru, dont le nom survit dans celui du village actuel de Lli.nghru.
110 Sur tous ces termes, voir maintenant P. Pelliot, Notes on Marco Polo, I, Paris, 1959,
p. 196-214.
111 Comme presque tous les autres, ce Purli.1,1a est de date indeterminee.
112 II s'agit de Ia VaTflsiivall de tendance bouddhiste ecrite vers 1800 a Patan par un
moine du Mahli.bodhivihli.ra, librement traduite en anglais par les pandits de Ia
British Residency et editee par D. Wright, History of Nepal translated from the Parbatiya, Cambridge, 1877. Sur les VaTflsiivall nepalaises, voir L. Petech, Medieval
History ofNepal, Rome, 1958, p. 5-10.
113 Ed. Haraprasad Sastri, Bib/. Ind., 1900, p. 166 sq.
114 LeMont STr~a ,Tete" en Mahli.cTna, d'apres le Svayambhiipuriil}a et les ,Vingt-cinq
stances pour invoquer Ia faveur des divinites du Nepal", petit traite signale par E.
Burnouf, Le Lotus de Ia Bonne Loi, Paris, 1852, p. 502. Ce Mont Slr~a, pour
PaiicasTr~a, est evidemment le Wou-t'ai chan du Chan-si.
115 Svayambhiip.,p. 174.
116 Ibid., p. 8-9.
117 Le symbole inanime de MaiijusrT, - symbo1e designe sous le nom de vltariiga
,exempt de passion" - , etait un caurl ou chasse-mouche fait avec Ia queue (pucchii)
d'un Yak, symbo1e tout a fait hima1ayen (cf. Burnouf, I.e., p. 501).
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118
119
120
121
122
123

124

D. Wright, o.c., p. 79.
Publiees par R. Gnoli, Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta Characters, Rome, 1956.
Fa-tsang, dans T 2098, k. I, p. 1093 a.
P. Demieville, Le Concile, p. 376-377.
Dans les notes qui sui vent, je m'y refere sous les sigles A. Bet C respectivement.
Les Pei Ts'i (550-577) de Ia famille Kao #;,capitate Ye ~, furent d'ardents bouddhistes. Leur fondateur Kao Yang j@Jt~ (550-559) re<;:ut !'ordination des Bodhisattva lors de son avenement (Mochizuki, Chronologie, p. 131 ). A reviendra dans
un instant sur le role joue par cette dynastie au Wou-t'ai.
Sur le sacrifice du ,troisieme prince" qui briila son corps en offrande (pratique de
,devouement" courante en Chine), voir encore B, p. I 094 c 14-16; C, p. II 07 b 15
(qui renvoie au precedent). Mais Ia date fait difficulte. M. Demieville que j'ai consuite, me communique: ,D'apres Fa-tsang (A, p. !56 c 18), c'etait ,au debut" (c'esta-dire Ia premiere annee) de !'ere Ta-houo des Pei Ts'i. Mais il n'y a pas d'ere de ce
nom sous les Pei Ts'i. En outre, comme A le dit plus bas (p. !56 c 26), l'empereur
regnant etait Kao-tsou #;ill., et il n'y a, sauf erreur, pointd'empereur de ce nom sous
les Pei Ts'i. II s'agit peut-etre de l'empereur Kao-tsou Hiao-wen Hong
#; illl 'Jf:. 3t
des Pei Wei ~~. sous lesquels il y eut une ere T'ai-houo ::tc f<IJ,
477-499 [cf. A. C. Moule, The Rulers of China, Chronological Tables, Londres,
1957, p. 29]. J'ai regarde dans l'histoire des ,Dynasties du nord" (Pei che) les
biographies des fils de Hiano-wen tides Wei et du premier empereur des Pei Ts'i; je
n'y ai trouve aucune allusion a cette histoire. Mais celle-ci etait tres populaire au
Wou-t'ai."
Sur l'eunuque, voir encore B, p. 1094 c 16-22.
Houei-yuan, de Ia dynastie des Souei (581-617), naquit a Touen-houang en 523. II
resida aYe oil, en 578, il resista ouvertement a l'empereur Wou des Pei Tcheou qui
voulait proscrire le bouddhisme. L'empereur des Souei fonda pour lui le monastere
du Tsing-ying sseu oil il resida des 587. II y eut de nombreux disciples et s'y eteignit
en 592. Houei-yuan fut un polygraphe qui nous a laisse un grand ouvrage sur le
Mahayana (T 1851) et des commentaires sur le Sukhiivativyiiha (T 1745 et 1749), le
Vimalakirtinirdeia (T 1776), le Siitra de I 'Invitation au bain (T 1793) et le Sraddhotpiida (T 1843), ce demier d'authenticite discutee. Pour autant que je sache, il ne
reste pas de traces de son commentaire inacheve sur l'AvataTflsaka.
II s'agit du chapitre intitule en sanskrit Vajradhvajapari1Jiimanii, ch. XXI dans Ia
version chinoise de Buddhabhadra (T 278, k. 14, p. 488 a), ch. XXV dans Ia version
chinoise de Sik~ananda (T 279, k. 23, p. 124 a), ch. XXX dans Ia version tibetaine
(OKC 761, vol. ri, p. 134 b).
Tout le monde n'a pas Ia virilite de l'eunuque; mais Fa-tsang aurait pu mentionner
l'activite considerable deployee par Ia Chine des T'ang dans l'exegese de 1'Ava7f!saka. On doit a Fa-tsang lui-meme, a son predecesseur Tche-yen ;tJl /i& (602--668) et
a son successeur Tch'eng-kouan ¥i: II. (737-820 ou 838) sept commentaires sur I' AvataTflsaka (T 1732-1738), dont l'un depasse 90 rouleaux. Li T'ong-hiuan '$ ~ 1Z
mit une dizaine d'annees (719-729) a rediger son Nouveau Traite sur l'AvafaTf!Saka
(T 1739) en 40 rouleaux. La secte T'ien-t'ai egalement s'interessa au meme sujet en
Ia personne de Tehan-jan ~II!\ (711-782), auteur de T 1742. A elle seule, l'exegese
de l'AvataTflsaka occupe deux volumes entiers de !'edition de Taish6.
On reviendra plus loin sur ce texte capital dans l'histoire du Wou-t'ai et de Ia secte
Houa-yen.
Cf. C, p. 1107 a 21.
Cf. B, p. I 093 b 14-15. Le mont Heng est une de cinq pies sacres de Ia Chine, celui
du Nord.
Cf. B, p. 1093 b 22 etc 2; C, p. 1105 b 29.
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133 Cf.B,p. 1094a 19.
134 Concernant le meme monument, on lit dans B, p. 1094 n 25: ,Le Ta-fou-t'ou sseu
'f' Iii!~ a ete fonde par Wen-ti 3t 1U des Yuan Wei [Kao-tsou Hiao-wen Hong
(471-499) des Pei Wei]. Autrefois cet empereur s'y etait arrete et avait organise des
ceremonies religieuses. Ensuite, dans une sainte pensee, il avait etabli ce monastere.
Le caracterejou signifie ,foi". On explique cela en disant que l'empereur, ayant rencontre Ia des choses extraordinaires, avait augmente sa foi".
C, p. 1103 c 8 sq., cite un passage du Kan t'ong lou (T 2107, p. 437 a 21) ou le
maitre du vinaya, Tao-siuan lit 'if. (596-667), pose Ia question suivante: ,Actuellement au Wout'ai chan, a trente lis au sud-est de Ia terrasse centrale, il yale Ta-fouling-tsieou sseu f;.. of' £1 I;~ ... Certains (cf. A) disent qu' il a ete fonde par Ming
Q}j des Han 'llli [Ming ti (58-75) des Han posterieurs]; d'autres (cf.B) disent qu'il a
ete fonde par Hiao-wen (471-499) des Wei. Comment expliquer cette contradiction?
- Reponse: Les deux empereurs, autrefois, ont l'un et !'autre erige un monastere en
cet endroit. Et le roi A-yu ~ tf [Asoka, roi indien, ca 272-236 a.C.], lui aussi, a
construit un stupa en cet endroit. Naguere, au temps de Mou-wang Iii 3: des Tcheou
[X" s.a.C.], Ia Loi du Buddha existait deja. Cette montagne est spirituelle et extraordinaire; elle est habitee par Maii.ju. Au debut du regne de Ming des Han, Mo-t'eng
~.Ill (Kasyapa Matali.ga), par son rei! divin, avait apen;u ce stupa [d'Asoka] et il
avait conseille de construire des monasteres [a proximite]. Dans le libelle Ta-fouling-tsieou, le caractere fou signifie ,foi": l'empereur [Ming] avait foi dans les
principes bouddhiques; il erigea un monastere pour exhorter les hommes; c'est
pourquoi on dit Ta jou. En outre, Ia configuration de Ia montagne est pareille a Ia
sainte montagne du Grdhraparvata ,Mont du vautour" en ln<;le: c'est pourquoi on
l'appelle Ling-tsieou."
Ce tissu d'anachronismes peut etre utilise comme base de datation. En effet les
legendes rapportees ici ne se sont forrnees qu'aux IV' et V" siecles de notre ere, ce
qui exclut toute intervention d'Asoka (272-236 a.C.) et de Ming-ti (58-75 p. C.)
dans l'histoire du Wou-t'ai chan.
I C'est en 306 que Ia traduction des cinq premiers chapitres de I'Asokariijiivadiina (T 2042) par Ngan Fa-k'in (cf. T 2149, k. 2, p. 236 a 12) apprit aux
Chinois qu' Asoka avait ete un roi cakravartin ,a quatre parts" (caturbhiigacakravartin) et qu'il avait construit 84.000 stupa dans son empire (cf. Divyiivadiina,
p. 368, I. 26-28). Le sens de l'epithete prete a discussion (cf. Kosa III, p. 197, n. 3):
il peut s'agir d'un roi regnant sur un continent seulement, ou sur les quatre continents (ciiturdvipaka dans Ia Bodhisattvabhumi, p. 334, 1, 12; caturdvlpesvara dans le
Sik~asamuccaya, p. 175, I. I 0). Quoi qu 'il en soit, les Chinois crurent qu' Asoka
avait regne sur leur empire et reparti sur leur sol les reliques du Buddha. Aussi se
mirent-ils a Ia recherche des ,reliques d' Asoka" dans le double but d'appuyer Ia propagande bouddhique en Chine et de flatter Ia Cour par des trouvailles de bon augure
pour les princes. Dans son admirable ouvrage The Buddhist Conquest of China,
Leiden, 1959, p. 277-280, M. E. Zurcher a signale neuf decouvertes de ce genre
operees au cours du IV' siecle: il s'agit de monasteres, de stupa et de statues que
!'on attribuait a Asoka.
Dans le meme etat d'esprit, des le debut du V' siecle, plusieurs montagnes de
Chine re9urent le nom de Ling-tsieou chan en souvenir du et par assimilation au
Grdhrakuta-parvata de Rajagrha (Zurcher, o.l., p. 208; 394, n. 136 et 137).
2 H. Maspero a montre depuis longtemps (BEFEO, X, 1910, p. 95-130) que le
songe et l'ambassade de l'empereur Ming est une fable qui s'est forrnee dans les
cercles bouddhiques de Lo-yang au III' siecle de notre ere. C'est a Ia fin du yc siecle
seuclement que Kasyapa Matali.ga est range parmi les membres de cette pretendue
ambassade.
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II est done evident que le plus ancien monument bouddhique du Wou-t'ai, a
savoir le Ta Feou-t 'ou Ling-tsieou sseu n'a pu etre fonde qu'au V' siecle de notre
ere et que seule Ia tradition qui attribue sa fondation a Hiao-wen Hong des Pei Wei
presente quelque vraisemblance historique.
Quant au nom du monument, il demeure d'interpretation incertaine, les caracteres
jeou-t 'ou i'f. Ill pouvant signifier tant6t buddha et tantot stiipa (Mochizuki, p. 4482 c).
135 Cf. B, p. 1094 a 28.
136 Cf. B, p. 1095 c I; C, p. 1103 c II.
137 Voir ci-dessus, n. 123.
138 Nouvel anachronisme: comme on le verra plus loin, c'est seulement a partir du VII'
siecle que les Indiens ou, plus precisement, les habitants de Ia Serinde (11§ ~ crurent
a Ia presence de Maiijusrl en Chine. Le premier pelerin connu fut Buddhapalita qui
visita le Wou-t'ai en 676.
139 Cf. B, p. 1093 b 13.
140 Sous l'empereur Sseu-ma Hiao-houai Tch'e Ul ,ft "'i!!lil, qui regna a Lo-yang de
307 a 311 (A. C. Moule, Rulers of China, p. 17).
141 Chouei king tchou deLi Tao-yuan, mort en 527, ed. Wang Sien-k'ien, 1892, XI, 31
a-b; T'ai p 'ing yu !an, ed. Sseu pou ts'ong k'an, XLV, 4 a.
142 Une peinture murale representant le Wou-t'ai a ete decouverte dans Ia grotte 117 de
Touen-houang, grotte amenagee entre 980 et 995 (cf. P. Demieville, Le Concile, p.
377; Basil Gray, Buddhist Cave Paintings at Tun-huang, Londres, 1959, p. 74-75 et
pl. 67 B). Sur les plans ou peintures qui etaient foumis aux pelerins, cf. E. 0. Reischauer, Ennin 's Diary, New York, 1995, p. 269-270.
143 Tch 'ou san tsang ki tsi T 2145, k. 9, p. 62 a-c.
144 T 2122, k. 89, p. 944 c.
145 S. Levi et E. Chavannes, Les seize Arhat Protecteurs de Ia Loi, JA, 1916, p. 40-45
du tire a part; P. Pelliot, Meou-tseu ou les doutes !eves, TP, XIX, 1920, p. 346.
146 Sur Houei-yuan, cf. E. Ziircher, o.l., p. 204-262.
147 T 2059, k. 6, p. 359 b 15-18; T 2145, k. 15. p. 110 a 14-17 (dans cette demiere
source, le nom de Fa-ling est omis).
148 T 2059, k. 2, p. 335 c 3-6; T 2145, k, 14, p. 104 a 19-20.
149 Tong Tsin de Ia famille Sseu-ma qui regnerent a Kien-k'ang (Nankin) de 317 a 420
(cf. Moule, p. 18-19).
150 Heou Ts'in de Ia famille Yao qui regnerent a Tch'ang-ngan de 384 a 417. Le souverain dont il est question iciest Yao Hing :I@E A (394-416).
151 Preface auT 1428, p. 567 a 20--b 2.
152 Ci-dessus, note 96.
153 Tch'ousantsangkitsi, T2145,k.48,p.48a 1-3.
154 Fa hien tchouan T 2085, p. 857 b.
155 Voir Ia biographie de Buddhayasas dans Kao seng tchouan T 2059, k. 2, p. 333 c
15-334 b 25.
156 P'an ~ T 2073 est une faute pour kia II!!!; cf. T 2034, p. 103 a 14, T 2060, p. 434 b
16. II s'agit du petit royaume de Karghalik situe a !'ouest du Khotan. Le MahiisaiJlipiita T'oung Pao XLVIII l'appelle Tcho-kiu-kia ~)iii l/!!!, en tibetain Cu gon [pan]
ou Ca ko ka (T 397, k. 55, p. 367 c 25). Song Yun qui le visita en 519 l'appelle
~ l1t (T 2092, k. 5, p. 1019 a 23). Jinagupta qui s'y rendit vers 557
Tchou-kiu-po
le nomme Tcho-kiu-kia ~:1m II!!! (T 2034, k. 12, p. 103 a 14; T 2060, k. 2, p. 434 b
15; E. Chavannes, Jinagupta, T'oung Pao VI, 1905, p. 353-354). Hiuan-tsang qui y
passa a son retour des Indes vers 644 le nomme Tcho-kiu-kia 1i!T 1t] II!!! (T 2087, k.
12, p. 942 c 24) et confirme en partie les renseignements deja donnes ici: ,En ce
pays, les textes des Mahayanasiitra sont extn!mement nombreux, plus nombreux que
dans les autres pays ou Ia Loi du Buddha a penetre. Les exemplaires comptent
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157

158
159

160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169

170

171
172
173

174
175

176
177

178

chacun dix myriades de giithii, et il y en a plus de dix. Des recensions degradees
provenant de ces [recensions longues] ont une diffusion tn!s large". Karghalik est
encore designe par d'autres noms dans les livres historiques chinois: cf, E. Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, BEFEO, III, 1903, p. 19, n. 4 du tire it part.
Tu~ara est une deformation courante pour Tukhara (Tocharoi et Yue-tche): cf. P.
Pelliot, Tokharien et Koutcheen, JA, 1934, I, p. 34-36. Sous Ia dynastie des Ku~al)a,
le puissant Kani~ka favorisa le bouddhisme et, selon une tradition recueillie au
Kasmlr par Hiuan-tsang (T 2087, k. 3, p. 887 a), fit proceder it une revision complete
du Tripitaka qu'il fit graver sur des plaques de cuivre (cf. Histoire du bouddhisme
indien, p. 648). Est-cede cette edition qu'il s'agit ici?
T 2073, k. I, p. 153 b 23-c 8.
Biographie et dates dans le Siu kao seng tchouan, T 2060, k. 2, p. 433 b sq. (traduit
par E. Chavannes, T'oung Pao, VI, 1905, p. 336-356); K'ai yuan che kiao mou lou
T 2154, k. 7, p. 549 b; Mochizuki, s.v.Jiianagupta, p. 2172.
Cf. Siu kao seng tchouan T 2060, k. 2, p. 434 b 15-23.
T 2074, p. 173 c 3-16.
Fa hien tchouan T 2085, p. 857 a.
Kao seng tchouan T 2059, k. 3, p. 339 b. - Cf. P. Demieville, La Yogiiciirabhiimi,
p. 378, n. 2.
Kao seng tchouan T 2059, k. 2, p. 334 c 23-24.
Cf. Mochizuki, Chron., p. 102.
C'est Ia date adoptee par P. Demieville dans I'Inde Classique, II, p. 417.
Surles t'an-yue (diinapati), cf. J. Gemet, Les Aspects economiques du bouddhisme,
Saigon, 1956, p. 43, 102.
Tch 'ou san tsang ki tsi T 2145, k. 9, p. 61 a 1-8; Postface de T 278, k. 60, p. 788 b
3-9.
Houei-yen (363-443), originaire de Yu-tcheou ij HI au Hou-pei; il fut disciple de
Kumarajlva, puis travailla, it Nankin, it !'edition du Sud du MahiiparinirviiJJasiitra
(T 375).
Houei-yi, religieux attache au monastere du Jetavana de Nankin; il fut aussi en relations avec le kasmlrien Gul)avarman qui arriva it Nankin en 431 (Kao seng tchouan
T 2059, k. 3, p. 341 a 20).
Tch 'ou san tsang ki tsi T 2145, k. 14, p. 104 a 22-24; Kao seng tchouan T 2059, k.
2, p. 335 c 7-9.
T 2074, p. 173 c 17-22.
Voir 1a notice critique consacree it Paramartha par P. Demieville, Sur l'authenticite
du Ta tch'eng k'i sin louen, Bulletin de Ia Maison Franco-Japonaise, II, 1929, p.
15-28.
Houa yen king tchouan ki, T 2073, k. 1, p. 153 a 24-b 9.
Sik~ananda etait ne au Khotan, en 652. II arriva a Lo-yang en 695 et retouma au
Khotan en 704. En 707 ou 708, il fut rappe1e a Ia cour par un decret imperial: il y fut
re<;u avec les plus grands honneurs, mais, fort peu de temps apres, il tomba malade
et mourut, en 710, age de 59 ans. Cf. Kan ying tchouan T 2074, k. 4, p. 176 b 4; K'ai
yuan che kiao mou louT 2154, k. 9, p. 566 a 13; Tcheng yuan sin ting che kiao mou
louT 2157, k. 13, p. 866 b 16; Song kao seng tchouan T 2061, k.2, p. 718 c 19; Fo
tsou t'ong ki, T 2035, k. 39, p. 370 b 6.
Du 16 octobre 690 au 2 mars 705 le titre de Ia dynastie (kouo-hao) des T'ang fut
change en Tcheou (cf. Moule, Rulers of China, p. 56).
L'imperatrice Wou Tso-t'ien it JIU '}( ou Wou Heou it Iii qui, en 684, avait depose
son fils, l'empereur Tchong-tsong, puis avait assume en 690 1e pouvoir imperial en
titre. Tchong-tsong ne remonta sur le tr6ne qu'en 705.
La version de Buddhabhadra (T 278) est parfois appelee Ts 'i tch 'ou pa houei -(:; ~
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179
180

181

182

183
184
185
186

187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

/\ fl ,Sept lieux et huit assemblees" parce que le Buddha y preche I'Avataf!lsaka a
huit assemblees reunies en sept endroits differents. La version de Sik~ananda (T
279) divise en deux Ia sixieme assemblee de Ia version precedente et obtient ainsi
neufassemblees au lieu de huit: c'est pourquoi on l'appelle Ts'i tch'ou kieou houei
-1:; li ft. fl ,Sept lieux et neuf assemblees"; cf. Houa yen king tchouan ki T 2073,
k. I, p. 153 c 11-12.
Celle-ci est conservee: T 279, k. 1, p. 1 a.
Bodhiruci, primitivement Dharmaruci, naquit en 572 dans une famille brahmanique
de l'Inde du sud. 11 se convertit au bouddhisme en 631 et arriva a Tch'ang-ngan en
693. 11 travailla a Lo-yang de 693 a 706, puis a Tch'ang-ngan de 706 a 713. 11
mourut a Lo-yang en 727, age de 156 ans (sic). Voir sa biographie dans K'ai yuan
che kino mou louT 2154, k. 9, p. 570 a-571 a; Song kao seng tchouan T 2061, k. 3,
p. 720 b-e.
En 695, Yi-tsing venait de regagner Ia Chine apres un voyage aux Indes qui s'etait
prolonge durant 25 ans (671-695). L'imperatrice alia 1'accueillir en personne a son
retour et l'etablit par decret dans le Fo-cheou-ki sseu dont il est question ici. Yi-tsing
travailla d'abord avec Sik~ananda; puis, a partir de Ia periode kicou-che (700-701),
il se consacra seul a ses traductions: cf. Song kao seng tchouan T 2061, k. 1, p. 710
b 15-23.
Fou-li etait un chinois originaire de King-tch'ao. 11 travailla a Tch'ang-ngan eta Loyang de 681 a 699 environ. 11 s' etait rendu celebre par son Che men pien ho louen (T
2111 ), pub lie en 681, ou il discutait dix points douteux souleves en matiere
d'exegese bouddhique par le maitre du prince heritier K'iuan Wou-eul:fl Jl!{ =. sous
le titre de Che tien ki yi f;ll ~ ;m ~ ,Examen des doutes concernant les livres bouddhiques": cf. K'ai yuan che kiao mou lou T 2154, k. 9, p. 564 b; Song kao seng
tchouan T 2061, k. 17 p. 812 c.
Fa-tsang, !'auteur de Ia presente notice. Voir ci-dessus, section VIII, au debut.
Houa yen king tchouan ki de Fa-tsang, T 2073, k. I, p. 155 a I 0-19.
Cf. J. W. de Jong, L 'Episode d'Asita dans le Lalitavistara, Asiatica (Festschrift F.
Weller), Leipzig, 1954, p. 312 en note.
Spm:z-ri signifie bien ,a grassy hill" (cf. Jaschke, Dictionary, p. 329 b), et !'equivalence span = siidvala est attestee (cf. J. Nobel, Worterbuch num Suvarr;aprabhiisa,
Leiden, 1950, p. 131).
Lacune a comb1er puisqu'il s'agit d'une ,region intermediaire" (phyogs mtshams
logs = vidis).
Voir ei-dessus, note 42.
Cf. Mahiivyutpatti n° 1908 et 214; Nobel, Worterbuch ... , p. 25.
Par example Kirfel, Kosmographie der Inder, p. 95 et suiv., 218 et suiv.
Voir ci-dessus, note 128.
T 2125, k. 3, p. 224 c 15-17. Cf. J. Takakusu, A Record of the Buddhist Religion,
Oxford, 1896, p. 136.
Nom d'une province qui fut constituee par Chouen ~ dans 1e Chan-si actuel et
eng1obait 1e Wou-t'ai chan.
T 2125, k. 4, p. 228 b 14; I.e., p. 169.
T 1185 A, p. 791 c 11-14; T 1185 B, p. 798 a 26-b 2.
K 'ai yuan che kiao mou lou T 2154, k. 9, p. 569 c 7. Voir aussi Sin kou kin ji king
t'ou kiT 2152, p. 371 c 20.
Edite en appendice dans K. P. Jayaswa1, Imperial History of India, Lahore, 1934, p.
41, I. 17.18.
Voir ci-dessus, note 8.
Cf. S. Levi, Le Catalogue geographique des Yak.$a, JA, 1915, p. 85 du tire a part.
T 967, p. 349 b 2-c 5.
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201 Ohara!)I ayant pour effet de ,purifier toutes 1es destinees mauvaises" (sarvadurgatiparisodhanl). Nous en avons huit traductions chinoises (T 967 a 974), deux traductions tibetaines (OKC 198, 609) et un commentaire chinois par Fa-tch'ong (T 1803).
202 II s'agit de l'empereur Kao-tsong i@i *qui regna de 649 a 683.
203 Cf. R. des Rotours, Traite des jonctionnaires, Ley de, 1948, p. 414.
204 Ce passage n'est pas clair. II y eut en fait deux traductions: d'abord celle de Tou
Hing-k'ai (T 968) terminee le Y jour du premier mois de Ia quatrieme annee de Ia
peri ode yi-fong 1i .1., 20 fevrier 679 (cf. K 'ai yuan che kiao mou lou, T 2154, k. 9,
p. 564 a 23); ensuite, celle du moine de I'Inde Centrale Divakara (T 969) datee du
22c jour du 5c mois de Ia premiere annee yong-chouen il~ ~. 2 juill et 682 ( cf. K 'ai
yuan che kiao mou lou, T 2154, k. 9, p. 564 a 1). L'empereur etait mecontent de Ia
premiere traduction parce que Tou Hing-k'ai, un chinois de Tch'ang-ngan qui connaissait le sanskrit, s'etait interdit d'employer les caracteres frappes de tabou.
205 Ce fut Ia troisiema en ordre chronologique (T 967).
206 Siu t' ou kiT 2152, p. 369 a; K'ai yuan che kiao mou lou, T 2154, k. 9, p. 565 a.
207 Song kao seng tchouan T 2061, k. 2, p. 717 c.
208 Kouang ts 'ing Ieang tchouan T 2099, k. 2, p. 1111 a-b, section intitulee: ,Entree de
Buddhapalita dans Ia Grotte de diamant". Cette grotte est egalement signalee dans le
Kou ts 'ing Ieang tchouan de Fa-tsang (T 2098, k. I, p. 1095 a I et suiv.), mais Fatsang (t 712) ne mentionne pas !'ascension de Buddhapalita. Ce silence est essez
troublant.
209 Cf. P. Pelliot, Une bibliotheque medievale retrouvde au Kan-sou, BEFEO, VIII,
1908, p. 504.
210 Manuscrit de Touenhouang reproduit dans Tsukamoto Zenryii, Chinese Buddhism in
the Middle Period of the T'ang Dynasiy, Mem. Toho Bunka Gakuin, IV, Kyoto,
1933, 2.
211 P. Demieville, La musique came au Japan, dans Etudes Asiatiques, Paris 1925, T. I,
p. 208-213.
212 Cf. Chou Yi-liang, Tantrism in China, HJAS, VIII, 1945, p. 297.
213 Tai tsong piao tche tsi T 2120, k. 2, p. 837 c 27-29; Song kao seng tchouan T 2061,
k. 1, p. 713 a 17-20; Mochizuki, Chron., p. 175.
214 Tai isong piao tche isi T 2120, k. 2, p. 834 a.
215 Cf. Jan Yiian-hua, Orissa Historical Research Journal VII, 3-4, 1958-59, p.
125-132.
216 Ces renseignements sont tires du Tcheng yuan sin ting che kiao mou lou T 2157, k.
17, p. 894 c, pub lie en 800 par le maitre en vinaya Yuan-tchao. Sur Prajiia, voir
encore Ta t'ang tcheng yuan siu k'ai yuan che kiao lou de 795, T 2156, k. I, p. 755 c
sq.; Song kao seng tchouan T 2061, k. 3, p. 722 a-b.
217 Cf. Reischauer, Ennin 's Diary, New York, 1955.
218 Trad. E. Obermiller, II, p. 184-185.
219Cf. P. Demieville, Le Concile, p. 188, n. I.
220 Cf. Mahiiyiinasal!lgraha, tr. fr., p. 314-317.
221 Tout ce qui suit d'apres CandrakTrti, Madhyamakiivatiira, version tibetaine ed. par
L. de La Vallee Poussin, St-Petersbourg, 1912, p. 1-8; tr. fr. dans Museon 1907, p.
252-257.
222 Ajiitasatrukaukrtyavinodana T 629, p. 451 a 14-19.-Sur les innombrables Buddha
amenes a I'illumination par Maiijusrl, ci-dessus: III, sub fine.
223 C'est un lieu commun de donner Ia Praji'iaparamita comme Ia ,Mere" des Buddha: cf.
Asiasiih., p. 254: Esii hi miitiijanayitr! tathiigatiiniim arhatiil'!l samyaksal'flbuddhiiniim
asyii/:l sarvajiiatiiyii darsayitrl lokasya ca sal'fldarsayitr!. Haribhadra dans son Aloka,
p. 531, exp1ique: /okasya Sal'fldarsayitr! siinyatiidiriipel)iivagamiit.-Voir pour ie
detail Hobogirin, p. 209; Demieville, Le Concile, p. 90, n. 4.
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224 Kiisyapaparivarta § 88: Yathiipi nama, Kiisyapa, navacandro namaskriyate, sa
caiva piin:zacandro na tathii namaskriyate, evam eva, Kiisyapa, ye mama sraddadhanti fair balavan-tataram bodhisattva namaskartavya}J, na tathiigata}J, tat kasya
hetoh, bodhisattvanirjiitii hi tathiigatiih. Voir encore Sraddhiibaliidhiiniivatiirasiitra
T 305, k. 5, p. 958 c: Tous les Buddha naissent des Bodhisattva ... C'est pourquoi
ceux qui honorent les Bodhisattva honorent les Buddha Tathagata; ceux qui calomnient les Bodhisattva calomnient les Buddha des trois temps.
225 Drumakil)marariijapariprcchii T 625, k. 4, p. 385 b 20-21.
226 Ajiitasatruriijasiitra T 626, k. I, p. 394 b 18-20.
227 Maiijusrlbuddhak$etragul)avyiiha T 310, k. 59, p. 345 b 7-9.
228 Vimalaklrtinirdesa T 475, k. 2, p. 551 c 18-19.
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THE OLDEST MAHAYANA SUTRA
Its significance for the study of Buddhist
development
Lewis R. Lancaster
Source: The Eastern Buddhist 8, 1 (1975): 30--41.

The oldest extant from of a Mahayana siitra, Tao-hsing pan-jo ching, is the
translation of the Alitasiihasrikii-prajfiiipiiramitii-siitra (hereafter abbr. Alita)
done by Lokak$ema in the second century A.D. This translation, when compared
with the Sanskrit manuscripts and the later Chinese and Tibetan translations,
gives an indication of the major changes which occurred not only in the text
itself, but in the whole of the Mahayana tradition. The Alita in its early version is
preserved in two other translations besides the one by Lokak~ema: the Ta mingtu ching and the Mo-ho pan-jo-ch 'ao ching.
The Asta, now recognized as the first member of what later grew to be a
whole family of sutras called prajfiiipiiramitii, 1 had a central place in the initial
development of Mahayana in India and later played an important and pioneer
role in China. Since it was the first full treatise on Mahayana to be made available to the Chinese, it served as an introduction for the literate to the major doctrines of this school of Buddhism. 2 Feeling that its teachings were compatible
with those of the ancient sages of China, the material was eagerly studied and
became of key importance to the spread of Buddhism.

(i. Tao-hsingpan-jo ching :itrr!iJ!t::iHJll_, T. 224)
This pioneer translation was done, say the catalogues, by Chih Lou-chai-ch'an 3
X.:J.iil!!~il, usually put into a Sansksrit form as Lokak~ema. Nanjio suggested
Lokarak~a 4 but this has been criticized by Bagchi 5 and has fallen out of use.
Lokak~ema was an Indo-Scythian monk, who has been associated with
twenty-four translation titles, 6 but it is more likely that the number should be
twenty-one. 7
He settled in Lo-yang during the time of the reign of Huan-ti in the year of
Chien-ho (A.D. 147)8 and joined the translation bureau that had been established
by An Shih-kao. His work in the city and with that bureau is said to have con302
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tinued until the third year of Chung-p 'ing9 (A.D. 186) and during this stay he
undertook the work of translating the Tao-hsing pan-jo ching. The catalogues
tell us that he completed the work in the second year of Kuang-ho (A.D.
179-180). 10 In T. 2148, the text has yuan-ho which could either be an error for
yuan kuang-ho or the yuan as an error for kuang. If it is the first possibility, then
the date would be the first year of Kuang-ho ( 178-179 A.D. ). 11

(ii. Ta ming-tu ching :kBJlJ.ra, T. 225)
A second translation of this same text is said to have been done by Chih Ch' ien
3<:.~ during the time of the Three Kingdoms under the Wu Dynasty in the year
of Huang-mu (222-229)_12 Chih Ch'ien was one of the most prolific of the early
translators and there are still fifty-three works in the Taisho edition which bear
his name on the colophon. 13 However, when the vocabulary and style of these
numerous works are compared with one another, the Ta ming-tu ching stands
out as a unique document with regard to style and vocabulary. It is conceivable
that someone other than Chih Ch'ien is responsible for its translation, perhaps
the early Central Asian monk An Hsiian ~ 1l: .14

(iii. Mo-ho pan-jo ch'ao ching

/f~Jillt~~;1.!!!,

T. 226)

The third translation of the A.yta which belongs to this early textual tradition is
attributed to T'an-ma-pi :f/f~ 15 for whom the Sanskrit equivalent is usually
listed as Dharmapriya, an equivalent based on the translation used by the
Chinese ofFa-ai :;t;;~. The date for the translation is said to be 382 A.D., 16 a date
which Hikata questions because he suggests another designation of the translatorY In contrast to the listing of Dharmapriya, some catalogues list the work as
that ofDharmarak~a who was active in China during the years of T'ai Shih (A.D.
265-274). 18
A version, listed as being only five chiian in length, 19 it is considerably
shorter than the eight or ten chiian usually quoted for Lokak~ema's text. 20 The
difference in length is explained by the fact that only a part of the sutra is contained in Dharmapriya's version, i.e. thirteen chapters which correspond to
Chapters I-VIII and XVI-XXIII in the Sanskrit. Tao An explains this partial
text as a deliberate policy of translation rather than the loss of the central
section, maintaining that whatever was identical with the Fang-kuang (Q5c1t
T. 221) and Kuang-tsan (16~ T. 222) was not re-translated. 21 A comparison of
the content of Chapters IX-XV in Lokak~ema with the early Paiica vif(lsatisahasrikii (hereafter abbr. Paiica) translation of Mok~ala, fails to show how this
material can be judged to be closer to the Paiica than is that in the thirteen extant
chapters. It may have been a deliberate policy decision but it is also feasible to
consider it as an accidental loss of a major part of the text.
The three translations of this textual tradition of the A.yta appear under a
bewildering array of names:
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Lokalcyema (T. 224)
(1) Tao-hsing pan-jo po-lo-mi chinsf 2 (itff:lillt~5£-fi#.!l!.)
(2) Tao-hsing pan-jo chinsf 3 ( itfrM!t~~)
(3) Pan-jo tao-hsing p 'in chinsf4 (Mlt~it ff ,R,~)
(4) Po-lo-mi pan-jo tao-hsing p 'in chinsf 5 (5.8{ft fiM!t ~it lt ,?o~)
(5) Mo-ho pan-jo po-lo-mi tao-hsing chinsf 6 (~~PJ:Iillt~5B<:Hfiitff*~)
Chih Ch 'ien (T. 225)
( 1) Ming-tu chinsf 7 (BJll!~)
(2) Ta ming-tu wu-chi chinsf 8 (*BAJ.tfo.!li~~)
(3) Ta ming-tu chinsf 9 (*aAJ.t~)
Dharmapriya (T. 226)
(1) Mo-ho po-lo-jo- po-lo-mi ching-ch 'ao 30 (/f~~~-~5B<:Hfi*.!l!.:fy)
(2) Ch 'ang-an p 'in chin~ 1 ( -&!:££~)
(3) Mo-ho pan-jo chini 2 (Jft~lillt~~)
(4) Mo-ho pan-jo po-lo-mi ching ch 'ao ch 'ang-an p 'in 33 (/f~Jillt:;'§5.8t~fi~~1

-&!:£.?o)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Hsu-p 'u-t 'i p 'in 34 U~ ~tit£)
Wai-kuo ching ch 'ao 35 (9~1E~:fj;-)
Mo-ho pan-jo po-lo-mi ch 'ao chini6 (Jf~lillt:;'§5Btftfl~j;-~)
Pan-lo jo 37 (lilltft*)
Mo-ho pan-jo po-lo-mi chin~ 8 (Jf~lillt*5£Hfi~)

The variety of names given to those translations creates something of a
problem of identification and raises the question of how the Chinese came to
have so many titles for one work. The prajiiiipiiramitii texts coming from India
and Central Asia in a steady stream were the cause of confusion for Tao An tells
us that they had no heading but simply began with some auspicious greeting. 39
As the number of prajiiiipiiramitii texts multiplied it became necessary to give
them some designation for the sake of identification. In India this was accomplished at a later date by naming them according to the number of lines which
each contained, and so we have the rather mundane list of titles such as Satasiihasrikii (100,000), Paiicavilrzsatisiihasrikii (25,000t0 etc., but this scheme was
never employed by the Chinese. In place of counting the lines, the translations
were given titles with reference to some distinctive feature of the work. Lokak~ema' s text was entitled Tao-hsing (it ff) based on the heading for its first
chapter. 41 Chih Ch'ien's received the name of Ta ming-tu (*aAJ.t) because this
was the particular method of translating mahii-prajiiiipiiramitii as contrasted
with the transliteration used previously by Lokak~ema. 42 When the Paiicavirrzsati-siihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitii-sutra was brought to China, it was given the
name of Fang-kuang (:e5c:7t) because it was a longer and more expanded teaching than the A$ta which was often referred to as hsiao ('J') or shorter teaching. 43
These three translations are not the total picture of the A:}fa material available
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in Chinese, because the text continued to receive attention and was consequently
translated four more times:
(I) Mo-ho pan-jo po-lo-mi ching (~~OJ"filll:~i&:Ail~~' T.227) by Kumarajlva. 44
(2) Fo-mu-ch 'u-sheng san-fa-tsang pan-jo po-lo-mi-to ching (19J;-l{ft!::1=..:=.)i;;~,
T. 228) by Danapala. 45
(3) Ta-pan-jo po-lo-mi-lo ching (~$i&:~Jl f9 ~' T. 220 4) by Hsiian Tsang. 46
(4) Ta-pan-jo po-lo-mi-to ching (T. 220 5) also by Hsiian Tsang. 47
In a general division of the texts according to the content, we can put the first
three translations, T. 224, T. 225 and T. 226, in one category. They are in basic
agreement with one another and represent an early tradition which is similar to
the later ones but by no means identical. A second tradition of the text is found
in the translation by Kumarajlva (T. 227) and the fifth division of the sixteen
part prajiiiipiiramitii collection of Hsiian Tsang (T. 220 5). These two translations are similar in content and chapter divisions, and while they still echo much
of the earlier form of the text, it is obvious that development has occured.
Danapala (T. 228) and the fourth division of Hsiian Tsang (T. 220 4) are in
virtual agreement with one another and they bear a close affinity to the Tibetan
and Sanskrit.
For the purpose of this present study, we will tum our attention to the tradition of the three early texts which provide us with insights into the teaching of
Mahayana at a time when it was in a formative stage. Since the material for
comparison involves a drawn out process of matching one translation against
another, only four doctrinal items are covered in the remainder of this paper, but
they will be sufficient to give an idea of the changes which have occurred within
this siitra.

(i. Dharma-kiiya 7! $t)
In the later prajiiiipiiramitii texts, there is the theory of the two bodies of the
Buddha, the riipa-kiiya and the Dharma-kiiya, a theory later expanded by the
Yogacara school to its most familiar enumeration of three bodies (tri-kiiya). 48 In
the early translations of the Asta, the conception of the abstract Dharma-kiiya of
the Buddha is not to be found. In every passage where the term occurs in the
Sanskrit text or in the later Chinese and Tibetan, it is missing in these three early
versions. 49 The one exception is the passage where Dharma-kiiya is translated as
"the collection of Buddha's siitras," the same meaning we can find in
"llinayana."50 Even in Kumarajlva's translation, the Dharma-kiiya sections are
not to be found in the main body of this first Mahayana siitra. 51
From this study of the Lokak!;)ema text, it appears that the earliest ideas in
Mahayana siitras were neither the two-body nor the three-body ones, but rather
the notion of one Buddha body. We find in a long sermon by Dharmodgata, a
description of this Buddha body and how it is brought to perfection. Since much
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of this sermon can be seen as standing in conflict with the later conception of the
Dharma-kiiya, it is understandable that the sermon was considerably shortened
and large parts of it do not occur in any translation after the Ta ming-tu ching. 52
The body of the Buddha is described as follows:
(The Buddha's body) is like an echo in a mountain in that it cannot be
constituted of one thing or of two things, but rather there is a mountain,
a man, a cry, the ear that hears it and when these are combined, then
and only then is there an echo.
0 Noble Sir, if you desire to know about the constitution of a
Buddha's body (then you should be aware) that it is just like this. There
is no shape and there is nothing to which it attaches. (This body) is produced from cause and conditions (hetu-pratyaya) and the (Buddha) in
lifetime after lifetime understood emptiness and coursed in it. All birth
and death has a lack of birth and death for its cause and so the Buddha
knew and thoroughly understood that originally there is no birth and no
death nor is there nirval)a. He appeared in the world in order to preach
just this teaching.
0 Noble Sir, listen further, the Buddha's body is like a painting: a
wall, paint, an artist, a brush, all these things must come together before
one can have a painting of a person. If you desire to know about the
body of the Buddha, (then you should be aware) that there is not the use
of one thing to bring about its constitution, but there is the use of many
thousands of things. The Bodhisattva has in the past practiced giving
and upheld morality by not transgressing the Ten Rules of Moral
Conduct; he constantly followed good teachers and with a resolute
mind was concerned about men everywhere (lit. in the ten directions).
There were none who obstructed him and so in lifetime after lifetime he
saw the Buddha and heard about the practice of the Bodhisattvas. He
became firmly established (in those practices), was not forgetful of
them and in all of those lifetimes he was never deceitful and was
always striving for sincerity.
0 Noble Sir, if you desire to know about the body of the Buddha, it
is just like this. 53
Here we have a description of the one body, the Buddha body, bound by the
chain of causation, similar to all other physical bodies, but for all of that, a glorified, perfected riipa-kiiya, the result of many lifetimes of meritorious activity. In
such a teaching, the early Mahayana is not different from the "Hinayana" for the
idea of perfecting the body through the evolution of many eons of Bodhisattva
action is quite similar to the rationale behind the recorded jiitaka tales.
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(ii. Bhiita-koti 'l' ~. -*P*)
In the Sanskrit text of the A${a, there are ten references to bhiita-koti, 54 but only
one of these occurs in the Tao-hsing chini 5 and even this one is missing from
the Ta ming-tu ching. 56 The Dharmapriya text that is so similar to Lokak::;ema's
in content has two citations for this term not found in the earlier translation, a
rare occurrence of dissimilarity between these two versions. 57
The early Chinese translation is pen-chi 58 (::¢':.~) which has a distinct Taoist
flavor of "original limit." This can be one explanation of the idea expounded by
Hui Yiian that "the release of the spirit is returning to the origin. " 59 In all cases,
the use of pen-chi in the early texts implies the idea of nirval)a, as in Chapter XI
where the Bodhisattva is urged by Mara to reach this "original limit." 60 In
Chapter XVI, Dharmapriya uses the term pen-chi61 while Lokak~ema has the
phrase "the way of the Arhat." 62 The idea that pen-chi or bhiita-koti is used to
mean nirval)a, is supported in Chapter V where Hsiian Tsang omits his usual
form of bhiita-koti and puts in its place "nirval)a."63 This may have been an
attempt to separate the idea of bhiita-koti as nirval)a from its later meaning in
Mahayana. Edgerton has indicated two possible ways to take the term in Buddhist texts, the first has the idea of koti-gata or the equivalent of nirval)a.
However, in the Mahayana it can be used as the absolute truth (paramiirtha). 64
In the Materials for a Dictionary of the Prajiiiipiiramitii Literature Conze lists a
number of equivalent phrases used by Haribhadra in the commentary to the
A$fa: bhiita-kiiya, dharma-kiiya-parini$patti, and Dharma-dhiitu. 65 All of these
imply the idea of perfection or the "reality limit" literally translated by the
Tibetans as ymi-dag-pa-/:li-mtha/:1. 66 Robinson follows this same pattern by his
indication that it can be added to the roster of designations for the absolute 67 and
later he translated it "absolute limit"68 and gives it as the synonym for "the real
mark of the dharmas." 69
The fact that the early Mahayana siitras refer to this term as meaning nirval)a,
is another example of the pattern of following the usage found in the Agamas or
Nikiiyas and not the later developed meaning or focus of a Mahayana technical
term.

... Advaya ""~-)
(m.
This term occurs four times in the standard tradition of the A:fta 70 but 1t Is
missing completely from the three translations of the earliest form of the text. 71
In Chapter I of the Chih Ch'ien text, there is one reference to advaya, but since
this chapter has undergone extensive re-working at some later time, it does not
belong to the original textual tradition of the Chinese A$ta. 72 The omission of
this doctrine in the Stanzas of Nagarjuna 73 is also an indication that such concepts may have been lacking in the original prajiiiipiiramitii literature which was
used by Nagarjuna.
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(iv. Dharma-dhiitu 7!Jff..)
Here again we have a term which is not included in the Stanzas 74 and we find it
to be missing entirely from the early translations of the Asta. 75 There are seven
places where it can be found in the Sanskrit, but the fact that the term is late in
its admission to the Asta text can be seen when one notes that even Kumarajlva's text omits all of these sections and Hsiian Tsang's fifth section has only
one. 76
These four doctrinal items are only a sample of the terms which can be used
to check the development of the Asta; it is a list that can be extended to include
such key terms as: upiiya-kausalya, kusala-miila, karma, Bodhisattva and others.
This early tradition, preserved in Chinese translations, offers us the opportunity
to study in detail the process by which the prajiiiipiiramitii texts were being
expanded, abbreviated, re-arranged, and generally undergoing major transformations involving doctrinal as well as philological changes. Far too often, there is
the tacit assumption that a Sanskrit edition represents the "original," when in
fact such editions are usually based on manuscripts that come from a relatively
late period of Buddhist history in India. The discovery of fragments and texts in
Central Asia 77 and Gilgif 8 has offered additional proof that the Sanskrit tradition
for Buddhist siitras was by no means an unchanging one, and the ancient fragments suggest great differences from the manuscripts of the Pala Dynasty or
those preserved in Nepal. While these manuscript finds are few and the hope for
uncovering more is remote, we still have before us the dated Chinese translations which in many cases represent the earliest known examples of Buddhist
sutras. By a careful consideration of the content of these translations, we have a
glimpse of the way in which Mahayana literature developed and in tum the way
in which Buddhism as a religious movement was growing and changing. It is no
longer feasible to dismiss the differences between the early Chinese versions
and the later Sanskrit tradition as only representing abbreviations or the whim of
the translators, for there are examples of ancient Sanskrit texts which match very
closely the translations made in China. 79
The view of early Mahayana provided in these translations is often startling
and the fact that so much of the material is in a form which we can call
"Hlnayana" reminds us once again that Mahayana did not spring into life as a
full blown and mature movement, but proceeded through a long period of maturation. The story of that process is found embedded in the translations which
early missionary and Chinese monks made centuries ago in China and neglect of
these documents deprives us of a most valuable research source.
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INSPIRED SPEECH IN EARLY
MARA Y ANA BUDDHISM
Graeme MacQueen
Source: Religion II {1981): 303-19 and Religion 12 (1982): 49-65.

When we contemplate the rise of Mahayana Buddhism we are bouncl to be
struck by the significance of the creation of scripture that accompanies the
movement: the new production of siitras signals a religious revolution. It is not
merely the content of these siitras that is of significance, but the very fact of
their coming into being. The broad religious issue at stake here is that of the
reception of revelation 1 by the community in ways that are open as 0pposed to
closed. In a closed tradition the truth is seen as revealed at a particular point in
time through a particular individual or group of individuals; beyond this individual or group (in either space or time) revelation is inaccessible. In an open
tradition these restrictions on access to the truth are denied. In this article I shall
try to work towards an understanding of the shift from a closed to an open tradition that I believe is indicated in the rise of Mahayana. The attempt will be made
to discover the extent to which the two traditions (pre-Mahayana and Mahayana
Buddhism) in fact see themselves as closed or open, and to find the means
whereby the shift in question took place. The method adopted will be to investigate the contribution made to the articulation of revelation by the 'founder' (the
Buddha) on the one hand, and by the members of the community, contemporary
with and subsequent to the founder, on the other hand. Since revelation was preserved chiefly in siitra, most of our effort will go into determining the means
whereby siitra was generated. The two concepts that prove to be most crucial to
this analysis are the word ofthe Buddha' (buddhavacana) and 'inspired speech'
(pratibhiina).
Mahayana Buddhism first becomes visible to the historian as a movement
centred around the public expounding of texts. These texts were called 'siitras ' 2
and were taken as true and authoritative by those who recited and expounded
them. When traditional Buddhists began to take the movement seriously one of
their main criticisms was that these alleged siitras were spurious; they could not
be accepted as Buddhist siitras because they were not the word of the Buddha
and hence not grounded in his wisdom and enlightenment. Many responses were
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given by members of the new movement to the traditionalist attacks. Generally
speaking such responses included the claim that the Mahayana siitras were
indeed preached by the Buddha and were hence as legitimate as the accepted
canon. 3 One might well gain the impression, therefore, that both the attackers
and the defenders agreed on the fundamental point that siitra must be the literal
word of the historical Buddha and disagreed only on what specific texts fulfilled
this requirement. But did the early Mahayanists really believe that their texts
were the speech of the 'historical' Buddha? Is the dispute merely a disagreement
over particular historical facts? Examination will show that the matter is more
complex than this, and that it involves a fundamental religious shift implicating
the view of history and revelation.
It will be convenient to begin by determining the initial status of the requirement that siitra be the literal word of the Buddha. To what extent and in what
sense is this requirement acknowledged in the traditional canon? Next, it will be
found profitable to explore the canon further regarding one of the means of siitra
production that is found to deviate somewhat from the buddhavacana paradigm,
namely that of 'inspired speech' as indicated by the use of prati-bhii constructions. Finally, the notion of inspired speech in early Mahayana will be investigated, chiefly as found in the Astasiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii (The Perfection of
Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines), an early siitra of the Perfection of Wisdom
group.

Sutra as the word of the Buddha
It is clear that in the early days of Mahayana the conviction was common that

siitra had to be the word of the Buddha. The Astasiihasrikii warns the devotees
of the perfection of wisdom that they must be prepared to hear this siitra rejected
and reviled on such grounds by both traditional Buddhists and other Mahayana
groups. The attack by the traditionalists, which is of more immediate importance
to us, is described as follows:
Furthermore, Mara, the Evil One, may come along in the guise of a
Shramana, and say: 'Give up what you have heard up to now, abandon
what you have gained so far! And if you follow this advice, we will
again and again approach you, and say to you: "What you have heard
just now, that is not the word of the Buddha. It is poetry, the work of
poets. But what I here teach to you, that is the teaching of the Buddha,
that is the word of the Buddha".' 4
There are several things worthy of note here. First, the words of the traditionalists as quoted allude to a canonical utterance, 5 and with their ring of orthodoxy
probably represent accurately the attacks made on Mahayana. Second, the attack
is obviously viewed as very dangerous. The passage casts the traditionalists in
the role of Mara, the prime tempter and enemy for Buddhists. The efforts of
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these monks to call Mahayanists back to orthodoxy were seen as a terrible temptation which a member of the new movement (a bodhisattva) must reject at all
costs. If he gives in he is a backslider. 6 Finally, we are favoured with a clear
expression of the issue under debate at the time, namely that of authorship
versus revelation. The new sutras are dismissed as poetry, the work of poets'
(kavikrtarrz kavyam), to which is opposed buddhavacana, the truth as perfectly
revealed (uncovered, opened up, displayed) to the community by the Buddha.
Other early Mahayana works attest to the same same traditionalist criticism in
much the same terms, so we are left in no doubt as to its prevalence. 7
Is this understanding of sutra evidenced in the canon? No doubt the classic
canonical statement of what sutra is, of what qualifies as sutra, is found in the
accounts of the First Council in the Vinaya. 8 The statement is given in narrative
form as follows.
After the death of the Lord a council is convened at Rajagrha in order to
collect and recite the dharma (sutra) 9 and vinaya. The council is to be attended
only by those who are utterly pure and have reached the highest goal (Arhatship), yet Ananda, who was the Buddha's personal attendant and therefore heard
and retained the Buddha's discourses, has not yet reached the goal. It is to everyone's relief that he attains it at the eleventh hour and joins the council. When
Mahakasyapa directs the collecting and arranging of the sutras Ananda is the
chief witness called upon. According to some of the accounts he verifies
the context and arrangement of the sutras, while in others he actually recites the
entire collection of sutras from memory. 10 (Further witnesses, themselves
arhats, are called upon to verify the accuracy of his recollections.) At the conclusion of his task the sutra-pitaka is considered established and the door to
further production of sutra closed.
The main point of the account is to show that the truth revealed by the Buddha
has been transmitted to the community in a perfect and final state. The council is
the medium for this transmission and hence must be perfectly pure. It is especially important that Ananda have such purity since he is the chief medium; his
attainment of Arhatship is crucial, for it is not enough that he be learned (bahusruta-'one who has heard much'): he must be able to give what he has heard
undistorted and unsullied. Ananada' s function is that of a clean receptacle. 11
In connection with the above point the accounts also aim to define the revelation, to give the criteria that permit something to be counted as dharma (or
sutra ). And here we find the buddhavacana requirement strongly expressed.
Sutra is portrayed as ideally the direct record of the Buddha's speech. The
accounts of the First Council differ on a good many points, but in the later and
more developed accounts this buddhavacana ideal is put forth very resolutely. In
one version, for example, the gods, seeing that Ananda is about to recite the
sutras, say to one another, 'Be it known, good sirs, that the noble Ananda is
about to proclaim the sutra, the dharma, spoken by the Tathagata. We must
listen attentively.' 12 In another account, when Ananda gives the opening formula
of his sutra recitation the arhats, deeply moved, say, 'With our own eyes we
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have beheld the World Honoured One [Bhagavat]; now we hear his words'Y
Having recited all of the siitras, Ananda says (according to the same account),
'All of this dharma that I have retained in my memory is what was spoken by
the Buddha, who has now gone to Nirvii!Ja' .14 In one version the two points-the
finality of the arrangement of siitra and the definition of this siitra as the word of
the Buddha-are neatly summed up at the conclusion of Ananda's recital:
Then Mahakasyapa said to Ananda, 'There are just this many siitras in
the iigamas, beyond this there are none.' Having said this he descended
from the high seat. Then the Venerable Kasyapa addressed the great
gathering: 'Be it known that the siitras spoken by the World Honoured
One have now all been assembled.' 15
Yet despite the buddhavacana definition of siitra implied in the Council
accounts, all of these accounts, not expecting the more developed ones, show an
awareness that AJ)anda was not a direct witness to all of the Buddha's sermons
and, more importantly, that not all of the discourses that form the basis for the
siitras were in fact spoken by the Buddha. 16 Some, for example, were spoken by
various disciples. These facts are admitted because they are obvious to anyone
who reads the siitras, but they are not made much of; the second point, in fact, is
often acknowledged very briefly and left in obvious disharmony with the buddhavacana criterion so stoutly championed elsewhere in the narrative.
The ideal, to sum up, is this. The Buddha revealed the truth on various occasions; his discourses were directly witnessed and retained; these discourses were
then rendered to the council in a perfect state and there bound together, so to
speak, in a final and closed corpus, the siitra-pitaka, which represents the revelation as possessed by the community. The fact that some siitras do not record the
word of the Buddha remains to cast its shadow.
Professor Lamotte suggests that we not take the buddhavacana definition in a
narrow sense. He remarks:
Le Dharma [expose dans les Siitra] est a proprement parler Parole du
Buddha (buddhavacana), mais cette definition n'est pas a prendre au
sens restreint. A en juger d'apres les explications foumies par tous les
Vinaya les uns apres les autres-Vin. des Mahiisiilflghika (T 1425, k.
13, p. 336 a 21); Vin. des Miilasarv. (T 1442, k. 26, p. 771 b 22); Vin.
piili (IV, p. 15); Vin. des Dharmagupta (T 1428, k. 11, p. 639 a 16);
Vin. des Sarviistiviidin (T 1435, k. 9, p. 71 b 1)-le Dharma est ce
quiest enonce par le Buddha, sans doute et avant tout, mais aussi par les
auditeurs (sriivaka), les sages ermites (r$i), les dieux (deva) et les etres
apparitionels (upapiiduka ). 17
This statement is perceptive but, like the Council accounts, leaves certain
questions unanswered. If the Buddha's word is the model, how can the dharma
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(and hence siitra) be that which is spoken by this assortment of beings
(sriivakas, sages and so on)? What is the connection between the model and the
alternatives? Under what circumstances are those other than the Buddha admitted to speak words acceptable as siitra? The problem is not solved by reference
to Lamotte's sources for in fact these sources differ significantly from one
another in their definition of dharma, he having chosen the widest of the definitions (that from the Sarviistiviidin Vinaya) for his exposition. 1s
In the end, of course, the surest method of investigating this issue is to study
the siitra-pitaka itself. I am not here interested in attempting to determine how
many siitras, as a matter of historical fact, record the Buddha's speech and how
many record the speech of others, but rather in the more manageable question of
what the siitras themselves say about the matter.
It is found that the great majority of siitras do indeed present themselves as
giving the Buddha's words directly. There is, however, a significant number of
siitras that encapsulate the words of others. These may be divided into three
types: ( 1) discourses that expand and interpret buddhavacana; (2) straightforward sermons or remarks that have no such obvious relation to the Buddha's
word; (3) creative, spontaneous and inspired utterances.
The first category is of great importance to the tradition. 19 Discourses by the
Buddha can be either in brief or in detail, 20 and it is only wisdom such as characterizes the greatest disciples that allows the brief utterances to be interpreted and
transformed into detailed discourses. Sariputra is the most famous for his abilities in this area. 21 We see here the establishing of a process whereby disciples of
the Buddha can open up or extend buddhavacana. The apparent newness of such
a discourse, it is implied, is deceiving: it is merely the natural unfolding, in light
of the wisdom of the disciples in question, of what the Buddha has himself
revealed.
The second category embraces a good many siitras, many more than the preceding category. 22 The great majority of the discourses in question are given by
a select few Great Disciples (such as Sariputra, Ananda, Mahakasyapa, and
Mahamaudgalyayana), though occasionally we hear from lesser monks and
nuns, laypeople, gods, and so on. As far as content is concerned this is a very
mixed group, and the utterances range from virtual repetition of standard doctrinal material, most of which apparently has its origin in the Buddha, to comparatively free and creative speech that is less directly dependent on standard
formulas and on words of the Buddha. In terms of the present research it is these
apparently creative speeches that intrigue us, for we wonder how they can be
related to the buddhavacana criterion.
In pursuing this same problem category (3) utterances are of exceptional
importance, and for this reason they will be studied separately in the next section
of the paper. Obviously, to the extent that people other than the Buddha can give
creative and spontaneous speech that does not rely on his formulations, speech
that can be acceptable as the basis of siitra, the requirement that siitra be buddhavacana is thrown in doubt, and the claim that the tradition sees itself as
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closed is made questionable. In attempting to isolate this category of utterances I
have had recourse to a simple criterion, namely that the passage must contain a
prati-bhii construction. This criterion does not do the job perfectly, giving up a
group consisting of all such utterances and only such utterances as are creative,
spontaneous and inspired, but there are some advantages in exploring the use of
one construction in depth, and the procedure will be found to yield interesting
results.
We must now return to our earlier problem, namely: How are such utterances
by those other than the Buddha, which we have now arranged in three
categories, related to buddhavacana? Is it, in fact, necessary that there by
any link at all to the Buddha? These questions are, in part, Buddhological
questions, and they require Buddhological answers. The canon firmly insists
on the fundamental difference between the function of the Buddha as teacher
and the function of other teachers of dharma. When a Buddha arises in
the world (a rare event) he, having by himself penetrated the world with
his insight, makes the truth known to others (ima/'fl loka/'fl ... saya/'fl abhinna
sacchikatvii pavedeti); 23 he is the trainer of the human steer (purisadamma-siirathi), the teacher of gods and men (satthii deva-manussiinaf!l); he
teaches the dharma (dhamma/'fl deseti) and reveals the pure way of life that
accords with it (brahmacariya/'fl pakiiseti). When others, even the greatest
disciples, teach the dharma, they teach what was first made known by him.
To be sure, they teach it only after they have personally verified it by their
own experience, but their personal realization itself stems from arduous training
in the Buddha's teaching. The distinction is sometimes expressed in Buddhist
texts through the common symbolism of the wheel of dharma: the Buddha has
set this wheel in motion, while the function of his disciples is to keep it rolling. 24
Here is another way of articulating the distinction (from the Gopakamoggalliina
Sutta):
'Is there even one monk, Ananda, who is possessed in every way and in
every part of all those things of which the good Gotama, perfected one,
fully Self-Awakened One, was possessed?'
'There is not even one monk, brahman, who is possessed in every
way and in every part of all those things of which the Lord was possessed, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One. For, brahman, this
Lord was one to make arise a Way that had not arisen (before), to bring
about a Way not brought about (before), to show a Way not shown
(before); he was a knower of the Way, an understander of the Way
skilled in the Way. But the disciples are now Way-followers following
after him. ' 25
Given this Buddhological framework it is no surprise that the community
defines dharma (and hence siitra) as ideally the word of the Buddha, and it
should also come as no surprise to learn that the Buddha is given a position of
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control over all expressions of dharma. For this is found to be the case. In brief,
utterances by people other than the Buddha are accepted as the basis for siitra
only with his certification.
Three types of certification may be distinguished: approval after the event,
approval before the event, and authorization of persons.
The first works as follows. 26 Someone gives a discourse; the hearer of the discourse subsequently repeats it verbatim to the Buddha; the Buddha gives his
approval of it. He commonly gives his approval by saying that under the circumstances he would have said precisely the same thing. In some cases he even
repeats the discourse word for word when giving his approval. In these ways he
transmutes the utterance after the fact into buddhavacana.
By certification before the event I refer to formulas whereby the Buddha
invites someone to give a discourse on his behalfY Even where such discourses
are not followed by certification after the event (as they frequently are) it is
evident that they are to be considered as 'buddhavacana by permission'.
Even with these two types of certification taken into account there still
remain a fair number of siitra discourses left uncertified. 28 But it will be found
that the individuals responsible for such discourses, almost always the Great
Disciples, have on various occasions been so praised by the Buddha with respect
to their wisdom and ability as to be considered authorized by him to speak
dharma, their words certified in advance. 29
All of the three categories of utterance listed earlier receive certification by
one or another of these means, even category (1) utterances with their obvious
inherent connection with buddhavacana. And when all three modes of certification are taken into account there remain very few siitras in the canon that are
based on discourses presented as neither given by the Buddha nor certified by
him. Of all the canonical definitions of dharma noted by Lamotte in the passage
cited earlier, I am, therefore, most favourably impressed by the following one
from the Mahiisii'!lghika Vinaya:
By 'dharma' is meant that which the Buddha has spoken and that
which the Buddha has certified. By 'that which the Buddha has spoken'
is meant that which the Buddha has personally and with his own mouth
spoken; by 'that which the Buddha has certified' is meant that which
the Buddha's disciples or others have spoken and which has been certified by the Buddha. 30
Now it is evident that all of these certification schemes formally require that the
Buddha be present in the world, that he be accessible to certify. After his death
the first two forms of certification become impossible and after the death of the
Companions, the Great Disciples who have received personal sanction from the
Buddha, there is no possibility of dharma being preached under the third sort of
certification. Siitra production must here come to an end.
The findings of the present section may be summarized as follows:
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( 1) At the time of early Mahayana the view that siitra must record buddhavacana was used by traditional Buddhists against the new Mahayana productions.
(2) Rather strong and literalist statements of this position can in fact be attested
in canonical sources, such as in some of the accounts of the First Council.
(3) A look at the siitra-pitaka, however, shows a more complicated situation.
Here buddhavacana is still the ideal but can be extended through the
process of certification to include the utterances of others.
(4) Such certification assumes the Buddha's presence in the world.

Prati-bha in the siitra-pitaka
In exploring the limits of creative and independent speech as presented in the
canon, the third group of utterances listed earlier, that of inspired speech, is of
exceptional importance. In ancient India, as elsewhere, there was a recognition
of the existence of a process whereby the reception of intuition or insight is
directly linked with the faculty of expression. The seer and the poet belong to
the same family to the extent that they are participants in this process. 31 Of the
terms used in India to capture this dual activity of unimpeded reception and
expression, some of the most interesting are the prati-bhii constructions, including various verbal forms from the root bhii and prefix prati-, as well as the noun
pratibhiina. A passage from Gonda's The Vision of the Vedic Poets will serve to
introduce the concept as issue:
A term of no mean interest in this connection is pratibhii . . . It
etymologically belongs to prati-bhii-'to shine upon; come into sight,
present oneself to' but also 'to appear to the mind, to flash upon the
thought, occur to, become clear or manifest' ... It usually denotes 'a
sudden thought, "ein aufteuchtender Gedanke" (Petr. Diet., a quick
understanding or insight', then also 'presence of mind, wit, genius',
'boldness, audacity', 'fancy, imagination'. The substantive pratibhiina-,
moreover, means 'obviousness, intelligence, presence of mind; quickwittedness, brilliance'. In Buddhist texts the association with 'readiness
in speech' is perhaps more marked, hence 'presence of mind, brilliance, inspiration ', especially as manifested in speech ... [emphasis
mineP 2
The following remarks should contribute in some measure to the understanding
of the use of the expression, and hence the understanding of inspired speech, in
the Buddhist canon.
Of the roughly two dozen occasions I have noted where prati-bhii (= Pali
pati-bha) constructions are used in the siitra-pitaka (excluding occurrences of
pratibhiina = Pali patibhiina), over two-thirds fall into two equally common
categories:
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(a) Someone is invited (usually by the Buddha) to have something 'occur' or
'be revealed' to him, whereupon he gives a doctrinal, prose discourse. 33 For
example:
Now on that occasion the Exalted One was seated surrounded by
monks, the day being the sabbath. And when the Exalted One for much
of the night had instructed, stirred, fired, and gladdened the monks with
a talk about dhamma, on looking round and seeing that the order of
monks was perfectly silent, he called to the venerable Sii.riputta, saying:
'Sii.riputta, the order of monks has banished sloth-and-torpor. Let some
dhamma-talk occur to you. [patibhtitu tarrz Siiriputta bhikkhiinam
dhammi-kathii.] My back aches. I will ease it.
'Very well, sir', replied the venerable Sii.riputta to the Exalted One.
Then the Exalted One had his robe spread fourfold, and lying on his
right side he took up the lion-posture, resting foot on foot, mindful and
composed, fixing his thoughts on rising up again.
Thereupon the venerable Sii.riputta called to the monks, saying:
'Monks, your reverences'.
'Yes, Sii.riputta, your reverence', replied those monks to the venerable Sii.riputta, who said:
'Your reverences, whosoever hath not faith in good states ... 34
Sometimes the discourse thus given is followed by 'certification after the event',
as in the case just referred to, where the Buddha says at the conclusion of
Sii.riputta's sermon: 'Well said! Well said, Sii.riputta!' (Siidhu siidhu,
Siiriputta!)/ 5 and then goes on to repeat the sermon in full.
(b) Something spontaneously 'occurs' or 'is revealed' to someone and he
gives notice of this; after having been invited (usually by the Buddha) to give
expression to his inspiration he gives a verse of praise. 36 For example:
Then the venerable Vanglsa, arising from his seat, and draping his
outer robe over one shoulder, bent his clasped hands saluting toward
the Exalted One, and said: 'It is revealed to me, Exalted One! it is
revealed to me, Blessed One!' [Patibhiiti marrz Bhagavii patibhiiti marrz
Sugatii ti.]

And the Exalted One said: 'Be it revealed to thee, Vanglsa'.
[Patibhiitu tarrz Vang"isii ti.]

Then the venerable Vanglsa extolled the Exalted One in his presence
with suitable verses:
To-day on feast-day, for full purity,
Five hundred brethren are together come.
Such as have cut their fetters, cut their bonds,
Seers who are free from rebirth and from ill.
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All we are sons of the Exalted One;
No sterile chaff may amongst us be found.
I worship him who strikes down craving's dart.
I greet the offspring of the sun's great line. 37
Outside of these two categories most of the instances of prati-bhii constructions
involve either similes occuring to people, or things being revealed (clear,
evident, manifest) to the Buddha.
From the passages quoted representing the two major categories it can be
seen that it would be misleading to suggest that all prati-bhii constructions indicate inspired speech in a strong sense. Only utterances of the second type, with
their greater degree of spontaneity and emotional depth, can be taken without
hesitation as involving inspiration in the generally accepted sense of the word.
In fact, one could argue that prati-bhii speech is either doctrinally rich, as in (a);
or inspired, as in (b), but not both. I believe, however, that it is legitimate to use
the term 'inspired speech' for both sorts of utterance provided we are careful not
to confuse the two or overlook their differences. It is convenient to be able to
employ a single English term to refer to what is expressed with a single term in
Sanskrit (and Pali); besides, the two sorts of construction are significantly
related, for they indicate, first, that according to this literature the Buddha not
only permitted but invited religious speech from his followers, and, second, that
it was not merely considered acceptable but highly desirable that such speech
have the quality of spontaneity.
Yet the two constructions do imply different views of inspiration. Most
importantly, the spontaneity that each sort of speech is supposed to have arises
from different sources. Two passages may be quoted to help explain this, one
referring to the Buddha, who is the ideal category (a) speaker, and one referring
to the monk Vailgisa, who is the model for category (b) speech. The first is from
the Abhayariija-kumiira-sutta, wherein Prince Abhaya converses with the
Buddha:
'Revered sir, if those who are learned nobles and learned brahmans and
learned householders and learned recluses approach the Tathagata and
ask a question they have constructed-has the Lord already reflected in
his mind on this, thinking "Whoever, having approached me, questions
me like this, then, asked thus, I will answer them thus," or does (the
answer) occur to a Tathagata immediately? [udiihu thiinso v 'eta1Jl
Tathiigata1Jl patibhii(lti?]

'Well then, Prince, I will ask you a question in return. As it may
please you, so may you answer it. What do you think about this,
Prince? Are you skilled in the various parts of a chariot?'
'Yes, revered sir, I am skilled in the various parts of a chariot.'
'What do you think about this, Prince? If those who have approached
you should ask thus: "What is the name of this particular part of the
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chariot?" would you have already reflected on this in your mind, thinking: "If those who have approached me should ask thus, then I will
answer them thus," or would (the answer) occur to you immediately?'
'Because, revered sir, I am a renowned charioteer, skilled in the
various parts of a chariot, all the particular parts of a chariot are fully
known to me, so (the answer) would occur to me immediately.'
'Even so, Prince, if those who are learned nobles and learned brahmans and learned householders and learned recluses approach the
Tathagata and ask him a question they have constructed, (the answer)
occurs to the Tathagata immediately. What is the reason for this? It is,
Prince, that the constitution of dhamma is fully penetrated by the
Tathagata, and because of his full penetration of the constitution of
dhamma (the answer) occurs to the Tathagata immediately.' [Sa hi
rajakumara Tathiigatassa dhammadhatu suppatividdha yassa dhammadhiituyii suppatividdhatta thiinaso v 'etam TathiigataTfl patibhiiiiti.P 8
This passage asserts that the essential truths are continually open or accessible to the Buddha, so that he is able to answer any question concerning them
immediately and unselfconsciously. He is, so to speak, in a state of constant
clarity. Note that the prati-bhii construction suggests both this clarity or receptivity and his ability to speak without hesitation. In both respects the Buddha is
the model, and it is to this that he calls others. When he asks them to 'let it be
clear' (pratibhiitu) he is not asking for a carefully prepared sermon but is asking
that they speak from their own hard-won state of mental clarity. The states of
mind in question here, which are chiefly involved in category (a) constructions,
fit within the wisdom rather than the faith tradition in Buddhism and are portrayed as the fruit of ardent and progressive cultivation in morality, asceticism
and meditation; such states, when achieved, are permanent and reliable, and may
be called upon whenever necessary. Hence the Buddha need not wait for his
Great Disciples to become 'inspired': he can ask them to 'let it be clear' (that is,
speak fluently from clarity of mind) without fear that they will come up dry.
The second passage to be quoted concerns Vangisa, the other model speaker.
On one occasion, after he has given verses of praise for the Buddha, the latter asks
him: 'Say now, Vangisa, were these verses of praise for the Buddha, the latter asks
him: 'Say now, Vangisa, were these verses thought out by thee beforehand, or
have they been revealed to thee just on the spot?' (Kinnu te Vanglsa imii giithiiyo
pubbe parivitakkita udiihu thiinaso va tam patibhanfi ti?) 39 Vangisa replies, 'Nay,
lord, these verses were not thought out by me beforehand; they were revealed to
me just on the spot. ' 40 The Buddha then expresses his approval of such spontaneous versifying. As in the previous case, therefore, the ideal is not a laboriously
and self-consciously constructed utterance but the free movement of the mind. But
the inspired speech (pratibhiina) ofVangisa is not the same, and has not the same
source, as that of the Great Disciples whom the Buddha invites to give extemporaneous sermons. Not only is Vangisa not an arhat when he gives his poetical out"2'1')
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bursts, but one actually gets the impression that he is having some trouble adapting
himself to the monastic life. 41 His pratibhiina comes not from outstanding wisdom
or enlightenment but from his faith and his ability as an extempore poet. Before
joining the Order he was a professional kavi, wandering from town to town 'drunk
with poetic inspiration' (kiiveyyamatta); 42 when he heard the Buddha preach he
left the world, and his trade, to strive as a monk. With him be brought his gift of
inspired versifying, which he used to praise the Buddha and his chief disciples as
well as to encourage himself to his task. Inspiration is not his usual state of being
but comes upon him at specific times, usually when he is moved by faith.
To sum up, we have in the siitra-pitaka two major sorts of prati-bhii construction, which refer to two sorts of creative speech by people other than the Buddha,
this speech being acceptable under certain circumstances as the basis of siitra.
These two kinds of creative speech share the important characteristic of coming
freely from a state of mind different from, and higher than, the normal. They
differ in these respects: the first kind tends to be connected with mental states that
are ideally open to all who strive correctly, permanent, and indicative of wisdom;
the second kind tends to be connected with mental states that arise from an inborn
faculty (a natural gift), that are sporadic, and that are indicative of faith.
It must be remembered that however great and of whatever kind one's pratibhiina, in order to be acceptable as siitra one's utterance had to be certified by the
Buddha. Personal pratibhiina is hence subordinate to buddhavacana, and is in
fact authoritative only when transformed into extended buddhavacana. One can
see this position set forth in the Uttaravipatti Sutta, where the monk Uttara, who
has preached a particular doctrine, is asked by Sakka (Indra), 'What then, sir-is
this the venerable Uttara's own patibhiina or the word of the Lord, the Arahat,
the Fully Enlightened One?' 43 Uttara's reply concludes with the words, 'whatsoever be well spoken, all that is the word of the Exalted One, arahant, the fully
awakened One, wholly based thereon is both what we and others say. ' 44
It will be noted, however, that despite this bowing down to buddhavacana,
the Uttaravipatti exemplifies a tendency in the understanding of buddhavacana
that actually weakens it as an historically defined concept. For there is serious
ambiguity in the statement that 'whatsoever be well spoken, all that is the word
of the Exalted One.' This can mean that all of the good things in the tradition
come from the Buddha, but it can equally well imply that buddhavacana is
being redefined to mean 'whatsoever be well spoken', rather than meaning the
actual words of Gautama. In other words, we may be witnessing a tendency to
have buddhavacana defined as that speech which is of the greatest spiritual
worth. This tendency is seen in other canonical statements aimed at giving
criteria whereby to determine what is scripture. According to the 'Great
Authorities' (Mahiipadesa), 45 for example, the status of the utterance in question
is to be determined by checking it against existing dharma and vinaya to see if it
harmonizes in import. If it does, it may be accepted; if it does not, it must be
rejected. Formally, the buddhavacana ideal is again carefully upheld, but,
despite some minor concern for the honesty of the transmitter and consequent
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accuracy of the historical transmission, the drift of the scheme is to promote a
model of buddhavacana based on meaning rather than history. Finally, there is
the famous and beautiful passage from the Anguttara Nikiiya:
'The doctrines, Upali, of which you may know: "These doctrines lead
one not to complete weariness (of the world), nor to dispassion, nor to
ending, nor to calm, nor to knowledge, nor to the awakening, nor to the
cool [nibbiina]"-regard them definitely as not Dhamma, not the
discipline, not the world ofthe Teacher. But the doctrines of which you
may know. "These doctrines lead one to complete weariness, dispassion, ending, calm, knowledge, the awakening, the cool"-regard them
unreservedly as Dhamma, the discipline, the word of the Teacher.' 46
Again there is no formal challenge to the buddhavacana criterion-the point of
the scheme is to determine what is the word of the Teacher (or 'teaching of the
Teacher', satthusiina-but now there are no historical checks at all and we are
left with a purely functional understanding of buddhavacana.
Before we conclude that traditional Buddhism had no sense of history, we
should remember that the siitra-pitaka was in fact established as a stable body of
literature quite early; after its establishment changes in existing siitras tended to
be minor and conservative, and little new siitra was generated. 47 The conviction
that the time when the Buddha revealed the truth was past and that no such revelation could come again (at least for a very long time) was, therefore, powerful.
Hence it is fair to say that the concept of buddhavacana, historically understood,
put strong limits on the contribution people's pratibhiina could make to the
corpus of revealed truth. By and large, then, the religious community did indeed
see itself as belonging to a closed tradition.

Inspired speech in the A~tasahasrika Prajiiaparamita
In early Mahayana the relation between buddhavacana and pratibhiina is seen in
a radically new way. Athough one may sometimes get the impression that
nothing crucial has changed, a closer look reveals a startling break with traditional Buddhism. Herein, this issue will be addressed largely in the context of
the A$tasiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii. This text is generally considered the earliest
of the existing siitras of the Perfection of Wisdom group and, in fact, one of the
most ancient Mahayana siitras we possess. 48 The defence of siitra status found in
it, as well as the understanding of the role of inspired speech, should not be
taken as representative in every respect of early Mahayana-surviving texts
from the period show great diversity, even on major doctrinal points-but they
are nonetheless important as constituting one of the most sophisticated and systematic attempts to work through the problem.
One of the crucial passages is that which opens the siitra. After the introductory formula the following words occur:
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The Lord said to the Venerable Subhuti, the Elder: May something be
clear to you, Subhuti, on the subject of perfect wisdom and on behalf of
the Bodhisattvas, the great beings-how the Bodhisattvas, the great
beings, may go forth to perfect wisdom! [Tatra khalu bhagaviin iiyusmantaftl Subhiitim sthaviraftl iimantrayate sma: pratibhiitu te Subhiite
bodhisattviinaftl mahiisattviinaftl prajiiaparamitam arabhya yatha bodhisattva mahasattval; prajiiaparamitiiftl niryayur iti.]
Thereupon the Venerable Sariputra thought to himself: Will that
Venerable Subhuti, the Elder, expound perfect wisdom of himself,
through the operation and force of his own power of inspired speech
born of wisdom, or through the Buddha's might? [Atha khalu
iiyusmata/:1 Sariputrasyaitad abhavat: kim ayam iiyusman Subhiitih
sthavira iitm'iyena svakena prajiiiipratibhiinabaliidhanena svakena
prajfiapratibhanabaladhisthiinena bodhisattvanaftl mahasattvanaftl
prajfiapiiramitam upadeksyaty utaho buddhanubhaveneti?]
The Venerable Subhuti, who knew, through the Buddha's might,
that the Venerable Sariputra was in such wise discoursing in his heart,
said to the Venerable Sariputra: Whatever, Venerable Sariputra, the
Lord's Disciples teach, all that is to be known as the Tathagata's work.
For in the dharma demonstrated by the Tathagata they train themselves,
they realise its true nature, they hold it in mind. Thereafter nothing that
they teach contradicts the true nature of the dharma. It is just an outpouring of the Tathagata's demonstration of dharma. Whatever those
sons of good family may expound as the nature of dharma, that they do
not bring into contradiction with the actual nature of dharma. 49
This passage begins the Astasiihasrikii and all that follows in the text is to be
read in light of it. It is a careful statement on the vexed issue of the Buddha's
word versus independent and creative speech, and it is made with the status of
this siitra (and, probably, of Mahayana siitras in general) in mind.
The Buddha immediately invites one of his disciples to speak. The central
problem of the text, which is that of how the bodhisattva can become intimate
with the perfection of wisdom, is to be set forth not by the Buddha but by
someone delegated to speak on his behalf. Being now familiar with prati-bha
constructions as used in earlier Buddha literature, we know that when the Buddha
invites Subhiiti to speak, with the words 'may it be clear to you' (pratibhatu te),
he is asking that a (doctrinal) discourse flow freely from Subhiiti's purified consciousness. The invitation constitutes a certification before the event and indicates
that the discourse is a form of extended buddhavacana. Two important points are,
therefore, immediately suggested by the use of this construction: (l) the siitra
(and, perhaps, all Mahayana siitras) is not simple buddhavacana but extended
buddhavacana, that is, it is the speech of people other than the Buddha but is certified by him; 50 (2) this certified speech is the most independent and creative sort
recognized, that which comes freely from, or through, the disciple's mind.
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The next section of the passage gives Sariputra's thoughts. He represents
traditional Buddhism and puts into words its doubts about Mahayana; he
wonders, in effect, whether Mahayana's authoritative discourses are not simply
poetry and the work of poets. Does Subhiiti, he asks, speak on his own authority
and through his own power of extempore speech (pratibhiina) or through the
power and authority of the Buddha? The question is not new to us, for we have
seen it expressed in almost identical terms in the Uttaravipatti Sutta, to which
there is surely an allusion here. 51
Subhiiti's answer, which concludes the passage, is likewise close to what is
found in the Uttaravipatti Sutta. In the latter we are told that 'whatsoever be
well spoken, all that is the word of the Exalted One, arahant, the fully Awakened
One, wholly based thereon is both what we and others say', while in the A!itasiihasrikii we are told that 'whatever ... the Lord's disciples teach, all that is to be
known as the Tathagata's work [tathiigatasya puru$akiiro]', and we are assured
that whatever these disciples teach 'is just an outpouring [ni$yandoF 2 of the
Tathagata's demonstration of dharma'. The notion of the verification of the
Buddha's dharma by the disciples as referred to in this passage raises serious
questions about both the canonical and the Mahayana understanding of buddhavacana. If the disciples verify the dharma for themselves, it is indeed natural
that 'thereafter nothing that they teach contradicts the true nature of dharma'
(and the true nature of reality), but in this case it seems unnecessary and even
misleading to say that what they teach is the Tathagata's work or an out-pouring
of his demonstration of dharma, except in a very indirect sense (that is, in the
sense that their training and verification depend upon the Buddha's teaching).
This leads us to consider the possibility that the process seen subtly at work in
the canon is carried further in the A!itasiihasrikii: buddhavacana (or the Tathagata's demonstration of dharma) is not so much that which has been spoken by a
particular individual at a particular time as it is that which is of the highest value
from the religious point of view. We should not be surprised to find a shift in the
meaning of buddhavacana in Mahayana, inasmuch as the movement is built in
large part around a different vision of the Buddha.
The problem we are grappling with is that of the relationship of buddhavacana, both simple and extended, to historical fact, as seen by the Mahayanists.
The early Mahayana siitras certainly portray the Buddha as preaching, as do
they continually show him certifying the speech of others (note the familiar
siidhu, siidhu kulaputra-'well said, well said son of good family!'): How did
Mahayana view the relationship between these 'fictional' events and historical
reality? Is it simply a case of this religious community certifying its own productions by putting concocted words into the mouth of the Buddha? Is it, after
all, nothing but a case of forgery?
It takes little reflection to realize that when the early Mahayanists defend
their siitras as buddhavacana they do not mean by this that these texts are the
speech of 'historical Buddha'. There is no attempt made to have people believe
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this. Although their siitras are in some respects modelled on the old siitra form it
is the deviation from the old siitras that is more striking-if they are forgeries
they are very poor ones. If deception were the aim we could expect a decent
attempt at protective mimicry: the new texts should be fit into one of the
iigamas of the siitra-pitaka, they should be made to harmonize in style and
length with the traditional siitras, and they should certainly not proclaim themselves as new revelation! 53 In order to see how the Mahayanists viewed the situation, therefore, we need to dig more deeply. Let us begin by investigating early
Mahayana views on the presence of the Buddha, for in the canon this presence
was seen as prerequisite to all buddhavacana, whether simple or extended. This
will then be followed by a discussion of the dharma-preacher, the inspired
speaker who played such an important role in the origins of this religious movement.
There are two main positions taken with regard to the presence of the
Buddha, which I shall call the theistic and the non-theistic. Roughly speaking,
these may be said to belong to the faith and wisdom traditions respectively.
The theistic viewpoint can be found to some degree in all early Mahayana
siitras but is most boldly championed in the Lotus Siitra (Saddharmapw:ufar"ika
Siitra). The Buddha, it is held, is still present, has never gone away. 54 Only the
faithful are aware of this. For this group of people the holy presence of the Lord
is recaptured, the sacred time when the Buddha walked among men and talked
to them is sought and realized. The religious quest becomes a striving to hear the
Buddha (and other Buddhas), to see Him, to be near Him. Sakyamuni Buddha
and the countless Buddhas who support him are, therefore, fully present and
capable both of speaking and of certifying what others say. Not only can siitra
legitimately be produced, but this revelation supercedes that given through the
Buddha's corporeal form; that was the first turning of the wheel of the dharma,
this is the second.SS
The non-theistic viewpoint is central to the Astasiihasrikii and is hence of
more concern to us here. It must first be acknowledged, however, that the theistic and faith-dominated attitude is by no means lacking in the siitra. The requirement that the words of the text be certified is felt strongly, and there are
assurances that this requirement is met through the continual presence of the
persons of Sakyamuni and other Buddhas. More specifically, the following
points are made on the subject of the required presence of the Buddha, some of
which need not imply theism but some of which probably do:
( l) Those who now pursue the perfection of wisdom do so because they were
(in a previous lifetime) in the Buddha's presence during his career in the
world. 56 Furthermore, while he was alive the Buddha knew what would happen
in the future: he knew and saw the individuals who would one day seek perfect
wisdom and he rejoiced in them (approved, certified them). 57
(2) Those who now study the perfection of wisdom in this world have been
reborn here from other world systems, where they were in the direct presence of
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other Buddhas and heard from them the perfection of wisdom. 58 They are, therefore, not only persons once in the presence of Sakyamuni, but also persons fresh
from experiencing the presence of other Buddhas.
(3) These other Buddhas not only supported them in the past, but continue to
do so. The followers of the perfection of wisdom are known, seen, protected and
upheld (hence, of course, certified) here and now by these Buddhas. 59
(4) While Sakyamuni was, formally speaking, supposed to have passed away,
his continued presence was an experiential reality to this group of people, and
occasionally the text breaks out of the formal structure and proclaims that He is
still accessible to assist and support (and thus to certify). 60
(5) One may hear and see these persons (the various Buddhas) in dreams and
visions and thereby be assured of their presence and approval. 61
These points show the extent to which the Mahayanists in question met the
certification problem in a way reminiscent of the Lotus Siitra. I suspect that a
certain degree of theism is, in fact, indispensable to the religious structure found
in the A$1asahasrika; nevertheless, it is generally given a role that is subsidiary
to, and merely supportive of, a quite different solution to the problem of certification and presence, one which is basically non-theistic. We can get to this solution by asking two fundamental questions and seeing how the A!ftasahasrika
answers them. The questions are: Is there that which is even more worthy of
attention and honour, even more rightly regarded as authoritative, than the
Buddha? and, Did the Buddha appoint a successor to whom one could tum after
his passing away? The answer given to the first question is: That by means of
which the Buddha (and all Buddhas) became enlightened-that by virtue of
which he became buddha-fulfils these conditions. And this is none other than
liberating wisdom (or the perfection of wisdom, prajiiiiparamita). 62 Liberating
wisdom is hence the mother of the Buddhas, the guide of the Buddhas, and so
on. 63 The function of a Buddha is precisely to make known such wisdom to
others, and this function implies its priority. The answer to the second question
is: The Buddha refused to appoint a human successor, saying instead that the
dharma would succeed him. 64 The essence of the dharma is, again, liberating
wisdom. 65 The two points converge here. The Buddha arose in the world
because of his training in the perfection of wisdom; after his passing away one
must take refuge in that very perfection of wisdom. 'For he will understand that
in the past, when he was a Bodhisattva, the Tathagata trained in the perfection of
wisdom; that also he should train in it; that she is his Teacher. When the Tathagata is present in the world and when he has disappeared into final Nirvana, the
Bodhisattvas should betake themselves to this very perfection of wisdom. ' 66
The implication of these statements is that although the Buddha is no longer
with us in the flesh he has, so to speak, given us a Comforter,67 which is the perfection of wisdom. This means that the door to revelation is not closed, for it can
come from this present and accessible liberating wisdom. Great care is taken in
the text to have a complete transfer of functions from the Buddha to the perfection of wisdom, so that what the former once did the latter now does. 68 The per-
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fection of wisdom is in fact the Teacher, and turns the wheel of the dharma. 69
Inasmuch as it manifests all of the essential functions of the Buddha, through it
the Buddha lives on. 'One should consider, Ananda, that as long as the perfection of wisdom is current in the world the Tathagata still abides, the Tathagata
still teaches the dharma. ' 70 'One should consider those beings who hear ... the
perfection of wisdom, Ananda as living in the presence of the Tathagata. ' 71 It
follows that when the text refers to 'the Buddha's words' it does not primarily
refer to what Gautama said in the sixth or fifth century B.C. but to the fresh revelation obtained via perfect wisdom. But how can the perfection of wisdom,
which is not a person, speak? And how can it certify the speech of others? It
does so through the medium of the dharma-preacher.
A thorough treatment of the dharma-preacher (dharmabhiiQaka) 72 is out of
the question here. Many of the mysteries of the origins of Mahayana are bound
up with this figure, and it will be some time before the facts have been sorted
out. Yet several of his main functions seem clear. Sociologically described, they
are: to win converts to the movement, to train the converted in accordance with
the main principles of the movement, and to promote and organize the central
cult of the movement.
The initial task of the preacher is to raise up bodhisattvas. This means, among
other things, winning people to the group that constitutes Mahayana. The conversion occurs through the evocation of a particular religious experience, that of
'the rise of the aspiration for Buddhahood' 73 (bodhicittotpiida). This experience
defines Mahayana as a group, for one who has had it is a bodhisattva and
belongs to the Mahayana, while one who has not had it is no bodhisattva and no
member of the movement. When we speak of the spread of Mahayana in this
early period we are speaking of the progressive evocation of this experience
among people. The principal setting for conversion seems to have been that of
the sermon or discourse, involving the preacher and his group of hearers. The
preacher, himself inspired, would attempt to bring about bodhicittotpiida in his
hearers. It is likely that this dynamic was a source of much religious fervour in
the early stages of the movement.
It is further evident that conversion became a self-perpetuating process. A
bodhisattva, one converted to the movement, had as one of his prime tasks the
saving of others, and the saving of others came to be thought of as bringing of
them to Buddhahood. 74 This meant that the sacred duty of all bodhisattvas was
to set people on the path to Buddhahood-to give them the gift of bodhicitta.
Hence, in theory, every member of the movement was called to be a preacher
(which perhaps explains the expression bodhisattva dharmabhiiQaka used occasionally as if the former implied the latter.) 75 In reality, some people took the
task to heart more than others, but the movement became, in any case, thoroughly evangelical.
If the hearers were already bodhisattvas, the preacher's task was to instruct
them in the fundamentals of Mahayana and guide them through the dangers that
faced the newly converted. These dangers were many. There was the danger of
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traditional Buddhists, who tried to convince the bodhisattvas of their folly/ 6 the
danger of rival Mahayana groups with different scriptures and methods; 77 there
was the moral danger of bitterness and ill-will toward those outside the group 78
as well as of pride among the converted who, having undergone a radical identity change, now fancied themselves great beings (mahiisattva) with nothing
further to accomplish. 79 But the greatest of dangers was that essential to bodhisattva-hood, that which all bodhisattvas had to undergo, namely, journeying in
birth and death. In a religion that had been dedicated to helping everyone leave
off wandering (sarrzsara) through the rebirth process, this journey was looked on
with fear and revulsion, and those who undertook it willingly were widely
regarded as fools. 80 The preacher had a part to play in instructing the bodhisattva
in how to travel through rebirth without becoming lost (and without forgetting
that he was a bodhisattva, which was a possibility acknowledged), so that he
could eventually mature to full Buddhahood.
There were several specific cults in which the early Mahayanists were
involved, including the relic-cult, the bodhisattva-cult81 and the book-cult.
Although the dharma-preacher was probably important to all of them, it is with
the last one, the cult of the book, that he is especially connected. 82
There was almost certainly such a thing as Mahayana before there were
Mahayana siitras, but we know little about it. As the movement first becomes
visible to us it is closely tied with its own texts, which are clearly meant to
supercede the body of traditional Buddhist siitras. 83 There are some obvious
reasons why the Mahayanists would be tempted to abandon the traditional
siitras. These latter were quite useless for inspiring people to the bodhisattva
path since they did not recognize this as a generally valid course of action and,
in fact, were directed toward teaching people how to put an end to the journey in
birth and death with the greatest possible speed (the aborting of the bodhisattva).
Likewise, they were useless as instruction manuals for the converted. The
Mahayana siitras were definitely seen as filling these needs. 84 In addition,
however, there were social and emotional needs to be met, and the new siitras
became installed as objects of worship, concrete and appropriate symbols of the
new movement. Indeed, as Mahayana first appears to us (in, I believe, its secondary stage of development) it is less a single movement than 'a loose federation of a number of distinct though related [book-] cults, all of the same pattern,
but each associated with its specific text'. 85 The reachieved presence of the
Buddha, whether theistically or non-theistically conceived, was concretely symbolized by the physical book in which the siitra was recorded; just as the
Buddha was felt to be present in the stiipa that held his relics, and as worship at
the stiipa enabled one to enter sacred space and time, so was it with the ritual
centred around the book, which at least some Mahayanists wished to see rival
relic-worship. 86
Now the dharmabhii1Jaka seen in the early Mahayana siitras is most commonly a preacher with a text. Each siitra proclaims itself as the ultimate expression of the dharma, so that by 'dharma-preacher' is meant primarily the
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preacher of the siitra in question. That is, when the Lotus Siitra praises the
dharmabhiinaka it is praising the Saddharmapw:u;larikabhiil)aka, the preacher of
the Lotus Siitra. So the question naturally arises as to the precise function of the
preacher with regard to the siitra. Without attempting a final solution to this very
complicated problem, I would suggest that three different roles of the preacher
can be distinguished. First, there is the preacher as the bearer of the physical
book in which the siitra is written. He carries the book and promotes its function
as the central symbol in worship. As the bearer of a sacred object that is the
concrete manifestation of the Buddha, he is himself sacred. 'He carries the
Tathagata on his shoulder, Bhai~ajyaraja, who after having copied this Dharmaparyaya and made a volume of it, carries it on his shoulder. Such a one, wherever he goes, must be saluted by all beings with joined hands, must be honoured,
respected, worshipped ... ' 87 In this case the sanctity and authority of the
preacher are entirely dependent on the book. Secondly, however, there is the
preacher as a repository of the siitra, a repository distinct from and on a par with
the physical book. The dharmabhiil)aka, having memorized the text, can recite it
without reference to the book, and his importance, while still derivative, is here
dependent on the siitra which he bears in his mind rather than on the sacred
object he carries. 88 Lastly, there is the dharmabhiil)aka as one who acts independently of the siitra. He can, for example, act as a teacher and a scholar; 89 it is
when he is acting as an inspired speaker, however, that what he says is truly
authoritative. Through his inspiration he gets directly in touch with, and communicates, the truth that the siitra itself tries to communicate. This is especially
clear in the A!itasiihasrikii. The bodhisattva Sadaprarudita, for example, is told
when searching for the perfection of wisdom: 'If you practise thus, son of good
family, it will not be long before you hear the perfection of wisdom, either from
a book or from the person of a monk who is a dharmabhiil)aka, and that person
from whom you hear the perfection of wisdom you should regard as your
Teacher. ' 90 The dharmabhiil)aka in question here is not simply one who has
memorized this particular siitra (though he may well have done this), but one
who has within him, so to speak, the perfection of wisdom itself. When
Sadaprarudita finally finds his dharmabhiil)aka (Dharmodgata) he does not find
a mere reciter but an extempore speaker who rocks his hearers with inspired
speech born of his intimacy with liberating wisdom. This particular school of
Mahayana certainly did not make the mistake of reducing the perfection of
wisdom to a particular siitra: the perfection of wisdom could be expressed in
eight thousand s/okas, or in twenty-five thousand slokas, or in more than twentyfive thousand or less than eight thousand. 91 Or it could be expressed by the
inspired preacher.
The precise nature of inspired speech depends upon the religious framework
in which the inspiration occurs. It has been suggested that both theistic and nontheistic structures are found in early Mahayana. Within the former the inspired
speaker, the dharmabhiil)aka, is primarily one who achieves communion with
the divine persons, for whom he then acts as a channel and messenger. He
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attempts to live open to the sacred realm; the Buddha appears before him in
visions and dreams, 92 comforting him and assuring him that he acts correctly, 93
and he intermingles with devas and other supernatural beings, 94 receiving their
help and protection. 95 He hears the Buddha expound the dharma and he catches
the true meaning. 96 When he preaches, his accuracy and fluency are assured by
Buddhas and devas. 91 His exegesis of his text is given authority by the Buddha,
who guarantees the validity of his interpretation. 98 Thus supported he may
answer all public challenges and questions confidently and without hesitation. 99
He is the deputy or messenger of the Buddha; 100 more, qua bearer of the holy
word, he is the Buddha incamate. 101 He is to be treated with great respect, 102 and
those who spurn him and his message are doomed. 103 It is thus that the dharmabhiil)aka appears, for example, in the Lotus Siitra, where he is both a transmitter
of the siitra and an extempore speaker.
In the A~tasiihasrikii the situation is somewhat different. As has been
argued, this text belongs in large part to a non-theistic wisdom tradition. In
accordance with this the notion of inspiration is somewhat different from that
just described. It will be remembered that at the opening of the siitra the
Buddha asks that Subhuti 'let it be clear' (pratibhiitu), and that in this way the
latter is made the instrument of extended buddhavacana. In fact, Subhuti's
words are certified by the Buddha in all of the three ways discussed earlier. 104
Without question he is the model dharma-preacher for this text. As Sariputra
says, 'In the first rank of the preachers of dharma should the Venerable
Subhuti be placed.' 105 Hence it will pay to consider more closely his function
and chief characteristics.
Here is what characterizes Subhuti's speech: in style, it is fluent and brilliant;
in content, it is rooted in the perception of the emptiness of all things. When
asked by the Buddha to preach to the bodhisattvas about the perfection of
wisdom, he replies, 'I who do not find anything to correspond to the word "Bodhisattva", or to the words "perfect wisdom" ,-which Bodhisattva should I then
instruct and admonish in which perfect wisdom?' 106 Likewise, witness the
following exchange with the devas:
Then those Gods thought: What should one wish those to be like who
are worthy to listen to the doctrine from the Holy Subhuti? Subhuti read
their thoughts, and said: Those who learn the doctrine from me one
should wish to be like an illusory magical creation, for they will neither
hear my words, nor experience the facts which they express.
Gods: Beings that are like a magical illusion, are they not just an
illusion?
Subhuti: Like a magical illusion are those beings, like a dream. For
not two different things are magical illusion and beings, are dreams and
beings. All objective facts also are like a magical illusion, like a dream.
The various classes of saints, from Streamwinner to Buddhahood, also
are like a magical illusion, like a dream.
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Gods: A fully enlightened Buddha also, you say, is like a magical
illusion [sic], is like a dream? Buddhahood also, you say, is like a
magical illusion, is like a dream?
Subhuti: Even Nirvana, I say, is like a magical illusion, is like a
dream. How much more so anything else!
Gods: Even Nirvana, Holy Subhuti, you say, is like an illusion, is
like a dream?
Subhuti: Even if perchance there could be anything more distinguished,
of that too I would say that it is like an illusion, like a dream. For not two
different things are illusion and Nirvana, are dreams and Nirvana.
Thereupon the Venerable Sariputra, the Venerable Puma, son of
Maitrayani,
the
Venerable
Mahakoshthila,
the
Venerable
Mahakatyayana, the Venerable Mahakashyapa, and the other Great
Disciples, together with many thousands of Bodhisattvas, said: Who,
Subhuti, will be those who grasp this perfect wisdom as here
explained?
Thereupon the Venerable Ananda said to those Elders: Bodhisattvas
who cannot fall back will grasp it, or persons who have reached sound
views, or Arhats in whom the outflows have dried up.
Subhuti: No one will grasp this perfect wisdom as here explained ...
For no dharma at all has been indicated lit up, or communicated. So
there will be no one who can grasp it. 107
Sariputra describes Subhuti's ability well when he says that 'in whatever way he
may be questioned, he finds a way out; he does not swerve from [the correct
teaching about] the true nature of Dharma, and he does not contradict that true
nature of Dharma' .108 Again, Sakra says, 'Whatever that holy Subhuti may
expound, that he expounds with reference to emptiness [siinyatam arabhya], and
he does not get stuck anywhere. The holy Subhuti's demonstration of dharma
does not get stuck anywhere, no more than an arrow shot into the air.' 109 In
response to this comment by Sakra, the Buddha affirms that 'whatsoever
Kausika, is clear to Subhuti the Elder is clear to him from the standpoint of
emptiness' (yad yad eva hi Kausika Subhiiteh sthavirasya pratibhati tat tad eva
Kau~ka siinyatam arabhya pratibhati). 110 And in the same passage he affirms
that one who speaks thus speaks the dharma, the Buddha's word. 111 In other
words, it is through such pratibhana that buddhavacana is transmitted to the
community.
Through the figure of Subhuti, therefore, the following ideal inspired speaker
is suggested. The inspired speaker, the preacher of dharma, is one who has personally realized the emptiness of things and who, because this perception is
continually open to him, can speak with complete freedom and fluency on any
occasion, revealing the true nature of the world to others directly from his own
vision. In this way he teaches others how to carry out the bodhisattva task, for
this task not only remains a valid and serious business despite the apparently
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nihilistic emptiness-perception, 112 but can in fact be successfully completed only
with the help of such perception. A bodhisattva who tries to make the journey in
birth and death without this vision will never succeed. Thus the dharmabhiiQaka
fulfils one of his most important roles, that of helping bodhisattvas through
sal'!lsiira to Buddhahood. Furthermore, since what the text refers to as intimacy
with the perfection of wisdom (and skill in means, upiiyakausalya) is precisely
this ability to carry out the bodhisattva task while standing in emptiness, the
preacher's function is that of communicating perfect wisdom, bringing it to life,
giving it flesh. In the theistic inspiration contexts the divine person speaks
through the preacher; in this non-theistic context the preacher personifies, or
brings to personhood, the source of truth and successor to the Buddha, which is
liberating wisdom. Since liberating wisdom has taken over the function of the
Buddha, what the inspired preacher reveals on behalf of it through his pratibhiina can be considered buddhavacana.
The issue of the preacher as an inspired speaker, as opposed to a mere reciter,
arises again here. On the one hand the dharmabhiiQaka is portrayed in the early
Mahayana siitras as a preacher with a text, while on the other hand the ideal
dharma-preacher suggested through the figure of Subhiiti is strictly an extempore speaker. Which of these corresponds better to historical reality? I shall not
attempt to answer this difficult question here, beyond suggesting that both
figures represent historical types but from different periods. Subhuti represents,
I believe, an early type of dharma-preacher, whereas the bodhisattva
dharmabhiiQaka, who is often mentioned and to whom much of the exhortation
of the early siitras is addressed, is a more recent arrival. But it is important to
note that even the latter figure is not a mere reciter; he too has need of
pratibhiiQa, as the following passages show.
And further, Kausika, the son or daughter of good family who repeats
this perfection of wisdom will be approached by many hundreds, thousands, and hundreds of thousands of gods, out of their desire to hear the
dharma. And those gods, listening to the dharma, will have a mind to
bring pratibhiina to that dharmabhiil)aka. Even when the dharmabhiiQaka has no desire to speak the gods, out of respect for dharma,
will have a mind to induce pratibhiina, so that that son or daughter of
good family will feel impelled to speak. 113
This Subhiiti, should be known as the first act of Mara, namely that
pratibhiina will not arise in the bodhisattvas, the great beings, who
speak the perfection of wisdom, until a long time has passed. And that
pratibhiina will be scattered as soon as it is bom. 114
And this too, Subhuti, should be known as an act of Mara against those
bodhisattvas, the great beings, namely that when the deep perfection of
wisdom is being spoken, taught, indicated, explained, learned, recited,
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repeated or even simply written down, many pratibhiinas will arise,
which will cause confusion of thought. 115
Pratibhiina is seen here as a previous yet fragile possession, which is not controlled by the preacher but comes to him, or does not come to him, depending
upon whether he is under the influence of the gods or the Evil One. Although the
gods do not speak through him, they are given an important role in bringing
inspired speech to him, a role that has little precedent in Buddhist literature but
many precedents in non-Buddhist Indian religion. 116 As for Mara, he can either
suppress inspiration or use it against the preacher, in the latter case having him
overwhelmed with pratibhiinas (a rare instance of the plural form, possibly
implying that the term refers only to the receptive power of the mind here, as
suggested in Conze's many flashes of insight'). 117
It will be remembered that in the canon two types of prati-bhii construction
were found, which corresponded to two different understandings of inspired
speech. Neither the clear distinction in construction nor, more importantly, the
distinction in understanding of inspiration has survived entirely intact in
Mahayana. 118 This much of the distinction, however, remains: a state of constant clarity attained through ascetical, moral and meditational practice can be
distinguished from an occasional state of self-transcendence in which truth
discloses itself and flows through one freely, finding immediate expression in
language, In the A$tasiihasrikii both are pictured. Subhuti typifies the first,
while the bodhisattva dharmabhiiQaka being instructed to go out and preach,
with his delicate pratibhiina as just described, typifies the second. Whether
this is the difference between the ideal and the actual or between two different
ideals is hard to say, but I cannot help but feel that the latter is more likely the
case, and that Subhuti is the older and progressively less powerful ideal. That
is, in early Mahayana there is a tendency, especially in the faith tradition (to
which, for example, the Lotus Siitra belongs), to abandon the gradual clarification of the mind attained through meditation and asceticism for moments of
vision, ecstasy and inspiration. If this is so, the sort of inspired speech referred
to in the canon with type (b) constructions, sporadic or occasional inspired
speech, rises in Mahayana to a position of much more prominence than it had
in the canon.
However important this pratibhiina, it remains true that the bodhisattva
dharmabhii!Jaka generally has a text-a Mahayana siitra. I suspect that things
were different in the earlier stage to which the figure of Subhuti belongs. The
earliest dharma-preachers of Mahayana very likely had no Mahayana siitra
(though they may have had a text of a different kind); on the contrary, it was
probably through them that the siitras first made their appearance. Much of the
A!itasiihasrikii, for example, may well record the discourses of dharma-preachers or, what comes to much the same thing, may be modelled on such discourses. Likewise, the dharmabhii!Jakas probably continued to play a major role
in the ongoing generation of siitras within Mahayana. If this is so (and I shall
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not attempt to prove it here), Mahayana has brought about a truly radical shift in
the relationship between buddhavacana and pratibhiina: no longer is buddhavacana the truth that once came to the community, to the formulation of which the
pratibhiina of people other than the Buddha contributed a small part (as
extended buddhavacana) but beyond which such pratibhiina no longer has any
authority; rather buddhavacana is that which comes to the community now and
comes not otherwise than through pratibhiina.
No religious tradition, of course, is completely and indiscriminately open to
new revelation. The valuing of any particular formulation will inevitably result
in its exerting some degree of influence on, and control over, further formulations. But once the door had been opened in the early stages of Mahayana it was
never completely closed. As long as Mahayana survived in India it continued to
generate new sutras, the total number of which is almost staggering. East Asian
Mahayana was more cautious, but even here, in an altered form, the tradition
remained open in certain sects. Beyond a doubt Mahayana wrought a lasting
religious revolution.
The present section may be summarized as follows. In the Astasiihasrikii, 'the
word of the Buddha' means primarily the truth as revealed to man. One seeks
this truth not by determining what a particular fleshly being once said, but by
gaining access to it here and now. The non-theistic option presented to us in this
connection is that such truth comes through liberating wisdom. One can become
intimate with this wisdom, embody it, put it into words. The person who does
this-the dharma-preacher, the inspired speaker-is the delegate of liberating
wisdom and is hence presented as a speaker of extended buddhavacana.
One could protest that the Astasiihasrikii continues, like other Mahayana
sutras, to speak of the Buddha, and shows him saying things (and certifying
things) that he never in fact said. Most importantly, is it not this fictional Buddha
who abdicates to the perfection of wisdom? Is not the abdication, and the religious structure that goes with it, simply the production of the community? The
answer to this is two-fold. First, it is undoubtedly true that in Mahayana the
appropriate means of expressing truth in scripture was seen to be story, not
history. That is in keeping with the complete break with historical consciousness
that Mahayana makes. Hence one must be prepared to look for truth symbolically expressed rather than in one-level descriptions of fact in Mahayana siitras.
Secondly, I believe that the Astasiihasrikii presents itself as, and in fact is, not
the result of mere authorship but of the pratibhiina of dharma-preachers who
felt themselves inspired by, and speaking on behalf of, liberating wisdom.

Conclusion
The Mahayanists certainly did not ignore traditional Buddhist terminology and
concepts, but they used them in a new way. As is often the case with revolutionaries, many of the terminological and conceptual resources available to them
were in the tradition with which they were breaking. One still finds the word of
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the Buddha and the certification of the Buddha given a central place in siitra,
therefore, but these were understood in a way that led to the recognition as scriptual of words quite unacceptable according to these criteria as traditionally formulated. While formally revelation is still said to come through the founder, in
fact it now comes through members of the community, who feel they can gain
direct access to the truth.
In Mahayana we see both are-assertion of pre-Buddhist religious structures
and a reflection of newer developments in Indian religion (such as devotionalism and avatiira mythology). In its valuing of story over history, its revering of
divine persons, and its insistence that revelation can never be shut off-that it
can break through at any time via inspired men and women-Mahayana is
much more typical of Indian religious systems than is traditional Buddhism.
Within the context of Indian religion it is not the affirmation of the continuing
presence of the divine Buddha in the Lotus Siitra that strikes one as odd, but the
small voice in the Kathiivatthu protesting, 'Was he not born at Lumbin1?' 119
Perhaps it is the very rarity of 'historical consciousness' in Indian religion, and
the fact that one feels this attempt to maintain a closed tradition was doomed
from the start, that makes the Kathiivatthu utterance seem rather tragic and precious. At the same time, of all the attempts made in early Mahayana to open the
tradition to the recognition of new revelation without changing the essentials of
the religion, that of the Perfection of Wisdom school is surely one of the most
impressive.
This paper was presented at the joint meeting of the 14th International Congress of the International Association for the History of Religions and the Third
Annual Conference of the International Association of Buddhist Studies (Winnipeg, 1980). I have benefited from the advice and criticism of several Buddhist
scholars who attended these meetings. In addition, I must express gratitude to
the graduate students at McMaster University who attended my seminar on the
Astasiihasrikii in the 1979-80 session.

Notes
Three expressions used in this paper should be explained at the outset. 'Revelation'
refers to the uncovering, disclosure, discovery, becoming clear, of truth that liberates
or saves; it is also sometimes used as a synonym for 'the revealed truth'. The term
thus used need not entail theism. 'Traditional' Buddhism (as well as 'traditionalist')
refers to pre-Mahayana Buddhism. In using this term I adopt the position of an
observer contemporary with the rise of Mahayana. It is from such a standpoint--certainly not from the present day perspective-that it makes sense to distinguish this
group as traditional. Finally, the term 'canon' is used herein, with some reservations,
to refer to the body of scripture (the Tripitaka) acknowledged by this traditional Buddhism.
2 I am not here interested in the semantic range of the term 'siitra' for Buddhists
during the period in question. It is quite possible that they would have acknowledged
the existence of siitras within non-Buddhist religious traditions, referring in such
cases to a literary genre. I am concerned only with siitras that they regarded as
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3

4

5

6

7

8

authoritative. To avoid the continual use of such awkward expressions as 'canonical
siitra', 'scriptural siitra', 'Buddhist siitra' and so on, I speak simply of siitra.
In later times many Mahayana apologists were not above claiming that the
Mahayana siitras had been kept in secret places till conditions in the world of men
were favourable, at which time they were brought forth. See, e.g. Taranatha's
account in Lama Chimpa and Alaka Chattopadhyaya, trans., Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya (ed.) Tiiraniitha 's History of Buddhism in India, Simla, Indian Institute of
Advanced Study 1970, p. 98.
AP, 328. Reference to the A~tasiihasrikii Prajfiiipiiramitii (AP in the notes) is, unless
otherwise noted, to Rajendralala Mitra (ed.), Ashtasiihasrikii, a Collection of Discourses on the Metaphysics of the Mahayana School of the Buddhists, Calcutta,
Asiatic Society of Bengal 1888, and the English translation of Conze, Edward
Conze, trans., The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines and Its Verse
Summary, Bolinas, Calif., Four Seasons Foundation 1973. Mitra's spelling is normalized and punctuation is added.
SN II, 267 and AN I, 72-73. (This is noted by Conze, The Perfection of Wisdom in
Eight Thousand Lines, p. xiv.) Reference to the Pali Canon is to the Pali Text
Society's edition in Roman script (with occasional normalization of spelling).
The passage in question (AP, 328-329) says that the bodhisattva who is thrown into
anxiety and doubt by the traditionalist criticisms is not 'irreversible' (avinivartanlya), which means, sociologically considered, that he is a backslider.
See, e.g. Sad., 272; Lotus, 259-260. Reference to the Saddharmapw:u/.arlka Siitra is,
unless otherwise noted, to the Sanskrit edition of Kern and Nanjio (H. Kern and B.
Nanjio (eds.), Saddharmapw:u/.ar"ika, St. Petersburg: [Bibliotheca Buddhica I 0],
1908-1912-Sad. in the notes) and the English translation of Kern (H. Kern trans.,
Saddharma-Pwp/arlka, or, The Lotus of the True Law, New York, Dover 1963,
[originally published by Clarendon Press, Oxford in 1884 as Vol. XXI of 'The
Sacred Books of the East]-Lotus in the notes).
Reference to the Buddhist scriptures in Chinese is to the Taish6 edition of Watanabe
and Takakusu (T in the notes). The accounts of the First Council are found in the
following places:

Theraviidin Vinaya: Cullavagga, Section 11 (Paiicasatikii-Khandhaka)
Mahsriighika Vinaya: T 1425: vol. 22,489 ff.
Mahlsiisaka Vinaya: T 1421: vol. 22, 190 ff.
Dharmaguptaka Vinaya: T 1428: vol. 22, 966 ff.
Sarviistiviidin Vinaya: T 1435: vol. 23, 445 ff.
Miilasarviistiviidin Vinaya: T 1451: vol. 24, 402 ff.
Translations of the main parts of these accounts (excepting that from the Miilasarviistiviidin Vinaya) can be found in Jean Przyluski, Le Concile de Riijagrha, Paris,
Paul Geuthner 1926-1928. My account of the story is a generalized one that is
accurate for most versions. Although I believe the buddhavacana criterion for siitra
to be implicit even in the oldest accounts, which are certainly pre-Mahayana, it does
become more explicit in the later accounts, which may well be post-Mahayana their
present forms.
9 The term 'dharma' is often used to refer to siitra in the early literature, and this
usage is customary in the accounts of the First Council.
10 Ananda recites the entire siitra-pitaka in the Mahasamghika and Miilasarvastivadin
accounts, and apparently also in the Sarvastivadin account.
11 Ananda is referred to as a 'receptacle of the dharma' in the account of the First
Council given in the Introduction to the Ekottara Agama preserved in Chinese (T
125: vol. 2, 549, c 11).
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

21
22

23

24
25
26

27
28

T 1451: vol. 24, 406, b 19-20 (Miilasarviistiviidin Vinaya version). My translation.
T 1425: vol. 22,491, c 5-6 (Mahiisiimghika Vinaya version). My translation.
Ibid., c 25. My translation.
T 1451: vol. 24, 407, c 3-6 (Miilasarviistiviidin Vinaya version). My translation.
See, e.g., T 1425: vol. 22, 491, c 20 ff. (Mahiisiif!1ghika Vinaya version) and T 1451:
vol. 24, 407, b 23-24 (Miilasarviistiviidin Vinaya version).
Etienne Lamotte, Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien, Louvain, Publications Universitaires 1958, p. 179.
The narrowest of the definitions is that from the Mahiisaf/1ghika Vinaya, quoted
below, p. 7.
This method of expanding buddhavacana is one of the foundations of Abhidharma.
It is also found in Mahayana texts as one means of justifying the production of
Mahayana siitras. Examples of this sort of siitra-discourse in the canon are: MN I,
108 (T 26: vol. I, 603 b), MN III, 192 (T 26: vol. I, 696 b), AN IV, 120, AN V 46
(T 99: vol. 2, 143 a), AN V, 225 (T 26: vol. I, 734 a), SN II, 47 (T 99: vol. 2, 95 b),
SN III, I (T 99: vol. 2, 33 a; T 125: vol. 2, 573 a), SN IV, 93 (T 99: vol. 2, 56 c).
Throughout the following section on the early canon I have based my research
primarily on the Pali Canon but have in each case sought in addition for the corresponding passage in the iigamas preserved in Chinese. We can be thus assured that
we are not dealing with matters peculiar to the Theravadin tradition. Where such
corresponding passages have been found-with the help of Akanuma Chizen's The
Comparative Catalogue of Chinese Agamas and Piili Nikiiyas, Tokyo, HajinkakuShobo 1958-they are indicated in brackets after the Pali reference. In each case the
Chinese passage agrees with its Pali equivalent on the point in question unless there
is indication to the contrary. Reference is generally to the first page (or, in the case
of the Chinese, section) of the siitra.
'Sariputta, I may teach Dhamma in brief [sankhittena], and again I may teach it in
detail [vitthiirena], and I may teach it both in brief and in detail. It is those who
understand that are hard to find.' AN I, 133 (T 99: vol. 2, 255 b). The translation is
by F. L. Woodward, The Book of the Gradual Sayings (Anguttara-Nikiiya), London,
Luzac 1932, I, 116.
Examples of Sariputra expanding utterances are: SN II, 47 (T 99: vol. 2, 95 b); SN
III, 1 (T 99: vol. 2, 33 a; T 125: vol. 2, 573 a).
Some examples are: DN II, 316 (T 1: vol. 1, 42 b); MN I, 212 (T 26: vol. 1, 726 c);
MN I, 299 (T 26: vol. 1, 788 a); MN III, 7 (T 26: vol. 1, 653 c); MN III, 124 (T 26:
vol. 1, 475 a); AN III, 186 (T 26: vol. 1, 454 a); SN I, 71 (T 99: vol. 2, 335 c); SN II,
112 (T 99: vol. 2, 81 a); SN II, 205 (T 99: vol. 2, 300 c).
The Pali phrases quoted here are from an old and very important passage describing
the rise of a Buddha in the world. The passage is common; see DN I, 100 (T 1: vol.
1, 83 c) for a typical occurrence.
MN III, 29.
MN III, 8, translated by I. B. Horner, The Middle Length Sayings (MajjhimaNikaya), London, Luzac 1959, III, 58-59. (T 26: vol. 1, 653 c).
E.g.: MN I, 108 (T 26: vol. 1, 603 b; T 125: vol. 2, 743 a); MN I, 212 (T 26: vol. I,
726 c; T 125: vol. 2, 710 c); MN III, 192 (T 26: vol. I, 696 b); AN IV, 27; AN IV,
162; AN V, 225 (T 26: vol. I, 734 a); SN I, 71 (T 99: vol. 2, 335 c; T 100: vol. 2,
392 c); SN II, 47 (T 99: vol. 2, 95 b); SN II, 205 (T 99: vol. 2, 300 c; T 100: vol. 2,
415 b).
This is commonly used in connection with prati-bha constructions, discussed in the
next section of the paper.
E.g.: MN II, 157; AN III, 186 (T 26: vol. I, 454 a); AN III, 292; AN III, 314 (T 99:
vol. 2, 143 b); AN III, 340 (T 99: vol. 2, 128 c); AN III, 355; AN V, 41 (T 26: vol.
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1, 572 c); AN V, 46 (T 99: vol. 2, 143 a); AN V, 121; SN II, 112 (T 99: vol. 2, 81 a);
SN IV, 103; SN V, 293 (T 99: vol. 2, 139 a).
E.g.: MN I, 114 (T 26: vol. 1, 604 c, 17 ff.); MN Ill, 25 ff.; AN V, 229 (T 26: vol. 1,
735 b, 20 ff.). See also the Kassapa-samyutta, SN 11, 194 ff., especially SN II, 210 ff.
(T 99: vol. 2, 302 a; T 100: vol. 2, 416 c).
T 1415: vol. 22,336, a 21~23. My translation.
See J. Gonda's excellent treatment of this in his The Vision of the Vedic Poets. The
Hague, Mouton 1963, pp. 14 ff. and throughout.
Ibid., p. 318.
The cases are: ON Ill, 209 (T I: vol. 1, 49, c 3-4 ); MN I, 46; MN I, 354 (T 99: vol.
2, 316, b 6~ 7-not certain that the construction is present); MN II, 31 (T 26: vol. I,
783 c~784 a-not certain that the construction is present); AN V, 122~123; AN V,
125; SN I, !55; SN II, 36~37; SN II, 198 (T 99: Vol. 2, 299 c 16; T 100: vol. 2, 414,
b I )--this passage also occurs elsewhere; SN IV, 184 (T 99: vol. 2, 316, b 6~ 7).
AN V, 122 ff., translated by F. L. Woodward, Gradual Sayings (Auguttara-Nikiiya),
London, Luzac 1936, V, 83~84.
Ibid., 124.
The cases are: AN III, 239; SN I, 81 (T 99: vol. 2, 306, b 12~14; T 100: vol. 2, 399,
c 16~17); SN I, 189 (T 99: vol. 2, 332, a 18~20; T 100: vol. 2, 462, c 1~3); SN I, 190
(T 99: vol. 2, 329, c 5-6; T 100: vol. 2, 457, a 3-4); SN I, 191 (T 99: vol. 2, 330, c
2~3; T 100: vol. 2, 457, c 16~ 17); SN I, 192 f. (T 99: vol. 2, 332, b--with some
changes, but see lines 20~21); SN I, 194 (T 99: vol. 2, 329, b 15~16; T 100: vol. 2,
456, c 15~16); SN I, 195 (T 99: vol. 2, 329, c 22~23; T 100: vol. 2, 457, a 19~20);
SN I, 195 (T 99: vol. 3, 329, a 28~29; T 100: vol. 2, 456, b 28~29).
SN I, 191~92, translated by C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Kindred Sayings (SmiyuttaNikiiya), London, Luzac 1950, I, 243~244. (T 99: vol. 2, 330, c 4-18; T 100: vol. 2,
457, c 18~28).
MN I, 395~396, translated by I. B. Homer, The Middle Length Sayings (MajjhimaNikiiya), London, Luzac 1957, II, 63-64.
SN I, 193, translated by C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Kindred Sayings, I, 245. (T 99: vol.
2, 322, b 20--28).
Ibid.
See the Vailgisa Suttas, SN I, 185 ff. (T 99: vol. 2, 329, 9 ff.).
My translation. See SN I, 196 (cf. T 99: vol. 2, 331, c 24; T 100: vol. 2, 462, b 5)
and Theragiithii, verse 1262. See also SN I, 110 (T 99: vol. 2, 285, c 16-18; T 100:
vol. 2, 382, b 22~25) and the translator's comments, Kindred Sayings, I, 138, n. 6
regarding this term.
AN IV, 163. My translation.
Ibid., 164, translated by E. M. Hare, Gradual Sayings (Anguttara-Nikiiya), London,
Luzac 1935, IV, 112.
DN II, 123 (T 1: vol. 1, 17b-18a); AN II, 167.
AN IV, 143, translated by Hare, Gradual Sayings, IV, 96~97.
This we determine from a comparison of the surviving siitra-pitakas of the different
sects. The changes are certainly greater than that which the Christian canon underwent after being fixed (in part because the siitra-pitaka was preserved orally for
centuries in most sects) but there is, on the whole, considerable resistance to change
observable, the major exception being the Ekottara Agama preserved in Chinese.
The creativity of the latter is almost certainly due to its connection with Mahayana.
References and further remarks can be found in my unpublished doctoral dissertation, A Study of the Sriimanyaphala Siitra, Harvard University 1978.
See Conze's essays 'The development ofPrajii.aparamitii thought' and 'The Composition of the A~tasiihasrika Prajiiiipiiramita in his Thirty Years of Buddhist Studies.
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Columbia, South Carolina, The University of South Carolina Press 1968, as well as
his The Prajiiiipiiramitii Literature, The Hague, Mouton 1960. See also, e.g. Hajime
Nakamura, 'Historical studies of the coming into existence of Mahayana Siitras',
Proceedings of the Okurayama Oriental Research Institute, II ( 1956), 2. Note that in
the present paper the Mahayana siitras are treated as wholes, no attempt being made
to establish different historical levels. Our arguments will, of course, need eventually to be tested through such detailed historical analysis.
49 AP, 3-4. Conze's translation with some changes.
50 I believe this to be indicated by the passage under consideration despite the fact that
the Buddha himself is, if the text is considered as a whole, the siitra's chief speaker.
51 See p. 314 in Graeme MacQueen, 'Inspired speech in early Mahayana Buddhism I',
Religion II :4 ( 1981 ).
52 For the reading nisyando see U. Wogihara (ed). Abhisamayiilaf!lkiir'iilokii
Prajiiiipiiramitii-vyiikhyii, Tokyo 1932~ 1935, p. 30.
53 Such proclamations are being made all the time. The announcement of the second
turning of the wheel of the dharma is a good example (below, p. 52).
54 See especially the Saddharmapw;rjarlka, chapters 10, 15.
55 Sad., 69~ 70 (Lotus, 70); AP, 203.
56 AP, 226~228.
57 AP, 228~229.
58 AP, 176~177, 226~228, 282~283, 299, 459-460.
59 AP, 222~225, 414,447-448,459.
60 E.g., AP, 224-225, 251~252.
61 This is said less explicitly in the A!itasiihasrikii than in the Saddharmapw;r/.arlka, but
that dreams were considered important is clear (e.g. AP, 380~382), and that visions
of various sorts were common is likewise clear (see especially the story of
Sadaprarudita, chapters 30-31 ), though they are looked upon with some misgivings
in most parts of the text (e.g. AP, 337~338, 393~394).
62 AP, chapter 4, especially p. 100.
63 AP, 92, 253~255.
64 There are a number of well known canonical passages that make this point, e.g. DN
II, 154; MN III, 7ff.; SN III, 120. In the A!itasiihasrlkii one sees an awareness of this
tradition and an attempt to build upon it (see, e.g. AP, 460-464).
65 AP, 460-464.
66 AP, 61. Conze's translation with some changes.
67 I suggest this parallel hesitantly, having not yet worked out its implication and its
worth.
68 AP, 61-63, 73~75, 171,462-463,528.
69 AP, 171, 462, 528.
70 AP, 529. My translation.
71 Ibid. My translation.
72 This is the most common term for the preacher, though we also see the term dharmakathika used (AP, 30).
73 An interpretive rather than a literal translation of bodhicittotpiida.
74 The identification of saving or liberating with bringing to Buddhahood appears not
to be aboriginal in Mahayana, but it was a fairly early development, at least in some
groups (as seen in the Saddharmapw;rjarlka).
75 Sad., 268~269 (Lotus, 257).
76 See especially AP, chapter 17.
77 In the AP, for example much effort is spent in trying to explain why some bodhisattvas
(Mahiiyiinists) oppose the perfection of wisdom. See especially pp. 176-184.
78 E.g., AP, 420; Sad., 285 (Lotus, 271).
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79 In the A$tasiihasrikii the problem of pride arises chiefly in connection with the
'saved' rather than the mere converted. The saved are those who are 'irreversible'
(avinivartanlya), meaning fully assured of attaining Buddhahood. In this connection
see especially pp. 385ff.
80 AP, 329.
81 The term 'bodhisattva-cult' refers here to the worship of specific bodhisattvas (such
as Avalokitesvara) as divine persons.
82 See Gregory Schopen's article, 'The phrase "sa prthivlpradesas caityabhiito bhavet"
in the Vajracchedikii: notes on the cult of the book in Mahayana, Indo-Iranian
Journal, XVII (197 5), 14 7-181.
83 More accurately, in the early stages of the movement the Mahayana siitras were
regarded by their proponents as superceding the traditional siitras as scripture for
Mahiiyiinists (the A!itasiihasrikii shows evidence, for example, of the existence of
Mahayanists who continued to use the traditional siitras as scripture, and considerable energy is spent arguing against this position-see chapter II in particular, and
p. 460); later, or perhaps simply in other groups, when the bodhisattva path was seen
as that to which everyone was called, the traditional siitras were often regarded as
entirely otiose.
84 It is evident at Sad., 261 (Lotus, 249-250) that this text was supposed to have a role
in bringing about bodhicittotpiida. See also Sad., 328 (Lotus, 312) and Sad., 330
(Lotus, 315), where this is given as one among several spiritual gifts associated with
the text. The A!itasiihasrikii, on the other hand, makes comparatively little mention
of bodhicittotpiida (although see p. 209), seeming to presuppose this elementary
attainment and presents itself as an advanced training manual (e.g. p. 139).
85 Schopen, 'Notes on the cult ofthe book', p. 181.
86 See ibid., throughout.
87 Sad., 227 (Lotus, 216).
88 One has the option of bearing the perfection of wisdom in a book or in one's
memory. See, e.g. AP, 284.
89 We hear of the dharma-preacher's teaching of dharma (dharmabhiinakasya dharmadesanii-AP, 98) and learn that he may privately teach a willing dharma-hearer
(dharma$ravanika-AP, 243-245). In addition we learn that he is anxious to understand and interpret his text correctly. See e.g. Sad., 372-374 (Lotus, 351-352).
90 AP, 482-483. My translation. The options are that the perfection of wisdom be
found pustakagata (in a book) or dharmabhiif}akasya bhik!/ol; kiiyagata (in the
person or body of a renunciant dharma-preacher). The latter expression seems to
refer sometimes to memorization of the text-as at AP, 284---but here it appears to
have a wider signification. Note also that the dharmabhiif}aka can be either a monk
or a layman. See, e.g. Sad., 227 (Lotus, 216).
91 For a description of the range of the literature in question see Conze's The
Prajiiiipiiramitii Literature.
92 E.g., Sad., 235 (Lotus, 223); Sad., 237-238 (Lotus, 225); Sad., 294-295 (Lotus,
278-279); Sad., 337-338 (Lotus, 320-321).
93 Ibid., as well as Sad., 230-231 (Lotus, 219-220).
94 Sad., 235, 237 (Lotus, 223-225); Sad., 367 (Lotus, 347).
95 E.g. AP, 202.
96 Sad., 359 (Lotus, 340); Sad., 373 (Lotus, 352); Sad., 393-394 (Lotus, 369).
97 Sad., 235, 237-238 (Lotus, 223, 225); AP, 83-84 (translated below, p. 59).
98 Sad., 372-374 (Lotus, 351-352); Sad., 393-394 (Lotus, 369).
99 Sad., 234-235 (Lotus, 223-225); Sad., 283-284 (Lotus, 270); Sad., 366-367 (Lotus,
34 7). Cf. AP, 84. One cannot but think of passages such as Matthew 10: 16-20 in
this connection.
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Sad., 226-227 (Lotus, 216).
Sad., 226 (Lotus, 215); Sad., 343 (Lotus, 326-327).
E.g., Sad., 343 (Lotus, 326-327) as well as chapter 10 of the text.
E.g., Sad., 227 (Lotus, 216); Sad., 482-483 (Lotus, 439); AP, chapter 7.
Certification after the event is seen typically at AP, 321, 40 I, 446. Certification
before the event is seen in the invitation to speak that opens the siitra discussed
above, pp. 25ff. Certification of Subhuti as a person can be seen at AP, 154 and
through the words of others but with the Buddha's obvious approval, at AP, 6, 30,
306.
AP, 30.
AP, 7 (Conze's rather free translation).
AP, 39-41.
AP, 31. The brackets are Conze's.
AP, 454.
AP, 454-455. My translation.
Ibid. Conze's characterization of Subhuti on p. xii of The Perfection of Wisdom in
Eight Thousand Lines is well worth noting:
Where Subhiiti talks it is the Buddha himself who speaks through
him ... He is the principal channel through whom the Buddha's inspiration
travels downwards. The theory is stated quite clearly at Rgs I 2-4 (=A I 4),
and also at A I 25, II 44. It is the Buddha's might (anubhiiva), his 'sustaining power' (adhi$thiina), or as we might say, his 'grace' which leads to his
revelation of the true doctrine, either through his own words or through
inspired men as his mouthpiece. These men in their tum gain access to the
revelation by their holy lives and their spiritual and meditational practices.
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The characterization is not inaccurate, but it describes Subhuti, and the dharmapreacher in general, strictly within the theistic framework.
'Emptiness-perception' does not refer to the perception of emptiness but to the perception of reality from the standpoint of emptiness.
AP, 83-84. My translation.
AP, 232. My translation.
AP, 240. My translation.
See Gonda, The Vision of the Vedic Poets, pp. 17ff. and throughout. Possibly the
legend of Brahma persuading the Buddha to preach after the latter's enlightenment
provides a precedent of sorts, but, although the Buddha is portrayed in the canon as
communing with the gods and receiving information from them, I hardly think they
induce inspired speech in him. Where he is described as having pratibhiina (see
especially SN I, 136, which deals with the post-enlightenment events) it is not portrayed as dependent on the gods.
His translation of AP, 240.
Occasionally there is some divergence in form from the traditional prati-bhii
schemes, as at AP, 18-19. More frequently, the traditional structure is preserved,
prati-bhii forms being used with similes-as at Sad., 101 (Lotus, 99) and AP, 214ff.
(cf. the canonical passages at MN I, 31-32; MN I, 230)----{)r verses of praise for the
Buddha-as at P. L. Vaidya (ed) Samiidhiriijasiitra, Darbhanga, Mithila Institute,
1961, 83ff. The substantive pratibhiina is moderately common in the Mahayana
siitras and describeswhat becomes a standard attainment of the bodhisattva. Yet it
should not be thought that prati-bhii forms dominate the Mahayana siitras; they are
but one indicator of the religious transformation that Mahayana represents.
Shwe Zan Aung and C. A. F. Rhys Davids, trans., Points of Controversy, London,
Luzac 1915, p. 323.
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CHANGING THE FEMALE BODY
Wise women and the Bodhisattva career in some
Mahiiratnakiitasiitras
Nancy Schuster
Source: Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 4, I ( 1981 ): 24-69.

This essay will deal primarily with an interesting event that occurs in some
Mayayana Buddhist siitras: "changing the female body." As primary sources,
four sections from the Chinese translation of the Mahiiratnakiitasiitra have been
used, and comparisons have been made with passages from the
Saddharmapw:ujarzkasiitra, the Vimalakirtinirdda and the SrzmiiliisiJ?lhaniidasiitra. The four Mahiiratnakiita scriptures used are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Ta-pao-chi ching, Miao-hui t 'ung-nii hui (Mahiiratnakiitasiitra, Sumatidiirikiiparivarta ), T. 11.31 0(30) (hereafter cited as the Sumati-siitra ) 1
Ta-pao-chi ching, Heng-ho-shang yu-p 'o-i hui (Mahiiratnakiitusiitra, Gangottaropiisikii-parivarta), T. 11.31 0(31) (hereafter cited as the Gangottarasiitra)2
Ta-pao-chi ching, Wu-kou shih p 'u-sa ying-pien hui (Mahiiratnakiitasiitra,
Vimaladattii-bodhisattva-pratibhiina-parivarta), T. 11.31 0(33) (hereafter
cites as the Pure Gift Siitra) 3
Ta-pao-chi ching, Ching-hsin t'ung-nii hui (Mahiiratnakiitasiitra,
Visuddhisraddhiidiirikii-parivarta ), T. 11.31 0(40) (hereafter cited as Pure
Faith's Question)4

This study makes use of only a few of the Mahayana sutras which deal with
"changing the female body," and leaves untouched the vast majority of
Mahayana texts which have women as central figures or which contain important discussions about women. My intention has been to make an intensive examination of a selected group of texts, in order to identify some important
characteristics of the "changing the female body" theme.
Although it is assumed that all the sutras discussed in this eassay were originally composed in India, most do not survive in their original languages. All exist
however in Chinese translations, which I have used and translated for this essay.
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The scriptures provide information on the evolution of Mahayana thought in
India, and the existence of Chinese translations of them also suggests some
things about Chinese assimilation of Indian Buddhist thought and about the
impact of these translated scriptures on Chinese ideas and attitudes. The span of
time over which the translations of the Mahiiratnakiitasiitras were made is very
great, more than 500 years, and the impact made by the various translations discussed here is difficult to trace. I will, therefore, confine myself in this essay to
an examination of the contents of the sutras themselves, and to a few brief
remarks on the circumstances of their translation into Chinese.

The

Maharatnakii~asiitra

and Mahayana Buddhist
attitudes toward women

There are many Mahayana Buddhist sutras which have something to say about
women. Some are quite hostile; many of these uphold the old clerical biases
against women which have cropped up from time to time in the various Buddhist sects. Har Dayal, in his The Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit
Literature (pp. 223-4), catalogues some of the more unpleasant responses to
women found in Mahayana texts.
But there are many Mahayana scriptures which insist that only the ignorant
make distinctions between the religious aspirations and intellectual and spiritual
capacities of men and women. This position is the only one which is consistent
with the Mahayana doctrine of the emptiness of all phenomena. This is the doctrine which lies at the heart of many Mahayana scriptures, beginning with the
Perfection of Understanding Sutras (Prajfiiipiiramitiisiitras). It is the position of
the Mahiiratnakiita texts discussed in this essay.
The Mahiiratnakiitasutra is a large, composite sutra, in 49 sections, as it now
appears in the Chinese and Tibetan Buddhist canons. The 49 sections were
originally separate sutras, and were apparently first grouped together under the
single title Mahiiratnakiitasiitra in T'ang China. 5 Several of the 49 sutras were
originally translated much earlier, some as early as the Later Han Dynasty (2nd
century A.D.). During the T'ang Dynasty, under imperial auspices and with a
team of Chinese assistants, the Indian monk-scholar, Bodhiruci, gathered
together and examined all extant translations of the 49 sutras. He re-translated
those which, in his opinion, were not of good quality and provided original
translations of those which were not yet available in Chinese. The work was
carried out from 706 to 713 A.D. during the reigns of Emperors Chung-tsung
and Jui-tsung, the two sons and successors of Empress Wu Tse-t'ien.
Bodhiruci himself translated for the first time two of the Mahiiratnakiita
sutras discussed here, the Gangottara-siitra and Pure Faith's Question, and
retranslated the Sumati-siitra and the SrlmiiliisiiJlhaniida. Soon after his arrival
in China from India, in 693 A.D., he had participated in the translation of other
siitras which contain important statements on women: the Ratnamegha-siitra
and the AvataiJlsaka. Bodhiruci was a monk and scholar of some reputation, who
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had come to China at the invitation of T'ang Empress Wu Tse-t'ien, and for
twenty years he received the support and patronage of the Empress and of her
two sons and successors. In return Bodhiruci lent his prestige to the Empress'
claim to be legitimate ruler of China in her own right: she was the only woman
in Chinese history who ever ruled in her own name as emperor of China, not
merely as regent for a prince. 6 Although she has been castigated since by Confucian historians because she was a woman and a usurper, she seems to have been
regarded by her subjects as a capable and constructive ruler. She claimed to be
the legitimate ruler, as well, on the grounds that she was a Bodhisattva and a
Buddhist universal monarch, whose rule as a woman was the most appropriate
response the Bodhisattva could find to the needs of the people at that time and in
that place. 7 The Empress' Buddhist supporters, with at least the tacit approval of
Bodhiruci, argued further that the Empress' reign had been predicted by the
Buddha himself in certain Mahayana sutras (the Ratnamegha, Pao-yil ching, and
the Mahiimegha, Ta-yiin ching).
That Mahayana scriptures could be used to argue for the right of a woman to
wield absolute power in one of the world's great empires reveals that some
leading Buddhist scholars in China were quite aware of the positive Mahayana
attitudes toward women. They could have cited several other scriptures in their
cause. I cannot assess Bodhiruci' s personal attitudes toward women, but I think
it is important to recall that, at a period in Chinese history when the prominence
of women was a timely concern, Bodhiruci helped make available to Chinese
readers a number of Mahayana scriptures which argue for the spiritual and intellectual equality of women.
Dharmarak~a (Chu Fa Hu) had done the same for an earlier audience. Among
the more than 150 translations by the great 3rd-4th century master are several
Mahayana scriptures on women--e.g., Foshuo a-tu-kuan-wang nii a-shu-tap 'usa ching (T. 12.337), Fo-shuo wu-kouhsien-nil ching (T.14.562), Fo-shuo fanchin-nil shou-i ching (T.l4.567), the Sumati-siitra, and several others. 8 He also
made the first translation of the Saddharmapw:ujarlkasiitra, and his translation
does include the famous Dragon-princess episode, which will be discussed in
this essay. He retranslated the Vimalakirtinirdeia as will, but his translation has
been lost. Dharmarak~a was a great propagator of Mahayana Buddhism in
China. Inevitably, while he was making various aspects of Mahayana thought
accessible to Chinese readers through his very faithful translations, he was also
making available current Mahayana views on women. Whether or not this had
any immediate impact, the information had been made available and was there
to exert whatever influence it might on sympathetic minds for centuries after.

Women's bodies and the characteristic marks of the
Great Man
A spectacular event climaxes several Mahayana sutras on women: the female
protagonist causes her own body to change abruptly from female to male. 9 To a
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modem woman who reads them, this is a most disconcerting feature of these
scriptures. The women who change have already shown themselves, in the texts,
to be in command of a highly developed comprehension of Dharma (truth).
Why, one must ask, should they have to admit to a supposed biological inferiority and undergo a saving sexual metamorphosis? This phenomenon requires a
closer investigation.
In Buddhist tradition, although it is often recognized that a woman can attain
liberated understanding, it is asserted that there are five states of existence in the
world for which her female body renders her unqualified: she is barred from
becoming a Buddha, 10 a universal monarch (riija-cakravartin ), a Sakra-god,
Brahma-god or a Mara. 11 For all of these five, maleness is an indisputable part of
their being: could the gods Sakra, Brahma or Mara be other than male? And as is
well known from Buddhist literature, both the Buddha and the cakravartin
conform to a specific physical type, the Great Man or mahiipuru:ja, who is also
very specifically male. Numbered among his 32 characteristic marks (lalcym;ii),
which identify him as the Great Man, is that of having the penis covered with a
sheath. 12
The 32 major and 80 minor marks of the Great Man are the visible characteristics which reveal that he has accumulated great merit by the performance of an
enormous number of specific virtuous actions over an enormous period of time.
Visibly, a woman's body does not testify to these accomplishments, and her
physical characteristics, which anyone can see, had to prohibit her from being a
Great Man, whether he was a universal monarch or a Buddha. The 32 marks
were, in Buddhist tradition, the key to visual identification of a Buddha, and
were indispensable to the depiction of the Buddha in art and to the visualization
of the Buddha in meditation. But in Mahayana Buddhist literature, visual evidence of Buddhahood came to be regarded as of limited relevance. The 32 marks
are not necessarily taken literally-for example, as the Diamond Siitra argues,
the Tathagata cannot be seen by his marks, rather he is to be known from his
characteristic of having no marks. 13 The Ta-chih-tu-lun 14 explains that from the
point of view of conventional understanding the Buddha has 32 marks, but from
the point of view of ultimate truth or perfected understanding there are no marks
whatever. Moreover, there are two paths which the Buddhist may cultivate, the
way of merit (pw;ya) and the way of perfected understanding (prajnii); for the
former, the 32 marks are relevant, for the latter they are not. The Ta-chih-tu-lun
goes on to argue that other characteristics of sentient beings, such as being pure
or good, male or female, etc., which are conventionally regarded as real, are
actually relative in the same sense as the 32 marks of the Great Man, and when
one has attained perfect understanding these too can be "destroyed." That is, one
can recognize that these supposedly real characteristics are mere designations
(prajiiapti) and do not define what is real. The 32 marks of the Great Man and
the characteristics maleness, femaleness, and the rest, do, however, serve a
purpose in this world as we live in it; they are not aberrations, and to speak of
them is not-necessarily-wrong.
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It is the argument of this essay that because Mahayana Buddhist writers
recognized that from the ultimate standpoint the 32 marks of the Great Man and
the characteristics maleness, femaleness and the rest are not real, but they are
very relevant to life in this world for most sentient beings and thus "true" from
the conventional point of view, the question of what women were traditionally
thought able and unable to do had to be confronted. Certainly the Mahayanist
could not ignore the fact that there was a strong tradition in Buddhism that
women were limited by their biological characteristics. The question had to be
faced. How could it be handled most effectively?
In order to understand what these four scriptures reveal about the Mahayanist
views of women, one should know first what the texts are about. Summaries of
the Sumati-, Pure Gift-, Gmigottara- and Pure Faith's Question-siitras follow.

(1) Sumati-sutra 15
While preaching to an assembly of monks and Bodhisattvas on the Vulture Peak
near the city of Rajagrha, the Buddha is addressed by Sumati, the 8-year-old
daughter 16 of a householder of that city. This child had, in previous existences,
made offerings to the Buddhas and accumulated merit. She asks the Buddha to
resolve her doubts concerning certain aspects of Bodhisattva practice, and asks
him a question in ten parts which he then answers in ten tetrads in prose and
verse (total of 40 items). She asks: (1) how can the Bodhisattva be born with a
beautiful appearance that delights everyone, (2) how attain great wealth, (3) how
keep a retinue that will not be dispersed, (4) how be reborn by transformation on
a 1,000-petalled lotus in the presence of the Dharma-king, 17 (5) how obtain the
bases of supernormal power 18 so that one can travel to Buddha-lands and revere
all the Buddhas' (6) how to be free from ill-will and envy; (7) how to speak so
that those who hear will have confidence in what one says, and practice it; (8)
how to avoid wrongdoing, (9) how to be beyond Mara's reach, and (10) how at
the moment of death to see the Buddha standing before one preaching the
Dharma so that one will never again fall into an unfortunate rebirth. 19
The Buddha replies at some length that to accomplish these ten things the
Bodhisattva must above all develop to the highest degree right attitude and
conduct toward others in order to help them advance toward liberation; give
untiringly to others; make offerings to the Buddhas, Buddha-images and stiipas;
teach; and attain supreme realization. 20 Having received the Buddha's instructions, Sumati resolves to fulfil all the 40 disciplines he has set for her.
Mahamaudgalyayana21 then speaks up, remarking that the discipline the
Buddha has taught is difficult; therefore how can Sumati, a small girl, accomplish it? 22 Sumati then performs two acts of truthY "If I now speak the truth,
that I am one who can carry out these 40 practices, then because of me may all
the countless world-systems quake six times, heavenly flowers rain down and
musical instruments sound of themselves." This happens, as she has said it.
Then: "If my words are true and not false, that before long I am to be a Tatha348
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gata, Arhat, Samyaksarpbuddha, may everyone in this assembly tum the color of
gold." This too happens and Mahamaudhalygyana commits himself to the Bodhisattva way, for it must be the best of ways since it makes it possible for an
8-year-old girl Bodhisattva to do as Sumati has done.
At this point, Maii.jusrl Bodhisattva24 challenges Sumati's understanding in a
series of six questions (eight in Bodhiruci's text):
( 1) "In what dharma do you abide that there should be manifested such a
response (to your words)?" Sumati: "Dharma cannot be reckoned, therefore there is no abiding anywhere 25 •.• you should not ask this. (2) ... in
no dharma is there any abiding or any doubt or any saying 'this is right,
this is wrong.'" (3) Maii.jusri: "Did the Tathagata originally perform no
actions?" Sumati: "Like the moon reflected in water, like a dream or a
mirage or an echo deep in the mountains-the Tathagata's original
actions are like this." (4) Maii.jusri: "By accumulating these things it is
possible to attain Buddhahood, is it not?" Sumati: " ... There is no difference between wise and foolish actions. All dharmas are the same ...
whether it is 'true dharma' or 'false dharma' there is no abiding anywhere and no grasping and no letting go, (for) emptiness 26 has no form at
all." (5) Maii.jusri: "How many are there who can explain this meaning?"
Sumati: " ... The transformations which a magician can make are limitless. So, too, are confidence in and understanding of this dharma." (6)
Maii.jusri: "If I originate actions without transformation and without illusion, what dharma is thereby united to the Way?" Sumati: " ... The condition of all dharmas is without either 'being' or 'non-being.' To reach
Tathagatahood is neither a uniting nor a dispersing (of dharmas)."
(T. 12.334, pp. 77.c.l2-78.a.3)
Very pleased at these replies, Maiijusri praises Sumati, and the Buddha then
says she had conceived the aspiration to attain enlightenment aeons ago and has
just now attained the tolerance of the notion that dharmas do not arise. 27
Maii.jusri thereupon asks, "Why have you not changed your female body?" and
Sumati replies, "It cannot be apprehended28 , for dharmas are neither male nor
female. But now I must remove your doubts ... If it is true that I shall attain
Tathagatahood ... may I now ... change into a man." And immediately she
turns into a young novice monk. Sumati then makes a resolve concerning her
future Buddha-land, that in it there will be nothing having to do with Mara, no
hells and no "women's demeanor." 29 And she adds, "If I shall accomplish this,
let my body be like that of a 30-year-old monk." This, too, occurs. More
resolves having to do with her Buddha-land follow. The Buddha then makes the
prediction that Sumati-Bodhisattva will before long become a fully enlightened
Buddha. Finally he proclaims the virtues of studying and preaching this sutra,
various members of the audience reach new levels of attainment on the path to
enlightenment, and all are delighted at what they have heard.
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(2) Pure Gift sutra30

At one time the Buddha was staying in the Jeta grove at Sravasti, with a large
entourage of monks and Bodhisattvas, all Arhats. One morning eight disciples
(ti-tzu, sriivaka), Sariputra, Mahamaudgalyayana, Subhuti and others, and eight
Bodhisattvas, including Mafijusri and Avalokite5vara, set out together on a
morning's alms rounds. Each of the sixteen resolves to bring a specific blessing
to the people of the city of Sravastl while begging his food. Siiriputra resolves
that by the power of his deep concentration (san-mei, samiidhi) all shall hear the
Four Noble Truths preached, Mahamaudgalyayana that all shall be free of the
Maras, Mafijusri that everything in the city shall send forth the sound of emptiness, signlessness, wishlessness, etc. Each of the others makes a resolve of
similar scope, appropriate to his own special accomplishments.
Approaching the city the mendicants meet the daughter of King Prasenajit,
Pure Gift, 31 aged 12 years, who, with a company of 500 women and 500
Brahmal)as, is going forth from the city to perform a Brahmanic rite. Considering the mendicants an inauspicious sight, the Brahmal)as wish to turn back, but
Pure Gift begins to praise the Buddhists and the Buddha. When the Brahmal)as
chastise her for this, she reveals that seven days after her birth 500 gods had
appeared before her and proclaimed the virtues of Buddha, Dharma and
Satpgha, because, seeing into her heart, they realized she was ready for this
instruction. They described the Buddha's own person in considerable detail, and
what they described was the Great Man (mahiipuru$a) endowed with his characteristic marks. 32 From that time forth, says the princess, she has constantly
recalled the Buddha33 as he was described to her, and day and night only looks
upon all the Buddhas. She has gone to hear the Buddha preach the Dharma as
often as possible, has become detached from all worldly things and is entirely
devoted to the Three Jewels. At this, the 500 BrahmaQ.as conceive the aspiration
to become fully enlightened Buddhas.
Pur Gift's father, the king, who has come upon the scene and heard
her words, asks Pure Gift why she is sad and displeased with her life. She
answers:
"Great king, are you not aware of the sufferings of existence (shengszu, saf!lsiira), of the pain resulting from the aggregates 34-the
frailty of the body and desirous thoughts? Whatever one does is like
illusion. Life does not stop for a moment ... It is like trying to sleep
peacefully among poisonous snakes ... Since I have seen the Victor
and Lord ... I have conceived the aspiration which will make me attain
Buddhahood ... " 35
Pure Gift then turns to the eight disciples and eight Bodhisattvas, and poses a
question to each about the special mastery reputed to be his. She begins with
Sariputra, who is first in understanding, and asks:
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"Is your understanding constructed or not-constructed? 36 If it is constructed then it is a thing which can be produced and destroyed, and is a
dharma which is false. If it is unconstructed it lacks the three marks ...
for it does not come into being. If it does not come into being, then it
cannot come to be associated with the one who understands, for it is
entirely non-existent."
(1.12.338, p. 9l.c.l6-25)
Siiriputra is rendered speechless, then tells Mahiimaudgalyiiyana that he
cannot reply because Pure Gift has asked about the unconstructed, which cannot
be expressed verbally. 37
Pure Gift turns next to Mahiimaudgalyiiyana, who is first in mastery of the
bases of supernormal powers (shen-tsu, rddhipiida). She asks:
"When you establish the bases of supernormal power, do you have the
notion of persons or of dharmas? If of persons ... , a person is empty
and not real, thus the bases of supernormal power are also empty. If of
dharmas ... , dharmas are not created and what is not created cannot be
grasped. Because they cannot be grasped, there can be no notion of
them."
(1.12.338, p. 9l.c.26-92.a.4)
Mahiimaudgalyiiyana, too, is silenced.
Moving from one disciple to the next, Pure Gift silences them all, and then turns
to the eight Bodhisattvas, beginning with Maiijusri, who is here called first among
those who have confidence in and understand what is most profound. She asks:
"Is (enlightened understanding) profound because of the profundity of
the 12 causes/ 8 or is it because of the profundity of its self-existence? 39
If it is because of conditioned arising . . . conditioned arising has no
'coming' or 'going.' It is impossible to discern by means of visualconsciousness, or by hearing, smell, taste, touch or mind-consciousness
... If it is because of the profundity of its self-existence ... there are
none who can penetrate this self-existence." Mafijusri: "'Realitylimit'40 ... is called profound." Pure Gift: " 'Reality-limit' has no limits
... (and) is not to be understood." Mafijusri: "Ifthere can be no knowledge, there will be perverted views. 'Reality-limit' is a conventional
designation only." Pure Gift: "Absence of knowledge means there are
also no perverted views ... The Tathiigata's understanding goes beyond
verbal expression ... "
(T.l2.338, p. 92.c.5-19)
Mafijusrl is silenced, but the debate over the use of words is continued when
Pure Gift confronts Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva. 41 On the way to the city of
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Sravastl, Avalokitdvara had resolved to bring about freedom from bondage for
all who live there. Pure Gift asks him if his compassionate action involves
attachment or not. If it does, it is no different from the actions of ordinary
people. If it does not, then efficacious action is impossible because without
attachment there is no action at all. Avalokitdvara does not reply because what
Pure Gift has asked about is (he admits) inexpressible. But she says that it is
possible to make an explanation using words, provided there is no attachment to
the words for when there is no attachment to them, words are not themselves a
hindrance. 42 This freedom from hindrances is the dharmadhiitu, 43 since those
who know the Dharma are free from attachment.
To the Bodhisattva Nondeluded Views, Pure Gift points out that the Tathagata cannot be seen at all, for his truth is formless 44 and whoever sees his material body does not see the Buddha. She reminds the Bodhisattva Abandoning Evil
Destinies that he cannot lessen people's misdeeds or the sufferings they undergo
because of them by the power of his resolve, because all the phenomena of
this world, the dharmas, are fundamentally the same and cannot be diverted
or changed by anyone. Against Bodhisattva Hindrances Removed, she
argues that one cannot destroy others' ignorance and create merit for them
by the power of one's own concentration, even by concentration on friendliness,
for all the Buddhas always practice the concentration on friendliness and there
are still beings whose understanding is obstructed. All the Bodhisattvas are
silenced.
In debate with the Bodhisattvas Pure Gift has challenged the Bodhisattvas'
imperfect understanding of the meaning of their own vows to lead all beings to
liberation. It cannot be done, she says, by attempting to divert the sufferings of
others, it can be done by skillful teaching. To teach, it is essential that one
understand how to use words correctly. She sets out next, therefore, to make
correct use of words in conversation with the Buddha himself. She asks him a
question in 18 parts which he answers in 18 tetrads, prose and verse. 45 She asks
how to follow the Bodhisattva career and especially how to realize the more
extraordinary attainments of the Bodhisattva who has progressed close to Buddhahood itself. She asks: (I) how to subdue the Maras, (2) how to shake the
Buddha-lands, (3) how to illumine all Buddha-lands with rays from the body, (4)
how to obtain the magical formulas (tsung ch 'ih, dhiirw;i), (5) the concentrations (san-mei, samiidhi), (6) the bases of the supernormal powers (shen-tsu,
rddhipiida), (7) a noble appearance which will delight those who see it, (8)
transformation-rebirth (hua-sheng), (9) great wealth, (10) great understanding;
(11) how one can be aware of previous existences, (12) and be together with all
the Buddhas; (13) how one obtains the 32 primary marks (of the Great Man,
mahiipuru!ia), (14) and the 80 secondary marks; (15) how one can attain skill in
discourse, ( 16) a Buddha-land, ( 17) a following which is always in harmony and
will not be dispersed, and (18) rebirth in the Buddha-land one has mentally
resolved upon.
The Buddha's reply to Pure Gift exhorts her to perfect herself in commitment
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to others, generosity, deep understanding of Dharma together with the responsibility to teach it; and to venerate her teachers, and make offerings to the
Buddhas, their stiipas and their images. Furthermore, the Bodhisattva should
actually make Buddha-images (in order to attain transformation-rebirth in a
Buddha-land); should practice the samiidhi of recalling all the Buddhas (in order
to be together with all the Buddhas); and attain tolerance of the profound
Dharma (so that one can cause all the Buddha-lands to shake).
Pure Gift acknowledges the Buddha's instruction and resolves not to fail to
carry it out. But Mahamaudgalyayana comes forth and accuses her of treating
the Bodhisattva-career lightly, and not understanding it, for one cannot attain
perfect enlightenment with a woman's body. 46 Thereupon Pure Gift performs an
act of truth:
"If my words are true and not false, and I shall in a future existence
attain ... the perfect enlightenment of the Buddhas (samyaksaf!lbodhi)
. . . may all the great world systems quake six times . . . heavenly
flowers rain down and musical instruments sound of themselves; and
may my female form change into that of a boy of 8-I make this
resolve."
(T. 12.338, p. 96.a.l9-25)
All happens as she says, and Mahamaudgalyayana praises the Bodhisattva-way
which makes it possible for a young girl to accomplish such a transformation.
The Buddha smiles and illumines all the world systems, and announces that,
like Maiijusri Bodhisattva, Pure Gift first aspired to perfect Buddhahood aeons
ago, and she will attain it.
After all this, Mahamaudgalyayana again challenges Pure Gift: since you
have been so long established in understanding, why hadn't you changed your
female body before this? And she answers: "The World-Honored One has
praised you as best in the attainment of the bases of supernormal powers. Why
haven't you changed your male body?"47 Mahamaudgalyayana is again speechless, but Pure Gift continues: "Neither with a female body nor with a male body
is true enlightenment attained ... for there is no achieving perfect enlightenment
in any way" (T.12.338, p. 96.c.25-27).
The sutra ends with Maiijusri joining the Buddha in praise of Pure Gift. The
Buddha announces she has for aeons practiced the concentration on emptiness,
has developed the tolerance of the notion that dharmas do not arise, learned
about the Bodhisattva way and by making offerings to countless Buddhas has
mastered the concentration which enables her to teach others. The Buddha then
finishes the prophecy of Pure Gift's Buddhahood, prophesies that of the 500
BrahmaQas as well, and the sutra ends.
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(3) Pure Faith's Question (translated by Bodhiruci)

In the Jeta grove at Sravasti, the Buddha is staying with a large gathering of
monks, Bodhisattvas, gods and ordinary people. King Prasenajit's young daughter, Pure Faith, who had planted wholesome roots and trained in the Mahayana,
goes with 500 women companions to the Buddha and questions him about the
practices of a Bodhisattva. The Buddha's answer is in twelve parts, prose and
verse; eight practices are taught in each of the twelve parts (total of 96). 48 She
asks: ( 1) how the Bodhisattva shall be firm, brave and tireless in life (sheng-szu,
sarrzsiira), (2) how to abide in the certainty of the sameness of all beings,
dharmas, all knowledge, actions, etc., (3) how the Bodhisattva shall avoid love
and hatred, (4) how avoid being wearied by life (sheng-szu, sarrzsiira), (5) how
make thought as impartial as earth, water, fire, space, etc., (6) how generate
enlightenment, (7) acquire the magical formulas (t 'o-lo-ni, dhiirm;l) and unimpeded eloquence (8) how to be reborn by transformation (hua-sheng) in a lotus
in the presence of all the Buddhas, (9) how to acquire merits from the ascetic
practices (t'out'o, dhuta), (10) how subjugate the Maras; (11) how the Bodhisattva can be near to enlightenment, (12) and realize the way of the nectar of
deathlessness (kan-lu, amrta = nirvii!Ja).
The Buddha's reply amounts to a comprehensive summary of the Bodhisattva's practices and the perfection of understanding: the Bodhisattva's
primary task is to help others free themselves and attain enlightenment; to do
this, the Bodhisattva must be constantly perfecting his or her own attitude and
conduct toward others. Part of the training is following the Noble Eight-fold
Path, part is learning the Dharma, for the sake of which one must revere one's
teachers; and in order to mature one's practice and understanding one must be
ready to accept the discipline of solitary dwelling as an ascetic. What the Bodhisattva must understand is the sameness of all beings, all dharmas, all ways of
comprehending. When one then knows phenomenal existence for what it is, one
can accept it without fear and exert oneself fully for the sake of all beings, actualizing the six perfections. When one is living like this, with mind expanded and
made pliant by meditative practices (samiidhi and anusmrti), and when the tolerance of the notion that dharmas do not arise has been attained, one is solidly on
the "deathless path" and perfect enlightenment is not far away.
Pleased with this long exposition, Pure Faith asks yet another question: what
must a woman do to change her female body? In answer, the Buddha enumerates 16 things (two groups of eight each), a woman must do to bring this about:
avoid envy, stinginess, flattery, anger, be truthful, slander no one, abandon
desire, and all wrong views; revere Buddha and Dharma, make offerings to
monks and to Brahmal).as, give up attachment to home and family, accept the
precepts, have no evil thoughts, become indifferent to her female body, abide in
the thought of enlightenment and the dharmas of the Great Man, regard worldly
life as like an illusion, like a dream. This second reply of the Buddha to Pure
Faith is much simpler, much more prosaic than the beautiful discourse on the
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Bodhisattva-way which he had delivered just before. Both his replies are very
specific to the questions asked: the first question was, what is the Bodhisattvaway, and the reply was a complete description of it, appropriate for Pure Faith or
any other aspirant to bodhi. Pure Faith's second question shows where she is, on
the path; she has obviously not attained understanding of the sameness of all
dharmas, for she now distinguishes between female and male. It is she who
wants to change her body, which is called impure. No one challenges her to do
so. A few moments before, the Buddha had said that in order to subdue the
Maras, the Bodhisattva must stop discriminating between dharmas. Pure Faith
obviously has not yet subdued the Maras.
Pure Faith and her 500 companions scatter garlands and jewelry over the
Buddha, which are magically transformed in space into golden-towered palaces.
All resolve to follow the Bodhisattva-path and to abandon the corruptions of the
female body. The Buddha smiles and predicts that at the end of their present
lives, Pure Faith and her 500 companions will abandon their female bodies and
be reborn in the Tu~ita Heaven to serve and make offerings to Maitreya (who is
to be the next Buddha in this world-system) and all the Tathagatas of the present
era. Then, after countless aeons, Pure Faith will become a Buddha with her own
Buddha-land, and the 500 women will be the leaders of her retinue. The sutra
ends with this promise: if a woman hears this sutra; accepts it and recites it,
when her female body dies, she will never again be reborn a woman and will
quickly attain to perfect enlightenment. 49
(4) Gangottara-siitra (translated by Bodhiruci)

While the Buddha is staying in the Jeta grove at Sravasti, a woman of that city,
Gailgottara the lay disciple (yu-p 'o-i, upiisikii) comes to greet him, and the
Buddha engages her in a dialogue. He asks:
"Where do you come from?" She replies: "World Honored One, if one
asks a magically created being, 50 'where do you come from?' how
should the question be answered?" The Buddha: "A magically created
being neither goes nor comes, is neither born nor destroyed, so how can
it be said that it comes from somewhere?" Gailgottara: "Is it not true
that all dharmas are like magical creations? ... Then how can you ask
me 'where do you come from?'" The Buddha: " ... Are you like a
magically created being?" Gailgottara: " ... I see no difference between
myself and a magically created being. (Therefore) how could it be said
that I shall go to any of the evil destinies or reach nirvm:za?"
(T.ll.310(3l),p.549.b.23-c.4)
The Buddha then asserts that nirviiiJa is "non-arising" (wu-sheng). And he
acknowledges that what he had asked about has no objective support; 51 yet he
raised the question, because there are in the assembly sons and daughters of
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good family who are ready to be matured by it. This can occur, even though, as
the Tathagata knows, no dharmas and no designations at all can be apprehended.
Gail.gottara then asks, if nothing whatever can be apprehended or gotten at, how
can wholesome roots be accumulated for the sake of enlightenment; and the
Buddha replies that when wholesome roots are being accumulated there is "no
thought" of them (wu-hsin}, no attempt to know or grasp anything by thinking.
For all dharmas are like empty space which knows no impediments. Thus, he
goes on, although I use words to refer to "self," "form," "saf!lsiira" (sheng-szu),
"nirvii!Ja" (nieh-p 'an}, etc., no characteristics of any such entities can ever be
apprehended. The one who sees that dharmas cannot be apprehended is the one
who truly lives the pure life (jan-hsing, brahmacaryii). This is the dharma which
stops the cycle of rebirth. What is this dharma? asks Gangottara. The Buddha
replies: "That which stops the cycle of rebirth is what is called the inconceivable
element which is the reality-limit. 52 This dharma cannot be damaged or
destroyed. Therefore it is called the dharma which stops the cycle of rebirth." (T.
11.310(31), p. 550.a. 11-14)
Then the Buddha smiles, illumines countless universes and announces that
the Dharma he has just preached has been preached in the past by a thousand
Tathagatas to a thousand assemblies, and always these assemblies have been led
by an upiisikii Gangottara.
Hearing this, Gangottara and the whole assembly go forth from home life to
become monks or nuns in order to progress toward nirvii!Ja. Then the gods who
had listened to this preaching magically create all sorts of rare heavenly flowers
and shower them upon the Buddha observing: "This upiisikii is truly extraordinary, for she is able to converse fearlessly with the Tathagata. In the past she
must have associated with countless Buddhas, made offerings to them and thus
planted all sorts ofwholesome roots." (T.ll.310(31), p. 550.b.l-3).
Then all are filled with great joy, accept the teaching with conviction and
reverently practice it.
Although "Bodhisattvas" are mentioned only once in the siitra of Gangottara
the upiisika, and future nirvii!Ja, not future Buddhahood, is promised for this
wise woman, the doctrine taught is that found in other Mahayana scriptures,
such as the Prajiiiipiiramitiisiitras. It is worth noticing that the point of departure
for the teaching in this text is the proposition of a magically created being, to
which all beings and all phenomena are likened since all are equally impossible
to apprehend as really existing entities with definable characteristics. Here, then,
as in the Sumati-, Pure Gift- and Pure Faith-siitras it is established that dharrnas
cannot be discriminated, for at the ultimate level there is nothing which differentiates them. The use of words is not on that account prohibited, however, even
though words too are not ultimately true; verbal teaching is necessary, for it can
cause unenlightened beings to progress toward enlightenment. It is also worth
noticing that, as the gods say at the end of the siitra, the woman Gailgottara and
the Buddha converse at the same high level of understanding, as do, for
example, Subhuti and the Buddha in the A$tasiihasrikiiprajiiiipiiramitii-siitra.
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Gailgottara's very deep understanding of the Dharma, which may not be equal to
that of the perfected Buddha but is beyond that of most other beings, is also reminiscent of Vimalakirti's and that of the women Sumati and Pure Gift who can
vanquish even the wisest of Bodhisattvas in debate.

Changing the female body: the event and its meaning
Let us now recount again briefly from the Sumati- and Pure Gift Siitras the
action of the event, "changing the female body," so that it may be compared
with the relevant sections of the Vimalakirtinirdeia and Saddharmapul)qarlkasiitra.
There are two separate parts to the sequence of events surrounding the
change of sex in the Sumati- and Pure Gift Siitras. In the Sumati, we are dealing
with a child of 8, daughter of a householder, who has already accumulated merit
in the past by making offerings to the Buddhas. Her capacity to follow the Bodhisattva's vocation and her understanding of that vocation are challenged. Part I
of the sequence of events: ( 1) Mahamaudgalyayana tries to invalidate her
resolve to carry out the Bodhisattva practices by saying, you are only a small
girl and can't do it. (2) She performs an act of truth: ifl am able to carry out the
Bodhisattva practices, let the worlds shake, heavenly flowers rain down and
music sound; (3) and then a second act of truth: if I shall soon become a perfect
Buddha let everyone here tum the color of gold. (4) All this happens, and
Mahamaudgalyayana acknowledges the superiority of the Bodhisattva-way. Part
//: (1) Sumati debates with Maiijusrl and demonstrates her understanding of the
emptiness of all dharmas and the consequent impossibility of discriminating any
of them. (2) The Buddha acknowledges that long ago she had aspired to attain
perfect enlightenment (bodhicittotpiida) and just now has attained the tolerance
of the notion that dharmas do not arise (anutpattikadharma/cyiinti). (3) At this
point, Maiijusri challenges her, saying: "Why haven't you changed your female
body?" and (4) the answer is, "Femaleness cannot be apprehended, because
dharmas are neither male nor female." Maiijusrl has apparently just discriminated among dharmas. Sumati, who has attained anutpattikadharma/cyiinti, does
not discriminate among dharmas. (5) But, in order to eliminate any possible
doubts Maiijusrl might have about her understanding and her capacities, she performs a third act of truth: if it is true that I shall attain Buddhahood, may I now
change into a man. She becomes a young male novice in the Buddhist clerical
order. (6) She then makes a resolve (pral)idhiina) concerning her future Buddhaland, including the proviso that there will be nothing in it having to do with
women, and the resolve functions also as an act of truth: if my Buddha-land
shall be so, may my body be like that of a 30-year-old monk. (7) This too
happens, and finally the Buddha predicts that Sumati will soon become a fully
enlightened Buddha.
The Pure Gift Siitra has a 12- (or 8-) year-old princess as the central figure,
daughter of King Prasenajit, who had also accumulated great merit in past exis357
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tences. In the scripture, the princess demonstrates, at great length, her deep
understanding of Dharma in debate with 16 disciples and Bodhisattvas. Then
comes the sequence of events surrounding her change of body. Part I: ( 1) as in
the Sumati-siitra, Mahamaudgalyayana accuses the princess of not understanding the Bodhisattva-way, for one cannot attain perfect enlightenment with a
woman's body. (2) She performs an act of truth: if I shall truly become a
Buddha in the future, let the worlds shake, heavenly flowers rain down, music
sound and let my female body change into an 8- (or 16-) year-old boy's. (3) This
happens, and Mahamaudgalyayana praises the Bodhisattva-way. Part II: ( l) the
Buddha announces that Pure Gift, like Mafijusri, aspired to attain perfect Buddhahood long before and both Bodhisattvas will attain it. (2) Not yet finished,
Mahamaudgalyayana again challenges Pure Gift, saying in effect, since you
have been so wise for so long, why hadn't you changed your female body before
this? (3) She retorts, if you are really first in the practice of supernormal powers,
why haven't you changed your male body?; and he is speechless. (4) She then
affirms that perfect enlightenment cannot be attained by a woman or by a man,
for it is completely impossible to grasp it. (5) Mafijusri then joins the Buddha in
praising Pure Gift; the Buddha announces she has already mastered the concentration on emptiness, attained the tolerance of the notion that dharrnas do not
arise and the ability to teach others, and will soon attain Buddhahood.
The confrontation between Sariputra and the goddess in the Vimalakzrtinirdesa has much in common with the events recounted from the Sumati- and Pure
Gift-siitras. In Chapter 7 of the Vimalaklrtinirdeia, "Examining Sentient
Beings," 53 a goddess suddenly manifests in visible form after listening to
Vimalakirti tell Mafijusri Bodhisattva that all beings should be regarded as like
creatures created by a magician or like a mirage, etc. This is the point of departure for the confrontation between the goddess and Sariputra. Pleased with what
she has heard, the goddess causes heavenly flowers to be scattered over everyone in the assembly gathered at Vimalakirti's house. The flowers roll off the
bodies of the Bodhisattvas present, but stick to those of the disciples, who
cannot get rid of them even by using their supernormal powers. The goddess
asks Sii.riputra, wisest of the disciples, why he wants to be rid of the flowers. He
replies that they are not proper for disciples (monks are prohibited by monastic
regulation from adorning themselves with flowers). The goddess accuses Sii.riputra of falsely distinguishing "proper" from "improper"; it is because he does this
that the flowers appear to stick to his body while not troubling the Bodhisattvas
at all, for the Bodhisattvas have freed themselves from the habit of discriminating among things. Sariputra is silenced.
All of this is preliminary to the sex change which climaxes the chapter. The
preliminary section is similar in content to the discussions in the Sumati- and
Pure Gift-siitras, which precede and provoke the sex changes in those texts.
Sariputra is guilty of imperfectly understanding reality; he assumes that things
can really be distinguished from one another. When he then discriminates
female from male, taking them for two real and distinct phenomena, he is
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affirming his disciple's view of reality. The change of sex proceeds from that
point: (1) He asks the goddess why she does not change her female body. (2)
She says she has sought femaleness for the 12 years she has lived in
Vimalaklrti's house but has not found it, for what one calls a woman is something created by magic-and can one ask something created by magic to change
its femaleness? (3) Thereupon she uses her supernormal powers to exchange
forms with Sariputra, so that Sariputra appears in the form of the goddess and
she appears in his. She then asks him: (4) Why don't you change your female
form?, to which he replies that he doesn't even know how he acquired this
female body. (5) The goddess then makes her point: You, Sariputra, like all
women, appear in the form of a woman, yet you and the others are not really
"women" at all, for as the Buddha says, no dharmas are either female or male.
(6) She causes the two of them to regain their original forms, and Sariputra concedes her point, but goes on to ask (7) where she will be reborn next. She says
she will be reborn where the Buddha's transformations (hua, nirmiilJa) are
rebom.-But these are not reborn (says Sariputra). And so it is with all beings,
says the goddesss: they are not born. (8) Sariputra asks when the goddess will
attain perfect enlightenment; the goddess replies that no one can ever attain
perfect enlightenment, for enlightenment has nothing to rest upon, it cannot be
grasped. (9) Vimalaklrti then explains to Sariputra that the goddess has already
served countless Buddhas in the past, has attained the super-knowledges, 54 fulfilled her resolves, attained the tolerance of the notion that dharmas do not arise
and will never tum back from the Bodhisattva path. Because of her resolve
(pral)idhiina) she can appear wherever she wishes in order to teach and develop
living beings.
It is in the Lotus siitra (Saddharmapu1J¢ar'ika) that the locus classicus for the
change of sex is found. This is the episode of the daughter of the Dragon-king
Sagara, which occurs at the end of the 11th chapter (in the Sanskrit version) or
the 12th chapter (in Kumarajlva's and Dharmarak~a's Chinese translations). 55
The Buddha has just recounted the tale of a previous existence of himself and
his cousin and rival, Devadatta. Mafijusr1 Bodhisattva is present, having just
returned from a sojourn in the Dragon kingdom and he is asked by Prajfiakiita
Bodhisattva how many beings he had converted there and whether any of them
by understanding and practicing the Lotus' teaching would be able to attain Buddhahood. Mafijusr1 replies, there was one, the 8-year-old daughter of the
Dragon-king Sagara, who is superior in knowledge and understanding, has made
wide-reaching resolves and practices faultlessly. 56 Prajfiakiita observes that the
Bodhisattva way is very difficult, it takes much time to attain perfect enlightenment and he doubts that such a young girl could do it. Then, (1) the Dragonprincess suddenly appears, praises the Buddha whose body bears the 32
characteristics of the Great Man and vows to attain Buddhahood. (2) Sariputra
speaks up, charging that she cannot become a Buddha, despite what she has
accomplished, because a woman's body is prohibited from five ranks of existence:57 a woman cannot be a Sakra-god, Brahma-god, Mara-god, universal
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monarch or a Buddha. (3) Undismayed, the Dragon-princess presents the
Buddha with a precious gem which he accepts at once, and she asks Sariputra to
confirm that he took it quickly, not slowly. (4) She then says, "Now I shall seize
the unexcelled perfect way and achieve supreme enlightenment even more
quickly than that." 58 (5) She immediately changes into a male Bodhisattva; and
then at once becomes a Buddha who is endowed with the 32 primary and 80 secondary characteristics. (6) Everyone in the assembly is astonished, many gain
immediate advancement on the Way, some aspire to attain future Buddhahood,
and the worlds quake. (7) Sariputra and Prajfiakuta Bodhisattva are silent.
The passage on changing the body in the Saddharmapw)(/arlka is less dramatic and much less elaborate than the passages in the Vimalaklrtinirdesa and
the Sumati- and Pure Gift-sutras. But the Saddharmapw:u;larlka presents the
basic argument clearly and boldly: the old notion that a woman's body disqualifies her from Buddhahood is wrong, for here is a Buddha-to-be (the Dragonprincess) who was born female and is moreover still a child, only 8 years old.
Bodhisattva-hood is not inconsistent with having a female body; in fact, one can
be reborn as a woman, as the Dragon-princess was, after having progressed very
far on the path to Buddhahood-she cannot, after all, have accomplished so
much in the few brief years of her present life. (This point is explicit in
Kurnarajlva's text, but is only implied by Dharmaraksa's and T.9.265.) The Saddharmapw:u;lar!ka' s argument is directed against the notion that some bodies
(male) are fit for the highest destinies, and other bodies (female) are not. It is the
body of the Great Man with its 32 major and 80 minor characteristics which is
the physical model to which women cannot conform, according to some Buddhists. The Saddharmapu1Jqar!ka identifies those Buddhists as disciples
(sriivakas) or "Hinayanists," by putting the challenge of the female body into the
mouth of Sariputra, wisest of the disciples. This bias against femaleness was
widely enough held to provoke the Mahayanist authors of the Lotus to refute it
squarely. It is the understanding of the disciples which is at fault; those who
understand the Lotus' teaching-like Mafijusrl-see no problem in the sex or
the age of the girl-Bodhisattva.
So far as I know, no other sutras containing a change of the female body
follow the Saddharmapu1J4ar!ka's model exactly. The Saddharmapu1Jqar!ka
seems to have closed this particular phase of the argument, which was directed
against a particular doctrine of particular Buddhists. When the authors of other
sutras took up the theme of "changing the female body," they opened new areas
of debate.
In the Vimalaklrtinirdesa, Sumati- and Pure Gift-sutras, there is again a specific challenge to the combination of possession of deep understanding with possession of a female body; and in the Sumati- and Pure Gift-sutras, at least, there
are still clear references to the ideal body of the Great Man. But the intention
of these three sutras is to establish why physical differences between male
and female are irrelevant to the attainment of enlightenment. The differences
are, from the point of view of perfected understanding, not real, for there is no
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apprehending "real" differences between any phenomena at the level of ultimate
truth. The distinction of male and female is essentially a matter of incomplete
understanding. The Vimalakirtinirde.Sa and the two Mahiiratnakuta sutras teach
the doctrines of the emptiness (sunyatii) and the sameness (samatii) of all the
dharmas; they are doctrinally related to the Prajiiiipiiramitii-sutras. In the Saddharmapw:u;larlka, as is well known, the doctrine of emptiness is not a major
teaching, and for this reason, it seems to me, the handling of the sex change is
less satisfactory there than in the Vimalakirtinirde.Sa and the other sutras.
Change of sex does seem to be necessary, according to the Lotus, if a woman is
to take the final step to Buddhahood. In the other texts, change of body is like a
magician's transformations, and so is everything which ordinary persons take to
be real in this world. Femaleness, and the transformation into a male, are not
ultimately real, but both can be used by the Bodhisattva to reach and instruct
benighted sentient beings. In these texts, magic is a metaphor for the enlightened
way of dealing with the utter fluidity of reality. In Kumarajlva's Lotus, and in
the Sanskrit version, there is some mention of magic and supernormal powers
(see note 58). It is quite possible that these touches were added later under the
influence of texts like the Vimalakirti and the Mahiiratnakuta sutras where
magic is an essential component of the "changing the female body" scenario.
The Saddharmapw:u;larlka offers one literary model for dealing with the
theme of changing the female body, and the Vimalaklrti, Sumati- and Pure Giftsutras offer another. But these latter three texts differ from one another in
several details. Magic, playfully performed, is a prominent motif in the entire
Vimalakirtinirdeia-Vimalak!rti himself is a master magician, and the goddess
uses magic freely. But it is Sariputra she confronts, and Sariputra is not comfortable with magic. The issue in the Vimalakirti is, above all, the contest between
true understanding and imperfect understanding, and magic is an appropriate
metaphor for the one and a suitable corrective for the other. The Pure Gift- and
Sumati-sutras, by presenting Mahamaudgalyayana as challenger, seem to stress
magic as technique for instruction, for Mahamaudgalyayana is master of supernormal powers in Buddhist tradition. Here he meets his match, and the old conjuror is out-conjured by mere girls.
In the Sumati-sutra Mahamaudgalyayana does make the initial challenge to
Sumati, but it is Mai'ijusri Bodhisattva who questions her femaleness. Mai'ijusrl
is a prominent figure in the other texts as well, but his role is always that of one
who tests or testifies to the woman's understanding. The implication is that the
woman's understanding is at least equal to his own; this is especially clear in the
Pure Gift-sutra, where the Buddha finally reveals that Pure Gift and Mai'ijusrl
have had parallel histories and are equally certain to reach the highest goal, Buddhahood. Mai'ijusri, Bodhisattva of highest wisdom, is linked to these wise
women; they are his equals. Why then does he question Sumati's femaleness
after he has tested her understanding? He seems to come out the loser when he
does, for Surnati points out that he is guilty of making false distinctions, but to
resolve his doubts she will transform herself. It does seem that, here, the
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woman's superiority over the wisest of male Bodhisattvas is asserted. Pure Gift
silences Mafijusri in debate; but the Buddha insists on the essential equality of
the two Bodhisattvas. The Sumati-siitra is provocative at this point; but the
sequence of events reads somewhat oddly because Mafijusri is made to usurp
what should be Mahamaudgalyayana's role, and thereby the confrontation
between Mahayana and "Hinayana" is obscured.
There is a dramatic coherence in the goddess chapter of the
Vimalaklrtinirdesa, and in the Pure Gift Siitra, which is lacking in the Sumatisiitra. In the Vimalaklrtinirdesa, there is a single sequence of events; everything
proceeds consistently to a single climax, the goddess' playful exchange of
bodies with Sariputra. The sequence of events in both the Sumati- and Pure Giftsiitras is in two parts: the first part looks like a standard scenario for the change
of sex, which is brought about by the performance of an act of truth and
accompanied by a variety of supernatural occurrences. A scenario like this, with
Mahamaudgalyayana, master of the rddhi, as challenger, could easily have been
incorporated into a number of siitras, with variations in detail. The principal
variation in these two siitras is that Mahamaudgalyayana's challenge provokes
Pure Gift to change her female body, but not Sumati. The second part of the
episode in the two siitras resembles that in the Vimalaklrtinirdeia even more
closely, and has as its point the irrefutable demonstration of the impossibility of
making distinctions between phenomena, including the phenomena "male" and
"female."
The sequence of events is actually more complicated in the Sumati-siitra than
in the Pure Gift Siitra. Sumati's change involves two challengers, three acts of
truth and consequent wondrous occurrences, one formal resolve (prm:zidhana ), a
change of body in two stages; and all of this arranged as two separate sequences
of events; each with its own denouement. Pure Gift's experiences are more
coherently developed, and the second part of the sequence is only the explanation of what the change of sex has already demonstrated. The Pure Gift Siitra's
scenario looks very much like a formula which may have been worked out,
under the inspiration perhaps of the Vimalaklrtinirdeia, so that it could be
adapted to use in other siitras where the "changing the female body" theme was
to play a role. The Sumati-siitra's could easily be a variation on this formula.
In Pure Faith's Question, the matter of changing the female body is brought
up, but because of the level of understanding at which Pure Faith and her companions find themselves, a sudden, magical change of the body is not possible
for them. If they continue to discipline themselves and to develop their understanding, the Buddha promises that they will be able to abandon femaleness
forever at the end of their present lives and will only be reborn thereafter as
males. The argument of the siitra itself is, from the outset, that all beings, all
dharmas, all conceptions are fundamentally lacking a fixed reality, for all are
equally empty of a unique essence or self-hood. Although this siitra urges the
Bodhisattva to concrete action, such as making Buddha-images and venerating
stiipas, the authors insist that all actions and all phenomena must finally be
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recognized to be like an illusion, for no thing comes into being or is destroyed,
all dharmas are forever still. It is Pure Faith who retains the habit of discriminating between right action and wrong, female and male. Thus she herself is not
ready for a magical transformation of her body. The only magical transformation
which occurs in the siitra is that of the garlands Pure Faith and the others offer to
the Buddha. Transformation of the person is only possible for those with
enlightened understanding, for it is all a matter of how one looks at reality.
It is the intention of the Gm:zgottara-siitra to establish that everything one
believes to be "real" is like a magical creation. Above all, one's own person
must be so regarded-and thus the question of transforming a body which is
already recognized to be "like a magically created being" never arises. The
magic in this siitra is reserved for the ending, when the gods cause magically
created flowers to rain down from the sky while they praise the wise "woman,"
Gailgottara. This siitra is not a dramatic narrative with a didactic purpose, as the
others are. It is a pure exposition of doctrine, in traditional Buddhist dialogue
form, and in this respect resembles several of the Prajfiapiiramitii texts, such as
the A!itasiihasrikii, Vajracchedikii, Hrdayii, etc. In it the understanding of reality
which the other siitras-Vimalaklrti, Sumati, Pure Gift, Pure Faith and even the
Lotus-reveal dramatically, is presented directly. The dramatic event of changing the female body is irrelevant there.
The Srlmiiliisil'flhanadasiitra 59 is another text which celebrates the wisdom of a
woman without raising the question of a change of sex. Like Gangottara, Queen
Srimala converses with the Buddha at an exalted level of understanding, especially in the latter half of the scriptures, when she preaches "the embrace of the
Illustrious Doctrine that was held by all the Buddhas": there she speaks from the
standpoint of complete Buddhahood, although this is because she is inspired to do
so by the Buddha's power. 60 The queen's understanding, guided by the Buddha,
is not faulty. But the siitra does contain some motifs connected in the Pure Giftand Sumati-siitras with changing the female body. At the beginning of the text,
Queen Srimala has never seen the Buddha, but hearing of him and hearing that he
has come for the world's sake, wishes that he will show himself to her out of
compassion. He appears in space, she sees his inconceivable body, praises him,
and asks that she may always see him. This he promises her, because she has
accumulated great merit in the past by praising the Buddha's qualities; so, wherever she is born, she will see and praise him and make offerings to innumerable
Buddhas. 61 Then, in the future, she will attain Buddhahood herself. The queen
thereupon makes ten great vows (prm:zidhana) which are, in sum, to observe
morality, revere teachers, cultivate right attitude and conduct toward others, teach
and help others and embrace the Dharma. 62 Then she goes on:
" ... some sentient beings with meager roots of virtue might think, 'Oh,
those ten great vows are difficult to uphold,' and would have doubt or
hesitation toward me. Lord, by so thinking they would incur for a long
time much harm, suffering and disaster. Lord, for the sake of helping
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precisely such persons, I wish to perform in the presence of the Lord
this 'Blessing of Truth': Lord, just as surely as I have taken exactly
these ten great vows, and if they are just as stated by me, then, Lord, by
dint of this, my word of truth, may a shower of heavenly flowers
descend upon the group and may divine sounds be heard sounded!"
(Wayman, pp. 66-67)
All happens according to her words. Those in the assembly are freed from their
doubts and resolve to remain always with Queen Srimala. The Queen herself
then goes on to make her three great resolves, which comprise all the Bodhisattva aspirations: to comprehend the true Dharma, to teach it to all beings and
to uphold it even at the cost of body, life and possessions.
This episode is very nearly the same scenario found in the Pure Gift- and
Sumati-siitras which culminates however in those texts with the change of the
female body. In the Srlmiiliisil'flhaniida-siitra no one challenges the queen's
femaleness, yet she performs her act of truth in order to remove the doubts of
any of her hearers who might think her incapable of carrying out her vows. But
there is no equivocation in the Srzmiilii's attitude toward women. Although the
text repeats patterns found in older texts on women, Queen Srima!a is frankly
accepted as a true teacher of the Dharma. Her understanding is never tested in
debate. She is simply presented as a woman wise through the Buddha's guidance and inspiration. A change of sex is, in the context of her sutra, as irrelevant
for her as for Gangottara.
It is not possible to generalize about the historical development of Mahayana
Buddhist views on women, using only the information provided by the texts discussed in this essay. But in this group of texts itself, an evolution of thought and
an exploration of various ways of looking at women's capacities does seem
evident. The Vimalaklrtinir-de8a, Pure Gift and Sumati-siitras were translated
into Chinese during the 3rd century A.D., and certainly existed some time before
that in their original languages, perhaps as early as the 2nd century A.D. The
Lotus is also at least that old. The Srlmiilii was first translated into Chinese in the
5th century A.D., by Dharmak~ema (translation no longer extant), and then in
the same century by Gul).abhadra. It is probably not as ancient as the four texts
just mentioned. Wayman suggests that the text was composed in India in the 3rd
century A.D. 63 The Gmigottara- and Pure Faith-siitras were first translated into
Chinese in the early 8th century by Bodhiruci, which suggests that they were
composed more recently than any of the other texts discussed in this essay. The
Gangottara seems to represent the logical development of the tendencies found
in the Srlmiilii. Pure Faith's Question is doctrinally consistent with the other
Mahayana sutras, as indicated above. Perhaps its unusual representation of a
woman who is not yet wise can be assigned to a period when the issue of distinction-making between male and female was no longer critical, and an audience
could agree that a woman could not only be wiser than others, but that she could
also be as benighted as any man.
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Magic in Buddhism
Queen Srlmala's sutra also touches on the matter of magical creations, especially on the phenomenon of "transformation"-death and rebirth. After discussing the nirviif}a of Arhats and Pratyeka-Buddhas, the text adds that there are
two kinds of death-the ordinary kind, and the "inconceivable transformation"
which belongs to Arhats, Pratyeka-Buddhas and Bodhisattvas who have attained
power. "Inconceivable transformation" belongs to bodies made of mind. 64 This
means death and rebirth outside the normal processes, and, especially, free of
the karma-process itself. Arhats, Pratyeka-Buddhas and power-wielding Bodhisattvas are those who have freed themselves from the influences (asravas)
which bind one to the cycle of rebirth but have not yet totally freed themselves
from ignorance (avidyii). Ignorance still conditions their death and rebirth, for as
long as they do not fully comprehend all the dharmas they do not eliminate all
faults and do not attain complete nirviifJa. But "rebirth" occurs for them as a
pure body made of mind. 65 Only the enlightenment of the Buddhas destroys all
ignorance and all rebirth.
The Sumati, Pure Gift- and Pure Faith-siitras all refer to transformationrebirth on a lotus in the presence of the Buddhas, a notion which also became
familiar in Pure Land Buddhism in China and Japan. In the Mahiiratnakiita
texts, the idea seems closely bound up with the ideas of magical creations of
bodies and supernatural transformations which permeate these works.
That an adept can employ an advanced meditation technique to create a body
made by his or her own mind is an opinion found in ancient Buddhist scriptures
and elaborated in later treatises. 66 This is a pan-Buddhist notion. The power to
transform one's own body into another form and the power to create bodies
"made of mind" are two among the rddhi, or supernormal powers, explained in
the Visuddhimagga. 67 According to the tradition of the pre-Mahayana schools,
one must have mastered the practice of the dhyiinas (contemplations) in order to
make free use of the rddhi. Essentially, one must be in total control of one's
mental processes, and one must have acquired the rddhi-piida, the four concentrations which are the foundations of success in rddhi (see note 18).
In pre-Mahayana tradition, in order to attain vikurvaf}ii-rddhi, which is the
power to transform oneself, one is to resolve to appear in different forms-a
snake, tiger, god, young boy, etc.-while disguising one's natural form. Having
entered dhyiina, using one or another meditation-object, 68 one should arise from
the meditation and contemplate oneself having the form of-for example-a
boy. Having done this one should re-enter dhyiina and resolve, "May I be such
and such a boy." With resolve, one becomes so. Similarly, in order to exercise
manomayii-rddhi, the power of creating a body by mental powers, arising from
dhyiina and contemplating the body one should resolve "Let the body be a
hollow." The body becomes a hollow, one contemplates another body within
one's own, resolves again and there is another body within oneself. One
removes it, as a reed from its sheath, and the two are distinct but one is the
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duplicate of the other. 69 Thus, one uses a progressive visualization exercise, in
either case, and the end result is said to be the production of a new body, visible
to others. 70
Few can achieve vikurvwzii-rddhi; it is a difficult attainment. But Buddhas,
Pratyeka-Buddhas and chief disciples are said to attain it automatically when
they become Arhats, that is, when they attain liberation from the cycle of
rebirth. 71
According to Hlnayana and Mahayana tradition, rddhi is one of the five or six
abhijiiii, 72 the supernormal intellections or super-knowledges which are realized
by those who have advanced very far in the spiritual life. And, according to the
Mahayanist Ta-chih-tu-lun, a Bodhisattva who attains anutpattikadharmak:)iinti
always obtains, as fruit of that k$iinti, the abhijiiii. 73 The Bodhisattva cultivates
rddhi-abhijiiii in order to advance a great many beings toward liberation;
without it, relatively few beings can be matured. For this purpose, a Bodhisattva
can make for him- or herself the body of a cakravartin, a Sakra, a Buddha, or
whatever is required to effect someone's liberation. Such transformations
(nirmita) are true and not false, for no dharma has a fixed characteristic (niyatalak$m:za) 75
This resume of early Buddhist notions of the working of the supernormal
power of transformation, and the Mahayana explanation of the purposes for
which it is used, show us the nexus of ideas within which the authors of the Pure
Gift Siitra and the rest were working. The Mahayana interpretation of magical
transformations is, as the Ta-chih-tu-lun says, that a transformation-body is
as true as any other form we see around us, because nothing is absolutely fixed
and unchangeable-that is, because everything is empty, everything is fluid.
The specific connection established between the attainment of anutpattikadharmak$iinti and the power to transform and to create bodies make it clear, I
believe, why the transforming women of the siitras are said to have attained this
k$iinti just before the event. Anutpattikadharmak$iinti means the tolerance of the
notion that no dharmas whatever are born, that none therefore has a fixed reality
or anything to define, that all dharmas are as fluid or as deceptive as illusion
(miiyii) and are fundamentally impossible to apprehend as distinct entities. 76 For
the one who has reached such an insight, the world is completely open, and
"transformations" are possible.
Buddhiinusmrti, the calling to mind of the Buddha or Buddhas, is another of
the important basic notions common to most of the siitras on women discussed
here. Buddhiinusmrti is a meditation wherein the totality of the physical, mental
and moral attributes which constitute Buddhahood become the object of contemplation. In Mahayana Buddhism, it is pre-eminently a visualization meditation
by means of which the presence of the Buddha or Buddhas is imaginatively
evoked so that the meditator can contact and venerate them or be guided or
taught by them. The meditator sees with the mind the image of the Buddha(s),
specifically including the 32 characteristic marks of the Great Man. 77 This is
what Pure Gift does, after she has heard of the Buddha's qualities and visible
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marks. Pure Gift and Sumati are told to make images of the Buddhas in order to
see them and be with them always; the sculptures or paintings are then, presumably, to serve as guides or supports to meditation.
Now, what are these images cultivated in the mind? According to the
Pratyutpannabuddhasmrzmukhavasthitasamadhisutra, one of the earliest and
most informative extant Mahayana scriptures on buddhanusmrti, images of the
Buddhas developed in samadhi can be seen and spoken to, but the meditator
must finally realize that these images are nothing but mental constructs. The one
who can concentrate on the Buddha without apprehending him, fixing upon him
or discriminating him, obtains the samadhi of emptiness. 78 Such a Bodhisattva
can contemplate the Buddha's body without entertaining a false discrimination
connected with the body, or with the dharmas, and thus he or she does not
apprehend body or dharmas. If one does not apprehend any dharmas, one does
not imagine or falsely discriminate, and this is unobstructed knowledge. 79
The Maharatnakuta siitras on women are all constructed against the background of the Mahayana doctrine of emptiness. All the discourses on bodies, on
magical transformations, on visions of Buddhas and on conduct which will lead
to liberation, are consistent with each other within that framework.

The act of truth
An act of truth precipitates the climactic change ofbody in the Sumati- and Pure
Gift-sutras, and figures prominently in the Srlmalasif!lhanadasutra. Since the act
of truth plays such a critical role in the scenario of the change ofbody, and since
it is intimately interwoven with the themes of magic and wonders and the Bodhisattva's resolve (prm:zidhana ), it requires further examination.
The act of truth (satyakriya) 80 is well-known in ancient Indian literature, Buddhist and non-Buddhist. Examples occur in the Buddhist Jatakas, in Mahayana
siitras such as the A!itasiihasrikii-prajiiaparamitii, and a classic discussion of
truth acts is found in the Milindapaiiha. They are also very familiar from such
non-Buddhist texts as the Mahabharata, the Ramayana, the Brahmm:zas and the
earlier Vedic literature. 81 Burlingame has defined the act of truth as "a formal
declaration of fact, accompanied by a command or resolution or prayer that the
purpose of the agent shall be accomplished." The basis of the truth act, according to W. Norman Brown, is the singleness of purpose with which one has fulfilled his or her duty: when one fulfills one's own duty, no matter what that duty
is, "the individual achieves personal integrity and fits the cosmic purpose. Life
then becomes a sacrificial act, a rite (kriya), and as such, when perfectly
executed, it can accomplish any wish, compelling even the gods." 82 Satyakriya is
speaking one's own truth, affirming that one has done one's duty. It is this affirmation which is the ritual act, not merely the performance of one's duty. By
speaking, one lays claim, in effect, to participation in truth on a cosmic scale,
which includes the natural operation of cosmic forces, such as that which makes
the rain fall, the sun rise and set, and so on. To speak the truth, one must know
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the truth. Knowing one's own truth opens the way to understanding ultimate
truth. According to the Brhadiirm:zyaka- and Mw:u!aka-Upm:zi!iads, the one who
knows all has power over all; 83 or, in a Buddhist context it might be more correct
to say, the one who knows all, transcends all limitations.
In ancient India, a woman's duty was far more rigidly defined than a man's; it
was limited to her sexual functions so that if a woman performed a truth act it
would affirm the fulfillment of her duty as devoted wife, or as successful prostitute. 84 Perhaps the most striking evidence for the very different attitude toward
women found in some Mahayana Buddhist texts is the fact that a woman is no
longer identified merely by her sexual function; when she performs a truth act it
is grounded on the fact of her true aspiration to the attainment of Buddhahood
and on her unshakable commitment to the Bodhisattva career. Sumati, Pure Gift
and Srimala know their truth; and in fact, their truth is that they are rapidly
coming to know ultimate truth. Like the Buddha himself, who is already allknowing, the three truthsayers are in knowing harmony with reality and therefore can appear to transcend what the unknowing take to be unalterable natural
laws. 85 Ultimate truth (paramiirthasatya) in Mahayana Buddhism cannot be confined to any concept or any verbal definition. "Magic" and "wonders," "female"
and "male" are some of the definitions the unknowing impose on aspects of their
incomplete view of reality. One must do this so as to give some order to one's
experience of life. But even a Bodhisattva or the Buddha himself uses words to
communicate with and to help ordinary beings in the world-as the Buddha tells
Gati.gottara the laywoman. However, one who truly understands uses words
without any attachment to them, and thus words are no obstacle to understanding or to compassionate action. 86
Satyakriyii is compassionate action, in the eyes of Srimala, and of Pure Gift
and Sumati. It is performed in order to remove all doubts the hearers might have
about the woman's capacity to follow the Bodhisattva path, for if one harbors
doubts about what is actually true one would suffer pain and the disaster of
remaining far from liberating truth (as the Srlmiiliisilrthaniida-siitra says).
Satyakriyii is thus understood, in these Mahiiratnakiitii-siitras, to be part of the
Bodhisattva's effort to effect the liberation of all beings. That is what the Bodhisattva has resolved upon when uttering his or her original vow (prm:zidhiina) to
strive for Buddhahood so as to deliver others from suffering. The functions of
satyakriyii and prm:zidhiina begin to merge in the Sumati-, Pure Gift- and
Srlmiilii-siitras, until finally Sumati can make a satyakriyii out of her own
pral}idhiina to have in future a Buddha-land which is free from deceit and suffering.

Conclusion
"Changing the female body" is a narrative theme which was probably developed
by Mahayanist writers in order to confront traditional Buddhist views of the
spiritual limitations of women. It challenges the earlier notion that women's
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bodies are visible evidence that they have not reached a high level of spiritual
maturity and cannot therefore be candidates for Buddhahood. In Mahayana texts
such as the Sumati- and Pure Gift-siitras, the Vimalakirtinirdeia and the Tachihtu tu fun, this notion is critized and put in its proper place according to the
perspective of the siinyaviida. In these texts, the supposition that maleness and
femaleness are ultimately real is negated by the realization of the universal
emptiness and sameness of all dharmas.
In ordinary worldly life, however, people exist as male or female, obviously,
and apprehend themselves as sexually differentiated: Pure Faith for example is
aware of herself as female. In the sutras examined for this essay, there is no
attempt to demean or exalt anyone's ordinary existence in the world as man or
woman. The world is a busy place, and people live in it as best they can, finding
ways to deal with the richness they find there. But in the case of those who
commit themselves to the spiritual life and thus cease to value ordinary life in
the world as others do, the matter of sex distinctions must be looked at differently. The purpose of the five Mahiiratnakiitasiitras, the Vimalaklrtinirdesa and
the Saddharmapw:ujarlka is to assert that for those commited to the Bodhisattva
career distinctions on the basis of sex no longer have any meaning. When one
consciously sets out on the Bodhisattva path, one abandons identification with
the traditional roles of either sex. The religious life, whether it is lived as a cleric
or as a layperson, is a third alternative: it is a new birth into a new kind of creative living.
The act of committing oneself to this other way of living creatively in the
world is ritualized, in Mahayana literature, as a formal resolve, the prw;idhiina,
taken in the presence of a Buddha. In the Sumati, Pure Gift, Srlmiilii and Saddharmapw;qarlka Siitras it is further ritualized as satyakriyii, act or rite of truth.
In these texts, in fact, prw;idhiina and satyakriyii function so similarly that distinctions between them begin to blur. In the Sumati, Pure Gift, Srlmiila and Saddharmapw;darlka Siitras, it is women who are committing themselves once
again to the path to the ultimate attainment of Buddhahood. In earlier Buddhist
literature, and in non-Buddhist Indian texts, a woman performing satyakriyii
would affirm her commitment to a traditional woman's life in the world, in
sarrzsiira. Here, the truthsayers re-commit themselves to the attainment of perfect
enlightenment instead. This abandonment of ordinary life as a woman in this
world is symbolized by abandoning the female body and assuming the body of a
male ascetic, of a young boy or of a Buddha. Despite the maleness of these new
bodies, it seems fair to assume from the context that the transformation signifies
the transcendence of ordinary worldly life and the sex distinctions that are
part of it.
Magical displays enliven these sutras on women. The metamorphosis from
female to male is accomplished by magic and accompanied by it. Magic is, in
the sutras studied here, a metaphor for the enlightened way of dealing with the
utter fluidity of reality. It is a metaphor for efficacious action in an empty world.
Magical transformation of the body is possible only for those who have
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awakened their understanding to a considerable degree: only those who have
attained the tolerance of the notion that dharmas are not really produced or
destroyed can transform themselves. They realize that it is an illusion that there
are absolute differences between dharmas, for all dharmas are equally empty.
Radical transformation of the person, by magic, and transcendence of the apparent laws of nature, are symbolic of the attainment of this conviction. The metamorphosing women of these sutras all have this understanding and this
consequent freedom of action.
But "changing the female body" is a narrative theme which recurs in many
Mahayana sutras. And it is a very dramatic event, used as the climax of a
didactic narrative. As a literary devise, it crystallizes the various ideas referred
to above, as well, no doubt, as others not mentioned. It is dramatically effective,
and when its doctrinal implications have been explored it is intellectually
acceptable too. It "works" in the narrative, and that is, I think, largely because
the women's motivation for transforming themselves is compassion. By their
remarkable actions they resolve a man's doubts and thus bring him closer to liberating understanding. What happens to the woman Bodhisattva herself is secondary to this. She actively demonstrates her total commitment to the
Bodhisattva's way of doing everything possible to effect others' liberation.
Can a woman, or a man, then, be a Bodhisattva and follow the path to the
attainment of perfect, complete Buddhahood? No, for "neither with a female
body nor with a male body is true enlightenment attained," says Pure Gift. And
as these sutras reveal, from the very moment that one truly commits oneself to
the Bodhisattva path, one is no longer either female or male.
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Notes
Taisho Shinshu Daizokyo (hereafter, T.) vol. 11, pp. 547-549, translated by Bodhiruci, T'ang Dynasty (706--713 A.D.). There are three other Chinese translations:
Fo-shuo hsii-ma-t 'i p 'u-sa ching (Buddha-bhii!fitii-sumati-bodhisattvasiitra) T.l2.334, pp. 76--78, translated by Dharmarak~a (Chu Fa Hu),
Western Chin Dynasty (between 266--308 A.D.) (cited in Ch 'u-san-tsangchi-chi, hereafter referred to as CSTCC, T.55.2145, p.8a)
Fo-shuo hsii-ma-t'i p'u-sa ching (Sanskrit as above), T.l2.335, pp. 78-81,
attributed to Kumarajlva, Later Ch'in Dynasty (early 5th century A.D.)
Hsii-ma-t'i ching (Sumati-siitra), T.l2.336, pp. 81-83, translated by Bodhiruci (identical with T.ll.31 0(30))
(See also Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking Edition, No. 760(30))
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2 T.vol.ll, pp. 549-550, translated by Bodhiruci, T'ang Dynasty (706-713 A.D.). (See
also Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking Edition, No. 760(31 )) Publication of a complete
English translation of the Mahiiratnakiitasiitra, including the Gmigottara-siitra translated by Yang Tze-ming (Taiwan, 1973), is planned by Dharma Publishing.
3 T.vol. 11, pp. 556-564, attributed to Nieh Tao-chen, Western Chin Dynasty (early 4th
century). This translation is not cited in CSTCC; later catalogues attribute several
translations to Nieh Tao-chen, but none are mentioned in the early catalogues of Taoan or Seng-yu. (E. Zurcher, Buddhist Conquest of China, Lei den, 1972; I, p. 68)
There are two other Chinese translations:
F o-shuo li-kou-shih-nii ching ( Buddha-bha~·itii- vimaladattii-diirikii-siitra ),
T.l2.338, pp. 89-97, translated by Dharmaraksa (Chu Fa Hu), Western
Chin Dynasty (in 289 A.D.; cited in CSTCC, p. 7c)
Te-wu-kou-nii ching (Vimaladattii-diirikii-siitra), T.l2.339, pp. 97-107, attributed to Gautama Prajflaruci, Eastern Wei Dynasty (between 534-550 A.D.)
(See also Tibetan Tripi(aka, Peking Edition, No. 760(33))

4

5

6

7

An English translation by Hsu Yang-chu (Taiwan, 1975) will be included in Dharma
Publishing's Mahiiratnakiitasiitra.
T.vol.Il, pp. 623-627, translated by Bodhiruci, T'ang Dynasty (706-713 A.D.). (See
also Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking Edition, No. 760(40)) An English translation by Hsu
Yang-chu will be included in Dharma Publishing's Mahiiratnakiitasiitra.
See S. Mochizuki, Bukkyo Daijiten, Kyoto, 1954, pp. 3618a-b, on the Mahtiratnakiitasiitra translation. See also the Preface to the Mahtiratnakiitasiitra by T'ang
Emperor Jui-tsung in T.vol.ll, p. I.-The tradition that there existed in India a large
siitra in many parts called Mahtiratnakiitasiitra is found in Chinese documents and in
Tibetan. So far as I know, no evidence has yet been found from India itself which
could prove that such a text was known there. Many of the 49 individual siitras are
quoted in Indian works, e.g. the Silcytisamuccaya of Santideva, but are never identified
as belonging to a single larger text In China itself, also, until the mid-7th century,
those of the 49 siitras which were known were treated as individual, unrelated texts.
Dharmarak~a, for example, translated at least 13 of the 49 siitras, without ever suggesting that they were in any way related to each other. The existence of a Mahtiratnakiitasiitra is first attested in the Life of Hsiian-tsang by Hui Li, where it is stated
that Master Hsiian-tsang was urged shortly before his death to translate the whole
Mahtiratnakiitasiitra. He began the project, but abandoned it almost immediately (664
A.D.), regretting that "the conditions are not yet right among all beings of the world
for this sutra." (Mochizuki, p.3618.b.l-2) Some 40 years after this, in 706 A.D., Bodhiruci and his associates undertook the task at the "request" of Emperor Chung-tsung.
They completed it in 713 A.D. Tibetan references to a Mahtiratnakiitasiitra are all of
much later date--e.g., Huston's and Taranatha's Histories.
On the Empress Wu and the propaganda campaign carried out by her Buddhist supporters on her behalf, see A. Forte, Political Propaganda and Ideology in China at
the End of the 7th Century, Naples, 1976, and R. W. L Guisso, Wu Tse-t'ien and the
Politics of Legitimation in Tang China, Bellingham, Washington, 1978. On Bodhiruci's connection with the translation of the Ratnamegha-siitra (Pao-yii ching) and
the interpolation made into it in support of Empress Wu's claim to be a Bodhisattva
and Buddhist universal monarch, see Forte, pp. 125 ff. The Mahiimegha (Ta-yiin
ching) contains a similar passage which is authentic. On the status of the
Mahtimegha, see Forte, p. 22, note 58. Forte is preparing a full study of Bodhiruci and
his activities.
See Forte, op. cit., pp. 268-9 and 146-7. See also the composition of the Empress'
supporters, the Commentary on the Meaning of the Prophecy about Shen-huang in the
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Ta-yiin-ching, in Forte, pp. 245-6. There are other siitras, besides the Mahiimegha,
which assert that at a given time and in a given place it is a woman who can best
respond to the needs of beings who are to be saved. The Mahayana Mahiiparinirviil)asiitra is one: T.l2.375, pp. 605.c, 607.a-b; seeK. Yamamoto, The Mahiiyiina Mahiiparinirviil)asiitra 1973; Vol. 1, pp. 5-6, 10-11, 14. The Manjusrlmiilakalpa is
another: see J. Przyluski, "Les Vidyiiriija, contribution a l'histoire de Ia magie dans
des sectes Mahayanistes," Bulletin de I 'Ecole Fram;aise d 'Extreme Orient, 23, 1923.
p. 309.
8 CSTCC, pp. 7b-9c. On Dharmarak~a's activities, see Zurcher, Buddhist Conquest, I,
pp. 65-70.
9 "Change the female body" is chuan nii shen in all four Chinese translations of the
Sumati-siitra, the three of the Pure Gift Siitra, the three of the Vimalaklrtinirdesa and
the single Chinese translation of Pure Faith's Question. The three Chinese translations of the Saddharmapul)garlka consulted for this essay (T.9.262, 263, 265) write
"change into a man," pien-wei nan-tzu or pien-ch 'eng nan-tzu. The other sutras just
named use this in addition to chuan nil shen. Lamotte assumes an original
parinam(asi) strlbhava for "change the female body," based on the Tibetan of the
Vimalaklrtinirdesa: L 'Enseignement de Vimalaklrti, Louvain, 1962, p. 280. Another
phrase used is strl-purw;a-vyanjanaparivartana found in the MahiiyiinasiitriilaTJZkiira:
see G. Nagao, Index to the MahiiyiinasiitriilaTJZkiira, Tokyo, 1958; Vol. I, p. 275. The
Sanskrit equivalent for "change into a man" in the Saddharmapul)garlka is:
siigaraniigariijaduhitii ... tat strlndriyaTJl puru$endriyaTJZ ca priidurbhiitaTJZ
bodhisattvabhiitaTJZ ciitmiinaTJl saTJZdarsayati.

(H. Kern and B. Nanjio, Saddharmapul)qarlkasiitra, St. Petersbourg, 1908-12, p.
265).
10 Pre-Mahayana references in: Anguttara-nikiiya (Pali Text Society, London, 1955), I,
p. 28; Majjhima-nikiiya (Pali Text Society, London, 1960), III, pp. 65-66. As
Lamotte points out, Le Traite de Ia Grande Vertu de Sagessr (Lou vain, 1949), 1, p.
134. n.l. in the Madhyamiigama passage which parallels Majjhima III, pp. 65-66,
there is no mention at all of any obstacles in the way of women: T.l.26. pp. 723-4.)
Mahayana references: Saddharmapul)garlhasiitra: Kern and Nanjio, p. 264; T.9.262,
p. 35.c.9-ll (Kumarajlva): T.9.263, p. l06.a. 14-16 (Dharmarak~a). T.9.265, the
anonymous early translation of this part of the sutra, makes no mention of the five
obstacles; this translation is older than any other extant versions of the sutra.Lamotte, op.cit., also points out that the Ta-chih-tu-lun, the great commentary on the
Prajniipiiramitii (= Traite) attributed to Nagarjuna and translated by Kumarajlva,
clearly repeats the traditional formula that there are five superior ranks from which
women are barred-and then proceeds to name only four of them: cakravartin. Sakra.
Mara and Brahma. This occurs in two separate passages in the text (Traite. 1. pp. 134
and 535) which means that the omission of one rank is deliberate. The Ta-chih-tu lun
thus carefully avoids saying that a woman cannot become a Buddha, for its author
must have known that certain Mahavana sutras. above all the Saddharmapw:zqar/ka.
do recognize that a woman can become a Buddha.
11 In Buddhist legend, a riija-cakravartin. "wheel-turning universal monarch," is a
human being who has performed meritorious acts in past existences and has finally
been born as mahiipuru:ja. his body marked by the 32 major and 80 minor signs of his
status. Such a person is ready to attain supreme temporal authority (cakravartin) or
Buddhahood itself. Sakra, or Indra, king of the gods, and Brahma, the creator, and
lord of the Brahma-worlds, were borrowed from the ancient Brahmanic pantheon and
made into adherents of the Buddha. Mara is the god who tempts and destroys, lord of
love and death. In Mahayana Buddhist tradition, none of the gods is held to be eternal
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and the number of Sakras, Maras, etc., is considered unlimited, so that there is ample
opportunity for those who have accumulated certain kinds of merits to be reborn for a
time in one or another of these classes of deities.
12 Dlgha-nikiiya (Pali Text Society, London, 1960), III, p. 143; Sutta-nipata (Pali Text
Society, London, 1965), verse 1022; Lamotte, Traite, IV. pp. 1911~12. The Pali
phrase is kosohita-vattha-guyho. "having that part which is concealed by clothing
covered by a sheath;" Traite adds, "like a stallion." For lists of the 32 /ak!;w:za see:
Lakkhansuttanta. Dlgha-nikiiya III. pp. 142~ 179; Traite, I. pp. 271 ~281, and IV, pp.
1909~1913.

13 E. Conze, Buddhist Wisdom Books. London. 1966, pp. 28~29, 60-63. In the
Vajracchedikii it is specifically pointed out that if the Tathagata could be recognized
by his marks, then a universal monarch would be a Tathagata: ibid., pp. 62~63. The
Pure Gift Siitra says the same (quoting an unnamed text):
"As the Bhagavan says,
'He who sees my visible form,
Or follows me by means of sound,
He holds false viewsThis person does not see the Buddha.'
But if (he is to be known) by means of the Dharmakiiya. The Dharmakiiya
is impossible to perceive. Why? Without eye-consciousness, there is no
forming a conception."
(T.l2.338, p.92.c.25~27, Dharmarak~a's version: T.ll.310(33), p. 559.a.24--27, and
T. 12.339, p. 10 l.c.l--4, are similar.) This is the same passage, apparently from a Prajfiiipiiramitii text, which is quoted in the Prasannapadii: L. de Ia Vallee Poussin,
Miilamadhyamakakiirikiis de Niigiirjuna (Osnabriick, 1970), p. 448, lines 11~15.
14 Traite, IV, pp. 1913~1918.
15 This summary is based on T. 12.334, by Dharmarak~a, late 3rd century A.D.
T.l2.335, attributed to Kumarajiva, is nearly identical with T.l2.334. T.ll.310(31)
and T.l2.336, two transcriptions of the same translation by Bodhiruci, differ from T.
12.334 and 335 in many details, but the differences are not of major significance. It is
possible that T.l2.334 and 335 are also two transcriptions of the same translation, for
the differences between them are miniscule; there is an occasional difference of a tzu,
and T.l2.334 usually translates technical terms and names while T.l2.335 often
transliterates them. A translation of a Hsii-ma-t 'i p 'u sa ching is ascribed to Dharmarak~a by CSTCC, p. 8.a.8, but there appears to be no record of such a work by
Kumarajiva earlier than the Li-tai san-pao-chi of 597 A.D.; see K'ai-yiian shih-chiav
lu, T.55.2154, p. 512.b.l8.
The major differences between T.l2.334 and 335 as they now appear in Taishi5 is
the long interpolation made into the text of T.l2.335 near the end. It is a lengthy
passage from T.l4.567, Fo-shuo fan-chih-nii shou-i ching, translated by Dharmarak~a
(CSTCC, p. 8.a.2). This text, which has somehow been confused with the Hsii-ma-t 'i
p 'u-sa ching, also has a woman as chief figure, and as it happens the discussion going
on at this point in T.l4.567 fits well enough into the context ofT.l2.335: the topic is
whether persons and dharmas are like illusions. The passage from T.l4.567 concludes
with the Buddha's prediction that the BrahrnaiJ.i Shou-i, the protagonist, will "change
her female body" (chuan nii shen) at the end of her present life because of the wholesome roots she has already planted: that is, she shall never again be reborn as a
female. This is the same sort of "change" spoken of in Pure Faith's Question, discussed in this essay.
16 The "women" in the Sumati- and Pure Gift Siitras tum out to be chilren. Pure Gift is
said to be 8 years old in T.ll.310(30) and 12 years old in the other two Chinese trans-
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lations (T.l2.338, 339). Ages are not given for the women in any of the other siitras
discussed, except for the Dragon King's daughter in the Saddharmapw:u/.arlka who is
also 8 years old. There are other Mahayana scriptures also where the main figure is a
child, usually a girl, occasionally a body; examples are the Bodhisattvacaryiinirdesa
(T.l4.488) and Candrottaradiirikiivyiikarm)a (T.l4.480). It seems that the point of
presenting a wise young girl as the Buddha's interlocutor is to demonstrate that this
child is really a Bodhisattva, has already pursued the Bodhisattva career through
many previous existences, has reached a high level of attainment, and nonetheless is
now reborn in female form. Femaleness is thus not incongruent with the highest
levels of understanding.
Furthermore, these young children have not yet reached puberty, and have thus not
yet begun to participate in a woman's traditional way of power: a life committed to
creating and nurturing new life. Sumati and Pure Gift commit themselves instead
to the perfection of insight, which is a different kind of creativity than that available
to them as the result of their biology. This choice is symbolized by the sex change
these children undergo in the siitras, and there maleness is used as image of commitment to the religious life. (Diana Paul's Women in Buddhism, Images of the Feminine
in Mahiiyiina Tradition (Asian Humanities Press, Berkeley, 1979) contains much
information on sex transformations in Buddhist literature, but was not available to me
when this essay was written.)
The goddess of the Vimalaklrtinirdesa is ageless. It may be worth noting, however,
that at one point she says she has been in Vimalakirti's house for 12 years.
T.l2.334, p. 76.b.l8-19. Hua-sheng, "transformation-rebirth," is probably Sanskrit
aupapaduka. Hua-sheng occurs in all Chinese translations of the Sumati-siitra, the
Pure Gift Sutra and Pure Faith's Question. According to T.l2.334, hua-sheng means
born by spontaneous generation, without benefit of parents. In the
Saddharmapw:uf.arlka (Kern and Nanjio, pp. 260, 455), the Sukhiivatlvyiiha-siitra (ed.
F. M. Muller, Oxford, 1883; pp. 65, 66), the Bhai$a}yaguruvaidiiryaprabhariijusiitra
(cited Sik$iisumuccaya of Santideva, ed. C. Bendall, Osnabriick, 1970; p. 175), spontaneous generation on a lotus is mentioned, as here. It happens as the result of accumulated merits.
T.l2.334, p. 76.b.l9-20. Shen-tsu, rddhipiida: the four concentrations which are the
foundations of supernormal or magic powers. The four are the concentrations giving
predominance to zeal (chanda ), to energy (vlrya ), to thought (citta) and to examination (mimiif!lsii). See Buddhaghosa, The Path of Purification (Visuddhimagga), translated Bhikku Nanamoli, Colombo, 1964, p. 421; Lamotte, Traite, III, pp. 1178-79.
The Sumati-siitra bears an evident relationship to the Sukhiivatlvyiiha-siitra and possibly to other early Pure Land scriptures, in particular in its acceptance of the doctrine
of the saving appearance of the Buddha at the moment of one's death. The Sumatisiitra, and also the Pure Gift and Pure Faith scriptures, seem to assume a critical attitude toward texts such as the Sukhiivativyiiha, and attempt to interpret coherently
some important early Pure Land concepts in the light of the doctrine of emptiness.
Thus, their position with respect to the Sukhiivatlvyiiha is similar to that of the
Pratyutpannabuddhasaf!lmukhiivasthitasamiidhisiitra: see Paul Harrison, "Buddhiinusmrti in the Pratyutpannabuddhasaf!lmukhiivasthitasamiidhisiitra," Journal of
Indian Philosophy, 6 (1978), pp. 35-57.
The Buddha's reply is detailed, and is a summary of the Bodhisattva path. The more
spectacular achievements are actually the product of carefully disciplined selfless
conduct capped by the attainment of deep concentration (samiidhi) and/or full enlightenment: to attain transformation-rebirth on a lotus in the presence of the Buddhas (4)
one must pound lotuses to powder and sprinkle them over the Buddha or his relics in
a stiipa, make images of Buddhas seated on lotuses, avoid angering others, and attain
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supreme realization. To attain supernormal powers and travel to other Buddha-lands
(5) one must not interfere with someone who is creating merit nor with someone
explaining Dharma, keep a burning lamp in the Buddha-temple, and, entering
samiidhi (san-mei), travel to all places. To remain out of Mara's reach (9), always
recall the Buddha (nien-yii-fo, buddhiinusmrti), be energetic, recall the Dharma (nienching-fa, dharmiinusmrti) and establish merit. To have the Buddha appear at the
moment of death (I 0), the Bodhisattva must fulfill his/her resolve made for the sake
of all beings, try to satisfy all the desires of others, help others with their charitable
acts and make offerings to Buddha, Dharma and Sarp.gha.
In early Buddhist tradition, Mahamaudgalyayana is one of the Buddha's two chief
disciples, known especially as the master of supernormal powers, the rddhi. Sariputra,
the other of the two, was known as first among the disciples in understanding, prajiiii.
T.l2.334 and 335. In Bodhiruci's translation, Mahamaudgalyayana merely observes
that the task is difficult, but challenges neither the girl's sex nor her age.
On the "act of truth" see pp. 52-54 of this essay.-This passage is T.l2.334, p.
77 .b.29-c: 12.
Mai'ijusrl is, in Mahayana tradition, the wisest of the Bodhisattvas.
T.l2.334, p. 77.c.l3-16. "No abiding" is wu-so-chu, which probably translated Sanskrit aprati${hita or a related form. This means, the mind, when awakened, does not
fix on or attach itself to anything, grasps at no sense-object as support and thus abides
or settles no place in particular.
T.12.334, p. 77c.25: k'ung: siinyatii. "Emptiness" points to the fact that nothing exists
absolutely, in and of itself; everything exists relative to other things and nothing can
be independently apprehended, fixed upon, settled down in, etc.
"Conceived the aspiration to attain enlightenment"; fa-wu-shang-p 'ing-teng-tu-i,
anuttarasamyaksaf!lbodhicittotpiita, T.12.334, p. 78.a.6-7. "Tolerance of the notion
that dharmas do not arise": wu-so-ts 'ung-sheng-fa-jen, anutpattikadharmak$iinti,
T.12.334, p. 78, a.9. Bodhicittotpiida is the first event in the Bodhisattva's career,
when he or she first realizes that it is possible to aspire to attain the enlightenment of
the Buddhas. Anutpattikadharmak$iinti is the gradually won ability to accept and tolerate the all-important notion that phenomena do not come into existence or cease to
be, that they are therefore impossible to grasp or to conceive of in any way, that
nothing whatever is to be apprehended for nothing can be "fixed."
T.12.334, p. 78.a.l4. Wu-so-te: anupalabdhi, anapalambdha, etc. Since nothing is
fixed or definable, nothing whatever can be apprehended; there are no "real" objects
which can serve as supports for ordinary cognition. The Mahayana sutra categorically
denies the position of the older Buddhist schools, which had affirmed that maleness
and femaleness are irreducible realities, distinguishable by means of the sex organs.
(See L 'Adhidharmakosa de Vasubandhu, translated L. de Ia Vallee Poussin, Bruxulles, 1971; Vol. I, Ch. 1., p. 101.)
Nii-jen t'ai, T.12.334, p. 78.a.23. Bodhiruci writes "no names of women," wu-yu niijen chih ming, T.ll.310(30), p. 549.a.6-7. I believe both texts may mean by this that
there shall be in Sumati's Buddha-land nothing which is to be distinguished as female
as opposed to male, thus putting the emphasis on the difference between enlightened
understanding which does not discriminate "male" and "female" and unenlightened
understanding which does. That would be consistent with the debate with Mai'ijusrl,
just concluded. However, it must be recalled that the Sukhiivatlvyiihopadeia, the
commentary on the Sukhiivatl-vyiiha-siitra attributed to Vasubandhu, explicitly states
that there will be neither bodies nor even names (designations) of women in
Amitabha's Pure Land; seeM. Kiyota "Buddhist Devotional Meditation: A Study of
the Sukhiivatlvyiihopadesa," in Mahiiyiina Buddhist Meditation, Theory and Practice,
Honolulu, 1978, p. 282.
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30 The summary follows the Dharmarak~a translation, T.l2.338. The major difference
between this and the other two translations, T.l1.310(33), attributed to Nieh Tao-chen
of the Western Chin, and T.l2.339, attributed to Gautama Prajii.aruci of the Eastern
Wei, is that Dharmarak~a's version of Pure Gift's question to the Buddha is clear and
concise in 18 parts. The same question in the other two translations is much expanded
and set into verse.
31 Pure Gift, like Pure Faith, whose sutra is also discussed in this essay, is called a
daughter of King Prasenjit of Kosala. So, of course, is Queen Srlmala in the
Srlmii/iisutra. These three "sisters" from the Mahiiratnakutasiitra do not seem to
appear in other texts and are not known from Pali sources as Prasenajit/Pasenadi's
daughters. See A. and H. Wayman, The Lion 's Roar of Queen Srlmii/ii, New York,
1974, pp. 3--4, for comments on King Prasenajit's family.
32 None of the Chinese texts uses the expression "mahiipuru!)a," but a comparison with
the list of the 32 /ak:)at;ta found in the Pali Lakkhanasuttanta (Dighanikiiya, III, pp.
142-179) and in the Ta-chih-tu-/un (Traite, IV, pp. 1910-13) shows that the Pure Gift
sutra enumerates some 20 or 21 of the 32. Dharmarak~a does not mention the mark of
having the penis covered by a sheath, but both of the other translations do.
33 T.l2.338, p. 9l.a.25: nien-fo: buddhiinusmrti. On buddhiinusmrti, see p. 52 of this
essay; see also note 61.
34 T.l2.338, p. 9l.b.25: yin: skandha. The fundamental experience of being in the
world, which is regarded as suffering, is classified by Buddhists into five aggregates
or groups: body (rupa), sensation (vedanii), notion or perception (samjfiii), impulses
or motivations (sal'[lskiira) and cognition or consciousness (vijfiiina).
35 T.l2.338, p. 9l.b.25-c.l5. It seems to me that the Pure Gift Siitra attempts to establish some parallels between the biography of the princess and that of Prince Siddhartha who became Gautama Buddha; the conversation here with her royal father is
a notable instance. (Compare Asvaghosa's Buddhacarita, Canto V, verses 28-38 (ed.
E. H. Johnston, Lahore, I 936).) The parallelism is rather vague, at best, but it does
serve the purpose of helping to establish the princess as a credible candidate for Buddhahood.
36 T.l2.338, p. 9l.c.l8: yu-weilwu-wei: sal'flskrta/asal'flSkrta. According to preMahayana Buddhist thought, sal'flskrta dharmas come into being dependent on other
dharmas which cause and condition them in various ways. Sal'flskrta dharmas are
characterized by the three marks of phenomenal existence: impermanence (anityii),
suffering (du/:tkha) and total absence of a unique essence or "self' (aniitman). An
asal'flskrta, dharma is totally independent of the action of anything else; nirviiiJa is
asaf!lskrta, unconstructed or unconditioned.
37 This part of the Pure Gift Siitra resembles the dialogue between the supremely wise
Bodhisattva Vimalaklrti and the other Bodhisattvas and disciples in the Vima/akirtinirdesa: see Lamotte, L'Enseignement, pp. 141-218, and Robert A. F. Thurman,
The Holy Teaching of Vimalaklrti, University Park and London, 1976, pp. 24--41. It is
probable that the Pure Gift Siitra was modelled after the Vimalaklrti, which appears
to be the older of the two texts. The Vimalaklrti was first translated into Chinese by
Chih Ch'ien between 222-229 A.D. (Lamotte, op.cit., pp. 2-3), the Pure Gift Sutra
not until 289 A.D. (CSTCC, p. 7c), although the dates of the original composition of
the two sutras are of course unknown.
38 T.l2.338, p. 92.c.6. The "12 causes," shih erh yiian, means pratltya-samutpiida, conditioned co-arising, the doctrine that everything that comes into being and is part of
phenomenal existence as we experience it, is produced dependent on other things as
its causes and conditions. Everything thus exists relative to everything else.
39 T.l2.338, p. 92.c.7 Tzu-jan: that which exists independently of anything else, in constrast to that which is caused and conditioned by other things. Neither nirviiiJa
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(according to the olderBuddhist schools) nor the perfect enlightenment, samyaksaf!lbodhi, of the Buddhas (according to Mahayana Buddhists) is produced by any cause.
T.\2.338, p. 92.c.l2; pen-chi: bhiitakoti. Bhiitakoti is one of the synonyms for ultimate truth, paramiirthasatya, listed at Mayiivyutpatti 1705-1723. "Reality" (bhiita) is
undistorted truth; "limit" (ko(i) means the extreme beyond which there is nothing to
be known by anyone. (See Thurman, op.cit., p. 163, quoting Sthiramati.)
A valokitdvara is the Bodhisattva of compassion.
If words are held to be fixed and changeless, truly definitive of something real to
which they eternally correspond, they are only an obstacle and lead to misunderstanding. If one is not attached to them as absolutes but regards them as useful devices
only, they can be used beneficially. This seems to have been Maftjusrl's point. Pure
Gift, however, was getting at the fact that enlightenment itself is completely beyond
words. But in Avalokite8vara's case the question is the possibility of efficacious
action in the world and for that purpose words can be used if used properly.
T.l2.338, p. 93.b.ll. Fa-chieh: dharmadhiitu, which is another of the synonyms for
ultimate truth given at Mahiivyutpatti 1705-23. Dhiitu is the basic "element" or the
fundamental reality of all the phenomena (dharma) which make up our empirical
world, including the Dharma taught by the Buddhas. See Madhyiintavibhiigabhiisya,
I.l4 (edited G. M. Nagao, Tokyo, 1964; p. 23).
T.l2.338, p. 92.c.23. Fa-shen: dharmakiiya, "the body of the Truth"; that is, ultimate
truth as the real nature of the Buddha, the identification of Buddha and Dharma. It is
contrasted here with the Buddha's material body, se-shen, riipakiiya. (See also note
12, above.)
Pure Gift's question is much like Sumati's; in fact seven of Sumati's ten points are
also raised by Pure Gift. Pure Gift's question, parts 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15 and 17 correspond
to Sumati's, parts 9, 5, 1, 4, 2, 7 and 3. The Buddha's reply to Pure Gift also resembles that made to Sumati, but, in the case of the seven points the sutras have in
common, the Buddha's replies are not the same in detail, even in the Dharmarak~a
translations of the two texts.
T.l2.338 and T.l\.310(33), say this. T.l2.339, a 6th century translation, is milder,
saying: it is rare indeed that a woman should cultivate this practice. (Compare also
the difference in the Bodhiruci and Dharmarak~a translations of the Sumati-sutra: see
note 22 above.)
T.l2.338, p. 96.c.24-25. T.l2.339lacks Mahamaudgalyayana's second challenge, but
does contain Pure Gift's assertion that bodhi is not attained by a male or a female.The resemblance of this exchange to the goddess/Sariputra contest in the Vimalakirtinirdesa is obvious.
Here, as in the later translations of the Pure Gift Sutras, the woman's question to the
Buddha has apparently been expanded. The Buddha replies to a 12-part question, but
the question in the text is longer than that, repetitive, and the order of the parts is different. In my summary, I follow the organization of the Buddha's reply.
There are other sutras in which the Buddha predicts that at the end of her present life
or a series of lives as a female, such and such a woman will thenceforth only be
reborn as a male. The Fan-chih-nii shou-i ching mentioned above is one (see note
15); the Ta-yiin ching (Mahiimegha-sutra, T.l2.387) is another; a third is the
Suraf!lgamasamiidhisiitra (see E. Lamotte, La Concentration de Ia Marche Heroi'que,
Melanges Chinois et Bouddhiques, Vol. 18, Bruxelles, 1965: pp. 198-199 and
216-217.
Hua-jen at T.l\.310(31), p. 549.b.24, huan-hua-jen at p. 549.b.29. This would be
nirmiil)a- or nirmita-, so~ething created by means of extraordinary powers, such as
those thought to be acqmred by the enlightened ones. Powers of this kind are the
rddhi.
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51 T.ll.310(31), p. 549.c.l4: p 'an-yuan, iilambana: an object on which the mind or the
sense-faculties rest or dwell, using it as a support or basis for knowledge.
52 T.ll.31 0(31 ), p. 550.a.l3. Shih-chi pu-szu-i-chien: bhiitakoti-acintyadhiitu. These
two terms are among the synonyms for ultimate truth (paramiirthasatya) listed at
Mahiivyutpatti 1705-1723. On bhiitakoti see note 40 above. Acintyadhiitu: dhiitu is
the basic "element" or fundamental reality of all phenomena, and it is inconceivable,
or impossible for conventional thought to apprehend: compare note 43 above.
53 Chapter 7 in the Chinese translations. Lamotte numbers it Chapter 6. He and
Thurman title it "The Goddess," based on the Tibetan text.
54 Abhijiiii, shen-t 'ung in Chinese, which means "supernatural penetrations." The supernormal or magical powers, the rddhi, are the one group among the five or six abhijiiii.
See note 72.
55 Whether or not this portion of the text was originally part of the Saddharmapw:u/.arlka
has long been a matter of controversy. It is on Kumarajlva's translation (T.9.262) and
to a lesser extent on the Kem-Nanjio Sanskrit recension that the controversy has centered. For various opinions see: Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapw:u/.arlkasiitra, p. 256,
n. 5; W. Baruch, Beitriige zu Saddharmapur;r/.arlka, Leiden, 1938, pp. 40-43 and 35;
P. Demieville, Bibliographie Bouddhique, VII-VIII, 1937, pp. 93-96 (review of K.
Fuse, Hokkekyi5 seiriritsu shi); Lamotte, Traite, I, pp. 294-5, n. !-For the purposes
of this essay, there is no need to comment on this controversy, but only to note the
following: the so-called "Devadatta Chapter," equivalent to Kumarajlva's Chapter 12,
which includes the Dragon-princess episode, is genuinely ancient, for it was included
from the beginning in Dharmarak~a's translation of the Saddharmapur;r/.arlka. He was
the first to translate the entire Saddharmapur;rj.arlka into Chinese, in 286 A.D.
(T.9.263). Moreover, this portion of the text appears to have been circulated from an
early date in China and in Central Asia as a separate text: T.9.265, which may be as
early as the late 2nd or early 3rd century A.D., includes only this part of the text with
some introductory material (Zurcher, Buddhist Conquest, II, pp. 344-5, n. 246;
Baruch, op. cit., pp. 40-42, thinks it is the work of Dharmarak~a himself). My
summary of the Saddharmapur;r/.arlka passage follows the texts of Dharmarak~a and
T.9.265, which are quite similar.
56 Kumarajiva adds that she has accumulated merit in past existences.
57 T.9.265, alone among all versions of the text, says nothing about ranks of existence
from which women are excluded. Kumarajlva, whose text is more elaborately
detailed than Dharmarak~a's here, adds that a woman's body is impure and not a fit
receptacle for the Dharma.
58 Kumarajlva reads: "By means of your supernormal power you will see me attain Buddhahood still more quickly than that." The Sanskrit text has: "If ... I were a great
magician, I should achieve right, perfect, enlightened intuition more quickly yet. Nor
would there be any recipient for this jewel." See L. Hurvitz, Scripture of the Lotus
Blossom of the Fine Dharma, New York, 1976, pp. 201 and 379. Thus these two later
versions of the Lotus make some reference to magic or to supernatural power in the
context of the change, a reference which is quite central in the Sumati- and Pure Gift
Siitras, and in the Vimalaklrtinirdda.
59 The SrlmiiliisiTflhaniidasiitra now constitutes section 48 of the Mahiiratnakiitasiitra in
the Chinese and Tibetan Buddhist canons. It exists in two Chinese translations, CuiJabhadra's 5th century translation (T.l2.353) and Bodhiruci's 8th century version
(T.ll.310(48)). Alex and Hideko Wayman have translated it into English (see note
31).
60 Wayman,Lion'sroar,p.!8.
61 Gul)abhadra's translation, T.l2.353, p. 217.b.l4; and see Wayman, pp. 62-63.
Srimala's exposition of doctrine is, like Pure Gift's, preceded by the attainment of a
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vision of the Buddha: see pp. 31-32 above. Sr!mala has, however, invoked the presence of the Buddha, while Pure Gift sees him in a meditative vision based on what
she has been told about him. After the initial vision, Pure Gift continues to call the
Buddha to mind (buddhiinusmrti); and Sr!ma!a is promised by the Buddha that she
will always "see" him in the future. Both texts seem to be referring clearly to the
meditation practice buddhiinusmrti, even though the Sr!mala describes it as the supernatural manifestation of an "other" being.
Wayman, pp. 64-66. The ten vows are a guide to basic Mahayana Buddhist conduct.
On the Chinese translations, see Wayman, p. 9; on the original Indian text, see pages
1-2 and 5.
Wayman translates "inconceivable transference"; on these concepts, see Lion's Roar,
pp. 82-86, and n. 58 on p. 85; also pp. 28-31 and 34. Gul)abhadra's text says "inconceivable transformation," pu-szu-i pien-i: probably acintya-paril)iima. Bodhiruci has
only pien-i. "Body made of mind" is i-sheng-shen: manomayii-kiiya.
Wayman, p. 29, also observes that, according to the Mahiivastu, a text belonging to
the Lokottaravada school, when a Tathagata is born he causes no pain to his mother
because he comes forth from her body with a body made of mind.
For discussions see: Visudcjhimagga (Path of Purification), pp. 409-10, 414-15, 444;
L 'Abhidharmakosa, Vol. 5, Ch. 7, pp. 112-115; Traite, IV, pp. 1906-7. See also:
Dlgha-nikiiya, 1, p. 77; II, p. 213; Kathiivatthu (London, 1894---97), p. 343;
Milindapaiiha (London, 1962), p. 343.
The Visuddhimagga lists 10 rddhi (Pali iddhi: Path of Purification, pp. 414---20;
variant lists appear in other Pali sources): 1) when by resolve one person appears as
many; 2) transformation into various shapes (vikurvm)a, Pali vikubbanii); 3) mentally
creating something, as projecting a mentally created body from one's physical body
(manomayii); 4) the success of knowledge, as when eliminating passions through
insight knowledge; 5) the success of concentration, as in the inhibition of hindrances
through the stages of dhyiina meditation; 6) equanimity when meditating on repulsive
objects; 7) travelling through the air as birds, deities, etc., can because of karma; 8)
travelling through the air as the result of merit, as the cakravartin does; 9) magical
arts, as when one uses spells to fly through the air, show forms in the sky, etc.
(vidyiimayii, Pali vijjiimayii); 10) success of right application, as in the banishment of
sensual desire by renunciation.-The assumption that the attainment of extraordinary
levels of understanding of reality naturally entail the attainment of extraordinary
powers is common to ancient Indian thought. It has been a Buddhist assumption since
the days of the founder, to judge by the literary record. This should occasion no
embarrassment. The implication is, simply, that one who knows reality is totally in
harmony with truth on a cosmic scale, and thus what appear to be indefatigable
limitations on human action for most people are not held to be so for the knower. See
W. N. Brown, "The Metaphysics of the Truth Act (*Satyakriyii), Melanges d'Jndianisme a la Memoire de Louis Renou (Paris, 1968), pp. 174-5; and Paravahera
Vajiraiial)a Mahathera, Buddhist Meditation, Colombo, 1962, p. 422. Buddhists have
attempted to distinguish between those who acquire and practice supernormal powers
for unworthy goals, and those who practice them without attachment and thus for
non-selfish reasons. See P. Demieville, "Sur Ia memoire des existences anterieures"
Bulletin de !'Ecole Fran(aise d'Extreme Orient, 27, 1927, pp. 289-91.
'
One should use the krtf!IJii (Pali kasinii), which are "devices" used as meditation
objects. There are ten, representing four elements (earth, water, fire, air), four colors
(blue, yellow, red, white), space and consciousness. One makes a blue disc, for
example, gazes at it, fixes the image in the mind-visualizes it-and uses it to induce
samiidhi, deep concentration. See Buddhist Meditation, pp. 139-165.
Ibid., p. 440; Dlgha-nikiiya, I, p. 77.
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70 L 'Abhidharmakosa, Vol. 5, Ch. 7, pp. 119-120. The Abhidharmakosa recognizes two
classes of rddhi: that of changing places (gamana) and that of creation (nirmita):
ibid., p. 113. The Bodhisattvabhiimi also knows two rddhi (which can be manifested
in various ways): transformation (piiril)iimikl) and creation (nairmiil)ikl): Har Dayal,
Bodhisattva Doctrine, pp. 113-16.
71 Path of Purification, p. 412; Buddhist Meditation, p. 429.
72 Lists of five and of six are known in Mahayana and in Hlnayana texts. The five are: I)
rddhi, 2) divine hearing, 3) knowledge of others' thoughts, 4) recollection of former
existences, 5) divine eye, or knowledge of the death and rebirth of others; the sixth is
the knowledge that the influences (iisravas) have been destroyed. For useful summaries and references, see Buddhist Meditation, pp. 441-453, and Har Dayal, Bodhisattva Doctrine, pp. I 06ff.-The first five abhijfiii are accessible to Buddhists and
non-Buddhists, but they are said to be inferior attainments in one not on the Buddhist
path.
73 Traite, IV, p. 1826.
74 Ibid., p. 1823. See also Har Dayal, op. cit., pp. 114-116, quoting Bodhisattvabhiimi
and other Mahayana texts.
75 Traite, IV, pp. 1906-7; and p. 1821. Dharmas which have no fixed characteristics are,
of course, empty; all the rddhi are to be considered empty, also, for they lack any
support or basis. The rddhi are as true as anything else, then, since everything is
equally empty: Traite, III, p. 1195. See also A!itasiihasrikiiprajfiiipiiramitiisiitra (ed.
P. L. Vaidya, Darbhanga, 1960), pp. 243-44, 252-53, the incident of the appearance
ofTathagatas to Sadaprarudita while he is in samiidhi.
76 Traite, III, pp. 1193-4; Lamotte, L 'Enseignement, pp. 411-13; Thurman, op. cit., pp.
164-5.
77 See Harrison, op.cit., pp. 38ff., especially p. 45; and Traite, III, pp. 1329-62.
78 Harrison, op.cit., pp. 45, 46-48. Harrison's article provides much valuable information on the theory and practice of buddhiinusmrti in early Mahayana Buddhism.
79 Ibid., p. 50. Harrison's article shows that the Pratyutpanna-siitra clearly interprets
buddhiinusmrti in terms of the doctrine of siinyatii. He feels that the Pratyutpannasiitra criticizes the "materialist" interpretation of buddhiinusmrti found in the Sukhiivativyiiha. He points out that the Sukhiivativyiiha asserts that the appearance of
Amitabha to the faithful is not like that of a magically created (nirmita) body; it is an
actual event. He also observes that Bodhisattva Dharmodgata resolves that all beings
in his Buddha-k!jetra will possess the abhijfiii, but that the Pratyutpanna sees no need
for the attainment of magic powers, for one can do everything necessary to meet the
Buddha with the mind alone. The Pratyutpanna emphasizes samiidhi exclusively. But
then Harrison concludes that the association of buddhiinusmrti with the abhijfiii
necessarily implies a "materialist" interpretation of all these experiences. This may
indeed be so in the Sukhiivativyiiha, but I hope my essay demonstrates that this is not
at all the case with the Mahiiratnakiita siitras, which see abhijfiii and rddhi as well as
samiidhi in the light of siinyatii.
80 Other Sanskrit terms used are: satyavacana, satyaviidya, satyiidhi!ithiina, satyopaviicana, satyaviikya, satyasriivana. See W. N. Brown, op.cit., p. 171, quoting E. W.
Burlingame, "The Act of Truth (saccakiriya): A Hindu Spell and its Employment as a
Psychic Motif in Hindu Fiction," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1917, pp.
429-67.
81 For references, see Burlingame, op.cit.,; Brown, op.cit., pp. 171-78; Brown, "The
Basis for the Hindu Act of Truth," Review of Religion, Nov. 1940, pp. 36-45; Alex
Wayman, "The Hindu-Buddhist Rite of Truth-an Interpretation," Studies in Indian
Linguistics (Prof M. B. Emeneau Sastipiirti Volume), Poona, 1968, pp. 365-69;
examples in Milindapafiha, pp. 119-123; A!itasiihasrikiiprajiiiipiiramitii, pp. 382-85;
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Prajiiiipiiramitii-ratnagw;asal'flcayagiithii, ed. A. Yuyama, Cambridge, 1976, pp.
82-84.
Brown, "Basis ... ," p. 39.
Brown, "Metaphysics ... ," pp. 174-5, cites Brhadiirw;yaka Upani(iad, 1.4.1 0, and
Mul)gaka Upani(iad, 2.2.2.
Brown, "Basis ... ," p. 39, and "Metaphysics ... ," p. 172: Damayanti's affirmation of
devotion to her future husband Nala in Mahiibhiirata, III.52-79. Milindadaiiha, pp.
121-22: Bindumati, the prostitute of Pataliputra, affirms the perfect freedom from
discrimination between rich and poor, high and low, with which she performs her services.
Wayman, "Hindu-Buddhist Rite of Truth ... ," p. 368.
Pure Gift Siitra: T.12.338, p. 93.b.8-12. See p. 33 above.

Chinese glossary
chuan nu shen $11}. Y._· ~
fa chieh i!: !!}
fa shen i!: :5J
fa wu shang p' ing teng tu i M 1m _t_ SfL ~ [!it ~
fan hsing 1't ff
Fo shuo a she shih wang nu a shu ta p'u sa ching
~~ ~t

!liiJ

fil Jt

.:E Y:. ~riJ
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hua sheng ft 'i
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nujent'ai:.k A ~E.
p'an yiian ~ ~
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pien i ~ M
pien wei nan tzu ~ 10 51 ~f
pu szu i pien i ::.f~ .\'!!. ~ ~ M
san rnei >. llt
se shen ~ #
shen tsu :flfl Jt
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wu yu nii jen chih ming 1m fi 3z A Z i1
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WHAT, IF ANYTHING, IS
MAHAYANA BUDDHISM?*
Problem of definitions and classifications
Jonathan A. Silk
Sources: Numen 49, 4 (2002): 355--405.

Summary
This study investigates some problems regarding the definition of Mahayana
Buddhism. Tracing the history of the notion in modem scholarship, it pays
particular attention to the question of the relation between Mahayana and socalled ffinayana or Sectarian Buddhism. Finding the commonly used methods of
classification which rely on necessary and sufficient conditions to be inadequate
to the task, it suggests the alternative employment of polythetic classification, a
method which permits a constantly variable set of questions and data to be taken
into account in the most flexible and accommodating manner.
Any attempt to focus on a given object of study presupposes, in the very first
place, the ability to recognize that relevant object, to distinguish it from the
surrounding world, that is, to define the object. And any attempt to sort or order
more than one object requires us to classify those multiple objects. Thus, our
very attempts to perceive the world around us require us to define and to classify.
Usually, of course, we have no need to consciously reflect on the definitions
and classifications we employ. But when we are unsure of the status of an
object, when we think there may be some errors in the way objects are organized, when we encounter some apparent disagreement with those with whom we
are attempting to communicate concerning an object, or when the very identity
or even existence of an object is in question, then we must resort to explicit
strategies of definition and classification in order to clarify the discussion.
The identity and the status of Mahayana Buddhism are points very much in
question, and it is virtually self-evident that communication concerning
Mahayana Buddhism occasions many disagreements. Therefore, the need for the
definition and classification of Mahayana Buddhism is obvious. But how we
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should approach such definition and classification is somewhat less plain. For it
is basically true that in order to define an object one must have some fundamental sense of what it is. I cannot know that my definition of apples must accommodate Macintosh, Red Delicious and Fuji, but not navel oranges, unless I know
beforehand that the former are apples and the latter is not. And yet, this process
must be more than circular. I must be able to refine my understanding and my
definition, to correct misclassifications or even alter entirely the basis of the
classificatory scheme as my familiarity with my object of study grows. How this
process may begin in the first place is a question primarily for cognitive scientists, and need not concern us here. We may accept as an irreducible given that
an object of study exists, which has been labeled "Mahayana Buddhism," and
that certain senses of its definition and classification are and have been held by
students of this object. We may therefore fruitfully begin by examining some of
these ideas. 1
An apparently fundamental presupposition in at least most of the conceptualizations of Mahayana Buddhism so far is that it is one pole of a binary set, that
is, it is seen in opposition to something else, some other form of Buddhism. The
question then arises how the two are related. Depending on who is talking, the
opposite pole may sometimes or even usually be called "Hinayana," or by those
with somewhat more historical awareness denoted by such names as Sectarian
Buddhism, Nikaya Buddhism, Conservative Buddhism, Sravakayana, and
recently Mainstream Buddhism (or similar terms in other languages). Whatever
the names used, the conceptualization is often basically as follows: First, there is
an older portion of monastic Buddhism, usually felt to be conservative, closer to
the source, which emphasizes a personal liberation from satpsara accessible only
to the monk who can devote himself to intensive meditation practice, and so on.
This is the Buddhism whose modem living representative is the Theravada
school, and when the term is used it is this which is called Hinayana, the small,
or more literally inferior, vehicle.
The opposite of this, the Mahayana or great, superior vehicle, is opposite in
every way. As portrayed by its partisans, Mahayana Buddhism can be presented
as a sort of Reformation, in which the decayed parts of the old tradition are
rejected in favor of new, positive innovations, although these innovations are of
course wholly in concert with the original and authentic core intentions of
Sakyamuni's Buddhism. The selfishness of the old monastic, world-denying
search for escape from rebirth is replaced by the bodhisattva ideal. The bodhisattva is the polar opposite of the llinayana monk, and this Mahayana Buddhist hero, active in the world, must work tirelessly for the liberation from
suffering of all beings, because he knows that there is no difference between all
beings and himself. Thus portrayed Mahayana Buddhism is at once both a timeless, universal truth, a path to liberation for all, monk and layperson (man or
woman) alike, and a replacement for the older, limited, indeed inferior,
Hinayana path.
It almost goes without saying that there are too many objections to this
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picture, this caricature; really, of Mahayana and Hinayana to list them all.
Among the problems we might number the question of whether this account
claims to be history. History happens in time, of course, and Mahayana Buddhism so presented seems to be timeless. How can the timeless occur in history?
Another objection might be simply that the picture of Hinayana presented here is
not accurate, a view taken by many modem partisans of Theravada Buddhism,
for example, who nevertheless may accept the basic binary scenario. That such
view are prevalent is easily demonstrated.
The late Professor Andre Bareau, in his article on "Hinayana Buddhism" in
the Encyclopedia of Religion, promoted as a new standard reference, wrote:
The term Hinayiina refers to the group of Buddhist schools or sects that
appeared before the beginning of the common era and those directly
derived from them. The word Hinayiina ... is pejorative. It was applied
disdainfully to these early forms of Buddhism by the followers of the
great reformist movement that arose just at the beginning of the
common era, which referred to itself as the Mahayana .... It would be
more correct to give the name "early Buddhism" to what is called
Hinayana, for the term denotes the whole collection of the most ancient
forms of Buddhism: those earlier than the rise of the Mahayana and
those that share the same inspiration as these and have the same ideal,
namely the arhat. 2
Yet other formulations are more abstract, less quasi-historical. A look at
several standard sources, some rather recent, is instructive. The Bukkyo Daijii
says:
Daijo. Mahayana. In contrast to ShojO [*Hinayana]. The Dharma-gate
ridden by people of great disposition. Dai means vast, Jo means carrying. So, this is the Dharma-gate of compassion and wisdom, self-benefit
and benefit for others, which carries the people who have the bodhisattva's great disposition, depositing them on the other-shore of
Bodhi-nirval).a.... The Mahayana Doctrine is designated as what is
preached in order to convert [beings] through this Dharma-gate. In
opposition to this is the Hinayana, the Dharma-gate of selfish liberation
which carries the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas to the goal of the
nirval).a of destruction. This is designated the H!nayana Doctrine ... 3
Nakamura's Bukkyogo Daijiten says: 4 "Great Vehicle. One of the two great
schools (ryiiha) of Buddhist teachings. Arose in the 1st-2nd centuries. In contrarst to the preceding Buddhism, so-called Hinayana. It is especially characterized by practice which saves others rather than working for its own benefit, and
thus emphasizes becoming a Buddha...." Oda's Bukkyi5 Daijiten says: 5 "Dai is
distinguished from Shi5 [small]. Jo means vehicle, and refers to Doctrine, that is
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the Great Teaching. Hlnayana is the teaching which causes [beings] to seek for
the quiescent nirval)a of the wisdom of destruction of the body, within which are
distinguished the Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha, while the Mahayana is the teaching which opens up omniscience, within which are distinguished the One
Vehicle and the Three Vehicles." In his short description at the beginning of his
long article "Daijo" in the Hobogirin, Hubert Durt states that Mahayana is a
"Metaphorical term describing the soteriological movement, divided into many
tendencies, which developed within Buddhism with the aim of promoting the
conduct of the Bodhisattva as the ideal of practice for the followers of the movement."6 Mochizuki's Bukkyo Daijiten says: 7 "Great Vehicle. In contrast to
Hlnayana. That is, the Dharma-gate which practices the six perfections, saves all
beings, and converts bodhisattvas who aspire to become buddhas." It is clear
from this sample that, at least in our standard sources, the explicit formulations
of the definition and classification of Mahayana Buddhism almost universally
contrast it with "Hlnayana."
But even if we do not use the term Hlnayana, which without question is in
origin intentionally caluminous, is it right to see the structure of Buddhism as
essentially dichotomous (or if we take another approach which includes the socalled Vajrayana, tripartite)? Or from another point of view, is the best way to
think about-that is, to try to conceptualize, define and classify-Mahayana
Buddhism really to divide things into Mahayana and non-Mahayana at all?
This seems to be the way things have always been done, with Mahayana contrasted either doctrinally or institutionally with Hlnayana or Sectarian Buddhism. And it might even be possible to trace one source of this formulation in
modem scholarship. Most scholars who have expressed themselves concerning
the institutional relations between Mahayana and Sectarian Buddhism seem to
have been motivated by their interpretations of remarks made in the medieval
period by Chinese pilgrims, travellers from Buddhist China to Buddhist India
who kept records which report in detail the Mahayana or Hlnayana populations
of various monasteries in India and Indian Central Asia. It is partly on the basis
of these accounts that Etienne Lamotte, for example, wrote his highly influential
study on the origins of the Mahayana. 8 Since the general and overall honesty and
accuracy of the information in these pilgrim's records can be verified from
archaeological and other evidence, there seemed prima facie to be little reason
to question their accounts. But the interpretation of these documents is not
always straightforward, and it is perhaps ironic that Auguste Barth, basing his
ideas of the relationship between the Mahayana and the Hlnayana on exactly the
same accounts, reached conclusions diametrically opposed to those of Lamotte.
Among the writings of the Chinese traveller-monks Faxian, Xuan-zang and
Yijing, 9 that ofYijing, the Record of Buddhist Practices, dating from 691, is the
only one which makes a point of carefully defining its terminology. This makes
it, for us, probably the most important of the available accounts. Yijing's crucial
definition runs as follows. 10 "Those who worship the Bodhisattvas and read the
Mahayana Siitras are called the Mahayanists, while those who do not perform
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these are called the Hlnayanists." In a phrase immediately preceding that just
quoted, it seems to be stated that schools or sects may belong to either vehicle,
and on this basis Junjiro Takakusu already observed over one hundred years
ago, in the introduction to his translation ofYijing's work, that "1-Tsing's statement seems to imply that one and the same school adheres to the Hlnayana in
one place and to the Mahayana in another; a school does not exclusively belong
to the one or the other." 11 Only two years later, Auguste Barth offered his
detailed comments on Yijing in the form of a review of the work of Takakusu
and ChavannesY Discussing Yijing's statement about the definition of the
Mahayana, Barth concluded that "there were Mahayanists and Hlnayanists in all
or in almost all the schools." 13 He went on to draw out some of the implications
of this observation: 14
The Mahayana thus appears to us as a religious movement with rather
vague limits, at the same time an internal modification of primitive
Buddhism and a series of additions to this same Buddhism, alongside
of which the old foundations were able to subsist more or less intact.
... It is thus very probable that there are many degrees and varieties in
the Mahayana, and that it is perhaps something of an illusion to hope
that, when we define that of Asailga or Vasubandhu, for example, we
will thereby obtain a formula applicable to all the others. All things
considered, we can suppose that things here are as they so often are in
this so unsteady and murky Buddhism, and that the best way of
explaining the Mahayana is to not try too hard to define it.
At the same time, however, Barth remained extremely cautious. He suggested, even argued, that it was in Yijing's own interests to persuade his audience that there was little or no fundamental difference between the Mahayana
and Hlnayana, since Yijing was trying to propagandize among his Chinese compatriots, almost all exclusive Mahayanists, the Vinaya of the SarvastivadaY This
is an insightful observation, and illustrates Barth's acute sensitivity to the multiple factors which could have been at work in the background of the statements
of any of our witnesses.
Barth's approach and his observations seem to have remained unnoticed by
most scholars until Jean Przyluski, an extremely creative and iconoclastic
scholar, again remarked on the relation between the Mahayana and Hlnayana.
Having discussed various Mahayana scriptures in his seminal study on the early
Buddhist Councils, Przyluski concluded: 16
As rapid and as incomplete as it is, this discussion of the Mahayanist
canons allows us at least to recognize the insufficiency of the theories
which have prevailed until now in European learning. The Mahayana
has long been represented as a unique school which developed from the
first in the regions of North-west India, from whence it spread to
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Central and East Asia. It is a subdivision of "Northern Buddhism." But
this so-called "Northern Buddhism" is only a geographical expression.
It already appeared to open minds, like a shower of diverse sects oriented toward the North, East or West, and more precisely, each sect
resolves itself in its tum into two distinct parts, one Mahayanist, the
other Hlnayanist. Without doubt one cannot negate the existence of
aspirations, of great dogmas common to all the Mahayana factions. But
these convergent tendencies do not cause us to fail to recognize the
remoteness of the original groups. Our analysis of the canons has
shown us that there had not been a sole Mahayana issued from the
Sarvastivada school. One can also speak, up to a certain point, of a
Dharmaguptaka Mahayana, a Mahasaril.ghika Mahayana, and so on.
The establishment of this fact, in addition to its obvious historical interest, has the advantage of allowing us, on many points, a new and more
precise interpretation of documents and of facts.
Noting the opinion of Louis Finot that there is some contradiction between
Yijing's description of Buddhism in Champa and the epigraphical evidence,
Przyluski responded as follows: 17
The contradiction between the testimony of Yijing and epigraphy is
only apparent. It seems inexplicable that for such a long time the
Mahayana has been taken as a 19th sect, separate from the Hlnayanistic
18 sects. But all difficulty disappears at the moment when one admits
the existence of a Sarvastivadin Mahayana and a Sammitiya
Mahayana-that is to say, of groups the canon of which was formed
out of one or many baskets consistent with the doctrine of the Great
Vehicle and the many Sravakapitakas belonging to the MUlasarvastivada or Sarpmitlya proper.
Soon after the publication of Przyluski's remarks they and the earlier observations of Barth were noticed by Louis de La Vallee Poussin. La Vallee Poussin
observed that the question of "sect" is a matter of Vinaya, of monastic discipline, and that the designation "school" is a matter of Abhidharma or doctrine.
"There were in all the sects, in all the groups subject to a certain archaic Vinaya,
adherents of the two schools, Hlnayana and Mahayana, schools which are
further subdivided into Sautrantikas and so on." 18
La Vallee Poussin has clarified a very important distinction here, although
later scholars have not always followed his lead. Since some confusion seems to
have been caused heretofore by a certain inconsistency in vocabulary, it is
perhaps best to clarify our terms. By the term "sect" I follow La Vallee Poussin
and intend a translation or equivalent of the term nikiiya. A nikiiya is defined
strictly speaking not by any doctrine but by adherence to a common set of monastic rules, a Vinaya. One enters a nikiiya or sect through a formal ecclesiastical act
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of ordination, an upasampadii karmaviicanii. My use of the term "sect" here
differs, therefore, from at least one established modem usage. A common presumption of Western uses of the term "sect" posits a W eberian dichotomy, even
an antagonism, between Church and sect. 19 This is not the case for the sects of
Indian Buddhism, as I use the term. All independent institutional groups in Indian
Buddhism, as defined by their (at least pro forma) allegiance to their own governing Vinaya literature, are sects. The Buddhist Church in India is constituted by
the sects. 20 There is no implication here of schism, of an old and established institution set off against a new and innovative one. 21
The term "school," on the other hand, refers to the notion designated in Sanskrit by the word viida. Schools are defined primarily by doctrinal characteristics, and are associations of those who hold to common teachings and follow
the same intellectual methods, but they have no institutional existence. A Buddhist monk must belong to a sect, that is to say, he must have one, unique institutional identification determined by the liturgy according to which he was
ordained. 22 There is no evidence that there was any kind of Buddhist monk other
than one associated with a Sectarian ordination lineage until some Chinese Buddhists began dispensing with full ordination and taking only "bodhisattva precepts.'m To break the ordination lineage in these terms would be to sever
oneself from the ephemeral continuity which guarantees the authenticity of
one's ordination by tracing it back to a teacher ordained directly by the Buddha
in an unbroken line of teachers, each of whom had in tum received ordination
from such a properly ordained teacher. Thus the mythology is such that if one's
ordination cannot be traced back in a line which begins at Sakyamuni, it is not
valid. It is again La Vallee Poussin who offers a crucial observation: 24
All the Mahayanists who are pravrajita [renunciants] renounced the
world entering into one of the ancient sects.-A monk, submitting to
the disciplinary code (Vinaya) of the sect into which he was received, is
'touched by grace' and und<trtakes the resolution to become a buddha.
Will he reject his Vinaya?-'Ifhe thinks or says "A future buddha has
nothing to do with learning or observing the law of the Vehicle of
Sravakas," he commits a sin of pollution (klistii iipatti).'
In the same study, La Vallee Poussin concluded thus. 25
From the disciplinary point of view, the Mahayana is not autonomous.
The adherents of the Mahayana are monks of the Mahasamghika,
Dharmaguptaka, Sarvastivadin and other traditions, who undertake the
vows and rules of the bodhisattvas without abandoning the monastic
vows and rules fixed by the tradition with which they are associated on
the day of their Upasampad [full ordination]. In the same way, at all
times every bhik:)u was authorized to undertake the vows of the dhutagm~as ....
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The Mahayana, in principle and in its origins, is only a 'particular
devotional practice,' precisely a certain sort of mystical life of which
the center is the doctrine of pure love for all creatures: this mystical
life, like the mystical life of ancient Buddhism which was oriented
toward Nirvat)a and personal salvation, has for its necessary support the
keeping of the moral laws, the monastic code. The Mahayana is thus
perfectly orthodox and would have been able to recruit adepts among
those monks most attached to the old disciplinary rule.
After the time of La Vallee Poussin, few indeed are the scholars who seem to
have noticed these observations or pursued the study of the Mahayana with an
eye on this hypothesis. One scholar who has, however, paid attention to the
hypotheses of La Vallee Poussin is Heinz Bechert. 26 I think, however, that
Bechert has gone beyond where his evidence leads him. He writes, for
example: 27
We learn from the accounts of Chinese pilgrims, and from the Indian
Buddhist sources themselves, that there had been Mahayanic groups in
various nikayas. Thus, a late text like the Kriyasangrahapafijika still
emphasizes that the adherents of Mahayana must undergo the ordination or upasampada as prescribed by their nikaya before being introduced as Mahayana monks by another formal act. Thus, the outside
forms of the old nikayas were preserved, though they did not retain
their original importance.
The claim that the old nikayas did not retain their original importance is not
defended, and as far as I know there is little evidence that would suggest this is
true. What is more, without specifying what we think "their original importance"
was, how would we begin to investigate whether this may or may not have been
retained? In another formulation, Bechert has suggested the following: 28
For those who accepted Mahayana, their allegiance to their nikaya was
of quite a different nature from that of a Hinayanist: it was the observance of a vinaya tradition which made them members of the Sangha,
but it no longer necessarily included the acceptance of the specific doctrinal viewpoints of the particular nikaya. In the context of Mahayana,
the traditional doctrinal controversies of the nikayas had lost much of
their importance and, thus, as a rule, one would not give up allegiance
to one's nikaya on account of becoming a follower of Mahayanistic
doctrines originating with monks ordained in the tradition of another
nikaya.
Whether or not this is partially or even totally true, I know of no evidence which
might decide the matter either way, and neither does Bechert provide any. It is
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worth keeping firmly in mind that we almost always wish to say more than the
available evidence actually allows. These are urges which, if not resisted, will
almost surely lead our studies astray. 29
One thing that the approaches mentioned above have in common is their
implicit assumption that the concept of Mahayana movements is meaningful, but
only in the context of some contrast with what is not Mahayana. This is generally understood to refer to pre-Mahayana Buddhism, although it need not, and I
think in very many cases in fact certainly does not. This non-Mahayana Buddhism is often designated in modern writing "Hinayana." I think it is quite
certain, however, that the referent of the term "Hinayana," when it occurs in
Buddhist texts themselves, is never any existent institution or organization, but a
rhetorical fiction. We can say rather freely, but I think quite accurately, that
"Hinayana" designates "whomever we, the speakers, do not at the present
moment agree with doctrinally or otherwise here in our discussion." 30 Although
the example is not from the earliest period, the scholar Asanga's comment in his
Mahiiyiinasiitriilamkiira "That which is inferior (namely, the Hlnayana) is truly
inferior," 31 can hardly be construed as referring to an actual, specific, and institutionally identifiable group of Hlnayana Buddhists. In addition, the rhetorical
context in which we find such references suggests that such "enemies" were
imagined to be contemporary, which in turn is a strong indication that whatever
"Hinayana" might refer to, it is not pre-Mahayana Buddhism as such. A fundamental error is thus made when we imagine references to "Hinayana" in
Mahayana literature to apply to so-called Sectarian Buddhism, much less to
Early Buddhism. 32
It may be largely due to the numerous vitriolic references in Mahayana literature to the "inferior vehicle" that some scholars, such as Stephen Kent, have
found it hard to believe that there could be any sort of continuity between Sectarian Buddhism and the Mahayana. 33 This misunderstanding is based on a series
of erroneous identifications, which we can encapsulate as the equation:
Hlnayana = Sravakayana = actual identifiable nikayas. Sasaki Shizuka points to
the equally erroneous equation: sriivakayiina = sriivaka = bhi/cyu. 34 While it is
probably true that all sriivakas are bhik:jus, 35 the reverse certainly does not
follow. The polemical attacks on sriivakas that we find in some, although certainly far from all, Mahayana scriptures should be understood as a criticism not
of all monks but of those who do not accept the Mahayana doctrines. Since the
term Hlnayana is not an institutional label but an ideological one, we might even
loosely translate it as "small-minded." The term embodies a criticism of certain
types of thinking and of certain views, but does not refer to institutional affiliations. I therefore strongly doubt, pace Kent, that the Mahayana literature which
criticizes the Hinayana is a product of sectarians who isolated themselves, or
were isolated, physically or institutionally. Rather, I would suggest that it is a
product of groups which doctrinally opposed other groups, quite possibly within
one and the same community or group of communities.
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tarian Buddhism, and if it might exist in some form more tangible than a set of
abstract doctrinal ideas, how then can we define it, how can we locate it? Let us
posit that Mahayana Buddhists were the authors of Mahayana scriptures, and a
Mahayana community was a community of such authors. One immediate and
fundamental result of this formulation is that we must stop referring, at the very
least provisionally, to "the Mahayana" in the singular. Until and unless we can
establish affinities between texts, and therefore begin to identify broader
communities, we must-provisionally-suppose each scripture to represent a
different community, a different Mahayana. 36 We should note here that if each
Mahayana scripture represents a different Mahayana community, we have gone
farther in the direction of diversity than Barth, Przyluski, La Vallee Poussin, and
others who suggested that we think in terms of Sectarian Mahayanas, a
Sarvastivada Mahayana, a Dharmaguptaka Mahayana and so forth. In fact,
theoretically speaking we might even go farther still and say, with modem theorists, that each reading of a work which produces a new interpretation allows,
although it does not necessitate, the creation of a new community. Radical rereadings, which amount to re-writings, may indeed create new communities, but
access to this level of the tradition(s) is certainly impossible to obtain and so,
from a practical point of view, we are surely justified in accepting the generalities of a given text as an integral unit, at least as a starting point.
If each Mahayana scripture denotes a Mahayana community, we must next
ask ourselves: What, then, is a Mahayana scripture? As, again, only a starting
point, a very practical and reasonable answer is to posit that those scriptures
identified by tradition, for instance in the Tibetan and Chinese canonical collections, as Mahayana sutras should be so considered. 37 In fact, efforts to secondguess such traditional attributions are virtually always based on preconceptions
modem scholars hold concerning the nature of the Mahayana, and almost never
on a considered and methodologically sophisticated approach to the sources.
I have mentioned that I think it more helpful, if not more accurate, to refer to
multiple Mahayana groups, to communities of the early Mahayana, rather than
to employ the definite article "the" before the word Mahayana. Since I have
defined these communities by the texts they produced, which are of course multiple, it is natural that we should speak of these Mahayanas in the plural. It is a
possible but not certain hypothesis that there were actual people, perhaps monks,
arranged in multiple groups sharing Mahayanistic ideologies. It is again possible, but not certain, that various monastic communities distributed geographically over India on the one hand, and associated with different sects of Sectarian
Buddhism on the other, produced different varieties of early Mahayana Buddhism. If this is so, almost certainly, then, later on there was a kind of leveling,
perhaps by the time ofNagaijuna, leading to a more generalized "Mahayana," in
which originally distinct sources were treated and utilized equally. 38 The suggestion of this type of diversity in the early stages of the movement is in harmony
with the fact that, while apparently having some characteristics in common,
various early Mahayana sutras express somewhat, and sometimes radically,
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different points of view, and often seem to have been written in response to
diverse stimuli. For example, the tenor of such (apparently) early sutras as the
Kiisyapaparivarta and the Riistrapiilapariprcchii on the one hand seems to have
little in common with the logic and rhetoric behind the likewise putatively early
Pratyutpannasal[l mukhiivasthita, Astasiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii or Saddharmapw:u!arika on the other.
When we read this sutra literature, we should make an attempt to pay particular attention to its lateral internal stratification. By this I intend an analogy to
archaeology, and would suggest that we should be able to distinguish not only
vertical, which is to say chronological, layers, one text being later than another,
but different horizontal strata of texts which may be more or less contemporaneous. Texts dating to the same period may still belong to different lineages, and
may be the products of distinct communities. Many scholars seem, perhaps
without properly having considered the matter, to have tried to fit all Mahayana
literature (or more honestly, the small portion of it with which they are familiar)
into one chronological progression, with little regard for the possibility that we
may be dealing not with one tradition but with many. A conflation of the multiple traditions of Mahayana literature into "the" Mahayana, that is into a unitary
and monolithic entity, inevitably produces considerable confusion and apparent
contradiction. 39
The very nature of this approach, letting the many texts define the communities which are grouped together under the general rubric of Mahayana, means on
the one hand that the community of concerns which we may extract from a
single text cannot represent more than one aspect of the many faceted
Mahayana. On the other hand, it suggests that a simultaneous study of multiple
texts might detect generalized patterns, but is unlikely to uncover the worldview
of a particular community of authors. It seems reasonable then that we might
speak about the Mahayana ideology imagined by one text or group of texts
without prejudicing the Mahayana ideology we may be able to extract from
other sources. Where there is overlap between this ideology and that found in
other (early) Mahayana scriptures, we may dare to speak of these overlapping
features as characteristic of some generalized Mahayana doctrine. There will be
other features which, while allowing us to group our texts together into, and as
representing, a community of concerns, at the same time set this community
apart from others.
In addition to the problem of the multiplicity of texts, we must also confront
the problem of the inherently fluid state of any single text itself. If we insist
upon the vertical and horizontal stratification of the sutra literature, are we justified in treating admittedly diverse sources such as late Sanskrit manuscripts,
multiple Chinese and Tibetan translations, and other types of evidence, as a
single unit? Must we not rather treat each and every element in isolation? One
practical solution to the potential infinite regress we confront here is to treat as
representative of an imagined authorial community those materials which have a
community of character or of value. To treat as a unit materials which we may
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identify with each other conceptually means that we may well be dealing occasionally with chronologically and geographically heterogeneous materials, and
we must keep this fact in mind. 40
Given that the sources through which we might locate Indian Mahayana Buddhism and its communities are by definition its texts, it is natural that in investigating the origins and early history of the Mahayana movement we should wish
to avail ourselves of the earliest accessible evidence. Unfortunately, we have
absolutely no reliable way of determining in just what that might consist. For
despite a rather facile application of the designation "early Mahayana," this
usage is rather disingenuous. The reason lies in the fact that we have very little
idea about either what sources belong to the earliest period of the Mahayana
movement, or even how we might find that out. There may in fact be good circumstantial grounds for assuming, as Paul Harrison has suggested, 41 that none of
the extant examples of Mahayana literature date, in the form in which we have
them, to the period of the movement's rise, and so even the very earliest recoverable materials must in some sense be called "medieval" (in the chronological
sense). 42 Almost the only hint we get to the relative chronology of comparatively
old Mahayana materials comes from their Chinese translations, dating back to
roughly the second and third centuries C.E. What makes us suspect that the literature is older still is the impression we get from this material (which is, admittedly, not always easy to understand) that it already represents a considerable
degree of sophistication and development, rather than recording the first few
rough steps toward an expression of a new and raw set of ideas. If this impression is right, we will probably never have access to the oldest stratum of the
Mahayana tradition's literary expressions. This is a crucial point, since in fact
the tradition's literary remains are virtually all we have. Whatever archeological
or other evidence we might wish to employ can be contextualized and given
meaning only through an examination of the tradition's literature.
Because the content of Mahayana texts shows a very high degree of familiarity-we might say a total familiarity-with virtually all aspects of Sectarian
Buddhist thought and literature, it is very difficult to believe that the authors of
these texts, the de facto representatives of the Mahayana communities, were
other than educated monks. It is difficult to imagine that the Mahayana sutras
could have been written by anyone other than such monks or, more likely,
communities of such monks. If we follow the classical reasoning as expressed in
the normative Vinaya literature, the only way to become a monk would have
been through an orthodox ordination lineage, one which traces its imprimatur
directly back to Sakyamuni Buddha. At a very early period, perhaps by the time
of the so-called Second Council (although we cannot be sure about this), there
would have been no way to become a monk except through orthodox ordination
into one of the sectarian Vinaya traditions. Unless there existed a tradition
of which we are totally ignorant-and this is far from impossible-the only
way for one to become a monk (or nun) in the Indian Buddhist context was
through orthodox ordination. If we follow the assumptions just articulated, the
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immediate implication is that all authors of Mahayana sutras, that is to say all
those who made up the communities we have defined as representative of the
early Mahayana, were at one time members of orthodox ordination lineages,
members of sects as I have defined them above.
Could the monk-authors of these texts, our prototypical early Mahayanists,
have split from those ordination lineages and the sects they defined? What
would it mean to leave such a sect and start another sect, given that the normatively defined ordination lineage could not-in its own terms-be broken?
Without a Yinaya of their own, the breakaway monks would have been unable
to carry out further ordinations of new monks in their own lineage. If correct,
this suggests that most probably it would not have been possible, in an Indian
Buddhist context, for one to become a Buddhist monk at all without ordination
in an orthodox ordination lineage. Again, if this is true, Mahayana communities
could not have become institutionally independent of Sectarian communities, for
they would have had no way of effecting the continuity of the movement other
than by conversion of already ordained monks. Such an approach to the maintenance of a religious community, while not uninstanced in world religions, is
relatively rare, and difficult to maintain. Moreover, if these Mahayanists were
either doctrinal rebels or reactionaries-which is also far from sure-how could
they have coexisted with their sectarian brethren? Would it have been necessary
to establish a new sect in order to freely profess their new doctrines and beliefs?
It would not, if dissent in matters of doctrine was permissible.
The way in which sectarian affiliations are decided is not necessarily connected with questions of doctrine. An institutional split in a Buddhist community
is technically termed sarhghabheda. It has been suggested at least since the time
of the Meiji period Japanese scholar Maeda Eun that early and fundamental
Mahayana doctrines have much in common with the teachings of the
Mahasamghika sect. 43 It is therefore of great interest to notice the
Mahiisamghika definition of sarhghabheda as offered in the Mahasamghika
Vinaya. Sarhghabheda is constituted by a failure of all the monks resident in the
same sacred enclosure (slmii) to communally hold the uposatha rite. 44 Differences over doctrine are not grounds for sarhghabheda in the Mahasamghika
Yinaya. In fact, what appears to be a contrast with the views of other sects, some
of which allow doctrinal disputes to split the community (cakrabheda), has been
shown by Shizuka Sasaki to be in reality a virtual universality of opinion that the
only true cause of schism, at least in the times after the Buddha's nirval)a, is
failure to hold joint rituals (karmabheda). 45 On the other hand, this virtual uniformity of opinion suggests that the explicit position of the Mahasamghika in
this regard cannot serve as evidence for its particular connection with a nascent
Mahayana movement.
We have been concerned so far mostly with generalities of received wisdom,
accepted ideas which I suggest can no longer be accepted. It might be helpful to
briefly indicate here in particular why I have found myself unable to accept
many of the ideas of perhaps the two most influential recent scholars of
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Mahayana history, Hirakawa Akira and Etienne Lamotte. The most characteristic ideas of Hirakawa and Lamotte are, respectively, that stiipa worship implies a
lay community at the heart of the earliest Mahayana, and that Mahayana texts
are anti-clerical. At least for Lamotte, moreover, these two ideas are not
unrelated.
According to Buddhist canon law, the putatively normative stipulations of the
Vinayas, the distinction between laity and monastics is defined by the difference
in the precepts they take. A monk has taken the primary and secondary initiations (pravrajya and upasampadii), and has vowed to uphold a set of monastic
rules (the priitimolcya). A lay follower of Buddhism has taken the three refuges
(in the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha) and perhaps five, or eight, vows. In addition, the layman or laywoman may vow to give up not only forbidden sexual
activity but all sexual activity whatsoever. One who takes the three refuges, or
more, is called an upiisaka (male lay disciple) or upiisikii (female lay disciple). 46
There would in addition of course be those who casually gave alms and so forth,
but these are not considered or recognized to be Buddhist lay supporters in any
formal way. In spite of the availability of this terminology, many Mahayana
siitras generally seem to prefer the set of terms pravrajita and grhastha, that is,
renunciant and householder, a distinction that requires separate discussion.
Richard Robinson has suggested that rather than these technical and strict categories a more useful distinction is that between "laicizing" and "monachizing,"
and "secularizing" and "asceticizing."47 By this Robinson means to emphasize
tendencies toward lay participation or lay control, as opposed to monastic
control, or a greater concern with worldly activities or values as opposed to the
values of renunciation and ascetic practice. There is quite a bit of grey space in
Robinson's definition, but it serves to highlight the fact that a strict distinction
between lay and monastic, regardless of the roles the individuals play in the
social life of the community, can be misleading. His distinction allows us to
speak of an asceticized laity, for example a householder who vows to give up
sex with his wife altogether, or secularized monastics, for example a monk who
lives at a royal court.
Lamotte, who strongly advocated the idea that the Mahayana represents the
triumph of lay aspirations in Buddhism,48 used the expression "anti-clerical" to
characterize early Mahayana siitras, pointing specifically in his influential paper
on the subject to the Rii$trapiilapariprcchii, which he calls an "anti-clerical
tract."49 It is true that the single verse he quotes appears to be a violent criticism
of monks, 5° but a glance at the context makes it quite clear that the Rii$frapiilapariprcchii is not criticizing monks in general and is far from anti-clericalrather quite the opposite. The text is concerned with (future) evil and degenerate
monks, and the decay of the true teaching. In this sense the text might be considered more a reactionary document than a revolutionary one. What we see here
is not anti-clericalism, but again rather the opposite: a concern with the purification of the clergy, and the related assertion of its superiority and rightful place as
the sole legitimate representative of Buddhist orthodoxy. I have addressed this
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theme in another paper/ 1 and observe there how pervasive this ideology is in
Buddhism, not only in Mahayana sutras, but even in earlier canonical texts
belonging to the Nikaya!Agama corpus.
If, as I have argued, the Mahayana came into existence and persisted within
pre-existing Buddhist social and institutional structures, it would follow that all
monastic members of the Mahayana should have been associated with a traditional ordination lineage. I have further suggested that the Mahayana texts must
have been written by monks, and have defined my notion of a Mahayana
community as one constituted by the authors of these texts. There may, of
course, have also (or instead) been another type of Mahayana community, but it
would be incumbent upon whomever asserted this to be the case to show how
this could have been so. Hirakawa Akira is probably the most influential of those
who do not believe the earliest Mahayana to have been a monastic movement,
and he suggests that formal Mahayana Buddhist social units did exist independently of the traditional sectarian sanghas. He has offered an alternative solution
to our questions, centering on the suggestion that what made such non-monastic
Mahayana groups possible was their orientation around stlipa worship.
Hirakawa holds the Mahayana to have been a movement promoted in contrast
to Nikaya communities by non-ordained people who devoted themselves to
stlipa worship. 52 One of the main presuppositions behind Hirakawa's thinking on
this subject is the contrast between Nikaya Buddhism and the Mahayana, in
which he was perhaps influenced by the writings of Nalinaksha Dutt. 53 The
importance of this should be clear. If we compare, as we inevitably must,
Mahayana Buddhism with its ubiquitous background, mistaken ideas about that
background or pre-existing Buddhism will lead to erroneous conclusions about
the situation of the Mahayana. In one particular regard I think it is precisely here
that Hirakawa has gone astray.
Hirakawa's ideas are based on a very wide reading in the Vinaya literatures,
Agamas, and Mahayana sutras. Basically stated, his position is that the
Mahayana grew out of lay communities institutionally external to the Nikaya
Buddhist communities. These lay communities grew up around stupas not associated with any Nikaya Buddhist sect, and the lay groups managed and administered the stlipas. Gradually they infiltrated the monastic communities, and in
response to this there was a transformation within the monastic communities in
which some of these outside ideas and practices were adopted. This is the
genesis of the Mahayana.
Hirakawa's argument for this theory runs as follows: According to the Mahiiparinirviiva siitra, just before the death of the Buddha he forbade monastic participation in the stlipa cult, ruling that this was the domain of the laity. In
addition, since the cult of the stlipa consists in worship offered with flowers, perfumes, dance, and music, it would not have been possible for monks to participate, since such activities were forbidden to them by the Vinaya. In addition, the
fact that there are no inscriptions on stlipa sites identifying a stiipa as belonging
to a particular sect proves that stiipas were not the domain of the monastic
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community. All of this shows that, despite some suggestions that the Mahayana
grew up from within specific sects of Nikaya Buddhism, it could not have been
Nikaya sect monks who created the Mahayana. It must have been lay people
who were the managers of the stiipas. 54
Gregory Schopen has shown conclusively that the standard interpretation of
the Mahiiparinirviir:za siitra's prohibition of monastic stiipa worship is wrong. 55
The siitra is far from prohibiting monastic worship of stiipas, since the prohibition applies only to participation in the actual funeral ceremony, and moreover
may apply not to all monks but only to Ananda, and not to all funerals but only
to that of the Buddha. Be that as it may, it is clear that there are no doctrinal
grounds, at least in earlier literature, for the idea that monks were prohibited
from participation in stiipa rites. Schopen has also shown elsewhere that in fact
stiipas were a common if not central feature of Indian Buddhist monastery life,
and that the main stiipas of monastic sites did in fact belong to specific sects of
Sectarian Buddhism. 56 As far as the prohibition to participate in dance, the offering of flowers and so on, Sasaki Shizuka has shown that this rule is not in the
oldest stratum of the Vinaya tradition, and that even once introduced a specific
exception was made for offerings to the Buddha, including stiipa offerings. 57
Given this, Hirakawa's argument against the monastic basis of stiipa worship
can be shown to lack evidence, and with this falls the main pillar of his argument for the lay origins of the Mahayana. We may mention in addition the idea
that only lay people would have been able to afford to endow such expensive
structures as stiipas. Here again, Schopen has repeatedly demonstrated that contrary to the impression traditionally derived from a reading of the Vinayas,
monks were not at all the completely penniless renunciants we sometimes
romantically like to imagine them to have been. Some monastics seem to have
been wealthy patrons, and perfectly capable of endowing expensive structures,
and moreover of recording this fact in inscriptions carved on those structures. 58
To be fair, Hirakawa has in fact repeatedly offered extremely detailed and
learned arguments for the theories I have summarily critiqued here. A full
critique worthy of his arguments would be involved and lengthy, and I am happy
to refer here to the detailed studies of Sasaki in this regard. 59 Moreover, the
model Hirakawa suggests is not necessarily his alone. A sociological study of a
new religious movement has clearly stated the presuppositions as follows: 60
New movements in religion tend, in the nature of things, to be the
product of lay initiative. They have often arisen as responses to what
have been perceived as deficiencies in the clergy, and often as a challenge--expressed or implicit-to priestly dominance. In effect, that
challenge has usually been a demand for opportunities of more open
access to spiritual resources, accompanied by distrust of complicated
liturgies and elaborate doctrines which the priests alone are permitted
to claim fully to understand. The lay impulse has been to seek more
immediate spiritual help with less of the manipulative apparatus in
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which priestly classes tend to invest. Consciously or unconsciously, the
lay movement seeks a reorientation concerning the vital focus of spiritual endeavor (for example, by emphasis on faith rather than on ritual
performances). Priests seek to preserve orthodoxy and become custodians of sacred objects and places. They mark off their purported piety by
distinctive means of training, by tonsure, dress, and ritual routines, all
of which lead them to distance themselves from ordinary people and
everyday affairs which not infrequently they see as mundane, and
perhaps even as a source of pollution. In such circumstances, laymen
are sometimes prompted to seek new means by which to acquire protection from the untoward and for new sources of reassurance about
salvation (in whatever form salvation may, in their culture, be conceived). Such a growing divergence of orientation is likely to be exacerbated if a priesthood-purporting to offer indispensable service-in
itself becomes cynical, corrupt, and self-indulgent. A process of this
kind leads a disenchanted laity either to have recourse to competing
agents who claim to offer assistance toward salvation, or to take
spiritual affairs into their own hands. 61
I do not mean to imply that Hirakawa has knowingly borrowed a model from
the sociology of religion, but rather I want to suggest that this model is
fundamentally taken for granted in much of the thinking concerning religious
history, especially that which is seen to relate to the evolution of "sects." There
is little point in speculating on the general applicability of the model in religious
studies as a whole, but even if the model were generally applicable, it would
remain true that it need not necessarily apply to each and every case.
Now, even if we posit Mahayana Buddhism as a movement--or, I should
prefer to say at least for the early Mahayana, movement-s, plural-which has
doctrinal but no institutional existence as such, which is neither a nikiiya, an
orthodox ordination lineage, nor a viida, a school defined by doctrines, but rather
a sort of meta-level movement, which drew its adherents from monastic Buddhism but adherence to which in no way contradicted the established sectarian
identification of its followers, and which was co-local, compatiable with, and
existed within, the complex of these Buddhist communities, distinguished from
non-Mahayana primarily on the level of philosophical doctrine or "systematics,"
some emphases in practice, forms of literary or artistic expression, and some
aspects of mythology and cosmology, and even if we accept that it was only in
this realm of doctrine and rhetoric that Hinayana Buddhism existed, without any
real-world existence in India or elsewhere, I think our quest for definition has
still fallen into a maze from which it might not escape.
Even if we accept that the distinction between Mahayana and non-Mahayana
we find in the works of Indian authors has, from a descriptive rather than a
polemical point of view, been ill-drawn, the existence of the very distinction
itself fixes the basic and hence following questions in a dichotomous frame,
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setting Mahayana against non-Mahayana. In other words, the question "What is
Mahayana Buddhism?" still means more or less the same thing as "What is the
relation between Mahayana and the Buddhism of the sects?"
By failing to question the very framework which lies behind the dualistic distinction which we recognize as very likely nothing more than polemical, we are
casting the whole question of the identity of Mahayana Buddhism in entirely the
wrong terms.
Another way to look at the problem is to suggest that an examination of the
underlying models of definition and classification which have, albeit no doubt
subconsciously, guided scholars so far may reveal failures of their theories to
adequately account for all the relevant data. Since a theory is nothing more than
a structure or construct within which to organize data, such failures are fatal. An
examination of the possible models for definition and classification may likewise
suggest new approaches to the problem.
Philosophers of language distinguish between two basic types of definitions,
"Stipulative" definitions and "Lexical" definitions. In the former, one stipulates
exactly what one means by a certain term, whether or not that sense is intuitive
or even acceptable to others. In many cases we must rely on stipulative definitions, and in fields like science and law, they are usually essential. For instance,
laws or contracts without stipulated definitions are unenforceable and often
meaningless. On the other hand, for many uses stipulative definitions are obviously not what are needed. In most cases, in fact, we could not carry out ordinary communication if we were to rely on stipulative definitions. What we are
concerned with in these cases is "lexical" definition.
Lexical definition is what a dictionary aims for. How is a word most generally used? What do most users of a word intend by it? What do they intend it to
mean? A dictionary aims, among other things, to formalize for us the consensus
of a word's usage. One problem, of course, is that this meaning is often
extremely hard to pin down. The American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language, for example, defines "red" as
Any of a group of colors that may vary in lightness and saturation,
whose hue resembles that ofblood; the hue ofthe long-wave end of the
spectrum; one of the additive or light primaries; one of the psychological primary hues, evoked in the normal observer by the long-wave end
of the spectrum.
It is clear how deeply contextualized this definition is. "Red" resembles blood.
How close does something have to be to "resemble" something else? What is the
"long-wave" end of the light spectrum? How long is long? 62 The same dictionary
says that a "hero" is "any man noted for feats of courage or nobility of purpose,"
or "a person prominent in some event, field, period, or cause by reason of his
special achievements or contributions." But what is "nobility of purpose"? Are
not villains also "prominent"? What is the problem here?
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One problem is that this type of definition aims at identifying an essence.
These definitions aim to locate one or a very few characteristics that are definitive. And this is very problematic. A definition is a description of a class. All
members of a class are included in that class because the definition applies to
them. Classes are defined by definitions, and what definitions do is define
classes. 63 But a definition will not only qualify a given particular for inclusion in
a class; it must also exclude other instances. A definition tells us what qualifies
as a member of a class, and also what does not qualify. That is one reason that
the definition of "hero" has a problem. The word "prominent"-which the same
dictionary defines as "widely known" --does not exclude villains. And of course,
our common usage tells us that villains are not heroes. While this definition is
perhaps sufficiently inclusive, it is not sufficiently exclusive.
And what of essences? A good definition lets us make explicit the implicit
character of the object of the definition, and establish its unity as an object. In
other words, it allows us to include and exclude appropriately. Generally speaking, we ordinarily assume that we can do this by locating the definitive features
or characteristics of the object of our definition, the feature or group of features
which are necessary and sufficient to determine membership in the class. This is
what we generally mean by essence. If such features exist, we can establish what
is called a Monothetic Class (see below). When we are using real language,
however, we generally do not function in this way. We work, as the dictionary
quoted above recognizes, by associating resemblances. We work by analogy.
Something is "red" if it resembles-in the appropriate ways--other things we
think of as "red."64 But how can we formalize that understanding? Or, first, why
would we want to formalize it?
Of course, we generally don't need to formalize definitions. Most readers
have probably never looked up the word "red" in a dictionary. Why should one?
We usually only need to resort to definitions in borderline cases, or when there
is a problem. But sometimes it is important to resort to a definition, and so we
sometimes do want to formalize our understanding. How can we do this when
we cannot find an essence, a feature or set of features which is both necessary
and sufficient to qualify an object for inclusion in a class?
In developing his philosophy of language, Ludwig Wittgenstein spoke about
what he called "Family Resemblances" [Philosophical Investigations §67]. 65
How do we know, Wittgenstein wondered, that something is a "game." What
ties all sorts of games together into a class? Wittgenstein of course was not concerned to formalize the similarity he spoke about, being primarily interested in
logical and natural language problems. But a coincidence of intellectual history
brought together these ideas of Wittgenstein with those of scholars who are concerned to formalize such "Family Resemblances," namely the biological taxonomists. The problem for such scholars is really quite simple. What animals (or for
some, plants) are related to others? What forms a species? The connection
between Wittgenstein's ideas and those of the biological taxonomists led to the
suggestion of utilizing a different approach to classification which does away
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with the requirement for necessary and sufficient conditions. This approach is
that of the Polythetic Class. The Polythetic Class, of course, contrasts with the
Monothetic Class mentioned above.
In a Polythetic Class, to be considered a member of the class each object
must possesses a large (but unspecified) number of features or characteristics
which are considered relevant for membership in that class. And each such set of
features must be possessed by a large number of members of the class. But-and
this is the key-there is no set of features which must be possessed by every
member of the class. There is no one feature or set of features necessary and
sufficient for inclusion in the class. When a class has no single feature or set of
features common to all its members, it is called Fully Polythetic.
This may be expressed in over-simplified form graphically: 66
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Here individuals 1, 2, 3, 4 form a fully polythetic class, while 5 and 6 form a
monothetic class.
One can see how this is an attempt to formalize the notion of Family Resemblances. We can think about it this way: How does one define a "family"? We
might want to consider features such as marriage or blood relation, but what of
adopted children? We might want to consider cohabitation, but of course, many
family members live apart. And so on. Any single feature is open to the challenge of counter-example, but at the same time our classification must also
exclude, so we cannot simply rely on exhaustive listing of possible features, lest
we be forced therefore to include individuals we want to exclude. So while
rejecting the "necessary and sufficient features" model, by collecting a large
number of features we can establish a pattern, a resemblance between individuals. And in fact, many numerical taxonomists try to formalize this process to
the point where it is almost automatic, that is, where the degree of resemblance
can be calculated numerically.
There is of course a difference between natural sciences and social or humanistic studies. While for the most part natural scientists try to select features
which are themselves discrete empirical particulars (for instance, does an animal
have an internal or external skeleton?), even for them an element of the ad hoc
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remains. 67 Nevertheless, despite a certain ambiguity, in many cases natural scientists can select monothetically defined features. But for those of us interested
in studying social phenomena, the very features which we must consider will
themselves often constitute polythetic classes. 68
A particularly good case for the application of this method concerns the
notion of religion. Religion has been notoriously difficult to define, though it is
not necessary to recount that history here. Rather we should direct our attention
to the question of the method of definition. What we want to do, in a nutshell, is
find a definition which will allow us to include in the class of religion all those
phenomena which we feel are religions or religious, and exclude those we feel
are not. In other words, we want to formalize our lexical definitions. Many previous attempts have failed because counter-examples could be produced,
because the suggested definitions excluded individuals we sensed, as users of the
word "religion," to be religions, or because they included individuals we felt
were not religions; that is, they failed either to properly include or properly
exclude. Sometimes this has caused funny pseudo-problems. Most people consider Buddhism to be a religion, yet many Buddhists do not consider their object
of ultimate concern to be God or a god. So, some scholars have suggested that
Buddhism is not, in fact, a religion, but rather a philosophy. These scholars tried
to impose a stipulative definition where a lexical definition belonged. But those
who were willing to let the data direct the theory, instead of letting the theory or
definition make them manipulate their data, realized therefore that theism is
obviously not a good touchstone for the definition of a religion. The suggestion
that Buddhism is not a religion is an example of failure to properly include an
object in the class.
On the other hand, if we look to the functionalists, those who suggest that
religion is what produces meaning and focus in one's life, what organizes one's
social interactions and so on, we have another problem-not this time of inclusion but of exclusion. A theistic definition did not enable us to include Buddhism
as a religion, which we want to do. A functional definition, on the other hand,
may prevent us from excluding American Baseball, for example, from the class
of religions. For of course, baseball provides a source of great, perhaps even
ultimate, meaning for many people, it can structure their worldview and their
social interactions, can produce and focus meaning, and so on. But we should
expect our definition of religion to exclude baseball, and so while the functional
features which might determine inclusion in the class are certainly important,
they cannot be necessary and sufficient. A polythetic approach, on the other
hand, allows us to incorporate as many features as we feel necessary, without
making any one particular feature decisive. This is its great strength.
Before we try to apply this all to the problem of Mahayana Buddhism, let us
make the assumption, which I think is not radical, that Mahayana Buddhism is a
kind of Buddhism, and that there are kinds of Buddhism which are not
Mahayana. But this is not necessarily the same thing as saying that Mahayana is
a species of Buddhism, an important distinction. For what, indeed, is the relation
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between Mahayana Buddhism and the rest of Buddhism, or between Mahayana
and the larger class of Buddhism of which it is a part?
When defining individual religions or religious traditions, we are usually
talking about a structurally different type of class than the class of religion. The
class "religion" qualifies instances for membership purely on what is called by
the biologists phenetic grounds. 69 Phenetic relationships are relationships of similarity, which are defined strictly synchronically, since they indicate a product.
There need be no historical relationship whatsoever between two instances for
them to both be members of the same class. In the study of religion an instance
of this type of relation is what we call phenomenological similarity. As van der
Leeuw has discussed in such interesting detail, 70 we can talk about instances of
prayer, of asceticism, and so on in traditions which have had no historical
contact, and in the same way we can talk about "religions" without implying in
any way a historical connection between the world's religions. In other words,
we can group together instances without regard for their history. Their present
similarity is what is of interest. 71
In contrast to this, phyletic relationships show the course of evolution, and
thus indicate a process. Two individuals related phyletically share some commonly inherited features from a common ancestor, and they may share this
feature even if their evolutionary paths diverged in the ancient past. If the
common ancestry is relatively recent, we speak of shared derived characteristics,72 which link two or more individuals, but separate them from the rest of
their common ancestors. Such recent relations, which are defined diachronically,
are termed "cladistic."
So we have two basic categories: First are relationships which are synchronic, in which two individuals may be grouped together on the basis of
ancient common inheritances or common chance similarities, adventitious similarities which have been independently acquired by the individual. Second are
relations based on common similarities due to a genetic and historical link which
produced in both individuals a shared innovation, not shared with their common
ancestor.
Phenetic-that is, synchronic, phenomenological-classification is possible
for all groups, whether or not they have any previous, that is to say historical,
connection, but cladistic or phyletic classification requires historical inference.
When we talk about the class "religion," we are of course concerned with phenetic relationships, but when we study a given religious tradition, it is usually
the cladistic form of classification that we are interested in, which is to say,
historical links are vital. 73
We can certainly relate some traditions within the class "Buddhism" to each
other from some perspectives by means of their shared derived characteristicsthat is, cladistically. Thus, broadly speaking Mongolian Buddhism can be linked
to Tibetan Buddhism by, among other things, their shared derived characteristics, or their shared innovations. We can draw a tree-diagram-what is called
by the biologists a cladogram-illustrating such relations. 74
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But does this same approach apply to the object we call Mahayana Buddhism? Does the pair of Mahayana and other-than-Mahayana form, as many
writers on Buddhism seem to assume, what is technically called in cladistics a
"sister group," that is two lineages more closely related to each other than to any
other lineages? 75 Or is the whole question being asked in a misleading way? Is it
possible that scholars who have considered the question have somehow assumed
some version of a model which mirrors the biologist's cladistic classification?
Naturally it is unlikely that their motivation for this is to be found in biological
classification itself, and while it is obvious that one possible source is an analogical extension of the Protestant Reformation idea, and the relation between
Catholicism and Protestantism, it is also far from impossible that general notions
of necessary and sufficient conditions and of species classification have led
scholars to certain assumptions. It is these very assumptions which I think we
must question. And so we come back to our core question: Just what is the relationship of Mahayana to the rest of Buddhism?
The definition we seek of Mahayana Buddhism must be a lexical definition. It
would be pointless for us to suggest a stipulative definition, although such stipulative definitions offered for example in traditional texts like that of Yijing may
certainly become data for our quest. We want to determine what are generally
agreed to be the limits of the class, in this case of Mahayana Buddhism. And this
class should be defined not monothetically but polythetically, through a large
number of features which cumulatively circumscribe the class. I suggest the
place we will look for features which will lead us to a definition of Mahayana
Buddhism should in the first place be the Mahayana sutras.
But-and this is not as meaningless as it might at first sound-Mahayana
siitras are Buddhist texts, and all Buddhist texts are Buddhist texts. In other
words, we assume that all Buddhist texts are Buddhist-but really without
knowing what we mean by this, and without having formalized this feeling. This
suggests that rather than asking what makes a Mahayana Buddhist text
Mahayana it might be better to ask what makes it both Buddhist and Mahayana.
Or we might visualize the problem in a quite different way: is there any way we
can localize Mahayana texts within some imaginary multi-dimensional space
which we call "Buddhism"?
If we imagine Buddhism as a multi-dimensional space, and we do not prejudge the locations of different kinds of Buddhism-with for example Theravada in one comer and Zen far away in another-but instead start our thinking
on the level of individual texts, I think we would quickly realize that various
texts would be located at various points in this multi-dimensional matrix, some
texts being located more closely to each other than to a third type of text. Of
course, there can be no such thing as an absolute location, but only a location
relative to other objects in the space (just as is the case in the three dimensions
of our physical universe). This is related to the "degree of resemblance" calculations which, as I mentioned above, numerical taxonomists employ. Slightly
more thought would show us that the problem is more complicated still. For
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what are the criteria by means of which we would locate our texts in this space?
In fact, there is an infinite number of possible criteria we might want to use to
locate the objects of our study, and an infinite number of ways of relating our
data points to each other, and thus an infinite number of multi-dimensional
matrices. For instance, we should recognize that even the unit "text" is itself
amenable to further analysis and localization. Let us consider the example of
one sutra, the Kiisyapaparivarta, just for the sake of argument. We have a Sanskrit version (in this case only one nearly complete manuscript, with a few
variant fragments, but sometimes we will have more), a Tibetan translation, and
a number of Chinese versions, not to mention a commentary to the text extant in
several versions, quotations in other works, and so on. From one perspective, we
would expect all of these to be located very closely together in our imaginary
space; they are all versions of, or intimately related to, the "same text." From
another perspective, however, if we are interested in translation vocabulary for
instance, we might also have good reasons to want to relate the Chinese translation of the Kiisyapaparivarta of one translator more closely to other translations
of the same translator than to other Chinese versions of the Kasyapaparivarta,
and certainly more closely than to the Tibetan translation of the same text. Or
again, a text with doctrinal content might from that perspective be related more
closely to another of similar content, the Heart Sutra (Prajfiiipiiramitahrdaya)
with the Diamond Sutra (Vajracchedikii), for instance, while if we were interested in the same text used liturgically we might group it with quite another text
or texts to which it might be unrelated in terms of its content but with which it
may be used together or similarly in ritual, the same Prajfiiipiiramitahrdaya with
the Smaller Sukhiivafivyuha, perhaps. So the sorts of groupings the data will
produce will depend on what we are asking of our data. There will not be one
final definitive grouping, that is to say, no one unique localization of our objects
within our imaginary multi-dimensional space. And the more flexible the organization of our data, the more comprehensively we will be able to understand and
classify its internal relations. To put this another way, none of the objects we are
interested in-no matter how we are likely to define those objects, singly or as
groups-will be related to another object or set of objects in a single, unique
way. The relation will depend on what aspects of the objects we choose to relate
every time we ask a question. And if we map the relations between objects
within our multi-dimensional space, the geography of that space will therefore
be determined by the combination of objects and aspects in question. Since we
have multiple objects and virtually limitless aspects to compare---{;onstrained
only by the imagination which generates our questions-no unique mapping or
solution is even theoretically possible.
There are in fact established techniques available in the so-called Social Sciences for thinking about such problems. One of the most important numerical
techniques is called Cluster Analysis. What cluster analysis enables one to do is
rationally deal with a large amount of data, clustering it into more compact
forms for easier manageability. The clusters may be defined in any number of
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ways. It might be possible for us, for instance, to select features, such as the
occurrence of doctrinal concepts, key words, stock phrases or the like, and code
them I or 0 for Mahayana or non-Mahayana. But given our goals, one of which
is to avoid prejudicing the relationship between Mahayana and other forms of
Buddhism as this monothetic classification would, such an approach can be seen
to embody the same sort of flaw inherent in previous thinking on the subject. 76 A
much better approach would be to cluster discretely rather than cumulatively,
that is, to measure the presence or absence of given factors, and then measure
the total clustered factors individually, not additively. The clusters which result
would, then, allow for the formation of a polythetic class. 77 Naturally, the mathematics behind such statistical methods of multivariate analysis are sophisticated,
and I do not pretend to have even a rudimentary understanding of the technical
details. My wish here is to introduce the broadest, most general outlines of the
procedure, and to appeal for a consideration by scholars of Buddhism of this
new way of conceptualizing the very nature of the problem, rather than to offer a
definitive array of statistical techniques to carry out the details of the project.
Let us step back for a moment to the self-evident claim offered above:
Mahayana Buddhism is Buddhism. As such, not only should instances of
Mahayana Buddhism be related and relatable to other objects in the same class,
but to other objects in the larger class "Buddhism" as well. Just how those
Mahayana Buddhist objects are related to Buddhist objects will provide us an
answer to our question concerning the relation between Mahayana Buddhism
and Buddhism as a whole-that is to say, the question What is Mahayana
Buddhism?
Another way of putting this is as follows: If we start with the assumption that
there is something called Mahayana, but we do not know what its features are,
we will want to look at the objects which we think might be definitive of
Mahayana and extract from those the qualities which group or cluster them
together. Moreover, if we think these same or other objects might also belong
somehow to another set--even on a different logical level, for example, the set
of Buddhism at large-we will want to have a way of determining to what
extent the object is Mahayana and to what extent it is simply Buddhist. That is,
what we will be looking for is not a presence or absence of Mahayana, but a
question of degree of identification with some cluster, or even better of general
location within the whole space, in this case of"Buddhism."
The only attempt I know of to do anything even remotely like this is that of
Shizutani Masao/ 8 who looked not at Buddhist literature in general but rather
tried to stratify Mahayana siitras chronologically into what he termed Primitive
Mahayana (genshi daijo) and Early Mahayana (shoki daijo) on the basis of the
presence or absence of certain concepts and technical terms. Unfortunately, as
far as I can see, he approached the problem purely impressionistically and
without any rigorous method. Moreover, I have grave doubts about the possibility of establishing even a relative chronology of this literature purely on the
basis of internal evidence, not to mention the backward methodology of such an
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approach. Nevertheless, careful reading of Shizutani's study might yield valuable clues for future research.
What I suggest instead in no way precludes taking into account the age or relative age of our sources; it simply does not depend on such a determination. The
comprehensive comparison of multiple aspects of a large number of objects will
allow us to see the multiple natures of these objects, their relative similarities
and differences, in a comparative light. Let us again consider an example. Individuals do not hold consistent sets of ideological or political viewpoints. Not all
vegetarians are opposed to the death penalty, not all abortion rights activists
oppose nuclear power, and so on. The complex make up of ideologies which
characterizes any given population, however, can be studied statistically. It is a
similar census which I suggest for the population of "Buddhism," the objects
constituting which include texts, art objects, and so on.
Once we reject the groundless assumption that Mahayana and non-Mahayana
Buddhism are related in the fashion of cladistic classification, then we are freed
to explore other dimensions of the definitions of Mahayana Buddhism. We are
enabled and empowered to think in terms of degrees of similarity and relatedness, rather than simply the dichotomy related/unrelated. This in tum enables us
to think more fluidly about the ways in which, for example, a Mahayana Buddhist text may borrow literary conceits of earlier literature, or a mythological
episode, while reformulating the doctrinal content of the episode. It gives us a
tool to think about multiple ways that one and the same object might be used,
while the object itself remains essentially unchanged. A stone image of Sakyamuni may have different meanings in different ritual contexts, just as a textual
pericope may shift its meaning-or we should better say, have its meaning
shifted-by its changing context. Such an appreciation gives us good tools for
rethinking problems such as the "transfer of merit" or the "perfections," claimed
as characteristic of Mahayana Buddhism but found in non-Mahayana literature
as well, among a host of other possibilities.
This also enables us to deal with the problem, alluded to above, that very
obviously much of the literature commonly cited in discussions of Mahayana
Buddhism as that of"Sectarian Buddhism," and surely not rarely implied to represent some pre-Mahayana ideas, in fact dates from a period after the rise of the
Mahayana Buddhist movement. If we assume that Mahayana Buddhism arose in
the first century of the Common Era-a reasonable dating which in reality we
have very little or no evidence to justifY-and we simultaneously recognize that
no Chinese translation of Buddhist material predates that period, that the Pali
canon was not written down before the fifth century, although its redaction
clearly predates that time, and so on, we must come to appreciate that even if we
wish to be much more careful about our comparisons of Mahayana and preMahayana materials than we have been heretofore, we will have a very tough
time of it. To this we add the problem of contamination. lfwe revert to the previous assumption of a cladistic classification for a moment, and borrow here
the model of the philologists' cladogram, the stemma or tree diagram he has
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borrowed from the biologist in the first place, we will have to recognize that the
history of Mahayana Buddhism reflects a heavily cross-contaminated situation.
The materials to which we are comparing our extant Mahayana Buddhist literature may well have been written or revised in light of that very Mahayana Buddhist material itself, and vice versa ad infinitum. Even theoretically, there is no
way to produce a clean schematic of the relations in question, any more than it
would be possible to clarify a mixture in a glass after orange juice had been
poured into soda, that mix poured into coffee, then added back into the orange
juice, and so on. The contamination is complete, its history irreversible. 79 This
leaves us only with the possibility of clarifying various aspects of the phenetic,
synchronic relations between objects of our interest. But this does not in any
way mean that we are to ignore traditional information. Yijing-and of course
he is not the only source-tells us that worship of bodhisattvas is definitive of
Mahayana Buddhism. We need not take this, even if he so intended it, as a
necessary and sufficient condition to accept it as one point in our data set, one
object which is to be brought into conjunction with others. The same applies to
the problem of the identification of a given text as, for example, a Mahayana
siitra. Chinese siitra catalogues do not give us a definitive answer, but provide
one feature to be taken into account in the process of formulating a polythetic
definition. And so too for features such as the mention of emptiness, bodhisattvas, the perfections, and so on. With such tools in hand we may be able to
approach anew the problem of the definition and classification of Mahayana
Buddhism.
In conclusion, let me explain what is behind the title of my paper, which I
confess to have borrowed from authors more clever than I. I was inspired in the
first place by the title of a paper by the paleontologist and biologist Stephen J.
Gould, "What, If Anything, is a Zebra?"; Gould in tum had borrowed his title
from a paper of Albert E. Wood, "What, if Anything, Is a Rabbit?" 80 What
Gould wonders is whether the various stripped horses actually make up a cladistic group. If they do not, then strictly and cladistically speaking there is no such
thing as a zebra. This line of thought got me thinking about Mahayana Buddhism. I first thought I could ask "What, if anything, is Mahayana Buddhism?"
because I wanted to know whether Mahayana Buddhism was cladistically
related to non-Mahayana Buddhism. But what I have come to realize is that
what we really want to know is how to locate Mahayana with respect to Buddhism as a whole, and as a part of that question we want to understand above all
how objects are defined as "Mahayana" in the first place. But cladistics cannot
help us here. Asking about the relation of Mahayana to Buddhism as a whole is
closer to asking about the relation of the zebra to the category "animal" (or
perhaps "mammal"). The tools we must use to approach the definition and classification of Mahayana Buddhism are much less rigid and dichotomous than
cladistics, much more fluid, variable and flexible. And so, with an aesthetic
reluctance but a methodological confidence, I concede that this incarnation of
Gould's title does not properly set the stage for the task facing us as we attempt
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to confront the problem of how to define Mahayana Buddhism. But after all,
perhaps form may be permitted to trump content just this once. As a title "The
Definition of Mahayana Buddhism as a Polythetic Category" seems sufficiently
anaemic to justify the poetic licence.

Notes
* I wish to express my sincere thanks to my erstwhile student Ms. Bonnie Gulas, whose
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20

insights into taxonomy from the viewpoint of paleontology have been very helpful to
me. Thanks also to Profs. Kenneth Bailey and Richard Ethridge for their encouragement.
One of the terminological issues that might be addressed is whether we aim at typology or taxonomy; the former is conceptual and qualitative, the latter empirical and
quantitative. I think we will see below that ultimately what we seek is a taxonomy.
See Bailey 1994:6-7.
Bareau 1987:195.
Ryiikoku Daigaku l914-1922:5.3169c, s.v.
Nakamura 1981 :920cd.
Odal917:ll44b.
Hobogirin, p. 767 (published 1994).
Mochizuki l932-36:4.3248b.
Lamotte 1954.
Faxian (mid-late 4th century), Xuanzang (602-664) and Yijing (635-713).
Takakusu 1896:14-15. The text is the Nanhai jigui neifa-zhuan T. 2125 (LIV)
205cll-13.
Takakusu 1896:xxii-xxiii.
Barth 1898, while actually a detailed study in its own right, is written as a review of
Takakusu 1896 and Chavannes 1894.
Barth 1898:448.
Barth 1898:449--450.
Barth 1898:450. It is actually the Vinaya of the Miila-Sarvastivada that Yijing translated into Chinese. Although the relation between these two sects is not yet entirely
clear, it would be well to avoid conflating the two whenever possible. I confess that I
remain unconvinced by the arguments of Enomoto 2000 that the two, Sarvastivada
and Miila-Sarvastivada, are the same.
Przyluski 1926-28:361-362.
Przy1uski 1926-28:363.
La Vallee Poussin 1929:234. In what is perhaps an isolated case in Japan, the same
position was espoused by Tomomatsu Entai 1932:332. There can be little doubt that
Tomomatsu, who studied in France, was deeply influenced by Przyluski's thought.
van der Leeuw 1938:1.261 goes even farther: "[T]he sect ... severs itself not only
from the given community but from the "world" in general. . . . [T]he sect is not
founded on a religious covenant that is severed from another religious community
such as the church; it segregates itself, rather, from community in general. ... The
correlate of the sect is therefore not the church but the community; it is the most
extreme outcome of the covenant."
The only meaningful candidate for a "Buddhist Church" in India is the so-called
Universal Community, the samgha of the four directions. However, it appears
that this was a purely abstract and imaginary entity, with no institutional existence.
(But it is not known, for example, how gifts to this universal community, often
recorded in inscriptions, were administered.) It may, in this sense, be something like
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the "Brotherhood of Man." This Brotherhood, though it may exist, has no officers, no
treasurer, no meeting hall, no newsletter.
It is this latter type of definition, however, which was assumed by T.W. Rhys Davids
1908:307a when he wrote about "Sects (Buddhist)" for the Encyclopedia of Religion
and Ethics. Rhys Davids assumed the meaning of"sect in the European sense~i.e. of
a body of believers in one or more doctrines not held by the majority, a body with its
own endowments, its own churches or chapels, and its own clergy ordained by itself."
He went on to say 308b: "There were no 'sects' in India, in any proper use of that
term. There were different tendencies of opinion, named after some teacher ... , or
after some locality ... , or after the kind of view dominant. ... All the followers of
such views designated by the terms or names occurring in any of the lists were
members of the same order and had no separate organization of any kind." I think this
view is also questionable, but in any case the point is that Rhys Davids is applying
here a very different definition of the term "sect" than I am.
This point, and the terminological distinction, has been noticed and reiterated by
Heinz Becher! a number of times recently. Becher! however refers in his notes only to
La Vallee Poussin's discussion.
La Vallee Poussin 1930:20 wrote: "I believe that in the India of Asailga as in that of
Santideva one could not have been a Buddhist monk without being associated with
one of the ancient sects, without accepting one of the archaic Vinayas." On the other
hand, I mean exactly what I say by the expression "there is no evidence ...." This
does not mean that there absolutely were no monks other than those associated with
Sectarian ordination lineages. It means we have no evidence on this point.
La Vallee Poussin 1930:25. The reference at the end of this quotation is a translation,
although without any mention of the source, from the Bodhisattvabhiimi (Wogihara
1936:173.5-10). La Vallee Poussin had in fact quoted this passage years earlier,
1909:339--40, there giving the Sanskrit in note 1. At that time he also noted the difficulty of translating klistii iipatti, suggesting "un peche mortel."
La Vallee Poussin 1930:32-33. In this preface to Dutt 1930:vii-viii, La Vallee
Poussin expressed exactly the same sentiments.
Bechert has repeatedly published more or less the same remarks, sometimes in the
same words. See for example: 1964:530-31; 1973:12-13; 1976:36-37; 1977:363--64;
1982:64-65, and 1992:96-97. Hisashi Matsumura 1990:82-85, note 53, has also
offered some bibliographic notes which indicate his awareness of the opinions of
Barth and his successors.
Becher! 1973:12. The reference to the Kriyiismigrahapanjikii is evidently to Dutt
1931:263.
Becher! 1992:96-97, virtually identical with 1977:363-64.
As an example see Cohen 1995:16, who says, without a shred of evidence:
"Mahayanists might come from all nikiiyas; yet there is an expectation that prior
nikiiya affiliations are moot once a yiinic conversion is made."
It is in this sense formally similar to the designation iirthika or firthya, the former
defined by Monier-Williams 1899 s.v. quite well as "an adherent or head of any other
than one's own creed." The terms are, of course, derogatory. (It is perhaps also worth
noting that, as far as I know, Buddhist texts do not refer to other Buddhists as
firthika.)
Levi 1907:1.1 Od: yat hlnarh hlnarh eva tat.
An example of a scholar led into just such an error is Cohen 1995:20, who says: "Of
all the categories through which to reconstruct Indian Buddhism's history, Mahayana
and Hi:nayana are the most productive. Nevertheless, our reconstructions have a secret
life of their own. Each yiina can be defined positively, through a necessary and sufficient characteristic for individuals' membership within that taxon. Moreover, because
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these two yanas are logical opposites, each can also be defined negatively, through its
lack of the other's necessary and sufficient characteristic. However, in both cases,
these positive and negative definitions are not conceptually equivalent. That is, the
Mahayana is positively characterized by its members' pursuit of the bodhisattva path;
the Hlnayana is negatively characterized as the non-Mahayana, i.e., its members do
not necessarily pursue Buddhahood as their ideal. However, when positively characterized the Hlnayana is defined by members' affiliation with one or another nikaya,
which, of course, means that the Mahayana is known negatively by its members'
institutional separation from those same nikayas."
See Kent 1982. Kent, a specialist in sectarian movements but not terribly knowledgeable about Buddhism, suggested that the rhetoric of Mahayana sutras resembles the
rhetoric common to embattled sectarian groups in various religions. He portrayed the
contrast between Mahayana and Hlnayana monks as one of great hostility, and
emphasized the role of the laity as a force in forming the Mahayana communities and
their outlook. Notice here that Kent's use of the term "sect" follows the standard
dichotomous Weberian definition, and essentially differs from the way I use the term.
I will discuss below the views of Lamotte, who considers the Mahayana to be anticlerical. Hirakawa also believes that Mahayana texts are anti-clerical. His reasoning,
as Sasaki has pointed out, is based on the idea that the so-called Sravakayana is
heavily criticized in that literature. But attacks on the Sravakayana are not attacks on
monasticism in general (that is, sravaka bhi~u), but attacks on those who hold doctrinal positions which are worthy of criticism, that is anti-Mahayana positions. There is
nothing "anti-clerical" about it. Nevertheless, as Sasaki has emphasized, this misunderstanding pervades Hirakawa's work on the subject. See Sasaki 1997.
At least in Mahayana literature, as far as I know. On this point, however, see the
interesting study of Peter Masefield 1986.
Quite obviously, in the case of some texts, as Shimada 1991 has argued for the
Mahayana, Mahiiparinirval)a-siitra for instance, a given literary work may be the
product of more than one community, as it grew over time. I do not necessarily agree
completely with the details of Shimada's analysis of the case of the Mahayana
Mahaparinirval)a-siitra, but the general point is beyond dispute.
This should not be taken to mean that, with a certain hindsight, we may not find traditional attributions to be occasionally wrong. We do find, for example, that Chinese
scripture catalogues sometimes designate alternate translations of Mahayana scriptures as non-Mahayana. We may note for example the cases ofT. 1469, in fact a
section of the Kasyapaparivarta, or T. 170, in fact a translation of the Ra${rapalapariprccha. Neither text is recognized by traditional Chinese classifications as a
Mahayana scripture. I am of course aware of the fact that the classification of scriptures in China and Tibet (and doubtless in India too) was a polemical activity, motivated by a multitude of forces. These sources are not "objective," of course, a trait they
share with every other type of source.
I think as a clear case of the Si~asamuccaya, dating from a rather later period to be
sure, in which diverse siitras are quoted together without apparent regard for their
initial source or provenance. I think that the approach of this text to its materials
reflects a sort of"leveling."
The comparable situation in studies ofthe "tree of life" is critiqued in Gordon 1999.
I am quite aware that there is a certain circularity to this suggestion, but, as I said
above, I would prefer to see the logic as spiral rather than as a closed circle, progress
being possible.
Harrison 1993:139-140.
I do not know if this is what Mochizuki 1988:157 means when he says that "The
Maharatnakiita, viewed from the point of view of its establishment, may be called a
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Medieval Mahayana scripture." He may be referring to the compilation of the collection by Bodhiruci in the eighth century, but at the end of the same paragraph,
Mochizuki asserts that these Mahiiratnakiita texts are certainly older than the
Mahiiyiina Mahiiparinirviil)a-siitra.
Maeda 1903.
The situation is nuanced by the existence of the categories of samiinasamviisaka and
niiniisamviisaka monks. See Kieffer-Piilz 1993:52-54, and Chung and Kieffer-Piilz
1997: 15. The constellation of samghabheda, nikiiyabheda, cakrabheda, karmabheda,
samiinasamviisaka and niiniisamviisaka deserves to be thoroughly (re )investigated.
Sasaki 1992, 1993.
Let us recall the words of La Vallee Poussin yet again 1925:20: "Scholars set up
between monk, novice and lay people a difference of degree, not of nature. All three
are siimvarikas, people who have accepted a samvara [vow-JAS] ... All three
possess the 'morality of engagement,' samiidiintaflla, the morality which consists not
in the simple avoidance of sin but in the resolution to refrain from it."
Robinson 1965-66:25-26.
He flatly stated this in Lamotte 1955:86: "The advent of the Mahayana consecrated
the triumph of lay aspirations."
Lamotte 1954:379.
He gives no reference, but the verse is in fact to be found in Finot 190 I :28.17-18.
See Silk forthcoming.
I translate as "Nikaya community" Hirakawa's Japanese expression buha kyi5dan.
Although Hirakawa has published a certain number of articles in English, and an
English translation of one half of his popular survey of Indian Buddhism has
appeared (Hirakawa 1990), I refer in all cases to his latest Japanese publications, on
the assumption that these present his most recent and considered views. He has,
moreover, been publishing a series of Collected Works in which many of his older
studies are reprinted, sometimes with some modifications. When newer versions of
old papers are available, I generally refer to the more updated publication. In the
main, the ideas discussed in the present context are found in Hirakawa 1954 (rpt.
1989).
Hirakawa seldom refers to Western scholarly works, but does occasionally take note
of Dutt 1930-not however in Hirakawa 1954.
I believe we can lay out Hirakawa's argument rather clearly almost in his own words;
Hirakawa 1954 (1989):377: Because lay believers (zaike shinja) erected the stiipa of
the Buddha, and distributed his sarlra (relics), therefore (yue ni) in the time when the
Mahiiparinirviil)a siitra was redacted in the primitive Sangha the believers (shinja)
were responsible for the administration of the stiipas (hutto no keiei iji), and bhik~us
were not directly involved. Because Vinayas of the sects (buha) discuss stiipas they
were taken care of by the Nikaya Buddhist communities (buha kyi5dan) in the Nikaya
Buddhist Age (buha bukkyo jidai-whatever that is!). At the same time, there were
many independent stiipas not connected with sects (buha). The many stiipas with dedicatory inscriptions which do not record a sect name proves there were stiipas not
connected to a sect.
Schopen 1991.
See for example Schopen 1979 and 1985.
Sasaki 1991.
That monks and nuns of high status made many endowments was already pointed out,
for example, by Njammasch 1974:281-282. However, she seems to resist the conclusion that such monks possess personal wealth (p. 283).
Most accessible is his English article Sasaki 1997.
Wilson and Dobbelaere 1994:232.
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61 The authors go on, in the following paragraph, to make explicit the application of
their remarks: "The process outlined in the abstract applies to various historical
instances, conspicuously to the history of Protestantism. The Reformation, whist not
an initially lay movement, met, with its doctrine of the priesthood of all believers, the
aspirations of the laity, whilst subsequent dissenting and schismatic movements
sought more direct access to saving grace, and wider opportunities for lay spiritual
experience. Such struggles between priests and laity are by no means confined to
Christian history: they have occurred in various religious contexts." The authors continue, in an overly credulous manner, I believe, to discuss the issue of the schism
between the Nichiren Shoshu and the Soka Gakkai, relying almost entirely it seems
on polemical materials (in English!) published by the respective parties, primarily the
latter.
62 It may be that there are technical definitions of "long wave light" in optics, stated for
instance in terms of a range of Angtri:ims. This simply makes this part of the definition into a virtual tautology, however.
63 It is worth stressing here that while individuals may evolve, classes do not. The
characteristics of an individual may change such that the individual may no longer be
included as a member of a certain class, but the class itself cannot change.
64 I leave out of consideration here the fact that all humans very closely agree on what is
a good example of "red" and what is not. The psychology and neuroscience of this is
rather complicated, but the result is a well established fact. See Varela, Thompson
and Rosch 1996:157-171, esp. 168; the classic study is Berlin and Kay 1969.
65 Wittgenstein 1958:32.
66 Needham 1975:357.
67 For example, a researcher might ask, is or is not a single-called creature tolerant to
0.5 ppm of saline in solution? But why pick the number 0.5 ppm? Is it not totally
arbitrary, ad hoc? Another example is found in the way morphological features are
recognized by those attempting cladistic analyses. Holes and bumps on bones ("large
fenestra," for instance) are recognized as significant in basically impressionistic ways.
68 Needham 1975:364.
69 Bailey 1983:256.
70 van der Leeuw 1938.
71 These are termed by the biologists homoplasies, similar characteristics independently
evolved. When the origins of the similar characteristics are independently acquired
they are termed convergent, when independently evolved parallel.
72 Technically called synapomorphies; Gould 1983:358.
73 This is not true, by the way, with classifications of types of religions, such as "New
Age" Religions. Such classifications, like the classification "religion" itself, almost
always rely on phenetic relationships.
74 On the application of biological concepts to other fields of study, see the very interesting essays in Hoenigswald and Wiener 1987.
75 Cf. Gould 1983:357.
76 This is also the same flaw to which cladistic analyses are prone.
77 See Bailey 1994.
78 Shizutani 1974.
79 Of course, some history may be recoverable even from highly contaminated or
hybridized examples. Some of the processes which led to an extant complex state
may be tracable-but not all.
80 Gould 1983; Wood 1957.
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